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CHAPTER I. 

PHYSICAL .ASPECTS . 
• 

KACHHI forms the easternmost division of the Kalat 
State, and is situated between 27" 53' and 29" 35' 

N., and 67• u' and 68• 28' E. It consists of a flat trian
gular plain, with its base on the Upper Sind Frontier Dis
trict of Sind, and the Nasinibad tahsil of the Sibi District, 
and is enclosed by the Mar.ri and Bugti hills on the east, 
and the irthar and the Central Bnihui ranges of the Jhala
wan country on the west. On the north-east of its apex 
lies the Sibi tahsil. 'The total area, including the Lahri 
niabal(J,282 square miles), which is under. the Political con
trol of the Political Agent of the Sibi District, is s,JIO 
square miles. 

The boundaries of the district have not been defined, but 
the following is an approximate description thereof;_:_ 

The western boundary commences in the south at Panj
khabar, a point at which the Sind-Kah'tt fl,•undary meets. It 
runs in ·a northerly direction to the mouth of the Mula pass, 
a line of hills known by distinctive local names and roughly 
marking the boundary :.eparating the Magassi tribal coun
try on the "'ast from the Jhalawan tribes on the west. 
Northwards, the line follows the eastern face ofthe northern 
portion of the Mula hills as far as the Sukleji, and thence 
still running north leaves the lower spurs of the eastern 
slopes of the Nagau hills in Kachhi, and separates the tribal 
area of the Lasharis and the Rinds of Kachhi from that of 
the Jattaks of Jhalawan and the Lahris of Sarawan. Pro
ceeding further northward, it goes along the foot of the hills 
as far as Sibri vill«ge in the Dadhar valley and. separates the 
1 a to is from the Lahris and the jurisdiction of the Dadhar 

PHYSICAL 
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rnz"dhat from the N agau and Bhaur hills. From Sibri, it 
turns northward to the village of Rindli through the Maur
jlk hills, in the neighbourhood of which it strikes the Bolan 
river and continuing north-eastwards meets the Sibi boun
dary at Mushkcl.f. 

From the above point, the Mushka£ nullak forms· the 
boundary between llritish and Kalat State territory to the 
point where it joins the N ari, whence the latter forms the 
boundary· between the two territories. The boundary line 
then leaves the :'\ ~ri on the south-west by mausa Kach and 
runs in· a straight line ov~r the Plrak Pir Takri (mound) to 
the bank of the Dhora nullak. This, portion of the line 
is marked by masonry pillars, which were built under the 
orders of the late Sir James Browne. From the last pillar 
on this line, the Dhora nullak forms the boundary which 
runs to the south as far as the site of Mr. Bruce's boundary 
pillar ·laid down in x882 in the south-west of mausa Darig, 
where a new masonry pillar has recently been built. From 
this point the line runs to the Ghazi nullak about 23 miles, 
assuming different directions, and along this portion of the 
boundary masonry pillars have been· erected. From Ghazi 
nullak, the boundary runs almost in a south-easterly direc
tion along the Marri and Bugti hills, including Shahpur, 

. within the line and meeting the northern boundary of the 
Naslrabad tahsil near that point. 

The· southern boundary is also not defined, but it is for 
the greater part conterminous with the northern boundary 
of the Naslnibad tahsil of the Sibi District, formerly a n£dbat 
of Kalat. In the Agreement," dated the 17th of February 
1903, by which the management of the Nasirabad nz"dbat 
was handed over to the British Government, the northern 
boundary is laid down as follows :-

" "' "' "' # $ 

It follows the foot of the Bugti hills running in a westerly 
direction to their nearest point to the Shah pur road, near the 
Manak Garhi nullak. It then follows this nullak as far as 
the Shcl.hpur road, then follows the Shabpur road south as 
far as the Deh Chattan lands (generally known as Dodaika) 
and then turns west following the boundary of Dodaika to 

· • Clause II of the Agreement, printed as an Appen~ix to the Sit.i 
District Gazetteer. 



CONFIGURATION. 3 

to the Nurwah channel above the point to where the watel" PHYSICAL 

~eaches. It then follows the Nurwah as far as the junction AsPEcTs • 
.of the latter with the Dur Muhammad Wah, which is shown 
in most of the maps as the Shahiwah, a 'continuation of 
.the main Desert canal. From this point it follows the Dur 
Muhammad Wah right along its course to the west and 
~outh-west, crossing the railway at mile 368, five miles. north 
. .of Jhatpat station, until it meets the line of pillars erected 
'about four years ago by the Magassis and Jamalis as their 
mutual boundary. It then follows this line of pillars south-
wards to the Sind border, passing about soo yards t0 the 
west of the point where the Son wah has been closed." 

From this point the southern boundary of Kachhi runs 
almost due west for about 10 miles and joins the western 
bou"l'tdary at Panjkhabar. 

The district, as described by Holdich, is a flat triangular 
desert inlet from the Indus valley running from south to 
north penetrating the hills at the entrance of ~he Bolan and 
Nari routes to Quetta. Its chit;f characteristics are its level 
surface, excessive heat in summer, and at times its great 
scarcity of water. Except within the influence of irrigation 
or after successive rains, it is little better than a desert. 
The desert portion of the country ls locally called pat or 
potlzo. This covers large desolate tracts, which, being be-
yond the reach of water brought by the rivers after floods, 
contain no vegetable life, whence they are known in verna-
cut.u:•· documents as dasht-i-am7J•at or desert of death. The • 
largest of these pats is the central or that portion of the 
district which is traversed by the Sind-Pishin railway. 

It is in these tracts that a marked natural feature of 
the district, the mirage, occurs. " The phenomenon, a 
gossamer-like ·fitm undulating just above the surface· of the 
land, appears in the distance li.ke a broad sheet of water. 
Its cause will be found in the resistance offered by the cool 
atmosphere to the ascent of the scanty moistures from the 
over-heated earth. It will invert images ·precisely as water 
does and often brings within the vision the depressed and 
low-lying land." It is locally known by different names,, 
and stories are current of people having lost their lives by 

· the dec~ptive impression conveyed by it that a stream of 
running water was within their sight. 

Configura
tion. 

Mirage. 
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· · The surface of the country, generally, is of extremely low 
· elevation, no part of it being much higher than soo. feet 

above sea-level. The slope, which is, however, impercep
tible, is from n.,rth to sout_h. Numerous hill torrents issu
ing- from the hills cut deep channels, which are divided into 
countless artifiCial channels and which are eventually lol>t in 
the plains. On the west and east the distri!:t is surrounded 

•by lofty barriers of hills, those on the west being the 
Kirthar and the Centra• Brahui ranges and on the north
east the Marri and Bugti hills. 

As has been already mentioned, the district consists ot 
an alluvial tract· devoid of any mountain ranges. The 
chains of mountains running along its western boundary 
have been described in the Sarawan and jhalawan District 
Gasetteers .. Through these ranges the district has communica
tion with the hilly rt·gions, principally by means of the Bolan 
and Mula passes. Other important tracks along these 
mountains from north to south are (1) Bhaur, (2) Judusk, 
{3) Zagh-na-kasar, (4) Nalani, (5) Hurro or Rod-na-kasar, 
(6i the Sukteji route known by the Brahuis as the Kachhi-na
Jhal route ; all leading to Sarawan, and (7) the Takari and 
the Narilak tracks from Gajan to Zahri, (8) the Ledav route 
from Kotra to Zahri, and (9) the Mula. 

Banh or 
Pabb hills. 

The only hills other than the skirts of the surrounding 
mountains consist of the low range called Banh or Pabb, 

1 
which serarates Dadhar on the north from the Botan lands 
on the' south. They are of a brownish colour, very r~1gged 

River!! 

and utterly barren . 
. A few hill torrents, which ar~ entirely dependent on rain, 

issue from these .hills and afford some irrigation, chiefly in 
the Eri 1ands of BaJa Nari. 

The principal rivers are the Nari, the Bolan, the Sukh:!ji 
and the Mula on the west .and the Lahri and the Chhattar 
on the east, besides a number of hill torrents. The general 
dire:tion of the· drainag'e of almost all of them is from north 
to south. On entering Kachhi, al'l these· rivers are dissi
pated into numberless natural channels and spread over 
the great alluvial stretches of which the country is composed. 

A marked feature of these rivers is the construction on 
them of enormous dams, or gandhas as they are iocally called, 
for purpos~s of irrigation. Such dams :tre thrown across 
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al~ost all the streams. These dams are liable to be wasQed PHYSicAil 
away during floods, and then require to be reconstructed. AsPECTs: 
Being mere earthen structures,· they cannot resist violent 
floods, but are very effective when a flood comes down the 
river gradually. An account of the C~lnstruction of th~e 
dams.and how irrigation is afforded by their means is given 
in the section on·Agriculture. · 

The N ari originally takes its source near Sperarcigha ande The Nari. 
has a total length of about 300 miles. It is known in the 
Loralai D1strict as the Loralai and the Anambar, and in the 
Marri country as the Beji ; and on entering the Sibi · Dis-
trict, where the whole pf its perennial flow is utilised tor 
irrigation, it is called the Nari. It debouches into the 
Kachhi plain at a point some 3 miles below the railway 
bridge between MushkaJ aitd Sibi and about 5 miles from 
N ari Gorge. · It has a tortuous course through the Bala 
Nari and Bhag niabats. After entering the latter, it branches 
into a number of channels, and. passing through the 
Magassi tribal area, eventually reaches Sind. 

The river is subject to violent floods, and it is only the 
flood water which is utilised for irrigation: in Kachhi by 
means of dams or gandha:.. A number of these dam~ are 
thrown across the river, the pri~cipal ones being at Mithri, 

• Eri, Gadi, J-laji, Takri, Gul<ib or Tuk-Chandhar and Gamun. 
The great Gadi gandha is the most important of all dams in 
Kachhi, and 1t is on it that practically the whole of the Bhag 
and Nasirabad nidhats depend for their supply Of flood' 
water. 

Lower down in the.Bhag niahat there are 26gandhas, th-e 
last one being the Sahibdinagandha. Near Bhag a branch 
is taken off the N ari, known as the Bashkwah, on which 
there are 9 dams. 

The Bolan river rises near Kolepur, but the water only The Bolin. 
makes its first appearance at Sar-i-Bolan, ~nd disappears 
again near Ab-i-gum~ At Bibi Nhi it is joined by the 
Dardan or Sarawan river, a~d from this point a perennial 
stream appears, which is used for irrigation in Kirta in the 
Bolan Pass On entering Dadhar. a dam is constructed 
across it 4 miles north-east of the village for purposes of 
irrigation, after which the water takes a subterranean course 
but reappears near the Mir Bhcig village and exists in a 
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large volume after passing through the Banh hills: l:ut 
here, owing- to very high banks, about 40 feet, irrigation ·is 
only taken for a few plots by means of lifts with the help of 
the Persian ~heel, the water being arrested by a dam and 
diverted into a channel excavated in the wall of the bank. 
The river then continues its course southwards entering the 
Bolan lands just after its exit from the Banh hills. In its 

\:ourse in this area, it has no tributaries on either side and 
it is the flood water only of the river which is utilised here 
for irrigation by means of dams~ 

Passing about 2 miles east of Mahesar, it joins the Gadi 
about •! miles to the west of the Ali Sher village. The old 
channel of the river, which lies between its present junction 
with the Gadi and the village of Jalal Khan, carries now too 
a considerable volume of water, which is utilised for irriga
tion by means of !Jandhas and small chaimels known as wahs. 
The principal dams constructed are at (r) Mahesar, (2) 

Khanpur-Nau-Thulwala, (3) Bagai, (4) Rustam and (5) Hanbi. 
In the neighbourhood of Jalat Khan the river splits into a 
number of channe1s; that flowing to the west, called Mian 
Dbor, enters the Rind Chiers territory, while the mai'l stream, 
which runs southward, is utilised for irrigation at Jhok Gut 
Muhammad, Nasirab:id, Khudabid, Shikarpur, Khalil and 
Dadu in the Naslrabad nitibat. It then loses itself in the· 
plain, and the surplus water, if any, finds its way into 
the Bhag and Gandava nidbats. · 
• Unlike the Nari, which has a level bed, the c11rrent in the 
Bolan, especially during floods, is very violent owing to its 
steeper bed and shorter length. During these floods, which 
usually come in March, May, july and "August and do 
much damage, the current is very rapid and strong and the 
river then becomes impassable. After the flood has passed, 
water remains in pools and is utilised for drinking. 

The Sukleji (known to the Brahuis as the Kachhi-na-Jhal) 
rises in the Harboi hills in Sara wan and traversing a large 
area in Jhalawan, in the Gasetteer of which it is fully described, 
discharges itself into the Kachhi plain. It debouches into 
the Kachhi plain at Chari Bhut and runs in a north-easterly 
direction, passing south of Shoran, where several channel'" 
are cut fnun it for irrigation. The permanent supply of 
water is divided at Chari Bhut, and led in equal propor-
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tioqs Hy artificial channels to Gajan and Shoran. After its PuvsicAL 
b h AsPBCTS. exit from the hills, the flood water flows in two ranc es, 

the Bari nai1e and the Mithi nain, the latter carrying the 
greater volume of water and forming the main channel. 
~The Bari nain. also takes a considerable volume of wa~r 
·and irrigates the village lands of Khulloi Hasilan, Khulloi 
Karam Khan, Isubani, Khulloi Baloch Khan, Khulloi Lash
kar Khan, Shaho Marri and Allah Bakhsh Ramezai. The 
Mithi has several walls or small channels taken out for irri
gation, the principal being Yabru-wah, Chat-wah, Mahbub
wah, Sher Muhammad-wah, Legha.ri-wah, Sanahra-wah, 
Burra-wah, Misri-wah, Machhi-wah and Manju-wah. Each 
of these branches has also a small p~rennial stream of 
water which is utilised for irrigation, the Mithi givirig per
manent irrigation to Sianch and the Bari to Isubani village. 
After affording irrigation as above, the flood water flows 
through the main channel, the Mithi, apd is arrested by a 
big dam called Puranr built about 7 years ago by the Rinds 
at a cost of Rs. 3,5oo near the village called Tandra Gulab 
Khan, and is utilised in irrigating lands of several villages. 
The surplus water then joins the Badra stream to the east 
of Talau village, irrigating also a part of the lands of that 
name. 

The floods in the Suklt!ji are of unusual rapidity and 
violence, the dams often not standing the force · of the 
current. 

• This stream may be said to be formed by the junction of The Badra. 
the surplus w~ters of the Sukteji and the Mian Dhor branch 
of the Bol<l.n rivers at a point to the east of the Sianch 
village. Running in a southerly direction, it leaves the Rind 
tribal area about 4 miles to the south-east of Talau and 
after irrigating the Badra lands, enters the Gandava niahat. 
Irrigating the dry-crop tracts in the latter, it passes into the 
Magassi tribal country, where it also irrigates a numb'er of 
villages, and at a point to the east of Jhal it is joined by the 
Mula, whence the combined stream runs into Sind. 

The MtHa rises in the Harboi hills and runs over a length The Mula. 
of about 180 miles in the Jhalawan country, in the Gasetlee1' 
of which it has been fully desc"bed. It enters Kachhi at 
Paojmunh, where the bed extends over a large area and is 
cut up into a number of channels which eventually run into 
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Sind. A broad channel runs in a north-easterly direction to 
Gandava and affords considerable irrigation in that nUibat. 

The permanent water of the Mula is brought in a long 
chan~el from Guth, the rocky point which juts out into the 
river opposite Pir Chhatta. 1bis channel has, by much 
labour, been made exceedingly strong in the course of time 
and forms a divide for the flood water of the river, most of 
which, however, goes to the south. The perman .. nt water, 
when approaching the d1vide, which lies at a short distance 
above the Kandori village, drops over two big boulders. 
The divide contains th.ree large divisions and three small 
ones, named Panjuk, Fatehpur, Naushera, Chet or Rahuji, 
Zorgarh and Pach, the Zorgarh channel having been taken 
off by force by the ex-Khan Khudadad Khan. The Panjuk 
belongs to the Magassi Chief and irrigates lands of the 
village of the same name. The other channels are utilised 
for irrigation in the nzabat of Gandava. After affording 
irrigation in the above lands the stream runs southwards 
and is joined at a point east of Jhal by the Badra from the 
north, whence the united stream runs into Sind. 

The flood water of the Mula river brings vast tracts of 
land under irrigation in the Magassi country ; the only two 
dams of importance are at Mamak and Hathiari, but the 
former is now (1906) broken. 

The bed of the river, after it has entered the Kachhi plain, 
is covered for some distance with tamarisk. 

T_he Lahri, a considerable hill torrent, rises in the Marri 
hills and enters the Lahri nidbat of Kachhi,. a few miles 
south of Ta~k Pusht and about 8 miles north-east of Lahri 
town. Further on in its course, many smaller hill torrents 
also flow into it. About r! miles north-east of Lahri town 
near Baghdar, two large channels known as Murad-wah and 
Khan-wah are taken out of the river at a short distance 
apart and .run in a westerly direction. A large volume of 
water is diverted into these channels, especially into the 
Khan-wah, which, after irrigating the Dombki Chiefs lands, 
flows into Bala Nari. · 

Lower down in the Lahri niabat, several minor dams are 
thrown across the river and ~ater is taken off by means of 
channels for purposes of irrigation. The river eventually 
·takes a southerly course towards Tem~le Dera and beyond 
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the Katohar village the surplus water; if any, flows into the 
Naslrabad tahsil of Sibi. There is a Ion~ standing disp.ute 
between the Dombkis and the Khan's ulus of Lahri nidhat 
over the water. 

The Chhattar hill torrent rises in the Bugti hills and 
enters the Kaheri country near Teghaf.. Between Chhattar 
and Shahpur a great deal of lan.1 is irrigated by its _flood 
water. It also receives. water from several smaller hill 
torrents from the Bugti hills which irrigate .land.s ~wned by 
the Saiads of Shahpur. The greater part of the cultivation 
of Chhattar is on the right or west bank of the river, the 
trend of the ground being in that direction. Disputes .con~ 
stantly occur among the Kaheris as to the right of making 
dams in the river. The first dam in Kachhi limits is situat
ed within the lower hills and, in spite of its great strength, 
is liable to be washed away in case of a sudden and violent 
flood. This is the case with almost all the dams. There 
are a large number ofdams in Chhattar and much irrigation 
is done by means of them. They are made of sand taken 
fror,n the bed, and strengthened with brushwood. The 
river, after providing some ir~igation water for the Shori 
lands, h)se~ itself in the plain. 

There are a number of mit~or hill torrents, most of which 
rise in the hills to the we-.t of Kachhi. Some of them have 
a small perennial supply of water. ·Among· these may be 
mentior.ed the foliow1ng : -

The Rodi is made up of the Hushk Rodi, Tolo Miss, 
Judusk, Chakkuli Khaur, Lajjani Khaur, Daranjan and 
Nalani streams, and its water is used for irrigation in Sanni; 
the Khaur, made up of the Panch, Sohr Khaur,· Hauru ·or 
Hurro, Chalak and Kandari streams, irrigates some flats in 
Sar :)anni, and lower down its flood water is used to 

_.j.rrigatcttie Jatoi lands, after which the surplus water, if any, 
goes to Mall in the Rind country ; the Bhathari ; the 
Kashok, known at its source as Madagin, is joined by the 
Kalatak, Lond Machhi, and Bothli streams, and irrigates 
the Kunara lands, the surplus, water being ·used in 
Gandava; the Dho•~ri is formed by the junction of 
the Karu, Sabzkani and D~dhor hill torrents, and irri-' 
~ates the lands at Abdulla, Bakhir, Kabbargir, and Shehak 
,·illages. 
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Mr. E. Vredenburg, of the Geological Survey of· India. 
giv.es the following account of the geology of Kachhi : "The 
Kachhi plain is entirely occupied by recent alluvium. The 
hills which border it and which locally just reach within its 
boundary, consist of conglomerates, sandstones and bright 
coloured gypsiferous clays of Siwalik age, that is, upper 
miocene and lower pliocene. The sulrhur mines of Sanni 
are situated in these rocks." 

Except along the foot of the hills, the general aspect of 
the country is desolate and bare. The flora is thorny 
and scant and consists of a stunted scrub. The principal 
trees occurring in the district are prosopis spici'gera (kandz), 
capparis aphylla (ki1;:ar), salvadora · oleoi'des (khahhar), and 
sysi'phus jujuba (ber). The latter as a tree is important in 
some of th~ irrigated localities. Its fruit is of so great a 
value in Dadhar that it is assessed to revenue. Tamarisk 
occurs profusely in certain river beds. Calotropi's gi'gantea 
(d) grows everywhere but is especially noticeable in the 
Bolan .lands, in Bala Nari and in the neighbourhood of 
Gajan and Shoran. Along the artificial channel carrying 
Sukteji water to Gajan and in the upper reaches of some of 
the hill torrents on the west, nerium odorum (jaur) grows in 
some quantities. Acacz"a (chi'ghard) occurs here and there 
and asadirachta Indica ( nim} and dalbergia si'soo are few 
and far between, and a few date trees are found in Dadhar. 
Kotra, Plr Chhatta, and in the neighbo\.trhood of Shahpur. 

Of the .smaller bushes and shrubs found scattered in the 
district are rhasya stricta (heshwarg), the bari'lla plant,panfr, 
kanderi, mundheri, senhwar, ghorewal, goragh, buramber, 
gorari, afaband, and lanri. lsahghol or plantago ovata, which 
is a medicinal plant, grows spontaneously in the sands on 
the banks of the r~vers in Bala N ari and Lahri. After good 
rains, mushrooms, chibhar, and similar other plants sprout 
up and are JDUCh relished by the people. Common plants . 
are calotropis P•"ocera and· tr~any saltworts such as haloxylou 
sali'corni'cum. Ri'ghi't or suaeda monoiea, from which carbonate 
of soda is made, is found in the. Gahelav forest near Gajan. 

Duringthe rains several kinds of grasses grow and .form 
good pasture. Among the most common are drab, kabah, 
khiv, si11r, gam, mitera, danuh, puhi, gandher, chhahbar 
and sawari: The grain of gamh or gam (pani'cum antidotaleJ 
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forms the famine food of the poor. It grows abundantly 
on land subject to floods in Kachhi, the parts best no~ed 
for it being the Bol<in lands and that in the neighbourhood 1 

of Sanhri or Hara in the Rind country. 
The wolf, jackal, hyena, fox, porcupine, hedgehog and 

badger are common throughout the district, and so are 
the deer and hare. Deer are numerous in the mountain 
ravines on the western border, in Chthri, in the Bolan lands 
and in the Banh hills. 

Of game birds, bustard and sandgrouse, which migrate 
from the highlands during the winter, are the most import
ant. Partridge, quail and pigeon are also found distributed 
throughout the district, while waterfowl are to be found 
during the cold season only. The commoner . birds in the 
district are the dove, sparrow, Indian crow, vulture, kite, 
eagle, hawk, lark, hoopoe and starling. 

Among reptiles, various species of snakes are to be found. 
Some of them are venomous and cause some loss of life. 
Scorpions and lizards are of common occurrence. 

During the floods, fish of the common species are caught 
in running streams. • 

Owing to its low situation and to the fact that Kachhi is 
surro';lnded on the west and north-east by ranges of high and 
arid mountains, the climate is, as a rule, excessively dry, 
and during the hottest part of the sumwe~ season, Apr:il to 
August, very oppressive; "0 God, when Thou hadst created 
Sibi and Dadhar, what object was there in conceiving a hell?" 
says the native proverb. From November to the middle of 
March the climatic conditions are pleasant, the air being 
crisp and cool. 

As no statistics exist for the district, the average figures 

January 
May 
july 
November 

of temperature for Jacobabad, given 
sS·ro in the margin, may be taken as typical 
9+'7° 
96.~0 of the conditions in the Kacbhi plain. 
6g·1o The average drfference between the 

maximum and minimum temperature 
of each day in these months is 29·8, 33'1 1 23'9 and 35·8 
degrees respectively. 

The seasons in Kachhi are not well marked as in the 
highland districts of Baluchistan. In fact only two seasons 
are recognised, the summer and the winte(, a greater portion 
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of the year being reckoned in the former. The latter is 
short and lasts from the middle of November to the middle 
of March, when the climate is cool and pleasant, though the 
sun is hot at mid-day. ' 

The rainfall in Kachhi is extremely small, averaging about 
three inches, most of which occurs in July and August. The 
winter rains are received about January and February. 
Some rain al~<> falls, as a rule, at the end of March and 
beginning of Apri1. There are no stations in the district at 
which rainfall is recorded. 

The direction of the ·winds is never· constant in any 
particular season, and the ordinary winds have no material 
effect on the climatic conditions. They have distinctive 
local names in different localities, but those prevailing at 
Gandava and Bhag may be taken as typical for the district. 
In winter, the generally prevalent wind'i in Gandava are 
northern (uttar or kumhz), north-eastern (gadria!) and 
western (aulho), while, in Bhag, the north-western, or kumbi, 
as it is there called, blows. The north wind is cold and 
piercing. During the summer, scorching winds blow .from 
the south,. which at times take the form of the deadly 
simoom, locally called jkola or lttk. This is s~id to be 
caused by the generation in the atmosphere of a highly 

. concentrated form of ozone by some intensely marked 
electrical condition. It is sudden in its attack, destroying 
the vitality of animal and vegetable existence, and is some
times preceded by a cold current of air. It occurs usually 
in June and July, and is attended by a well-marked sulphur
ous odour.• The eastern wind called ohkarva in Gandava 
and hakarwdl in Bhag also blows in summer and cools the 
atmosphere. It is supposed to be.a precursor of rain. 

Dust storms. Dust storms occut· frequently during the hot season in 
Kachhi. According to Dr. Cook'l' they are attended 

·with peculiar phenomena in the form of atmospheric dust, 
, dust columns and dust storms. They are caused by a 

highly electrical and accumulative condition of the atmos
phere.· They frequently last for many hours, entirely obscur-

• The Country of Baluthisttin, by A. W. Hughes, F.R.G.S ., 
F.S.S., 1877, pp. 1oo.,.to2 et seq. 
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ing the sun at mid-day. Dust columns may be noticed rising 
in the atmosphere in little circular eddies on calm, quiet 
days when hardly a breath of air is stirring and the sun is 
pouring d~wn its heated rays with full force and catching up 
and whirling round bits of stick, grass, dust ana sand until 
a column is formed of great height and considerable dia-
meter. This usually remains stationary for some time and 
then sweeps away across country at great speed, and ulti-
mately, losing by degrees the velocity of its circular move-
ment, dissolves and disappears. 

The district has been subject to very severe shocks of 
earthquakes in former years. About .forty years ago a 
severe earthquake. is said to have ·occurred in th~ Lahri 
niabat, which caused heavy dainage to buildings at Lahri, 
Trehar and other villages, and resulted in the loss of several 
human lives. , Shocks, resulting in destruction of property 
and C>tttle, are also said to have been felt at Gandava and 
Bala ~ari about the same time. The latest earthquake of a 
severe nature occurred at Dadhar on the 23rd of December, 
1903. About 6o houses were razed to the ground and 
many others more or less damaged. The loss of property 
was estimated at about Rs. ts,ooo. Some human lives 
were also lost. 

PHYSICAL 
AsPECTS. 

Earthquakes. 

The history of Kachhi centres round the two towns of HisTORY. 
Sibi and Gandava or Kandabil as it ·is called by the Arab Ancient his
geographers. From the' earliest times, both places appear ,t_ory. 

to have formed part of the saine district. · · 
It is perhaps likely that the province of Kachhi once 

formed part of the ancient country of Sewistan, which ~ 
appears to have also included Sibi, though authorities differ 
as regards the accurate definition of its boundaries. Dr. 
Duke is of opinion that Sewistan included within its limits, 
besides Kalat and the adjoining territory, the part of the 
country known as "Kach of Gandava as far as the Indus 
river on the east and the Lakki pass on the south," and 
formed part of the once powerful Hindu kingdom of Sewas 
who ruled over Kalat previous to the Muhammadan inva
sion. As Baluchistan dicl not come under A1 uhammadan 
influence till about the seventh century, the date of the 
Sewas must, therefore, be assigned to a much earlier 
period. 
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The first· authentic record which we have of the early 
history of Kachhi is when Chach, the ruler of Sind, marched, 
from ArmabtH (Bela}, apparently via the Jhalawan country 
to Kandabil and afterwards encamped on the banks of the 
river Sini or Sibi, which is possibly the Nari of the present 
day. There can be little doubt that KandabH is identifiable 
with the modern Gandava. It is said to have been founded 
by the Persian King Bahman between the confines of the 
Hindus and the Turks. The Arabs, on their arrival in the 
country, found the Turks holding the district between 
Khuzdar and Gandava at the foot of the Mula pass. 
Kaikan, which has been identified with the modern Nal, 
formed part of this district and was an impor•ant place in 
those days. Biladuri tells us KandabH was situated on a 
hill or elevated site, and that the Arab Amran, after taking 
the town, transferred the principal mhabitants to Khuzdar. 
Gandava, as it now stands, is on an elevated site in the 
middle of the Kachhi plain, which tallies with the above 
descript1on. KandabH was also described as the ~apital -
of Budha (or ~udha according to some geographers) 
and is situated ten marches through the desert .from 
Multan. 

There arti good reasons for thinking that the correct name 
of this country, which is frequently mentioned by Arab 
geographers, was Nudha not Budha. The inhabitants are 
described as Budha (Nudha) and Mand and as residing in a 
tract between Turan (the modern .jhalawan), Multan and 
Mansura. Its inhabitants werejats, as they are to the present 
day, and they lived in huts made of reeds and grass just as the 
Jats of the present day live io huts of matting made from the 
date-palm. Then, as now, travellers remarked on the 
excellence of its breed of camels, but in those days these 
camels had double humps and were in great demand in 
Khurasan and Persia. 

Following Chach, we find that in his march to Kandabll 
(Gandava) he prepared to make a sudden assault on the city. 
The people took refuge in the fort, but being soon reduced 
to straits they agreed to pay him an annual tribute of 10o,ooo 
dirams and 100 hill horses. A treaty having been made, 
Chach returned to his capital at Alor. The date of this 
event may approximately be fixed at about 635-636 A.D., 
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in which year Chach led an expedition into Kirman and HISTORY.· 

:immediately afterwards m>trched on Kandabll. 
I . 

The Brahman dynasty founded by Chach ceased to exist 
'in the reign of its third ruler, Dahir, son of Chach, and was 
overthrown by the Arabs in the eighth century. 

Several expeditions were made against Kandabll during The Arabs. 

the time of the Arab invasions; It was despoiled during 
the reign of the Khalifa Abdul Malik, A. D. 684 705, but 
its entire conquest was not effected till some years after-
wards' by Muhammad Qasim. Later on during the Caliph-
ate of Yazid II, 72o-n4 A D., the sons of Muhallab took 
refuge in Kandabil and were subsequently slain there. 
During the reign of AI Mu'tasim billah, 833-841 A.D., Kan-
dabll was taken by Amran, as previously mentioned, who 
removed the inhabitants to Khuzdar. AI Istalihri, who 
wrote about the tenth century, mentions Kand3;bll, and Ibn 
Haukal, who wrote somewhat later, shows it in his map. 
We also find that under the Arabs, Kandabil appears to 
have been one of their principal cantonments_. 

Several centuries now elapse before either Sibi or Gan- · 
dava· are traceable in history. Following the history of 
Sind, the Brahman dynasty was replaced early in the eighth 
century by the Arabs under the Ummayids and then revert
ed to the Abbasids. From the latter, Sind passed under 
the Ghaznavids in 1025 A.D. 

On the downtall of the Ghaznavids and rise of the Gho- Suniras. 
rian monarchy, a tribe named Sumra declared its independ-
ence in 1054 A.D., and secured the Governmetlt of the 
country. According to Elliot, the Sumra power could, at 
no time, have been extensive and absolute, and l:his is borne 
out of the fact that early in the thirteenth century during the 
time of Nasiruddin Kabacha, Sibi is mentioned as being 
among the 7 kingdoms of Sind that were tributary to Mul-
tan, and one Wakia, son of Pannun Channun, was establish-
ed in the valley. 

The Sumras were succeeded by the Sammas in 1351 A.D. Sammas, 
These rulers took the title of Jam. The Samma~ reigned 
till 1521 A.D., and it was in the rtign of one of these rulers, 
jam Taghlaq (1423-1450 A.D.), that the Balochappeared in 
Sind and are recorded as raiding near Bhakkar. 
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In the fifteenth century the Baloch seem to have extend
ed thdr power to Kalcit, Kachhi and the Punjab. Their 
history forms the subject of legendary ballads, and Mir 
Chakar, the Rind, is said to have ruled in Kachhi peace
fully for about 30 years. Hostilities then arose between 
Mir Cbakar and Gwahram Lashari, who were rivals for the 
h~nd of a Jat woman named Gohar, and the series of wars 
were waged between them for about 30 years, whiCh are 
so celebrated in Baloch verse. At first the Rinds were 
defeated and seem to have called on the J\rghuns for aid. but 
after various fluctuations, Chakar, with most of the Rinds, 
left Sibi and made for the Punjah. The Lasharis remained 
at Gandava and some Rinds maintained their position at 
Shoran in Kachhi. The Lasharis appear to have also 
accompanied Shah Beg Arghun in his wars against Jam 
Feroz, the successor of Jam Nanda, whom he pursued 
tow;lrds Gujnit, as the legend represents them as invading 
Gujnit and afterwards returning to Kachhi and obtaining a 
grant pf Gandava from the king. The Magassi tribe, a 
branch of the Lasharis,.still occupy that n~ighbourhood. In 
the wars that took plac~ between the Rinds and Lasharis a 
great part was played by 1\lir Zunnun Beg Arghun, who was 
Governor of Kandahar and North-eastern Baluchistan under 
Sultan Husain Mirza of Herat about. •470 A.D. 

The Ar- The Samma dynasty reached the summit of its fame in 
'ghUns. the time or' Nizamuddin, better known as Jam Nanda, who 

succeeded to the throne in 1461 and reigned 48 years; but 
towa;ds the close of his reign, the Arghuns began to 
threaten Sind, and the Arghun Chief,. Zunnun Beg, annexed 
Pishin, Quetta and Mastung to his dominions, while 
his son, Shah Beg, invaded Kachhi by the Bolan in 1485 
A.D. and took Sibi from Jam Nizamuddin after a battle at 
Jalugir. After Zunnun Beg's death in war against the 
Uzbegs, Shah Beg, wh,, had succeeded him, found it difficult 
to maintain Kandahar against Babar, and in rsu A.D. he 
set out f~om there to ~eize the territory of Sibi. On his 
arrival at that lace he invested the fort. The descendants 
of Sultan· Purdil Birlas, who are saiJ to have ruled in . . 
Sibi at this time, advanced to oppose him with 3,000 Baloch, 
but the army of Shah Beg proved completely victor,ous. 
Having appointed Mirza Isa Tarkhan, one of the most 
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distinguished of his nobles, to be Governor, he returned 
to Kandahar. But in I51J, Babar marched upon Kandahar 

:with a powerful and numerous army, and Shah Beg, after 
negotiating a peace, withdrew to Sibi. Here he raised a 

, force of 1 ,ooo horse and despatched them to Sind and they 
took Kakan and Bcl.ghban in 1514 •. In 1517, Kandahar finally 
passed into the hands of Bahar, upon which Shah Beg 
made "warli~e preparations for the conquest of Sind. About 
1518 Mirza Isa was removed from Sibi ; and Shah 
Beg left St:oltan Ali Arghun and Zibak Tarkhan with a 
number of men for the protection of the forts of Sibi and 
Gandava, and by 1520 completely overthrew the Sammas 
and established his power in Sind. 

Writing in 16oo, Mir Masum of Bhakkar gives a descrip
tion of Sibi and states that it included the district of 
Korzamin, Chhattar and Gandava. At that time, the district 
of Kachhi appears to have been. constantly laid waste by 
marauding bands in the same way as it has been so many 
times since. 

In the time of the Emperor Akbar, Sibi was taken in 1594 
after an arduous 'siege and assessed to revenue. Gandava, 
which had been besieged in 1570 A.D. by Muja~id Khan the 
grandson of Abkar's general Muhib Ali Khan, was pre
sumably included in the mahal of Fatehpur, which is not 
separately mentioned but which lies close to Gandava. 

In 1658 A.D. at the time of the struggle between Aurang• 
zeb and his brother Dara Shakoh. the latter. after retiring 
to ~utch, made his way to Sind. He thence ·pas~d 
through the country of Chandia Baloch aod took sh~lte.r 
with the Chief of the Magassis at jhal, proceeding after
wards to Dadhar. 

About the commencement "f the eighteenth century, the 
Kalhoras began to assert their power in Sind, which was 
being ruled by Governors appointed from Delhi. Under 
Din Muhammad, their lawless proceedings roused the 
court at Delhi to great indignation. An officer, Jiamed 
Sheikh Jahan, was despatched from Delh.i against them, 
but was killed. Prince M ulzuddln, eldest son of the 
Emperor Babadur Shah, and Governor of Multan, there
fore, took the field against the Kalhoras when Pin Muham
mad was killed. His brother, Yar Muhammad, who had 
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sought refuge at Kalat, . submit~ed at a later period. He 
eventually received the title of Khudayar Khan and was 

. appointed Governqr of Sibi. Var Muhammad died in 
1719 A. I) and. his son Nur Muhammad was admitted by 
the Emperor Muhammad Shah to all the offices and dig
nities which his father had enjoyed. By 1737, the Kalhorcl.s 
completely establi.shed their power in Sind. 

As the.Mugl}al power decayed,. the Ahmadzai Chlefs of 
Kalcl.t found themselves freed in some. degree from external 
interference. Mir Abdulla (I7IS-I6 to 1730-31), who was 
the contemporary of Nur Muhammad Kalhora, turned his 
attention to Kachhi, and having assembled a force, invaded 
the district, which at that ,time was a part of the dominions 
of the Kalhoras and governed for them by their nai'b Murad 
Ganjah. The men. of Jhalawan and the Iltazais were 
ordered to assemble and to march. on Gandava by way of 
the Mula pass, while Mir. Abdulla himself descended into 
the· .Kachhi plain by the Bolan. Dadhar was taken 
and plundered (and the Khan advanced to a. place 
called Jandrihar near Sanni. Before the .Jhalawan forces 
could join him, the nai'b of Gandava marched against him, 
accompanied by all. the availal:!le troops from .Sind and 
Kachhi. A: fierce battle ensued at Jandrihar, and though 

· the . Khan's army was much inferior in numbers, he 
fought bravely, .but fell. in the action. · This occurred in 
1730-31. 

In the early part of ·1739, Nadir Shah invaded India and 
occupied· Delhi. · In the treaty made· by the· Emperor 
Muhammad Shah the greater' part of Sind was ceded to 
Nadir Shah. ·-Nur.Muhammad Kalhora, on learning this; 
revolted, but on being attacked by Nadir Shah, fled tci 
Umarkot. ,He was captured by .Nadir Shah, but was soon 
after released, , Only a part . of his former. territory was,: 
however, restored 'to the Kalh~ra ruler, K~chhi ·or Kach 
Gandava· being made ove~, iri It4o, to the Bnihuisin ·com .. 
peilsation for the, death. of Mir• Abdulla,. th.~ Ahmadzai. Khan:. 
of Kalat, at the. hands of the· Kalhoras a few years pre
vi~usly •. Hence Kach~i,is alwa,rs spoken .of as hav,ing be~ 
acquired for Kalat by the blood of Abdulla. Khan. .t\fter .his 
expedition against the. ·.Kalh<?i-a ruier of i Sind., ~ ~dir SlJ.~h 

. returned to Kandahar, ·marching thro~1gh Kachhi. . . · .. 
' 1 , j , , •, i • ' ~ ~.. • • • • • o. • I o, • • , •. '. , . 
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, By the acquisition of Kachhi, the Brahuis obtained good HisTORY. 
1 

culturable lands and certain tracts w~re distributed to the 
tribesmen by Muhabbat Khan and his brother Nasir Khan 
on the condition of their finding so many men-at-arms for 
the Khan's body of irregular trqops. At the same time 
much of the revenue-paying land was retained for the Khan 
himself. 

On the assassination of Nadir Shah, in 1747, Sind and AbniadSMb. 

Kalat became tributary to Ahmad Shah Abdali. After the 
death of Nal'lr Khan I of Kalat and under the rule of his 
successors Mahmud Khan and Mehr~b Khan, Kachhi pre
sented a scene of gre-at unrest owing to the depredations of 
bands of the Baloch tribes from the adjoining hills. 

Kachhi was visited thrice by Masson between the years Visit 
0 

f 
1827-41. On the first occasion, on his way from Kabuland Masson. 

Kandahar to India, he passed from Dadhar down the 
western side of Kachhi to Rojhan in th~ present N asirabad 
tashil. On his second journey he made his· way via Sannat-
tar, Shadia, and Kichi to Ghaibi-Derah. 

The third occasion on which he visited Kachhi was after 
his imprisonment with Lieutenant Loveday by the· Brahuis 
at the time of the first Afghan war. This was at the begin
ning of 1841 and he made his way from Dadhar to Haji 
Shahr and Bhag to J ani [lerali. At this time, Dadhar was 
held by the 2nd Bombay Grenadiers. 

On the first two occasions the country appears to have 
been suffering from the weak rule of Mehrab Khan of Kalat. 
Round Dadhar and Haji Shahr, the country was populous 
and well rultivated, but further south many of the standing 
crops were lying uncut, and trade was at a standstill and; 
abandoned owing to the depredations of marauders from 
the Jhalawan hills. , 

I 

On the outbreak of the first Afghan war the political B" ·t· b ra 1s con-
relations of the British Government with the district were. nection. 
for the first time established. In 1838, Lieutenant Leech 
was deputed to Kalat to ~ake arrangements regarding 
supplies for the army about to proceed to Afghanistan. 
Situated, as it was, at the base of the lines of communication 
on which the British army depended during its operations in 
Afghanistan, Kachhi was of great importance and from 1839 
to 1842 was held and administered by the British. 
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HISTORY. In March 1839• the Bengal column of the army and the 
troops of Shah Shuja-ul-Mulk assEmbled at Dadhar, having 
marched via Barshori, Mlrpur, Bl alg and Haji. Later, on 
the 21st of March, the Bombay column reached Gandava, 
having marched along the western sUe of Kachhi. From 
here it had been hoped that the column would have been 
enabled to march· up the Mula pass and so reach the 
highland!! about the same time as the Bengal column, 
but the Mula route was pronounced impracticable,'and, after 
some days spent at the mouth of the pass, it was decided to 
march via Shoran, · Sanni and Naushahra and to follow on 

·the heels of the. Bengal column in its passage up the Bolan. 
Neither force fought any actions of particular importance 
on its way through Kachhi, but the predatory tribes along 
the route busied themselves in cutting off convoys and in 
rendering the lines of commwnication absolutely unsafe. 

On the advance of the army, some companies of Native 
infantry were left to garrison Dadhar at the mouth of the 
Bolan pass, and military posts were later on established at 
Lahri, Phult~ji, Chhattar and Shahpur and subsequently at 
Sibi. . . 

Shortly after the advancing armies had passed up the 
Bolan, all the jdgirs in Kachhi which had been granted by 
preceding Brahui governments to the various tribes for 
services rendered were ordered to be confiscat~d and one 
Saiad Muhammad Sharif was appointed as the naib of 
Kachhi. This official, who was not reputed to be trust
worthy, was largely responsible for the confiscations, the 
result of which was to inflame many chiefs of great power 
and influence among the BrahUis, such as Kamal Khan lltazai, 
the brother-in-law of Shah Nawaz Khan of Kalat, Rahim 
Khan Mengal, and others. These men, ·whose protests were 
not listened to, retired sul~en and dejected to the hills and 
were sooo at the head of bodies of insurgents. 

Among the tribes who caused most trouble on the lines of 
communication were the Marris, Bugtis, Dombkis, and 
Jakranis*. Bibrak, chief of the Bugtis, and Bijar, chief of 
the Dombkis, were the most notorious of the leaders of these 
plundering expeditions. No man was safe and the troops were 
harassed beyond endurance. Early in 1839• Mr. Ross Bell 

•- Jakranis are a -clan oftbe Dombkis. 
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of the Bengal Service was appointed as Political Agent in HISTORY. 

Sind and Baluchistan and it was determined to send an 
expedition against the Dombkis, at the first opportunity. 
Accordingly, in October 1839, a force under Major 
Billamore, of the 1st Bombay Grenadier Regiment, pro-
ceeded to operate against the predatory tribes of eastern 
Kachhi and ·the neighbouring hills. The detachment 
arrived at Phuteji early in N ovemher, but Bijh Khan, 
with all his followers, had abandoned the plain country 
and with their wives and families taken refuge in . the 
Marri and Bugti hills. Major Billamore followed them 
into the hills and defeated the Bugti tribe with severe loss, 
capturing their chief, Blbrak, whom he sent prisoner to Sind. 
Kahan in the Marri country was also entered and the expe-
dition was entirely successful. British troops were then 
posted at Lahri, Phuleji, Chhattar and Shahpur. · 

Meanwhile the authorities had determined to punish the 
Khan of Kalat for his failure to provide supplies in Kachhi, 
and General Willshire's division, which was on its way to . 
India from Kandahar, turned off from Quetta and took 
Kalat on November 13, 1839. Mehrab Khan was killed 
and Shah Nawaz Khan installed as Khan of Kalat. 

The district of Kachhi was, however, severed from Kalat 
and annex.ed to.the territories of Shah Shuja-ul-Mulk, under 
the administn!tion of British officers. Subseq·.1ently the 
Brahui tribes rose· against Shah Nawaz Khan in favour of 
the young N .tslr Khan, son of Mlr Mehrab Khan, who on 
the death of his father had fled to Kharar.. Kalat fell into 
the hands of Nasir Khan and Shah Nawaz Khan was com
pelled to abdicate. The British representative at Kalat, 
Lieutenant Loveday, was also taken prisoner. Nasir Khan 
then made overtures to the British representative at Quetta, 
Captain Bean, but finding them fruitless and learning that 
the recovery of Kalat was resolved upon, he moved down 
into Kachhi vi ' the Bolan Pass, taking with..him Lieutenant 
Loveday as a"prisoner and attacked the British post at Dadhar 
on October 29, 1840, but was repulsed. Desultory attacks 
were made on the two following days, but reinforcements hav
ing arrived under Major Boscawen, the troops moved against 
the Khan, whose forces withdrew, leaving on the ground 
the still warm body of the murdered Lieutenant Loveday. 
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HISTORY. About the same time that the Khan was advancing through 
the Bolan to Dadhar, Kamal Khan Iltazai had collected 
a force of 4,ooo men and had reached and plundered 
Gandava. It was apprehended that he would advance 
thence on Bbag, which contained large stores of grain 
and was defended only by a few irregular horse. Moreover, 
the Governor, Muhammad Sharif, was in' league with the 
Brahuis. ·Fortunately reinforcements arrived at Bhag in 
time from Lahri and the place was saved. Shortly after, 
Major Boscawen encountered the Brahuis at Kanda .. The 
Brahuis lost 130 men in the engagement which followed. 

After the· discomfiture of the Brahuis at Dadhar, the 
Khan's army ·was _reinforced and took .up a strong hill 
position at Kumbi about 8 miles from Kotra. Here they 
were attacked by a small force consisting of 850 bayonets, 

· 6o sabres· !lnd two guns under Colonel Marshall. After a 
stubborn resistance .the Brahuis were eventually defeated 
with the loss of some 300 men, whilst Mir Bober with seven 
other chiefs and 130 followers were taken prisoners. 

These operations secured the lines of communication 
through Kachhi. 

Mr. Ross Bell died and was succeeded by Coionel Outram 
in August 1841. Acting on the advice of this officer, 
the British Gover-nment reversed its former policy, and 
Colonel Stacy was deputed to try and imtuce the young 
Nasir Khan to come in to the British authorities. In this 
he succeeded and Nasir Khan waited on Colonel Outram 
and was confirmed as Khan of Katat. Kachhi, with all 
other forfeited portions of. his territory, was restored to 
him. Sibi had been taken possession of in the name of 
Shah Shuja-ul-Mulk and a Political Officer was now appoint
ed to reside there. British troops were withdrawn from 
Lahri. Henceforth the Brahui tribes and those of western 
Kachhi remained in peace but the predatory tribes of 
eastern Kachhi, the Dombkis and Jak'ranis and the hill 
tribes, the Marris and Bugtis, remained at open war with 
the British •. In December 1841, Colonel Outram selected 
Captain Jacob for the command of the Sind Irregular Horse 
and the political charge of eastern Kachhi. Captain Jacob 
with 250 men of his own regiment, a company of native in
fantry, and 2 field pieces made his headquarters at Chhattar. 
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The principal leaders of'the predatory tribes, notably the HisTORY•' 
Dombkis and Jakranis, were won over to the British service 
and attached to the Sind ·Irregular Horse. Shortly after-
wards, Turk Ali Jakrani, one of the oldest and shrewdest 
of the tribal leaders, proved treacherous and deserted to 
the Bugti~, where he collec;ted a body of outlaws numbering· 
some 1,500 men, but on Jacob advancing against them 
at Uch, the robbers dispersed. Throughout the try:ng 
year of 18~2, Bijar Khan and other chiefs proved entirely 
faithful and exerted themselves honestly and actively in 
preserving the peace of Kachhi. 

By the end of November 1842, the British had entirely 
evacuated Afghanistan, Baluchistan, and Kachhi, a~d the 
service of the Baloch chiefs and others under the British 
Government came to an end. Then. came the war in Sind 
and the annexation of the province to Btitish India in 
March 1843. Kachhi became a refuge for; all the dis
contented and lawless characters who had been ·driven 
out of Sind and became more disturbed than ever. This 
state of affairs continued till in January 1845 Sir Charles 
Napier in person, with Generals Hunter and Simpson at the 
head of an army of about 7,ooo men of all arms and 
accompanied by Mir Ali Murad of Sind with an auxiliary 
force of some 4,ooo Baloch, proceeded against the robber 
tribes of Ka~hhi under Bijar Khan Dombki, who fled to· the 
Bugti hills. The Marris having been prevailed on by Major 
Jacob to refuse them passage, they surrendered, and Bijar 
Khan, the Dombki chief, with his son Na~ir Khan, remained 
State prisoners till 1851, when Bijar Khan having died of 
old age, his followers were released at the request of Major 
Jacob and allowed to return to Kachhi. The Jakranis were 
deported and settled in J anidera. At· the same time the 
Kaheris were reins1ated in the lands round Chhattar-Phuteji 
which had been taken from them by the Dombkis. 

After this campaign, i.wo companies of infantry, a troop 
of cavalry and a field piece were posted at Shahpur. The 
Jakranis and Dombkis remained quiet, but phmdering ex
peditions into Kacbhi by the Marns and Bugtis still con
tinued; and, in September 1848, Captain Jacob reported that 
" the whole province of Kachhi is being overrun by the 
Marris and the peaceful inhabitants are fast leaving the 
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country with their families and property to reside in Sind. 
The tract of country in the Nari river is almost entirely 
deserted." The treaty made in 1854 by Major john Jacob, 
C.B., on the part of the British Government with Mir 
Nasir Khan, Khan of Kalat, placed the relations between 
the Khan and the British Government on a sound footing. 
Both the tribes were subsidised by the Khan, but their 
conduct showed no improvement. Mir Nasir Khan died in 
1857 and was succeeded by· Mir Kbudadad Khan, who in 
1859 was compelled to lead an expedition against the 
Marris. Kahan was occupied, and the ~pedition, which was 
accompanied by Major (afterwards Sir Henry) Green, was 
successful.. It does not, however, appear to have bad any 
lasting effect, as a second expedition had to be undertaken 
in 1862, also apparently without much beneficial result. 
The state of t~e country became more and more disturbed, 
and it was at this juncture that Captain (afterwards Sir 
Robert) Sandeman appeared on the scene. His first 
mission to Kalcit in 1875 was not entirely successful, but 
in the following year, by his tact and firmness, be succeeded 
in bringing about the Mastung agreement, the Magna 
Charta of the Brahui Confederacy, which effected a settle
ment between Mir Khudadad Khan and his rebellious 
chiefs. To make the influence thus acquired· really effec
tive for the future, the British Government now accepted 
the responsibility, as the paramount power, of preserving 
the peace of the country, and a fresh treaty was concluded 
with Mir Khudadad Khan in December 1876. At the end 
of 1878 the second Afghan war broke out, and Sibi, 
which had continued to be held by the Baruzai chiefs as 
Governors of the Afghan rulers, was occupied by a detach
ment of troops from Jacobabad at the request of the sardars 
and people. On the close of the first phase of the war, Sibi 
was finally ceded to the British by the treaty of Gandamak 
(May, 1879). This treaty was shortly afterwards abrogated, 
but at the close of the war it was decided, at the strenuous 
instance of Sir Robert Sandeman, to retain the areas origi
nally ceded by the treaty. though final orders for permanent 
retention were not passed till 1882. 

During the reign of Mir Khudadad Khan, Kachhi was 
long a scene of anarchy and raiding, and at Bhag in March, 
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1~3 the Khan's Mustaufi, or chief accountant, with his HISTOR1'. 

father, his son and a follower were murdered by the Khan's 
orders. The Khan appears to have suspected the Mustaufi 
~f treachery and alleged that the latter had made an attempt 
on his life. Khudadad Khan's abdication was subsequently 
accepted by the Government o~ India in favour of his son, 
Mir Mahmud Khan, the present Khan, during whose reign 
the country has remained peaceful and its administration 
has greatly developed. ' 

Kachhi forms part of the Kalat State and the system of 
its administration and . political control is the same as in 
Sarawan, but the lands through which the Sind-Pishin 
Railway passes form part of the Naslrabad tahsil of the· 
Sibi District, the Political Agent of which qistrict also 
exercises control over the Dombkis and Kaheris who are 
settled in the Lahri niabat. 

Archreological interest in Kachhi att~ches chiefly to the ARCHiEOLO

existence of various dambs or mounds which are found GY. 

scattered throughout the district. Several of these mounds 
are attributed to an infidel king, named Dallu Rai, who 
appears to be a half mythical and half historical personage 
and to whom no definite place in history can be assigned. 
Such mounds as are known after this king are to be found 
in Jhal, Gajan and Shoran and appear to be the ruins of old 
cities and are strewn over with pieces of pottery. Similar 
mounds or tumuli ·exist in Kotra and Kuna;a. In the 
Bol:ln lands are the ruins of the old city of Khanpur, those 
of the old Baruzai town of Mirzapur near Mithri, of Gujrat 
near Dadhar and of Chakar Mari near Sar.ni. 

At a distance of about 4 miles to the north-east of Kh2ri, Ruins of a 
there are ruins of a very large fort, the ramparts of which fort in Khari. 

are still in existence but in a ruined condi):ion. The western 
side of the fort touches the skirts of the Madagin hills. The 
northern wall has been carried away by the Kashok stream. 
Inside are the ruins of many houses, while a road issues from 
it and runs in an easterly direction. 

The old mounds of Chhalgari which lie about 8 miles to Mounds of • 

the south-west of Bellpat station were visited in 1904• by Chbalgari. 

• For a detailed account see Repo1't of A1'chtzological Survey Wo,.k 
in Norlh-West Fronlier Province and Baluchistan, 1904-os, by M.A. 

Stein, Ph.D., Peshawar. 
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Dr. Stein, Archreological Surveyor, North-West Frontier 
Province and Baluchistan, who is of opinion, from the 
evidence available, that the mounds contain debris, accumu
lations of a pre-Muhammadan settlement. The mounds lie 
to the north-east of the village, the main mound extending 
south-west to north-east for about 175 yards; its greatest 
breadth on the top is only about 20 yards and there are seve
ral small terrace-like shoul9ers jutting out from its sides. 
To the west of this mound and parallel to it, at a distance 
of about 120 yards, there stretches .a smaller mound about 95 
yards long and only 10 to ·12 feet high. .!3oth mounds are 
thickly strewn with pottery, generally frag-ments of very 
small size, among which little figurines in burnt clay are 
also found 'after rains. Buddhist remains have also been 
discovered at Chhalgari and Tambu. 

Two Buddhist seal impressions were found at the village 
of Tambu in Bbag in 1903. 

They bear a Buddhist formula in Brahmi character, above 

which are representations of five stupas, surrounded by a 
varying n'umber of ckaltras or "umbrellas", such as are 
usually raised above objects of Buddhist worship. Both seal, 
impressions are identical and Dr. M.A. Stein, who examined 
th~m, considers that the characters of the iegend are not older 
than the eighth century A.D. nor much later than the ninth. 

The formula• is that well known- in the Buddhist creed in 

Sanskrit:-

{I) "Ye dharma hetu prabhava, betun teshan Tath:igato 
hyavadat. 

(2) T~shin cha yo nirodha, evam vadi Mah:i Shara

mans. 

(3) Sarav papasyakirani (?am), kushalasyopasa pra

dam. 
(4) Sva Chittam paridamanam, thad Buddhanusbasa

nam." 

• Reproduced fro~ an article entitled "An Excursion to the Ruins 
and Site of an Ancient City near Bakhra, lJ cos north ofP:ttna and 
6 north from Singbed. (txtracred from .~be Journal of Mr. J. ~It;· 
phenson) with a Note by james Prinsep. Uuut'ntJl of the As.at•c 
Society of Bengal, Vol. IV., page lJS·) 
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Its translation is as follows :-
"Whatever moral (or human) actiods arise from some ARCHAWLO· 

cause, 
The cause of them has been declared by Tathagata : 
What is the check to these actions, 
\s thus set forth by the great Sramanas. 
No vice is to be committed : 
E~ery virtue must be perfe~tly practised : 
The mind must be brought under entire subjection: 
This is the commandment of thll Buddha." 

Such seal impressions which were used as votive offer
ings, have been fJ·equently found in the United Provinces 
and also in other parts of Northern India. . . 

Two clay-moulds for casting coins were foun,d in Khari. 
Professor Rapson of the British Museum identified them to be 
two varieties of a forced currency which was issued by Mu
:hammadbin fughlak about1330~ D. The coins, he remarked, 
jwere an evidence of one of the most iniquitous attempts 
in history to force a debaseil coinage on a people. They were 
:issued at a fictitious value out of all relation to their intrinsic 
value, and it therefore paid unusally well to forge them . 

. As described in the section on ·History the ancient name of 
Kachhi, according to Elliot, was Nudha or Budha. Ibn 
Haukal in his book K£tdb-ul-M,udl£k-wa-mamdli'k, which 
was written in the tenth century, mentions it as lying 
between Tunin, Makran and Multan,· and adds that its 
capital was KandabtH or Kandail, the modern Gandava in 
the Kachhi plain. Mr. Hughes-Buller says•: "We ~ay 
therefore infer that" the kingdom, of which it (Kandabel) 
was the cap1tal, included that plain and, perhaps, also some 
of the hills to the east and west and a part of Sind. The _ 
inhabitants were called Nudha ::~nd Mand. The Nudhis, or 
Nudhites, are described as resembling men of the desert and 
living in houses made of reeds and grass. They are sub
sequently sllown to be Jats, who still constitute the majority 
of the population." 

The Jats are a collection of Muhammadan tribes without 
any common origin, and it is possible that some of these 
may be the descendants of the Hindu inhabitants who were 
converted to Islam at the time of the Muhammadan 

• Census of India, 1901• Vol. V, chapter V!U, page 83. 
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conquest of Sind of which Kachhi was an integral 
part. Many of tht Jats, h~wever, such as the Bhattis, Sial, 
Awan, Rids and others described later on, came about two 
centuries ago from Multan, Dera Gh3zi Khan and Bahawal
pur in the Punjab on account of a severe famine which pre
vailed in that Province, and some are said to have been im
ported by Nasir Khan I (175o-I to Ii93-4l to aid in a~ricul

ture. The earliest of the Jats are said to be the Channe, 
Wadhe, 1\Unke, and Rawahi, but> the Mankes are not now 
found in the district. Buddhist archceol,>gkal remains have 
also been found in the district and, according to the Clzack
ndma, Buddhism was the dominant religion in Sind in the sev
enah century. The great influx of the Baloch from the west
ward took place during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. 

The first census ofthe district was carried out in 1901. 
Rough estimates of population were made through the head
men of the tribes. The results arrived at gave a total po
pulation of82.909, which included 19,542 persons censused in 
the Dombki, KaMri and Umrani CCluntry which was classi
fied as a division of the Thai-Chotiali (Sibi) District. The 
incidence of population was 15 persons per square mile. 

The number of permanent villages now (1905; is 6o,5, 
including the towns of Gandava, Bhag, Dadhar, Lahri, 
Shoran and Jhal. The number of villages has consider
ably increased since the British advent, as formerly the 
country was subject to depredations and the Baloch tribes 
lived a predatory life. Besides the places named above, the 
most important villages are M ushkaf (about 397 inhabitants) 
in Dadhar ; Mahesar (42 houses) in. the Bolan lands ; 
Sanni, Mithri, Haji, Gadi and Sachu ( 100 houses) in Bala 
Nari; Tunia (400 hou!'es), Chhattar (•,9i6 persons), 
Phuteji Hasan Kh<in (565 persons), Phuleji Yar Muhammad 
(565 persons), Tahir Kot (628 persons) and Sb<ihpur (300 
houses) in the Lahri nidhat; jalat Khan, Chhalgari (345 
persons) jhok Kasim, and Kanda in the Bhag nidbat; Mirpur 
(627 persons), Khudabad Csoz persons) and Shikarpur (305 
·persons) in the Nasirabad nztibat; Shoran (z8o houses), Sianch , 
(120 houses), Hara (16o houses), Tandra Golab Kh<in (150 
houses), Bhathari (zoo houses), in the Rind tribal area; 
Gajan, Kotra, Khari ( 1,450 persons), Pach (304 per!oons), 
Ronga (314 persons), Udh<ina (366 persons), Maulvi (549 
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1persons) and Abad {229 persons) in the Gandava nufbat ; ·PoPULATION. 
and lastly Jhal, Panjuk, Hathiari ani,! . Shadihar in the 
Magassi tribal area. 
! The indigenous population is settled, but the failure of 

crops in years of drought drives the bulk of the population 
to Sind in search of labour. A small migration of the 
poorer classes to Sind also takes place early in the autumn 
for about two months to find labour there. A large influx 

1 of the Brahuis takes place il{ October and they return to 
I the highlands on the approach of spring. 

No detailed record. of age or vital statistics was attempt
ed in the census of 1901, adults being merely distinguished 
from minors. Out of a total population of 82,909 there 
were 43,836 males, 'inlcuding 28,549 adults, and 38,073 
females including 25,624 adults. 

Migration 
and immi
gration • 

Age and 
v•tal statis
tics. 

· Among the Jats who formed the bulk 
the proportion of females to m~les was 
among the Baloch 811 to r,ooo. 

of the population, Compara-
86z to I 1000 and tive numbers 

of sexes. 

; The marriage customs of the Jats and the Baloch are Marriage 
similar in the main. Three principal systems are known : the customs and 
' ceremonies. nang-. or shan, when no stipulations are made; the pavment 
of bride price or lab ; and the kanowat£ or system of exchange 
of girls. The leading families among the Jats deprecate 
the two latter systems and it is said that lab was unknown 

I to the Jats before the last thirty years and that they have 
1 borrowed it from their neighbours, the Brahuis and the 
Baloch. Among the·Baloch, a declaration to give the hand 
of a girl is binding, but among the jats the eeremony of 
shlrwata usually renders the betrothal binding. For this 
ceremony the relations on boLh si.des assemble at the 
house of the bridegroom's father who provides a quantity 
of milk; the cup is served round and the bridegroom's 
father drops a few rupees into the cup of the bride's father. 
The next day, the bride's father invites the party to a feast 
of sweet cakes (lJhus,.a). The feast over, the bridegroom is 
presented with a lung£ or a piece of alwan cloth by hi$ 
father-in-law, and congratulations are exchanged. Until 
marriage, the bridegroom supplies a suit of clothes half
yearly for the bride. The ceremony 'Of buk£ is performed 
before the marriage, as follows. As among the Hindus, a 
coloured thread (gdna) with a ring is tied to the .wrist of the 
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POPULATION.· bridegroom (g-hot) and he is given a sword or knife to 
protect himself from .evil spirits. Seven women who have 
married for the first time and whose husbands are alive 
(sohdgan) grind a quantity of corn for the use of the couple 
after marriage. A similar ceremony takes place at the 
house of the bride (kon~ar) when her hair is dressed for the 
first time like that of a married woman. On the evening of 
the marriage day, the wedding procession (ianj) moves off to 
the bride's house. A sheet (pan wan) with cloves, cardamoms 
and other articles tied in each corner is held over the bride
groom who is conducted to a llantli (prosopis spici'gera) tree 
and is called upon to lop a br.anch with a .single stroke ot 
the sword after going seven times round the tree. Thence 
under the same canopy he is taken to the bride's house 
where, after a feast, the nikah is read by the mulla. Then 
the bridegroom is conducted to ~he apartment of the bride, 
where the following ceremonies take place. The women of 
the family give a pinch of salt to the bridegroom, who places 
it in the bride's hands ; then a small lump of cotton is placed 
on the head of the bride and the bridegroom has to pick it; 
then a piece of gur is placed in the clenched fist of the _bride 
and the bridegroom is required with one hand to take the 
gur from her and on his inability to do so he declares himself 
to be a slave of the bride, who then opens her hand, and. 
tastly the women place the heads of the ccuple together 
(ld11o or sarmel) seven times and then leave them alone. These 
cermooies are collectively known as the Ianwan. Among 
the Jats, the custom is for the bridegroom to take the bride. 
the next day to his house on a bullock, camel or horse and 
seven days afterwards the young wife goes to the house of 
her parents with her husband whence they return with 
presents and.resume the usual avocations of life. , , 

Bride price. · The rate of bride price (lab) is not fixed ; it varies from 
Rs. •oo, to Rs. o7oo but more commonly it is Rs. rso to· 
Rs. 200. The amount is paid before the nik.dlz. A widow is 
i"enerally valued at a lesser amount. Among the }at camel
breeders, the bride price is from 5 to 200. · 

Punish
ment for 
adultery. 

. The punishment for adultery among both the Baloch and 
the Jats is death, when caught jlag,.ante delicto, and nc 
compensation is payable when both the culprits an; killed •. 
Ifthey escape, a compromise is made and th~_compensa~ion 
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among ~he Jats usually consists of a girl. or Rs. 100 to 'J;>oPULATION. 
Rs. 400 in cash 1 among the Baloch one or more girls and 
some cash, Rs. 1oo to 2oo. The code of m,orality, among 
the camel-breeding Jats is low. · 
j I'n respect of dower (haq-i-makr) the Baloch custom 
follows that of the Bnihuis. Among the J ats, the dower 
is usually Rs. 7· 
I The status of women among the Baloch is simila'r to that 
~mong the Bnlhuis. The Jats follow the Muhammadan Law 
in matters of inheritance and although a widow should, by 
custom, preferably marry one of the brothers of her de
ceased hu<>band, she is by no means bound to remarry any 
one against her \Vill. She receives subsistence allowance, 
but if she chooses, she n'lay inherit one-eighth of her late 
husband's ~stat~. 

The language used in correspondence in· the niabats ··is 
Urdu ; Persian is used by the natives of the country .iri docu
ments. The ~rincipal dialects s~oken are Jatki and Baluchi. 
The former .is by far the most extensive, and is spoken ··by 
the J ats, and some of the Baloch tribes, viz., th.e. K~heris, 
Mugheris,. Buledis and Umranis. Two forms of· it are 
recognised : Sindi or Siraiki, which is the form of the .dialect 
used in Sind and is spoken by the Hindus and that. 'portion 
of the J ats, such as the A bras and others, who have ·come 
from Sind ; the other is known as· the Punjabi J atki: or 
Lahnda and is spoken by those sections of the Jat tribe 
which originally came from the Punj.tb,, such as the Rids and 
others mentioned later on. 

Baluchi is technically described as belonging to the Irarl.ian 
branch of the Aryan sub-family of the Indo-European family. 
The form used by the tribes in the district is known as . the 
eastern dialect as opposed to the western or Makrani dialect, 
and the words in use for common objects and acts are nearly 
all pure Baluchi, the remainder of the language being 
borrowed from Persian, Sindi and Punjabi. In Kachhi, 
Baluchi is spoke~ l>y some of the Magassis, Lasharis, Ritld!!,, 
Jatois and Dombkis. 

I 
The indigenous population of the district may be divided 

, into two main class~s, viz., the Jats and the Baloch .. Others 
~are Hin~us or the trading class, Saiads, and. menial. classes. 

·\!The latter were all classed as Jats at the time of, the censu~, 

The status 
of women 
and inherit-
ance. 

Lang!la~e: .. 

Balucbi. 

Races, 
tribes and 
castes. 
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By far the most numerous are the Tats, who form the bulk 
of the population. Next come the Baloch" and then follow 
Hindus, Saiads and others of less importance. 

The following table shows the strength of the principal 
tribes as censused in 1901 in the district of Kachhi 
itself:-

Rind 6,zsz 
Magassi 9.6ss 
Dombki 3,684 
Umrani 149 
Kaheri ••• 763 
BuMdi ••• 635 
Khosa ••• 396 
Jat ••• 39-499 
Saiads ••• ... . 9•7 
Hindus ••• ... - • •• 10,784 

The constitution of a Baloch tribe resembles that of the 
Brahuis. At the head of the tribe is the chief or wadera or 
iM11UZ11ddr with whom are associated the mukadams or heads 
of clans and rnotahars or heads of sections. The mukadams 
and the motaharsare the wadira's executive officers, and their 
offices are hereditary, except in the case of inability, in ~hich 
case the next rightful heir in the same section or clan is 
selected. 

The origin The following account of the origin of Baloch is given by 
oftheBaloch. Mr. R. Hughes-Buller in his Census Report for 1901 :-

" There is ample evidence to show that the nacleus of the 
Baloch tribe!> now to be foun•l in the Indus Valley were 
originally settled in Makran and Persian Baluchistan to the· 
south of Kirman. Take, for instance, their names:-the 
nucleus of the Bugtis traces its origin to Bug, 10 Persian 
Baluchistan ; the BuJedis to the Buleda valley in Makran, 
near which some of them are still to be found ; the Domkis; 
otherwise written Dombki, from the r•ver Dombak in Persian 
Baluchistan ; the Lashciris from Lashcir ; the Gishkoris 
from Gishkaur, i.e., the Gish stream, which drains the Bute
da valley ; the Kulachis from Kulanch, also situated in 
Makran; and the Magassis from Magas in Persian Baluchis
tan. Again, there is to be found a strong tribe of Rinds at 
Mand in Makran, from whom the Rinds of the Kachhi plain 
are drawn. Elphinstone states io hjs history thatthe Baloch 
were occupying the mountaillS of Makran at the time of 
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the first Arab invasion in 664 A. D., and lbn-Haukal, who POPULATION. 

wrote in the roth • century, tells us that the Koch and Baloch 
inhabited the 'Iran Zamin, bordering on Hind and Sind'. 
Like Kochi or Kochai in Pashto and old Persian, the word 
Baloch simply means ' nomads ' or 'wanderers'. 

. " It is previous to their settlement in Persian Baluchistan 
and Makran that the origin of the Baloch is buried in obscu
rity and that authorities differ, some holding the story of the 
Syrian origin to be true and others alleging them to be of 
Turkoman stock. Sir Henry Green, who was the Political 
Superintendent of the Upper Sind Frontier, found tribes 
bearing the same names as those now common among the 
Baloch of the Indus valley in the course of his travels in 
Syria. On the other hand, ~uhallab the Arab invader, 
encountered eighteen Turki horse nen riding crop"'tailed 
horses in 664 A. D. at Kaikan, *which lies somewhere between 
Kej in Makran and Khuzdar, a fact which would indic-tte that 

! the theory of the Central Asian origin of the Baloch is not 
. without foundation in fact. When we considt:r the proL:ess of 
; affiliation which has gone on~ or is going on among the 

Baloch of the present day, it would not be surprising if 
enquiry were to show that they consisted both or" Arab and 
Tttranian stock. 

" The authenticity of the tradition among the Baloch of 
the Indus valley which centres round jalal Khan, generally 
called jalalhan, froni whom sprang four sons-Rind, Hot, 
Lashari, Korai-and a dan;hter, Mai Jato--may well be 
doubted, especially as the Hots of Makran are universally 
credited with being the aboriginal inhabitants of the country, 
and themselves claim to be a distinct race fn,m the 
Rinds, and from the various Baloch tribes who inhabit the 
country n0w. It is possible that they are the representa
tives of the Oreitai or Horitai, who were met with by 
Alexander in the course of his progress westward through 
Makran. 

'' The great influx of the Baloch from the westward ap
pears to have taken place during the fourteenth and fifteenth 
centuries, as by the sixteenth century there is authentic 

• Mr. Hughes-Buller in a later work, considers Kitikan as iden
tifiable with the modern Nal in the Jhalawan country.-Ed. 

3 
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POPULATION. evidence that they were numerous and were making raids 
and forays in all directions.''"" 

The origin and history of the Baloch is fully di~cussed in 
Mr. Dames't Baloch Race. 

The princioal Raloch tribes are described below in the order 
of their numerical strength. 

Rinds. Including theJatois (198g), Lasharis (8,49). Jamalis (3,931), 
Khosas (J,88J), and Cbandias (756), who were enumerated 
with the Rinds in 190!, and all of whom form independent 
units, the Rind tribe numbered 18,6gJ (10,1J4 males and 
s.ss9 females), of whom x6,J76 (8,889 males and 7·487 
females) were censused in the Katat State. The remainder 
were censused ·in Las Bela, Quetta-Pishin, Thal-Chotiali, 
Zhob and Chagai. The tribe occupies the country round 
Shora~, which is their head-quarters. Elsewhere in Kachhi, 
a few ·are found in the Dadhar valley, while branches of the 
Kulloi clan live in the Sarawan district in Lop and Munga
char. The clans closely allied together and under the imme
diate control of the chief, wddera Sardar Khan (1907), num
ber fourteen, viz., Mlrozai, Hotapzai, Godhri, Kaheri 
Nakhezai, .Kulloi, Ghutam Bolak, Siahpad, Cbawlani, Azdi, 
Buzdar, Ramezai, !\Ujhbi and Isub3ni. 

After being driven from Kirman, the Rinds lived in Kej 
and Kolwa, and here they are still to be found. Thence 
they migrated into Sind, and are now scattered through 
that province and the Punjab. In the latter province, so 
many.as 21,154 were found at; the last census. However 
pure the tribe may have been when it left its home in Mak
ran, it has not preserved its homogeneity, and the present 
chief of the Rinds is said to be a Babi Afghin, although he 
himself is able to trace his genealogy for 17 generations to 
Jalal Khan, son of Mlr Rind, the traditional ancestor of 
the tribe. According to the most popular accounts current 
among the tribes, the Mirozais or the chief's section, and their 
collate rats the Hotanzais,are descended from Bijar, who came 
eight generations ago and ousted the Godhris .from the chief
ship of the Rinds. The Godhris, it is said, had ousted the 
Mandwanis, now a clan of the Bangulzais. The nucleus of 

• Censu1 of India, Vol. V. pages 94·5· 
t The Baloch Race by M. L. Dames, London, '904· 
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the present tribe consisted of the Godhri, Nakhezai, Kul- PoPULATION. 
loi, Ghulam Bolak, Siahpad, Chawl:ini, and lsubani 
clans: also the Majhbis and Azdis, who are desc.ribed 
as ~eing of low origin, the fermer being the servants and 
the latter the· freed slaves of the Baloch. Among aliens 
who joined in later times, are three sections among the 
Godhris, viz., the Shaheja from the. Marris, the Dinaris from 
the Lashar1s ; and the Kambraris from the Brahuis. Others 
are 1 he Buzdars, whc are a branch of the Buzdars of Sind 
and Punjab, and contain among them also Chandias and 
Bugtis ; and the Hazaragh section of Kullois, who came 

· from the Pandnini Brah uis 

The nucleus of the Kaheris claim to be descendants of the 
Haft Walz"s or seven saints, whose shrine at ;Bathari is 
described below, 3;nd who were Saiads who came with the 
Baloch. They have, however, been joined by the Raminrani, 
who are Babbur Jats, and Rehanzais, who are Rahunja Jats. 
The Kaheris, as guardians of the Haft Wali shrine, are held 
in respect. The Ramezais and the Azdis each constitute a 
half takkar. The Mirozais and J-lotanzais, on account of 
their position, are held in great honour by the tribesmen. 
Sp~cial mention may be made of the large clan of Kullois, 
a most turbulent clan among the tribe. Those living in the 
Lop in Sarawan are distinguished as.Koh Kullois and hold 
lands in common with their brethren. of the plains. The 
Kullois of Mungachar have been described in the Sara'IIJan 
Gasetteer. 

When the Bnihui confederacy was at the zenith of its 
power, the Rinds became members of it, and are reckoned 
with the Sarawans. They supplied I,ooo men-at-arms. 
The tribe is devoted to agriculture, and on the whole well
behaved. They have given up their old habits of cattle
lifting from Sind, for which they were once notorio~s. The 
Ramezais and Koh Kullois supplement their income from 
the produce of their flocks, and nearly all sections more or 
less possess camels. The tribe has long been at feud with 
the Magassis, and an account of the fighting between them 
is given under that tribe. By far the severest fight was 
that known as Sher Muhammad Rosh fought near Jhal in 
I8JO, in which the Rinds were complt;!ely defeated and many 
of them fled to Sind, where they are still settled at Jahngar 
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Bazar near Sehwan on the Begari canal, at Ratto Dero, 
and in the neighbourhood of Larkana. Wadira Sardar 
Khan, the present chief, has be~n, since 1895, in receipt of a 
monthly allowance of Rs. 300 from the Kalat State. He 
possesses great influence in his tribe. His family has matri· 
monral connections with the Raisani and Bangulzai sardar· 
kMls. He keeps in his service a body of men called sepoys 
for the control of the tribe and the management of his large 
jagir. These men receive fixed grain allowances at each 
harvest, and their services are utilised when req;.aired. They 
numbered 61 in 1904· Other leading men in the tribe are · 
1\Hr Arz Muhammad and Mlr Khan Muhammad Mirozais; 
Kadir Bakhsh, headman of the Godhris ; Bughra Khan 
Nakhezai; Amir Jan, headman of the Kullois, living in 
Narmuk; Dil Murad Buzdar and Haji Khan and Kambar 
Ramezais. A few sections of other tribes, although possess
ing no share in the tribal land, yet join the tribe in good and 
ill, and look to the chief on all occasions. They include the 
Marris (about 53 houses), Golas (140 houses), Chandias (8 
houses), Khosas (4 houses) and Rabejas (8 houses). 

In 1901, the Magassis, including the Lasharis (3,036) and 
Mugheris (1,181), numbered 10,340 (5,758 males and 4,582 
females). Of these, 10,263 (5,718 males and 4,545 females) 
were enumerated in Kalat ; the remainder were censused in 
Quetta-Pishin, ·Thal·Chotiali and Las Bela. 

The Magassis are also known as Lasharis, and, according 
to Dames, derive their name from Mag, who was sixth in 
descent from Lashar. The principal sections into which the 
tribe is divided are Bhutani, Mlrzai or Mirzani, Nindani or 
Nindwani, Rawatani, Sobhani, Shambhani, Sakhini, 
Raheja, Mughemani, Khosa, Hasrani, Katyar, Khatohal, 
Hisbani or Isbani, Ahmadani, Marri, Chandraman, 
Umrani, Jattak and Jaghirani. The Lashciris and Mugheris 
are described separately below. 

The whole tribe lives at Jhal and its neighbourhood, but a 
good many of the Magassis have separated from the main 
tribe and settled with others. These include some Shambanis 
who live with the Bugtis and many Magassis belonging to 
other clans who are found in Muzaffargarh, Liah in Mianwali, 
the Chenab canal, Mankera and Kot Dhingaran in the Punjab; 
and at J ung Shahi neb- Tatta, Shah Panja. in Larkana. in 
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Khairpur, Mehar, jacobabad, Ghotki and Shikarpur in Sind PoPVLATJON. 

and at Khan pur in the Bahawalpur State. The nucleus of 
the tribe claims to have come from Magas in Persia. This 

' nucleus consisted of the UshJ.ri followers of Gwahram. The 
Bhutani (to which the chief belongs and who take their name 
from Bhut I, fifth in descent from Lashar), Nindwani and 
Rawatani cl~im to be the direct descendants of Gwahram 
Lashari. The Shambhani, Sobhani, Hasrani, Nisbani and 
some of the Sakhani are derived from the followers who 
originally came with Gwahram from Magas, and from this 
nucleus the Mirzani, Ahmadani and. Umrani are descended. 
Among affiliated sections are the Rabejas from the Bugtis ; 
the Mughemanis from the Chandia Baloch; the Khosas 
from the U mrani Khosas ; the • Khatohal, the J attaks and 
the Jaghiranis are Brahuis; the Chandraman are Chhuttas; 
the Marris came from the Marris ; and the Katyar are com., 
posed of groups from the Puzh Rinds, Buledis and Bugtis. 
It may be mentioned that many of the Magassis are popu
larly believed by others. to be J ats. Except the Marris, who 
live in the hills to the west of Jhal, all the remaining sections 
are settled and are engaged in agriculture. The Magassis 
have been sworn enemies of the Rinds from generations, 
and severe fighting has taken place between the two tribes 
from time to time, the most important engagements beiyg 
that fought at Takri in which the Magassis numbered 700 
and the Rinds I ,ooo ; that of Mihan Mandhan, and the en
gagement of Shoran, which took place in the time of the 
Magassi chief Bhut II, who, together with his ally Sobha 
Chandia, was defeated by Miro Rind. In this the Magassis 
lo&t about 120 men and the Rinds 30. Sobha Chandia was 
also killed. Eleven days afterwards, Bhut II defeated the 
Rinds, but was himself killed. A very severe engagement 
between the two tribes took place at Khanpur near Gandava 
in the time of Mir Mahmud Khan I (1793-4 to 1816-17) and 
resulted in the complete defeat of the Magassis. The res
pective strength of the Rinds and Magassis was 7,ooo and 
2,ooo and the losses 220 and so. The Dinaris of Khari 
and the Lasharis of Gajan took prominent part in this fight 
on behalf of the Rinds, on whose side were also some 
Buzdars, Marris, Kuchks, Eri and Sianch Jats, Jamalis, 
Dombkis, Khalpar Bugtis, Jatois, Butedis, Umranis 
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PoPULATION. and Golas. The whole force assembled ·at Khari, where they 
were entertained for 24 days by the Dlnari headman, Wadera 
Kalati, and thence advanced on Khanpur, which was stoJ;"me<l 

. and taken. The Magassis fled to )hal, which became thence~ 
forward their head-quarters. The ·next enga5ement· 
took place at Lebo about 1829 in the time of 'Wadera 
Ahmad Khan Magassi, in which the Rinds lost 220 men and 

. the l\1agassis 7, including Ahmad . Khan. Eleven months 
afterwards, another battle took place at Bhunga, about rt 
miles from )hal, which is better known as Sher Muhammad 
Rosh or Sher Muhamma!l day; The Rinds numbered 7oo~, 
and were led by their chief, Sardar Khan, and his brother 
Sher Muhammad. The Magassis numbered 1,900 ·only in

,cluding Chandias, Khanzais. MU.sianis, Taingizais, Raduzais 
and others. 'The Rinds suffered a s~vere defeat and lost 700 
men, the Magassi loss being only r8. _ According to Masson, 
the battle took place in r83o, and a vivid description of it 
is given in Masson's Narrative nf a journey to Kalat. 

Six months after thE; Sher Muhammad Rosh fight, r,2oo 
Magassi sowars looted Shoran and are said to have killed 
6oo men. The Rind sardar fled to Abad in Kashmor; 
These feuds, thanks to the British supremacy, are· now at 
rest, but the Rind and Magassi chiefs still regard each 
other's positions with the feelings of .extreme jealousy, and. 
the long and deep-rooted enmity still lingers on. . The 
Magassis were admitted into the Jhalawan division of the 
Brahui confederacy in the time of Nasir Khan I, and with the 
Dinaris and Lasharis supplied a contingent of r,ooo men-at
arms. The present (1907) chief is Nawab Kaisar Khan, who 
is fourteenth in descent from Lashar, .and who takes his 
place with the Jhalawan sardars. He is in receipt of a 
monthly allowance of Rs. 300 from the Khan. Nawab 
Kaisar Khan possesses great influence in his tribe. He was 
granted the title of Nawab by Government in 1903. 
· Besides )hal, the chief holds lands in Kikri near Nuttal, 
Mewa, Bangui Patal near Kanda, L:H Gandha and Dur in 
the Bhag nzabat; and in Sbahdadpur tnluka in Jacobabcid 
and at Kambar in Larkana. Other leading men in the tribe' 
are Mohfm Khan, Allahyar Khan, Allahna Khan, Miro Khan 
and MU.sa Khan, headmen respectively of the Mirzai, Nind
w2ni, Rawatani, Sobhani and Shambani sections. 
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The Dombkis, an important Baloch tribe who occupy a PoPULATJO 
part of the Lahri nidbat, numbered 4,905 persons (males· Do~bkis. • 

•2,683, females 2,222), the number of adult males being 
1 ,614. Of the total, 4,096 were recorded in the Kalat State 
and Bog in the Thal-Chotiali (now Sibi) Di&trict~ . . · · 

The principal clans are Mirozai (149), Wazirani (28), Mu
hammaci:l.ni (314), Brahmani (549), Baghdar (521 ), Din ad 
(28o), Shabkor (386), H.lani (349), Sohriani (255), Bhand (951; 
Gabol (51), Jumnani (q.), Khosa (169), Lashari (351, Sangi
ani (125), Gishkauri (426), Gorgej (228) and Ghaziani (16g). 
Others are the Jhakranis, Galoi,- Galatta and Fattwani, all 
living in Sind; the only sections of the Jakrani living iri 

. Kachhi are the Dirkhanis (213) and Rodnani. Another large 
dan of the tribe, the Gishkauris, were classified as a separate 
tribe in the Punjab at the last census, where it numbered 
3,642 persons. The following clans, vis., Mirozai, Wazinini, 
Muhammadani, Brahmani, Galoi, and the Nodmani and 
Hammalani branches of the Talani represent the nucleus 
of the tribe. The first four claim descent from Mir Hasan, 
uncle of Mir Chakar. The others joined later, but are 
mostly of Baloch origin.. The Baghdar and the Gishkauris 
are Puzh Rinds, the Dinaris are Lasharis, the Shabkor 
came from the Legharis and Khetran, the Anamani 
branch of the Talanis and the Sangianis are Rawahi j~ts, 
as also are the· Ghazianis, who are said to be the freed 
slaves of these Jats; the Sohrianis ~nd Shand are Buledis; 
the Gabol are mentioned in the ballads as one of the slave . 
tribes given by Chakar to Banari, his sister, and set free by 
her; the Gorgej are Nuhani Rinds and the Jakrani.s and 
Gala tta are also Rinds. · 

In the days of General John Jacob, the Dombki tribe was 
famous for its marauding- propensities, the most noted 
section in this respect bein,i the Jakranis. The most 
notorious man of the day was Bijar Khan Wazirani, who 
was able to combine under his command the whole fighting 
strength of both the Dombki and Jakrani tribes. · Darya 
Khan, chief of the J akranis, was also a well-known man. 

By grant from the Khan, the Dombki chief holds a jagir 
in Toghachi and Muradwah; half revenue rights (nisfamhar) 
in Khairwah and Khabba ; three-fourths of revenue rights 
in certain other villages. The chief in recent years has 
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risen to power and influence. The tribesmen. are cultiva
tors. The present sardar (1907}, is Chakar Khan, who 
succeeded his father Mehrab Khan on the latter's death in • 
1906: He belongs to the jatal Khanzai section of the 
Mirozai clan. Other leading men are Miro Khan Mirzai, 
Gut Muhammad Wazirani, Hazar Khan Muhammadani. 
and Nur Din Khan Brahimani. 

The Dombkis hold levy service (1905} of I risaldar, 
I duffadar, 5 sowars and a muharrir under the Deputy 
Commissioner, Sibi, and there is a thana at Lahri, the chief 
being the ris~Udar; some Dombki levies are also employed 
on the railway line between Mithri and Jhatpat. 

In 1901, the Lasharis numbered 3,847 (males 2,097 and · 
females 1 1750). Of these, 811 (426 males and 385 females) 
were enumerated with the Rinds and 3,036 with the 
Magassis (r,671 males and 1,365 females). Their connec
tion wilh either is indefinite. They are scattered in different 
localities, each group independent of the other and under 
its own headman. In former times they supplied men-at
arms to the Khan with the Magassis. The principal groups 
int'l which they are divided are the Muhammadaoi, Tawakal
lani, Goharamani and Alkai, living at Kotra, the Pachis of 
Pach, the Dinaris of Khari, the Tumpanis of Kunara, and 
the Chuks of Gajan. Those in Nari belong to the Bhang
rani, Mianzai Sumrani, Tajani, Wasuwani and Gullanzai 
ections. They are claimed like the rest by the Magassis 
chief as part of his tribe. The Lasharis of Kotra pay 
revenue to the Iltazais and to the Khan of Katat and side 
with the Lasharis of Pach in tribal combination. · The 
Pachis hold lands at Pach, a village close to Gandava. 

In 1901, the Dinaris numbered 676 (380 males and 296 
fem~les). They are descended from one named Dinar and 
the principal sections are Mir Khanzai-the headman's 
section-Safarani, Bijjarani, Rahwani, Zangejah and 
Zanglani. In former times the Dinaris occasionally came 
in conflict with the Magassis, for which purpose they were 
in alliance with the Lasharis of Gajan. Their headman is 
styled· as wadera and the present incumbent is Zawad Khan, 
son of Afzal Khan, other leading men in the clan being his 
cousin Tamas Khan, Bibargh, his uncle, and Abdul Kadir 
and Safar Khan. 



THE CHUKS. 

The Tumpanis in 1901 numbered 486 : 305 males and PopuLATION. 
181 females. The principal branches are Narizai, Rashkani, Tumpanis. 

:M ustafazai and RJhatzai. They hold lands in the jagir ofthe 
Mullazais of Surab, to whom they pay revenue. The pre-
sent Tumpani headman is wadera Mauladad of the Narizai 
section. ·A few of the Tumpanis live near Jacobabad and 
Kambar in Sind and are said still to retain their shares in 

~atKunara. · · · 
T~ash:iris of Gajan are known as Chuk Lasbaris and Cbuks. 

consist of about 231 families living in Gajan, Kazi Somail, 
Gahelav, Patri near Kunara, and Akhundani near Gandava. 
The name chuk means ' infant,' and, accordi~g to local 
traditibn, they are the descendants of the· posthumous sons 
of the Lash:iris killed by an Afghan governor named 
Kochali at Patri, or the posthumous descendants t>f the 
Adhianis killed hy the Rinds in a fight at Naliwala. They 
are divided into five sections :-Haibatani, lnsufani, Gang-
lani, Shebani, and Akhundani, and their headman is wadera 
Kamal Khan, son of Shahwali, who belongs to the Haiba-
t:ini section. The Chuks are good cultivators and their 
sole profession is agriculture. They all pay revenue on 
their lands: those ofGajan and Kazi Somail to the Zarrakzai 
chief; those of Patri to the M ullazais of Surab ; and the 
Akhundanis to the Khan of Kalat and the lltazais of Kotra. 
Some of the Ganglani Chuks have, in reeent yeats, settled 
in Sind on the Begari canal and at Kha:ira Garhi. · 

The J afois enumerated with the Rinds in xgox numbered The Jatois. 
1,979 in Kalat (1,025 males and 954 females) .. Their head-
quarters are at Sanni, and they also possess land in the 
Lop valley in Sarawan. They are also found in the Muzaf-
fargarh, Montgomery, Dera Ghazi Khan, Dera Ismail 
Khan, Jhang, Shah pur and Lahore districts in the ·Punjab 
and in northern Sind near Shikarpur. The J atois are a 
powerful clan and are devoted to agriculture. Their con-
nection with the Rinds is completely severed. The common 
saying about them 'yak sanni haft sardar',· one Sanni and 
seven Sardbs ; indicates their being grouped in one place 
under several headmen who number four, and each· of 
whom styles himself sardar. The four sections which they 
represent are Bulani, J amalani, Perozani and Kalatizai. 
Each is further divided into a number of sub-sections. 



l(ACHHl. 

·Pot>ui.AtiO~. The nucleus consists of the Gwahramzai, a branch of 
the Bulani; the Alihanzai, a branch of the Jamalani, 
the Hajihanzai, a branch of the Perozani and the whole · 
of the Kalatizais. These are the leading sections and 
are directly descended from Haji Murad, nephew of 
Jalcilhan or Jalal Khan, ancestor of Mir Chakar, who 
married Mai Jato, daughter of Jalalhan. Instances of out
siders who subsequently became affiliated are the Jarzais 
and Legharis among the Bulanis who came from Hhanar in 
Sind and from i:he Legharis respectively; the Umranis from 
the Umrani Baloch and the Mirozais from the Phugs of 
Khajuri among the Jamalanis; and lastly among the Pero
zanis the following : the Shahizais from Channe J ats ; . the 
Shabejas from Marris ; the Dehpals from the Panni Afgh~ns; 

·and the Rameziis and Khalpars from the Bugtis. In for
mer times. the Jatois were a predatory clan. During- the 
Baruzai rule they committed a raid on Sibi under their 
headman Kalati, who is ah.o known as Kalati Bandbojh and 
whose deeds of valour form the theme of tribal ballads. In 
reprisal, the B~ruzais burnt Sanni, and Kalati fled to Nar
muk and died at Kaltach. In later times the Jatois fought 
on the side of the Kalhoras against Mir Abdulla Khan of 
Kalat. , In old days they hac! a bitter feud with the Kuchks 
of Kii;tl!, and in more recent times with the Marris and the 
Lahri Brahuis. I.n one of their raids, which extended to 
Sanni, the Marris numbering 750 sowars were pursued by 
the Jatois in co-operation with the Khan's troops, and an 
engagement took place at Bhcig, in which the Marris were 
defeated, leaving many dead on the field of battle. The 
heads of those killed were brought to Bhag by the Khan's 
mlih Abdul Aziz, and hung. up on t!le gates of the town. 
There is at present (1905 \,some friction between the Rind 
chief and the J atois over the possession of the Bazdan lands 
between Shoran and Sanni, and in their disputes the Jatois 
have occasionally in the past looked to the Raisani chief 
for support and help. The principal headmen are M{r 
Azim Khan and Mir Isa Khan Buianis, Mir Allah Bakhsh 
Jamah\ni,. Yar Muhammad Perozani, and Gauhar Khah 
Katatizai. 

Umranis. The Umranis enumerated in the Kalat State numbered 
r,og8,-males 575 and females 523. In addition to this, 498 
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were classed as a clan of the Magassi tribe. The Umranis Po~uLATION. 
claim descent from Umar, brother ofGhazan, son of Ali, who 
is believed to have been one of the sons of Jalal Khan. Mr. 
M. L. Dames, however," thinks that, like the Bul~dis, they 
probably joined the Baloch confederacy after the formation 
of five main divisions. 

A genealogical table furnished by the present · U mrani 
'headman wadera Sher Muhammad, who claims to be fifteenth 
in descent from Ali, shows that the tribe is divided into 12 

~ections: Tangiani, Balachani, Ghaniani, Malghani, Paliani, 
Nodkani, Jonghan·i, Sobhani, Sethani, Buriani, Misriani and 
Dilawarzai. All these claim a common descent and derive 
their names from certain leading men, the Burianis, for in
stance, being descended from one Hasan Khan who lost his 
nose in a fight and was nicknamed Buriani.. The last seven 
sections reside and own lands in Deh · Tambu in Bhag 
Nari under their leading. man wadera Khud:H Khan Dilawar
zai, and in Oeh Mlrpur in the Naslrabad niahat. The other 
sections are spread over the Upper Sind Frontier and the 
main body lives in the Naslrabad tashll of the Sibi DistriCt. 
They hold nisf amhdri rights from the Khan in Tambu in several 
villages. They are good horsemen and horse-breeders. 

The total number of Mugheris enumerated in the Kalat Mcgberis. 

State amounted to 1,181 (males 649 and females 532) enume
rated with the Magassis, and 269 (154 males and II5 
females) with the Rinds; they are, however, branches of 
neither tribe, but in tribal combinations join the Magassis. 
The principal sections are Banberani, Bhand, Hajija, 
Kalani, Khor, Mlrozai, Rehanzai, and Sarajani, living · 
in the Bhag and Nasirabad nidhdts, and Katohar living 
ncar Shoran as cultivators of the Rind chief.. Some 
Mugheris are settled in Sind in Kambar taluka in Larkana. 
In the. Nasfrabad niahat the Mugheris live in the villages 
of Sarajani, Mugherani and Mitha Mugberi. In Bhag 
nitihat the Mugheris hold nisf amhtiri rights in tile tract 
called Buledkar and say that these rights were granted 
to them by Nasir Khan I, in compensation for the lives of 
two men named Mian Ahmad Khan and Daler Khan Mugh
eris who were killed at Delhi while fighting for Nasir 
Khan I. The principal villages. held by the Mugberis in 
the Buledkar are Jalal Khan, ReMnz~i, Bhand, \Vagah and 



KACHHI. 

PoPULATION. Hasan. The headman (1go6), wadira Jalal Khan, an 
influential mao, lives at Jai:U Kh3.n near Bhag. 

Kab~ris. The Kaheris, who were"classed as Baloch in 1901 ~)umber-
ed 789: males 421, females 368. They speak Sindi and 
occupy the central part of the Lahri nidbat, the principal 
localities held by them being Chhattar, Phull~ji, Tahir Kot 
and Kunari. The tribe is divided into four clans: the Mora
dani (2o8), Tahiram (Jo6), Kalandarani h79) and. Bulani 
(7o); each is sub-divided into a number of sections. Owing 
to their alleged Saiad descent, the Kaheris are much 
respected by the Baloch. The Kaberis of Bhathari near 
Shonin, though some of them claim a common descent with 
the Kaberis of Chhattar Phuh~ji, have oothirig to do with 
the latter. The follc-wiog description of the tribe is given 
by Mr. Hughes-Buller in his Census Report of 1901:-

"The Kaberis are a small tribe, but it is doubtful whe
ther their classification as Baloch is correct. At any rate 
they are described by Mlr Ma'sum o.f Bhakkar .in Sind, who 
wrote a history about 16oo A. D., as Saiads, who acquired 
their name of Kaheri from the Kaher or wild medlar tree, 
on which-one of their ancestors mounted as if it were a 
horse. In the earlier part of the last century the Kaberis 
were driven out by the Bugtis and migrated to Bahawalpur 
but they were restored to the.ir former settlements by Sir 
Charles Napier in 1845." · 

They themselves claim descent- from Shah Umar Katal, a 
contemporary of the Prophet, and allege that they migrated 
with the Baloch from Makran under their .leader Niamat 
Shah, and purchased their present lands from the 
Kupchanis, the price paid being a camel ( Chhattar) load of 
money. hence the name Chhattar, the present head-quarters 
of the tribe. Niamat Shah, also called Niamatullah Shah, 
was one of the Haft Walis or seven saints, whose shrine at 
Bhathari is described under shrines. 

The· Kaberis pay revenue to the Mengal jagirdtirs or 
N:U ~nd Wad in Jhalawan, but there has been a dispute 
among them since 1900, which is partly still (1907) pending. 
The headman of the tribe is Muhammad Baka Khan, who 
lives at Chhattar. He belongs to the Mirzai section of the 
Moradanis. Other leading .. men are K. B. Hasan Khan, 
wadera Itbar Khan and Honde Shah Moradanis, wadera 
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Nawab Khan Tahirani, Bahram Shah and Shah Ali Kalan- PoPULATIOK. 
dr:inis, and Nih:il Khan Bulani. K. B. Hasan Khan is an old 
.man of great influence, and for his excellent services to 
Government received a title in 1879· His son, Jan Muham-
mad, is a thanadar in the Khan's levies at Gandava, where 
the tribe has been granted se~vice. Under the British 
Government the Kaheris hold a Levy thana at Phuteji under 
the Deputy Commissioner, Sibi, consisting {I90S) of one 
risaldar, five sowars and one 11zuharrir. In the days of 
General Jacob, the Kaheris, to the number of 200 men, were 
in the service of the British Government. 

The Buledis, also called B11rdi, numbered in 190I s,769 Buledis. 
(males 3, I I4 and females 2,6ss). The clans were. classed 
as Gola (S,I34), J:ifuzai (14), Kahorkani (36), Kotachi (Ig), 
Laulai (68), Pitafi (485) and Raite (13). 

The tribe derives its name Jrom the Buleda valley i.n 
Makran, and traces its descent from one Abu Said who set
tled in that place. 

The majority of those recorded in Baluchistan are Golas. 
The word gala means slave in Sindi, and the Golas are 
looked upon as not pure Baloch. The Golas enumerated 
in 190I were mostly those found in Naslrabad, now a 
tahsil in the Sibi District. In Kachhi, the Golas are found 
as tenants-at-will in the Rind ·andJatoi tribal areas, where 
they amount to about ISO and so families respectively. 
Practically they have nothing to do with the Golas in Nasir
abad and live, as a subject race, under the local chiefs in the 
said areas. The Laulais, who are also said to be of Jat ori
gin, live in the Rind country as tenants, and number about 
20 families. The principal villdges held by the Buledis in 
Buledkar are Sher Khan, Gujar, Lalu, Gamb, Giddar, Mah
mud Aulia, Sumar and Madat. Of these, Sher Khan is held 
entirely revenue-free, while in others they have half revenue 
rights (nisf amhtiri). It is said that these rights were given 
to them by N aslr Khan I for services rendered to him at 
Delhi and as compensation for the lives of those killed. 
The principal headmen are wadera Ghulam Ali Khan, the 
headman of the tribe, who lives at Jafanibad near Jacobab:id 
in Sind, and Gul Muhammad, who lives at Sher Khan near 
Bhag~ The Buledis are also known as Mlr Ali, and in many 
of the ballads are known by that name. 
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KACHHI. 

Among minor Baloch tribes may be mentioned the follow-. 
ing, which occupy an isolated position, viz., the Khosas, the 
Chotais and Jalambanis of Dadhar, and the Chhalgaris of. 
Bh:ig. 

The Khosas live at Mushkaf, where they hold lands sub-
ject to payment of revenue to the Khan. In 1901 they num
bered in Kachhi 396 (males 228, females 168). The principal 
headman is wadt!ra Habib Khan. Many Khosas are found 
in the Naslrabcid tashil of the Sibi District and in Sind. 
Those living with the Rinds and the Dombkis are mentioned 
under those tribes. The Khosas claim descent from Hot, 
one of the five children of Mir Jalal Khan, and according to 
local tradition, the founder of the tribe was one Kohsar, 
whose name became corrupted into Khosa. 

Kacbks. The Chotais and jalambanis, who are septs of the Kuchk 
Rinds of Kirta in Bolan, .numbered 521 and 204 respec
tively in 1901. Both hold lands in the Oadhar tdabat. The 
Chotais are distributed o.ver several villages in Dadhar, viz., 
Rindli Kohna, Chhori, Soni, Chotai, Kot Saleh Muhammad 
and Ghausabad. They also hold a revenue-free grant in 
the Mushkaf dry crop area. There are 24 families of Jalam
banis and four of Chotais in Kirta, where also they own 
lands. The headmen are wadt!ra Akal Khan, who lives near 
Dadhar, his son Islam Khan, who represents him in Kirta, 
and Bakhtyar Khan Jalambani, who also resides in Kirta. 

Cbhalga~is. .The Chhalgaris, who are estimated to number 345 (225 
males and 120 females) live in Chhalgari and Arbani villages 
in the Bhag niabat, where they hold lands. Their headmen 
are Rais Rasul Bakhsh and Khuda Bakhsh. They claim to 
be Baloch, and say that their ancestors named Kaubla, 
Mehr Ali, Fauja and Muhib Ali came from Dera Ghazi Khan 
about two hundred years ago. They are subjects of the 
Khan and are of little importance. 

Brlihuis. Several of the Brahui chiefs reside in Kachhi during the 
winter, where" they hold Jdg{rs. Thus the Raisani chief 
'resides at Mithri, the Shahwani chief at Haji, the Bangulzai 
chief at Gullanr in Bala Nari, the Muhammad Shahi chief 
at Dandor, the Kurd chief at Mfr Bagh in Dadhar or at 
Takri in BaJa Nari, the Lahri chief at Sachu near Bha.g, 
and the Langav chief at Badra in Bhag Nari. The Zarrak
zai chief comes to Gajan near Gandava. In addition to 
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these, there are many others who hold grants of land and PoPJJLATJON .. 
are scattered in different parts of the country. Each is 
accompanied by a num_ber of followers. The only import· 
ant cases in which the Brahuis have permanently settled in 
Kachhi are the Raisani sardarkluils (Sarajzais) at. Mithri, 
~orne Garranis and Gwahramzai, B·angulzais at Gadi and its 
~eighbourhood, and 11 families of HasilkMnzai Shahw~nis 
kt Mahesar in the Bolan lands. The principal Shahwani 
headman is Mir Hazar Khan. The Garrani headman is 
Misri Khan, living at Gadi, while that of the Gwahramzais 
is Behram Khan, living at Gullanr. Of others may be men-
tioned a few families uf Zoberani Lahris, living near Sianch 
and in Deh Bhathari in the Rind country, where they have 
acquired land by purchases. 

A brief reference may be made to the Iltazais, who in 1901 Iltaza'i. 

numbered 25 persons ( 14 males and I 1 females) in Kachhi. 
:They are the collaterals of the Ahmadzai ruling family of 
· Kalcit, and a further account of them is given in thejhalawdn 
Gasetteer. 

In Kachhi, the Iltazais reside at Kotra, where they hold 
iagirs, in addition to which they also hold similar grants in 
the Lahri, Bhag; and Dadhar niabats, and in the jhalawan 
country they possess lands in Khuzdar, Baghwana and 
Zahri. The most important members of the tribe in Kachhi 
are Mir Karam Khan and Mir Gauhar Khan, two brotliers, 
whose mother Bibi Fateh Khattin is sister of Mir Khudadad, 
the ex-Khan. They. are descended from Sayad Khan, one 
of the four sons of Kamal Khan, son of Ittaz. Bibi Fateh 
Khatun is an aged lady, and lives with her eldest son Mir 
Karam KM.n. Mir Karam Khan's eldest son is named Mir 
Muhammad KMn. 

The nucleus of the jats would seem to be one of the most Jats. 
ancient stocks in the province, and it is probable that some 
of them are the descendants of the original Hindu inhab
itants, who were converted to Islam at the time of the 
Muhammadan conquests. But the jats, as recorded in the 
Census of 1901, may be said to represent a congeries either 
of Muhammadan groups, who a~e not Afghans, Baloch, 
Brahuis or Saiads, or of representatives of those races whr 
have fallen in the social scale and lost their nationality. 
Thus it is found that the Arains and Gujjars, who constitute 
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PoPULATION. separate castes in the neighbouring provinces, many Loris, 
who are gypsies and a number of other races, are classed 
under the generic term of J at. The. admixture is due to 
artificial as well as to natural causes, as an examination cf 
the figures shows that there was undoubtedly a tendency to 
class as Jats all those whose origin was doubtful and about 
whom nothing particular was known. Hence the term 
came to be used in the Census in some cases as equivalent 
to " Others and Unspecified.'"' 

For generations the Jats have been subject to the Bnl.huis 
and Bal('lch. They {orm the cultivating class and pay a 
portion of the produce to the overlords. The tribesmen look 
upon them as their social inferiors, and the position is gen
erally accepted by the Jats themselves. Some of 1the Jats 
are of fine physique. The general le\·el of intelligence is 
low, bl;lt on the whole the Jat is a good cultivator and is 
less extravagant than his Baloch neighbour. The J ats are 
not con-;tituted on a tribal basis, but live in small groul"'s, 
choosing one man from among their number as a leader to 
act for them in their dealings with the owners of their lands. 
In the Census of 1901 the total number of Jats in the Kalit 
State was 56,68-J. (males 30,62o and females 26,o64), the num
ber of adult males being 19,230. They are distributed all 
over the district. By far the most numerous of the local 
Jats are the Abras 31,917 (males 1],365, females 14,552). 
They were divided into 81 sections, the most important ones 
being- the Machhis (4,II8), Sumra (1,]61), Bamban (1,386), 
Chukhra (1,331), Burn'l. {1,014), Hanbi (881), Buhar (7oo), 
Mastoi (]8g), Dandor (.;g.;), Kalwar (5ll), Ataria (485), 
Drigh (458), Maiha (454), Hara (373), Rahoja (151) and 
Panhwar (322); 5,666 Abras were classified as "Unspecified." 
The Abras are Sindi Jats, i.e., one of those clans which 
orig-inally came from Sind, and several clans who had come 
from the Punjab were wrongly classified with them as 
sections of the Abra clan. They include Bhatti (1,645), Sial 
(1,201), Khokhar (1,o84), Arain (534), Joya (336), Rid (331), 
Gujjar (2841, Awan (199), Kalas (126), Dhandu (82), Kharal 
(56) and Dher (42). The leading family among the Abras of 
Kachhi is that of the headman wadera Haidar Khan, who 

*Census of India, 1901, Vol. V, ag-es 106-7. 
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lives at Mungur near Bh:ig, where the Abras of that place PoPuLATioN· 
hold a revenue-free grant from the Kh4n in recognition of 
services rendered to Nasir Khan I at Delhi. Mungur was 
the name of their ancestor, who came from Sind about 200 
)·ears ago, and brought lands under cultivation. Another 
leading man is Ahmad Kh:in of Jhok K:isim Shah. 
( Among other clans may be mentioned the Katpar (1,283), 
]3hangar (i,279), Tunia or Tunjia (x,xos), Manjhu (1,o12), 
Pechuha (822), Ch<ichar (68o), Eri {6oo), Kurar (482), Samith 
{422), Detha (376), Siahpost (353), Dharpal (319), Sapar (291), 
Bareja (275), Palal (25o), Jatani (217), Waja (213), Meman 
(168), Masan (x6s), Oteran (164), Kori or weafers(153), Lehi 
(113), Gagra or sweepers (99), Sianch (8o), and Odhana (j8); 
all of these are Sindi J ats and originally came from Sind. The 
following clans in the tribe are_ said to be of Baloch origin, but 
are now classed as Jats: Kehar (566), Bhand (323), Dasti (237), 
Gola (212), Mah6sar (187), Kechi (7o), and Hadkri (4o). Of 
these, the Golas and Hadkris were classed as sections of the 
A bras; 4,865 Loris or gypsies (males 2,525, females 2,340) 
were also classed as 1 ats. The leading men among the J ats 
are the arhtibs and raises, titles given to individuals by the 
Khan or other owners of land from time to time to distin
guish their holders as officials. These titles are invariably 
hereditary. The chief arbdb in Kachhi is the arbtib of Bhag. 
He supervises the cultivation of Bhag · Nari and occupies 
a position of considerable influence. Other arbdbs in the 
district are arbdb Wali Muhammad and Muhammad Hyat of 
Bh;lg, Abdur Rahman and Rasul Bakhsh of Dadhar, Sheikh 
Muhammad and Mulla Pir Muhammad of Lahri, Muhummad 
Ilyas Jan Muhammad, and Rahim Khan of Gandava, and 
Muhammad Atta, Rasul Bakhsh and Sher Muham'mad of 
N asirabad. Among influential sections of the. 1 at tribe, \ 
•pecial mention may be made of the Sheikh of Bhag, the 
Rid Jats of Nasirabad and. the Mian Sahib family in Lahri 
m'abat. 

The Sheikh, censused as a clan of the 1at tribe, num:. 
bered 1,049 (males 544, females sos). The principal sections 
included were Qureshi (232), Sheikh Ansari (34), and Thamim, 
all of whom claim to have come from Arabia. By far the 
most important Sheikhs are those who reside in the Bhag 
town. They are the descendants of two Hindu converts of 

Sheikh. 
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Bhag named Moti Ram and Mangal Dass, who embraced 
Islam about 200 years ago. Some of the Sheikhs of Bhag 
have, in the past, held responsible posts under the Khan 
and have consequently acquired wealth and influence. The 

·present leading men are M ulla Muhammad Akram ex-naib 
of Bhag, and Mulla Muhammad Hyat ex-naih of Lahri, 
both descendants of Mangal Deiss, and Mulla Nasrulla, 
ndih of Nasirabad, and Mulla Jan Muhammad, formerly 
kdrda,. in the Bhag mabat, descendants of Moti Ram. 

The Rid Jats ;ve mostly in the Nasirabad niahat. It 
appears that the total number of the Rids (331) was con
siderably undffr-estimated in the Census of 1901. Like the 
Sheikhs of Bhag, the Rids possess much influence, and have · 
held important posts under the Khiin in the past. They 
hold large tracts ot land, and the principal men among them 
are arhd~ Sher Muhammad ·of Saidu, Rasul Bakhsh of 
Nasirabcid and Muhammad Ata of Khud.ibcid. 

The Mian Sahib family reside at Katpar, about 8 miles. 
south of La.hri. They consist of a few families and are held 
in great respect both in Kachhi as well as in Sind, where · 
they command a large number of followers or murld among 
all classes of people. The family is descended from Mian 
Muhammad Kamil, who came from Ghotki in Sind, five 
generations ago. The leading members of the family are 
Maulvi Muhammad Hasan, son of Mian Taj Muhammad 
Ghota, and Mian Muhammad Panah, Mian Azizullah and 
Mian Dad Muhammad, s.:>ns of Mian Ghulam Haidar. 
There is, however, a long standing quarrel between the two 
brothers,Azizullah and Dad Muhammad, over some ancestral 
property. Maulvi Muhammad Hasan is a well-known ex
ponent of Muhammadan religious law in the district, and 
many cases are referred to him for decision by shariat. 

Mr. Hughes-Buller has explained, in the Census Report of 
1901, that a distinction exists· among the Jats themselves. 
The camelm~n ·and graziers among the Bal'och are shown as 
a Jat clan within the tribe of the same name, but.their name 
is pronounced with a soft ". t" (Persian =) as opposed to 
the hard " t". These camelrnen speak a different language 
to other Jats, and many of their customs vary. In origin, 
too, they are distinct from the jats and claim to have come 
with the Baloch as their graziers. In 1901 they numbered 
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3,245 (males r,752, females 11493)· TheY. live a nomadic life PoPuLATioN',:! 
in mat huts (kin'S), and. supplement their means by the 
manufacture of dwarf plam mats and ropes. Their women 
are noted for their good looks. :rhe principal sections are 
Mir Jat, Lashari, Bharani, Majidani, Bhund, Lanjwani, 
Babbar, Waswani, and Baladi. The principal headman is 
Rust am of the Mir J at section. 

In 1901 the Saiads in the district numbered 917 (males: Sai~ds •• 
497, females 420). The principal groups are those living in 
Dadhar, Gandava and Gajan. The Saiads of Dadhar are 
collaterals of the Cliishti Saiads of Mastung and Kirani near 
Quetta. They a.re descendants of Mir Haiba& Khan Dopasi, 
whose shrine near Dadhar is described below. The Saiads 
of Dadhar are held in much veneration by the Brahuis'and. 
the Baloch, and their influence extends into Sind. They hold. 
revenue-free grants in several villages in Dadhar. The 
leading man among them is Saiad Charagh Shali. His 
brother Saiad Bahar Shah is in receipt of a monthl}, 

· allowance of Rs. so from the Bolan Levy Service,_ and is often 
nominated as a member of ji"rgas. Other influential Saiads 
of Dadhar are Saiad Lal J;l.n, whose wife, the Bibi Sahib, 
commands a large number of followers and takes precedence 
over her husband, and Saiad Taimui" Shah·. .The- Saiads 
of Gandava are Bukhari Saiads and possess considerable 
influence in that part of the district. They live at Gandava, 
Fatehpur and Kot Muhammad Shah, a~d the principal men 
among them are Safar Shah, Muhammad Shah, and. ·Rakhal 
Shah. The last named 'is a poet. whose verses . (kdfis) are 
very popular among the people. He is held in great estee~, · 
especially by the Lasharis. The Saiads of Gajan consist of 
about 20 families, Bukhari 7, and Jilani 13 families. Their 
headmen are Haidar Shah and Lal Shah.. The Saiads of 
Shahpur are Bukharis of the Isiani .section. The leading 
man among them is Saiad lnayat Shah, . 

During the census of 1901, the total number of Hindus Hindus;:;:• .• ; 

recorded in the district was 10,784 (males s,684, females 
5,10o). They all belong to the Arora caste and the principal 
clans represented are the Bajaj, Kathuria, Bhateja, Chhoda, 
Gureja, Mundreja, Utradi, Sandura, Kanjan, Pahuja, 
Khattar, Sukheja, Pujara, lchhpulani, RakMja,. Kalre, 
Nangpal, Chawla, Sachde, Chhabre, Karra, and Brahman. 
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Tney are immigrants from the Punjab, mostly from the 
Dera. Ghazi Khan and Multan districts and from Sind. 
Most of those from the Punjab are said to have been 
imported by Nasir Khan I, after Kachhi became part of Kalat 

·in 1740. Their religion is an admixture of Sikhism and idol 
worship, but, as described in the Gasetteer of Sarawtin, they 
pave been greatly influenced by their Muhammadan sur
roundings and have great belief in Muhammadan shrines, on 
which they usually shave their children. In manners and 
customs there is little to distinguish them from the Hindus 
found in other parts of Baluchistan. In Kachhi they form 
a large and an influential community. They are chiefly 
engaged in trade, and finance the people and in several cases 
have acquired land. In each important place there is a 
panchayat, a body that governs the social and the commer
cial affairs of the community. The headman is known as 
mukhi and next to him is the chowdn", other elderly and 
influential men being called paryamunrs. · The Hindus pay 
}i"sya or poll tax in some places either to the Khan or the 
tribal chiefs, a subject which is further referred to in chapter 
III. Th~ leading men in the district are Relu Mall of 
Gandava; :M;angal Mall and Lakhmi Chancl of Kotra; Topan 
Mall, 1 odha and 1 adham of Gajan ; Motan of Shoran; 
Tirath Ram, Ail Mall and Kishna Mall of Dadhar; Muraj of 
Bhag; Hazari Mall of Nawsbehra; Ishi Mall of Mirpur and 
Brij Mall of Lahri. The Hindus of Kachhi hold lnstikhi 
(new year's) fairs at Tang on the Lahri stream, Gahtor near 
Khari, Sibri in Dadhar, Ghaib Pit spring near Khajuri in 
·sa~awan, and the Hari Sar pool in the Sukleji. At the last 
named place, which is situated about 18 miles west of 
Shoran, many pilgrims come from Kachhi, Sind, and Hindu 
Fakirs even from Marwar in India and different parts of the 
Punjab. The local Hindus throw the bones and ashes of 
their dead in this pool. 
·Of the total population of 82,909 censused in Igor, 72,125 

or 87 per cent. were Muhammadans of the Sunni sect. The 
religion, as practised by the tribesmen, is described in the 
Jhalawtin Gasetteer. Superstitions are common. Among 
the most peculiar may be mentioned the following :-

The Rinds do not eat camel's flesh, the Hajija Buledis do 
not eat the kidney of any animal, the Lasharis have an 
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• 
aversion to the alro plant, the Wagah Jats will not eat,the POPULATION. 

dove, while the Kalwar Jats do not eat the heart and the 
liver of any animal. 

Special mention may be made of a sect called Taibs or Tiibs. 

penitents. On account of their shorn heads, they are known 
as tharu or shaven-headed. The sect was founded, about 
1875, by Haji Muhammad Fazil, a Raisani of Dadhar. The 
present leader of the sect is his nephew Mian Abdul Hayi, 
who lives at Durkhan in Dadhar 1uabat. The Taibs are 
found scattered i~ Gajan, Kunara, Shoran, Sanni, Dadhar 
and Mithri, but their stronghold is Sanni, where most of the 
converts have been derived from the Jatois. They follow 
the Islamic faith. in its purest form. 

Social customs among the Baloch, relating to hospitality, Socia· life. 
the custom of hal and the system of co-operation among the 
tribesmen are similar to those described in the Gasetteer of 
.fhalawan. Among the Baloch, social precedence takes a 
more definite form than among the Afghans. The tribes 
taking their names from the five children of JalcH Khan-Rind, 
Hot, Lashar, Korai, and Mai Jato-are looked on as socially 
superior to the rest, and as Mir Chakar, the hero of all 
Baloch legends, was a Rind, the Rinds are the most respect-
ed of the Baloch tribes. 

Among the Jats, social or class distinction does not exist. 
The more well-to-do, on account of. their wealth, hold a 
superior social status to that of their fellows. The aroahs and 
the raises, among their respective people, take precedence and 
are natur~lly the spokesmen of the rest. In their absence, 
precedence in aJat assembly is given to the eldest. The Jats 
have already been mentioned as occupying an inferior posi
tion, and in the lowest grades are to be found certain subject 
races consisting chiefly of occupational groups and gypsies. 

The Baloch chiefs and other leading ~en keep guest
houses (rnehmdrzkhdna). Those kept by the Rind and 
!\fagassi chiefs are very large, and are in charge of a regular 
establishment which is maintained for this purpose. The 
Saiads of Dadhar and Fatehpur also maintain guest-houses, 
in which all strangers are accommodated. The Jats h~ve 
no system of co-operation like the Baloch, but they combi~e 
for any common purpose such as the construction of the 
Jams (gandhas) described in chapter II. 
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.POPULATION, .,...h • · f h 1 h Food. ... e maJonty o t e peop e ave only two meals daily, 
one in the morning and the other at sunset. The staple food
grain is judr which is cooked into cakes and eaten with 
vegetables or butter-milk. Flock-owners and camel

·breeders use milk and it~ preparations, generally butter-milk, 
with their meal. Wheat-flour or rice is eaten by the 
well-to-do. 

Meat is eaten when it can be obtained. Roasted mutton, 
sajji', ·is a speciality of the- Ba!och tribes. The use of intoxi
cating liquor is not uncommon among the Baloch and Jats. 

Dress. A Balocb wears a long jama like a smock frock down to 
·the heels, shalwtir or loose trousers, a long c~r or scarf, 
a pagri of cotton cloth, and shoes narrow at the toe or 
·sandals of leather or grass. He wears ·nothing but white, 
and has an objection to colours of any kind, and will wear 
nothing coloured except his chogha or overcoat. The pre
judice is, however, beginning to break down, and coloured 
·and embroidered coats are s~metimes worn by the leading 
men. The Jatois, who belong to the Taib sect, generally 
wear trousers dyed in indigo. A Baloch woman wears a red 
or white cotton sheet over her head, and a chola, or long shirt 
resembling a night-gown which reaches down to the ankles, 
andis prettily embroidered in front. The hair is worn in a 
lopg queue, and the ordinary .ornaments in use are bracelets, 
a nose ring, a necklet and earrings. All Baloch men of full 
age carry a sword and sometimes a shield made of leather 
and studded with silver or brass. Among the Jats a great 
change bas taken place within the last thirty years or so in 
the matter of dress, especially among the well-to-do. For
merly a man had a tehhand or sheet wound round his waist 
instead of trousers, a short shirt, a turban with a small 
skull cap and a spotted white or red retu or sheet to "-:rap 
round his shoulders. The dress of a female consisted of a 

· choli or shirt with short sleeves and open on the back, a 
chhit or petticoat, and a wrapper or scarf, all made of the 
locally maoufactu,red coarse cotton cloth. This is still the 
dress of the poorer classes among the Jats, but the well
to-do have now adopted the dress of the Brahuis, both 
for males and females and use fin~r materials. The total 
cost of the dress of the male, inclusive of shoes, is about 
Rs. 5-8 and that of a female is Rs. 5-2. The ornaments are 
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generally the same as those of the Baloch women ; they are PoPULATION. 

mostly of silver and few can afford t~em_. 
The majority of the people live in mud huts, consisting Dwellings. 

generally of a single room, 15 to 30 feet long and 12 to J 5 feet 
wide. The roof is flat and is made of mats of dwarf-palm 
covered by brushwood and plaster~d over with mud. Be-
hind the main ~oom, but under the same roof, is usually a 
small compartment used as a storehouse for utensils. 
Outside the main room (kotha) are generally two sheds, 
called 11uznnak and litavr or hapavr ,· the_ former is meant for 
11se by men in summer, and the latter for cattle. The 
dwellings are dirty and heaps of filth -accumulate in the 
front. A feature of every house is a number of eart~en 
receptacles for grain called gunda, ·which are of several 
descriptions and a stana called tdnwan for fowls, consisting 
of a log of wood fixed in the courtyard. The Baloch living 
outside large villages live for the most part in 11Ulmzahs, or 
open sheds, both in summer and winter. In large places, 
such as Dadhar, Bhag and Gandava, the houses are better 
and consist of several rooms surrounded by a courtyard 
with separate sheds for cattle and stores of grain. The 
houses of the wealthier classes have greatly improved. The 
Hindus hav~ in most cases. storeyed buildings,. ~nd the 
bazars in several places are roofed. 

The method of burial has been described in the Gasetteer 
oj jhalawan. Among the J ats, mourning lasts 'for three days, 
and among the Baloch, from 3 to 7 days, during which time 
the womenfolk of the former, with their heads bare and 
their wrappers tied to their waists, express ~heir sorrow . 
every morning by breast-beating (osara) and cries of lament-
ation (par). 

The amusements are generally the same as those of the 
Rrahuis. Many of the Jats are very fond of wrestling 
(mal) and practice hard at it. It has great similarity with 
English wrestling. The matches are arranged and are 
klokecl forward to with a keen interest, especially on festive 
occasions. Another most popular amusement of the. Jats 
is the singing of llafis 01 religious poems; large parties are 
:1rranged and the performance is done by turns or in chorus. 

Disposal 
of the dead. 

Amuse
mtonts and 
festivals.• 
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Of the many shrine~ in the district the following are the 
most -important:-

The shrine of the Haft Wali, or seven saints, is situated at 
Bhathari, about 8 miles north of Shoran. The seven saints 
are Shah Un:tar; his three sons, Niamatullah, the ancestor of 
the Kaberis, Mahmid Shah and Shah Isuff; and Shah Amin
ud-din, son of Mahmid Shah; Shah Isuff; and Shah Wanar, 
son of Shah Amin-ud-din. Of these Shah U mar and Shah 
Wanar are buried in Ktkh and Sind respectively, the rest 
are buried at Haft Wali and their shrines consist of hand
some lime built domes, ~tanding on hills, amid clusters of 
khahhar trees. Many miracles are ascribed to these saints.# 

The shrine of Pir Lakha is situated between hills about 20 

miles south~west of Jhal. Pir Lakha, whose tomb is in the 
Mula pass, was the son of Pir Shahbaz, Kalandar of Sehwan 
in Sind, 'and according .to tradition was born of a Hindu girl 
by miracle. The father caine to see the son, and the meeting 
took place near the spot where the memorial shrine now 
exists. Lakha performed several miracles in the presence of 
his father, he turned the ak leaves into bread and produced 
water by his fo<;>t from the ground in such a large volume 
that it flooded part of Sind; the spot where this took place is 
still marked by. two tanks which contain fish which are pre
served. An annual fair is held at the shrine on the first 
three days of the month of Chet which attracts a large num-

. her of pilgrims from Kachhi and different parts of Sind. 
Another shrine dedicated to this saint is sit.uated in Leghari 
Kot in the Barkhan tahsil of the Loralai district, where he 
is ~onsidered to have miraculously produced three springs 
of water, and a revenue-free holding of about 19 acres is 
attached to the shrine. 

Other important shrines in the district are the following 
in the Bhag nz"ahat (1) Khanqah-i-Shahidan, being the shrine 
ofMian Ghulam Muhammad, a native of Rohri, and his disci
ple Hafiz Abdur Rahim, who were killed by order of Zaman 
Shah, the Afghan king, as being sorcerers; (2) Pir Sabir 
Shah, also called Pir Roshan Zamir, a native of the Punjab, 
who came to Bhag and died in 1210 Hijra : (3) Pir Tiar 
Ghazi who came from Uch about two centuries ago. His 

' real name was Israiluddin and he wls surnamed Tiar Ghazi, 
as the word ti'an was always on his tongue; (4) Pir Nohan 
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at .Mungur. His name wa~ Rab Dinna · and he was a POPULATION. 

Nohani Baloch. A small fair is held on his shrine in the 
month of Zilka}; (5) Pir Mahmud Aulia, about 10 miles 
south of Bhag. He came from the Punjab about two hundred 
years ago ; (6) Mir Haibat Khin Dopasi and (7) Pir Tangav 
also called Sakhi Tangav in Dadhar ; (8) Pir Allahyar Shcih 
in the Bolan hands ; (9) Plr Mauj Din, a descendant of Hazrat 
Ghaus Bahawal Haq of Multan, and Pir Amin Shah, a Saiad 
in the Lahri mabat; (u) Kazi Somail at Gajan and (12) Pir 
Chhatta near Kotra. Mlr Haibat was the ancestor of the· 
Saiads of Dadhar and was surnamed Dopasi, as any prayer 
made by him was granted within two pas or six hours. His 
shrine, about 3 miles west of Dadhar, is held in great respect. 
Pir Tangav was a Kuchk Rind, who was killed by thieves. 
Pfr Chhatta produced the springs at the place bearing his 
name. A small annual fair is held at his shrine during the 
hot weather. The two saints in Lahri have the special 
merit of restoring eyesight to the blind and manly power to 
the impotent. · 

The conditions relating to names and titles and rules of Names and 
• titles, rules honour desc·ribed in the Gasetteer of Jkalawan apply wtth of honour, 

slight modifications both to the Baloch as well as the J ats of system of 

K hh. Th J h k b reprisals. ac 1. e ats are not, owever, so een a out aveng-
ing blood as the Brahuis, and have also no system of 
reprisals. 

The system of blood compensation among the leading Ba- Blood com

loch tribes of Kachhi is also the same as is prevalent among pensatioo. 

the Bnihuis. As a rule, in cases decided by a ji"rga, the 
rate of compensation is Rs. •,soo. Among the Dombkis, 
compensation paid in kind usually consists of one girl, one 
mare, one swC~rd, one gun and Rs. 400. In the case of 
other Baloch tribes, the basis is one girl and weapons to the 
amount of Rs. soo, and Rs. soo in cash. There is no fixed 
rate for the Jats. The compensation in their case is usually 
a girl or Rs. 300 to Rs. soo in cash. 

As a special feature of the rules of honour observed by 
the Magassi tribe, it may be mentioned that while among 
other Brahuis and Baloch tribes, adultery is punished by 
the death of both the adulterer and the adulteress, in the 
case of the Magassi tribe if the adulterer escapes, a relative 
of his is killed instead. The custom has been c~nsidered 
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PoPULAnoN. an unjust one, and in the case of Allah Rakhia,. son of Mehr 
Ali Khosa, plaintiff, ~sus Saifal, son of Shakar and Kullu, 
son of. Afzal, accused, regarding the charge of murder of 
the plaintiff's brother, decided by the Sibi Shahi 7i"rga on 
the gth February 1go6, it was ruled, with the concurrence of 
the Magassi chief and of the tribe, ·"that· if any such murder 
be committed in future in the Magassi tribe, it shall be con
sidered illegal, and the murderer will be liable to punish
merit. If the real adulterer absconds from the territory of 
the Magassi Nawab, his relatives, such as his brother, 

. uncle or any of his family, will be liable to pay compensa
tion to the complainant in accordance with the custom pre
vailing among the Baloch tribes, such as the Rinds, Marris, 
Bugtis, Dombkis, etc. If the relatives of the adulterer be 
willing to settle the case and come to terms with the com· 
plainant, and the latter rejects their overtur~s and contem
plates the killing of one of the adulterer's relatives, it. will be 
essential to force the co~plainant to come to a settlement, 
and it shall be the duty of the Magassi chief to arrange for 
the prevention of bloodshed." The award of the }i"rga was 
accept~d by the Political Agent, Kalat. 



CHAPTER II. 

ECONOMIC. 

THE plain of Kachhi is generally spoken of as an awful 
desert of which no good is to be ,hoped, but this is far 

from being the case If the great level expanse be watered 
its soil is so fertile that it immediately becomes a vast field of 
waving corn. Cultivation cannot be said to depend to · n 
appreciable extent on rainfall, and only a fringe,·of per
manently irrigated lands exists near the hills. The largest 
proportion of the crops are raised from th~ floods which 
disgorge their waters on to the plain, the chief sources of 
irrigation being the Nari, the Bolan, the Sukleji, the Mula 
and the Dhoriri. At the same time it must be admitted that 
cultivation is precarious, for, if the summer rains· fail in the 
hills, the centre of the country remains bare of crops, and 
most of the population migrate to find its means of liveli
hood in Sind. No means, moreover, .exist for any systematic 
distribution of flood water, much of which is annually wasted. 
Thus the whole cultivation of a particular tract may depend 
t'n a dam far up the river. For instance, the great Gadi 
gandha or dam was reconstructed in 1902 at great expen·se 
and labour, but was washed away again in the spri~g of 
1904, and had to be rebuilt once more. During the four or five 
years previous to 1902, it had been occasionally repaired, but 
had given way, with the result that the water of the Nari 
poured down the Gadi channels into western Kachhi, a part. 
which is already sufficiently' irrigated from the rivers and 
hill torrents of the Central Brahui range, leaving the central 
portion, principally the Bhag nitibat, a desert. In 1903• 
however, as the dam withstood the force of the floods, the 
Bhag mahat was well cultivated. \Vhen the fact of the 
immense fertility of the soil and the large amount of • water 
which runs to waste in Sind is remembered, the benefit 
which might accrue from the introduction of systematic 
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means for husbanding and distributing the flood water over 
the country becomes apparent. An area, much of which is 
now uncultivated, might be transformed into a productive 
plain. 

The soil is alluvial and on the whole extremely fertile, espe
cially in those places which are subject to the spill of the 
rivers. The best is a light loam mixed with a moderate 
amount of sand. The cultivators generally call it matt. 
Next in fertility to matt comes khaurz" with magh, i.e., a 
light "clay surface which cracks, but possesses a sub-soil 
having a quantity o{ sand. This land holds moisture well 
and is especially good for juar. A dark loam, resembling 
matt and khaurz" and suitable for the cultivation of indigo, is 
known as mz"thi. Gassar, also known as .hhandur, differs 
slightly from khauri, in that it does not break up into clods 
when ploughed. The next class of land consists of a medium 
clay, and is the soil most commonly met with. Next follows 
sarh, a stiff clay~ and very suitable to the oilseed known as 
jamha. . Sarh, which is also called kharch, is generally to be 
found ih wat~r-channels in which water has collected, and 
may be identified by the large cracks in the h~ud surface 
which are caused by the heat of the sun. Other soils are 
pat or potho, those hard, verdureless uncultivated . tracts of 
clay described· in documents as dasht-i-amwat or lifeless 
desert, which the life-giving floods fail to reach ; khararha 
i.e., soil scoured out by the rush of water and retaining none 
of its good qualities, and kallar or saline soil. 

·The first two classes of soil are to be met with along the 
river beds inJhal; on the north of Gandava; at Gadi, Rindra 
and Arain in Bala-Nari; at Chhalgari; and Makhan Bela in 
Bhag; at Shoran; at Sianch and its neighbourhood; at Kh:iri 
near Kotra; at Tughachi in Lahri and near Chhattar. Dadhar • 
and Gajan have an unenviable reputation for kallar lands. 

Outside the fringe of stony ground which surrounds three 
sides of the Kachhi plain, the prevailing feature of the land
scape is a level plain seamed at intervals with deep ravines 
and channels caused by the rush of water issuing from the 
hill torrents. The volume of water in the rivers at flood-' 
time is so great thai: it hollows out deep channels near the 
hills, but as these proceed further into the plain, the channels 
become shallower, and ten or fifteen miles from the hills they 
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are not more than six or eight feet deep. The constant con- AGRICUL· 

struction of artificial dams and the natural softness of the soil TURE. 

have caused the appearance, in the course of ages, of innu-
merable minor channels, and it is through these that the· 
precious fluid is drawn off to. the thirsty land which only 
requires the erection of lower surface embankments about 
two· or three feet high, called lath, banna or banno, to hold 
up the flood.water and turn the whole country into a tempo- · 
rary swamp after floods. 

The rainfall in Kachhi is extremely small, averaging·about Rainfall. 

three inches, and were cultivation wholly dependent on it 
the country would indeed be a waste. The air is dry and the 
summer temperature abnormally hot. In July and August, 
the cultivators say the heat is sufficient to burst the pup i 
of a crow's eye. Ploughing is carried on after nightfall, 
and no one can bj! out after ten o'clock in the morning~ In 
the cold weather, which lasts from the middle of November to 
the middle of March, the morning and evening air is crisp and 
cool, but the sun is hot at midday, and crops cultivated during 
this period of the year are forced into strong and early.growth. 
Frosts, km,wn as chfJr, may be expected early in November 
and cause damage to late fuar. The Shoran Jats have a 
proverb-" If frost does not fall on the leaf of the late juar, 
the husbandman will be busy throughout. the winter in 
taking home the grain." If the judr crop escapes the first 
frost, it is believed not to be affected by later ones. 

As has been already explained, cultivation depends ~lmost System of 

entirely on the floods brought from the hills by the rivers of ~ultivlatt!on m rea 100 

the area. The sources of those rivers which are situated on to rainfall, 

the north and west, that is to say, the Bolan, the Mula and soil "and t' conaorma 100 

the Sukh~ji lie in areas which are largely dependent on the of surface. 

winter rain an·d snow. This falls about January and February, 
and, whilst bringing down floods at this time of the year, also 
has the general effect of maintaining a fairly large permanent 
supply of water in them. In the warmer climate, on the 
other hand, in which the central part of the course of the 
western rivers and practically the whole course of the 
eastern rivers are situated, the rainfall occurs at two periods 
in the spring, that is to say, the end of March and early 
April, and in summer, that is, in June, July and August. 
Of these two falls, the latter is the most copious, and it is 
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in this that the cultivators place their gre.atest hopes. The. 
falls which occur in winter, occurring as they do in the form 
~f light snow, near the sources of the rivers, do not 
generally bring down heavy floods. The spring rainfall 
again is scant, and though occasional floods often occur at 
that time of the year, they do not last long .. In the sumll)er, 
however, abundant rainfall (abundant, that is to &ay, for 
Baluchistan) occurs, and hence July and August, the hottest 
month.s of the year, are those in which the Jat cultivator 
looks anxiously for the water which will provide him with 
subsistence for the coming year. A~ this time, the largest 
river, the Nari', generally contains a constant flow for some 
six weeks or two months, and much water runs to waste in 
Sind. Next, for consideration in copiousness of flood-supply, 
comes the Lahri stream, and after that the Mula. Flcod 
and rain crop areas are known as lur. The Jat describes 
them as " the honey of the ak," for raising a crop from them 
is as easy as obtai~ing honey from the ak plant (Calotropi's 

g£ganletlj. 

In addition to the flood cultivation, the permanent water 
near the borders of· the hills is conducted in artificial 
channels from the rivers and streams for purpos~s of 
irrigation. Round Jhal too, and in one or two other places, 
are to be found a few springs. Except at Dadhar, Sanni, 
Shoran, Gajan, Kunara, Khari, Kotra, and Gandava, the 
cultivation on these permanent sources of supply is 
inconsiderable. Where there are permanent sources of 
irrigation, both sanwanr£ and · sarav crops are culti- ' 
vated, but owing to the decrease which . takes' place 
in the permanent supply of water in summer, the area 
under the latter much exceeds that of the former. In . the 
case of land dependent on flood water 1 the sanwanri crop is 
by far the largest, but if late floods occur, oil-seeds and 
wheat are also cultivated for the spring harvest. 

Except the Hindu /Janias, almost the whole population is 
engaged in agriculture. The cultivators consist. of Jats and 
Balocb. The J ats are the original cultivators and are much 
superior to the Baloch as husbandmen, some of the latter 
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have apparently only taken to cultivation in later times, 
whilst others consist of cultivating sections of Jats which 
have been absorbed into the Baloch tribes in the long lapse 
of centuries. In proof of this .may be noted the almost 
entire absence of agricultural terms from the Baluchi 
language. The position of the Baloch, socially, politically 
and economically, is superior to the Jats, who occupy an 
inferior position as a subject race. As . a rule, the Baloch 
hold revenue-free .lands, and Baloch cultivators frequently 
engage servants to help in their agricultural work, to 
thresh the corn, or to tend the cattle. Whilst the Jat 
cultivator is enduring the sweltering heat of the sun, the 
Baloch is sleeping in his house, The J at, on the other 
hand, asserts that he has been associated with the noble 
profession of agriculture from the time of Adam. . Khetz' 

sir seti: " Cultivation and personal effort "is his motto, and 

he has a great contempt for the Baloch with his lazy, 
thieving propensities, and his lack of knowledge of the art 

• of.agriculture. The Jat's land and his home constitute his 
single interest and delight, and, in spite 'Of his careless 
hand-to-mouth existence, he is, on the whole, contented. 
His l.ove for the soil and predilection for agriculture are well 
indicated by the following questions and answers which are 
commonly asked in the countryside :-

" What flower is the best in the world~· t< The best 
flower is the cotton flower, for it covers the naked li~bs." 
" What footmark is the best ·in the world?" " The mark of 
the water is the best footmark in the world." " What 
colour is the best in the world?" " The colour of earth is 
the best in the world." "·What voice is the best in the 
world?" "The voice of the water-mill is the best in the 
world." " What beak is the best in the world ? " " The 
beak of the ploughshare is the best in the world." 

The poorer Brahuis, who visit Kachhi in the· winter, are 
engaged in tending their flocks, in collecting fuel or in the 
carrying trade, their more well-to-do brethren live on the 
crops which the Jats have raised during their absence in the 
highlands (Khurasoio) for the summer months. So intense 

AGRICUL· 
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is the feeling of these wild highlanders towards Kachhi 
as the " land of plenty " that they· usually speak of the 
district as their "mother". 

The cultivator divides the year into periods by the sowing 
and cutting of the different crops. He recognises the 
commencement of each season by the periodical appearance 
of certain well-known stars. There are- three principal 
harvests, viz., stinwanri, which includes the crops sown in 
the months of Stinwanr Quly) and Bhadra. (.~ugust) and 
reaped by the month of Poh (December); sarav, which 
includes the crops soVIrn in the montqs of Katti (October), 
Manghar (November) and Poh (December) and reaped by the 
month of Vistikh (April); and arhtiri, i.e., the crops sown in 
the month of Chitr (March) and reaped by the month of 
Arhtir Qune). The agricultural calendar given further on 
shows the months into which the year is divided by the 
cultivator and the identical period according to the English 
calendar. 

The • following are the chief crops produced at each • harvest:-

Stin111anri. Sarav. Arluiri, otherwise 
known as Cbltri. 

1. Juar (Andropogon \Vheat (Triticum sati- Juar (for fodder). 
sorghum). vum). 

2. M•mg (Pbaseolus Barley (Hordeum vul- Cotton (Gossypium)• 
mungo). gare). 

3• Moth (Pbaseolus Sireb(Brassica campes- Water melons (Cilrul-
aconitifoliusj. Iris, var: Sinapis lus vulgaris}. 

dicbotoma). 
4• B&jra (Pen11isetum ]&mba (Eruca sativa). Kiring(Setaria ltalica). 
1 typboideum ). 
5• Tirr or Til (Sesa- Bhang (Cannabis Indigo (Indigifera 

mum Indicum). _ sativa). tincloria). 
6. Water melons (Ci

trullus wulgaris). 
7· Chana (Lagenaria 

wulgaris} 1 

8. Afeba (Citrullus fis
tulosus). 

It is principally on the sawanri and sarav harvests that 
the Kachhi cultivator depends. The arhtiri harvest is of 
comparatively small importance, except for fodder, but, if 
the arhtiri fodder harvest of .ftuir receives moisture in th~ 

summer, it will give a good return of grain in December. 
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The greatest reliance of all is placed in tlie Sanwanri ;uar 
crop. The cultivator cares little or nothing for the floods 

, of Cketr (March) if he can get them in Sanwanr (July) •. He· 
believes too that one affects the other, "cketr ut!W, sanwanr 
nzut!W," says the proverb of the countryside; "if cMtr has 
its fill, sanwanr will be nil." The stars by which the· culti
vator is guided are kath', known to the Brahuis as paur 
(Pleiades), whose appearance in the early morning in. June 
heralds the period when floods may be expected ; treru or 
trangar (Cassiopeia), which appears about the 27th of San· 
wanr (July) and bids the cultivator hasten his preparations 
for stfnwanri so wings ; lud!W, known to· the Brahuis as 
ludav, appearing about the 15th of Bkadra (August), a 
signal to the cultivators that the season of juar sowing is 
over; and soMl (Canopus) with its forerunner or witness 
(shdhid or agawd1J), which warns the cultivator that the end 
of summer is near, and that his buffaloes will shortly cease 
to soil in the water. Thus katti and treru govern the. juar 
cultivation, the principal satzwann' crop, whilst lud!W and • soMl are the stars which g'uides the cultivator in all matters 
relating to the wheat, the principal crop of the sarail bar-

• . 
vest. 

AGRICU{.· 
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Sokel is believed generally to bring three showers of rain 
in its train. These showers are known as lassi, i.e., a 
shower which covers a las or tract.. The cultivators believe 
them to be universal on the whole of the earth. No heavy 
clouds gather as in the case of the July and August storms, 
nnr is there any accompaniment of thunder or lightning. 
The lassi is highly beneficial to the wheat, and each of the 
three showers has a distinct effect on that crop in its 
various stages after it has been sown on the sanwann' floods. 
The first shower generally occurs at the end of the month 
of Kath' (October) and the cultivator knows it as lasn' bare 
badM, i.e., the lassi which falls at the time of making the 
plots ; the second is said to be lassi radk parddhi, i.e., the· 
lassi which makes the whole field green ; the third and last 
lihower is spoken of as /4ssi bure badki, i.e., the l4ssi which 
makes all the plants bushy. 

s 
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The following is a calendar of the principal agricultural 
operations:-

Enl gldish 'Vernacular. I 
~a en ar. . 

Work, 

January llidnn (J,) 
Mdhng(B.). 

February Phaganr .. , 

March CMtr 

April ... VisdRh 

May ... Jlth 
June A.rhdr or 

A.hdr. 

July SdnDJanr ... 

August -· Bhadra ... 

September ... A.ssu 

October Katti 

November ... Mahngar ... 

December ... Poh 

Unirrigated lands are embanked and pre
pared for summer floods. SdnDJanri crops 
are threshed and harvested. The wheat 
and barley crops in irrigated lands are 
watered. 

Great change of temperature, days hot and 
nights cold. Same operations as above. 
The sdn711anri harvest is complete. 

A.rhdri crops are sown. Barley and oil-seeds 
are harvested. The wheat crop is half 
ripe (d6u). Construction and repair of 
dams and embankments is undertaken. 

The wh<lat crop is reaped. The water 
melons sown with the arhdri crops ripen. 

The wheat harvest is threshed and finished . 
A.rhdri crops are reaped except cotton 

which is plucked in December. If floods 
occur in this month, sdn711anri crops are 
sown, but they are liable to damage from 
insects in September. 

The busiest month of the Kachhi cultivator. 
Ploughing and sowing takes place for the 
sdn71Janri . ·crops on the summer floods 
with all speed, as late crops sown in 
August are liable to damage from frost in 
November. 

Sdn711anri sowings are completed by the 
middle of this month. Lands irrigated 
by late floods are prepared for sara'V 
crops; 

Bdjri is harvested and chana and meha 
ripen. 

Sara'V sowings commence and the cold 
weather begins •• 

Sara'V sowings continued. Sdn'ltlanri water 
melons are over. The sdn111anri harvest 
commences at the end of the month. 

Sdn'ltlanri cuttings completed. Sara'V sow
ings do not extend beyond the tenth of 
the month. The cotton crop is plucked, 

_The cultivator's busy season lasts from July to the follow
ing January. February to June is a period of comparative 
leisure, unless late floods have occurred in the previous year 
and a large wheat crop has to be harvested in April. 

The July (sanw-anr) flo~;>ds bring the moisture on ~hich 
all the' cultivator's hopes are fixed, and if they fail the hus. 
bandrrtan's outlook is dark. It is indeed round Sa1zwanr 
that all .his hopes centre and . "a cultivator who sleeps in 

Note . ...:.(J.)-Jatki; (B,)-Baluchio 
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San11J(Jn1' is neither a man nor a dog." The husbandmen AGRICUl· 

say that if a man's mother die in Sanwanr, he has ~o time to TU&E. 

bury her. The Augus tfioods are sudden and overtake the 
cultivator unawares when he is not quite prepared to repair 
his embankments. The heat too is intense. "Bkadra is 
terribly bad, Sdnwanr is better than it." The heat continues 
in September (.Assu), "Assu melts the silver necklace and 
makes the wild ass stay in the shade." The beginning of Octo· 
ber heralds the approach of winter ; " Seven days once, seven 
days again, seven· days more, and seven days once again. 
Now fires are burning in every house." Both October and 
November (Katti and Mahngar) are busy months, for the 
sarav crops have to be sown and the day~ are growing all too 
short for the work to be done. In the following month, 
December, the cultivator says: "In Pok eat one meal and 
grind corn for the next." In January (Mahn) there is little 
agricultural work except threshing. With the advent of 
February (Phaganr) a change takes place in the weather 
and grumbles are heard•at the wind and heat:-" Phaganr 
has puffs of wind: the nights are frosty, but the days bring 
perspiration." The cultivator now recruits preparatory to 
the Chitr sowings. In March (Chitr) the barley is ripe and 
the wheat is ripening: "The month of Chetr has come, let 
us go and see if the wheat and the oarley has become ripe.'' 
The Hindu festival of Holi occurs at this time :-" Holi 
adh galoli," t.e., "Holi and the grain half ripe." In April 
( Vz"sakh), May (/eih), and June (Arkdr) all the arMri crops 
which have been sown in Chetr are reaped with the exception 
of the cotton, which is not ready till December (Poh). 

A full list of the agricultural and flock-owners' terms in 
ordinary use will be found in Appendix I of the Sarawan 
Gasetteer. 

By far the largest and the most important crop is judr Principa.l 

(Andropogon sorghum). It forms the staple food-grain· of cr<>ps. 

tbe people. Of other food-grains, btijri (Pennisetum IJ'Phoi-
deum), mung (Pkaseolus mungo), and moth (Phaseolus aconiti-
(olius) are also cultivated in small quantities in summer, 
and wheat and barley in the autumn. The oil-seeds culti-
vated include rape, mustard and sesamum (til). The only 
fibrous crop _is cotton. Amongst miscellaneous crops may 
be meotioned coriander (Coriandrum satiwm) and melons 
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(Cucumis melo); vegetables include the pumpkin, meha 
(Ci'trullus jistulosus), and chaha (Lagenaria 'l!Ulgan"s). Hemp 
(bhang) is the only intoxicating drug produced~ It is grown 
in Khari and is largely consumed both by Jats and Baloch. 
l tali an millet (k£ring) is grown in a few places as a fodder crop. 

Juar is sown if floods occur at any time between March 
and August. Having repaired the large river dams, known 
as gandhas, towards the end of the cold weather in the way 
which will be subsequently described, the cultivator eagerly 
waits for a flood to come down. He has meanwhile raised 
and repaired the embankments (lath), which will retain the 

· flood water .when it reaches his fields. This is done with 
the kinr, a broad plank harrow drawn by two bullocks. 
Small plots are known as gakn or pann£, medium-sized 
ones as hanna or hanniJ.. A large tract of embanked and 
cultivated land without subsidiary dams is known as a hazr. 
When the floods come, be it night or day, all is excitement 
over the filling of the fields with water (doddr£ or pan£ jkalna). 
Care has to be taken that the embankments do not break, 
and immediate repairs are done to weak spots. When the 
field has been filled, it is allowed to absorb the water and it 
is then in rq: Ground which is still muddy and soft is 
known as ala, at£ or gapp, and is not ploughed till the water 
has been fully absorbed, .when the soil is_.ddk. Ploughing 
is now commenced (har wJkna), and when the whole field 
has ~een ploughed it is sdwa or sao, otherwise known as 
kkeri. No harrowing takes place. The usual method of 
sowing is broadcast (ckkat). Drilling (ndlt) is seldom used 
except when the moisture has sunk deep into the soil and, 
in this case also, the sowings are not so successful as when 
scattered broadcast. In other cases of deficient moisture 
the seed is steeped in· water during the night and sown 
broadcast next day. The seed germinates four days after 
sowings (wddka) and by the seventh day the young plants 
show above ground (salta), and the farmer sees whether his 
seed is good or bad. If the first seed fails, the plot is resown. 
At this time the sprouts have two leaves (oek pannt), when it -
is four to six inches high, it makes three stalks and is knowo 
as gd~r or tr£khar okaga. When it reaches a man's calf, it 
is p£nn£, and when up to his knee, goda, when up to the 
thigh, satkar, and when tip to the waist, cMl. 
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The crop gener'ally ripens in about three months. There AGaiCUL

is a proverb "makfna panne: mahina ganne: makina anne:" TURE. 

"one month leaves, one month stalks, one month grain." 
Before coming into ear the plant is said to be "ckonk." 
When the ear has formed but has not burst, it is didk. As 
soon as the ear expands and begins to sprout, it is called gal 
plui.r, nisarna or nisara. When the ears begin to bend over, 
they are jt', and when the grain· swells, kkira. The grain 
then matures and becomes fit for eating (sang). The culti-
vators now pluck the finer ears and half parch them on the 
fire, when the grain is separated from the husk. This is dhu 
and is much relished. At this stage, too, pieces of the 
young green stalk are cut and eaten like sugar-cane. They 
are very succulent and are called kana. To obtain specially 
good kana the heads of the stalks are sometimes cut off at 
the time when the plant is di'dk. · Earless stalks, whether 
artificial or natural, are known as kukk. When ripe, the crop 
is called llUdur. 

·Harvesting the ears is known as lah. After the ears have 
been harvested, the stalks now known as tanda, kana, or 
hkannar are cut for fodder. The root stalks which remain 
above ground, are known as ntir or sundka. .They are then 
collected (hdr karna or dkonran) in the threshing floor (dba) 
and for five or six days they are constantly turned over 
(uthalna) with a .four or six pronged fork ( ckaugi and 
ckki'ggi dandan} in order that they may dry. .Whe1,1 dry, 
they are threshed (galt .karna) in the usual way. The ears 
when threshed are .kanda and are separated from the grain 
with the pitch-fork. The grain heap (dkaro) is now win-

. nowed by the village sweeper (gagra) throwing the grain 
into the air with a spade (dkallt). The chaff (bun) is used 
for fodder. A line (rakk) is drawn round the clean grain 
heap (rak) with a sword or spade to keep off evil spirits. 
When the time comes for division, this circle is only entered 
by the cultivator after washing, and the first measure is set 
aside with the cultivator's own hands for the prophet as 
rastJlwai. The rest is measured by the village measurer, 
generally a hania. Each shareholder then puts his grain 
into the earthen receptacle {ganda or gundz), which is to 
be seen in every courtyard, and has a hole near the bottom 
to allow the grain to escape as required. 
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Juar sowings are distinguished as arhart", i.e., JUar sown 
in Chetr (March) and harvested by Arhd'r Oune), j'ethz", i.e., 
the ~rop·sown in Jetk (May), and sanwanrt", also called agetri 
or agatrz", i.e., juar sown in July or on earlier floods. 

Arhdri juar, which requires moisture for the second time 
in May, is cut in fetk (May) ~nd Arhdr (June) and used as 
fodder for bullocks in June and July, as these animals are 
particularly bard~worked at that season. . The term is also 
applied to the grain .crop obtained from juar stalks which 
were left in the ground from the pre\rious year's sanwanri 
crop and which produce grain if they receive a spring 
watering. 

The stalks of an arhdri .crop which have been cut for 
fodder in May and June, sprout again and are known as 
tkadl/a. If they receive moisture from July floods and a 
further watering in Assu (September), good grain produce 
.is obtained about November. The crop is much affected by 
the westerly wind known as hatkiji and the" stalks are 
tberefore cut as pear to the surface as possible. 

Thadda, which has received no second watering, is very 
~olf:ious when cut green and is not used as fodder until 
after it lias been dried. Among the thadda, as lll "' as 
among other futi.r crops prior to the month of July, few 
plants appear which are called patka by the cultivator and 
which are generally fatal to cattle. The ordinary cultivator 
cannot identify the patha, b"1t Labcinas from Sind are said 
to be experts in doing so. The Jats have a curious supersti
tioiJ that the shadow of a patka $talk falls towards the sun 
jnstead of away from it, 

jethi j'uar gives the largest produce in grain. Indeed 
the jethi crop has many advantages. Sown pn early floods, 
it derives much. benefit from those of July, and is little 
affected by the extreme beat of August or by disease. 
Once the seed is sown, a jetki j'uar crop is c~msidered to 
l>e as good as garnered, .;.,hence the saying : j'ethz" ghar 
JtJf}tki, j.e., ''j'eth.iJu4ris a1ready in the house." jtftki is not. 
given a·s fodder to horses, as it produces itch. If it has 
Peen cut as fodder for bullocks and again receives moisture 
in July, it will produce a crop of grain. 

1\. jethi crop, however, is by 110 means an assured event 
·in any year, and much more reliance can be placed on a 
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sanwanri crop, as copious Hoods are generally received in AGRicUL 
the month of Sanwanr. The crop requires further. moisture TURB. 

in August and September. It is seldom used as fodder, but 
fodder is grown from it on stalks that have received mois-
ture from February rains. Such fodder is injurioqs to 
horses but beneficial to cattle, especially to milch cows. 

A fourth kind of juar crop is known as packhatri. It is 
sown in August and reaped in December and January, and 
requires a second watering in ~eptember. It is not regarded 
as a satisfactory crop, and is only sown by necessity in case 
of late Hoods. 

fuar grown on Hood cultivation in Kachhi is said to be far 
superior to that grown on flood cultivation in Sind owing to 
the excessively fertile properties of the soil. As characteris
tically put by the cultivators, "the stalks o£ Kachhijudr are 
equal for feeding purposes to the grain of the Sindjuar.~' 

juar fodder is divided into two classes, turi and Rdngar. yarieties 

Turi possesses a succulent stalk, which is compared with J"
4

"· 

sugarcane for the saccharine matter it possesses, whilst 
kdngar is bard, dry and makes poor fodder. The same names 
are also applied to varieties ofjuar grain as will be presently 
explained. The following varieties ofj'uar are cultivated c 
turi, sathri, mithn: or mithra, gahri, Rdrtuhi, tohr and Rdn-
gar. Turi is the most widely cultivated. The grain is dark 
brown in colour and is much relished for its substance. It 
grows with little moisture and is especially suited for rain 
and flood crop lands. The best kind of turi is known as 
chaububbi, as the ear has four little nipples at the end. 
Ckaububbi is well known for the sweetness of its stalk. 
Turi commands a good price in the market. Sathri is so 
called because it gets ripe in sixty days. The grain is light 
in colour. It is much sown on late floods as a pachhatri 
crop. Mithri or mithra is a very sweet variety as its name 
implies. It is somewhat brown in colour and little culti-
vated except in small patches from which the grain is taken 
when half ripe (abu) and parched. Gahri grain is reddish 
and is the largest of all the varieties. It is considered an 
inferior sort and the stalks make poor fodder. Kartuhi is 
said to be a sub-variety of turi and possesses a long stalk. 
It is recognised by the bend of the head from the stalk and 
the dark colour of the ear. Tolw fetches a poor price in the 
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market, though it bears a large kind of grain. Kdngar is 
the most inferior kind. The plant, though high, possesses 
little slccharine matter, whilst the grain is small. The 
poorer class of cultivators alone cultivate it . 
. ThejiuZr crop requires little weeding (kdmbo). Small plants 

and grasses are taken out as fodder for the cattle. The 
field is sometimes cleaned by reploughing. This is spe
cially necessary when fresh irrigation has been received by 
the ~dda stalks of an arhdri crop, but it is also carried 
out in the case of other judr 1grown on irrigated lands. 

Only two crops ofjuar are grown on irrigated lands, viz., 
arnari and sanwann: Arhdrz" juar is generally mixed in 
such cases with melons, cotton and nwtk ; moth is also 
mixed with sanwanri juar. It is never drilled in irrigated 
lands. · Owing to the great fertility of rain and flood crop 
·lands it is usual for several kinds of seed to be sown at 
once, thus, melons and cotton are sown in flood crop areas 
with arhdri juar, mung and nwtk with sanwanri jitar, gourds 
being cultivated at the same time on the embankments and 
sesamum (til) in the depressions (MnbelJ below them. 
-water-melons are alsc sown in the same field as sanwanri 
JUar. The piickhdtri crop of juar is mixed with sirek. 

Jutir is subject to little disease and it generally make~ 
strong healthy growth. Owing to . the extreme heat of 
August, an insect (kznyan) sometimes appears in the stalk 
which gets red and rotten and produces no ear. Excessive 
heat in August also causes the young plants to wither, a 
disease which is known as bukkra. Kanri is another disease 
and is a kind of rust. The ear becomes whitish and the 
grain produce~ a black dust. An ear affected with kann 
is at once recognizable and is generally considered unfit for 
consumption, although some of the poorer Brahuis eat the 
ears after parching them. Juar plants suffer from the effects 
of a south wind if it blows in October, the disease caused 
thereby being known as bagg. A north wind, however, 
c~unteracts the effect of a south wind, and, indeed, a north 
wind, blowing in September or October, is considered almost 
as beneficial to the crop as a second watering. A north 
wind after October is injurious. 

No experiments have been made in Kachhi from which the 
outturn of the fuar crop can be estimated, but experiments 
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made in different villages in the Sibi tahsil in 1904 gave 17 
maunds 16 seers as the average produce obtaina~le from 
an acre of irrigated but unmanured land which had been 
left fallow in the previous year. . 

As the staple food grain of the people,juar is made into 
cakes and eaten with spinach or chopped mustard leaves. 
Gourds are also much relished with juar cakes, "meka 
makkanjeka ": "gourds are like butter." The grain only 
retains its full taste up to forty days after harvest. After 
that it gradually ioses its quality, and in six months it· 
has an unpleasant smell and is known as bkutti. The 
poorer Bnihuis are in the habit of taking wheat from the 
highlands and exchanging it for sour juar, whence they are 
taunted as hkutti klwr. • 

When half ripe, the grain is pounded with a pestle anc\ 
mortar and the juice obtained by this process is mixed· with 
cow's milk and taken by the well-to-do classes for the sake 
of its strength-giving properties. 

The dry stalks and leaves make excellent fodder for cat
tle and horses and are known as karab. The uses of the 
green stalks have already been mentioned. A good deal 
of honey is obtained from bees' nests in the high juar 
about October when the crop is at the bur stage. 

Wheat is most cultivated on the west side of Kachhi, 
where irrigated larids exist. In flood crop areas, it can only 
be successfully grown if floods occur in the latter part of 
August or in September. The soft matt soil, which retains 
moisture well, is considered most suitable. Irrigated lands, 
which have been cultivated with wheat, are allowed to lie 
fallow for two years. 

Irrigated land is ploughed for wheat and barley crops 
early in October. It is usual for such land to be sown in 
long strips, and with this object, four long parallel lines are 
drawn with the plough. These lines, called tir, may be of 
indefinite length. They are afterwards crossed at right 
angles by other lines, known as panst~r, at intervals of 
ten paces. Plots are then formed by digging round the 
lines with the dkall. Each plot is known as a bdra and 
its entrance as 'lDQrun. · A line of plots running between the . 
long parallels is known as pes. The water channel at the 
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head of several pes is called sar-gank, and the channel, taking 
water to a second set of pes, is known as skakwaki-!fank. 
Parallel to the sar-gank, and leading to a second set of per is 
the wickun-gank. 

Watering is known as re;: When the moisture has been 
fully absorbed and the earth is tidk and will not stick to 
the plough, the ground is ploughed and sowings are done 
broadcast. Irrigated lands are never harrowed. The seed 
germinates in four days. It is known as angur whilst still 

·underground, but, on sprouting, it is said to be salta. 
When the crop is about three inches high, it receives a 
second watering known' as paun, and the crop requires con
stant watering, generally, about once a fortnight~ up to the 
harvest. Much, however, depends on the quality of the 
soil, a good soil requiring a small number of waterings and 
a poor soil, a greater number. If a crop is ready for bar
vesting, but there is delay in reaping, it is always watered 
in order to strengthen the straw. Early in Ckitr (March) 
the strength of the west wind (kumhz) has a tendeAcy to beat 
the crop down when- it is known as dratk. The only remedy 
is watering. Sowings continue from October to about the 
1oth of December. Late sowings always give inferior 
produce both in straw and grain. Pok katkain kko : "Sow 
in Pok and reap with the hands " is the saying of the 
countryside. . 

In unirrigated lands the moisture brought by the late 
floods of August and September is retained by ploughing 
the soil and harrowing" it smooth, after which the seed is 
sown with the drill in October. 

Both in irrigated and unirrigated lands barley is some
times. mixed with the wheat. In the former case, it is 
generally put along the sides of the water channels, but in 
flood crop areas it is sown with the wheat. Barley thus 
sown is known as jowali ka1zak. It is •Seldom allowed to 
ripen, but is used as f<,>dder. 

Wheat makes little growth in winter, but in February it 
starts again and just before coming into ear is known as 
gahh. The first ears that are seen are known as tinrk. 
When the grain is half formed it is called kkll'o and when 
ripe enough for eating it is tihu. This ahu is sometimes 
parched and eaten and sometimes parched and kept to 
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be ~aten as pulse ; it is then known as dadhari. When fully 
ripe it is kudur. The cultivator expects the grain to be ripe 
by the first day of Vi'sakk, when the crop turns red. Visakki 
kam·ak nandki waddi lakki : " With Visakk the wheat~ 
great and small, becomes red." · Harvest (tab or lti.btiro) is 
commenced on a Sunday, Monday or Wednesday, as these 
are auspicious days. Even if labourers are not immediately 
available, the owner will cut. a small patch (chagg) on one of 
these days and complet~ the work later on. Harvesting 
is done on the lai system, the rates of wages varying from 
one-twentieth to one-sixtieth of the produce cut. In some 
places two annas a day is paid to the labourer. A small 
patch of the crop is generally left for the labourers them
selves to take and is known as drako. The labourer's wife 
and children collect the gleanings (ckuno). The stubble is 
known as nti.r or kdngar. A heap of ears on the threshing 
floor is called val. These heaps are collected in an enclo. 
sure called Mr, lokra, or wara. Threshing (gak) takes place 
in the usual way, the ears being spread under the feet of 
the bullocks with a five-pronged. fork. Winnowing is done 
with a fork known as tn;dng by a labourer whose wages 
are from two to two and a quarter kdsas _on every grain 
heap (puri). A second winnowing is done with the dhalli, 
and the grain, when cleaned for measurement, is called rak 
or bdr. A circle is drawn with a sword round the heap and 
a ball of half dry clay (bkitar) with some ak flowers is placed 
on the top of the heap in the superstitious hope of increaS.. 
ing the amount. · 

The varieties of wheat cultivated are the waru, tkori, 
kkudtiin and rakmtara. The first two are those principally 
cultivated. Khudain and rahmtara only grow here and 
there. JVaru is a bearded red wheat, which makes excel
lent bread. It is a delicate crop, however, and requires 
much water, whence it is little cultivated on flood crop 
areas. Its beard is believed to protect it from the winds. 
Tkori is a good flood crop wheat. It is white and beard· 
less and very hardy. Bread made from it has not so 
much taste as that made from wtiru. Its ears are highly 
productive. Khudai11, which is believed to have been mira
culously sent from heaven, possesses a small grain and has 
been recently introduced, It is beardless. Rahmtara resembles 
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barley in appearance and is preferred for parching. It is very 
easily threshed, the grain falling out at the slightest stroke. 

The principal diseases from which wheat suffers are 
. known as lul~Zri, ralti and angari. The' crop when suffering 

from llanri produces a black dusty ear which yields to a 
slight touch. It differs from the Rtinri from which the judr 
crop suffers, as juar, when suffering from llanrf, looks like 
good grain and can be parched. Kanri wheat, on the other 
hand, is quite useless except as fodder. Rattz" (rust} attacks 
the crop if much cloud prevails when irrigation is going on 
rendering the days hot and dull. The stalk gets pale in 
colour and the grain smells unpleasant. Plants, suffering 
from angdri, dry up and wither in March owing to the 
heat. In dry crop areas this disease is known as murai and 
occurs earlier, in February. 

Wheat is only manured in irrigated lands and manuri~g is 
not common. Bat's dung (chamra), which is collected from 
caves in the neighbouring hills, is sometimes used by placing 
a small amount at the entrance to the field at the time when 
the crop is about a foot high and allowing it to be spread by 
the irrigation water. Pigeon'!i d1,mg is also used as a sub
stitute for bat's dung. 

No statistics of the outturn of wheat in Kachbi are avail
able, but experiments made in different villages in the Sibi 
tahsfl, in 1go4, gave 12 maunds 17 seers as the average 
produce obtainable from an acre of unmanured but irrigated 
land which had been left fallow during the previous year. 

Barley is not extensively grown and is hardly ever found 
in flood crop areas. If sown on flood crop lands, the drill 
is used, whilst in permanently irrigated lands it is sown 
broadcast. Sowing takes place in October and the harvest 
is about a fortnight earlier than the wheat,-at the end of 
March or beginning of April. The principal use of barley is 
as a fodder crop. If watered every fortnight, it is fit for 
fodder in January, and when used as fodder at this time and 
in February, animals derive much bem;fit from it. But in 
March the straw is hard and dry a~d of little value. 
"A handful of barley fodder in Mahn," says the country. 
proverb, " is equal to a load in Phaganr, CMtr barley is 
no fodder." Before being used as fodder in March, the 
beard is generally removed by the process known as satna. 
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No statistics of the outturn of barley in Kachhi are AGRICUL

available. A single experiment made in the ·Kurk circle TURE. 
Outturn. of the Sibi tahsil, in 1904, gave 13 maunds as the produce 

of an acre of unmanu·red but irrigated land which had been 
left fallow during the previous year. . , 
M~tng, moth and btij1'i are cultivated as subsidiary crops Mung. 

withjuar. All are sown broadcast. Of these, mung is most 
popular and extensively grown. A mung crop grows best 
on khaur£ soil in flood crop lands. In irrigated lands it 
is generally sown as a fodder crop. Sowings take place 
in July on the land ploughed for juar, and harvesting about 
the middle of November. In fields in which the water ha~ 
pcnded for a long time, the plants grow very rank, have 
no ears and are indigestible as fodder. A disease called 
mdhla also attacks the plants. The ripe pulse is used 
boiled whole for food. The well-to-do, however, crush, 
husk, and clean it before using it as pulse. The crushed 
stalks and leaves (kattl) form a good fodder for bullocks 
and camels. They are not given to horses. 

Moth is mixed with both arhar{ and sanwanri fuar. If Motil. 

sown with arhan'jua,., it is injurious to horses, but sanwanri 
moth, when in ear, makes excellent fodder for these animals. 
It is cut in September, when wisps are made of it, as 
with lucerne in the highlands, and it is kept in its dry state. 
It flourishes best on sandy soil. It is less extensively 
grown than mung; and its pulse is little esteemed.· It · 
is mixed with judr grain and given to horses, and if it 
is crushed before this is done, horses benefit much by it. 

Bajri is sown in a sandy soil called wari in August, Bdjri. 
and the crop is harvested in November. It is not cultivated 
on irrigated lands. The stJllks are not generally used 
as fodder. Two varieties are recognised : btijn~ which 
possesses a small fine grain, and nar bafri, which has 
a bigger ear. The flour is made into cakes and eaten 
by the poorer classes. The ~ultivation is small. 

Oilseeds are represented by two varieties, sireh (Brassica Oilseelis. 
ca111pestris, var. sinapis dichotoma) and jamha (Eruca sativa); 
which are grown in flood crop areas. Ka1'a1' is a l~tely 
introduced mixture of sireh and jamha. 

The oil extracted from sireh is less bitter than that of 
idmba, and both the seed and oil sell at a better price. 
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'.Sirek :oil, for initance, is generally sold at about 3 seers to 
the rupee andjamha at about three and a half seers. Sirek 
sowings take place late in August or, in September and 
extend up to October. That portion· of the field, which 
Jies near the embankments, is generally lower than the 
rest and is known asputh, the higher surface is the mllkr. 
The putk retains most moisture and is generally, therefore, 
retained for wheat, whilst the mohr is sown with sireh. 
The land is ploughed but not harrowed and sometimes a 
little fuar is sown with it as fodder for the bullocks in 
December. Sirek seed germinates after six days and as 
its leaves increase, becomes do panni(two-leaved), Ire panni 
(three-leaved) and char panm· (four-leaved), successively, by 
which time it is about a month old and is used as a vegetable. 
Up to the beginning of January, the crop is pastured by 
camels, goats, sheep and bullocks to cause the plants to 
spread. Soon after the grazing is stopped, the plants make 
shoots (gandal or gannar),. which are much. relished as a 
vegetable, ,the cultivator comparing them to mutton. The· 
blossom c.omes about March, when the plant is said to be 
pkundani. It is harvested in April, when the outer skin of 
the husk has become dry and the crop is heldarz: The gaj 
variety of streh, which has a brownish white seed, is grown 
only as a vegetable. 

Harvesting oilseeds is regarded by the cultivator as 
unpleasa~t work and is compared to the skinning of a donkey, 
for there is nothing for him to eat as he works, as in the case 
of the juaror wheat harvest. Threshing is done in the ordinary 
way with bullocks and winnowing with the fork or the reed
made winnowing baskets (chhaj). A curious superstition 
prevails . among the J ats that when the sireh is in blossom, 
fairies inhabit the flowe.rs and children are t.herefore prevent
ed ·from going near the field lest they should be caught. An 
insect called ulli sometimes attacks it, and hard frosts in 
January and February sometimes cause immense damage. 

Sirek is most extensively grown on the western side of 
Kachhi, but jamba is more frequent in the centre, round Bhag 
Nari. It is said that, in the days of Mir Khudadad Khan, the 
siren crops were much damaged by the Khan of Kalat's 
ca~els and that, in -consequence, fUltivators took to the 
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cultivation ofjamhfl, which these animals do not care for. AGRICUL-

d b TURE. 
jdmha is very hardy, grows in very little moisture an can e 
sown broadcast without even ploughing on sarh or kkarch 

soils. 
: Oilseeds are largerly exported to Sind and oil is also extract• 
ed in local presses called gaknra. The refuse (kkar or nan) 
Is mixed with chopped straw and given to cattle. A kdsa 
weighing 10 seers, 14 chittacks of siren is estimated to 
yield zi seers of oil, whilst the same quantity of j'dmba seed 
produces 2 to zl seers of oil. 

Til, known to the Sindi-speaking J ats as tirr and to the 
Brahuis as kunchid, is a sdnwattri crop generally sown in 
July or August simultaneou~ly with bdj'rt in dry crop lands, 
especially along the depressions below the field embankments. 
The extent of cultivation is insignificant. It is sown broad-
cast, but owing to the minuteness of the seed, it is generally 
mixed with dry earth before sowing. The land is ploughed 
after the seed has been scattered and the crop ripens in 
November. Owing to the fear of losing the grain through 
the opening of the pods, it is generally cut when somewhat 
green and tied in bundles (muri), which are set up in a circle 
to dry, When dry, the grain is .extracted by carefully 
shaking the bundles into a cloth. The stalks ate useless 
as fodder. A mixture of both black and white varieties is 
generally sown. The grain is largely purchased by .Brahuis 
on their return to the highlands. Before his return every 
Brahui lays in a small stock of groceries, a system known as 
chukai, and among them is generally included a small bag of 
kunchid-'bugra, that is, sesamum and parched gram, which is 
used on the march, especially for the children. These bags 
of kunckid-bugra are also much appreciated as presents by 
friends in the highlands. The price of sesamum varies 
from 6 to 9 seers per rupee in ordinary years. When 
exported, it. is used for making sweetmeats called rewan· in 
Sind. No oil is expressed locally, 

That cotton has long been cultivated in Kachhi, is indi· 
cated by the following suggestive extract from the history of 
Sind written by Mlr Maasum of Bhakkar about r6oo A.D." 

"In Kor-zamln and Chhatur, which are districts of Siwi, 
cotton plants grow as large as trees, in so much that men pick 

• Elliot's History of India, Volume 1, page 237. 
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AGRICUL-. · the cotton mounted. On each cotton plant there are one 
TURE:. or two hundred snakes, of a span long. so that men are oblig

ed to brush them off with sticks and drive them away before 
they can pluck the bolls. If any one is bitten by a snake 
they immediately open the wound with a razor and suck out 
the poison, otherwise death would supervene." 

Cotton is known as m,. by the Jats. The crop requires 
a good deal of water and labour and is not a favourite one, 
but a fairly large cultivation is to be found at Jhal, Kotra, 
Khan, Gajan, Shoran, and Dadhar. It is. an arhari crop 
cultivated both on flood crop and irrigated lands. Most of 
the cultivation is done on the latter. Two systems of culti
vating cotton are in vogue, ~owing broadcast and sow
ing in ridges ; the former is known as ckhat and the latter 
as garpi. if floods occur in March,· cotton seed (kakra) is 
sown by the chhat system immediately after the a1'hari jutir, 
the seed having been well rubbed in earth. The_ land is 
then ploughed. Sometimesjutir, melons and cotton are all 
sown broadcast together. Sowing in ridges on the garpi 
system differs from this pro~;ess. On the night followio~ 
the day on which futir has been sown, the cotton seed is put 
into a hole dug knee-deep in the ground and water is sprink
led on it. • Next morning the wet seed is sown in ridges 
situated at about four or five feet from each other. Th~ 

direction of these lines is at right angles to the furrows 
made in the first instance for jutir sowiogs. The seed is 
sown in pinches about three feet apart. Tlie pinches of 
seed ·sown · are called tkadda. After being covered with 
earth, the seed germinates in four or five tlays and the field 
is now said to be sa'ZIJa, i.e., green. In cases in which 
the seed does not germinate, a second sowing takes place, 
but this time the seed is not wetted but is watered after 
sowing. Seed, which is to be sown in irrigated l;onds, is 
first rubbed with a small quantity of asafcetida, which is 
efficacious in keeping off a di&ease called murai, which is 
mentioned further on.· 

· In Aprilt when water can be spared from the wheat '\:rop, 
it is given to the cotton, and is generally allowed to remain 
in the field for about 24 hours. In flood crop lands, waterings 
may be expected from the floods of June, July and August. 
The weeds, which grow in profusion after these waterings, 
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are cleaned (kamho) and used as. fodder for the cattle. The AGRICUL~ 
'd TURE. plants begin to blossom in September and are then sa1 to 

be gut. On the petals falling off, the plant is bakiti. The 
oo11 now formed is called gogra. ·In October the bolJ bursts 
and the cotton which appears is known as pkutti. Picking 
takes place at intervals of 8 or 10 days, commencing at the 
end of October, ·and, owing to frost, generally ceases in 
December or January. The process is called wtiro, and is 
genera11y done by women and children, who receive 1/5th, 
l/8th and 1/IOth of the total produce as wages. This 
system of produce wages is known as bhtini. The empty 
cotton bolls are known as sungari, and they are .generally 
.put to no use, except in cases of necessity, when they are 
used as.fodder for cattle. The dry stalk (wartitkt) is used as 
fuel. After the final picking, sheep and cattle are let into 
the fields to eat the leaves. A single crop lasts for three 
years. The first year's crop is known as neri or rop, the 
second year's as mundki, and the third year"s as tr~k
mu11dki. The second year's crop is proverbial both for its 
productiveness and quality: "mundhi cotton, a buffalo 
with twisted horns, a house built of mud, a camel among 
aU animals, a bullock with horns twisting outwards and 
backwards, and a left-handed man are the be:,;t of thei~ 
kind," says tqe proverb. The only disease, to which cotton is 
subject, fs mzlrai, . and this only in irrigat~d lands. Th~ 
disease is caused by an . insect which appears when the 
plant is in bloom and causes it to wither. The only known 
remedy is rubbing the seed in asafretida, as already des
cribed. Cotton sells at 10 to 12 seers per rupee, cotton 
seed at R. 1-4 to Rs. 2 per maund. The latter is ·given 
to milch-cows and goats. 

The cotton is cleaned avd the seed (kakra) separated Cleaning. 
from it by a simple but ing'enious native implement called 
aitri and known to the Punjabi Jats as welanri. It is made 
locally and costs from R. 1-4 to Rs. 5, according to its 
design and ornamentation. It consists of a wooden frame-
work about two feet broad and 18 inches high, which is 
fixed \"ertically to the ground by pegs, and is also· supported 
against a wall by two wooden poles (adddn). At the top of 
the frame two rollers are fixed horizontally into the side 
pieceslmunna), the upper one (kanrha} of iron and the lower 
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(welanr) of wood. Each o~ the rollers is provided with a 
handle by means of which they are revolved in opposite 
directions by two women, one of whom at the same time feeds 
the space between the two rollers with unclean cotton, which 
must be thoroughly dry. The dirt is removed by the attrition 
of the rollers. The machine is more primitive than that in 
use in the Punjab, which can be worked by one person. 
The womenfolk of the Hindu !Janias generally work the 
machine. If labour is employed, the usual rate of wages is 
one anna per seer of clean cotton. Two women can 
generally turn out 6 to 8 seers of cotton in ·about twelve 
hours. The machines are sometimes let on hire at one anna 
per day. 

Dr. Wau, has arrived at the conclusion that the cultiva
tion of indigo in India had its home in Gujrat and Sind, and 
it is interesting, therefore, to find that. the cultivation and 
manufacture of indigo is still carried on in the little nid!Jat of 
Dadhar. 

A soil known as mit hi, something between matt and klzauri, 
is generally chosen for raising the crop, which is only grown 
on irrigated lands. Before sowing, two y~ars' fallow is 
considered necessary. Two ploughings take place on the 
dry land in March, but no harrowing is done. After the 
second ploughing, the ground is divided ipto . plots for 
purposes of irrigation. The seed is then sown on the dry 
ground and the field. flooded. This ensures that the . seed 
sinks into the ground and tha~ none remains exposed to the 
sun or north wind (kum!Jz), which is especially harmful. 
Indeed, so harmful are the effects of the kum!Ji that if it 
rises whilst the seed is still.in the dry ground, watering is 
deferred. Sowings can be made every year, but a second and 
even a. third year's crop can be obtained of the same 
plant. The first year's crop is 'known as rop, the second as 
mundki, and the third as trek1nundki. After harvesting, ·the 
stubs,. which have been kept for the second or third year's 
.crop, do not require water till the following March, but, if 
rain falls, it is beneficial. Irrigation generally takes place at 
night for fear of the plants rotting from standing in the heat 
of the sun. · ' 

Three or four days after germination, the second watering, 
called paun, is given, and afterwards the crop must be 
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,, ate red every eight or ten days. \Vhen the plant is a fo'?t AGitiCUJ.· 

high, rain and great heat do it much good. Harvesting Tl'llE. 

takes place in August when the crop is in flower. Plants 
resen·ed for seed are cut later,-in September. About two 
feet of stalk are left above the ground for the second year's 
crcp, which is considered to give the best produce ; a third 
year's crop is seldom raised. 

1 The cultivation of indigo is decreasing, and the decrease, 
;tis to be feared, is taking place very rapidly. In former times, 
the traders of Shikarpur exported a large amount of Dadhar 
indigo to Central Asia, but in Mir Khudadad Kha•'s time, 
owing to the delay of the Khan's officials- in dividing the 
produce and their claiming the right of prior sale to the 
dealers, thus preventing the culthrator from choosing his own 
time for selling, the cultivation of the crop became unpopular," 
and it is said that not more than 200 maunds of indigo we~e . . 
produced in Dadhar m 1903 and that the outturn had faJJen 
to less than ~oe-fourth of this amount in 1904-

The crop when cut is either manufactured into indigo or Manufacture. 
the leaves are retained dry for hair-dye known as Ms. For 
the latter purpose, the cut stalks are spread in the sun and 
the leaves are beaten off with a stick. Exposure to the night 
air is believed to do much damage to Ms. For dyeing the 
hair, the leaves are pounded and mixed with water and 
applied to the hair, which is always soaked previously in kentJ 
(Lawsonie alba) if a de~p fast colour is desired. Dry indigo 
leaves are generally sold at about Rs. 2 per maund. 

Every \·illage possesses vats for the manufacture of 
indigo. They are constructed in pairs, the larger one being 
known as haud and the smaller as haudn: They are 
connected by a channel (ch.atho). The naudri is seven feet in 
diameter and contains about two bullock-loads of green 

1 plants. The plants are steeped for 12 to 24 hours and, after 
they ha,·e been removed, the liquor is lashed with a beater 
calleJ mdhndam: This beating should not be violent or 
spasmodic, but light and continuous. The froth is kept from 
:-ising by putting small quantities of mustard oil io the water 
from time to time. The liquor, which becomes reddish in 
colour, is allowed to settle and is then dra"-o off. The 
residue, or .,ui/, is then put into the luzudn·, from which any 
remaining liquor is remo,·ed. The rrui.l remains io the lztzMdri 
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for about 24 hours, after which it is taken out and placed on 
cotton sheeting (b/Jatht), spread on porous earth. It is then 
made into small balls (ti.dz), and left in the sun to dry. 
Before being made into balls, sand is sometimes mixed with 
the mdl in the proportion of one to eight, with the object of 
increasing the weight. This is chiefly done by cultivators, 
who have to make over their indigo to banias in payment of 
debts. 

Prior to the British occupation, Dadhar indigo is said to 
have sold at as much as Rs. 3 per seer. Since then the 
price ha~ fallen owing to the competition of Punjab indigo 
and of aniline ·dyes, and good indigo now· sells at about 
R. 1-8 per seer or, if slightly adulterated, at R. 1 to R. 1-4. 

Bhang ,is a sarav crop and is cultivated on irrigated 
lands. Its cultivation for the market takes place only at 
Khari and .Gajan. Elsewhere, a few plants are grown for • domestic use only. Land selected for hhang_is generally 
left fallow for a year, but if manure is used, a crop can be 
raised every year. The land is first ploughed, whe;. dry, in 
July or August. This ploughing is known as sukahari, and 
immediately afterwards the field is manured at the rate of 
one bullock-load to every four or five paces. In November 
the field is irrigated, the manure being well spread at the 
same "time. After the moisture has been absorbed, the seed 
is sown broadcast and the land is again ploughed and 
formed into plots for purposes of irrigation. The seed 
germinates on the sixth day, and the land must be watered 
every fortnight after germination. Any male plants in the 
field are taken out when the crop is about waist high. The 
male plant can be easily distinguished from the female by 
its scantier foliage and lhe early fall of its leaves. By 
leaving the male plants in the field, the flowers and twigs of 
the female plant fail to become charged with narcotic 
prin~iple, whereby the crop is spoiled. In June the female 
plants begin to lose their leaves and this is the signal for 
cutting. The bundles are taken to a place called pir, where 
they are allowed to dry for four ,days. The stalks are tberi 
collected and beaten with a stick, and the twigs and fruit, 
which are thus extracted, constitute the bhang, which is 
ready for use and is sold at Rs. 3 to Rs. 4 per maund. No 
drugs are manufactured from bhang, only the seeds are used 
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as a beverage. The natives have a cunous superstition AGRICUL-

that the bhang plant was created ·from the excreta of TURE. 

Pharaoh on his having a dispute with Abraham. Its 
cultivation is also considered to bring bad luck, and in Ig<>-t 

the people of Khari talked of abandoning it. 
The only crop grown especially for fodder is lliring (Setaria Fodder 

d 
crops. 

ltalica). The cultivation has been recently introduced an Kiring. 

is to be found only along the western side of the country, 
on irrigated land~ .• After the embankments have been 
flooded, the seed is sown broadcast and ploughed in, but the 
land is not harrowed. The seed germinates four days after 
being watered, when the plant is called angur. Another 
watering t~kes place when, the young plants are a little 
above the ground. They are then called salta. The crop 
requires further watering every ten days or a fortnight and 
is first cut in June. Second and third crops are cut in july 
and August. The first cutting is considered to possess 
most nutri~ent, but the crop is not greatly esteemed for 
fodder and, when given to horses, is believed sometimes to 
give them mang~. 

It will be seen from the above that, except for wheat in Manure and 
irrigated lands, manure is seldom used. Flood crop areas rotation. 

require no manure, whilst the amount of land available in 
proportion to the water is so large in irrigable areas that as 
a rule the same land is only cultivated every third year. 
Irrigated lan:i, which is left fallow for two years, is called 
aitlta, and when again- ready for use is nakmar. In flood 
crop areas, land from which the crop has just been taken is 
kluJri, and after a year it is nokk. · 

Gardens are few in number. Here and there, where there 
is permanent water, gardens are to be found which indicate 
the fertility of the soil by the rapid growth which they have 
made. ·That at Kotra, for instance, which was planted not 
more than 45 years ago, contains large trees, sweet limes 
and mangoes preponderating. Dates are grown in a few 
places, but no special attention is paid to the trees, as in Mak-
rAn, and the quality of the fruit is J?Oor. Owing to the 
poverty of the cultivators and the absence of a permanent 
supply of water, no great advance in this direction can be 
looked for. Good vegetables are produced, including 
cauliflowers, spinach and radishes. . The latter are frequeiitly 

Fruit and 
vegetable 
production. 
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cultivated in a small portion of a plot assigned to oilseeds. 
For .summer use the chaktz (Lagenaria vulgaris) and meha 
( Ci'trullus jistulosus) are sown with the sanwanri' juar. The 

-seeds of both are inserted in holes made at intervals six feet 
apart and covered with earth. The plant when growing, 
trails along the ground. With arhari' j'uar, melons are 
sown. and water-melons with sanwanri juar. The fruit of 
neither is of good quality. 

There has been a great increase in cultivation in 
Kachhi since the advent of the pax Bri'tanni'ca. The life of 
General John Jacob and the general history of Kalat have only 
to be studied to show how, previous to the advent of the 
British, the country was subjected to constant raicts, now 
by the Brahuis, now by the Bal~ch, and now by "the Khan's 
army. No comparison can be made between the state of the 
cultivator a quarter of a century ago and at the present time. 
His life is safe, and, so long as nature is favourable, he is 
certain to enjoy the produce of the seed he has sown. 

The ~ultivators are on the ~hole ignorant and their 
methods of cultivation are old-fashioned and exceedingly 
simple. There appears to be no reason, however, why 
i~provements in the methods of cultivation should not take 
place, if means are taken to provide instructions to the. 
tillers of the soil •. Vegetable culture is already increasing,. 
and experiments with sugar-cane at Gandava have been 
encouraging. 

The cultivator's principal implements are the plough~ 
which is known as har or hal; the plank-harrow or scraper 
(kinr), with which he makes embankments; and the clod
crusher or log used in place of a roller for breaking clods and 
smoothing the ground, known as mala. Among minor 
implements may be mentioned the ramba or spade ; the 
kodar or mattock; the shappinr or ckanjur, and vahola 
for weeding, and the dtltri or datra for reaping. A rake 
(pdhora) is used for removing manure in the byres, and the 
dhall or wooden spade worked by two men with a rope, for 
making small embankments. Carts, known as gadi', are 
either imported from Sind or are made locally near Shoran. 
They cost from Rs. 20 to R•s. 40 and carry as much as I ,5. 
maunds. · Owing to the cheapness of iron, all implements. 
for making which this metal is utilized, have been improved. 
- . 
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ana iron chains have been S~bstituted for the leather rOpes, AGRICUL
with which the kinr was formerly drawn. TURE. 

No recognised system of giving advances to cultivators Agricultural 
advances. exists, but in years of unusual scarcity or absence of flood-

water, the Kh;in of Kalat and the more wealthy landholders 
have sometimes made advances of grain or money to the 
cultivator~. Such advances are recovered in produce by 
instalments at the ensuing harvests. Advances to the amount 
of Rs. 28,879 we're made by the KMn of Kalat to his 
cultivators in 1900. 

Generally speaking, it may be said that, owing to the pre
cariousness of agriculture as a means of livelihood, nearly 
the whole of the cultivating classes are in debt. Such 
debts are generally contracted with Hindu hanias. In the 
Gandava nt"dhat alone, lands are reported to be mortgaged 
to the amount of nearly a lakh of rupees and mortgages to 
the value of Rs. s,ooo are reported to have taken place in a 
single year in Bhag N ari. The custom of selling land and 
water to Hindus is undoubtedly gaining ground, but at pre-. 
sent the majority of the cultivators obtain loans by the 
mortgage of their crops rather than of their lands. That is 
to say, the mortgagor remains in possession and at each 
harvest the hani'a recovers his interest in kind and such por-
tion of the principal as the cultivator is able to spare. In 
certain areas, such as J hal and Shoran, the tribal chiefs 
object to the acquisition of land by Hindus and have prohi-
bited their acquiring it. But, whilst the HindU: hani'a plays a 
\"ery important part in the social and agricultural conditions 
which prevail in Kachhi, it must not be imagined that the 
cultivator is entirely in his hands, for in the proprietary right 
of the soil the cultiyator possesses .a very valuable asset 
which he is not prepared readily to alienate. 

Moreover, there is a certain amount of "give and take" 
in the transactions between the cultivator and the !Jania. 
\Vhen the time for collecting revenue comes round, it is 
usual for two items tl) go to the modi, as he is called, who 
is attached to every ,;llage. These are known as damlnlri 
and mahtai or modpa. The damhuri syStem only prevails in 
the Khau's nidhats. The modi usually keeps an account of 
what is known as deh-kkarck. Dek-kkarch consists of the 
expenses incurred by the cultivators as a body. If a repre-

Indebted
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senlative of the Khan's ndib o~ the nai!J himself or a weal
thy landholder in other tracts comes to the village, he and 
his followers and horses have to be fed, the cost being pro
vided by the village modi. Or it may be that the villagers 
are called on for a subscription to the construction of a large 
embankment, on which their whole cultivation deP.ends, and 
this again has to be advanced in cash by the r:wdi. The 
expenditure thus incurred is repaid in part or in whole by 
deductions from the grain-heaps of the villagers when harvest 
time arrives, but, as an inducement to make advances for the 
purpose without interest, the village modi is given damln;n·, 
which generally consists of one Iuisa in every kharwar. 
Mahtai is another deduction from the grain-heap, at rates 
varying from one ktisa to three luisas per kha7"Wfir, which is 
given to the modi as au i9ducement to advance small loans to 
the cultivator on easy terms. Thus a cultivator, who pays 
mahtai, can generally obtain a loan at two annas per rupee 
per annum, whereas the cultivator, who does not pay mahtai, 
_will have to pay interest at the rate of four annas. 

Loans are generally made in grain. \Vheat is given on th~ 
pan.ft!t system, i.e., for ·every four measures of grain five 
are recovered. In the:case ofJutir the value of the advance 
is converted into money and recoveries are made in grain 
af~er a similar conversion plus two annas per annum in the 
rupee as interest. In some of the-tribal areas the interest on 
cash loans is limited to four annas in the rupee, however 
long the loan may remain unpaid. In others, a settlement is 
always effected when the interest amounts to so per cent. 
of the principal. 

The system 'Of mortgage usually in vogue is for the mortga
gor to remain in possession and cultivate the land mortgaged, 
the mortgagee taking . one fixed share of the crop towards 
interest and another towards the repayment of the principal 
at each harvest. In such cases the mortgagee also finds an 
amount of seed proportionate to his share in the produce. 
In other cases the mortgagee receives nothing towards 
repayment of the principal, but retains his right to a share in 
the produce as interest until the capital is repaid. In a third 
class of mortgages a term ~f years is fixed and the mort_ga., 
gee receives possession, but this is uncommon. In almost all 
cases a running account goes on, fresh advances are taken 
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and fresh liability for interest is incurred, so that the AGRICUl
TURE. 

cultivator's land, when once it has fallen into the grasp of 
the money-lender, seldom escapes again. 

Camels, bullocks, horses and donkeys are the principal Domestic 
animals. 

domestic animals. Large quantities of sheep and goats are 
also to be seen in the winter. They are brought down by 
the. Brahuis from the hills. Most of the sheep return to the 
hills in summer, but many of the goats are indigenous and 
remain throughout the year. The J ats also rear a good 
many fowls. Eggs cost about one pice each and chickens 
from four annas upwards. At the time. of the Sibi fair they 
are collected for export by Jat pedlars, who wander from 
village to village with reed-baskets (khd,a) on bullocks in 
which to pack them. 

The principal breeds of camels found in Kachhi are known Camels. 

as luichhi, wilaiti or mulki. The double-humped breed, to 
which much attention was given by the ex-Khan of Kalat, 
Mir Khudadad, has now almost entirely disappeared. 
Camels from Makran, known as Makkurani, are also to be 
seen here and there, and are used for riding purposes. The 
kdclthi breed is said to have come from Cutch in the Bombay 
Presidency and is generally· used for riding. The wilaiti or 
mulki camels represent the indigenous breed and possess fair 
carrying capacity. The principai breeders are the Baloch of 
the western borde.r, the Rinds, the Magassis and the Lasha-
ris .. The Raisanis and the Garrani Bangulzais of Bala Nari 
also keep a few camels and the Kaheris of Chhattar Phuleji. 
During the winter nearly all the highland Brahuis bring their 
camels to Kachhi, where they are to be found throughout the 
country. The principal centres where indigenous camels are 
to be found are Dadhar, Sanni, Shoran, in the country round 
Gandava, and at Jhal, but the herds move from place toplace 
in search of pasture at different times of the year. 

The owners mentioned above do not themselves tend 
camels, but employ professional camel graziers known as 
J ats or !\Hr J ats, the ' t '• being pronounced soft. They are 
experts in ~a~el-breeding. Each tribe or clan has a separate 
group of these Jats attached to it and all female camels 
(ddcllis) remain in their charge for breeding. As wages, the 

• The Persian ~.::~• 
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• owners generally pay R. I per camel per year, a system 
known as panara. They also take in female camels coming 
to Kachhi in the winter. On weddings or other occasions 
when a large amount of transport has t<;> be found, the J ats 
accompany their animals and are fed at the expense of the 
owner. They also take charge of animals hired for transport 
both locally and on expeditions to Sind, and receive one-third 
of the total earnings as their remuneration . 
. · No detailed information is available as to the number of 
indigenous camels. At a rough computation there are not 
more than 4,000 animals, .excluding those brought by the 
Bnihuis in winter. Most of the indigenous animals· are 
females. 

Riding camels are to be found almost everywhere, and a 
good many of those used in Quetta for Government pur
poses are obtained from Kachhi. Dealers are to be found 
among the Jatois of Sanni; the Babbar Jats of Bhag; the 
Machhi J ats, and Kulloi Rinds of Shoran. 

Information about the different breeds of horses in Balu
chistan, their rearing and training will be found in a Mono
graph published in 1905 under the authority of the Revenue 
Commissioner in Baluchistan. • ·The chief breeders in Kach
hi are the Magassis, Dombkis and Rinds. The best horses 
are to be found at Jhal a~ong the Magassis, whose chief 
takes great inte~est in horse breeding. By mating Govern· 
ment stallions with Autralian mares, which he has purchased~ 
many of his foals are practically of pure Australian blood 
and show great quality. Among indigenous breeds, the 
M agassis own some good shehanrsai and llahzUarsai mares. 
The hirsai breed, belonging to the Rinds, is famous among 
all the Baloch and another breed, of which the Rinds are 
proud, is .the gerisai. The Dombki mares are of fair quality. 
The ~aheris of Phuteji own some good racing mares, their 
tavourite breed being the llajalsai. The Garranis of Bala Nari 
also have some good animals. A good many animals are 
owned on half share with Brahuis of the highlands, the Kachhi 
owners feeding. them in winter and the highland owners 

* Horses, Horse Breeding and Horse Management in Baluchistan 
by R. Hughes Buller, I.C.S., with an appendix by Major H. M. Patter
son, Army Remount Department. 
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in the summer. The followi~g statement gives statistics of AGRICUL-

branded mares, etc., in Kachhi on the 31st of March, 1go6. TURE. 

Name of 1u:dbat. Same of 
stand. 

Nu!J!ber of "'i:::::?3!t ;: 
each stand. each nidbat. ~<;!~!!nt -: ~ ~ ~ 

· \ Numberof 

1talhons at mares in I "'• I 
stallions. .!:! ~:.:: ~ 

---------------.-------~-----~~-----:--·-----~~1~~ 

Lahri ... ... Lahri ... 2 ss 14 19 .. 
Kaheri Country -· Phuleji ••• ...... II ···-· ... . .. 
Rind Country ... Shoran ••• ······ s6 •..... ... . .. 
Magassi Country .. ]hal ... 2 196 14 16 ... ------------ -Total ... 4 348 zS 35 ... 

The bullocks bred in Bala Nari and BMg Nari are well 
known and suitable for agricultural, siege-train and army 
transport purposes and are much sought after by dealers 
from the Punjab. !he bullocks of other parts of the country 
are also fine animals. Kachhi bullocks are of two distinct 
types .• The higher ones are 56 inches at the shoulder, white 
or fawn in colour and with horns growing upwards and in:. 
wards. The other type is smoky white with black legs and 
neck, 42 to 48 inches at the shoulder, and with horns grow
ing slightly upy.>ards and backwan;l.s. Both these kinds 
fetch good prices; a pair selling for Rs. 100 and over. The 
cows are fine animals and some are good milkers. Bulls 
are not usually castrated, but they are thrown and the scro
tum is crushed with a wooden mallet. As a result the 
animal quickly grows stout and fat. Formerly buffaloes 
were common, but nowadays only a few are to be found in 
Dadhar. 

The indigenous breed of sheep is known as kukki and the Sheep and 
animals do not possess fat tails. The sheep brought by the Goats 

Brahuis in the winter are known as kkurasam·. The leri, 
buJii. and harbari are the principal breeds of goats. The 
hu;ji are the goats which come to Kachhi in the winter from 
the highlands. They have short ears and much wool, and. 
are generally black in colour. The leri and the harbari are 
the indigenous breeds. The former have long ears and 
little wool, their hoofs are soft and they cannot stand stony 
ground. The barbari is more prized than any other breed. 
These .animals are generally brown and white with short 
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and erect ears. A goat produces about 12 ounces of wool 
each year. A sheep two to three pounds and a camel about 
2 pounds. Goat's wool, known as das, was selling in 1902 

at about Rs. 7 to 13 per ~aund; sheep's wool at Rs. 10 to 
17 per maund, and camel wool, known as mitis, at Rs. 5 to 
Rs~ 10 per mau~d. It is only for sheep's wool that there 
is a large market. 

The Brahui flock owners divide their calendar year into 
four seasons : hatam corresponding with March, April and 
May; hashsham cC\rresponding with June, July and August; 
sohel corresponding approximately to September and 
October; and selh, i.e., November, December, January 
and February. Hatam or the spring is the flock owner's 
paradise, for he has returned to the highlands with his flocks 
doubled by the lambs, and his ewes and goats are full of 
milk. In March too he shears his sheep, goats and camels. 
Bashsham is the shepherd's period of rest and he is 
preparing for his descent to the plains. In July his animals 
cease giving milk, and are covered at the end of the· month, 
the goats generally a fortnight earlier than the sheep. "During 
soluJl the flocks move down towards the plains and spend selk 
feeding among the freshly-cutjutir fields. In November the 
second shearing of the sheep takes place. Camels and goats 
are shorn only once a year,-in March. The lambing season 
takes place in January and February and is known as sank. 
By the end of the latter month, the shepherds. are moving 
upwards to obtain the spring grazing in the highlands. 

Male camels vary in price from Rs. so to Rs. go; ordinarily 
one can be purchased for about Rs. 6o. Female camels fetch 
from Rs. 30 to Rs. 6o. Ponies can be purchased from Rs. co 
to Rs. wo; the price of horses varies considerably, good 
ones fetching Rs. 300 or more. The price of a pair of 
bullocks varies from Rs. 6o to 1 2o; and of a cow from Rs. 30 

to 6o. A cow buffalo fetches from Rs. So to Rs. 130. 

Sheep fetch from Rs. 3 to Rs. 4 ; lambs R. 1-8 to Rs. 2 ; goats 
Rs. 2-8 toRs. 4; kids R. 1-8 to Rs. 2, and donkeys from 
Rs. 20 to Rs. 40 each. 

The principal pasture grounds are to be found near Jhal, 
Chhattar, Kotra, Khari, Kunara, and Shoran. Those 
known as Darabi, Mall; and Bhathari near Shoran, Gabelav 
between Gajan and Shoran, and Lundau near Sanni are the 
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best. A part of the Mall pasture ground is reserved by the AGRICUL-
. • · TURE. 

Rind chief for his private use. The pasturage of the rest 1s 
common to the tribesmen in whose area they lie. 

Bullocks are fed on the plantS &nd grasses known as gam 
or gamk ( pan£cum ant£dotale ), m£tera, kkt"v, dannek and 
puk£ ,· sheep and goats like gam and kkt"v and browse on the 
kand£ tree ( prosopi's spz"c£gera ); goats alone eat the k£rar 
( capparz"s aphylla ). Khabbar ( salvadora oleoz"des ), kand£ 
( prosopi's sp£dgera ), kt'rar ( capparz"s aphylla) and laz" (tamar
£x) form the chief food of the camel together with the lanrz" 
plant ( haloxylon multijlorum ? ) and the grasses called gam, 

. tzambo, ldth£a and popat. As might be expected in a country 
dependent almost entirely on flood cultivation, scan;ity of 
fodder frequently occurs. judr stalks compose the fodder 
principally used. For this purpose the judr when cut is 
stacked and kept throughout the . year ; but it frequently 
happens that if spring floods do not occur, the supply of 
fodder runs very short, and the cattle are, moved to the irri
gated areas in Sind. ·The grasses already mentioned, which 
spring up with rain or floods, make good forage. The sup.;. 
ply is also supplemented by the collection of grasses from· 
the hills, those known as kdnddr, a thorny shrub which has 
to be wetted and pressed before it can be used, puttar, sz'nr, 
kdshum and bhzlkar being most utilised for this purpose." 

No fairs are held actually in the country. The fairs held .Fairs, and 
annually in winter at Jacobabad and Sibi, however, offer a classes en

gaged in 
ready market to horse and cattle dealers of Kachhi; horse and 

The Kalwar and Arain Jats of Bhag are the principal cattle deal· 
in g. 

horse-dealers, and collect and take hors~s to the Sibi and 
Jacobabad fairs. The Chhalgari Baloch, Garrani Bangui-. 
zais and Rehanzai Mugberis are also engaged in the busi:. 
ness. Some of the Jatois are engaged in camel-dealing, 
especially in providing the numerous riding camels . which 
are required by officials and others in the highlands. 
Punjabi cattle-dealers, who generally come from Multan. 
and Amritsar, are known locally as ckotela. Their visits 
generally take phice about March and they have collecting 
centres at various places, generally in the villages of 
Khokhar, Arain, BergMri and Tangoti near Bhag. Middle
men, called datal, are appointed by them, who are paid 
R. 1 on every head of cattle purchased by them, half of the 
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amount being borne by the seller and half by the purchaser. 
·Some of the Jats also take hullocks to the Dera Ghazi Khan 
District, where prices for Kachhi bullocks are high. They 
go in August and return in March. They have a curious 
system of recovering half the price of their bullocks 
immediately after the sale and the remainder on their return 
to Dera Ghazi Khan in the following year. 

The operations of the Civil Veterinary Department do not 
extend to Kachhi. A few of the more common diseases 
known to the cultivators are mentioned below with the· 
~bject of assisting any one who may undertake their scientific 
study in future. 

. Amongst the bullocks and cows the most common diseases 
are foot and mouth disease (mohara) ; sihar, the symptoms 
of which are free discharge from the bowels, watering from 
the eyes, want of appetite and the appearance of pustules; 
and ktlliwa or kat'iwa. Branding on the forehead or back is 
usually resorted to in cases of s£har and· mohdra. Whey is 
also administered internally for sihar. An animal sick with 
kaliwa generally succumbs at once and no treatment is 
known. Diarrhce'.l (rik) and phiphar (cough) are also not 
uncommon but are seldom fatal.· In both cases branding 
is the usual remedy. Fever with ague is known as bar and 
tamarisk (kirrzj branches are applied to the mouth and back. 
Inhalations of tamarisk are also said to be effective. Cases 
of pathdmtir from eating the poisonous. stalks of j'uar are 
usually fatal. Other cattle diseases are known as tht2nga, 
giddluln·, gthand and sukk sek1'. 

In camel diseases, segregation is generally resorted to, 
especially in the case of khullok or khang (cough), and of garr 
(itch). Ulcers (ckhallzj on the head and boils or pkoro are 
not uncommon. . A camel,. which is fat and h!ls suddenly to 
go on a long journey • is sometimes attacked by a disease 
known as sinaband or bhar(J~ probably due to overfatigue . 

. Human urine, molasses (gur) and liquor are the usual remedy. 
In case of the itch, the camelmen burn the branches of the kirar 
tree (capparis aphylla) and boil the ashes, which are applied 
~to the body, mustard oil being subsequently rubbed in. 

Among goats, busmarg, mohara, pasechau and garr are the 
most common diseases. Busmarg generally affects the 
lungs, which swell, and the animal dies in a few days. Segre-
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gation is resorted to and the goatherds sometimes practise AGlliCUL· 
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being excised and a piece insert~d into a slit in the ear of 
each of the remainder of the floC<k. 111okrlra appears to be 
a species of foot and mouth disease, for which judr bread 
eaten hot is used as a remedy. Pasechau causes enlargement 
of the spleen and swelling of the stomach. For the itch, 
a cobra's body is cut into pieces and boiled in fat, and 
the ear or tail of the sick goat is then dipped in the boiling 
mess. About half a pound of s">Up made from a jackal 
is also sometimes given. The teats of a goat, which has 
eaten the frost-bitten leaves of the ak bush, sometimes swell 
and prevent milking. 

Owing to the scanty rainfall all crops depend either Irrigation. 
on flood or permanent irrigation. Compareel with the area 
under fl.:>od irrigation, that .under permanent irrigation, 
which lies along the western side of Kachhi, is insignificant. 

The largest area under permanent cultivation is pro
bably that of Dadhar, Gandava coqting next. Permanent 
irrigation is also to be found round Shoran, Gajan, and 
Jhal. The principal sources are the Bolan, Sukll!ji and Mula 
rivers, but springs and kareses are also to be found. Almost 
every year the water in the Mula and Sukleji dries up in 
the middle of summer, or a mere .trickle only remains, 
and the same may be said of most of the supplies. So far 
as can be ascertained, the number of springs is 32, of which 
23 are dry, and of kdreses 43, of which only 17 are running, 
but there is generally a failure to differentiate. between 
springs and Mreses, owing to the fact that the lattet: are 
frequently nothing more than open channels, and it is possible 
that the number of kdreses should be reduced and the number 
of springs proportionately increased. Jhal has 6 l"prings 
and 11 kdreses, Kotra, Khari and Shoran each one spring, 
and Kunara and Shoran 5 and 1 kareses respectively. No 
irrigation takes place from tanks, and irrigation from wells 
is scarce. The total number of wells, in 1904, was ZI, of 
which 2 were dry and 7 were worked by the Persian wheel, 
known locally as ;atdr, at Khari ; 4 at Kunara near Gandava; 
z at Sanni ; and 6 at Lahri. Along the skirts of the hills 
where water is close to the surface, there seems no reason 
,.,-hy cultivation with the Persian wheel should not be 
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extended. In the central portion of the Kachhi plain, water 
is so far below the surface that there seems little prospect 
of any increase in the number of wells. 

Wate mills. Mills are worked on the per~anent supplies of water 
at Dadhar, where there are seven mills; at Shoran, which 
has one mill, and at. Kotra, where there are .two mills. 

Indigenous 
methods of 
irrigation ; 
streams and 
division of 

. water. 

The mills are ingeniously, though simply and roughly, 
constructed on the same principle as those found in India, 
at an initial cost of about Rs. 200. A position is selected 
where a sufficient fall caa be obtained by making an 
artificial embankment about I2 or IS feet high. A wooden 
shaft furnished with flanges (ckarkk) is placed in position 
beneath a platform, on which are two millstones (fiur), the .. 
lower being fixed and the upper or runner being attached to 
the shaft: Over the millstones is fixed a wooden receptacle 
(dol) for the grain of the shape of an inverted cone, which 
is connected with a hole in the upper millstone through 
which the grain passes. The revolutions of the millstone 
cause this receptacle to vibrate and shake the grain into 
the mill. The proximity of the stones to one another is regu
lated by an ingenious arrangement of a lever, thereby_ varying 
the qqality of the flour. The flour after being milled, is re
ceived in a small ditch which surrounds the millstones. Over 
all is constructed a mud roof as a protection from the 
weather. Millstones are generally obtained from the 
Madagin mountain to the west of Gandiva, and last for six 
or . seven years. 

The mills are either let at cash rents to banias or are placed 
' in charg~ of servants, who are ·paid in cash and kind. Thus 

at Kotra a cash payment is made of R. I per khar7JJtir, one~ 

third of which is taken by the miller, who also receives one 
sark in every kkarwtir as sktigirdtina. 

The water of all streams, such as those at Panjmunh near 
Gandava or' Buhari near Gajan is divided by a notched log 
placed across them. The divisions in the log (ktitk) are 
measured by the breadth of the four fingers (muskt). A muskt 
1s again divided into four parts o~ fingers known .as angusk/. 
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Great care has to be taken in placing the kath in the stream. 
The bed on either side is made perfectly level with mud and 
pebbles for some distance b~~h above and below the 
divide. 

The part above the divide is known as garMala. To keep 
the surface about the divide level and in.good order a guard 
(toho) is appointed either generally on behalf of all the villa
ges interested or separately for each village. His business 
is to keep the channel constantly clear and to see that the 
flow of water is accurate. The dividing log is fixed with 
pegs, the central one being called mutt a and those at the sides 
dorna. Round the side-pegs, circular barricades (kulla) are 
made with smaller pegs and filled with brushwood, the object 
being to hold up the water at the sides of the' channel and to 
force the current towards the centre. Below the divide, the 
channels, or wdhis, into which the various proportions of water 
are drawn off, are divided from one another by small embank
ments made of brushwood and filled with earth. These are 
known as mor. 

The accuracy of the work is generally decided by throw
ing dried camel dung (kakh) into the centre of the channel 
some distance above the divide, and watching to seP. if an 
equal number of ·pieces goes through each channel, and 
whether they are carried down on a !~vel for a distance of 
some So paces below the divide. A second test is made by 
cutting a level cross-channel, known as tardJi·, across the 
dividing embankments, to ascertain if the water of the one 
channel passes into the other. 

The water is re-div1ded in the same way in the different 
·wallis at selected points, known as sannahn", until it has been 
distributed into sufficiently manageable quantities for 
partition among individuals or small groups. The cultiva
tors generally recognise their shares in the water by the num
ber of dahd1UJS or channel mouths which they possess. Either 
it is known that the dahana carries sufficient water to irrigate 
land ploughable by a fixed number of yokes or bullocks 
(iora) or the str.!am is divided into certain recognised 
shares. For this purpose a night or day is reckoned as one 
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/Jel and each /Jel is distributed iato four pas•. The first pas is 
called the peski pas, the second do pas, the third sek pas, and 
the fourth guddi pas. The pas is divided into four ghari. 
The ghari is again subdivided into four ckothai, and the 
ckotkai into four pa. The following table gives tJ:!e value of 
each division in common use:-

Bel 
Dopds 
Pds ••• 

Ver. name. 

Doghari 
Ghari •• • 
Nlmgha1'a 
Chothai 
Nim chothai ••• 
Pa 

•.• I 

Value in English. 

one day or night. 
~ day or i night. 
i of a day or night. 
i of a day or night. 
p-th of a day or night. 
n-nd of a day or night. 
hth of a day or night. 
rhth of a day or nie-ht. 
.!8 th of a day or night. 

In most P-laces the pas is the unit of distribution. Else
where, whil~t a nim ckothai and a pa are recognised as units, 
the lowest in general use for practical purposes is the ckethai. 

The distribution ofthe water is generally in the hands of 
an expert time-keeper, known iri some places as agawahidar 
and in others as mirtib. His business is to see that· each 
owner gets his share or' water at the proper time. He is 
generally paid by a special share of water, and also receives 
·money to buy clothes for the cold nights. In some places, 
such as Khari, he is assisted by a munshi, who keeps an exact 
tally of the water distributed day after day, and who receives 
certain payments in kind and cash from the gross produce. 
The time-keepers live a hard life and instances are known in 
which their duties, which involve constant looking towards 
the sun, have ended in almost total blindness. • 

The system, on which water is distributed, is qot so com
plicated as that in vogue in the highlands. Where no 
smaller unit is in use than a pas, a simple method of dis
tribution takes place by dialling with a man's shadow. Thus 
the first and the third pas are over when a man's shadow is 
equal to his height with the sun in the East or West as the 
case may be ; the second pas is over when the sun has 
reached its meridian and the body casts no shadow at all. 

· The fourth pas lasts till sunset. 

• A pas is also known as pan,. in Gandava. 
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In the Gandava mahat a some~hat different. system is 
followed in determining the variCius pahr of the day. A 
stick, equal in length to the breadth of about 12 fingers, is 
placed upright in the ground,. at right angles to another 
about 8 fingers long. When· the shadow of the upright 
stick js equal with the shorter stick, one pahr is considered 
to be over. When the upright stick casts no shadow, the· 
.second pahr is past. At noon the order of the sticks is 
reversed, and when the shadow of the shorter stick, which is 
now upright, becomes level with that of the longer, the third 
pahr is over, whilst the last pahr lasts till sunset. 

In places such as Khari, where more minute divisions of 
water are held by individuals, the distribution of water by 
day is effected by the time-keeper noting the position of the 
sun in the heavens. Thus in winter the first cholhai is con-

. sidered to be over when the sun appears to have risen five 
harish* above the horizon and a similar method ·of reckoning 
is followed for each chothai, until the sun reaches its meridian, 
which is determined by the time-keeper facing south a~d 
observing the sun between his two eye-brows. The clzotlzais 
thus obtained sometimes are verified by the number of respira
tions made by a man in a given time, a man being assumed 
to take 24,000 respirations in one day of twelve hours. The 
chothai thus equals 375 respirations. The five harish measure 
is adopted in winter. Allowance is made for the longer days 
at other times of year by calculating st karish for a clzotkai 
in spring and autumn, and 6 in summer. The results obtained 
are wonderfully accurate when tested by the watch. 

At night the time-keeper works by the stars. Some star or 
con~tellation is taken for each month in the year. The 
difficulty of the stars not occupying the same position 
at the same time every night, but appearing somewhat 
earlier, is negotiated by making an allowance of about half a 
ckothai daily. Where a star disappears in the west before 
the night is over, another star in about the same position, is 
substituted and followed. . 

The accuracy of the system has already been referred to, 
and considering the state of the country, its results indicate 

• A llansh is a measurement taken from the elbow to the end of the 
middle finger with a little bit more. It is equivalent to rather iess 
than 1 feet. Five llarisll are equal to one t:llotllai or about 10 feet, 
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marvellous skill. The time-keeper is sufficiently expert to be 
able to carry on his work by guess-work on the few cloudy 
days and nightsthat occur. 

The irrigable lands of a village are generally divided into 
portions, each of which is cultivated in succeeding years. 
The principle of such di,·isions depends on the proportion of 
water to land. Generally a three years' cycle is followed, 
but in some cases land is only cultivated once in every four 
or five years. -

The -land to be cultivated is divided into strips of given . 
breadth in proportion to the amount of water available. 
Thus in Gandava one angusht of water is generally 
represented by a strip of so karam• in width. The length 
of the strips is indefinite. The strips are apportioned to the 
different owners by throwing lots called kunra or panna. 
The internal division of each strip is also distribl.\.ted by lot. 
The cultivators generally divide ·each strip into ·three 
portions, the upper one being known as mohr, the second as 
wich and the third as puth. Each of these is cultivated by 
them jointly, the seed and produce being shared according 
to the proportion of each owner's share in the water. 

Owing to the insignificance of the luiniz as a permanent 
source of water-supply in Kachhi, the reader need· only 
be referred in this place to Mr. Oldham's explanationt of its 
working. He finds that the kanJz is an underground tunnel 
driven into the great inosculating fans which spread with a 
slope of three \hundred to six hundred feet per mile trom 
the mouths of the hill ravines into the valleys. These 
tunnels have a slope less than that of the surface and, acting 
as a sub-soil drain, carry the water out to the surface. It is 
only ·round Jhal that a certain number of kdrezes exist 
constructed on the same principle as those in the highlands. 
In the majority' of cases the ktinizes of Kachhi consist of 
open channels driven like the covered karezes, into water 
bearing strata, which in the proximity of the hills are not 
far from the surface, but open to avoid the diffic~lties caused 
by the roof falling- in. It follows that much more labour is 

* A kal'am is equivalent to 5 feet 6 inches. 
t Paper on the Sub-Recent and Recent Deposits of Quetta, by R. D. 

Oldham: Recol'ds of the Geological Survey of India, Vol. XXV, 
part I, pages 41 t~ 44• 
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involved than in driving an underground adit. Open 
ka1'eses are known as mackki ckir. Ghilzai labour is generally 
employed for kares-digging and the men earn up to 8 annas 
per diem, but the Baloch and Jats have now also acquired 
some skill in the work. The- sites are chosen generally 
where a hill torrent debouche~ into the plain, and the work 
is generally carried out in ~inter. 

Wells (]alar) are of two kinds,-bricked (pakka) and un
bricked (kacha). The former are only to be found at Lahri 
and the latter on·the western side of the country. A pali.ka 
well is estimated to cost Rs. 500 or upwards and a kacka 
well about Rs. So. It is only from the wells at Khari 
and Kunara that grain crops are cultivated in small patches 
of an acre or two. Elsewhere, well-water is used for grow
ing vegetables. The wells at Lahri are worked by pairs 
of bullocks, and in other places by a single camel. In 
the Bolan river the permanent water is utilised by cutting 
channels in the bank, about 40 feet long and 9 feet wide, at 
right angles to the bed. A low dam is then constructed 
ac,ross the bed of the stream to bring the water into the side 
channel, from which it is raised by a Persian wheel. In the 
spring of 1904, fifteen wells of this kind were being worked. 
A somewhat similar system is followed at Bhag and Eri, but 
flood instead of permanent water is utilised, generally for 
raising vegetable crops. 

The following · extract• giv~s information regarding the 
depth at which water was found in a bore-hole made at 
Bellpat. No borings for artesian water have since been 
attempted, but it appears not improbable that they might be 
successful if tried at the foot of the western hills. 

"We found water at the depth of 85 feet from the surface 
and at various depths corresponding with the loose and 
quicksand strata afterwards. At a depth of about 250 

feet the pipes used would not resist the blows necessary to 
force them further down, and this, coupled with the fact that 
the water obtained in the last sand stratum was a_s salty as 
that of the first, caused me to suspend oper&tions until some 
other programme could be decided upon. \Vhile I have 

• From a letter No. 37, dated nod February 1S89, from the Superin
tendent of Petroleum \\'orks, Baluchistan, to the District Traffic 
Superintendent, North-Western Railway, Sukkur. 
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always believed water would be found to underlie the whole 
. of that region known as the pat, I did not expect to find it 
so high up in the strata. Much less did I expect it to be 
of such a salty character. It is· probable that this salty 
·character will accompany the water, at any rate in the locality 
under consi:leration, to an Unknown depth, or until gravel is 

. reached, and if gravel is reached. (I think such a deposit does 
underlie the pat) it is impossible to say if, in the presence of so 
much salt-charged soil above it, the water found in it will be 
of a better and fresher character. I am unable to give ·an 
opinion on that point" backed by any satisfactory argument." 

But the feature· of irrigation in Kachhi consists in the 
enormous dams, or gandhas, as they are locally called, 
which are thrcwn across the streams and the co-operative 
system by ').Vhich they are constructed. All streams possess 
them. I~ the Mula river there a~e only ,two dams of 
importance,-at Mamak and Hathiaori, but the former is now 
broken. In the Nari there are many, the principal ones 
being at Mithri, Eri, Gadi, Haji, Takri, Gulab or Tuk
Chandhar, and Gamun. Except the Gadi dam, most ,of 
therq are either washed away or cut away each year, and 
have to be recons~ructed. As they are only earthen struc
tures they are unable to withstand a violent flood, but they 
are very effective when a flood comes down the river gra
dually. An important decision on the question of the 
localities in which dams might be built was given by Sir 
Robert Sandeman in November, 1883. A dispute bad 
occurred between the Khan'sJanashin and the Garrani Ban
gulzais over the Gadi dam and, in connection with the case, 
a representat.ive ji"rga of Brahui chiefs and deputies of the 
Khan determined that the following places were those 
at which dams had been constru~ted from ancient times : 
Bakhra,. Mithri, Zahrowah, BMri, Eri, Musawah, Haji, Gola, 
Dandor, Takri, Gamun, Chandhar, and Badda. The first 
twelve, it was stated, belonged to the Brahuis, who were at 
liberty to construct new dams on the same sites when they 
found it necessary. Below :Sadda it was customary for the 
Khan to construct other dams. 

The site for a dam having b~en selected, the ntiih or 
principal landholder and the cultivators, who are repre
sented by their arhtih or rafs, determine how many pairs 
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of bullocks are required to make the dam. The cultivators 
then depute as many of their number as are required, and 
these men assemble with their bullocks at a selected point. 
They bring with them food for th~mselves and their bullocks 
for a given period. Meanwhile an engineer, called rasa, 
is appointed, whose business it is to direct the work and to · 
distribute the men and animals at convenient centres, as the 
earth for the construction has to be brought from some 
distance. The agricultural implement most used is the 
klnr, or wooden plank drawn by bullocks, with which earth 
is moved from one place to another. The extent of these 
enormous dams may be determined from the fact that the 
Mamak dam in the Mula, when last constructed, took 700 
pairs of bullocks two months. The dimensions of this dam 
were roughly 750 feet long, 180 feet wide at' the foot, and 
about so or 6o feet in geight. The employment of'Ioo pairs 
of bullocks on certain of the dams for a month is frequent. 

But the most important dam in Kachhi is the great Gadi 
gmzdlza, on which practically the whole both of Bhag 
anfl of the Nasln1bad tziahat depend for its supply of flood 
water, and, as its construction is typical of the co-operative 
system followed in building all the great dams in Kachhi, a 
detailed account of it will not be out of plice here. 

It must be explained that the Gadi is a branch channel of 
the Nari, and that the dam is constructed to prevent the 
water flowing down it. If it does sci, much of it is wasted, 
as the Nari water then joins that of the Bolan, which itself 
brings a supply that is nearly sufficient for irrigation purposes 
in the western side ef Kachhi. 

Immediately after the sarav harvest, about March 
or April in each year, the cultivators begin to make 
preparations for providing tqeir respective quotas in 
connection with the construction or repair of the dam, and 
at the beginning of June they proceed to the dam with 
their bullocks, and taking provisions and fodder sufficient to 
last·for a month. The whole dam has not, of course, to be 
constructed every year, but annual repairs are required. In 
the flood season if heavy floods happen to wash away the 
whole of the dam, in spite of the efforts of the party of culti
\'ators, which i!t generally deputed at that time to watch the 
dam and do urgent repairs, they are required to go to the 
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place at once. In such cases if the rainfall in the hills has 
been heavy, the flood water sometimes does not diminish in 
volume for several days and the men have to wait until the 
force ofthe torrent has subsided. 

To reconstruct the dam or to repair a breach, work is com
menced on either side simultaneously. In case of reconstruc
tion a new site is generally selected. Each portion is conti
nued from the sides towards the centre, until the whole 
volume of water is brought to flow through a narrow stream 
about 15 yards in width. The depth of water in the channel 
varies from two to f~ur feet and the difficulty of construction 
varies accordingly. As soon as the channel has been reduced 
to a minimum width, a large log, about 2 feet in circumference, 
called passel, is placed horizontally across its mouth. This is 
strengthened by another two-legged support called ghandk 
resembling an inverted pair of tongs. The' ghandk is again 
supported by a wooden prop, which rests on the ground, the 
upper end being let into the neck of the ghandh. If the 
volume of water is large and the mouth of the channel 
consequently too wide for a single log, one or two more are · 
added. They are supported in the same way. Stout poles 
made of tamarisk or ki'rar, are then placed in position on the 
upper side of, and resting against, the horizontal log. 
The framework thus made is covered with bushes, 
gunny bags, cloth, old carpets, rags, etc., strong enough 
to prevent the water from percolating. The lower 
part of the channel is now almost dry and is immediately 
and speedily filled with dry earth from heaps previously 
collected. It is a matter of · no little danger to drive the 
first pair of bullocks across the bott?m of the breach 
and the first man, who crosse's, is greeted with shouts of 
applause. 

The naib and the aroab of Bhag remain on the dam through
out the operations. They exercise general supervision 
over the work and take steps to prevent friction and to dis
pose of other matters connected with the arrangements 
of the gathering. They are fed at the expense o~ the 
cultivators. 

The rasa, as has been already mentioned, attends to the 
engineering part of the business and receives one rupee per 
diem in addition to his food. This consists of one seer of 
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atta, one-eighth of a seer of gM, and the same quantity of AGRICUL

sugar. If he chooses to live with the cultivators, he gets TURB. 

cooked food in lieu of the ration-allowance. The cross log 
and its supports, etc., are found by the cultivators, and are 
shaped by the village carpenters, whose wages are paid 
from the grain heap at the time of harvest, 

In addition to these men, a minstrel (mirasi or domh} The minstrel. 

accompanies the cultivators, whose business it is to beat his 
drum, when the work of closing the mouth of the channel 
begins, in order to excite the workers to special exertion. 
He is paid a lump sum of Rs. 2 toRs. 5, and is fed by the 
cultivators. His services are requisitioned only for four or 
five days. 

Petty repairs are carried out by labourers engaged for 
cash locally under the orders of the arbtib of Bhag. As 
soon as floods come down the river, a certain number of 
cultivators are told off to live near the dam and see that it 
does not break, or to r~pair any small gaps that may be 
made in it. The impounded flood water is taken off in 
canals (wahz), from which it is led into smaller channels to 
the fields which have previously been embanked. In the 
Nari, but not in the Mula, it is usual to break each dam as 
soon as sufficient water has· been received to irrigate all the 
lands under it. The water then passes forward to the next 
dam, which is broken in its turn. 

The distribution· of the labour which is required on the 
erection of these huge dams will now be described. The 
distribution, which is known as gham* is calculated by first 
determining the number of pairs of bullocks required. 
The total number of pairs is then distributed over the 
cultivators holding lands under the Brahuis of Bala Nari and 
those of Bhag Nari holding from the Khan of Kalat. 
The former contribute one-fifth of the total and the latter 
four-fifths. The share of the Bhag Nari cultivators is 
again distributed on the principal divisions of the nzabat. 
These are Tall-Bhag two shares, Mlrpur Manjhu-Wali one 
share, Tambu one share, and Kanda-Palal one share. Each 
of these shares has now to be again subdivided according to 
the number of villages comprised in each division. The 

• Among the Jats it is known as hddshtihi-trappar, the king.'s rug 
or carpet. · 
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vast extent, of country thus included in the gham may be 
gaug~d from the fact that Tambu lies nearly seventy miles 
south of the site of the Gadi dam. 

Since the construction of the numerous dams along the 
upper course of the Nari there has been a good deal of con· 
troversy between, the cultivators of Bala Nari and Bhag 
Nari as to the proportion of pairs of bullocks to be found by 
each. The Bhag Nari cultivators assert that their brethren 
of Bala Nari should contribute equally with themselves, but 
no settlement has yet been arrived at. · 

The distribution of yokes which .is now in force in Bhag 
Nari dates from the beginning of the reign of Mir K~uda
dad Khan of Katat (r8s7-1893), and was arrived at by a 
Committee of Elders. A copy of the agreement, dated xoth 
Ramzan, 1276: H. (185g-6o A.D.), is still in ·possession of 
arbdh Wali ·Muhammad of Bhag (Igos) signed by repre
sentatives from lower Nari and Tall-Bhag. The distribution 
of the four-fifths assigned to Bhag Nari has always been in 
the hands of the headmen of the di~isions comprised in the 
Bhag niabat inclusive of the revenue-free villages. The 
internal distribution among the cultivators depends in its 
turn upon the decision of the arbdh of Bhag, the malik 
of Mirpur, the wadera of Tambu and the arhdh of Kanda
Palal, who ~re now guided by their personal knowledge in 

·determining the share of each of the villages in their charge, 
the general supervision being in the hands of the arhdh of 
Bhag, to whom the last three are responsible. Formerly, the 
amount of land in each village was calculated by seers, 
paos, chittacks, etc., down to the lowest unit, which was 
known as a dukka. This was .considered equivalent to 
sooj'aribs, whence a seer would have been equivalent to 
32,000 jarihs. The system has, however, now fallen into 
disuse. The revenue-free villages appear seldom to con· 
tribute their full quota in spite of repeated representations 
of their fellow-cultivators to the Khan's representative, the 
naih. The actual distribution among the cultivators, which 
is settled by their representative headman in conjunction 
with the arbdh, malik or wadera, varies according to the 
material condition and number of cultivators of each village, 
and is generally apportioned among individuals on the 
amount of land possessed by each. 
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1 Let us now suppose the total number of yokes required AGRICUI.. 
• · TURS.. 

from Bhag Nari for the reconstruction of the Gad1 dam at a Recapitula· 
particular time is 100. According to th.e five equal shares, tion. 
this number will include 40 yokes from Tall-Bhag, and 20 

''okes each from Mirpur, Tambu and Kanda-Pa_l~.l. The 
40 yokes found by Tali-Bbag will again be divided into 
~ix equal shares for each of the six groups of villages 
~ncluded in the track. These yokes will again be distri-
buted proportionately over each village by the arbdb of 
Bhag unper the guidance and orders of' the Khan's ndib. 
The distribution of the spare of each village among the 
•various landholders in the village rests with the headmen 
conce;ned, each of whom bases his calculation on the amount 
ofthe land to be brought under cultivation by each cultivator. 
For villages, the cultivation of which may have suffered, 
allowance is made by the headman at his di~cretion. 

The cost of material is recovered from the cultivators in 
the same proportion as the number of yokes. Small sums 
are advanced at the time by the village nwdi and debited to 
the fund known as deh kharch, and when the work is 
finished, the total cost is calculated and recovered propor· 
tionately from each grain-heap at harvest time. The 
expenditure on material for repairing a bad breach sometimes 
amounts to Rs. rcoo or more. In years of scarcity, when 
the cultivators have lost or been forced to sell their bullocks 
and cannot afford to· provide the number of yokes required of 
them, the necessary yokes and drivers are hired in the 
surrounding country and the cost, which is generally at the 
rate of R. 1-o or, 1-8 per diem, is distributed among the 
defaulters. 

Distribution 
of cost of 
material. 

A reference" to the character of tenures and tenancies in· RENTs, 
the district will be found in the section on Land Revenue WAPGEs AND 
· Ch · ' ru~~ 10 apter III. In some mstances such as the Baloch on the R,ents. 
western border, the proprietors of land are themselves the 
tillers of the soil, but in the majority of cases, especially 
among the J ats, lands are cultivated by tenants-at-will from 
among their poorer brethren. · •Rent is almost· everywhere 
paid in kind, and a division of the totai produce of the crop 
is made between the landlord and the tenant in accordance 
with the chief requisites of cultivation, viz., the land, seed, 
bullocks, and labour. The rates vary in the different parts 
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of the district, and a brief account of rates of rent prevalent 
in each area is given below. It must bEf noted that in all 
cases the revenue, cesses and wages of village servants are 
invariably paid from the common heap. 
· In unirrigated areas in the Gandava niahat, where a ten
ant supplies all requisites of cultivation, and cultivates fields 
already embanked by the landlord, he pays one-fourth to 
one-third of the net produce as rent, but if he has to embank 
the fields himself, the rate of rent is about one-fifteenth of 
the produce. In 'Kotra the prevailing rate of rept in the 
former case is one-third, while in the latter case it varies 
from one-sixteenth to one-eigh~h. In Khari the proprietors 
are. themselves the tillers of the soil, but when a tenant 
is engaged he provides labour and plough oxen and the 
rent is about . one-third of the produce, the seed being 
supplied by the tenant and the landlord in the same 
proportion. 

In irrigated lands in Gandava, besides revenue, cesses 
and wages of village servants, the seed is also taken out of 
the common heap, and the balance is equally divided between 
the landlord and tenant, the latter providing plough oxen 
and labour. 

In Kotra the rent is paid at the rate of one-third of the 
net produce, the tenant finding, all requisites of cultivation. 
In Kunara the tE'nant, who finds bullocks and labour, pays 
at the rate of one-third or three-fourt):Js in different areas to 
the proprietor, who supplies seed. In other areas, where the 
tenant also supplies seed, the rate of rent is one-fifth of the 
net produce. In the irrigated areas of Khari and Kunara, 
when water belonging to one is turned on the lands of another, 

··the shares of produce between the owner of wa~r and that of 
the land are three-fourths ·and one-fourth respectively in 
Khari, seed being supplied by the former and bullocks and 
labour by the latter. Should a tenant be employed in such a 
case, he gets three-fourths of the share of the owner 
of, the land for supplying ~ullocks and laboufo, the rate of 
rent payable to the owner of land therefore being one-six
teenth of the total produce after payment of revenue. In 
Kunara the rent of land is generally fixed in a lump sum in 
cash. The .system is called hkung in Khari and pero in 
Kunara. 
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In unirrigated lands in the Nasirabad nitihat the rent varies 
from one-eleventh to one-eighth when the tenant finds all 
requisites of cultivation, but when he cultivates a field which 
bas been embanked by the landlord, he pays one-fourth of the 
produce to the landlord. 

RENTS, 
WAGEB AND 

PlllCES. 

Nasirabid 
nidhat. 

j Tenants invariably supply seed, bullocks and labour in Bhag nidhat. 

unirrigated areas and the rent payable by them varies from 
one-twelfth to one-eighth of the produce. 
! When a ,tenant undertakes to -supply all requisites of Lahri nidhat. 

cultivation, the rate of rent in unirrigated lands is generally 
one-seventh, but if a landlord shares equally in finding plough 
oxen, he receives about one-third of the produce. 

In the Dadhar 11£ahat the tenants, engaged in the cultivation Dadhar 
h nidhal. of dry-crop lands, supply seed, bullocks and labour, ;tnd t e • 

rent payable to the landlord is usually one-eighth of the net 
produce. In irrigated areas the rent is one-sixth, when all 
requisites are supplied by the tenant, but when the seed is 
supplied by the landlord, the produce -is equally divided 
between him and the tenant. · 

In Jhal the Magassi chief levies from his tenants one-fourth 
to one-half of the produce, which includes revenue as well 
as rent ; the tenants find all requisites of cultivation. 

Similarly in Shoran, where rent also includes revenue, 
the rate is two-fifths, and the tenant takes back from the 
common heap the seed supplied by him •. 

In the irrigated areas of Gajan the produce is equally di-. 
vided between the tenant and the proprietor after also deduct
ing the amount of seed ; labour and bullocks being found by 
the tenant. 

In Sa1\ni when a tenant reclaims waste land and brings it 
under cultiva~on, he obtains a r~ght of occupancy for a term 
not exceeding seven years, the rent payable to the J atoi land-
lord is one-seventh, one-sixth, one-fifth and one-fourth re-
spectively during the first four years and one-third during the 
remaining three years. In unirrigated area the proprietor 
supplies seed~ and the tenant, who only finds labour and 
bullocks, pays five-sixths of the net produce as rent. 

The tenants of dry-crop lands generally supply all requi
sites of cultivation and pay one-eighth to one-twentieth in 
Bo1an lands, one-twentieth in BaJa N ari, one-eighth in the 
Kaheri country, and one-tenth in the Dombki country. 

jhal. 

Shod.n. 

Gaj;i,n. 

Sanni. 

Bolan lands, 
Bata Nari,. 
Kaheri and 
Dombki 
tribal lands. 
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No regular cooley class exists in the district. In the 
larger villages labourers can, however, be had at a daily 
wage of 3 to 5 annas. A field labourer's daily 
wages vary from 3 to 7 annas, the reaper (laigar) is general
ly given a share varying from one-t'enth to one-twentieth of 
the crop cut. In some places the laigars are paid at the rate 
of 12 dhungs {24 ears) ofjuar and 2 sathlis of wheat daily. 
When the reaper is paid in corn, he gets about a topa (If 
seers) ofjudr and a sheaf (bhdkur) of wheat containing grain 

· worth about four annas. The reapers are also allowed to 
graze their cattle free on the stalks left in the field. 

When the sheep and goats belong to one person, the 
shepherd engaged gets about R. 1 per mensem besides his 
food and clothing, but if the animals belong to different per
sons, the rate varies from nine pies to one anna per mensem 
per animal. The wages paid by Brahui flock-owners to shep
herds have been given in the Gasetteers cif Sarawan 'and jha
lawan, and apply also to the Brahui population of Kachhi. 
In the Dombki country a shepherd is sometimes engaged f:Jr 
a term of four years, at the end of which he. is given one
fourth of the entire flock which he may have in his charge. 

, Cattleherds. The cattleherd gets about Rs. 2 per mensem with food 
·and clothing from the owner of the herd, but if the animals 
belong to different persons, the rate is about 2 annas per 
milch cow and one anna for every other animal. In the 
Dadhar nidbat, a custom also prevails under which the cat
tleherd is paid at one topa of grain per month per animal, 
judr being given for six months and wheat for six months 
in a year. In the Dombkijligi'r, a cattleherd generally gets 
3 annas a month per cow. • Camell:.erds. · The camelherd generally gets one rupee per mensem 

Measurer 
(dhat'711ai). 

besides his food and clothing for all the camels belonging to 
a single person. The camel graziers are generally the 
J ats, who use the milk of the camel, appropriate wool, and 
can employ one camel from the herd to bring tish or dwarf 
palm leaves for sale. ' 

, The Hindu who measures the grain at the time of harvest 
is an important official, and is indispensable at the time of 
the batdi or divisiop of the grain heaps. His wages co_n
sist of a share of produce at rates varying almost in every 
,tract or village. They are gener lly paid either on each 
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kharwdr of grain or on each grain heap measured by him. W !~~T!;o 
In the former case, they vary from one-sixth of a kdsa to 5 PRICEs. 
kdsas per kharwdr and when paid on the grain heap (neh), 
they are one-fourth of a kasa to one kdsa per neh, but the 
latter rate is less common. In addition to the above, 
a dharwdi is also entitled at· some places to a pay-
ment called newdru, which consists of a small quantity 
of grain twisted up in a sheet and placed on the 
threshing floor to separate the cultivator's shace of 
the grain heap from. the State share. The village modi 
or the money lender receives certain payments described in 
the section on Agriculture. 

Persons appointed to watch crops are known under Kar'd111ds, 

different names. Their wages in certain parts of the district t:d1"'8• dda~; 
u fiS, n Jus, 

are given below. In Bhag the darbdn, keeping watch at jdgus. 
the threshing floor, gets two kdsas per kharwdr, but in some 
cases well-to-do samlnddrs engage their own ndibs to watch 
the crops, who are paid from 2 to 4 kdsas per kharwar. In 
Naslrabad the karddr, appointed by the ndib to watch the 
crops, gets from the agriculturist's share 1 kasa per lt.harwar. 
In Dadhar the toha, who also supplies water to the zamindars 
while threshing, gets from 2-:> to 40 kdsas from each thresh-
ing floor. In Gandava a single toha is appointed to watch 
the crops of the village and gets Rs. 2 to 4 per mensem. 
In Bahi Nari the karawa gets two J.opas per kharwdr. In 
Gajan owners of every dahdna (xo shahdnas) appoint 'one 
guard (Jagu) during the threshing operat~ons, who is paid 
four kdsas on every dahdna of cultivation. 

Masons' wages vary from 7 annas in Bala 'Nari to R. 1-4 Skilled a 
a day in Gandava. ~:;~ns. 

The black\miths formerly sold guns and swords in large ·Blacksmiths. 
numbers, but now the sale of such articles is very limited. 
They are in many places paid in cash for their work. A 
blacksmith can earn from 6 annas to Rs. 2 a day ~hen 
work is available. The agricultural implements made by 
him are sold' for cash prices. In some parts of the district, 
wages to blacksmiths are paid in kind at the harvest. Thus 
in Lahri and the Mfrpur Deb of the Nasirabcid nzabqt they 
amount to 1 lldsa per llharwdr; in Jhok Gul Muhammad and 
Naslrabcid 3 lldsas per kharwdr; at Gajan Il topas per 
kharwar ; in Gandava (irrigated area) 4 lt.dstis on every grain 
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heap, also a sack of wheat and a man's load of judr ears. 
In such cases the blacksmith makes new, and repairs 
old, agricultural implements of the samindars, the iron 
for the new ones being supplied by the latter. 

Darkhtlns The carpenter is a useful village servant. His cash wages 
(carpenters). vary from 5 annas to one rupee a day. In many places he is 

paid in kind and the rates vary from i Iuisa to 2 kdsas per 
ldzariDiir in different places. In Dadhar one kdsa is paid on 
every.bit of h.nd and water. In some places, such as in 
Gaodava, the carpenter is also entitled to a quantity of the 
hari"estedjudr ears and of the wheat crop at the time of 
reaping. He is required to make new implements and repair 

Mulltisand 
Saiads. 

.Saiads. 

old ones, the wood being supplied by the saminddrs. 
In several parts of the district the mulld, who reads nilaih, 

officiates at daily prayers, teaches Muhammadan boys and 
gives charms to the villagers, gets no specified share of the 
produce of the land, but in other areas the portion allotted 
to him is generally I kdsa (rasrUwdi or nisul arwdhi) from 
every grain heap. In the Dadhar. niabat this share is. 4 
kdsas, made up as follows:- 2 ktisas for his ordinary duties, 
I kdsa in the Prophet's name (raszilwaz) and I ktisa for 
bringing a Koran which is placed in the threshing floor 
to ward off evil spirits. In .Mithri the mulld gets on the_ 
total produce I ktisa out ·of every 6 kharwtirs, and I dari 
per kharnxir in Haji. 
· In the Kaheri country the Dadpotras (descendants of 

Suitan-ul-Arifin-Mashuk Allah) receive a ktjsa of grain from 
each threshing floor in the lands watered by the ·chhattar 
hill torrent. In Nasirabad; Saiad Saleh Shah, whose prayers 
to . remove crop diseases are considered efficacious, Bibi 
Scihiba and the Saiad family of Chiragh Shah and Bahar 
Shah of Dadhar each receive a ktisa from e\·ery kharwti': of 
the produce. In 1\tithri the two Saiads, one of l\lithri and 
lhe other of Scl.ngan, get e-ach I ktisa per kharwdr. In the 
Shahwani jtigfr the Saiad gets I tapa per kharwar. Saiad 
Lal Jan of Dadhar receives in the Gajan dry-crop area 1 

Aasa from every grain heap; in the irrigated area this share is 
paid to the Saiad from the chiefs mowtijil. In Shoran 
.Saiad Rasul Bakhsh of Gandava gets I kdsa from every 

. threshing floor. lh the Bolan Lands, Saiad Bahar Shah gets 
.I ktisa per kharwtir. 
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In Ga1·an the local disciples of Pir Baha-ud-din in Sind RENTs, 
\VAGBS AND 

receive thuk at the rate of 3 topas on every grain heap. In PRICEs. 
addition to the above, thuk or fixed contributions are set 
apart from grain heaps in every village ·in the name of 
several shrines in different parts of the country. 

Among the other village servants and . artisans are 
included the mirasi or minstrel, the kori or weaver, the 
mochi or 'cobbler, the gagra or. sweeper, the haJam or 
barber, the potter, the bricklayer and the dtiya. 

The mirasi performs menial services at marriages and 
other domestic ceremonials and is paid in cash or kind. 
He also begs alms at the time of harvest. 

The kori, who manufactures coarse cotton cloth. charges, 
as his wages, about 5 annas for a piece (fori), which mea
sures about 12 yards. 

The cobbler makes rough sandals and mends the old ones 
and earns from 5 to 8 annas a day; but in the Dombki 
country he is paid two topas oi fuar per kharwar at the 
harvest and is required to mend the sandals of the 
eamindars. 

Other village 
servants and 
artisans. 

The gagra cleans the threshing floors and is paid a small 
quantity of grain; in Bhag, however, the rate is fixed at ~ 
1 kdsa per kharwar. 

The barber shaves the agriculturists, sometimes performs 
circumcisions, and serves on the ~ccasion of marriages and 
deaths. For these services he is paid one quarter to two 
kasas of ;uar from each heap of threshed grain at the 
harvest. 

·A pot~er can earn from 4 to 8 annas a day. He is paid 
in cash for the earthen pots he makes. In Bala Nari the 
potter supplies the cultivators with earthen pots free of 
cost and sometimes fetches water for them on his donkeys, 
and is paid 5 topas of ;uar on ev<!ry kkarwar of the 
produce. 

The rates f"r bricklaying vary from 12 annas to R. 1-2 

per thousand, and a bricklayer can earn from I 2 ann as to 
Rs. 2 a day. In Shoran he is required to pay the Rind 
chief one anna for every tho4sand bricks he makes. 

The ddya has to fetch water, and occasionally fuel, for the 
cultivators at the time of sowing and harvesting the crops, 
and has also to perform similar serv~es for officials 

8 
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appointed to watch the crops. His wages vary from 
;iths of a Iuisa to.Jf kti.sas of grain per kharwar in diff.:rent 
parts of the district. 

Prices. 

WEIGHTS 
AND 

MEASURES. 

Juar is the staple food grain of the country. Wheat is 
also used as such in several parts of the district. The 
pr:ces vary according to the condition of the seasons; 
they generaHy rise at the time of sowing as seed is then· 
most in demand. Prices also go up in a locality ·where the 
crops have failed, and they are also affected by the harvests 
in the neighbouring Province of Sind. The following table 
g1ves the average price per maund of the revenue grain in 
the different ni"abats io 1906 :- • 

Wheat. Judr'. 
Rs. a. p. Rs. a. p • 

. Dadhar 2 11 11 2 10 8 
Bhag 1 15 3 
Gandava 2 10 8 2 14 4 
Lahri 3 6 10 2 7 7 
Naslrabad 2 11 3 3 •o 

During th«_ second Afghan war the local crops failed, 
wheat flour was sold at 3 seers per rupee, and juar at 
6 seers. . Famine ratec; are r<'ported to have preva1led in 

• 1885, when owing to large ~xports to Sind, the prices uf 
wheat i'l·Gandava rose to 5 seers per rupee. The years 1894 
and 1899 were also years of famine and prices rose in many 
parts of the district as will be seen from the following 
statement :-

Wheat per rupee. Jud,. per rupPe. 
189-J· 189<)· rRo,~-t. 18<)9· 

Seers. ch. Seers. ch. Seers. ch. Seers. ch. 
Dadhar 8 0 8 7 10 0 9 8 ' 
Gandava 15 0 12 0 IJ 0 IJ 0 
Shoran 23 8 17 10 JO II 27 8 
Jhal '9 3 10·11 29 5 24 8 

In the tribal area of B:Ha Nari, and in the LHhri and 
Dadhar m"abats, the Indian wei~hts wi h a seer of So tolas ~md 
a maunti of 40·seers have been intr,,duced ; ami the weights 
are those of 5 seers, 2! seers, 2 seers, 1 seer, ! seer, 
i seer, l seer, chittack, t chittack and i chittack. In other 
parts of the district, Kalat weights are used ; the seer 
in Gajan is of 100 rupees in weight; in .Jhal, Shonht and 
Gandava of 88 rupees;· and in Sanni, Bhag and Nasirabad 
niabats of 84 rupees. 
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The weights used by the goldsmith!." are those in use 
in other parb of India, the lowest unit" being a mung 
or grain, two muntrs make one ratti, 8 rattis make one 
mdska, and 12 maskas make one tola. The rupee, 8-an"a, 
4-anna and 2-anna pieces are also used, representing 
respectively the weig-ht of tola, 6 mdskas, 3 mdskas and 1\ 
mdska. 

WI!IGRTS 
. AND 

MEASURBS. 

Troy 
weights, 

Grain is sold venerally hy wooden measures, which are of Measures ol 
different c:~pacity in different parts of the district. The grain. 
following are the measures in ordinary use in the various 
niabals :-• 

(1) Bhag niahat. 
Lowest unit is n{m pinrld. 

2 n[m pinrki 1 pinrki. 
2 Finrki I manga. 
2 manga I topa. 
4 topa 1 kasa. 

6o kasa 1 kharwar. 

(2) Lahri, Naslrabad and Dadhar niabats. 
Lowest unit i~ paropi. 

4·paropi 
4 topa 

6o kasa 

(3) Gandba mdbat 
4-· chuthai 
4 toya 
4 topa 

6o kasa 

1 topa. 
1 kasa. 
1 kharwar. 

1 toya or paropi. 
1 topa. 
1 kasa. 
1 kharwar. 

The ldsas used by the shopkeepers in the niahats are of 
different· sizes, but a Iuisa of a uniform size is used to 
mea~ure the r~venue grain and is known as the sarkari kd.<a. 
The following is the approximate weight of a kasa, in stan
dard seers, of wheat andjuar in the various nidl;ats :-

Wheat. Ju4r, 
Srs. cbks. Srs. cbks. 

Bhag 10 0 
Labri 9 8 
Dadh•u 7 8 6 0 .. Gandava 7 •sl 6 14 
N•~l•bad 7 14 
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The. measures in use in the tribal areas are the follow
ing:-

(a) Mithri and Eri in Bala Nari. The lowest unit is 
tkula, which weighs about 1 seer and 9 chittacks. 

4 thUla 1 piqrki. 
4 pinrki 1 topa. 
4 topa -· 1 kasa. 
2 kasa = 1 guni. 

I 5 guni = bori. 
2 bori = 1 kharwar. 

{h) Other places in Bala Nari. Ckutkai ts ·the lowesj 
unit. 

4 chuthai 
4 pinrki 
2 topa 
2 dari 

7l kasa 
2 guni 
4 bori 

= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 

I pinrki. 
I topa. 
I dari. 
1. kasa. 
I guni. 
I bori. 
I kharwar. 

A hlsa of mung in Mithri and Eri weighs about 7 seers 
and '10 chittacks, while in other parts of Bala Nari it is . 
double in weight. 

In other tribal areas in Kachhi the measures in general 
use are the following :-

4 thula or chuthai = I pinrki or toya. 
= I topa. 4 pinrki 

2 topa 
2 manga 

6o kasa 

I manga. 
I kasa. 
1 kharwar. 

The standard weight of a Iuisa of principal grain~ m 
. different parts of the tribal area is as follows :-

Miscellaoe
s mea

$ures. 

Wheat. Judr. Siren. . Mung. 
Srs. cbks. Srs. cbks. Srs. chks. Srs. cbks. · 

Shoran n 12 u o 10 14 13 8 
Bolan Lands 14 14 16 5 
Saooi 13 4 12 8 11 4 14 8 

Gajan 8 , I 7 u6 8 u! 

A bullock-load of grass is known asJO'Wtil or a htir. Fodder 
is also sold by the tarangar or bullock-load. A huk is a 
double handful of grain, a dkung is a couple of Jutir ears; 
a hktikur, hktikul oi" satkli is a small sheaf of j'utir or wheat· 
harvested in the fie)d, a had is a man's load j and )ast)y a I 
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g-kunj is a sack made of two gunny bags sewn 
with small ropes tied to four ends. 

together and WEIGHTS 
AND 

MEASURES. 

For measuring cloth, the people genelfally use the cubit 
(h.atkJ, which is an indefinite measure and answers to the 
h.arisk of the Brahuis described in the Sarawdn Gasetteer. 

Irrigated land is. known by the proportion of_ water 
attached to it. Thus the amount of land is recognised 
which is attached to a skabdna or khetr of water (24 hours of 
flow) ; in Kotra a khJt,. represents 18 hours of flow of water. 
Elsewhere a half skabdna l 12 hours) is known as a bel, j'unj 
or kkit, while in Gandava aj'unj is also known as anguskt or 
muskt, representing on the measuring board a 12 hours' flow 
of wate~ four fingers in breadth, and samm is one-fourth_ of 
an anguskt or three hours' flow of water. In Dadhar 
measures of land are recognised by bi'ts of water attached, a 
bit being an artificial measure of water irrigating about 15 
acres of land throughout the year. ·A detailed description 
of water distribution has been given in the section on Agri
culture. Unirrigated land is sold by j'oras and bands or 
embanked fields. The latter are of various sizes. The term 
fora is frequently used, but has no definite value,· and it 
merely denotes th~ amount of land that can be ploughed by 
a pair of oxen for a particular harvest. A measure of land 
known as j'arib is locally recognised and is mentioned in 
some of the sanads granted by the former Khans representing 
30 pakka paces, i.e., 6o paces sql.lare. In Bhag Nari 
special measures for land are known as seer,· pdo (! of a 
seer) ; dna or chz"ttack (i of a pao) ; and dukka = (i an dna). 
These measures are said to have been introduced by the 
cultivators by mutual consent under the orders of Mir 
Mustafa Khan of Katat, son of Mir Nasir Khan I, at the 
time when vigorous efforts were made to bring w~ste land 
under cultivation and a system was devised under which 
landholders provided labo ur (gh.am) according to their 
shares in the land. The lands were roughly divided into a 
dukka, representing 500 and a seer 32,000 j'arlbs. The Bhag 
t~i4hat lands, for instance, were divided into five seers as 
follows :.:...._ Tall-Bbag or Bbag proper 2 seers, Mirpur and 
Shori 1 see,., Kanda-Palat 1 seer, and Tambu 1 seer. · 

The measure of distance throughout the district is the kok 
of about 2 miles. 

Linear 
measures. 

Superficial 
measures. 

Measures 
of distaJ;tce. 
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W•~::TS Ordinarily Hindu months are recognised by the people, and 
MBASuRi!s. their names, with their English equivalents, are given 
Measures of below :-
time. English calendar. 

January ... 
February ••• 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
Octoher ••• 

Lt>cal name. 
Mal.n or Makng 
Phaganr 
Chetr 
Vis~kh 

Jeth 
Arhar or Ah:l.r 
Sa•1wanr 
Bhadra 
. .o\ssu 
Katti 

November Mahngar 
December Poh 

The names of English months ·are used in the nidbat 
records, but in ducuments such as sanads, sale-deeds, 
etc., Arabic months are employed The seasons recognised 
by cuitiv .tors have been described in the section on 
Agriculture The names 01 the days of the week in use 
are the following :-

Juma, Shukkur = Friday 
Sakhri, Chhanchhanr =Saturday 
Achar, Adit, Art, or Artwar =Sunday 
Sumar, s~,m, Sum = Monday 
Ang~ra, Mao~al = Tuesday 
Arba, Budh = W eduesday 
Khamis, Vir = Tht•rsday 

The British Indian coins are now used in the district and 
. their local names are as follows :-

p.e = pai 
half pice = adbela 
pice =paisa 
i-anna piece = dabal paisa, tako, adhani, adhana 
2-anna piece = Shahi, doani, beani. 
4-anna piece .:...._ pawali, ch.,uni, 
S-anna piece = adbeli, athani 
rupee = rupia, kal..ar. 

In several parts of Kachhi a C('lpper pice, roughlv circular 
in shape, struck by Mir Khudadad Khan in the name of his 
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son Mlr Mahmud Khan, the present Khan, is still current. WEIGHTs · · 
It is equivalent in value to the Indian pie. MBA!~:Es. 

The major portion ot the population of Kachhi. are de- MATERIAL 
pendent on agriculture, and as the cultivation largely de- CoNDITION 

OF THE 
pends on the rainfall which is scanty and precarious, sea- PEOPLE. 
suns of drought and &carcity are frequent and• involve the 
cuttivators heavily in deht. Owing, however, to immunity 
from external raids afforded bv British protection and 
cessa1 ion of internal feuds which in da~ s gone by were of 
daily occur ence, the samlndd,.s c .n devote their whole tir11e 
and attention to .their fields, and the railway, which runs 
throi".gh the country, dffords them ready means of disposing 
of their surplus grain in years in which rainfall is abundant 
and crops good. lmprovem,.nt is noticeable in the food, 
clothing aud houses of the well-to-do among the people, but 
the majority of tht'm are poor. 

The gr ... ater part of the Kachhi plain or pal is de\<oid of FoRESTS. 
vegetable grow.th, but along its western side there are a 
few well wooded areas. These forests are,. as .a rule, not 
reserved, though the tribal chiefs, in whose juri~di·;tion they 
lie, adopt some protective measures in respect of them. 
Th" principal trees, which are common to all forests in the 
di~trict, c.m .. ist of prosopis spz"ci'geta, ca/Jparz"s aphyUa and 
Slllvadora oleo£d. s. Zisypi!us j'uj'uba occurs in some of them, 
while tamarisk grows chiefly in the forests lying close to the 
riJJer beds. A scanty growth of ac!lcia is also found in 
some of them. 

In the Ma~assi country the tracts which have consider
able forest growth are Kandori,. Jabar, Kochho, Khat, 
B~cimbarion, jhar, Nighur, Dangar and Sauntar. . The 
forests are said to b.e entirely owned by the Magassi 
chief, who employs guards to watch them ·and takes the 
produce himself. The sam{ndd1's are, however, allowed to 
have fut!l and timber for a~ricultural implements and build
ings free of cost. 

lo Khari, the principal forests are the· Darahbi and 
Kachhar, which are both the property of the Dinaris, 
except the northern portion of Darahbi which belongs to 
the Tumpanis ot Kunara. 

The Gahelav forest in Gajan, whic~ is one of the important 
forests in Kachhi, is held jointly by the Chuk Ushciris, the 
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Gajanis, including _Qureshis, and the Saiads, all of Gajlln, 
• who take measures for its protection. The superior jagtr

ddri right of the Zahri chief, however, is admitted. 
The various tracts containing forest growth in the Rind 

country are the Darahbi in Shoran, the Mullan, the Majhbi, 
Mir-ke·dah~la jungle, Gahelav in Shoran, Badra, Katohar, 
Trandra, Chan and the Bhathari jungle. The Rind chiet 
claims 'the ownership of the forest within his jurisdiction, 
and in some cases sells the toppings of trees to the flock
owners by a system' of contracts, the lessees paying about 
Rs. 200 for Darahbi forest, while in other forests the annual 
contract fees vary from Rs. 10 to Rs. 30. In the Badra 
forest, capparis aphylla grows in fairly large quantities,· the 
wood of which· is sold by the chief at 25 logs per rupee. 
The principal tree in the Katohar forest is sisypktis 
jujuha, the fruit of which the people are permitted to use. In 
the Bhathari jungle, which is situated in the cultivated area 
round the Haft Wali shrine, the principal tree is the s"alva
dora oleoides, and no restrictions are placed on the collection 
of fruit which is locally called as pairu. 

In Sanni th.e principal forest tracts are t_he Lundau and 
Sar Sanni jungle belonging to the J atois. Other minor forests 
in Sanni are the Chakar-Mari-lad, Khaur-lad, and Kochha. 

A thick tamarisk fore,st lies in the bed of the Bolan river 
and n;~ns from a little below the shrine of Pir Allahyar to 
near the Kulang village. Its . possession is disputed 
between the Shahwani chief, Sardar Bahadur Rashid 
Khan, and the Hasil Khanzai section of the same tribe. 

The minerals, so far known and found in the district, are 
sulphur; salt, saltpetre, lime-stone apd ferrous sulphate ,or 
sagh. The minerals have not, however, been scientifically 
explored. 

A large sulphur mine· is situated about 12 miles south
west of Sanni and three ~iles north of the Bhathari village 
in the jurisdiction of the Rind chief, and is now closed. 
It was ~~rked by the Afghans in pre-British days, and 

·is also said to have been worked at intervals in the time 
of Mir Mehrab Khan (18r6-17 to 1839) and Mlr Nasir Khan 
II (1840 to 18571. The working was stopped by Mir 
Khudadad Khan. Sulphur is contained in the stones ·and 
was obtained by breaking and boiling t.hem in sarson oil. 
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Tracts of land largely impregnated with salt-bearing earth MINES AMD 
. . • . d' . f h z h • d MINER.ALSe (kallar) occur tn the respective JUris 1cttons o t e a r1 an · 

d · h • · d' ·· f h fi Salt. Rind chiefs. The salt be s m t e JUriS 1ct1on o t e prmer 
cover about 4 or 5 miles square and lie about three miles 
north of Gajan, and immediately north of them are those 
of the Rinds extending to about ·one and-a-half "miles. The 
manufacturers of salt are called Nunaris and came from 
Sind on the manufacture of salt being stopped there. 

The method of the manufacture of the salt is briefly as !'.fethod ot 
· d • manufacture." follows : a structure called a hhatki made of brushwoo 1s 

erected over a ditch 45 feet x 7t feet and 2 feet. deep and 
stands on wooden pillars. A layer of sand about 1 foot deep 
is spread over the hkat!ti and on this is placed a layer of 
salt-bearing earth, round the edges of which, low mud walls 
are built. The enclosure is then filled with water, which 
filters down into the ditch and is of·a .reddish-yellow colour. 
This liquid is then led through a drain into a tank at some 
distance and is subsequently poured into large earthen 
basins, which are placed in the sun. The water evaporates 
in about 4 days in summer and IS days in winte~; . the 
residue is the salt, which is spread on the ground to dry. 

There are 2 Mathis (pits) in Gajan and 6 fn Shoran, in Annua out. 
which about u,ooo maunds of salt are manufactured in a ~urn. 

year, and the selling price is Rs. 3-8 to Rs. 4 per kkarwa,. of 
12 maunds. There is a large local demand, and salt is also 
exported to the Jhalawan country and .Kalat. 

The Zahri chief levies an octroi duty of· 4 annas per Ta,xation. 
kharwti,., and gets about t{s, 200 per annum for the lease of 
the right to manufacture salt at Gajan, while the Rind chief 
levies Rs. 20 hnd 3? kdsas of salt per hhatki annually. 

Limestone occurs in . Kunara, Khari and in the beds of Limestone. 
various hill-torrents in Sanni and 'shoran and the lime 
manufactured from the stone found in Kbari and Kunara is 
pronoun~ed to be the best. It sells at about 12 and I4 annas 
per gunny bag. · 

Saltpetre is produced in small quantities in Bhag and Saltpetre. 
1\lun.;ur in the Bhag m'afJat, in Shoran, Pach in Gandava, 
Kotra and Khari, and ,at Panjuk in the Magassi country. 
Its manufacture is generally liJliited to the amount required 
for local consumption, except at Bhag and Shoran where it is 
manufactured for sale. At Bhag it is made by artisans 
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called tMrollut, who also manufac1ure gunpowder, and at 
• Shorao by the Nun:iris, who are engaged in the salt works. 
Saltretre is manufactured from earth taken from the s•tes of 
old mounds or buildings, and near Shor:in there is a small 
tract close to the salt-beds. The method of manufacture 
resembles in. the maio that of salt, hut in the case of saltpetre 
the percolated water is boiled and then put into a reservoir 
for the mineral to subside. The Rind chief recovers a !'Um 
of Rs. 30 annually and the Magassi chief realises about 
Rs. :;o toR ... 6o every year from the manufactur~. Saltpetre 
sells locally at about Rs. 7 to 8 per maund, and is exported 
to Jhalaw:in and Kal:it by the Br:ihuis. 

Ferrous sulphate or sagk occurs in the Nagau hills west 
of Sanni and has been described in the jlzalawan Gasetteer. 
It is also met with in 1he bed of the l\fukh:Ui stream about 

. three miles west ofGajan and near Kumbi ~est of Kotra. 
1 he principal industry is the weaving of cotton cloth. 

This is manufactured in almost all the important villages in 
the di!\trict. The cloth is generally of two descriptions : 
fori, a coarse cloth, is woven in lengths of 12 yards and is 
sold at R. •I-t toR. I/8 per piece; Khes, or double cotton 
sheets of variegated colours, are manufactured here and there 
but chiefly· at 1\Jushka.f and Jalal Khan. They are much 
prized and sold at rates varying from Rs. 6 to Rs. 20 ac
cording to texture. The profe-.sional weavers are the Koris, 
who are classed among the lower orders of Jats and some
times combine agriculture with their profession. The process 
of spinning is by means of a clzarklza of a primitive type, 
and the method of manufacture is that in vogue in India. 

Utensils for domestic use and surahis. or water jugs are 
mad~ hy potters, especially in Bhag-. i he coloured earthen
ware of Bhag is a famous curiosity of the country. In 1905-6 
the Political Adviser to His Highness the Kh:in of Kalat 
obtained some painted earthenware from Multan tor the Bhag 
artificers to copy, but the result is not yet known (1go61. 
Kut (compound metal) utensils, chiefly drinking bowls and 
plates of a good quality, are also made in Bhag. 

Leather work in Kachhi consists of saddles and horse
gear, sword-belts, shoulder•belts and embroidered shoes. 
Leather vessels (kuppis) of a strong and good qualit) are 
made at Bhag and are commonly used for keeping gki 
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and oil. Silk embroidery work on leather, ofa very finished 
description, is done in Lahri. which is much prized by the 
peo.ple. The following description of specimens of Lahri 
work sent to the Indian Arts Exhihition of Delhi in 1903 is 
given by Sir George Watt, K.C.I.E. :-

" In the Loan Collection Gallery No. 2909 is a sword· 
belt embroidered in what is there called llundi work. This 
is perh •ps the most wonderful and elaborate ne.-dl~work 
met with anywhere in India. The gr~en leather .on the 
sword side of the belt is covered by a mass of circular 
buttons or medallions of embroidery, done irt yellow silk, 
The•e are worked from a central pllint 10 closely compacted 
herring-bone stitch, the margin being secured by a ring of 
imitative chain-stitch work simultaneou~ly with the return of 
the threads to the centre. These buttons of embroidery are 
not more than fth of an inch in diameter and are inserted in 
lines separated by bands of chain-stitch work. On "ther 
parts of the belt the medallions are much larger, are of 
yell,,w, green, purple, white, or blue silk, and an inch .and a 
half in diameter. They have often central discs elabor .. tely, 
embroidered in chain stitch. "• 

The leather used for belts is cf a dark red colour orna
mented with green, and then embroidered in minute circles, . 
compacted between parallel lines ; this work is in g.,lden 
yellow silk ~nd in a minute form of chain-stitch. The 
katorddn, or drinking bowl, covered over with silk, made in 
Lahri and sent to ·the Delh• Exhibition, was also similarly 
and richly embroidered, only that a fair amount of magenta 
silk wa" employed and the rosettes were larger. 

Country swords, rifles, and pistols are manufactured in 
Dadhar. In pre-British days they were much in demand 
among the Brahuis. The two best known kinds of the 
rifles are those known as ltiri and farang, e"!;pecially valued 
by skikdris, and are still purchased to a small extent hy the 
local tribesmen. A country rifle usually costs about Rs. 16 
to Rs. 30. Gunpowder is also manufactured at Bhag for 
sale, and by the Baloch for their private use. The in· 
gredients used Hre saltpetre, sulphur and charcoal in the 
proportion of five parts of the f<trmer to one of each of the 
l~tter. The sulphur is first pounded. The charcoal, which 

• .. lrtdia• Art al D'lhi, 1903•" page 3090- -
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is obtained from calotropis gi'gantea or juniper wood, and the 
saltpetre are then pounded together, the sulphur is added 
and the three ingredients are then pounded continuously in a 
wooden mortar by a special stone. pestle made for tht: 
purpose, the contents being moistened with water at short 
intervals. When the powder assumes a deep black-greenish 
colour, it is ready for use. Some, however, .use country 
liquor instead of water for moistening the mixture, and the 
gunpowder thus made is considered to be ofthe best quality. 

The 'manufacture of carbonate of soda (khar) from the 
numerous saltworts is increasing, by far the largest quantity 
being produced at Gajan and the Rind tribal area from the 
plant called lani which grows in great abundance in the 
neighbourhood of these localities. The Zahri and Rind 
chiefs assess revenue at the rate of one-eighth of the total 
produce. Kkar is exported to Sind by the Hindus, especially 
to Sukkur. The method of manufacture is the same as 
dbcribed in the Sarawtin Gasetteer. 

Kachhi has a considerable amount of local trade, the 
• principal trading centres being Dadhar, Lahri, Haji, Bbag, 

Shoran, Gajan, Kotra, Gandava and Jhal. This trade, as 
well as the export and import trade, with Karachi, Sukkur, 
Shikarpur and Jacobibad in Sind, and the neighbouring 
districts of Sara wan and Jhalawan in Kalat, is in the hands 
of the domiciled Hindus, who have panckdits or advisory 
bodies of their own at central places. The Khan or the tribal 
chiefs levy various taxes 'on imports. and exports, which 
have been mentioned in chapter III, under Miscellaneous 
Revenues. 

The principal imports from Sarawan and Jhalawan are 
dates, gk{, tobacco, and wool, which are often re-exported 
to Sind ; and the exports include wheat, coarse cotton· cloth 
locally manufaotured, leather embroidered work, Indian 
cotton cloth dyed in various colours in places in the district, 
mustard oil and salt. 

The chief articles of export to Sind are juar, oilseeds, 
wool, carbonate of soda, and indigo from· Dadhar; horses 
and bullocks, for which Kachhi is famous, are also exported 
to Si.;_d, and purchasers for .bullocks come from the Punjab' 
and also from the CMgai, Quetta-Pishln, Sibi and Loralai 
Districts. The imports principally comprise gur from 
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Meerut and piece-goods, rice, sugar, shoes and country 
carts from Sind. The Sind-Pishin section of the N;orth
Western Railway, which intersects the district from south 
to' north, affords considerable facilities to traders, and the 
principal stations used are Nuttal, Bellpat, Lindsay and 
Mithri. 

The following statements give the maundage of the chief 
articles of imports into, and exports from, Kachhi at these 
stations during 1906 :-

' 
Mithri. Lindsay. Bell pat. Nuttal. Total. 

Names of 
Articles. 

Mds. Mds. Mds,. Mds. Mds. 

- -
IMPORTS • 

Piece-goods ... .. .I 1,760 1,414 3.659 1,931 8,764 
Tea ... 3 3 
S11gar 813 725 3o919 r,851 7o3o8 
Tobacco 3,329 3o329 · 
Grams 61o12 26,363 36,583 1o,zo8 791166 
Ghl ... 401 e123 7111 IS 1,257 . 
Oil 128 219 251 55 b5J 
Other articles 8,566 10,892 '9·714 7·838 47,010 

EXPORTS. 

Piece-goods ... 417 .417 Wool ... 68 99 . 353 219 739 Salt ... 811 811 
Oil-cake ...... s87 587 Tobacco 733 755 GM ... 124 12f 
Oil-seeds 320 1,265 16,294 7,213 25,092 
Grains 2,703 4ol77 295 1,8;7 91052 
Other articles 4o4j6 2,910 6,897 2,691 16,974 

The beasts of burden used for inland trade are camels and 
donkeys ; bullock carts are also much used, the c~mntry 
being open. . 

The Sind-Pishin section of the North-Western Rail way 
on the standard gauge enters the district near Jhatpat, 
.J5 miles from Ruk Junction and 361 miles from Karachi. 
It traverses the district for 8zi miles from south to n"'rth 
from Jhatpat to Pirak PirTakri, but the tract covered by the 
line forms part of the Sibi district and is known as the 
Nasirab:id Railway tahsil. 

TRADE .AND.: 
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(, 
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The necessity of the frontier railway system was recog
nised when Lord Lytton's policy was initiated in 1876. A 
larg-e survey party was organised during the winter of 
that year under :\fajor (the late Sir James) Browne, who 
made• a reconnaissance far into the hills, but little else 
wa~ accomplished and the survey party scattered in 1877· 
The project was then put aside till Septemba 1879, when 
the Government of India sanctioned the construction of 
a surface line across the pat or Kachhi plain. This was 
pushed on with gn•at rapidity ur.der the inspiring energy 
of Sir Richard Temple:>, . then Gov<!rnOr of Bombay, and 
was completed a" far as Sibi in Janud.ry 188o. • 

The ::.tations, which lie or: that portion of the line which 
passes through Ka.·hhi, are Jhatpat, Temple Dera, Nuttal, 
Bellpat, Lindsay and Mithri. 

No metalled roads exist in the di!>trict, hut the couotry 
is easily travers<!d in all directions; exc ... pt during the rains 
and heavy floods, when, owing to the muddy nature of 

-the soil thr.>u,:h which the r.>ads lead, communication even 
between 'illages is render<!d impracticable. 

A list of the principal route~ running through the district 
is given in .-\ppendix I. 

A numher of paths run to -the Jhalawan 'lnd Sarawan 
countnes. through the barrier of hills on the west. Th se 
include the Takari and Narilak tracks from Gajan to 
Zahri; the Ledav from Kotra to Z.:o..hri; the three tracks 
between Sanni · and Narmuk, the Hurro or R,>d-na· 
Kasar, Na•ani Kas>1r, 1ind Judusk-na-kasar; and the Bhaur 
tra ·k her ween Dadh:or and Narmuk. A description of the 
M{t'a pass route to the Jhalawan country wi'l be found i!l 
Appendix IV (Route I) of the jhala'Ztlan Gazetteer Other 
important tracks are those · leading- from the railway 
stations. These are from . .Mithri station to the village of 
Mithri (about 3 miles}; from Lindsay to Haji (7 miles) ; and 
Lindsay to Lahri 120 milesl; from Bellpat to Bhag 112 

miles); and thence to Shoran 123 miles,; from Bellpat to 
Lahri (23 miles) ; Bel pat to Phuleji (24 miles} ; Bellpat to 
Chhattar (22 miles} ; Temple Dera to Chhattar (24 miles) ; 
and· from Nuttal to Gandava via Jhok Qasim (40 miles); 

• For a further account of the frooaier railways, see Sibi District 

Gaselleer, pages 153·57· 
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and thence to Kotra 18 miles), and Pir Chhatta (6 miles) MF.ANS OF 
CO!IlMUNICA• 

where it joins the Mula pass route to jhalawan. F.-om TroN. 
· Gandan and Kotra tracks go to jhal and are about 22 and 
· zo miles respectively. 

Th~re are branch post offices maintained by the Indian 
Government at Dadhar and Bh.ag ; anJ also post and 
teleg-raph offices at thP- railway stations at Jhatpat, Temple 
Dera, Nuttal, Bellr>at, Lindsay and \iithri. 

Post and 
telegraph 
offices. 

The scanty and precarious rainfall, the dependence of the FAMINE. 

country on flood irrig-ation, and the absence of proper 
means of distributing the flood water render Kachhi 
liable to scarcity and· even famine. The only protected 
parts of the district are the few places which possess 
permanent irrigation and lie on the western bordt>r. 1 he 
staple food of the people consists principally of juar crop, 
which. is reaped in autumn. If, ther<!fore, the summer 
rains are opportune, and sufficient flood irrigation is 
received for the cultivation of dry crop lands, this 
crop is also sufficient to carry the population through the 
year. But as a rule such is not the case, and scarcity is 
frequent in consequence Successi\e failuPes of the summer 
rams or floods, on which only the people may be said to 
depend, often reduce the country to a state of famine. 

The earliest famine spoken of by the peopl.: occurred in Periods of 
the Magassi countty about 1878, whenJuar and wheat sold scarcity. 
at five seers per rupee. The next ·scarcity felt was in 
1879-So when, on the outbreak of the second Afghan war, all, 
the grain stores of the country were drawn off and the rates 
of stap es rose abnormally high. juar rose to 6 se~rs and 
wheat flour to 3 seers per rupee. This strain was felt for 
al1ou1 7 months, and to tide over the calamity, the people 
either migrated to Sinci or engaged as labourers on th.e lines 
of communications. The years 1885 and 1892 were also 
periods of scarctty, though their effect was confined to a 
part of the district only. The period from 1897 to 1900 was 
of exceptional severity on account of successive years of 
drought ; in the latter year the Khan came t<> the help ol the 
people by making advances, amounting to about Rs. 29 ooo, 
to the samindars of the Bhag, Nasirabad and Lahri nzdbats. 
Dunng the years 1904-5 and 1905-6 there was drought and 
scarcaty of fodder and drinking water in Kachhi, in 
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consequen~e of which thousands .:>f persons migrated to s·ind 
and other places in search of. employment for themselves 
and grazing for their cattle. Writing in January tgo6, the 
Native Assistant, Sarawan, said "All the khuskkdba lands 
of Sanni have been without cultivation during the last two 
years and out of the population of s,ooo people, only about 
300 now remain in the country." Similarly he noticed in 
Shoran that about four-fifths .of tht! population had tem
porarily, owing to the drought, migrated to Sind. 

No special protective measures are undertaken by the 
State. Under existing conditions, enormous quantities of 

' water run to waste in the N ari in ordinary years and the 
introduction of a good irrigation and distribution scheme 
would doubtless afford a large measure of protection. The 

I . 

only protective measure resorted to by the people is to 
migrate temporarily in search of work to the irrigated areas 
in Sind, returning to their cou;;ury when conditions are 
favourable. 

Fa.Diine food. In severe famine ye~rs, the principal famine food is the 
grain ofthe grasj called gam or gamk (panz"cum anti'dotale) 
known to the Brahuis and Baloch as gomdzg, which grows 
abundantly on land subject to flood irrigation, the parts best 
noted for its production being the Botan Lands, the. Mall 
pasture ground near Shoran, where it covers a very· large 
area, and the country round J atal Khan near Bhag It 

·sprouts immediately after the spring or summer floods and 
• grows about three feet high; the ears are harvested by the 

poorer classes and allowed to dry. After threshing and 
winnowing, it is husked and the grain is made either into 
cakes or porridge and eaten. 



CHAPTER Ill. 

ADMINISTRATIVE. 

FOR the purposes of administration, Kachhi is divided 
into two parts :• areas subject to the jurisdiction of 

the Khan of Kalat and those under tribal chiefs.. The 
former comprise five niabats: Dadhar; Bhag; Lahri ; 
Gandava; and Naslrabad, with headquarter.; at stations 
of the· same name, except Naslrabad, of \\hich the head
q11arters are at Mlrpur Bfbiwari. The district is under 
the. control of the p,,Jitical Agent, Kalat, with his staff of 
an Assi~tant l'olitical Agent. and a Native As!>istant in 
Sarawan; except the D0mbkis and Kaheris in the Lahri 
niabat, who are under the political control of the Political 
Agent of the Sibi District, and the line of railway from 
Jhatpat t<;> Pirak Plr l akri, whLh is officially designated 
as the Nasirabad Raihvay tahsil and also forms part of 
the Sibi Di .trict. The Political Adviser to His Highness the 
Khan is in immeJiate administrative charge of the five 
niabats, subject to the jurisdiction of the Khan of Kalat. 
Each of these niabots has ajii nashln; there are naibs at 
Dadhar, Bhag and Gandava, and over them all twomustaufis, 
one in chargd of Bhag with Lahri and the other in charge of 
Gandava with Nasinibad. The principal duty .of these· 
officials is the collection of revenue, but they also exercise 
civil and criminal pvwers and are helped by the follow• 
ing subordinate staff:-

I I. I Levies. 

. 

Name of ••ahaJ. . Muha.sibs. P. atwano. --------1 T¥'.''!~;: 
Duffadar. j Sowars. 

Bhag 

Labri 

Dadhar ••• 

Gandava 

Na~lrabad 

9 

4 

4 I 

.... I 
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The village headmen, who assist in the collection of 
revenue and other administrative matters, are known as arhdh 
and rais, the latter usually occupying a subordinate position 
to the former. 

By an agreement, dated the 17th February 1903, the 
Khan of Kalat made over the exclusrve management of the 
Nasirabcid nidbat, including the hlwer portion• of the 
Munjhuthi land, to the British Govet'nment in pt'rpetuity, for 
an annual payment of Rs. r,r7,soo, and further agreed to 
make over on lea!>e, in the same manner as the Nasiraboid 
nidhat, any land in the Lahri, Bhoig, and G~ndava nidhats 
that may hereafter be found to be irrigable by branches and 
extensions from existing British canals. 

The principal areas subject to tribal cobtrol are Jhal 
inhabited by the Magassis ; Shoroin by the Rinds ; Sanni by 
the Jotois; and· the Dombki and Kaheri country in the 
Lahri niahat. The Broihuijagirs chiefly lie in Boila Nari and 
the Boloin Lands held by the Sarawoins; and in Gajan held 
by the Zahris; and other areas in the neighbourhoC'd of 
Gandava and in Bbag Nari. In the numerous ftigirs within 
the KhAn's nidhats, jurisdiction in all petty matters is 
exercised by the fdgirddrs. 

The system of tribal administration of the Dombkis and 
Kaheris, who are under the jurisdiction of the Political Agent, 
Sibi, is slightly different and is briefly as follows:-

The Dombki chief settlE's all petty cases occurring among 
his tribesmen; more important disputes. are reported to the 
Political Agent who generally refers them to a Dombki tribal 
firga for an award, on which he passes final orders. These 
references are frequent, but care is taken by the Political 
Agent not to interfere more than is absolutely neces!;ary in 
purely Dombki cas.-s. Cases ·between the !Jombkis and His 
Highness the Khoin's subjects are. dealt with in accordance 
with the award given by the Sibi Sluihi jirga on the 8th of 
February, 18g3. The main provisions of this award are: that 
cases in which one party is a Dombki and the other a subject 
of the Kta.n should ordinarily be referred to the Sluihi ji"r~a 
at Sibi or Quetta, and that if it should be necessary for the 
Dombki chief to arrest an offender who is a subject of the 
Khoin, the man should be immediately IJ.Itnded over to the 
Levy risaldoir at Lahri for transmission to the Extra Assistant 
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Commissioner at Sibi; cases in which both the parties are the 
Khan's subjects are to be disposed of by the Khan's naib at 
Lahri in consultation with the D0mbki chief. · 

The Kaheris are gradually losing .t.heir cohesion as a tribe, 
a natural effect of peace and advancing civilization, and 
there is an increasing tendency for their cases to be report
ed to, ~nd dealt with in the first instance, by the Extra 
As!>istant Commissionei", Sibi, who, with the sanction of the 
Political A._:"ent, refers· them to the local or Sluiki jirgas 

· according to the nature of the case, the aw31ds bemg subject 
to the approval of the Political Agent. 

With regard to other Baloch tribes, the system of admin
istration prevalent among the Rmds and .Magassis, the two 
leading tribes, is different and on a -more organised basis 
than the rest owing to the strong position of 'their chiefs. 
The following is extracted from a note recorded by Mr. R. 
Hughes-Buller,· C.S., in 1903 on the administration of the 
Magassi tribe, the same being, with slight modifications, 
applicable to the Rinds :-

" The system prevalent in Kachhi differs entirely from 
that which is to be found in other parts of Baluchistan. 
Here the headman of the trrbe is every one, the rest no one. 
In fact the administration resembles, in Jhal at any rate, 
th~ management of one of those large estates such as are to 
be found among the big land-owners of Bengal and other 
parts of lndaa. The chief of the Ma~assis takes revenue 
throughout his juri-sdiction, and he is the supreme head in all 
matters. A good chief knows his people and his land very 
well. He has great influence among his people and has little 
difficulty in tracing culprits in criminal cases. In cases of 
crime, where necessary, headmen and other respectable wit
ne~ses are called to give evidence. Where no evidence is 
av~ilaHe, the accu!>ed is made to swear on his beard, and 
sometimes the ordeal by water is resorted to. In cases of 
theft, the red a ess of the injured party and the punishment of 
the thief by fines are the objects g. nerally kept in view. If 
the property of a thief is not sufficient to make good the Joss, 
surc'lies are taken for the collection and payment of fines 
within a given period. Adultery is punlshed by the infliction 
of fines which are recovered, in case of non-payment, 
from the adulterer's section or sub-section. Compensation 
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in case of adultery 
parties concerned. 
the hand of a girl 

diff~rs according to the pos1tion ot tht 
In some cases c;.sh is sufficient, in other1 

nearly related to the adulterer has tc 
be given. 

• • • • • * 
·"The collection of the chiePs share of revenue, or rathe 

rent, and the criminal and civil jurisdiction are intimate!: 
connected. For every village or area ot importance the chie 
appoi~ts a ntiib or deputy, generally•the head~an of the cla1 
or section inh~b~ting it. It is the duty of the ntiib to supervist 
the work of cultivators on the crops, to look after the N awab': 
Seri• land and the cattle pounds and collection of fees and tt 
decide petty-disputes occurring within his own area. He i: 
in constant communication with the chief and his dutie 
inciude the looking after the latter's bullocks, horses anc 
camels, collecting fines and tracking and apprehendin~ 

criminals or. sending for persons who are required by the 
chief. In Jhal, there. are about• twenty-five of such t~tiibs 
including one who is in charge of the cultivated areas on thE 
south side of the Gaji-Lak, vis., Karang, Tibri and Mochro. 
The nti.ib is assisted by a certain number of sowars who an 
appointed by tbe chief and who are mounted on the chief! 
horses, and a kotwtil whom he himself appoint~. The so war! 
take orders to a distance an~ help in the general administra· 
tion and in the collection of rents whilst· the kotwtil goe! 
on erranJs, takes messages, and has to supply water al 
the stands for the chief's animals." 

Among other Baloch tribes all important cases ·relating tc 
tribal usage come up before theji~gas, the influence of the lucal 
headmen being confined to the settlement of petty disputes. 

In the areas held by the Brahuis, the jtigirdtirs decidE 
petty cases of all kinds and the leading men among them 
leave representatives or ja nt~shins in charge of their estate~ 
during their absence in the summer. They are so numerou~ 
that a petty king exil>ts almost in every village, which is 
revenue-free. The most important instances, where the 
jaglrdtin exercise control, are of the Zahri chief at Gajan, 
the Iltazais at Kotra, and the Raisani and Shahwani chiefs 
in BaJa Nari. • 
- - --------------

• A plot of land especially selected by the chief for h1s own use, seE 
page 158. 
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, Th~ system on which the judicial work of the country is JuorcrAL: 
carried on resembles that described in the Sarawtin 
Gaselteer, the ba!'is being the tribal custom ( rawtij) and 
Muhammadan Law (skariat), and cases are decided either by 
compromise, by aroitration, by skariat or by jirga. A code 
of rules has been framed and applied to the Khan's nitihats 
which regulates the disposal of civil suits. The j'ti nashin 
bas powers to decide cases up to R ... soo in value; the 
ntiib up to Rs. s,ooo; and the mustauft up t.:> Rs. ro,ooo. 
Appeals from the orders of these officials are heard by the 
Political Adviser, who also decides cases in which th~ V<~lue 

:exceeds Rs. ro,ooo. Appeals from the Political Adviser's 
·orders lie to His Highness the Khan. The rate of court fee 
is 10 per cent. on the value of the claim. 

In the tribal areas, in civil cases, the Magassi chief 
receives one-eighth of the amount of a claim realised as his 
fees, while the Rind and the Shahwani chiefs levy 25 per 
cent. in their respective •territories. In criminal cases 
decided by them, the chiefs retain the fines imposed. 

All criminal cases are referred to the Political Adviser for' 
orders, and are decided lzy j'irga, skariat or arbitration. 

The system of internal tribal control and the method of 
:disposal of cases has been alre~ady referred to. To co-ordi
. nate this system with the general administration. of the 
country, tribal thanas have been established at Dandor in 

· Bala Nari, paid from the Bolan Levy Service, and at Ganda
va, paid by the Khan. Both are directly ·under the Native 
Assistant, Sarawan, and the instructions governing their 
duties issued in 1905 to the Political Adviser and the Native 
Assistant, Sarawan, have been referred to in the Sarawdn 
Gautteer. • These tluinas hold local j'irgas in the same way 
as the thdnas in the Sarawan country. 

No statistics of the prevailing forms of crime are available, Prevalent 

but, compared with pre-British days, crime is said to be on crime. 

the decrease. The most common offences are cattle-lifting 
and theft. 

For the detection of crime, especially of theft, ordeal by 
water is ~till resorted to by the Bal,,ch tribes, the usual 
places for the test being at Pir Lakha Jholi near jhal and 
Gaht,,r pool near Khari. 

• Appendix VI. 
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Much use is made of trackers (pairadhu), in the detection 

of such crime as theft and cattle-lifting, who are found every
where in the district, and some of whom are very skilful. 
They are paid by results. In some places they ~]so receive a 
share from the village grain heap. 

There ~re no arrangements for registration. Much use is 
made of the Kasis. In each of the· niahals there· is a Ktisi 

paid by the State, to whom cases are referred, and there are 
also Ktisis at Jhal and· Shoran maintained by the chiefs. 

Cases are also taken .to the Kdsis of Hamayun and Shahdad

pur in Sind. 1he cases usually referred to Kasis are disputes 
.relating to land or marriages ; and also to inheritance among 
the Jats. The Kdsi's usual fee for writing out a decision and 

· affixing his seal thereto (mohrdna) is one rupee. The Kasis 
in the niahals. are usually paid an allowance (wafto) in kind 

and sometimes also in cash from the State or receive a share 
in produce from the village heap• which is usually exempt 
from assessment.• 
I ' ' The only parts of the country from which revenue is 

derived are t.he 5 nitihats under the Khan of Kalat, and the 

principal sourc~s of revenue ll:re the land revenue, octroi, the 
fees and .fines levied in cases, and excise. Cattle-pound 
receipts ·and the poll tax (ft"sya) on Hindus 31so form part of 

the revenue. In July 1902, the administration of these nzahats 
was placed under the control of the Political Adviser and 
it is only since that year that reliable figures of both 
revenue and expenditure are av~ilable. ln 1904-5 the total 
receipts from all sources am ··nted to Rs. 2,44,976, of 

which Lahri contributed Rs. 39,348; Dadhar Rs. 52,574 ; 
Gandava Rs. 41,2g8; Nasinibad Rs. 12,621; and Bhag 
Rs. 99,135· The total expenditure for the calendar year 
I905 amounted to R.>. 54,266 of which Rs. 9,6g2 wer~ 
expended in Lahri; Rs. 16,281 in Dadha r; Rs. 11,384 in 

Gandava; Rs. ,5,910 in Nasirabad, and Rs, 10,999 in 
Bhag. In addition to these items, the Kalat State spends 

Rs. 9,240 annually in Kachhi, of which Rs. 7,200 are 
paid to the Rind and Magassi chiefs as their personal 

allowances, and Rs; 2,040 on account of the cost 0f 
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the thana at Gandava. The British Government has· also FINANcE •. 

granted levy services costing Rs. 12,924 per annum to the 
following tribes: Dombkis Rs. 317, Kaheris Rs. 325, and 
Umranis Rs. 435 • per month each. The first two named are 
borne on the levy service of the Sibi District and the last 
named on the Bolcl.n Levy service. 

The earliest mention· of a revenue assessment is that of 
Gandava by Cftach, the ruler of Sind, about 635-636 A.D., 
when Gandava was ~ttacked by Chach and the p~ople agreed 
to pay him an annual tribute of z,oo,ooo dirams and 100 bill 
horses. According to the Ain-i-Akbari, Sibi, in the time of 
~he Emperor Akbar, was one of the districts or maluils of the 
sarkti.r of Bhakkar in the stiba of Multan and was required to 
pay 13,81,930 dams and furnished a force of 500 cavalry and. 
•,soo foot. The extent of the country, inclu~ed in Sibi at 
the time, is not exactly known, but it seems not improbable 
that a part, if not the whdl.e, of the northern portion of the 
present district oi Kachhi was comprised in the mahal. In 
addition to this, among other mahdls of Bhakkar are men-
tioned the names of Fathpur and Khajanah, which may be 
identified with the present Fatehpur and Gajan, places close 
to Gandava. These paid revenue both in cash and kind at 
4i7,85q and 645,205 dams respectively and provided zoo 
cavalry and I ,ooo foot each. After th.e sway of the Mugh!il 
Emperors declined, revenue was taken by the Kalhoras of 
Sind up to the year 1740 and the latter appear to have 
maintained representatives in Kachhi, the principal of.whom 
was located at Gandava. It may be as well to glance here 
at the history of that time. The Brahuis had long cast longing 
eyes on the fat lands of the Kachhi plain, "and we hear of 
frequent raids in the time of the earlier Khans. Mir Abdulla, 
the great aggrandizer of the Ahmadzai dynasty, fell fighting 
in one of the frequent raids at Jandrihar near Sanni. This 
was in 1730, and in 1740 his successor Mir Muhabbat, taking 
advantage of N~dir Shah's visit to Sind, obtained the country 
from him in co·npensation for the blood of Mir Abdulla and 

• EKclusive of Rs. 72 on account of cost of 8 men employed in the 
Nasir a bad tahsU of the Sibi District. 
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of the tribesmen who had fallen with him. It 1s said that the 
whole valley of DaJhar was held by the Afghans and wa!> 
given direct ao; afagir by Nadir Shah to Sultan Qaim Khan, 
Shahwani, but the latter subsequently gave parts of it to the 
KhansofKal:it as demdidari or presents made on the birth of 
children of the Khans. The fact that in Dadhar are still to 
be found traces of some of the payments levied by the 
Afghans will be mentioned further on in an account of the 
a!'sessment of the niabat. Mir Abdulla and his successor 
Nasir Khan I proceeded to apportion these !and,;. They 
took by far the largest share for themselves, but to the 
tribesmen were given certain villages, and to these additions. 
were made from time to time for services rendered and for 
other reasons by later Khans. The grants to the tribesmen 
were," however, made on the distinct condition of service to 
be rendered. On each tribe was assessed a certain number 
of men-at-arms. This was known as gham, gkam kaski or 
laskkargiri. Each tribe then proceeded to d .. ide the number 
of armed men, which it was bound to produce, amongst the 
various clans. These were again divided amongst the 
sections. 

Followi1_1g the distribution of armed men amongst 
the clans and sections, came the division of the lands 
which had been acquired in Kachhi. The share of each 
clan was proportionate to the number of armed men it 
had to produce, and the same system was followed in 
the case of each secti~n. A special portion was set 
aside for the chief. It was understood that no individual 
should part with his share, and if a section ha:ppened to 
be reduced to such small numbers as to be unable to 
~ndertake the burden of ~rmed men asse~sed on it, a 
redistribution was made amongst the remaining sections of 
the clan. The lands are known as gham lands ard the system 
is similar to the gkam-i-naukar assessment which prevail
ed under Afghan rule in Pishin, The possession of these 
lands is vested in the various sections of the tribe and cannot, 
except by mutual consent of all concerned, be alienated. 
The following statement shows, so far as can be ascertained, 
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the principal localities where gham lands are held by the LAND 

Bnihui tribesmen :- REvENUE. 

Name of tribe. 

r Raisani I Shabwani 

] I Bangulzai 

·; Jl!lfuhammad 
.,.. Shahi 
~ 

j I Kurd 

I Lahri 

1 Langav 

t 
!1 :l rSarparra 

Name of ghaml Name of tribe. I Name of ghanz 
land. . land. 

rzahri Gajan. 

I Mengals lchhattar-Ph u I e J I 

Mithri 

Eri 

Cbandhar 
(Deb B.l.ran 

I 
Muhammad Pach (now confis 

Hasnis, in.l caled). 

I. eluding I 
I Harunis 

,;, j Blzanjau 
Zardad 

Takri :91 
Hanbi (Tuk) ; I Musiani 

._..., ~ Jattak· 
Bagra (now ~ I 

enjoyed by -; 1 Nlchari 
'the Langav .:; . 

chiers family) I 
Gogra 

1 Pandrani 

isashku and a few 
I other •·illages in 

Bhag Nari. 

iPathan 
iRahuja Jattak 
i 
iRahujaJan Muham

mad (now confi,.. 
cated). 

,Rahuja Rahim Khan 
; (now confiscated), 
I .. ._"d I 

~ ~ Zagar Men- Ukhti (partly l Kambrari 

l Summalari 

)Kamal and Khanu
. ka-,hahr). ~ ~ ~ gal~ of sold to the 

'[ill I Nu~hki Rind chief). 
c.5 
~ 'i l Roc' en is Taj 

I 
1Walyawa lands 
I near Mitllri, 

The subject of these as well as other jagirs, whether held 
by tribesmen jointly or individually, will be further dealt 
with under jagfrs. 

The land revenue system presents an interesting survival 
of ancient native methods and is described at length in the 
succeeding part of this section. No material change has 
taken place in it, and no systematic record of rights has 
ever been made. A commencement has been made, since 
1902, in putting matters on a sound footing in the Khan's 
nidhats, the administrat•on of which has been pLiced under 
the control of the Political Adviser to His Highness the Khan. 
The improved '-ystem of administration now introduced is 
similar to that in vogue in tne Mastung niahal and has been 
fully described in the Sarawdn Gasett<?er. In the trihal areas, 
where the chiefs and tribesmen levy revenue, there is, so to 
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I 
· say, no system at" all, no accounts being kept by-the revenue-

takers. 
The custom with regard to land tenures varies in different 

parts of Kachhi, but the basis of the system is, with cer
tain modifications, the same through.Jut. The produce of 
the crops is divided between three groups, the revenue
takers, the proprietors of the land, and ~he occupiers. The 
taking of revenue, which is the right of the ruling power, is 
called hatdi or sarkari in the niabats ,· in some of the 
tribal areas it is known as hohtdri, and the latter term is also 
sometimes used for the proprietary right mentioned later on. 

The revenue-takers may be again divided into three groups, 
the K~an of Kal3.t, the Brahui chiefs and tribesmen, and 
the Baloch chiefs. The Khan of Kaiat is by far the largest 
revenue-receiver in his miibats of Gandava, Nasinibad, Bhag, 
Lahri and Dadhar. The Balocb areas consist chiefly of 
Shoran and Jhal, whilst the Brahuis hold large grants in 
Bala Nari and elsewhere. Reference has been made abov~ 
to the history of early revenue collection and it has been 
explained how the lands were divided amJng the Bnihuis 
after Kachhi fell into the hands of the Khan of Kalat. 

It must here be noted that the Brahui tribesmen did not 
themselves cultivate. The land, as in the days of the 
Kalhoras, remained in the possession of the ancestral culti
vators; the Jats and the Brahuis simply took their share of 
the produce on the portion of lands distributed to each 
section. In course of time the Brahuis have bought up the 
proprietary right in some cases, and in other cases they have 
extended the cultivation beyond the lands actu'llly made over 
in lieu of men-at-arms, but the basis of the system still remains. 

Tne Baloch, we know, appeared in Kachhi about the 15th 
century and their position is some" hat different. In the first 
place, they are themselves cultivators and in some cases hold 
the proprietary right in the soil. Such are the Dombkis of 
i.ahri; the Kaberis of Chhattar-Phuleji; the Mugberis and 
Buledis of the Bhag nidhat; the Jatois of Sanni and the 
Lasharis of Kotra, Khari, Kunara and Gajan. On the other 
hand, there are instances, ~uch as those of the Rinds "f Shoran 
and the Magassis ofJhal, where the tribal chiefs have, either 
by force or by lapse of time, acquired large shares not only in 
the taking of revenue but also in the proprietary right. The 
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proprietary right is one which it is always in the interest of LAND 

the overlords to conceal, and great care and discrimination REVENI/E. 

has to be used in deciding whether that right has lapsed or not. 
The right to the revenue is the first claim on the cultivator's 

gr~in-heap, and it is not generally till after the revenue-taker 
has received his share of the produce and the cesses w11ich 
are known as lzahuaat, lawazz"mat or raszem that the proprietor 
of the land and the tenant proceed to. distribution. 

The right of the proprietorship in the soil is generally known 
either as satn, atkog-, samm-ul-ard, haq-ul-ard, topa or haq-z" 
topa, samfndan, milkiyat-z"-sam Dr milklyat-z"-samlndarz: The 
three first names are those in common· use, the remaining 
are tho~e generally found in docume_nts. · It cons.ists of 
a share of produce which might vary from one-thirtieth 
to one-seventh. But generally it is one-eighth. Hence 
comes the word atlzog, which appears to have been 
introduced from Sind. The right of sam or a/hog carries 
with it full powers of alienation by sale, mortgage or 
otherwise. This right was nCl doubt in former days entirely, 
and is still very largely, held by the Jats, who form the 
cultivating communities of the country under the a~hdhs and 
rtzises. As already ~aid, .the proprietary right has in many 
cases been transferred or • obtamed by force by the 
Baloch, and in some cases also by the orcihuis. Thus 
the Dombkis and Mugheris are the proprietors of the soil 
round Lahri and in Jalal Khan near Bhag, respec•ively; 
the Kaheris similarly claim to hold the proprietary right in 
Chhattar-Phuleji, while the Magassi chiefsolely claims the 
right within his tribal jurisdiction. Jp other nz"abats of the 
Khan, the proprietary right is chiefly held by the Jats. In Bala 
Nari and the Bolan Lands it is held chiefly by the Brahuis, 
but instances are found in these localities as well as in other 
parts o'f the distnct where it has been made over to the Jats 
and others for reclaiming waste land. 

Now the proprietor of the soil, in former days at an·y rate, 
frequently found himself in possession of more lands than he 
could pos~ibly work. In the great flat plain in Kachhi, the 
con!.truction of earthen embankments on the lands for irriga-

. tion purpol>eS is a sz"ne qua non. Therefore it frequently 
happens that the proprietors make over rhe1r lands to other 
culLivators who are called dhdd/uir, rtlhak or lath band tenants 
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The general custom with regard to them is that they con 
tinue their lien on land so long as the gandka or dam, in the 
construction of which they took part, remains. In other 
cases, where there are no large dams, their lien ceases wi~h 
the breaking of the embankments of fields constructed by 
theni so as to preclude cultivation for want of irrigation. 
Such a tenant, during the term of his tenure, has power to 
mortgage his share of produce, but cannot alienate the 
·land in any way except that, when at the time ofthe floods he 
finds the irrigated land more than he can take up himself, he 
may sublet a portion of it to another for one crop either for a 
fixed sum of money, or a share in ttJe produce varying from 
one-fourth to one-half of the net produce left after the pay
m.ent of revenue and atkog. The system is called tagai, rej or 
res. Such a tenant is known as rahak or ski'kmiin the Nasir
abad niabat, and his lien ceases to exist after the raising of the 
crop sown by him. In Gandava, sometimes a latkband tenant 
enters into an agreement under which he retains the lien on 
land fC>r a fixed term not exceeding 10 or 12 years, during 
wliich he pays rent at one-thirtieth of the produce to the 
proprietor. In the Khan's area, some of the lathband tenants 
have obtained their lands from the proprietors and remained 
in occupancy for generations without interference, but their 
lien on land is not recognised by the proprietors as of a 
permanent kind. The. landlords have no right to raise the 
share first settled as rent between them and the latkband 
or abtldkar tenants. Another form of tenancy, in vogue 
among th~ Jatois of Sanni, is that in which a tenant enters 
into an agreement with ·a landlord, reclaims a piece of waste 
land and acquires a lien in a land for a number of years, 
usually not exceeding seven years, during which he pays 
rent which is incre;,sed every year. Thus during the first 
y~ar he pays one-seventh, which rises to one-third in the 
fifth year, and continues at the same rate till the seventh year, 
after which the tenant is liable to ejectment. Ment•on may 
be made of the tenant called hathdir., a labourer engaged by 
well-to-do cultivators to help ·them in their agric•Jltural 
wark. He has no lien on the land, but takes a loan fr<'m his 
employer and receives one-third or one-fourth of the net 
produce and also food and clothing, but cannot throw up the 
work till he has paid his debt. 
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Finally may be mentioned the system called kulla or /;:ulla 
sharlki under which the owner of land and water, not h:mself 
possessing a pair of oxen, asks another. to join him in the 
work of cultivation with his one ox or a pair of oxen. The 
owner of one ox receives under this system one-fourth of the 
produce. 

LAND 
RBVENUI. 

In irrigated lands, the tenants, as a rule, are tenants-at-will, Irrigated 

and as such, where engaged by proprietors, are liable to ·areas. 

ejectment after raising the crop sown by them. In Khari 
and Kur.ara, under a system known as pero or hhung, the 
owner of water irrigates and cultivates the lapd of another for 
a single crop. The·landlord, in such a case, either receives a 
lump sum in cash or a share in produce, usually one-sixteenth, 
on account of rent of his land. It is customary, however, in 
Khari that the owner of land becomes a tenant of the owner 
of water, receiving one. fourth of the produce. After the 
raising of the crop, the mutual agreement cea<ses to exist. 

UnirrigateJ lands are everywhere permanently divided 
dow~ to the individual. Irrigated lands are also divided at 
Khari in Gandava, but in other parts of the district, water is 
divided and the land is h.eld in common and is parcelled out 
according to the shares in water for each crop. The only 
cases of periodical distribution of irrigable land or.its produce 
on a different principle from the one referred to above 
are by the Rahejas at Sibri in Dadhar, the Tumpanis of 
Kunara and the Kumbechis of Kumbi near Kotra. At 
Sibri, a portion of the irrigable land called pahri is · 
alienable by the individual holJers, and has been set apart. 
The remaining land called k,~mani, which is the common 
property of the Rahejas, and, as such, is not alienable by 
individuals, is divided into three equal parts held by the 
Sahakani, Shehakani, and Baddazai sections respectively. · 
Each section cultivates the land of its own share jointly 
and the produce is divided equally among all male 
members (mardan sort) of the respective sections, each share 
being known as kamdn. Prior to the division of land, the 
principal Raheja headman receives four hils or two shahdnas 
of water on account of his dastd,. (turban or chiefship) for his 
sole benefit, in addition to his ordinary share, while the 
other motahars or leading men get an extra share each for 
their motabarship. At Kunara that portion of irrigable land 

Custom of 
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which is not subject , to periodical di.,tribution, although 
payang revenue, is called inam and is alienable. by the respec
tive holders. The remaining portion is divided among males 
at the time of sowing each crop. A -share is also allotted for 

. the funeral expenses of such men as have died in the preced
ing year. To eac 1 share a bel or 12 hours' flow of water is 
then allotted, and water-supply is divided into the total number 
of btfls thus arrived at and cultivation is done in groups by 
several persons jointly who divide the produce among them
selves according to their shares. Such lands, as a rule, are 
not alienable by individual holders. At Kumbi the Kumbechis, 
a sect~on of the Lashciris, cultivate their lands jointly and 
divide the produce among all male members of the section. 

The responsitlitities of the arbtlbs and raises in Kachhi are 
large and multifarious, and a good deal of work falls on their. 
shoulders in connection w•th the cultfvation of the lands, 
specially at the time of constructing dams (gandhas) in 
rivers, and in the collection of revenue.' Their aprointments 
in the Khan's niahats are usually made by the Khan and are 
hereditary, except in case of unfitness. The system of their 
remuneration is based almost on a uniform principle and each 
individual holder is paid according to the responsibility which 
devolves upon him. 1 bus in each village or tract cultivated 
by Jats, there are sepuate raises for each section of Jats, and 
their remuneration takes the form of either a small revenue
free. grant (m.utifi) in favour of the arbdb or rals Ct>n-:erned, or 
an allowance in kind on every crop. The payments are called 
wtijib and consist of the items known as arbdbi for the arbab 
and rafsi for the rals. Sometimes both are combined in one, 
i.e., an arbab may al!.o hold the right of raw:, while one person 
may hold several ralse$. In the Gandava niabat, Ganda va 
proper has five ralses, four of whom are paid at 55 kiisas each, 
while the fifth, who is employed for the seri or crown ltnds at 
Gandava, is paid at 1 kharwar and 55 kasas ; Pach has 
four raises, each paid at 126 Rtisas; Rahuja Jan Muhammad 
has one rafs and Fatehpur has two, each at 55 kasas; Rahuja 
Rahi •n Khan has one rals paid at 37t kasas; Zorgarh has 
one paid at one kharwar and 55 kasas; Kotra belonging 
to the Khan has two raises, each paid at 27i kasas ; the 
foregoing allowances are paid on wheat andjutir harvests. 
Lastly, there is one rais at Khari, the revenue of which place 
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is fixed, who is paid a fixed cash allowance of Rs. I2 on LAND 

each of the two harvests, viz., wheat and juar. In unirri- REvBNUB. 
giited lands i~ the Gandava nidl)at the pa.yments are 
of three kinds, viz., aFbahi, rafsi and dahoyari. There are 
several arbdhs in the niabat and each gets f of a lulsa 
per kharwar on two-thirds of the amount realise!;~ as revenue. 
In the same manner the rafsi cess is paid at 1 Jui.sa per 
kharwar on two-thirds of the amount collected as revenue, 
and there are sever«! ralses who hold more than one such 
cess in a village. The right of dahoyari is one of great 
importance and survives from old days. It is said to have 
be~n originally granted by way of inducement to the arhdhs, 
raises and others to bring waste land under cultivation. It is 
paid at two kdsas per kharwar in the same way as the a7'hdbi 
and rafsi. The rates of daho;•ari in other parts of the district 

'vary from 1 to 2! kasas per kharwar, and in sorpe cases, such. 
as in the Bolan Lands, it is levied nn the total re,·enue collec
tions. It ma.y be noted here that this is an important right in 
vogue in many places and is now claimed from the revenue
takers in all cases in which it was first granted for reclaiming 
the waste lands; in the majority, though not in all cas~s, 
the right to ddhayari is held under written agreem~nts, and in 
such cases the ra{ses or others claim the proprietary rights of 
the lands reclaimed by them. Hence the right is known as 
the wag or rein of proprietorship by the cultivators. In the 
Na .. lr:ibad niahat the allowances in· unirrigated lands are 
similar to those· in the Gandava niabat, except that an 
additional allowance is paid to the raises.called haq-i-.farib~ 

This is paid in special cases cove.red by written leases grant
ed by the State on the autumn h •rvest, after the batdiwork 

. is completed, at the rate of five kasas per Jarib of land. In 
Lahri an!i Dadhar the allowances to he:tdmen are given in 
fixed quantities in kind. In Bhag the orhdbs are paid 
~i milarly, but the raises get rl kasas per khr.t'IIJdr from the 
revenue collections. In the tribal areas the remuneration of 
,.afses, etc., appointed by the respective jag{rdars, is almost of 
the same kind as in the Khan's areas, the payment usually · 
consisting of fixed amounts in kind, called wa;i'b, on each crop. 

The assessment in different parts of the district is too Character 
elaborate and complicated to be described in general terms. of assess

The system differs in every area, it may almost be said in menl. 
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every village; that in vogue in irrigated are:ts, again, differs 
from that in dry crop tracts. Each area, therefore, w•ll be 
treated se-parately and a beginning will be made with the 
Khan's niahats. There are three systems of levying revenue, 
viz., hatai or division of produce, appraisement of certain 
crops in cash (mokz~ or mokki) and fixed assessment (basta) 
whether in cash or in kind. 

Batai is the commonest form of revenue both in irrigated 
and unirrigated lands, the grain-heap is sealed by a guard, 
known as tappodar, and the arrival of the niabat official 
deputed for the purpose is awaited. The latter is accompa
nied by his following of sowars or footmen, the Hindu 
weighmen (dkarwaz) and the treasurer (kardar or takvfldar). 

The weighman now proceeds to divide the main heap into 
smaller heaps of equal size (kkori) according to the rate of 
rev, nue. Thus if one-sixth is to be taken, six heaps are 
made. An e~tra heap of a smaller size, known as vi'ck-ki
kkori, is at the same time set apart for the payment of cesses 

• and the wages of village servants; 

The irrigated lands in the Gandava niahat, for purposes of 
assessment, are of three kinds, viz., ( 1) rayati or those in 
which the land and water are held by a proprietary body of 
peasants who only pay revenue to the Khan; (2) seri or 
crown la11ds in which the Khan holds the proprietary rights 
and is himself the revenue-taker; and (3} those the posses
sion of which has devolved on the Khan from his relatives 
the I!tazais and belcnging to either of the above two kinds. 

-In the first kind of land the rate of revenue is one-third. 
In crown lands the Khan supplies seed but recovers it from 
the produce and assesses ihe balance left at three-fourths. 
In the third kind, viz., lands inherited by the Khan from re·a
tives, the land is again sub-divided into two kinds, viz., 
seri in which the holdinJ',' belongs to the Khan in proprietary 
right and rayati in which the cultivators are the pro
prietors themselves. In addition to the ordinary share ,,f 
revenue, the State levies a number of cesses at varying 
rates. They were originally meant as the remuneration 
of the various officials of the Khan . engaged in collec
tion of revenue, but are now appropriated by the Khan. 
Some of them are paid from· the extra ·grain-heap set apart 
for the purpose, while others are paid fro01 the cultivator's 



Cesses from the commoo grain-heap. Cesses from the share of the cultivator, o Kind of land,, R::e 
. llmldi, Namt>. I RatE'. Name. i 

----------~----~----------·------------------~----------------~-----------------
RatE'. 

(i) l.an ds in l 
wiJich the cul· 
tivators are 
proprietors 
(ra)lati). 

(ii) Crown I 
lands (s~ri.) 

... 4! Kdsas per kharwd1' ... 1, Munni·ndibi (for 7 kdsas on every musht 
ndib). of water. 

z. Jkoli ... 6 ktlsas per kkarwd, to z, 
be calculated on the 
total amount real· 
ized from lawdsima 
and revenue. 

Da1'bdni (for an offi. i kdsa per k!Jarwnl', 
cia! called da1'bdn). 

3• Sipdhi pidda (for a 15 kdsas per every hE'ap 
footman). . of threshed gr.ain. 

3• Munt~i mlrdeh 4 kdsas·l Each one 4· Bijdi mirdbi... • •• 4 kdsas on every mushl 
(for an official ·~ kt (~ery of water, 
called m/rdeh). mus our 

4• ~:fA (or road •lldsas ~~~~h~bdn~~ 
5· Jowdt ... ... 16 kdsas J of water. 
•· Lawdzima ••• .zi kdsas per kharwd1' ... 1. Sipdhi m{rdek 

2. Jholi ... • .. 6 kdsas at same rate as a. 
fkoli under (i) above, 

3• Munni m{rdeh ••. 4 kdsas} Each on every 
4• Jowdl ••• ... 16 kdsa.r muskt or four 
5• Munni ndibi ... 7 kdsas ·fingers of 
6. Dagg_ ... .. •l kdsas water, 

Da1'bdni 

... 15 kdsa.r on each kkar• 
man (heap of thresh· 
ed grain), 

... I topa per kkar'Wdr. 
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Ccsses from the common grain-heap. Cesses from the share of the cultivator, 

Name. I Rate, Name. I Rate. 

-

Munni t1d1'bi ... 8 i~sa~l Each of these P•dda (footman) 4 
Jd-,ashln ••• 1 11,'

6~ cesses is ,/a ~ levied · on T h u k brlgh.bdl' I 
sa J every k/111 or (f,,r gardener) 

Tlwk mun.,hi ... I kdsa 1 •hoo~rs' flow 
Thuk ddrogha ... 1 kdsa ol water. 

Dtvhdni ... • .. i t .. pa per kharwrfr, 
Kmlya Mrhar- 3 topds per Marwdr. 
ddri (for tr~ns· 

rort of revenue 
grains, &.- ), 

Pidda ... ... ,. kdsas 

} 
I, Munni--o~dibi,., ... 8 krlsas per khft. 

jd1wsMn ••• 1 kdsa Each on 2, Arhdhi ... ... 2 krlsas per kharu•dr. 
Munshi ... .... kdsa ever' liM' 3· Darbdni ... . .. ' topa per llharu•dr, 
Ddro:?ha .. , ... , lids a of water, 4· Kirdya bdrbarddri ... f kdsa per llharwdr. 
Bdghbrln ... I kdsa 
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The cesses on cotton, tobacco and bhang crops are calcu- LARD Ravs-
• NUE. 

lated by weight, a seer being substituted for a lldsa. and a 

maund for a kkarwdr or kklt. In addition to these, the 

village servants such as carpe.nters and blacksmtths also 

receive payments from the cotton-heap, and their shares are 

liable to the payment of batdi at the rate current in the village 

concerned. 

The rate of batai on fodder is one-half in sen· lands and Batdi of rod

one-third on all other parts of the irrigated land. The cesses der 

are uniform everywhere and include two loads of judr stalks 

on account of a cess called munni and two loads of bkzJsa on 

every muskt of water. 

The value of vegetable and poppy crops is fixed by Assessment 
on special 

appraisement, and one-third of it is taken as revenue, and crops. 

also aces .. called takki ndibi at nine pies per rupee on the 

total value of the crop. The custom in seri lands, however, 

with regard to vegetable crops is different. Thus in the seri 

land situated in Zorgarh and Gandava, summer vegetables 

pay one-half; from the remaining one•half, one-eighth is paid 

on account of bohtari or proprietary right, and nine pies per 

rupee on the total amount on account of takki ndihi. Vege-

tables grown in winter pay two-thirds.ofthe total amount plus 

takkt" ndibi and bolttdri at above rates from the remaining one-

third. Sugarcane pays three-fourths without any cess. At 

Kotra both in the seri and rayati lanJs, vegetables pay 

revenue at one-half besides cesses amounting to one and a 

half anna per rupee. 

In addition to the revenue paid in kind by division of pro- F~ed 

d 1 d h assessment. duce, the irrigated Ian sin the 1,1idbat pay an annua fixe cas Ka atog and 

assessment consisting of two items: luzlangand moksali, which 

are probably of very ancient origin. The latter (moltsalt) was 

meant 4S a payment for the official who collected the revenue, 

but is now appropriated by the State. The amount paid by 

each village is proportionate to the amount of water and land 

attached to it, and is payable after the wheat harvest. The 

molrsali. 
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LAND REvE- following statement shows the amounts paid by different 
NUE. 

villages :--

Name or Village. 

Gandava 

Fatehpur and Kot Muhammad Shah 

RahUja Jan Muhammad 

RahUja Rahlm Khan 

RahUja Jattak 

Pach 

Kotra belonging to His Highness the Khan 

-
Khari . 

Kalang.l Mohsali. 

Rs. Rs . 

••. f 200 0 0 

-~-~ 108 14 0 

49 0 0 
I 

••• i 38 0 0 

••• i s6 u o 
i 

•••• 103 0 0 
! 

26 0 0 

3 0 0 

3 0 0 

I 0 o 

0 12 0 

I 12 0 

2 0 0 

Revenue of At Khari, be!> ides. the amount of llalang, shown above, a 
Khari village part of the irrigated holding called dtilzni (i.e., subject to 

penalty), has to pay a fix.ed revenue in kind locally known 

as holzar at 8o lllzaruJtirs 48i ktisas of wheat anll a similar 

quantity of jutir, and a further fixeci annual payment of 

Rs. 16 in cash on account of what is called lath, a cess 

which is said to have ·been imposed by Mir Khudadad 

Khan as fine for the Joss of a mace which one of his mace

bearers lost in the ·village, an~ the payment has ever since 

continued. 

Other fixed 
payments in 
somevillages 
on irrigated 
lands. 

Unirrigated 
lands. 

The only other fixed payments are from the Lasharis of 

Pach, Rs. 16 per ye~r, on account of what is called rasum 

naihi; and from the Saiads of Gandava who hold revenoe

free•grants, rasum naibi at I 5 lldsas of wheat and 15 kasas of 

jtuir every year on the respective crops. 

In .the dry crop areas attached to villages under perma

nent irrigatic:m. the rate of revenue, except in Kot'ra, is one· 

fourth; and the following cesses are also levied: lawasima at 

5\- lldsas and j'holi at 6 k.dsas each per k.lzarwdr, pai~ from 

the common grain-heap ; darhdni at ! of a topa, mir-delz 
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and sipaki-piada 3! topas each per kkarwar, paid from the LAND · REv-
ENuE. 

cultivator's share. At Kotra the rate of revenue is one-fifth and 

the cesses are, as follows, levied on every embanked field :

mzmni ndibi ( 8 kdsas) ; piada ( 4 kdsas) ,· Jd-ndskin ( 1 kdsa) ; 
bdgkhdn ( r kdsa) ; munski ( 1 llasa) ,· darogka ( 1 lldsa) ; 
kasagi, darbdni and kiraya bdrbardari ( 1 kasa ). In other 

' estates, composed solely of dry crop areas, the rate 

of revenue varies from one-fifth to one-third. The cesses 

also vary, and include lawasima and jkoli paid from the 

common heap, and darMni and mir-dek-sipaki paid from 

the cultivator's share. The lawasima is in some villages 

remitted (muaf), but in others it varies from about 3 to 

6 kdsas per kkarwar and the j'koli is also levied at the same 

rate. Darbdni and mir-dek-si'paki are paid at uniform rates 

of! of a topa and 3t topas per kkarwtir, respectively. In two 

villages, mir-dek-sipaki is not levied while in one case the 

amount is not fixed. 

Round Gandava and Kotra, fodder is assessed at a uniform Fodder in 
rate of one-sixth, and in the remaining villages the rates varv unirrigated areas. 
from one-sixth to one-twelfth, a cess called mu1mi being 

levied in all cases at two loads from every embanked field. 

In some villages the revenue on fodder is levied in cash at 8 

annas per embanked field and the cess of anki naibi at 9 pies 
per field. 

Lastly may be mentioned the various services called sursat Miscellane-
ous services. 

(provision free of cost of supplie'>, such as fuel and fodder, to 

the Khan or his officials on their visit to the-niahat or any 

village) ; and mekmdni or entertainment charges levied only 

in some of the unirrigated villages on the Badra stream in 

cash varying from 9 annas to Rs. 5 and credited to the State. . . 
The only irrigated village in the Naslrabad nitihat is Naslrabad 

N h h . h" h . l . d h nidhat irriaus e ra, an w 1c revenue IS ev1e at t e same rates as in ·gated land. 
the raJati lands in the Gandava niahat. 

The unirrigated area is divided into three circles viz., Deb Unirrigated 
N asirabad, Deb Jhok Gul Mahammad, and Deh Mfrpur-wa- lands. 



Name of Deb, 
Rate of 

revenue. 

' 

lo N'lslnibad.' .. 

} 
I. 

2. Deb jhok ' z, ! and f Gul Muham-
mad. 

' 
i 

3· Deb Mlrpur, ~and! ..... 

2, 

3• 

CESSES. 

-
Cesses paid froni · common heap. Cesses paid from cultivator's share. 

----------------- --- ·- -------·-. ·--

I I I Name of cess. Rate. Name of cess. Rate. 
I 

.fholi ... ... 2~ Msas per khat"wdr I. Darbdni ... ,.,1 topa per klzarwdl', 
Partdl ... t§ krlsa per kharwdr z. Kdrddr (for the offi- I krisa per khai'Wdl'. ... 

cial of that name). 
3· Zrilnt (for the State 1 topa per kllarwdr. 

sepoy etc.) 
4· Mfrdeh, an official! topa per kharwdr. 

·who collects the State 
share in fodder. 

Thuk (originally meant 
for S01iads and others 

lr topa per kharwd, • 

including Sajjada 
nashln of Sirhind but 
now taken by the 
State). 
Darbdni ... ... I topa per kharwdr. 
Jhol• (levied only in a zf kdsas per khar-
few villages). wdr . . · 

- ---------- -~- -~-
... ------

.. 
VI 
0 



REVENUE RATES IN LAHRI. 

Fodder is assessed at one-tenth in Deh Nas{rabad and 
Deh Jhok Gul Muhammad and at one-sixth in Deh Mlrpur. 
The revenue share is u .. ually appraised with the help of 
arbitrators from among the local cultivators and is converted 
into cash at the rate of 8 annas per bullock-load, an additional 
amount for the naib's cess being levied at one anna per load 
in the first named two tracts. 

In the Bhag niabat, which entirely consists .of unirrigated 
land, revenue is levied by hattfi at a uniform rate of one
fourth, and the cesses (kabtlbtlt) paid from the common 
heap, on every kkarwar of the tot:tl produce are :-lawasima 
(31 Msas); jkoli (2! .Msas) ; and tkuk partal (x! kasas): total 
7l llasas. The rate of lawasima, howevel;', varies in some of 
the villages, it being 10! kasas in mauza Khokhar, 10! 
kdsas in mauza Babar and 7i ktlsas in Shori. Fodder is 
assessed at one-eighth. · 

In the Lahri mabat, revenue is levied in some parts at one
third, and in oth~rs at one-fourth ; the only cess, which is 
paid from the common grain-heap, is the jkoli ndibi, the rate 
of which is 2! kdsas per kharwar of the total produce. 
Fodder is assessed generally at the rate of one-sixth, which is 
appraised and converted into cash at 8 annas per bullock
lo~td. The Baloch cultivators, however, do not pay any 
share of fodder, 1-ut each cultivator is required to pay some 
reasonable amount in cash on account of entertainment 
which forms part .of revenue. In a fe·w individual holdings 
revenue is levied at a reduced rate as a matter of concession 
to rersons of religious sanctity; and the cesses are also 
remitted : for instance, in Shahr Kazi, the kasi's own land is 
assessed at one-sixth while the Mian Sahib of Katpar pays 
one-ninth of the total produce. 

Revenue is levied by the J{han in Da~har by hatdi or 
divisi0n of the prodl•Ce, and basta or fixed assessrr.\nt either 
in cash or kind or both. As will be presently explained, fixed 
assessment in both cases is in addition to the ordinary 
revenue paid by batai. The prevailing rate of revenue is 
two-fifths of the total produce. The State also takes, as 
revenue, one-third of the earnings of the village servants 
anJ reapers, fr<'m whom the following assessments are 
levied : the thuk par/41 assessed on village servants; trUi 
which is levied at the rate of one kdsa on every gkunj or 

LAND REV
ENUE. 
Fodder. 

Bhag ttiD6a • 

Lahri ttiD6at. 

Dadhar ,.;n. 
bat. 
Irrigated 
lands. 



Cesses paid from the common heap. Cesses paid from the cultivator's share, 

-
Name.· Rate. Name. Rate. 

-- - ·-·-
•• Sdd,.at (originally meant 21~ kdsas per hit• of 1, Ja-nashln ... ... 3 topas per hit 0 

as a contribution to- water; out of this water, 
wards the cost of enter- 3~ kdsasiare refund- a. Darwdni ... ... 2 pim-lds per hit 
tainment c,~f Afghan offi- ed on account of mot of water. 
cials who u~ed to come to the owner of the 3· Thappodari ... a pinrkis per bit of 
for the collection of water. water. 
revenue to Sibi and 
Shikarpur va'a Dad.ha r). 

a. Dagg-munsM-tnkl'i (ori. 4 kdsas on every khar-
ginally meant for the man (heap of corn 
grain measurer, munslzi

1 
threshed al a time). 

and the carrier of the 
revenue grain basket, 
re!ipectivelJ ), 

3· Niwdru, also called dhar- i kdsa 011 every khtll'• 
wdi (originally meant ma~a. 

for the grain measurer), 
4· Jholi ndi~i ... ,., 

I 
a kdsas per kharwdl-, 

S· Thuk thdkt4 (originally 
for a minstrel of the ; krlsa on every chan· 
!<han named Thaku). I nel (wdhi) of water. 

• A bit of water is reported as irrigating about 15 acrts of land. 
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on certain crops. Thus on barley, cotton and indigo, the 
assessment is at one-third ; the only cess on barley is jholt 
ntlibi at the usual rate ot two kdsas per kharwtlr on the total 
produce, which is also the only cess on sesame (tu), the 
revenue on which is asse~sed at two-fifths j cotton pays on 
the total produce lawasima cess at Sj seers, jlwli ntlihi at 2 

seers, and bhani or wages for weighing at 1 seer per maund. 
The first two cesses are also levied on indigo, which further 
pays f- of a seer for weighing (dharwai-wa-mirabt). 

NUB, 

The rates, at which revenue on fodder is levied in villages Fodder. 
subject to the assessment of two-fifths of the produce, vary. 
Wheat and j11a,. pay •! bullock-loads of bhusa and stalks 
respective!,. on every hi't of water ; one-third of all wheat cut 
green for fodder is also taken by the State as revenue, but 
green fodder of judr sown in spring is appraised in cash. 
Ndr, i.e., grass, &c., in the field, after harvesting the crop 
of juar and cotton, pay revenue at ! wtthout any cesses ; 
and 11UJih fodder is taxed at one-third plusjlwli ndihi at one
thirtieth of the total produce. 

Variations of rates of revenue occur in a few villages. In Variations 
~ • of~~~ Baran, a village situated in Sara wan, but for purposes revenue in 

revenue coilection administered by the Dadhar m'dbat, the certain 
rate of revenue is one-sixth without other cesses. Other two villages. 
villages, in which important variations occur, are Chhori and 
Mashkif. The conditibns prevatling in each are shown in 
the following statement:-

Cesses, etc. 
Name of Name of ·Rate of 
village. crop. batdi. From common I From culti-

produce. vator's share. 
I 

Chbori •• Jwheat, }ud,. 1 1. La111dsima at Ja-t~as 1J Ia i, ... 
and til. 5 Rds'l$ per 'Dar'71Jd,.; and 

lzharUJtf,., Thoppoddri 1 
paid by guess 
generally 
about a Usa 

a. Jl•oli adibi at 
per bit. 

2 his as 
iha,.711d,., 

per 

3• Thui Saiad 

i (for State) 
paid by ~uess. 
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i 
I 

Name of I Name of 
village. ' crop. 

I 
Barley 

Fodder:-

I 

I 
I 

I 

Rate of 
IJatai. 

1 s 

Bh.Uaand Exempt 
karalJ. from 

Mashkaf-
(a) On 9 out Wheat 
of the 1 ll parts jud,.. 
into which the 
IJO hits of 
water of the 
village are dt-
vided. 

and 

Fodder:-

revenue. 

Bhzlsa .. : Fixed at 

~ 

100 Iran
gars (net
fuls). 

KaralJ ... 100 bullock 
loads. 

Ndr of 
judr. 

(6) On 1 part Wheat and 
out of the 12 jtttir. 
parts. 

Til 

(c) On the re- Wheat 
maining 2 out judr. 
of the 12 
parts. 

and 

! 

Cesses, etc. 

From common I From culti-
produce. vator's share. 

lo Jholi ndilJi at 
:z kdsas per 
kharzvdr, 

1. Sddrdt Fixed 
at31t kharlJ!drs 
out of whi.:b 
the Khosa 
landlords get 
back mot 
amounting to 
10 kharzvdrs 
and :zi Msas. 

2, Jd-nashfn, 
fixed at 2 

khaT?Vdrs and 
71 kdsas. 

1. Kharch, at 6~ 
kdsas per ldtar
"lf1dr (assigned 
tn Wadb·a Yar 
Khan. Khosa) 

t. Kharch at ~ 
kdsas per khar
.,dr. 

1 • .Kharch at 6} 
kdsas per lhar
'IVar (a~signed 
to Wadera 
Yar Khan). 

:z. Jholi ndilJi at 
2 kdsas per 
khaT?Vdr( 1 kdsa 
out of this as
signed to Wa
d Ira Yar 
Khan). 

3· Tokri at 2 
krisns per khar
man. 
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Fixed assessment in irrig•ted lands in Dadhar consists of 
several items known as kalang-, maslri rasum, malang-, 
hddslu1kz"-klu1ka, takkari, and kdsag-i. Except the last named, 
all are raid in cash. The two first named, viz., kalang and 
waslri ras•lm, are levied in all vil_lages !'ubject to the revenue 
of the Khan in additi.m to the ordinary revenue paid by 
batdi. 

LAND REVB· 
NUE, ., 
Fixed assess
ment. 

Kalang is payable annually on the wheat crop at a Kalartg. 

fixed rate of Rs. 2-4--4- on every h~ of water, but a part of 
the Mashk;H village pays a fixed annual a"sessment of 
Rs. 181-11-o and ·the rest of it is exempt from the kalang 
payment. 

Waslri raHlm is levied on every hit of water at annas WIJIIri 
rtUrS,. 

1-4 on both the wheat and juar crops, and is recovered 
annually at the wheat harvest along with kalang. It was 
Miginally imposed as an allowance for the Shahghasi or 
the Khan's minister, but was forfeited and appropriated to 
the State by Mlr Nasir Khan II. In Mashkaf, wastri rasum, 
like the kalang, is fixed at Rs. 48 per annum. Part of the 
two villages of Baghait and Dur Khan, viz., 57 bits in the 
former and 13 bits in the latter, are exempt from the payment 
of the wastri rastlm. 

AJalang is a fixed cash assessment on gardens. It Malartg. 

amounts to Rs 10 on 10 btts of water owned in Baghait by 
Tlrath Ram and Tillu Ram Hindus. Besides which, revenue 
at two-thirds of the produce is also. levied. And in the 
Kamoi village, Bibi Fateh Khatun of Kotra pays Rs. 5 per 
annum on her 5 bits of water which are, howe;er, free 
from revenue. 

Bdlsluilli-kl'aka is made up of two items: the first signifies h4tkll41u 
a contribution for entt!rtainment of offici:tls and is a relic of klulia. 

the Afghan re\·enue !'y ... tem, whtle the second was instituted 
in the time of Mir Nasir Khan II, the KM.n allowing a 
timely suprly of water from the Bolan river for the secono 
watering (kkakdwa) of the crops. The combined tax is now 
imposed on those villages under permanent irrigation in 
Deb Khahi, ·which are held injaglr by Bnihuis and others, 
who levy their own revenue. The total annual assessment 
is Rs. 125-4 and is distributed over several villages as 
follows :-Naushehra, K-..ahi, Saiad Bahar Shah-ka-shahr, 
Rs. 64-15-o; Kot Saleh Muhammad, Rs. 14-2-6; Kot Azim 
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· Unirrigated 
lands in Da

' dh~r nidbat. 

Government 
or Crown 
lands. 

Crown lands 
in Gandava 
nidbat. 

KACHHI. 

Khan, Rs. 2o-8-6 ; Khan Garb, Rs. r 1-11-3; Ghausabad 
Rs. s-2-3 and Mir' Bagh Rs. 12-8-6. These villages, except 
Saiad B<Lhar Shah's lands in his own village which aJ'e 
exempt, pay to the Khan 1 kdsa of grain per kharwar on the 
total produce, the payment being known as kasagi. This 
payment was formerly made to the Mullazai family of Kalat, 
but was afterwards taken by the State. Each of the three 
villages of Ghulam Bolak, Chotai and Jalambcl.ni pay annually 
a fixed a!>sessment compo.sed of zi kharwars of wheat, 
and 5 seers of indigo ; a cash payment called t11kkari of 
Rs. 76-1o-8 is also made by each village as contribution 
I owards the entertainment of officials and is the sam_e as 
btidshdhi mentioned above. These three villages are also 
bound to supply, free of cost, a sufficient number of men 
to escort the ,Khan's horses going to Mastung, Bhag, Lahri, 
Nasirabad and Gandava. 

In .unirrigated land, the amount of which, however, is 
limited, being almost confined to Mashkcl.f, revenue is 
generally levied at the rate ~f one-fifth, anc' the following 
ces~es are also recovered frotn the total produce : lawdsirna 
71· kasas and jizo/i naibi 2t kdsas each per kharwar; tokri I 

kasa on every threshing floor and partdl or assessment at 
. the rate of one-third from the total earnings of the village 
servants. Fodder is not asses .. ed to revenue, but one-thud 
of thenar or grass extracted from thejuar fields is taken by 
the State. 
Land~ belonging in proprietary rights to the Khan are 

known as sarkdri as distinguished from th~ rayati or those 
held by the peasant proprietors. The history of the acquisi
tion of the Crown lands cannot be traced except in one 
instance, viz., the lands of Zorgarh in Gandava 'niahat, which, 
as the name 1m plies, were obtained by force by the ex-Khan. 
The Crown lands are confined to the irrigated area in 
t'he Gandava and Dadhar nidhals. In the former they are 
known as seri and the princtpal sbis are situated in 
Gandava, in the Khan's village of Kotra, and in Pach and 
Zorgarh. Each seri tract represents a certain amount of 
water from the stream irrigating the village, and has a 
proportionate amount of the common village land attached 
to it. The land is cultivated by tenants-at-will ; the rates 
of revenue, which include rent and also'the cesses levied by 
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the Khan in the various lands, have been given above under LAND REv~· 

an account of the revenue system of the Gandava nidhat. ENUB. 

In each irrigated village in the Gandava nidhat, the Khan 
has a right to have a specially selected plot of land (gdvera) 
proportionate to the entire supply of i~rigation water to the 
village, cultivated by forced labour, the Khan providing the 
seed. 

In the Dadhar nidhat, crown lands are attached to the 
sources of water supply. They include two hits in Baghait; 
27 hits in Kamoi; 22 hits in Wahi Shali-Nawaz; and Joi hits 
in Soni. The system of assessment and the rates of revenue 
are those ordinarily in vo~ue in the irrigated lands of the 
1ziahat, except that the Khan recovers atkog or the pro-
prietor's share at one-eighth or one-nin1 h of the t.otal produce 
left over after payment of the ordinary revenue; but when 
the seed is supplied by the State, the share Of athog is raised 
to one-fourth. ln Soni, however, the right of cultivation is 
annually let out on a contract to tenants-at-will for a cash 
payment and they also pay, by hatdi, the ordinary revenue 
in kind, The realizations in. 1903 amounted to Rs. 250. 

The Khan possesses 25 hits of water and land in Kamoi, of 
which 15 hits are cultivated by forced labour, the State 
supplying the seed and appropriating the total produce, 
while the remaining ten hits are farmed out annually for a 
cash payment for the cultivation of vegetables on which no 
other revenue is levied. 

Crown lands 
in D.idhar 
nialJtll. • 

Water mills, their number, the places where they are Water mills. 
situated and the system of their working, have "been de-
scribed in" the section on Agriculture in chapter II. The· 
only place where they are subjected to revenue is Dadhar, pos-
sessing seven mills, which are annually leased by the State 
on a contract ((lara) which, in 1903, brought in Rs. 920. , 

Large areas in Kachhi are held revenue-free (jagfr), but 
no reliable record of them exists. They are scattered in 
\'arious parts of the district, and include both irrogated and 
unirrigated areas, by far the greater portion falling under 
the· latter head. Roughly, the grams are of two kinds and 
include those held by trib_al groups and classed as gham 
already referred to, and those held by numerous individuals 
in different rarts of the country. A third class is that in 
which a portion of the revenue has been assigned to various 

Revenue
free grants 
or jaglrs. 
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people. Suchhnds ·are known by the terms nisf amluui 
or ad/a ambari (half revenue assignment) and chahar amMri 
(three-fourth rc:venue assignment). 

On the questron of the right of resumption of revenue-free 

grants by the Khan, all th<£t neeJ be said is that the late 

Colonel Str Robert Sandeman, at the time of the Mastung 

settlement in 1876, committed him~elf to no guarantee that 

the Khan should maintain, in perpetuity, the revenue-free 

hol.tings. The t;:rants are consequently subject to the usual 

condition'> of IJyalty and good behaviour towards the Khan. 

The fullowi-·g is a brie.f account of the system of revenue 

and character of assessment prevailing in the most import

~nt of the J"dg{rs in Kachhi. 

In the ,\lag tssi trib.£1 area of J hal, the chief is the pro-

prietor of all lnds, and the tenants, though they have been 

long in occupancy, have . acquired no permanent or alien

able rights. 1 he fullowm.: account of the system of 

revenue prevalent in this area has been mainly extracted 

from ·• note recorded by Mr. Hughes-Buller in 1903 :-
The revenue or rather rent taken by the chief differs .in 

rate from ooe-lounh to one-halt of the produce. In addi

tion to the actual r~::venue which is takc:n both in grain and 

in foJder, certain cesses, ramm, are also levied, which 

amount to 1i kasas per kharwtir. 
The chiet has also a right tc select for his sole use a plot 

of )and und...r c:ach water channet, known as the_ sen: For 

this, ho;: provides seed, and the land is cultivated by Ia bour 

· supplied by the cult•vators or tenants and the chief appro

. priates the whole proceeds, both grain and fodder. 

Irrigated 
land. 
Panjuk. 

The Panjuk water is at pre~ent drvided into 48 !Jokris. 
The number of !Johns is generally decided by the cultivators 

in conference with tne nato, but the distribution is said to 

be entirely arhitrary. and can be increased or diminished 

as circumstances requir~ On thrs water, t~ere is an assess

ment of 40 kkaT'IIJdrs. of which to khar'JJars are known as 

kdsagi and 30 khaT'IIJdrs as kharch. This is the first due 
to he taken on the grain-he .. ps of the village and is taken 

in shares proportionate to the amount of each grain-heap. 
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fhere is also a fixed assessment of Rs. J-8 on each •!Jokri. LAND RE.V

If the number of hohri's are largely increased, this amount t:NUI!. 

is gen,.rally proportionately reduced. Thi!> cash payment is 

kpown as llalang. 
As soon as the grain-heaps are ready in the deras or the 

common threshing floors, the grain.heap is divided into six 

shares. Seri is then taken in the shape of a one-sixth 
share. The five remaining shares are then again amalga
mate.d into one heap and cess at the rate of 5 lldsas per 

k!wrwdr is taken· from it. The cess having been taken, two 

kdsas per kkar1var are set aside for the village carpenter and 

four kasas per klzarwar for the cultivator as his wages (tapa) 
for cutting the crop. Out of the carpenter's share, the chief 

takes a quarter for himself. One lapful per kharwar is then 
set aside for the modi or money lender. Those cultivators, 

who allow this mducement to the modi, reap the advantage 
of being able to obtllin goods from him at cash prices and 
loans without or at low interest. Out of the modz~s share 

two parts go to the landlord and three to the modi. 
The watcher em. the threshing floor also gets a double 
handful per khar·war in addition to the heads of grain which 

he obtains at reaping time. Half a kasa, or two wpas per 
kharwar, are then taken as dharwai or wages for the mea
surer and added. to the landlord's ~hare. Two and-a-half 

wpas per kkarwdr are next taken for the pirs known as 
piranj'a and also added to the landlord's share. Three wpas 
f0r the landlord's pakhdli or water-carrier come next and 

they are also credited to landlord's share. One and-a-half 
toptis per kharwdr for the mistri also go to the landlords 
share. Two and-a-half wpas fer t}le sweepers also go to the 
landlord's share. This is known as churdnfa. Half. a topo 
per kkarwar is taken tor the mdkri or the saintly person who 
prays for the destruction of the locusts. This also goes to 
the landlord's share. A whra or a nosebag-ful from the 
balance of the whole heap is then taken by the khalifa or the 

deputy anJ is also added to the la~dlord's share. The land
lord's ~arJener (btighbdn} then receives a handful or two, the 

• A water-di•ide or channel. 
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amount being indefinite. Also a double handful for the cook 
(borck') of the guest-house. In Panjuk it is the custom fvr 
the chief to take one-third share of the straw. He also 
has seven oels of water ~s his own, for which he suppli~s the 
seed, but which the cultivators are bound to cultivate for 
him. Much of the green crop from this land is given to the 
cf!ief's horses, but. in dividing the grain, the chief fir'lt ,takes 
the amount of seed he used and three-fourths of the remain- . 
der, the fourth share going to the cultivators; the same is 
also the case with the straw. 

After the different dues have b'een taken, the remainder of 
the heap is divi.:led into five shares, of which the landlord 
takes two and the cultivator three. Out of the cultivator's 
heap the kotwal or village watchman and the headquarter 
gate-~~eper (daroan) get a double handful per kha7'11Jar from 
the produce. ~.Vaihi is also taken at •i kasas per kkarwar. 

Elsewhere, the rate of batai is generally two-fifths and the 
cesses are the same as in unirrigated land; the chief gent>
rally appropriates for each crop a small portion of land (sen), 
supplies the seed and enjoys the entire produce, in the same 
way as the seri of dry crop areas. In the Kanhari stream 
the rate _of hatai is two-thirds without any cesses, but the 
chief gets a pi~ce of land cultivated as seri. 

At Kotra and its neighbourhood, revenue is levied both in 
irrigated and unirrigated land by Iltazai jagirdars, viz., Mir 
Kar~m Khan, Bibi Fateh Khatun, and Mir Gauhar Khan. 
Each of the three Kotras held respectively by them possesses 
an equal amount of water supply which is sub-divided into a 
number of kketrs, each kketr_ representing eighteen hour!>· 
flow of water with land attached to it. These kketrs are of 
two kinds, viz., rayatio/ those in which proprietary rights 
belong to the Lashari cultivators and seri or those in which 
the jaglrdars combine the right of levying revenue with the 
proprietary righ~. In the seri lands the J"tiglrdars supply 
seed, which is recovered before the division of the produce. 
The revenue assessment is at one-third in the rayati and 
two-thirds in the seri lands. The cesses, paid to the faglrdar.~ 
on every kketr on both kinds of land from the common grain-
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heap, are known as ambarna tkuk t, (3-le- kdsas}; piada (4 kdsas}; 
ndzhi (8! kasas), (in rayati lands natbi is paid from the cul
tivator's share); tre-tkuk (1 kasa) and tkuk of Pir Sultan, Pir 
Chh~tta and Pir Dastglr (one and-a-half kdsas); and lastly 
kdsagi, which is a cess peculiar o1;1ly to the rayati lan.ds and is 
paid at 2l kdsas per kkarwar of the total produce. In addi-
tion to the revenue mentioned above, fixed annual cash assess-
ment called kalang is also levied by the jagirdars at the 
following rates: Kotra Mir Karam Khan at R. 1-1-o per Heir 
amounting toRs .. 18·1·0; Kotra Bibi Sahib R. 1·4-0 per kht!tr 
amounting to Rs. 25-o-o ; and Kotra Mlr Gauhar Khan 

1 R. 1-2-o per khitr amounting to Rs. 2J·lo-o. Further 
may be mentioned the t\\·o systems. known as gavt!ra 
and gaknga whereby the jaglrdars, in their respective villages, 
have a right to select the best plots at the time of sowing 
each crop, and to irrigate the same with .the whole amount 
of water for three days and three nights in case of gavt!ra 
and two d<iys and two nights· in case of gaknga. The 
right in respect of the latter as to the amount of water to 
be used was in dispute in 1904 between the jagirdars and 
the Lasharis. In gavt!ra the cultivation is, as a rule, done 
by forced labour; theJdgirddrs supply the seed and enjoy 
the whole produce. For gahnga, however, temporary 
tenants are engaged and the produce is, in the first instance, 
assessed at two-thirds and the seed is also shared accord
ingly. From the remainder, which is left for the culti

vator, one-twelfth of the total produce is again paid to the 
jagirddr. Gaknga land pays the same cesses as the st!ri lands 
described above. 

LAND 
REVENUE. 

The unir riga ted area is entirely rayati and pays revenue at linirrigated 
one-fifth plus the cesses in vogue in the irrigate-d rayati land, land. 
an embanked fieiJ (band) being the substitute for a kkt!tr 
for purposes of calculation. 

At Kunara, Patri, and Laskani villages near Gandava, 
revenue is levied by the Mullazais of Surab, who are, at 
present (1907}, in dispute among themselves with regard to 
their shares. The rate of assessment is one-fifth in irrigated 

t Thull means a fixed contribution. 
II 

The MuM. 
zaijdgirat 
Kunara. 
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and one-sixth in unirrigated lands and the cesses, which are 

similar in both cases, and are paid from the common heap, are 

kharck 2 kdsas per kkarwar and the following per threshing 

floor (kharman): piddai (4 kasas), kdrdari (1 kdsa) and ja-na

sklni paid by guess generally about a kdsa; and, lastly, munni 

paid at 6 kdsas per kharman from the cultivator's share. The 

assessment of fodder follows the rate of grain, but pays only 

one cess, viz., naukri at a bullock-load of fodder from every 

kkarman. 

In minor crops, such as mung, moth and til, the only 

.fixed cess is kharck at the rates given above ; all others 

are paid in small quantities by a guess, while there is no 
munni in such crops. As elsewhere, the jagirdars have a 

right to a small gavera cultivation i~ the irrigated land at 

Kunara. 

Jtigir of the The importantjligir of the Zahri tribe of Jhalawan lies at 
Zahri tribe. · 

Gajcl.n ana its neighbourhood. The revenue is levied by the 

Zarrakzai chief, and is divided according to fixed shares 

among the various members of the tribe. A greater portion 

of the jaglr, however, is held by the chief as his sardari 

right. The proprietary rights in the land belong to the local 

cultivators. The jagirdars levy revenue uniformly on all 

crops at one-third. in irrigated and at one-fourth in 

unirrigated lands, but in the latter when waste land is 

reclaimed, a reduced rate is fixed by mutual agreement and 

varies from one-eighth to one-fifth. In addition to the 

ordinary revenue paid by batai, cash assessment (kalang) 

is levied annually at the rate of 6! annas on every shabana 

of water. The total number of shaoanas is 242!, of which 2£ 
held by ra¥es are exempt from kalang, but pay the usual 

revenue by batai. Of the 6§ annas recovered ·on account of 

kalang-, 6 pies is the chiefs right as the head of the tribe 

and was originally meant for the cost of the flag (bairak) 

which he carried at the head of the Jhalawan division of 

the Brahui confederacy. The following statement shows 
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Name of crop. 

Wheat and judr' 

Barley ... 

Bhang (hemp) 

Cotton ... 

Cesses paid from the common grain-heap. 
Cesses paid by the culli 

vator from his own 
share. 

... 1, it: dsagi-'IIJa-arbd bi ,,, 
z. Ndibi ••• ... 

3· Ism, i.e., number ofcesses 
recovered by the chief, 
but payable at his dis
cretion to certain in
dividuals at one kdsa 
each. 

4· Dhar'llldi tfor a. servant of 
. the chief). 

S· Buk-ism or double hand
fuls for each of the isms 
above, 

6. BuA-kdsagi-'IIJa-arbdbi. 

... r. Ndtbi... • .• 
z. Ism munshi ... 

... '· Kdsagi and Ndibi-arbdbi.; 

••• r • KdsaJfi·'IIJa-arbdbi ... ... 
a. Ndibi ... ... ... 
3• Ism ... ... .. . ... 
... Burra-ism ... ... ... 

z kdsas per k{lar'llldr. 1, 

xl do, 
Bhdra (for transport 
of revenue grain) = 
I kdsa per khnr'IIJdf' 
of revenue grain heap 

7 kdsas per dera or khat'man, 
2. Mtmni = 6 kdsas on 

I kdsa per dera, 

7 double handfuls per dera, 

1 double handful per de,.a. 

2 kdsas per khaf"'IJdf' • 
1 kdsa per dera. 

4 seers per maund. 

2 seers per maund. 
II do. 
6 do. 
6 buf't'as or lumps of cotton 

(as much as will go in 
one hand) per dera. 

every dt!ra. 

3• Buk Mara = one 
double handful on 
every dera. 

4· Buk munni = 2 ~ou. 
ble handfuls ori every 
dera.. 
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· In' fodder the rates follow those;. of grain in irrigated 
land, but in unirrigated land there is a uniform rate of one-

• sixth irrespective of the rate in grain. In either case, there 
are no cesses except the ndibi. which is one bullock-load from 
each cultivator or group of cultivators jointly cultivating. 
In irrigated lands the ndibi in green barley and judr is a 
plot of these crops in every dakana or a unit of ten skabd11as 
of water. 

Besides the revenue and cesses mentioned above, the 
chief takes at harvest time from every dakana one bullock
load (naibi fowal) of the harvested crop ; four kurdas or 
plots for ismbdro in the wheat crop ; while in juar he takes a 
bag of harvested ears as naibi bora and a man's load as 
ismbad. . 

The chief enjoys' also the gavera and seri in irrigated lands, 
and these are of the same nature as the gavera and seri of 
the lltazais in Kotra. In both cases-the chief supplies seed; 
he takes the total produce in gavera, whilst in sen' the seed 

, used is dedtJcted from the total produce and of the remain
der he takes seven-ninths and also the same cesses as are" 
levied in other lands. 

Sursdt. 

Miscellane
ous contribu
tions from 
. even)Je col
ections. 

Revenue 
levied by 
Rind chief. 

He has also ·the right of obtaining supplies of fuel and 
grass, free of cost, at Kotra beth on his arrival in and 
departure from Kachhi. This is known as sursat. 

From the total revenue collections in wheat and fttdr, the 
chief takes, as his special share, 10 kdsas from every 
kharman, out "f which he pays back to the ~ultivators Sf 
kasas for their wages (kokar) for the transport of his grain to 
water mills, and appropriates the balance himself for wanr 
or the cost of ropes for his horses. Again, in irrigated lands, 
the chief recovers 41- kasas on every shabdna of water from 
the total revenue collections as a special personal grant 
(mawajib} to enable him to pay his clerk and other men whom 
he considers deserving. The remainder of the amount real
ised as revenue is distributed among the tribesmen, including 
the sardar, according to shares which are already fi~ed. · 

The Rind tribesmen as well as the]atois of Sanni cultivate 
their lands themselves, but the Rind chief, Wadera Sardar 
Khan, who owns the greater portion of the land, levies 
ra\renue which,· except in the case of some of thP. irrigated 
lands ~hich will be presently described, also :ncludes re~t. 
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In the unirrigated lands, the tenants-at-will provide the LAND 
REVENUE. 

seed, which is deducted from the total produce. The 
revenue is levied on·the balance, the general rate b~:ing two- Unirrigated 

fifths ; but it1 Mall and a few other villages the rate is lands.· 

one-fourth. A number of cesses, .all d~bited to the common 
grain-heap, are also levied. Those forming part of the 
sarddr's revenue are kharch sarMr (4 kdsas per kharman, 
except in one village, Tunia Muhammad, where it is 4l kdsas) 
ruiibiand ralsi each I kdsa per kharman, but confined only 
to a few villages; j'holz" naibi, jholz"ja-naskin, j'holi darbtini, 
each about I kdsa per kharwar ~& thuk, 6! kasas per 
kharman / and lastly deh klzarch at 4 ktisas per kharwdr. The 
two last-named are confined only to Sianch and a few other 
villages which do not pay the kharch-sarkdr cess ment1oned 
above. 

The chiers share in fodder is one-sixth in j'udr and one
fourth in wheat, which latter is also the rate in other minor 
crops; and in each case a bullock-load or two is. taken extra. 
for ruiibi on every field (band). Villages, paying one-fourth 
revenue in grain, pay one-eighth and in few cases also one
sixth in fodder, j'uar being the only crop raised in them· 
Special mention may be made of the Lakhti village, thej'agir 
of the Zagar Mengals of Nuhski, which has been partly sold 
by the latt~:r to the. Rind chief. The proprietary rights in 
the land in this village are held by the local cultivators and the 
Rind chief o~1ly levies revenue in respect of hi's share at one
fourth in grain and one-twelf[h in fodd~r, the only cesses 
being ndibi 2 kdsas per kharwdr and J710lz" naibi and j'holi 
Jd-ndshan paid at about Ii kdsa.s each per kharwar. 

The irrigated lands, in which the Rind chief levies revenue, 
chiefly lie in the villages of ShJran, Sianch, Isubani and Kalu 
M<ihesar and the system, 'in vogue in each, isbr1efty described 
below. .. 

Fodder. 

Irrigated 
land. 

Of the two water channels at Shoran taken off from the Shorin. 
Sukhleji river and known as the Gahnga and Rodh, the 
former entirely belongs to the chief, who also holds a large 
proprietary share in the Rodh, but the rest of the Rodb 
belongs to others, who pay revenue to the chief. For ~he 
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lands watered by the Gahnga stream, the chief supplies the 
seed and recevies three-fourths of the produce in addition to 
a multitude of cesses all debited to the common grain-heap ; 
those forming part of the revenue amount in wheat to abottt 
44 kastis ; Rs. 18 worth of grain on every tiraki'• ; and one 
kasa per lllzarwar for maktai for supplying seed. In juar 
the cesses, besides maktai, amount only to about 27! kasas on 
every tiraki. 

In the Rodh channel, the assessment is somewhat compli
cated .• The stream is uivided into 17 wakis or half skabana:r, 
of which 10 belong in pl'f)prietary right to the chief . 

.For these lands the chief supplies the seed, and receives 
as revenue and rent two-thirds of the produce; also certain 
cesses wl'lich aggregate about 27! kdsas per wakt~ and makttii 
at r kasa per kkarwar. He also takes one-sixth of the re
maining one-third and leaves five-sixths to the cultivators. 
Of the other 7 wakis, 3£ wtlkis pay revenue as follow:
In one of th~ wtihis, known as seri waki, one-twelfth of the 
total produce in the wheat crop is first set apart and is 
assessed at one-eighth plus two kasas for certain _cesses. 
The remaining eleven-twelfths pay one-third. In the remain
ing 2! wahi's, different assessments of one-ninth, one-sixth, 
one-fourth and one-third prevail; the cesses in all the 3! wtlkis 
are similar to those in the sardar's own lands in the Rodh 
channel described above. 

At Sianch the Rind chief possesses the right (s~rz) of appro
priating the whole supply of water for each crop for his two 
skahtlnas of land, he supplying seed and receiving three-fourths 
ofthe total produce, besides aor 3 kasas of grain from every 
grain heap. The local cultivator~ possess proprietary rights 
in all the irrigated land, -and, besides giving him the sbi 

above referred to, pay revenue to the chief varying from 
one-eighth to two-fifths, and.lso cesses amounting to about 
1 t! kasas per ·kluzrman and four kdsas. per kkarwar. 

In the Isubani v1llage the irrigated lands, belonging to the· 
Isubani, Godhri, Nakhezai, Kulloi and Azdi sections of the 

• A tirdhi represents a piece of land irrigated by one-sixth of the 
Gahnga channel. · 
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Rind tribe, pay revenue to the chief at rates varying in 
different estates from one-fifth to one-eighth. The cesses in 
each case are fixed in a lump sum of 15 kdsas on each tluio or 
tract irrigated by 12 he's or 6 skahanas of water. In addi-
tion to taking revenue, the chief has also a seri in the village 
for which he supplies the -seed, levies revenue at three 
fourths, and the cesses called maktai ( 1 kasa per kkarwar) and 
darwani and !uirddri. 

The irrigated lands of the Kalu Mahesar village held by 
Ghulam Bolak Rinds, Buledis and Saiads pay revenue to 
the Rind chief at one-eighth of the produce and the whole 
village also pays him cesses, which are fixed at 30! kdsas on 
each harvest. 

LAND 
REVENUE. 

Kalu Mahe-
sar. 1 

As already mentioned, large grants are held by Brahui ~d~u~· 
. Js~m 

tribesmen in Bala Nari anti the Bolan Lands. In the former BaJa Nari 
• and Bolin the principaljagirs are those held by the Raisanis, Shahwams Lands. 

Bangulzais, Muhammad Shahis, Kurds, Lahris, Sarparras, 
Rodenis -and others, including Saiads of Dadhar, while in 
addition to these, there are several half-revenue (nz"sf amhdri 
assignments to individual tribesmen, notably among the 
Lahris, Bangutz"ais, Raisanis, Rustamzais and Lasharis, 
originally granted ~or reclamation of waste land or other 
services. In several cases, transfers by sale have been also 
made by the original grantees. The usual rate of revenue in 
these estates is or~e-fifth of the produce, besides which cesses 
for payments to various officials are recovered. These 
include 2 kdsas for ndilJ, 2 kasas for ja-nashin and f or I Iuisa 

per llkarwar for Mrdar. The rate in fodder varies from 
one-eighth to one-ninth or one-tenth. while in Mi•hri it is 
one-nineteenth, and in each case a bullock-load or so is 
taken extra from each cultivator for ntiiht: 

In the Bolan Lands,Jagirs were orig-inally granted to the BoJanLands. 

Hasilkbanzai, Hajizai and Chanravzai sections of the Shab
wani tribe, and while for the most part these sections still 
hold the grants, in many cases transfers by sale or further 
grants from the Khan by sale or otherwise have taken place, 
and among the holders, othet than those mentioned above, 
are now hgo7) Hasni, Surizai; and Sh:ihozai Shahwanis i 
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Sahtakzais; Raisams; Rustamzais; Badduzai ·and Garnini 
Ban5ulzais; Lahris; Mugheris and Jatois, while some 
Hindus of J alai Khan village have purchased from the Chan
ravzai Shahwanis their j'dgirdari rights in part of the Chhuar 
village. The rates of revenue vary from one-fifth to one-third 
for grain, while on fodder they vary frQrn tlne-twelfth to 
one-fifth. A number of cesses are also levied by the revenue
takers from the common grain-heap arld include ndz"hivarying 
from 1} to 2 kdsas per kharu:ar; kharch varying from l to 4 
kdsas per khn:rwdr ; jd-nashini, pz(Uai, munnzpai, and mlrdeh 
each I kdsa per kharwar. Revenue is also levied at the usual 
rates on amounts paid to village servants from the common 
grain-heap. 

- Revenue- In the Bhag niabat the principal holders of revenue-free 
free grants 
in the Bhag grants are the Blzanjau Brahuis, who hold several villages in 

· .. idbal. Deh Mirpur Manjhuw.ili ; the Kambranis ; the Raisanis ; 
Lahris; Langavs; Magassis and Abras. The most import.; 
ant are· the half-revenue (nisf ambO.ri) assignments held by 
the Mugheris and Butedis in the tract known as Buledkar, a 
few villages in the latter being also revenue:free ; and by the 
Umranis in the D~h Tambu, 

Revenue 
levied by 
jdg{rddrs in 
the Dadhar 
niabat, 
Irrigated 
lands. · 

ln the Dadhar nzabat a local distinction is made between 
the Deh Khahi or that part of the Dadhar valley in which the 
Hasilkhanzai Shahwanis, descendants of Mlr, otherwise 
known as Sultan Qaim Khan, held aJdgir from Nadir Shah; 
and the inam lands or' assignments of revenue situated 
within the jurisdiction of the nidbat proper. 

In the Deh Khahi, the jdglrddrs hold the proprietary 
rights in the land though the greater portion of it has been 
sold to others by the original grantees. The principal 
holders now are Sardar Yar Muhammad Khan Kurd, Sardar 
Bahadur Abdur Rashid Khan Shahwani, and Sher::i.n Gar
rani (all in Mir -Bagh village); Khan Bahadur Mir Rasul 
Bakhsh Raisani (Ghausabad) ; -Mir Muhammad Hasan Khan, 
son of the late K. B; Mlr Alia Dad Khan Tangizai (Khan
garb); the Raisani chief. and the Tangizais (Kot Azim 
Khan); Mir Atta Muhammad Shahizai Mengal (Kot Saleh 
Muhammad) ; Sail}ds and Hinaus of Dadhar (Saiad Bahar 
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Shah·ka-Shahr); and Mir Ahmad Khan Hasilkhcinzai de- LANo·REvE 
NUB. 

scendant of Mir Qaim Khan (Naushera). In irrigated !ands 
the jaglrdar provides half of the seed, the other half is 
provided by the rafs of the village and the rate of revenue is 
five. ninths, of which one-ninth is paid to the rafs. Additional 
cesses received by thejaglrddrs from the common grain-heap 
are :- kharch ambar, 6 krisas per kharwar ; tappodari, 4 kasas 
per kharman; arbabi aridja-nashfni, each at 2 kdsas per khar

wtir, the latter two payable to the arbdb and ja-nashln at the 
jaglrddr's discretion; kasagi, 1 kdsa per kharwar; and lastly 
sadral, ~ hich is recovered in each village in proportion to the 
amount required for meeting the cash contribution (bddsluihi 
klzaka) to the Khan alreaJy described in this sectioo, and 
other ~undry expenses such as· the entertainment of State 
officials and the pay of the who or the official appointed for 
the distribution of water. Variations in the amount of cesses 
occur in the G hausabad village, where the tappoddri is 2 

kasas on a holding (nzulk) or a kharman, .while in Mic Bagh h 
is 1 kasa per kharman ; again neither of these two villages . 
pays munni; ar.d lastly Mir Bagb pays kharch ambdr at 4 
kdsas per kharwdr. 

In the unirrigated lands which are, however, very limited, 
the rate of revenue is one fifth and the cesses are kdsagi, 1 

kdsa per kharwtir_; tappodari, 1 to 2. kdsas per kharwtir; 

kharch ambdr z to 5 kasas per kharwar; and mumzi 2 

kdsas per kharman. The principal jtigirdars in unirrigated 
lands are Mir Ahmad Khan Hasilkhanzai Shahwani, and Mir 
Atta Muhammad Shahizai Mengal, the latter having 
acquired his lands by purchas~. 

The principal tribes holding inam lands are the Raisani 
sarddrkhels, Saiads of Oadhar, Iltazais of Kotra and others, 
including Garrani Fangulzais and Hindus of Dadhar. A 
large part of the grants is held by Bfbi Fateh Kbatlin of 
Kotra at Nighari Bibi Sharru; and by the Raisani sardtirkJu!ls 

in Brahim Haran (Baru-ka-shahr and Sardar Ghaus Bakhsh-ka-
Shahr). The proprietary rights are held by the local cultiva-
tors. Revenue is levied at one-third; but in the case of 
fodder a fixed quantity is taken. The following statement 

Unirrigated 
lands. 

Intlmlands. 
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LAND RBVE· shows the cesses in kind and other payments in cash levied in 
NVE. these villages :-

Uoirrigated 
laods. 
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The grants in unirrigated lands lie mainly in Mashkaf and 
are enjoyed by the Chotais, Jalambanis, and Ghulam Bolaks 
of Dadhar; by certain Masudani Kurds of Dasht-i-be
Daulat ; and by the Raisani sardarkhels who hold some of 
the land half revenue-free (adk amhari). The rate of revenue 
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in the first case is one-fifth and in the second one-sixth, the LAND REvE-

cesses being 3 and 2 kasas per kkarwdr respectively. 
The Dombki chief of Lahri holds ajag{r in the tracts known 

as Toghachi and Murad wah and levies revenue as follows:
From the total produce, 2~ Msas per kkarwdr are first set apart 
on accou~t of a cess called ckuka and the remainder is divided 
into four equal shares, one of which is received by the chief, 
who also recovers his proprietary right (atkog) from the 
cultivator's three shares at the rate of one-tenth. Besides 
the abo~e jag{r, the Dombki chief enjoys half revenue assign-
ment (nisf amhdrz) in Khairwah, and three-fourths revenue 
assignment (ckakdrum amhari) from the Khan in certain other 
villages, the principal ones being Musa Babar, Mehnib, J<ifar 
and Amlrabad. He also holds nisf amhdri (half revenue 
assignment) with the lltazais in t~e village of Khaba. The 
Dombki chief further enjoys an assignment of one-tenth of 
the revenue levied by the Khan in lands held by the Dombki 
tribesmen in the fo.llowing manner:-From the total produ~e 
2f kdsas per kharwdr are taken out as ckuka and the 
remainder is divided into four equal parts, one of which 
is amalgamated with the ckuka and forms the total revenue 
share (amhdr). From the amhtir, the Dombki chief takes 
•1 ktisas per kka'?Jdl' on account of raisi and also one-tenth 
of the remainder. 

Of other assignments in the Lahri nitihat, the following 
may be mentioned. The Wazlrani ·oombkis, under their 
headman Gul Muhammad, hold an assignment of one-te~tb 
of revenue in some villages on the Lahri river below Chi
char; and nisf timhtiri in Mauza Khaba; the Gohramzais hold 
one-third of revenue assignment in Theri, Trehar, · Relu and 
other places; Ghulam Haidar Brahlmani has an assignment 

' of one-sl!venth of the revenue collection of lands irrigated by 
the Daiwah branch of the J.ahri river, and lastly Arbab 
Sheikh Muhammad has an assignment of one-sixth of amhtir 
in l\fauza Burra. 

NUE. 

Revenue 
levied by the 
Dombki 
chief and 
others. 

Assign
ments to 
others in 
the Lahri• 
nidhat. 

In Chhattar and Phuleji, the Mengals of Nal and Wad in Mengal 

the Jhalawan country hold a large jtigir and levy revenue jngtrs in 
· h f d f h . Chhattar-at one-s1xt o the pro uce rom t e Kahens, and one-fourth Phuleji •. 

from the Jats. The only cess taken on the total produce is · 
jholi, the amount· of which varies ; it is If Msas at Phuleji 
Hasan Khan ; 3f luisas in Phuteji Yar Muhammad; 3 kdsas 
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in Tahirkot, and 2 to 3lulsas in Chhattar, on every kharwrir. 
The whole of thejdglrdrirz" rights at ChhaUar have long been 
in dispute between the Mengals and the Kaheris. In March 
1901 Rai Sahib Diwan ]ami:l.t Rai, then Extra As.;istant 
Commissioner, Sibi, enquhed into these disputes. In· the 
course ofthese en.:Jutries, the Kaheris through their headman 
M.uhammad Baka Khan put in a number of claims which, 
briefly, were as follows :-(a) lnrim or exemption from batdt 
for the lands watered by Nala Gode including minor water
cuts, excfpt a few fields held by certain individuals~ (b) in 
the Koriwah lands z"nrim for three kldtrs belonging to 
Muhammad Baka and his brothers and seven plots bdonging 
to Gauhar Khan ; nisf ambriri (half revenue assignments) on 
all other lands under this wrik; and the claim of on~-eleventh 
instead of one-sixth balrii on a waste piece of land; (c) ex
~mption from revenue of the drihoyriri lands which were 
formerly assessed at one-eleventh, as an exchange for the 
Kaheris rehnqu•shing the nisf ambrin." of the Koriwah lands; 
(d) in other _lands a claim that certain bands should be 
assessed at one-eleventh and entire exempti,m from· revenue 
of others, and {e) the right of th~ Kaheri headman to take a 
tobra or nose-bag of grain at 2 krisas per kkarwrir before 
.the batrii and not after it, as disputed by the jriglrdrirs. 

The Mengals did not admit any of the above claims and 
a genera!" answer given by them to all was tbat, all lands in 
Chhattar belonged to Men gal jriglrdrirs and that the latter 
had a right to revenue at one-sixth from the Kaheris and 
at one-fourth from the Jamots, i.e., Jats, even though the 

_latter's lands may be in possession of Kaheris, except in those 
cases in which the owners possessed deeds of exemption or 
of a reduced rate of revenue from the Mengal :fri;Jlrdrirs. 
Further points in dispute related to (aj the exercise of c1vil 
and criminal jurisdiction in Chhattar by the Mengals; (b) the 
levying, by the jrigirdrirs, of the cesses known as jholi nriibi 
and krirdriri; jholifri-nashini andpiada; and khrikriba or the 
payment of two loads of karbi for the nriib and the krirdrir on 
land on which no fodder revenue is levied; (c) the Jriglrdrir's 
right to levy oegrir, i.e., the supply free of cost of water, fire
wood, and grass by Kaheri and ]arnot cultivators ; (d) the 
right of levying batrii at ;f; (e) the right to "fines recovered in 
criminal cases ; (j) one-fourth of the amount decreed and 
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recovered in civil suits ; (g) poll tax on Hindus (Jisya); (k) LAND RBVB· 
NL'B. 

Jalali or. brokera!!e on bullocks purchased ; (z) fees on oil 
presses; (J) fees from butchers on each goat or sheep slaught
ered ; (k) disposal of waste land, and • uncia imed houses in 
villages; (l} cattl:!-pound receipts ; and (m) local taxes on 
trade, viz., sung an,d dltar. 

Temporary arrangements were made by the Political Agent 
of Sibi, a naib tahsildar being deputed to prevent quarrels 
between th<! Mengals and the Kaheris and it was proposed 
that a specialji"rga he appointed to decide the case. 

The dispute remained unsettled and. the proc.eeds of the 
lands under dispute were kept in deposit until 1907• when 
a compromise was effected between Sardar· Shakar Khan 
Mengal in respect of his half share in the jdgirddri rights, 
and .\1uhammad Baka Khan, Kaheri. A translation of the 
deed of compromi'e (rdsinama) dated the JISt of March 1907, 
is given in appendix II. The dispute relating to the remain
ing half of the jaigrddr~· rights belonging to Mir Wali 
Muhammad Khan is still pending (1907). . 

In conclusion, mention may be made of the nisf ambdri Jti!fl" at 

{half revenue assignment) held by the sons of the late Saiad Shihpur. 

Achhan Shah at Shahpur, partly with the Mengal. j'dg{rddrs 
and partly with the Khan of Kalat. 

In addition, to the land revenue described above, both the MISCELLA• 
Khan as well as the tribal chids derive reven~!e from a NEous . 

R,EVEN!JES, 
variety of taxes. .In the Khan's nidhats the principal sources 
are the octroi, ex:cise contracts, stamps, jisya or poll tax on 
Hindus ; and hrid-i-kawdi or fees and fines iO:cluding receipts 
from cattle pounds. 

Octroi known as sung is' levied on the local trade 
both on imports and ex:ports and in each nidhat there 
are different rates levied either in cash or in kind, the 
latter method being generally applied to grain. The right 
to collect octroi is usually let on a contract. The system 
of these contracts and the method of collection of the tax 
is a complex one.· In the Gandava nidhat the tax is levied 
at different rates at Gandava, Kotra, Maulvi, Abad and 
Udhana. In the Bhag nidhat, octroi is levied at Bhag, Jhok 
Kasim Shah, and Kanda, and the contract for each place is 
liold separately. In the Lahri nidhat the contract is known 
as ckahUtra and separate contracts are given (1904) by the 

Octroi, 
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Khan and the Domki chief in their respective jurisdictions. 
In the same nz'ahat the Khan gives a separate contract for 
the tran~it dues or muhdri to be levied on all imports coming 
from Shahpur and other villages along the Chhattar river 
and the contract for 1902 and 1903 was given to the 
panchayat of Chhattar for Rs. 1,6oo. M:uhari is also levied 
in Gandava in addition to szeng, but is included in the 
same contract. In Bhag, Nasirabad and Lahri it has t-een 
usual in the past to combine the octroi and excise contracts 
by selling them to one person. The contractors make 
their own arrangements for the c~llection of the taxes. 
In the Ga~dava nz'ahat in I;JOJ, the tax was being col
lected by the niabat officials direct. 

The following statement shows the octroi receipts in 1906 
in the different niahats :- · 

Dadhar 
Bh<ig 
Lahri 
Nasi rabid 
Gandava 

Rs. 
2,200 
6,975 
4·500 

385 
2,6oo 

Total Rs. 16,66o 

Intoxicants, leases for the sale of which are sold periodical
ly, include country spirits, opium, chars and bhang, the 
contract being known as gutta. Separate contracts are 
given for each of the five nz"ahats, but as already stated, 
in Bhag, Nasir<ibad, and Lahri the excise and octroi contracts 
are combined. These excise contracts date from the time 
of Mir Mehrab Khan II (1816-7 to 1839), but were more 
rigorously enforced by Mir Kudadad Khan as a source 
of income •. TJ:ie ordinary sources of the supply of opium 
and chars are Amritsar, and Rajanpur in the Dera Ghazi Khan 
District in the Punjab, but. small quantities are also im~ 
ported from Sibi and Nasirabad, while in Lahri chars 
is 1mported also to a small extent from Kalat and Afgtlanis~ 
tan (Ghazni). A small local cultivation of poppy takt}s place 
at Gandava, Kotra, Khari and ]hal, and opium is manu~ 
factured, the system being the same as de.scribed in the 
Sarawdn Gasetteer. Hemp (bhang) is produced locally at 
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Lahn, Khari and Gandava and an account of its cultivation 
has been given in chapter II in the section on Agriculture. 
No drugs are manufactured from it but the seeds are 
pounded, mixed in water and drunk. 

The licenses given for the sale. of these intoxicants do not 
contain any conditions specifying the quality of the drug to be 
sold arid other matters. The quantities to be;, kept by pri
vate persons are also not laid down. The Excise revenue in 
the five niabats during the year 1904-5 amounted to Rs. 4,ooo 
in Bhag; Rs. 1,750 in Gandava; Rs. 1,875 in Dadhar; 
Rs. 650 in Nasirabad; Rs. 736-1o-8 in Lahrij or a total of 
Rs. g,ox 1-10-8. The contracts were sold together in each of 
the niabats except Dadhar where two contracts were separately 
given viz., Rs. 1,325 for abMri i. e. country spirits and Rs. 550 
for maskrat i. e., for opium, bhang and chars. 

The retail prices vary from 8 annas to I2 annas per bottle 
of country liquor; 5 annas to 8 annas per tola of opium; x 
to 3 annas per tala of chars ; and 2 to 8 annas- per seer 
of bhang. 

Outside the principal. villages the rates are slightly higher. 
In th~; tribal areas the rates nearly approximate to those 
given above except in Bala Nari where liquor sells at about 
6 to 8 annas per bottle and in. Jhal where it sells at R. r-o-o 
to R. 1·4·0 per bottle. 

Besides the distilleries in the tribal area which are me~tion
ed later, there are ( 1go6) five distilleries in the niabats viz., at 
Kotra in Gandava; Mlrpur in Nasirabad ,; Bhag; Lahri; and 
Dadhar. The manufacture and sale of country spirits are 
combined under a monopoly system and farmed, as already 
mentioned, to one person. The materials ordinarily used are 
molasses (gur) and kikar or babttl bark. When preparing for 
fermentation, 1 maund of gur is mixed with 8 to 10 seers of 
bark and two maunds of water, the wash being ready for use 
in 7 or 8 days in summer and 10 to 15 days in winter. Fer
mentation is done in earthen jars and four jars, containing the 
above materials, produce 30 seers of chhak or liquor after the 
first di,tlllation whach is mixed with several spices and is 
again distilled, producing 20 seers of liquor called do-titsha. 
The articles chiefly used for flavouring the liquor are aniseed ; 
orange peel ; cardamom i saffron ; cumin ; rose leaves; and 
lump sugar. Liquor rr.anufactured in Kachhi is also exported 
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to the Jhalawan country and Kalat. No foreign liquors or 
spirits are imported into the district. 

The consumption of liquor is most common among the 
Hindus, but the Baloch and the J ats, too, feel no compunction 
in its use. Among the Baloch, the use is, however, confined 
to the higher classes, but is more common among the Magas
sis, while among the Jats the lowest classes such as Dayas 
and Gagras are much addicted to it, and their women also 
indulge in it. Opium is used only by the well-to-do,_ ~special
ly those in advanced years, while the beverage made from 
hkaizg is freely drunk by all classes, especially during the 
summer. In all important villages there are secluded places 
called aaira or the meeting place, where the chars smoking 
and bhang drinking fraternity assemble. 

An account of the court fees, the rates at which they are 
levied and the history of their introduction, has been given 
in the Sarawan Gasetteer. The total receipts in the nitibats 
during tl:te year 1906 amounted to Rs. 2,864 of which Da
,dbarcontributed Rs. 1,871 ; Bbag Rs. 572-8; Lahri Rs. 124; 
Nasirabad Rs. 11-8; and GandavaRs. 285. 
· Indi'ln rock salt is a r~.re commodity and only small 
quantities of it are imported from British territory for medi
cinal use. The salt in common use is r.roduced in the tribal 
areas of the Rind and Zahri chiefs and an account of it 
is given further on. 

Jis;•a, locally known asfefa, is the poll tax levied on Hindus 
in the four towns ofGandava, Bhag, Lahri and Dadhar. The 
tax is ~onfined only to those families who originally came 
and settled in these places, all subsequent comers being 
exempt. The total realizations in 1903 amounted to about 
Rs. go in Gandava ; Rs. sso in Bbag ; Rs. 145 in Labri ; and 
Rs. 63 in Dadhar. The tax is recovered through the mukhi 
or headman in each village. 

Receipts on account of fines imposed in petty cases, includ
ing cattle-pound receipts, are known as Mdz hawtiz. An 
account of the cattte-pounds is given in the section on Jails. 
The total receipts· under the head htldi-hawtii amounted, in 

1900, to Rs. 465 as follows :-Dadhar Rs. 203 ; Lahri Rs. 99; 
Bhag Rs. so; Nasirabad Rs. 46 and Gandava Rs. 67. 

The only tax on professions is that evied in the Bhag 
town from the goldsmiths, the total amount of which is fixe.1 
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annually and distributed over the goldsmiths. In 1903 it MiscELLANB 

realised Rs. 117. Rsv~~~Bs. 
In the tribal areas the chiefs levy imposts of several kinds Miscellane

and the principal of these are described below:-
The M agassi chief sells a co~ tract for the manufacture 

and vend of country liquor in his territory. The revenue 
in a year amounts to about Rs. 1,400 and a further 
sum of Rs. roo on the sale of bhang and opium. His other 
revenues include octroi (sung) with muhdrz"(transit dues) about 
Rs. 4,ooo toRs. s,ooo ; slaughter fees (masbttht) in the to'wn 
of Jhal which vary from Rs. 20 to Rs. 100; jz"sya, or the 
Hindu poll tax, about Rs. 16o and_his revenue on the 
manufacture of saltpetre at Panjuk about Rs. so to Rs. 6o. 

ous revenues 
of the tribal 
chiefs. 
Magassi 
chief •. 

At Gajan the Zahri chief sells the followi"ng contracts:- Zahri chief. 
(i) octroi (sung) with dhar or a tax on the sale of merchandise 
between the local traders; (ii) excise contract; (iii) contract 
for the manufacture of salt ; (iv) manufacture of carbonate of 
soda; and (v) slaughter fees. • 

The octroi and excise contracts are generally combined, 
and for the two years 1904 and 1905 were sold for Rs. 1,540. 
The contract for the manufacture of salt, an account 
of which has been given in chapter Jl in the .section on 
Mines and Minerals, was sold in 1904 for Rs. 200 and 12 
maunds of salt was also taken in kind. The contracts for 
the manufacture of carbonate of so~a ~nd for slaughter fees 
were sold (1904) for Rs. So and Rs. 30 respectively. In 
addition to these, the Zahri chief also recovers a small amount 
as jisya from certain Hindus of Gajan. 

The Rind chief of Shoran derives revenues from the Rind chief. 
following sources:- (1) excise contract which includes 
the monopoly for the manufacture and sale of liquor, 
opium, chars and snuff, and usually combines also the right 
to levy royalty on firewood imported and sold in· the ShCiran 
town. The contract for three years was sold in 1904 for 
Rs. 2,040; (2) the contract for sung and dhar; (3) chungi 
or a tax paid by the Hindus on their retail trade; ( 4) 
tinrlzi, a tax levied in the town of Shoran on all carts, 
and on loading and riding camels engaged on hire for 
transport ; 5) the manufacture of carbonate of soda with-
in the Rind territory, of which one-eighth of the rroduce goes 
to the chief. The comtined contract for Nos. 2, 31 4 and 5 

12 
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sold in 1904 for a period of three years realised Rs. 3,o6o; 
(6} makszU-i-maweshi or datali, a tax levied in the Shoran town 
and the villages in its immediate neighbourhood on the sale 
of cattle at the following rates per head : goat and sheep one 
anna; camel 8 annas ; and cattle 4 annas. The tax is recov
ered by the chief himself and the annual receipts amount 
to about Rs. 40; (7) the sale of meat in the town of Shoran
total annual income about Rs. 100; (8} tax on bricks made 
at Shoran, at one anna per thousand bricks; (g) tax on the 
manufacture of salt amounting (1904)" to Rs. 40 together 
with an additional payment of 12 maunds of salt in kind ; 
and ( 10) tax on the m'anufacture of saltpetre, the receipts 
from which amounted (1904) to Rs. 30. 

The headmet\ of the J atois of Sanni recover octroi (sung) from 
the Hindus of Sanni through their. panchayat in a lump sum 
every year, the average income during the 11 years ending with 
1904 being Rs. 6o. This is equally divided among the headmen. 

Mir Ahmad Khan Hasilkhanzai, Shahwani, and K. B. Mir 
Rasul Bakhsh Raisani, levy (1go6) in their respective;iigirs •!1 
the Dadhar. nitihat the taxes known as sung, dhar, and clzut!zi or 
a tax .;n retail tradeoof the Hindus. Mir Ahmad Khan levies at 
Naushehra from the panchayat a lump sum of about Rs. 6o or 
Rs. 70. In the case of K. B. Rasul Bakhsh the actual collec
tions are made over to hitn at Ghausabad, the tax being col
lected by the local panchtiyat. 

The Raisani and Shahwani chiefs in Bala Nari derive 
revenue, the former at Mithri and the latter at Haji and Eri, 
from excise and octroi contracts. The annual receipts are 

. approximately as follows :
Excise. 

Mithri ••• 
Haji 
Eri 

Rs. 450 
, JOO 

,.__ 30 

Octroi. 

Rs. 750 
, 8so 
, 400 

In addition to these, thejisya tax from Hindus brought in, 
in 1903, Rs. ·19-5 at Mithri and Rs. 12g-1o-3 at Haji and Eri. 
The Shahwani chief also Ie.vies the following taxes at Haji :
(l)pfri or a tax on the sale of vegetables usually le~ on a 
contract for . about Rs. 30 per annum; (2) slaughter fees 
at 4 annas per sheep or goat and 8 annas per bullock ; and 
(3) a tax of one anna and six pies respectively on each cart 
and camel used for transport. 
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The Raisani chief divides the amounts realised on account MISCELLAN~-
ous 

of octroi, excise and Ji'sya among the leading men of his REVENuRs. 
section ; the receipts at Haji and Eri go to the Shahwani chief 
exclusively. 

The Dombki 1=hief receives one-third of the excise revenue Dombki 

levied by the Khan in the Lahri niabat from those villages chief. 

in which he takes land revenue jointly with the Khan, but 
in villages in which the entire revenue is taken· by the 
Dombki chief, the latter gives separate .contracts. Such 
separate contracts are given at Toghachi, where the aver-
age excise revenue is about Rs. 7oo per year, and at 
Khaba, where Mir Karam Khan, lltazai, of Kotra and the 
Dombki chief are joint revenue-holders; the t:xcise receipts,· 
which amount toRs. 50 or 6o a year, are divided equally 
between them. In ad.dition to excise revenue, the Dombki 
chief gives a separate contract for octroi in respect of his 
one-third share of the sung of the Lahri 'town, a1.1d also in 
respect of the octroi levied in his indm villagt!s. The con-
tract, in 1903, was sold for Rs. 2,250. 

As already mentioned in the preceding section, the whole Menl!'al 

question ofjagh·dari rights in Chhattar between· the Mengals J1gird1rs, 
d h K h ..r. • h 1. b · d' · d 1 Kaher• head· an t e a <:CIS as ong een m 1spute an a sett ement has men and 

been made by Sardar Shakar Khan, Mengal, in respect of hi!> others. 

half share in Chhattar, with Muhammad Baka Khan, Kaheri. 
The principal sources ofrevenue other than land revenue are 
excise, octroi, and- other minor taxes. The total excise 
revenue, to be divided among the different shareholders, is 
about Rs, 265 for Chhattar. and the two Phulejis, and Rs. 30 
per annum for Shahpur, to be divided between the Mengal 
jtigfrddrs and the Saiads <'f that place. The octroi receirts, 
which include sung and dlz.ar•; are realised as follows. The 
Mengals give a separate contract for their share, and in igo3 
this contract, which was sold for a term of four years, realised 
Rs. goo. The Kaheris sell their share separately, amounting 
annually to about Rs. 350 in Chhattar; Rs. 40 m Phuleji Yar 
lfuhammad; Rs. 25 in Phuleji Hasan Khan; and Rs. 30 in 
Tahir Kot. The minor taxes include Ji'Sya or jefa (poll tax on 
\-lindus), a tax on sale of bulloci<s, cattle-pound receipts, and 
fees on marriages of Hindus. Lastly, about Rs. 200 are realis-
ed every year on account of octroi receipts at Shahpur, which 
are divided between the Mengal ftigirdtirsand the local Saiads. 

' 
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There are no public works. The only buildings, that have 
been constructed since the improved system of administration 
was introduced, are in the Dadhar niahdt and include the nidbat 
office and houses for the Political Adviser and the Mustaufi 
completed in 1904-5 at a cost.ofRs. j,791, a school at Dadhar, 
and two patwarkhdnas at Nighari and Mashkaf, all main
tained -from the State revenues. In former days the Khan 
had residences (i:!tri) at Bhag and Gandava, but these are 
now partly used' by the niabat officials. 

The levies employed in the district are partly maintained 
by the Kalat State and partly by the British Government. 

· TQe former include the levies in charge of the tlzdna at Gandava 
under the Native Assistant, Sara wan, of which the funCtions. 
have been d~tailed in the section on Judicial, and the amla 
in the nidbats under the Political Adviser to His Highness 
the KM~. The strength (1904} of the thana in Gandava 
consisted of one thanadar, three sowars and. one duffadar, and 
the monthly cost amounted to Rs. 170. 

In 1905 tbe detachments of the Khan's '()ld army on its 
dis!Jandment' were replaced by a body of men called amla 
for the management of nitibats, the maintenance of peace 
and order, the collection of revenue and supervision of 
crops. They are also employed to guard treasure and l~ck
ups. The strength and the monthly cost of the am/a in 
the different nidbats in 1905 are given in the following table:-

0 
I i Ui .,: 

~ 
0 ., . ,; . <> 

..: ~ c i :>. Nidbat. ~ ""' ~ ;; 
~ 

~ 
., Q) -; :c 

~ 
.., ..: .s i 

""' 
.... OS ·;: 'E 

"l:! ~ il 0 I 0 
OS ~ 

OS 0 
Q) 

(') ~ c;; "" ~ :::;;: 

--
Rs. 

Gandava .. ... I I 2 6 20 I 3I5 

Naslrabad ... ... . .. 2 2 s -· 100 

Dadhar ... ... I [ I 7 16 . .. 286 

Bhag -· ... . .. I 2 s 24 I 284" 

Lahri ... . .. I . .. I s 15 I 246 
---------------

Total ... 3 3 !I 25 So 3 1,231 



JAILS. 

, The men are recruited from am<'ng the Br:ihuis, Baloch, 
Saiads, and J ats. The amla are not provided with arms by 
the State but use their own weapons. 

, Certain services have been granted by the British Govern
. ment to the tribes to assist the chiefs in the management of 
,'their tribes and include the Dombki and Kaheri services at 
t Lahri ~nd Phuleji respectively, under the Deputy Commis-
' sioner, Sibi, and the Umnini service at Dandor (Nari) thana 
under the Political Agent, Kalat, paid from the Bolan Levy 
service. The strength and the monthly cost of these in 
I903-4 were as foll~ws :-Lahri, 1 risaldar, 1 dufladar, 5 
sowars and I muharrir, cost Rs. 237 ; Phuleji, 1 risaldar, 
5 sowars and I muharrir, cost Rs. · 170 ; and Nari 
(Dandor), 1 j'emaidr, 2 duffadars, 16 sowars and 1 muharrir, 
cost Rs. 435· In addition to these, 4 sowa1s of the 
Dombkis and 7 of the Kaheris are employed in the 
Sibi District on the railway line between Mithri and Jhat
pat, and in the Sibi thana; and 8 footmen of the Umranis 
in the Nas!rabad tahsll. The total monthly expenditure 
on the different services amounts toRs. 317 for Dombkis, 
Rs. 325 for Kaheris and Rs. 435 for Umranis. The iatter 
excludes Rs. 72 on· account of the cost of the footmen 
employed in the Nasirabad tahsil of the Sibi District. 

In former days there were no arrangements for the deten
t;on of prisoners and the punishment Qf imprisonment was 
seldom resortell to, . Prisoners were handed over to the 
charge of the detachment of troops and released on payment 
of a fine or on furnishing respectable security. Under-trial 
prisoners were kept in wooden stocks (kdth) in charge of a 
kotwat, who usually received some payment for his services 
fro'? the prisoner on his release. The kath is still (1go6) 
used in the tribal areas where the chiefs exercise jurisdiction, 
and in all such cases, there are no arrangements for the sub
sistence .of prisoners, who either get food for themselves 
or are fed on the charity of the inhabitants of the place. 

Since the improved system of administration has been 
introduced, a small prison or lock-up is attached to each 
of the five niahats in which sentenced and under-trial pri
soners are kept, Long term priscners are also sent some
times to the Mastung jaQ. There is also a lock-up in 
each of the thanas at Gandava and Nari. The prisoners get 
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food, etc., according to the scale laid down for jails in Britisn 
BaluchistAn. · 

Reference has been made to some of the cattle-pounds in 
the section on Miscellaneous Revenues. Each of the 
five nid!Jats possesses a cattle-pound called dhak and the 
receipts, which form part of the item of revenue called 
oadi ha'11Jtli, are credited to the nza!Jat revenues. These 
pounds are managed by the ntabat officials and in addi
tion to fines; charges for feeding are also recovered. 
Besides the above, there are numerous cattle-pounds in the 
tribal areas in .which the fd.glrdars levy fines. During the 

. harvest, in all important villages, the jaglrdtirs establish 
cattle-pounds near cultivated tracts. The rates of fine vary 
from 4 annas to 8 annas for a camel or horse ; 2 to 4 annas 

. for a bullock ; r to 2 annas for a donkey ; ·and 6 pies to 
1 anna for a goat or a sheep. 

Education was formerly non-existent. The people, with 
the exception of the Saiads, kdszs, and mulltis, are wholly 
illiterate. Female education is still unknown. Some of the 
kdsis, who have studied in Sind, know Muhammadan law 
and theology well, but the extent of the education !Jf others 
is limited to a smattering of Persian.· The chiefs employ 
mullds for conducting their correspondence. The multas 
and kdsis hold classes (makta!J) and teach boys the 
Koran, receiving occasional small payments from the parents 
in return. Similarly, Hindu boys have from old times received 
instruction in the characters locally called Sindki akltar, and 
known in the Punjab as landa, to enable them to keep 
their accounts. Their teachers are either the priests in 
charge of the dkarmstilas or one of the intelligent Hindu 
shopkeepers, who receive occasional payments from the 
parents. 

In June xgo6, three primary schools, maintained by the 
State, were opened at Dadhar, Bhag and Gandava. The 
total number of pupils in March 1907 was 150. 

The only medical institution in the district is the dispen
sary at Dadhar. It is the first of its kind, and was opened 
by the Church Mission Society of Quetta, when in 1905 they 
made a beginning of Mission work in the· State. The land 
for the dispensary was granted free by the Khan ; all other 
expense!; were met by the Society. The building, which 



PREVALENT DISEASES. 

consists of an operating room, small ward for indoor patients MEDICAL. 

and a dispensary, cost about Rs. t,8oo. 
The staff move to Tiri in Mastung in the summer, but the 

Mission doctor \'isits Dadhar once. or twice a,month. During 
the first 8 months of the year 1905-6, 6,581 patients were· 
treated and q.o minor and 12 major operations were per
formed. The Kalat State contemplates (1907) opening 
dispensaries at Bhag and Gandava. 

The principal diseases are malarial fever, pneumonia, Prevalent 
diseases. diseases of the digestive system, eye and skin disease, bron-

chitis, spleen, jaundice and hemorrhoids. Fevers (tap or kosa) 
generally prevail in summer between the months ofjuly and 
September and to a small extent in October, November and 
March. OwiQg to the great heat of Kachhi, cases of sun-
stroke or jhola frequently occur during the summer. On the 
whole, however, the general health of the district may be 
said to be good. Pneumonia is caused by exposure in the 
winter ; and diseases of the digestive organs are mainly due 
to coarse food and impure water. Of eye diseases, cataract 
is most common, chiefly among old people. 

The usual epidemics are small-pox (sltla or mata}, measles Epidemics •. 
(ldkra kdkra or sohrak), and cholera (tiakt}. Small-pox and 
measles are fairly frequent, and are often attended with · 
considerable mortality among the children. Small-pox is 
held in much dread by the people ; a~d the Hindus, as in 
other part!; of India, regard it as the visitation of a goddess, 
a belief which is also shared by S'Jme of the indigenous · 
.\I uhammadans. 

Owing to the dirty habits of the people, the hot climate of Cholera •. 

the district, and scarcity and impurity of the water supply,. 
cholera has been a frequent ~isitor. During November 1839 · 
when the Bombay Column was returning from Afghanistan 
to Sind " that dreadful scourge, the chole.ra, made its 
appearance among them at Bhag. Dr. Forbes was the first 
victim, an officer much esteemed. From that moment the 
malady spread with frightful rapidity. In four marches they 
reached janiderah. It was then no longer possible to bury 
those who died •• The jungle and the road were strewo 
with corpses. "• 

• "Dry Leaves from Young Egypt," page 93• 
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The out~reaks which are remembered by the people are 
those of 1873 and 1888 in the Lahri nidhat; of 1878, 1886, 
188g and 1894 in Dadhar; of 1885, which extended to 
Dadhar, Bagh N~ri, Gandava and jhal; of 1879 and 1899 in 
Gandava; of 1891 in Shoran; of 1894 in jhal; and of 1902 
in BaJa Nari. All have caused great loss of life, but the 
most virulent outbreak was that of 1885, which first ap
peared in the month of May at Rindli in the Bolan and spread 
rapidly up the pal's to Quetta and to the south of Jhal in 
Kachhi. The mortality was heavy among the people, espe-. 
cially the Hindus and the Khan's troops suffered great loss 
both at Bhag and on their march back to Kalat as far as 
Khuzdar. In cholera, the people place implicit faith in 
saints and Saiads and it is common for the people to 
pass under a Saiad's arm to secure immunity from the 
disease. Segregation of patients is not resorted to, but 
the people avoid any village in which the epidemic may be 
prevalent. · 

Vaccination is unknown. Round Lahri and Mithri the 
Government vaccinators from Sibi have in the past few 
years performed some operations, the statistics for which 
are not available. Inoculation, which is known as tukka, is 
the only means of protection. The inoculators are the 
Saiads of Dadhar, Mastung and Kirani near Quetta; the 
Sbehis of Robdar ; and Ababakis of Mungachar, who visit 
the district during the winter or are sent for when small-pox 
breaks out in a locality. In the southern parts round Jhal 
and Gandava, inoculation is performed by Saiads from Sind 
and by some of the J ats ; a few of.the local Magassis have also 
learnt the process. The method of inoculation is described 
in the Sarawdn Gaselteer. The inoculation fees vary from 
4 ans. to Rs. 10 for each operation, but in the majority of 
cases, are 8 ans. for a man and 4 ans. for a woman. 

The Yundni"'system of medicine is in vogue and here and 
there may be found an ill-informed physician (kakim) whose 
services are utilized .in case of sickness. The well-to-do 
sometimes go for treatment to kakims in Sind. In cases of 
cholera, the only remedy is a draught prepared of pet pkutra 
(Plantago O'llala), poppy seeds and ntishu (basil) ; the juice of 
onions is also given freely and the clothes of the patient are 
soaked in water. Some of the Hindus use country liquor. 
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In fever the usual remedy is a purgative of sina (Cassia 
anguslijolia) or of decoction of the drugs kno\\rn as gul 
hinafsha (Viola odorata), ·quince seeds, endive, ustdkhudus 
(Lavand•J,la stt:l!chos), pursan (Ehretia acuminata), jujube, 
fig, liquorice, har har (Terminalia chehula), citron and rose 
leaves. After the purgative, a beverage (sharhat) of hinafsha 
is used for some days. In pneumonia (sumhak) the popular 
remedy is either bleeding, or wrapping the body in the fresh 
skin of a sheep or goat; or a plaster on the affected lung 

.made either of gum or ak (Calotropis gz"gantea) leaves. 
Branding is don~ in delirious fever and in pneumonia and in 
cases of diseases of the digestive system and m spleen. For 
skin diseases and blood impurities a draught of either 
pati'chak or dramaho is considered efficacious ; while for 
ulcers and wounds the drug called senhwar, sprinkled on the 
wound, has a healing effect. An ointment is generally made 
of sarson oil mixed with sandur (red .oxide of lead), camphor, 
sulphur, wax, ')larling and guni'sht. For cough, a compound 
of molasses (gur) and hdrtang (Plantago maJor) is given. For 
ja~ndice (sardoi), the syrup of hinafsha (Viola odorata) or 
sandal wood is useful. For hemorrhoids, a purgative of some 
sort and subsequent use of pills made of hakain (Melia 
Asedarach), sat gilor (Ti'nospora cordifoli'a), almond oil, and 
grapes. In paralysis, pills made of garlic, honey, nutmeg, 
cinnamon, clove and kastrlri' (Delphinium Brunonianum) are 
eaten. In jhola or sunstroke, which is usually fatal, a syrup 
of molasses and black pepper is ghien and water sprinkled 
over the patient.. In addition to the above, medicinal drugs' 
imported by the Brahuis which are described in the Sarawdn 
Gasetleer, are also used by the people. 

Sanitary arrangements are non-existent. The villages are 
dirty and litter and filth are allowed to remain in the houses 
and streets, and corpses of animals are thrown not far 
from places of habitation. The condition of the towns, such 
as Bbag. and Dadhar, is particularly unsanitary. The more 
well-to-do set apart a room in their houses for use as a 
privy, which is only cleaned .at long intervals by the local 
chzlras. Since the establishment of nidhats, a few sweepers 
have been engaged for headquarter places. In 1907, 
they numbered 4 at Bhag, 1 at Lahri, 3 at Dadhar and 
1 in Nasirabad (Mirpur). 
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Scarcity .of good drinking water exists in all villages 
and towris, even in the largest. In places where there is no 
permanent irrigation, people generally obtain water for 
drinking from the pools in the river beds for a few months 
after the floods have ceased. Afterwards, shallow wells 
are dug in the river channel and lined with tamarisk branches, 
the water is ~aised by hand in open skins and poured 
into earthen vessels. Animals are 1 watered from troughs 
made close to the mouth of the wells. A few tanks are 
to be found, the largest being situ~ted 1 at Kanda-Palal.• 
Round. Jhal, there is a unique method of raising water 
.from deep wells for drinking purposes. A slanting pole 
carrying a small pulley is set up to overhang the water of · 
the well. A rope of the requisite length is then passed over 
the pulley and attached to a windlass. To the other·end of 
the rope a leather bucket is suspended. Two or more 
persons push the windlas~ round and wind up the leather 
bucket to the surface. · 

The Survey Department of the Government of India 
has prepared and published maps of the whole district 
OR the Scales Of I 11 = 2 miles, I 11 = 4 miles, 1 11=8 miles and 
1 11=16 miles. 



CHAPTER IV .. 

MlNL.\TURE GAZETTEER. 

Bhag and Gandava are the tw6 towns of Kachhi in which 
it has long been the custom for the Khans of Kalat to reside 
in winter. An account ofGandava will be found further on in 
this chapter. Of late years, the town of Bhag has decreased 
in importance owing to the breaking of the Gadi dam and 
the consequent diversion of the flow of the Nari to the .vestern 
side of Kachhi. The dam has now, however, been repaired 
and the town may again flourish. It is situated in 29"3'N 
and 67"49' E. on a branch of the Nari at an elevation of 334 
feet and is about 14 miles from the Bellpat railway station. 
It is at present surrounded by bare plain. If, however, dams 
are thrown across the river, cultivation extends close up to 
the town. Much of the town is now in ruins, but there is a 
large central bazar running from north to south, as almost all 
the bazars in Kachhi do, and a fair number of houses. The 
town is enclosed by a mud wall with remains of bastions at 
intervals, and there are six gates, four large and two ~mall. 
The most conspicuous building is the Hindu dharmsala. 
\Vhich was erected recently at considerable cost. On the 
west, are the buildings which are occupied by the Khan, now 
fallen into disrepair. They are of the usual rabbit-warren 
type consisting of an outer building with an inner courtyard 
surrounded by long lines of buildings with row doors in. 
which the different families accompanying the Khan were 
located. Outside the town, on the south-west, is a mauso
leum known as Qubha-e-Shahidan. The central dom~ has 
some pretensions to architectural beauty and is covered in 
white plaster. Four domes at one time also adorned the 

'four corners of the plinth on which the mausoleum stands. 
The mausoleum contains the graves of Mian Ghulam Muh
ammad, a native of Rohri in Sind, and his disciple named Haji 
Abdur Rahim, The story regarding it is as follows:-

MINIATURE 
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.MINIATURE Mian Ghulam Muhammad was tht! spiritual head (murshid) 
GAZETTEER. of Zaman Shah, King of Kabul, and lived at the latter 

place. By the intrigues of Zaman Shah's waslr, Ghula~ 
Muhammad lost his confidence with the King and fled from 
Kabul. The King sent his sowars, who killed him with hi!' 
disciple near Bhag as a sorcerer and carried away their.heads, 
which were recovered by the followers of the saint and 
buried at Bhag. The .. aint's followers also killed the 
Afghan sowars. 

On the south of the encl~sure of this mausoleum, there are 
still to be seen the remains of two graves, where are said t<' 
be buried two European officers who died during the First 
Afghan war. The walls of a bungalow are still standing 
not far off. On the north-west of the town and opposite the 
Mir gate, is the mausoleum of Mustafa Khan, the brother of 
Mir Mahmud Khan I and uncle of Mir Mehrab Khan II 
killed at Kalat in !839· Mustafa Khan had much influence in 
Kachhi and was treacherqusly killed hy his brother Rahim 
Khan near Kotra. Both brothers now lie side bv side. The 
tomb is said to have been erec.ted in 1224 H. (1809 A.D:) 
by Bibi Zainab,-sister of Mir Mustafa Khan. An attendant, 
mufawar, maintained by the State, looks after the tomb, 
which is held in much respect by the people. 

Between the Mfr gate on the north of the town and the 
tomb of Mustafa Khan, is to be seen a single grave surround
ed by the four oblong erections indicating that it contains 
the human remains of four persons. It is here that are 
buried the Mustaufi Faqir Muhammad, his father, his son and 
the havildar who were killed by the orders of the Khan of 
of Kalat in 1894. It was in consequence of these murders 
that Mir Khudadad ~han subsequently abdicated the masnad 
o/Kalcit and was succeeded by the present Khan. 

The population of Bhag (1903) consists of 3,635 souls of 
whom -475 are artisans such as weavers, shoe-makers, 
blacksmiths,· carpenters, etc., etc. Nearly one-third of the 
total population consists of Hindus. In the time of Mir 
Khudadad Khan, the town had about r,6oo houses with a 
population of about 12,ooo souls. The place is now the 
headquarters of the Mustaufi for Bhag and Lahri and of the 
local niaoat, possesses a primary school which is maintained 
by the Kalat State, and a post office. 
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Besidei its retails hops, some petty industries are also carried 
on. Gun-making, at one time, was an important industry, 
but it is now on the wane. There is a particular kind of clay l\hNIATUKB 
found in the yicinity which, though brown before being GAzBTTEBR. 
baked, turns white after being put through the kiln and 
pots, inade from it, pick a. good colour with lac (sealing 
wax). A single family has long been engaged in this in-
dustry and the coloured pots manuf~ctured by them are very 
popular. One Gul Muhammad is now (1903) the principaf 
artisan, but he only makes to or~er. Snuff boxes and toys 
coloured with lac are also manufactured. There are a few 
dyers, and also some persons who cover kukka stems with 
gold and silver wire, an industry which is said to have been 
introduced from Sind. Several goldsmiths make ·a livi~g' 
in Bhag. They obtain their dies from the Punjab, and 
no indigenous designs of jewellery appear to be produced. 
The Hindus living in the town are mostlv engaged in the 
retail trade, but there are one or two larga money-lenders. 

The present town of Bhag is about 300 years old, and takes 
its name from a grazier woman named Bhagwan, who came 
with her flocks from Dajal in the Dera Ghazi Khan District 
and settled here. Its former importance can be traced from 
the fact that the ndih of Bhag is still spoken of by the com
mon people as the 7lawd.b, and that the whole tract lying 
to the south and irrigated by the Nari is known as Hhag 
Nari. Formerly, it is said that the. permanent flow of the 
Nari water, instead of being taken off as it now is at Sibi, 
was used in Bhag. 

The octroi and excise of the town are generally combined 
in one contract anct are farmed to a contractor, the total 
annual income amounting to about Rs. s,ooo. 

For its water &upply, the town depends on the flood water. 
of the Nari river \\hich 1s arrested by a dam, and when the 
water dries, numerous wells are dug in the bed of the 
channel. 

In the town is one gun, formerly used by the Khan's gun
ners for the purpose of saluting. It is one of the four which 
were presented to the Khan of Kalat bv General jacob, and 
is marked XXIII, G.P. Hutchinson r8J8, Cossipore. Another 
old muz.zle-loading gun is lying in the west side of the 
town. 
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Dadhar or Dadar, which is• the headquarters of the niabat 
of that name, lies at the eastern end of the Bolan Pass, 
about 35 miles north of Bhag, about 2 miles from Rindli and 
about 11 miles from the MushkM railway station. It is 
situated between 29" 29' N. and 67" 39' E., at an elevation 
of about 740 feet. It is almost surrounded by hills, the 
great range 5 miles to the westward, and low ranges to 
the north and south respectively running in an east-north
east direction from it. In summer, when the prevailing 
southerly winds cease, the heat ·is excessive, the temperature 
rising sometimes to 120". • The town is situated on a branch 
of the Bolan river, the marshy bed of which receives all 
its drainage, and a few date-trees grow in the swamp . 

• Citose to the town, are gardens-in which the pomegranate pre
ponderates. The population is about I,810, mostly Jats, 

· but also some Saiads, and artisans, ·and about so families 
of Hindus. Dadhar has a fair sized hazar, where Hindus 
carry_ on a brisk trade. There is ·also a primary school 
maintained by the Kalat State, and the Church Mis
sionary Society have a hospital which is moved·during th~ 
summer to Tiri in Mastung. The local manufactures in
clude shoes,· saddlery, agricultural implements and a few 
guns and swords. 

The soil of the surrounding country is good, and irrigation· 
water is abundant, and is obtained from the Bolan river. The 
crops raised include wheat, juar, cotton, til, melons and 
indigo, and vegetables are also grown. The ruins of the 
town of Gujrat, once the capital of the Baruzai Panni 
Afghans, are about 5 miles, and the famous shrine of Pir 
Dopasi lies about 6 miles, to the west of Dadhar. 

In 1840, a British force was attacked at Dadhar by Nasir 
Khan II, but the assailants were beaten off. The grave of 
Lieutenant Loveday, the British -Resident at Kalat, who was 
murdered by the Brahui insurgents in 1840, lies .ab•mt two 
~iles from the town. A mllrble stone is now (1907) being 
erected by -H. H: the Khan over the grave. 

· Gajan is situated between 28" 41' N. and 67" 26' E. about 
5 miles to the north-west of liandava, and is the residence 
oi the Zahri Chiet during the winter. The Dhori nullah, 
which passes through it from west to east, divides the village 
into two quarters, that on the north being known from the 
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people inhabiting it, as the Gajan of the Gajanis, and that on MINIATURE 
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the south as the Gajan of the Lasharis. The country, in 
which Gajan is situated, originally belonged to the Khan of 
Kalat, and is said to have been conferred in .j'dgir upon the 
present owners, the Zarrakzai, by Mir Nasir Khan I, as com-
pensation for the life of Mir Zarrak, who was killed in an 
expedition taken by the Khan against the Talpurs of Sind. 

The population of the village is about 172 families, mainly 
Lashari Baloch, Gajani Jats and Saiads, and including also 
+O families of Hindus who carry on the trade of the place and 
of the surrounding country, and about4o familiesofartisans. 
About 3 miles north of Gajan are the beds of salt bearing 
earth where salt is manufactured by the Nunaris in the 
jurisdiction of the Zahri chief. At present (1904) the annual 
output is about 4,8oo maunds. 

The greater part of the soil of the country is a mixture of 
clay and sand. Water 1or irrigation is drawn from the 
Sukleji river and is divided into 242! skahdnas; the principal 
hill-torrents, of which the flood water. is used for kkuskkdha 
cultivation, are the Gari, Chhattar, Lundi Kazi and Kand, all 
of which run from west to east. 

At about 3 miles to the north-east of the village, are two 
mounds called after Dallu Rai, a Hindu ruler, the ruins of 
forts built by whom are Rlso to be found in Pishin and Sibi. 
The principal shrines are those of Kazi Somail, Mandau Shah 
and Shah Mudd. About three miles north of the village, is 
the Gahelav forest, the scene of one of the early fights. be• 
tween the Rinds and Lasharis in t>he fifteenth century. In 
years of good rainfall, it forms an extensive pasture ground 
for the flocks of the neighbouring population; and carbonate 
of soda is manufactured from the righit plant that grows 
luxuriantly in it. 

The Zarrakzai chieflevies duties on exports and imports at 
Gajan and certain taxes from the Hindu traders. 

Gandava (elevation 321 feet), also written as Ganjaba or 
Ganjava, is situated near the mouth of the .Mula Pass, between 
28°37' N. and 67•291 E. on a branch of the Mula stream It is 
about 40 miles from Nuttal station on the North-\V'estern 
Railway. The population consists of about 330 families, chiefly 
Jats, and includes 20 families of Saiads and uo families of 
Hindus. It has a considerable trade which is in the hands of 
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the Hindus. The local manufactures include coarse cloth 
and shoes. The Kalat State maintains a primary school, for 
boys, opened in July 1906. The town has 12 mosques and 
5 tlkarmstilas. The nitibatestablishment consists (1go7) of a 
mustaufi, a naib, ·a ja-nashln, a muhasih, a sadbtish.i, 7 
sowars and 25 footmen, while the thana has an establish
ment of a tlui.nadar, a duffadar, a tracker, a clerk,.and three 
sowars. In former days, the place was surrounded by a high 
wall, but this has now fallen into disrepair. The east side of 
the town is inhabited by Hindus. In the centre· is a hazar 
with the mam ~treet running north to south, and on the west 
are the Khan's quarters which can hardly be called a palace, 
and which are occupied when His Highness visits Kachhi in 
winter. The Khan'.s quarters are a set of low,, rambling 
buildings with a large inner court. Before entering this 
court, on the left, is a small room containing a platform on 
which Mehrab Khan used to sit. On the north of the inner 
court-yard, which was used for the· Khan's harem, is a three
storied building containing a large inner hall and upper
rooms. To the north of this again on a raised platform is 
the m¢tklui.na or wash-house. Gandava is a place of great 
antiquity; and is known to the historians as Kandabil, which 
is said to have been founded by the Persian King Bahman. 
An· account of its history has been given in Chapter I ; the 
tomb, made of bricks, of Murad Ganja the ntiib of Nur 
Manammad Kalhora, is still standing close to the south of 
the town of Ganda va. It was this Murad <;ianja, who opposed 
Mir Abdulla of Kal:it at•Jandrihar near Sanni in 1730-31. 

A conservancy cess is levied on Hindus and an establish
ment kept up for sanitation. Hence the town is one of the 
cleanest in Kachhi. On the south lies· a large garden 
covering two or three acres containing mangoes, sweet limes, 
.and other fr;uit trees. It Was near this garden that in 1863 
Sberdil, the cousin of Mir- Khudadad Khan, attempted the 
latter's assassination, but only succeeded in wounding him. 
A general insurrection ensuEd i Sherdil Kha.n was declared 
ruler and Khudadad Khan retired to the Sind frontier. 
Khu'dadad Khan reg'ained the masnad in 1864. 

• 
Haji (elevation 337 feet) lies in 29° •5' N., and 67° so' E., 

on the right bank of ·the Narl river about 16 miles north oi 
Bhag and about 7 miles from the Lind~ay railway station. 
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chief to whom it was first granted by Nasir Khan I for 
service, rendered at Delhi. Haji is one . of the largest 
villages in Bala Nari, possessing about 250 houses and 
is important as being the headquarters of the Shahwani 
chief who holds a fagir at the· place; and man) Shahwam 
tribesmen spend the winter in the vicinity of the village in 
their black tents (gidan). The permanent inhabitants num-
ber 475, principally Jats and there are aiso some Hindus. 
The principal sections of the Jats are Mahesar, Sumra, Gola, 
Kori or weavers (6o) and mochis or shoe-makers (20 families). 
The Hindus carry on a good deal of trade. The Shahwani 
chief levies octroi both on imports and exports and· also 
several other taxes including poll tax (Ji·s,,a) on Hindus and 
duty on sale of vegetables (Pffi); there is also a distillery 
for country liquor. The local industries include country 
shoes and leather belts, and coarse cotton cloth, which are 
made for local consumption and for sale in the ·neighbourhood. 
The village possesses 8 oil presses (1903) in which a good 
deal of sirek oil is pressed. Haji was formerly enclosed by 
a wall which is now in ruins. The dome of the principal 
mosque is conspicuous from a distance. Outside the town 
are the tombs of Haji Muhammad Khan and other Shah-
wanis which possess some pretensions to architecture. The 
site of the great Gadi dam o~ which the cultivation of the 
whole of Bhag Nari depends is about 2! miles to the north • 
. \ large dam is also built in the Nari river at Haji for the 
local cultivation, .The Nari thana (Dandor} levy post is about 
2 miles east of Haji. The water supply of the village is from 
the N ari river in the bed of which, when the flood water is 
dried up, wells are dug. 

Jalal Khan village (elevation 327 feet) lies north-west of 
Bhag and abuut 21 miles from Shoran and is the chief vilh ge 
of the Mugheris. It is enclosed by a mud wall and has about 
490 houses and a population of 2,86o persons, principally 
traders and artisans. The headman of th~ Mugheris is 
J~luic~a Jalal Khan after whom the village is named. It has 

O:l thriving bazar. The local manufactures include shoes, 
saddlery, coarse cotton cloth, and bed !>beets, guns and 
swords. Wudt!ra Jatal Khan levies octroi duty on imports and 
exports ; one-third of the proceeds js retained by him and two-

IJ 
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thirds paid to the Khan. The village is the best known in the 
tract called Buledkar where the Buh~dis and the Mugh~ris 
hold revenue-free grants from the Khan. A large c~ltivated 
area surrounds it. T.he village is situated on the left bank 
of the Bolan river, but the village lands also receive irriga
tion from a branch of the Nari river, named !'\ala Ghaibi. 
The principal crop is jutir. • 

Jhal.-The town of Jhal, situated in 28°17'N. an.d 67"27' E 
at an elevation of 348 feet above sea-level, was at one time 
enclosed in walls that now have been allowed to fall into 
decay. On the· west the high miri of the chief, of four 
stories with its balconies and balustrades built in mud and 
brick, presents a somewhat imposing· appearance. On the 
east is_ the Hindu quarter, and in the centre is· one of the 
covered bazars common to this part of the country, the 
whole cont~ining about 6o shops. The inhabitants besides 
the Bhutani Magassis, the sardarkhel, consist of .Mirzani, 
Rawatani, Nindwani, Sobhani, Laskani, Girsar, Chandra
man, Bangulani, and several other sections of the Magcossi 
tribe; and Channe, Daya, Kori (weavers), Kumbhar (pot
ters), Hajam (barbers), and Mochi (shoe-makers) Jats. They 
may be estimated at some 2,ooo souls. On the south-east 
of the town stands a building which was formerly the-chief's 
garden house, but owing to the drying up of the stream of 
Garang ·near Kohero Kalat, which irrigated Jhal and its 
surroundings, the garden has been destroyed and the garden 
house now stands bare and bleak against the sky. The 
water supply, which was formerly obtained from open channels 
running from Garling to the town, has now to be brought on 
beasts of burden from a water channel situated about 2! 
miles to the ~outh of the town. Jhal has not always been the 
headquarters of the Magassis. It is alleged to have been 
the _original settlement, but afterwards it was moved to a 
locality two or three n:iles westward of the present site. 
Afterwards, he chiefs lived for some time at Khanpur near 
Kotra, and here th~ tombs of two of the chiefs are still to be 
seen. Fro~ Khanpur they again emigrated to the site of 

the present town. 
The &ncient town of Khanpur still exhibits marks of it

btrength with its crenelated wall. Near the s1te are 
situated the tombs of BhUt the second, a grandson 
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to the chief. The latter's tomb is the most imposing of 
all such' places in Kachhi. It is now falling into decay, but 
was at one time a fine white edifice set out with light 
blue Multan tiles. The floor of .the inner part, which contains 
the tomb <f Gwahram and. his sister, is paved with similar 
tiles and the lower part of the walls with tiles bearing dark-
blue, light-blue and brown designs. The whole· is surmount-
ed by a dome which was origina.lly painted in light-green and 
brown and the whole of the inside is ornamented in the same 
colours. Round the building are eight recesses also fully 
painted. Ti1e tiles used in the construction are similar to 
those now made at Multan anJ are ·said to have been 
made and burnt by workmen from that place. 

Kotra is a group of four villages, of which one belongs 
to His Highness the Khan and the other three to the lltazai 
Brahuis and are calleJ after leading persons as Kotra Mir 
Karam Khan, Kotra Bibi Fateh Khatun and Kotra Mir 
Gauhar Khan. The villag<!s lie on the main route from 
Kachhi to Kalat via the Mula Pass. The population consists 
of about 200 families and comprises the lltazais ; Lashari 
Baloch; about 2u families of Dinari Baloch and 15 families 
of Jats. The latter, besides cultivating land, work as weavers 
and blacksmiths. There are 40 families of Hindus who 
carry on a brisk trade. The country round Kotra j,; covered 
with a growth of pipal, ;;cacia, tamarisk and khabbar, 
&lhl the place possesses a magnificent garden belonging 
to Mir Karam Khan in which mangoes preponderate. A 
Hindu, Lakhmi Chand, is now (1907) planting another 
gar.len. The soil is good and productive, but the area under 
permanent irri;.!ation does not exceed one-eighth of the total 
cultivation, the remainder do!pending on floods in the Mula 
river and minor hill torrents. There are two water mills 
in Kotra. The permanent source of water-sl.ipply is the Pir 
Chhatta spring, which is divided into four equal shares, each 
of the iour villages possessing a share. The principal crops 
raised are wheat, barley, j'uar, moth and mung pulse, and 
kirinff, a fodder crop. Places of archreological interest 
are the three mounds, Lakhpur, Pehangar and Kauru, 
hdieved to be the ruins of oiJ cities inhabited by three 
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principal shrines are those of Plr Chhatt1 about 6 mil~s to 
the west in the hills and of Gut Shah Barri and Plr Shah at 
Kotra. An annual fair is held at the first named shrine 
during the date harvest. Khari, an important village inha
bited by the Dinari section of the Lashari Baloch, is about 

·two miles to the north-west. In I8.Jo, a Brit.ish force 
encountered the Brahuis under Nasir Khan II in the hills 
.near Kumbi. about 8 miles t.> the west of Kotra. The 
Bnihuis after a stubborn resistance were defeated with the 
loss of three hundred men, whi:st l\Hr Boher Khan Musiani 
and seven other chiefs with 130 followers were taken 
prisoners. The Khan ot Kalat levies octroi both on imports 
and exports at Kotra, where there is abo a distitlery for 
country liquor, for which a contract is >old by the Khan. 

Lahri, which is the headquart.,-rs of· the Dombki chief 
and also of a nazo of the Khan, is an import ant town in the 
eastern part of Kachhi, ana is situated in 29" 101 N and 68" 
121 E, at an elevation of 495 feet abdve sea-level. It lies on 
the main route from St<>i to Jacobabad, 35 miles from the 
former and 69 miles from the la~ter place. The nearest 
railway stations are Bellpat, 23 miles, and Lindsay, 20 miles. 
The town is walled; most of the huts are of •••ud, but the 
Dombki chief has built a large house of burnt bricks in lime, 
and a guest house. The mausoleum of Sardar Sohrab 
Khan, the grandfather of the present chief, Mlr Chakar Kha11, 
is an imposing structure. The populati.•n is estimated at 
4,350 persons and compris.es the Dombki Haloch, Jats, 
Hindus, and artisans. The Hindus of Lahri are a Hourish
ing community and carry on tqtde with other towns in K ·chhi, 
also with Jacobabad, Sibi and the Marri-Bugti country. 
Octroi du~y is levied on imports and exports. The local 
manufactures include coarse cotton cloth, saddl~ry, shoes 
and belts. The soil is good, but the great.:r l'art of the culti
vation depends on the fl,,od water oft he Lahri hi 11-torrent. 
Drinking water is obtained from wells. The prindpal crops 
are ;udf"~ melons and .wheat, and vegetables ar"' also grnwn. 
The British Government maintams a levy po,.t (• nsaldar, 
1 duffadar, 5 srwars and I muha77'if")j and there. are ruins. of 
an old bungalow close to the levy lines.' · 
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a• an ele•·ation of 384 feet above sea-level; the railway sta-
tion of the same name is about 3 miles distant. Its pop':lla-
tion is about 150 hous~s of Raisani Brat1uis and J ats ; there 
are also 366 Hindus. It has a· ~mall hazar where ordinary 
!'upplies in small quamities are obtainable. The Raisani 
chief levies octroi on imports and exports. The principal 
sections of the Jats are Abra, Mahesar, Machhi, Dahir, tan-
gab, Khand, Gola, Kalwar and Arain, others are Chakis or 
oil pressers. The village was formerly surrounded by a wall, 
which is now dilapidated. The village lands are divided into 
17! thdlas or parts held by various sections of the Raisani 
tribe and are cultivated by Jats. A large dam (gandka) is 
thrown across the Nari at Mithri to dive;t the flood water 
from which;iuir, hdjri, mutzg, moth, wheat, barley, oilseed and 
cotton crops are raised. 

The principal buildings are those in which the chief and the 
leading Raisanis live, the Sardar's guest house and a mosque. 
There is a dist11lery of country )iquor at Mithn which is 
larmed on a contract by the Raisani chief. There are 
( 1903) 8 oil pr.:sses, and the only industry is the coarse 

, cotton cloth made by Kocis. About two miles to the east 
' of the place is a large cemetery containing the tomb of H:l.ji 

Mulla Muhammad, grandfather ofthe present Raisani chief, 
Sardar Sir Ghaus Bakhsh Khan, K.C.I.E. The p9ncipal 

. sites of archreological interest are ( 1) Mirzapur or the ruins 
of an old town said to have been held by the Baruzais prior 
to 1740, when, on Kachhi being handed over to the Brahuis, 
th~ Baruza1s transferred their headqu~rters fO Sibi and the 
inhabitants founded the present village of Mithri which was 
named after one Mitha, Daya ; and (2) Detke-ka-damb or 
the ruins of an old town said to have been burnt by Dula 
Darya Khan, son of jam Nanda, Ruler of Sind. The water
supply of Mithri is obtained from the Nari river in the bed of 
which, after the flood water dries, wells are dug. 

Panjuk is situated between Gandava and jhal, 10 miles 
south of the former place on the road to Larkan:i in Sind. 
It is the most important village, possessing irrigated Iand

1 
in 

the northern part of the .Magassi tribal country. The popula
tion consists of about 50 houses, chiefly Magassis of the 
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Chandramau, Raheja, and Bhutani .sections; there are also 
Jats: of the Burra, Sorangi, Bureja, J,oya, Suheja, Bukeja and 
Wadbe sections, and some artisans.. There are also about 
20 shops of Hindus who carry on a good deal of local trade, 
especially in grain. The village has three mosques anP. a 
guest .house maintained by Nawab K~isar Khan. There.' is 
a considerable amount of cultivation. The proprietary rights 
belong to the Magassi chief, the] ats being his tenants-at-will. 

A large portion of the land is dependent on the flood water 
• of the Mula river, to catch which a large dam is thrown 

across the bed of the river. The share of perennial water 
from the MUla river is one-fifth (panjuk), and hence the name 
of the village. This water is said to have been given to the 
Magassis by Mian Nur Muhammad, Kalhora, in the time of 
the Magassi chief, Bhut Faqfr. The principal crops are juar, 
btifri, mung, moth, cotton and wheat. The village possesses 
two orchards, the principal fruit trees being pomegranates 
and mangoes. Very excellent swords are manufactured in 
the vi.lla·ge ; other industries include shoes and sword-sheaths, 
bedsteads (cMrptiis) and• saltpetre. Country rifles are also 
repaired. at Panjuk. 

Sanni, .the headquarters of the Jatois, lies in 29• 9' N 
and 67• 34' E about 20 miles north-west of Bhag. It stands 
on a hillock, at the foot of the hills separating Kachhi from j 
the highlands of Baluchistan, and is noted for its sulphur 
mines situated about 12 miles to the south-west. It has a 
roofed ·iJazar, and a domed mosque in the centre, and the 
streets are well arranged and clean. The village, in 1904; 
contained about 83 houses, comprising 35 families of Jatois, 
30 of Hindus, 6 of Loris, 2 of Mullas and ro of artisans in
cluding 2 l-Jindu goldsmiths. The leading men of the Jato is 
are Azfm Khan Bullani, Allah Bakhsh Jamalani, Yar Muham-

. mad Perozani and Gauhar Khan Kalcitizai, who are locally 
known as sarddrs. Sanni has a fine forest, the principal tree 
being llandi, and the country is noted for camel. breeding.' 
The principal crops are wheat, barley, fuar, sarshaf (Brassica 
campestris,) and pulses. Supplies are purchasable at all times. 
A path l~ads from Sanni to Kundalani in the Bolan Pass by 
Pushtal; and to Narmuk over the Nagali hills are four paths 
viz., the Jud~sk, the Zagh-na-kasar, Hurro or Rod-na-kasar 
'and Nalanf. Some or'the Jatois go to Lop in Narmuk in the 
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Sara wan country during the summer. Permanent irrigation is 
brought from the hills to the west m an artificial channel 6 or 
7 miles long which is, however, constantly liable to be de
stroyed by floods. In addition to these, several flats are cui-
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, tivated in Sar Sanni to the west of Sanni itself. The main 
stre<~m is divided into 144 bel~ of water divided among the 
several sections of the Jato is, small shares being also held by 
the Saiads of Dadhar and of Kirani near Quetta, and also by 
the Lahri chief of Narmuk. The irrigated lands ar~ held · 
jointly and are divided at the time of cultivation. Sanni has 
the re~utation of possessing the best and purest drinking 
water in Kachhi. 

Sanni is the jagfr or £ndm of the Jatois. The biggest 
graveyard in the country lie:> close to the village, and is said 
to contain over one hundred thousand graves. 

The neighbourhood of Sanni is of considerable historical 
interest. The rui~s of the old town of Khanpur, now known 
as Kh:ippur Kohna, which was populated in the 1me of the 
Kalhoras by Babi Dehpal and Parang Afghans, a~d Razi and 
Hadkri Jats, are situated in the ~olan lands about 6 miles 
nor.th-east of Sanni. The main streets are st1ll visible, and 
the rums of an old mosque built in lime are found in a half 
dilap,idated condition. About two miles to the north· ,west of 
Khanpur Kohna, is the site of Jandrihar, where in 173o-31 
tock place the battle between the Kalhoras and the Brahuis 
under Mir Abdulla Khan, in which the latter was killed. 
The ~ite is now marked by a mosque surrounded by a garden. 

·called Mir Bagh, ·which were constructed by Nasir Khan .J in . 
memory of his father (Mir Abdulla Khan), whose dead body 
was never recovered from the battlefield. The mosque is· 
now in ruins and the garden neglected. Another place of 
archreological interest is the Chakar Mari, being the ruins of 
houses in which Mir Chakar Rind is said to have lived, situ
ated about 5 mil<s south of Sanni. About two miles south
west of the Chakar Mari, is the Lund au forest, the scene of one 
of the raids made in the rsth century by the Lasharis under 
Ramen, son of Gwahram, against the· Rinds under Miran,. 
in which the Rinds were defeated with a loss of 50 meo 
killed. Ramen was also killed. 

Shoran is an important village about. 15 miles north of 
Gajan between 28" 52' N and67" 27' E. It is the headquarters 
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sists of mud huts, but the chief has built for himself a good 
house of burnt bricks. A portion of the hazar is roofed. 
Outside the town, is a quadrahgle of mud buildings construct
ed by the Wadera for the use of his guests. The population 
numbers about 2 8o families and comprises M irozai and 
Siahpad Rinds, Jats, Khanazads, and Laul<li Buh~dis. 

There are also about So families of Hindus engaged in trade, 
and 40 families of artisans and others. There are also a 
number of hamlets close to the village, the principal of which 
are Barljah (•o hou~es of Barljahs), Mir Taj Muhammad-ki
Garhi (48 houses of Jats and Khanazads), both to the south, 
a·nd Sar Kandahar (30 houses of Mirozai, Hotanzai and Ghu
lam Bolak Rinds) en the north. The Rind chief levies octroi 
both on Imports and exports, and also other taxes described 
in Chapter Ill; there is also a C:istillery for country liquor. 
The ~ater supply is obtained from the Sukleji river near 
Chari hill aqJ brought in an artificial channel about 8 miles 
long. This main channel is divided into two equal parts 
called Gahnga and Rod. The Gahnga half share belongs 
to the Wadira and the produce is utilized for the expenses of 
his hkathi or kitchen for his guests. The Rod half share is 
divided into 17 wallis or 8! shabdnas held by the Mirozai 
and Hotanzai Rinds. On the main stream, there is a water 
mill belong-ing to the chief. The principal crops are wheat, 
judr and cotton. Near the village is a fine garden of mango 
trees. There are many shrines in the vicinity, the important 
ones being those of Shah Bukhari, Pfr" Lakha; Yatim Shah 
and Haft Wali, the last named being about 7 miles from 
Shoran. Abo~ttwo miles north of the town, is the cemetery of 
the Rinds, containing several mau~oleums of the Rind sardtir
kkt!ls built in lime and showing some architectural skill, 
the finest being those of Wadera Imam Bakhsh and Mir Taj 
Muh.ammad ·Mir:ozai. To the south and west of the town, 
are the important forests of Majbhi and Darabi, both reserved 
by the chief. In the Chalwah branch of the Sukleji river, 
which flows past Shoran, is the Kachhrau spring, situated about 
three miles south-west of Shoran, no._..: dry but famous, in 
Baloch legendary history, as being the place where the first of 
those raids, which resulted in the wars between the Rinds and 
the Lasharis, was committed by the latter on the camels of 
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Mir Chakar Rind, which were in charge of a J at camel-grazier 
woman named Gohar. The Hari Sar pool, where the Hindus 

.throw the ashes.of their dead, is situated about 18 miles to 
the west in the Sukt..~ji river which here· flows through the 
hills. A track leads along the river bed to Kalat via Gazg, . 
The salt beds, in the jurisdiction of the Rind chief, where 
earth-salt is manufactured by the Nunaris, are"about 6 miles 
to the south of Shonin. A small quantity of saltpetre is 
also manufactured. Coarse cloth is the only other industry. 
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APPENDIX I. 

ROUTE LIST. 

· fThe route lists have no pretensions to be exhaustive. 
Distances, except when drawn from published route lists, are 
approximate only.) 

No. J-Sibt"-Jacobtibdd Route. 

---------------------------~------------------------------------

Stages. 

Sibi, R.S., L.P., 
T. and P. 0. 
Head·quarters 
ofSibi District. 

Mall, L. P. • •• 

Theri ••• 
Lahri, L. P. 

Pbuleji, L. P .... 

Chhattar ••• 
Shahpur, L. P ... 

Jacob:l.bad ( in 
Sind), R. S,, 
T. and P. Q •• 
Head-quarterS 
of the Upper 
Sind Frontier 
District. 

Inter
mediate 

distances 
in miles. 

14 

Il 
10 

16 

10 

lZ 

Jl 

Total / 
dist:ancesl 

lD 
miles. 

zs 
35 

61 
73 

104 

Oak Bungalow. 
z Serais, 

Ci vii officials' 
Rest-house. 

Guest house, 
maintained by 
the Dombki 

j chief 
I 

Political Rest
house. 

REMARKS. 

(a) A track leads to Mithri 
the headquarters of 
the Raisani Sardar, 

(b) A track to Khattan via 
Gazi (12 miles), Lahri 
Nala (24 miles), Fateh 
Kumb (10 miles), and 
Khattan (15 miles). 

A Dombki village. 
Head-quarters of the Domb

ki tribe. Tracks lead to 
Bellpat railway station (23 
miles), to Lindsay railway. 
station (zc miles), and also 
paths to Dera Bugti (70 
miles) and to Kahan (68 
miles). 

Tracks to Dera Bugti (6o 
miles), Nuttal (18 miles) 
and Bellpat (24 miles). 

Track to Nuttal (16 miles). 
Tracks lead to Temple Dera 

(20 miles), Nut tal (28 miles) 
Sui (87 miles) and to 
Khajuri (97 miles), 

NOTE.-R. S. • Railway Station. T. = Telegraph. 
P. 0. = Post Office. L, P. ... Levy Post, 
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 

The total distance from Sibi to Jacobab<id is 104 miles. 
The track lies mostly over pat and affords easy going in 
ordinary weather, but becomes difficult and indeed impass
able after heavy rain. Mall lies within the Sibi tahsil, ·and 
Shahpur, for purposes of political control, is included in the 
Nasirabad Sub-division. The intermediate stages lie in the 
Lahri niahat of Kalat, but the Political Agent, Sibi, exer
cises political control over the Dombki and Kaheri tribes. 
There are villages and hanias' shops at each stage, and ordi" · 
nary nati¥e provisions are obtainable in small quantities ; 
for larger quantities, previous notice should be given to the 
Political Agent, Sibi. Drinking water is obtained from 
wells and is good, except at Theri, where the water is 
brackish. The quantity obtainat>le at each stage is, how
ever, limited. 
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No. 2.-jacobtihdd-Ddl.llulr Route flJia Kantrt1 and Bluig. 

Stageo. 

Jacobabad (in 
Sind), R. S., 
T. and P. 0. 

Rojhan ... 

Kanda 

Jhok Kasim or 
Makhan Bela. 

Haji 

1\lithri 

Dadhar 

medaate distances l lnt~or-~ Total I 
~ista~ces in anile&. 
1n mde». 

II II 

43 

16 59 

16 100 

8 108 

121 

Accommodation 
for travellers. 

Politi£al Rest
house. 

RBIIARKS. 

The road is good except 
after heavy rain. Water is 
obtainable at Rojhin from 

• wells. A small quantity of 
· flour, grain, &c., can be 

obtained from two hanias' 
shops. There is an alter
native 'route from here to 
Bhag via Barshori (Jz 
miles), Hashimkashahr (zo 
miles) and Bhag(17 miles). 

The road is fair. Supplies 
are obtainable ; forage, 
fuel and camel forage 
abundant ; water from a 
tank also abundant. 

The route runs along the 
Nari river. Supplies 
obtainable in moderate 
quantities ; forage abund
ant ; water is obtained 
from the Nari, but is scarce 
after February or March. 
The road is good. 

The route is good. Supplies 
abundant. Water is obtain
able from the Nari river. 

The road is open and good. 
Supplies abundant. ·water 
from· rools in the bed of 
the Nari. 

The road is open and good 
except at places where the 
bed of the Nari has to be 
crossed. Water is got from 
pools · in ·the bed of the 
Nari. Supplies obtainable 

The road is good and runs 
north-west across the open 
plain and then through the 
Bannh hills. Supplies ob 
tainable. Water from irri 
gation channels is abund 
ant and good. I -.. -- --__!'---~---!.-----=--------

Non.-Rojhan is in the Nasiribad tahsll of the Sibi District. For supplies 
required 011 other stages for large parties, arrangements .should ·be made 
hrou~h the Political Agent, KaUt, 
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No. J.-jaco~Dddllllr Route ('Ulil Ganda1Xl and Shoran). 

Stages. 

JAcobabid (m 
Sind), R. S., 
T. and P. 0. 

Kanda -· ••• 

Udina ••• ... 

Gandiva 

Sbor:l.n ••• 

Sanni 

Naush~ra 

D!dhar-

43 

20 

23 

18 

8 

43 

54 

68 

88 

Ill 

IJ1 

Political Rest
house. 

R.a~Jul.u. 

Vide route 2. 

The road lies over a desert 
plain intersected by shallow 
1111atercourses and covered 
1111ith low scrub. Supplie9 
and fodder procurable. 
Water bad ana scarce. 

Road goes over a plain with 
low grass jungle and 
patches of cultivation here 
and there. Supplies and 
water abundant. 

The road is intersected by 
several watercourses and 
canals. At s miles. Gajan 
is reached. Supplies pro
curable. 

An indifferent road, mostly 
rough and stony, skirting 
the hills on the left. Sup
plies procurable and abun
dant; water from a fine 
stream. 

For the first 5 miles the road 
is good, then for 4 miles 
it runs through tbe Sanni 
pass and is rough and 
stony, _the remainder is 
good over level ground. 
Supplies and water abun
dant. Grass is procurable, 
but camel grazing is scanty. 

Water abundant from the 
Bolin stream. Supplies 
plentiful. 

NOTB.-For supplies required for large parties, arrangements should be made 
through the Political Agent, Kalit. 
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Translation of a deed of compromise, dated 31st March 
1907, arrived at between Sardar Shakar Khan, son of Sardar 
Nur-ud-d{n Khan .Shahizai Mengal and Sardar Muhammad 
Baka Khan, son ofSardar Azlm Khan, Kaberi of Chbattar, in 
the matter of their dispute regarding revenue (!Jataz) in the 
Jdglrs in Chhattar. 

In the above case we, of our own accord and free will, 
have come to the following al{reement :-

( 1) That the lands named Godd, which are irrigated by 
NaJa Godar, NalaGhulam Husain and Pasera, and the Rela 
lands, which belong to Sardar Muhammad Baka Khan, his 
brothers and relatives, shall as heretofore remain with them 
as their proprietary nght and as j'dgir or free from revenue. 

,Sardar Shakar Khan sb .. U have no connection with these 
l'lnds, nor shall he claim revenue (hataz) from the said lands, 
except in three embanked fields (hands}, one belonging to 
Khudaidad and two to Walidad Khan. 

(z} In the Koriwah tracts, the following lands shall be 
exempt from bdtdi: seven bands belonging to Gauhar Khan 
and three khtftr belonging to Muhammad Baka Khan, but 
it shall be at the discretion ot Sardar Shakar Khan to give 
Gauhar Khan the above se~en !JaT£dS or not as he pleases. 
Gauhar Khan shall have no right to them. . 

With the excPption of the abovementioned lands, Sardar 
Shakar Khan Mengal shall have the right to take hatdi as 
heretofore at the rate of one-eleventh from all the lands 
belonging to Sardar Muhammad Baka Khan, his brothers 
and relations, irrigated by NaJa Koriwah. 

(3) \Vhereas an exchange between the nis.f amhdri (half 
revenue assignment) of the Koriwah lands and the halai at 
one-eleventh of Dahoyari has taken place, Sardar Shakar 
Khan shall recover the hattH and j'dg{r of the Koriwah lands, 
while Sardar Muhammad ~aka Khan. his brothers and 
relations shall levy batai in Dahoyari; that is to say, Sardar 
Shakar Khan has relinquished the hatai of one-eleventh 
in Dahoyari and Sardar Muhammad Baka has abandoned 
the nisf amhdri of Koriwah. 

14 
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(4) All lands belonging to Sardar lnunammaa naKa, 
his brothers and relations in Nala Bela, Pasera, Tikan, Kandi 
and Wah Kharra, etc., shall be exempt from hatdi, jkoli and 
karhi •. 

Sardar Shakar Khan Mengal shall be entitled to levy 
hatai as usual in all the remaining lands belonging to the 
Kaheris in Tikan and Pasera. The j'koli shall be recovered 
at 2 luisas per kkarwar and karin" (or jttar stalks) at 2 bar 
(loads) from each Kaheri proprietor in lands under the 
hatai ; but no such j'koli or karhi shall be levied in th.e inam 
(or revenue free) lands owned by the KaMris. 

(5) The sung (octroi) which may be recovered shall be 
divided. into the following shares:-

Per rupee. 
Rs. a. p. 

Sardar Muhammad Baka Khan o 4 6 
Sardar Shakar Khan ••• . . . o 8 9 
Khan of Kalat ••• ... o 2 9 

Mlr Wali Muhammad Khan's share is included in 
that of Sardar Shakar Khan. 

· (6) The income derived from the following sources shall 
be equally divided between Sardar Shakar Khan and Sardar 
Muhammad Baka Khan:-

Dalali or brokerage a.nd tadda {literally matting) 
on bullocks sold or bought, Dalali at 8 annas 
per .bullock and tadda at 2 ann as. 

Tax on oil, Rs. 4 per annum on every oil 
press. 

Tax on butchers, Rs. 2 per annum on every 
butcher. 

Fees on Hindu marriages, R. 1 per marriage. 

(7) All rights to waste lands and uninhabited houses 

within and without the limits of the villages shall be con

sidered as belonging to Muhammad Baka Khan, but waste 

lands shall be brought under cultivation by Sardar Muham

mad Baka in consultation with Sardar Shakar Khan. 

{8) Sardar Muhammad Baka Khan shall administer the 

villages in consultation with Sardar Shakar Khan. 
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(9) Cattle-pound receipts and miscellaneous income, such· 
as from abklln", etc., shall be divided into three equal shares 

between Sardar Shakar Khan, Mlr Wali Muhammad Khlin · 

and Sardar Muhammad Baka Khan. 

(10) Gauhar Khan Kaheri sha.ll be entitled to levy tobra 

at six topas per kkarwar. This right of tobra shall be I~ vied 
from the cultivators in lands situated in Chhattar, ~uradwah, 
Mundar, Nowah and Kandi, irrespective of the fact whether 

the lands be under batat" or not, and the collections made on ...... . 
account of tobra shall be exempt from bataz. 

The above is correct to the best of our knowledge and 
belief. 

Signed or sealed by-

Sardar Shakar Khan. 

Sardar Muhammad Baka Khan. 

Witnessed by-

S~er Muhammad Khan, son of Sardar Mitha 
Khan, caste Hum[mzai, resident of Khajak. 

Khan Bahadur Hasan Khan, Risaldar, Kaheri. 

Nur Muhammad, son of Imam Bakhsh, caste 
Sheikh, resident of Chhattar, servant of Sardar 
Shakar Khan. 

Sardar Faiz Muhamad Khan, son of Sardar Dost · 
Muhammad Khan, Mengal. 
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JHALA WAN GAZETTEER. 

CIIAPTER I.-DESCRIPTIVE. 

'fbe province of Jhalaw'n lies between latitude 25° 28' and As~~~~~A.L 
29° 21' N. nnd longitude GS 0 11' and 87° 27' E, It stretches from . 
Kalat to Bela and from the Kachhi plain to the valleys of Makdn 
and Kluiran. Its greatest length from north to south is 250 miles 
and from east to we&t 100 miles. It covers a total area of 21,128 
square miles. 

The name Jhalawau ia derived fromjakl, a Bal11chi word, mean· 
ing helow, or to the south. From the fac' that the word used is 
a Baluchi one, it may be inferred that the name was giveu when 
a Ualuchi-speaking race was in power in Kalat. It ia distinguished 
from Sarawan (the above, or to the north), and the tribes form· 
iug t.be two great divisions of the Brahui confederacy, known 
respectively as the Sarawan and Jhalawan were probably formed 
into these units, as they are now known, by Mfr Abdulla in the 
early part of the 18th century, The country is for the most part 
broken and mounta.iuous, being intersected here and there by 
valleys of varying width. It forms the catchment area of three 
large rive1'S and of several smaller ones.. The former are the 
Gidar Dhor with its great tributary the Mashkae, which falls into 
the sea under the name of the Hingol river; the Kolachi river 
which eventually enters Sind under the name of the Gaj, after its 
junction with its tributary of that name, in· the Kirthar range ; 
and the Mula, which, rising in the Harboi hill&, passes eventually 
into the plains of Kachhi. Among the minor rivers are the Sukh\ji, 
or Kachhi-na-jal, to the east of Shekhri. which rises in the 
Harboi billi ; the Hab and the Porali with its tributary the Kud 
river. The country slopes gradually southward, the highest 
,-o.Ileye being about 6,500 feet above the sea level near Kalat, 
aud the lowest about 1,000 feet abo\·e the sea level in Sarlina. 
Similarly tho mountains descend from the fine heights of Zcndani 
in the Jlarboi hills, 9,!2! feet, to the Charpar hills near 

Sarunr., 2,u20 feet. 

lB 



PHYSICAL 
ASPECTS. 

Scenery. 

Boundaries. 

2 JHALAWAN. 

Some of the scenery in the northern parts round the Harboi 
hills is grand and picturesque, but to the south the country is 
bare and uninteresting, the hills being of the rocky, bleak, and 
barren aspect so distinctive of the mountains in many partil of 
Baluchistan. The most open part of the country lies in the tracts 
close to the Pab hills, and between them and the Harboi range, 
from which they slope gradually downward. The southern end 
of the Harboi rises abruptly to a. height of 6,759 feet above sen 
level, and from here the country commences a second descent, 
this t.ime far more rapid than the former. On the western side 
there is a series of small valleys generally running north and south 
including the Mashkae niahat, Jau, Nondrav, and Bnlbasi. 

The northern boundary of the Jhalawan country from west to 
ea.st ·may be said to commence from a point on the Garr hills 
north-west of Nfmargh. Hence it _runs southward leaving the 
valley of Nimargh in the Sarawan country, and turns eastward 
from Sin java, passing to the north of Dasht-i-Goran, and crossing 
the Chandram, an offshoot of Siahkoh, to the west of KaJat reaches 
the higher slopes of the Harboi hills. Here the boundary is 
the dividing line between the tribal territory of the Nich:iris and 
Shahwanii!, -while further eastward, it separates the lands of the 
Jattaks and the Lahris. The northern part of the eastern bound
ary has, like the northern, southern, and western boundaries, 
never been defined, but roughly it may be taken as the eastern 
watershed of the range which will be presently described as the 
Mula hills. It is on this range that the Rinds and other tribes of 
Kachhi meet the Jattaks, and the division between their respec
tive territories forms the- boundary. From the mouth of the 
llula river the great Kirthar range begins, and along this range 
from a point on~he Siahafrangewe'st of Pa.njkhabar, the boundary 
has been defined. Between the Mula and Panjkhabar, the territory 
oft he :Magassi tribe forms the eastern boundary. From Panjkhabar 
to Lak Phusi, where the Jhalawan country meets the Levy Tracts 
of Las Btlla, the boundary was laid down by Lieutenant C. J. 
Steuart, Deputy Collector of Karachi, in 1853-4, who indeed 
defined the whole boundary line from Panjkhabar to the sea at Cape 
1\fouze. Lien tenant Steuart did not, however, effect a complete 
survey of his boundary, and Captain Macaulay was deputed in 
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I8Gl-2 to survey the whole of the line so far as it followed the PHYSicAL 
Kirthar range and the contiguous bills. The boundary runs almost ABPECTtl. 

in a "straight line from the high northern peak of the Siahaf 
mountain, along the eastern edge of the highest mountains of the 
first or eastern range and five or six miles within the range from the 
Sind plains. It thus coincides with the boundary between Balu-
chistan and Sind as far as the valley of Lop in the Levy Tracts, 
whence it trends westward to the Mehi, Bhedor, and Mol hills. 

In former, and indeed until quite recent times, Bela was part and 
. parcel of Jhalawan. Though at the present time the distinction 
between the territories of the Las Ihlla State and the adjoining 
tribal territory is be~oming more marked, no boundary has yet 
been defined. Indeed, the boundary between .Bela 11nd the rest 
of Jbalawau is the subject of disputes, now pending practically 
throughout its length, and, therefore, any attempt to describe it 
could only be misleading. 

Only a portion of the Harboi hills lies in tlie Jhalawan coon-
s h , . d L h . b . . Hill ranges. 

try, the part held by the ha waDIS an 11 riS elDg 10 the South Harboi. 
S11rawan area. The Jhalawan portion of the Harboi lies roughly 
between the Surab valley on the west and the Soinda river basin 
on the east. On the south the ranges reach_ down towards the 
Zahri valley and Anjir~~o, It is a saying among the Brahuis that 
tho IIarboi range stretches from Ka.Ut t·o Kabul, by which 
i~ is, no doubt, meant to convey that the Harboi forms part of · 
the grtat masses of mountains which stretch across the highest 
plateau of Baluchistan through Quetta and Hinduhagh to Kakar, 
Khurasan and thence to Ghnzni. Two of the principal 1·ivers of 
the country have their head waters in its slopes ; the Gidar 
Dhor which rises from the western side under the name of the Rej, 
and the Mula river whose important branch the Malgbave rises in 
the Reshak hills and amalgamates with the Soinda near P11.ndran • 
. The principal mountains are the Dn\j which bounds the Surab 
valley and the Rcshak bills, north of Zahri. The hills north of 
~ichara are known as Dhnk. The Harboi which takes its name 
from liar, all, and boi, scents (Harboi-all scents) cont11.ins some 
of the highest peaks in the Jhaladn country, and owing to the 
vcrJur~ which clothes its slopes, possesses some of the finest 
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PHYSICAL scenery in Knlat. The gorges are vast and Jeep and the hilLs 
!Sl'.II:OTB. • • • 'fi . . d d 

Geological 
formation. 

rise ln magm cent precipice~ an turretc peaks on either bide. 
Among the highest points may be mentioned llamandu-kushta 
9,040 feet, a splendid rocky prominence lying to the ust of tb" 
Laur Valley, Lokra to the south-east of .Mamatawa, 9,622 feet, 
Zendani, 9,424. feet, on the east of the Laur valley, ami Golik 
9,278 feet above sea level. There are several small basins situat
ed in the hills, such as Dashtak, Pimazi, Gulak, Alent, and 
Khatonki on the south-western rAnge. The lArger valleys in~lude 
Surken, Mamat!iwa, Langari, Krudi, Pandran, N1cbUra, and 
llamiri. There are also several magnificent gorges, the finest being 
Cbirkumb, which lies between the little va~ey of Khudi south-east 

of Kapoto, and Pandran. This gorge is in some places not m••re 
than 5 fee~. wide while the sides rise to a heigl1t of some three 
hundred feet. The sun does not penetrate its depths. and the 
water in the pools which are known as Doli, Girdo, Londo, and 
Gada-ta-knmb, is alwAys icy cold even in the middle of summer. 
Another gorge is Jurgi on the road from Kapoto to N1chara. It 
is so narrow that loaded camels are unable to pass throngh it for 
about 15 yards. Another picturesque pass is the Chashmai 
leading from N1chara between the Dramoni and Potai hills to Sari 
Sher and Surkhen. The masses of mountains rise in pinnacles far 
above the pass. ·On the Reshak hills are situated the shrines of 
pfr Ali Bezat and Pir Gazo. The former is a long cave in the 
side of the hill, and it is said that the Pir after entering the cave 

ne'fer . reappeared. 

· The only places which have settled inhabitants are N1chara, 
Pandran, and Mamatawa. In summer the hills are visited by 
:Makali and Baranzai ~Iengals and some of the sections of the 
Zahri tribe, Baghhanis aEd Sanaris, etc. 

The geological formation is of nummulitic limestone. It is 
compact and white or reddish white, and contains nummulite~, 
orbitoides, operculina, assilina, alveolina of large size, and fossils 
of nummulitic series ; the thickness is unknown but is probably 
more than a thousand feet. The Harboi hills abound, perhaps j 

more than any others in Jhalawan, in animal life, the wild sheep 
and Sind ibex are common, as are also wolves, foxes, and hyenas. 
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The hare ia found on the skirts of the mountains and the leopard PHYSICAL 
, ASPECTL 

is not uncommonly met with. The eagle (wakab), the rzsko and 
the kkatonlc nest among the highest peaks, and chikor abound 
especially around. l'lHmatawa. The most difficult parts of the 
mountains are the slopes from which the Tariki river descends, 
and these are the favourite haunts of the wild sheep and Sind 

ibex. 

For Balucbi~tan, the slopes of the Harboi are well-wooded and Vrgetation. 
the juniper ( Juniperu1 excelsa ), gwa-n or kltanja1G ( Pistacia 

cahulioa), mashmon1G (Prunul ehurnea), and archin (Prunus 

amygdalus) an common, as also are the shiskar (Frot~Cinus 

.:anthoxyloides), :zdrch (Berberis "ulgaris), and the poisonous 
J1ipal (Daphne oleoides), Flower-bushes and herbs include 
the zfra (Cuminum oyminum), gwari-darnav· (witd lannder), 
pur chink (peppermint), pio-npulli (Matricaria lusiocarpa), and 
hoi m&dardn (Achillea aantolina); the wild onion is also found 
and the flowers include the wild briar and the tulip, 

! The Mula hills have been thus christened for want of a better Tbe M6Ja 

name. They form an offshoot to the south-east of the Harboi bills. 
range, and running from a point north-east of Gazg to the M tila 
river on the south, include the two ranges of mountains lying 
between the Mishkbel and Pissibel branches of the Mula river and 
the hills to the west of the Pissibel north of Baghwana. They 
thus include the whole of the catchment area of the Mula river 
and its confl.nents, and also the basin of the Sukleji river, otherwise 
known as the Kachbi-na-jRl, which waters the fertile lands of 
Shoran and Gajan in Kacbhi. 

The principal subsidiary ranges within this area are the Nagau 
bills on the north, the Pa.lki (7,830 feet), the Mukhi (7,794: feet) 
and Shahmoz (8,7:15 feet) in the centre, the llholanr (6,663 feet), 
and Gindari (5,347 feet) hills on the sooth bordering the Mula. 
Among other hills which may be mentioned are Hazarmeshi 
(6,126 feet), Dasht-i-Kalan-na-mash (7,736 feet), the Takari bill 
east of Palki, and the Ta.Hng, Nodgwar, and Gadahi. From the 
latter, the sandstone griddles universally used by the Brahuis in 
bilking their bread are manufactured and taken to Kachhi for 
ale. Of the hills between the ~lishk anJ PU;~bcl, t.he beat 
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known ranges artl the Khakoi (7 ,743 feet) and Kinioi (8,031 feet), 
whilst to the :west of the Pissib~l or Anjira river we have the Top 
hills 6,691 feet high ou the north and several less well-known 
peaks on the south. 

The l\lula range, especially the eastern porrion, is perhaps one 
of the most difficult and uninviting ranges of this part of the 
conn try. Owing to its proximity to Kachhi the 11ides of the moun

tains are bare and bleak and many parts of it are almost inacces
sible. It has hardly ever been visited by Europeans. It is 
crossed by only two frequented tracks, the Kuchakani and the 
Udav. There are many other footpaths but they are hardly 
acces.ible, and are known only to the people who live near them. 

Here and there are small plateaus and patches of cultivation, but 

for the most" part the hills are frequented only by nomads, with 

their :Hocks. Among these plateaus, locally known as dasht ruay 
be mentioned Dharm!li lying on the top of the great Shahmoz 
hill; 1\landr.!jau 6,267 feet above sea level; Sarach 4,144 feet, 
1\luhanch 2,762 feet high, and Dasht-i-kaian. In the ranges 

between the Mishk and Pissibei are to be found Chutok, Kirani, 
aud Kodarav, the last named being 6,167 feet above sea level. 
There are few places of interest in these barren trncts, but Bhnejav, 
Pir Kalanda,andChutok, near .Tanh in the l\Iula river, are worthy 
of mention. Bhaeju is approached from Pfr Lakha or Husoi in 
the l\Iula river, and was in former days a. favourite place of refnge 
for Gauhar Khan, the Zahri Chief, when he was on bad terms with 
the Khan of Kal6.t. In. the glen there is a little fort now in 
rnins and a garden containing some apricot trees. 

1\ffr Ghat is another such hold. Pfr Kalandar is a pretty flat 

lyin~ under the Kuto hill with Haz6.rmcshi above it. There is 
.a pleasant grove of jag trees which are cut by the Loris of the 
neighbourhood for the manufacture of combs, wooden measnns, 
etc. The place takes its name from a saint, nameJ. Kalandar, who 
disappeared into the earth at this spot; and every traveller . who 
passes by must present a handful of grain for the benefit of the 
.keeper of the shrine. Chutok, a fine gorge, which can be reached 
from Janh on the Mula river contains a picturesque pool of tepid 
water. N~mberless fantastic Eprings well forth from crevices in 
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the rocky sides of the gorge, which, clothed with moss and PsvsJCAL 

fern, tower high above the pool. A few !\farri Baloch live in the AsPECTs. 

,iciuity and believe that fairies and spirits frequent the- place. 

The inhabitants of the northern parts of these hills are Jat· Inhabitants. 
taks, nomadic m~mbers of the tribe camping right down to the 
~lula river. Along the banks of the 11ishkb~l and Mula. rivers 
~arious sections of the Zahri tribe are to be found, chiefly Loti-
puis and Danyas. The country between the Mishkba and 
l'is,£ba is populated only in sutUmer, by Gnjars, Sundars, Channals; 
lHghbauis, and Sabaiz. In the hills north of Baghwaua. the 
inh:tbit.auts are chiefly Sanari, Sh ahozai, and Zahris~ Round 
Gaz;; some Nfchads, Paudranis, Rai:>anis, and. Sumalaris graze 
their flocks in the summer months. The Pissib~l is inhabited by 
various sections of the ~Iu:~iani tribe, 

! The l\lula hills have never been geologically surveyed. The Geological 

formation is of limestone with occasional belts of sandstone; such; formation. 

for inst.ance, as the Laghari portion of the Gudai hill from which 
sandstone for the manufacture of griddles is taken. li'errous 
t~ulphate, known locally as khaghat and. ttagh, has also been 
discovered on the slopes of the Hazarmcshi hills at a place about 
12 miles from Pir Kalandar, and they are said to be rich in this 
n1ineral. 

The leopard is common in the Hazarmcshi -range and wild sheep 
nd Sind ibex come down to it from the higher ranges of the 
[arboi hills in winter. 

Vegetation, especially in the southern portion of the range, is Vegetation. 
~arce. The juniper is to be found round Shahmoz and Gazg and 
1e olive and the gwa.,. in other parts. The Vftl!eys have plenty 
f tamarisk jungle, and near Pi.;hak there is a. small quantity 
f dwarf palm (pish) which is taken by the Jattaks to Kachhi for 
~lo. The jag and olive are not uncommon in tracts where water 
i obta.inaLle, while reeds (n.al) are also exported from the LCdav 
inr. Zira (cumin seed) locally known u riza, grows in the 
torthern portion of the area, and is much valued by the people. 

This range, which bounds Jhalawau on the west, is a conti· Western 
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point ncar Nimargh, the main ridge, after throwing oJI th<J 
Siahlln range to the west, runs almost due south until it forks at 
the Mrth eaiteru end of the Kolwa valley in Makran, whence the 
upper branch curves westward to the central Makran range, while 
the lower connects with the hills of the Makran coast. The 
Hingol river thus flanks it throughout, on the east, and for a. 
long distance on the south it is enclosed between the Hingol and 
its tributary the Mashkae which forms the boundary between 
Jhalawan and Kharan. The range, though continuous, bears 
various names at different point; of its course. The portion 
between Nimargh and the Garrok. river is known as the Garr 
Hills, one of the most prominent parts of which is Gwandan, 
north-west; of Surab, which contains· the fine peak of Apak, 8,029 
feet above sea leveL West of Gidar it is called the Ziri (7,120 
feet high) and from this point it begins to dip to a point about 
6,500 feet above sea level, where it is crossed by the Kalghali 
pass. North of Koda a spur known a:J Miskin rises to 7,187 feet, 
and from this point it tends slightly westward and continues to 
decrease in height. East of the Mashkae it takes the general 
name of Niam Garr, but in diii:!rent localities it is known as 
Dhumag, Chur Churri, and 1\Ianjav. 

In addition to the Hingol, it is drained by the Baddo river and 
its numerous tributaries. At the northern end the slopes are 
gradual, but from Gidar to Mashkae its sides become difficult 
and prec!pitons. The torrent beds in the Garr hills contain some 
small patches of cultivation, the best known of which are Lijje 
and Naoroz Kalat. To the north the hills are of red or white 
compact limestone with flint slabs, the strata being much contorted. 
Round Gidar and the Kalghali pass, the limestone is reddish 
in colour, covering marls and conglomerate. with dark blue lime~ 
stone underneath. Near Ma~hkae trap is found mixed with the 
limestone. As the range runs son th, the vegetation decreases. 
In the Garr hills the principal tree is the pistachio which abounds 
e~~pecially in Gwandan. The mountain ash is also common. 

Cumin and asafetida are plentiful. 

The Garr hills are inhabited by the Garr Sasolis and. Sa naris. 
Flll'ther south the inhabitants are principally Muhammad Basni3 
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of the Haruni :Mard.lnshai section. Round Gidar, Koda, and PaYSIOAL 

l\.ora11k there are Sumaiaris, some Mohammad Hasnis and A.suoTs. 

Sajdis, while near Mashkae the bulk of the population are 
.:Muhammad Hasnis. 

~ The Garr hills are crossed by three principal routes : the first 
'from Kalat to Kharan via the Pahrod river and Chiringi, and 
'known as Bubaki ; the second, known as the KMran Rah, 
~ia the Zhal pass; and the third from Gidar to Kharan via the 
Jhur river. All these routes are easily passable by camels with 
ordinary loads. Other routes, which are, however, diffic~t for 
loading camels, are the Siah Kand between Stl.rab and Kbarao, 
and that crossing the Siahtak and Bajamo passes between · Gidar 
and Khliran. Further south the main practicable passes are the 
Kalghali on the Kalat-Panjgur route ; the Gwanik between 
Grcsha and Koda ; the Burida and the Jauri, leading from 
Gresha to Jebri; and the Barlthi and Ser passes on the road from 
:Awaran to Jau. 

Mountain sheep are common and a leopard isoccasionally met 
with. 

Throughout the middle of the Jhalawan country from .Anjfra The Central 

to Khatcchk south of NU, there are a number of scattered hills Jhalawan 
which cannot be said to belong to any particular range. They range. 

are the Dobanzil hills, highest peak 7,347 feet, which lie between 
Lakoriau and Gidar ; the Garehi hills 6,263 feet high, which 
form a spur of the DoMnzil hills, and rnn south-westward to the 
GiJar Dhor at a point west of Tutak where they are known as the 
Shur hills. Betweeu Tutak and Nal the Hushtir hills with Banno, 
separate the Nal and-Ferozabid valleys, in which are situated the 
lea,d mines of Sekran. The highest point of these hills is 7,260 feet. 
Passing eastward we have the peaks ofNagh (6,049 feet) and Tegh 
(5,50a feet) between the Kappar and UpperKhuzdar valleys, and, 
still further east, the great mass of mountains between Khuzdar and 
the Mula river, consisting of a series of ranges for the most part run-
ning north and south, and known as Drakhel, Punduharr, Charap-
din, Samba (6,G05 feet), Knn (6,540 feet), and Halwai (7,086 feet). 
Of these the highest are Dr:ikhel which rises 8,14lfeet above sea 

1 lcvd and PundUharr 7,904 feet. South-east of Khuzdar and south 
JB 
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PaYsxcAL of Ferozabad, lie the Ganihills which are connected with the lower 
AsPscTs. ranges of the Hnshtir. Crossing the Gida.r Dhor thcShashan hills, 

which are so conspicuous from the Nal valley, may be included 
among these series ; they run from north to south as far as the 
~~ongle formed by the junction of the Banhari with the Gidar Dhor 
or Nal river as it is here called. The Trunden tributary of the 
Kohichi rises in the Shur hills and the Sasol has its source in the 
l>rakbel. The Kahnak river gathers its waters principally from 
the Hushtir ,and the southern· slopes of the Garri hills, whilst the 
Simao haa its principal source in the southern slopes of the 
latter: 

Of all the ranges thus comprised in the central hill area of 
~halawan, the most interesting are those to the east of Khuzdar. 
They enclose. the picturesque little valley of Sasol, and right 
opposite Khnzdar rises the craggy and precipitous mountain of 
;Eialwai. With their inherent love of punning, the Brahuis con
nect the name of Halwai with halwa (sweetmeat), It is said 
that the legendary ruler of Khuzdar, Malik Chap, lived on the 
"highest· point of this hill and he had so many attendants that 
when he ordered lzalwa to be cooked, they cooked at the bottom 
and could form a line and hand it to him, still hot, at the top. 

Geological The geological formation of these hills is chiefly of 'bluish-
formation.' grey, red, and white limestone with here and there slabs of chert. 

At Sekran the formation is muc·h stratified and some granite is to 
"be found. The bluish-grey limestone of the Hnshtir hills overlies 
a hard sub-crystalline siliceous nummulitic limestone, below which 
there is another stratum of red and white limestone mixed with 
alabs of chert. In the Shasban hills there is trap as well ai 
limestone, the trap' consisting of different varieties of serpentine 
and diorite, exhibiting in places a porcellaneous fracture. There 
:are also veins indicating the presence of carbonate of copper. 

The most characteristic tree of all these ranges is the olive, 
-which is fonnd in fair abundance. The Ddkhel hill is sufficiently 
.high to produce a quantity of juniper. The inhabitants of the 
· nnge are Gurgnaris and Shahdadzai Muhammad Hasnis with some 
Sumalaris in the Dobanzil. Kalandranis, Gwahranjav Sasolis, and 
Muhammad Hasnis are found round Tutak, Bfzanjaus in Hushtir 
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. I 
and Shash:!.n, 1\fardois in Banno, and Raisani Mcngals, Khidranis · PHYSICAL 

and Mardois in Garri. Ghulamani Mengals, Sheikh Sasolis and AsPECTs. 

Nathwanis inhabit DrakMl and the adjoining hills. : 

The Sind ibex and wild sheep (urial) are to be fo~nd chiefly in 
the Drakbel range and Shashan. Good shooting can oe got 
from Sasol. 

Oo the road from Zidi to Sasol is the only Hindll shrine in 
Jhalawan., known by them as Mat8.-jo-Garb or Asiapuri ; by the 
Brahuis as Shobro. There is a small garden situated on the eastern 
slopes of the Punduharr hill, and a cave from which rises a spring 
of water. The entrance to the cave is divided by a. pillar and any 
man who cannot pass through the narrow entrance is considered 
to be sunk in sin. During the summer rains it is custo~ary for 
the Nal Hindus to invite their friends at Wad, Zidi, and Khuzdar 
to meet them at the shrine on certain dates, and here they hold a 
little festival. The Brahuis believe the place to be haunted by evil 
spirits. 

Throughout the greater part of its length this range forma the The Kfrthar 
boundary between Sind and Baluchistan. It commences from the range. 
point where the Mula river debouches into the Kachhi plain and 
runs almost due north and south towards Karachi, to the north 
of which it tails off into the Mol-Bhedor hills. The range is 
bounded on the north by the Mula river and its tributary the Nar; 
and on the west by the catchment area of the Hab river. Its 
greatest breadth is 60 miles and its length from the MUla to the 
end of the Bhtldor range about 190 miles, It iii widest nearly; 
opposite Zidi. . It is traversed by the Kolachi river which even~ 

tually forms a junction with the Gaj at a place nearly opposite the 
,Ilarbab Lak and it continues under the latter name towards Sind. 
iThe Gaj rises in the country south of Zidi. The Karkh or Karu 

1
and the Lop or Sain rivers which run doe north,. also receive 
much of the drainage from the range, which they carry to the 
1
plains round Jba.l in Kachhi. On the south near Lak Phlisi the 
'.Tamburo and Sarani streams drain the area lying south of the 
I . . 

Gaj into the llab river. 
The main characteristic of the Kirihar range is its extreme 

barrenness and consequent absence of inhabitants. Masses of 
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PBYBIOAL bare rocky hills running for the most part in long continuous 
ASPECTS. • II 1 · lines para e · to each other and having a general direction north 

and south, are. crossed at intervals by similar ranges that run 
athwart them. The torrent beds which traverse the comparatively 
level spaces thus enclosed are but rarely filled, and after floods 
dry so rapidly as to be of little use for cultivation. Here and 
there, however, a little cultivation is to be found; as for inestance 
in the valleys of Karkh or Karu and Chaku, the plain of 
D~ri~ro and the little valleys of Jamb6.ro, Kathr~ch, and Bahlor. 
Throughout the range, the water which is obtainable from pools 
and small springs, is most unpleasant to the taste being im
pregnated with sulphates. 

Peaks. Starting from the TafUi and Werawi mountains of which the 
western foot is skirted by the Mula river, the ranges gradually 
slope upwards towards the Zardak hill north-west of Cbaku. 
The Zardak hill is 7,430 feet high and with the Siah hill (6,881 
feet) to the south-east forms the highest point of the range. 
Another noticeable height is Dirri, 5,787 feet. 

From the top of the Kuchak-n~-Kabar (6,878 feet) which~ 

rises from the high table-land of Dari~ro, a good view of the 
surrounding country is obtained, the hills beyond the valley oE 
Karkh or Karu being visible, as well as the verdant bed of the. 
G~j river. Another important peak is Andraj (6,496 feet) 
to the south-east of Zidi. To the south the mountains decrease 
in size, the Bhedor hill, not however situated in the Jhalawan 
country, being only 3,320 feet above sea level. There are a good 
many passes in the range which are passable by camels, but the 
only ones which are much used are the G~ji Lak on the road 
from Zfdi and Khuzdar to Jhal, the Harbab, Phusi, Robel, and 
Garre passes leading from Baluchistan to Sind. With the ex
ception of the G~j route, which follows the bed of the river so 
named, these all pass over the high hills of the range. 

There ~re also many tracks used by travellers on foot, but 
known only to the people of the country. 

Inhabitants. The northern end of the range is inhabhied by a section of the 
Marti tribe who are affiliated with the Magassis of Jhal. Their 
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P11YBICAL 
bead-qna.rtera are at Kamtam. Fa.rther south, there are a good ASPECT&. 

many Ja.dgali-speaking people, chiefly Jamots and Chuttas. 
Some Cbaodias also visit the locality. Near the Mula, a few 
Ja.ttak graziers are to be found. Along the valley of the Gaj 
river live the Sasolis, and to the south again ·the Khidranis 
who hold JambD.ro. F1uther south in. the Levy Tracts roa.nd 
Lop and Kathrach are !lome Jamalis, whilst Chuttas are again 
found in. Dahlor. 

Pe.nthers, bears, hyenas, porcupines, Sind ibe:&., wild sheep, 
and some wolves and foxes are to be found. The Kirthar and 
Pab ranges are the only ones in the Jhalawan country in. which 
black bears are met with. They subsist chiefly on the fruit of 
the wild plum tree, the nutritious pith of the dwarf palm, and 
the flowers of the parpuk tree, while they occasionally damage the 
crops of Karu and Chaku. The partridge is met with in. the 
tamarisk jungles, and there are a good many fish in the Gaj and 
Kohichi rivers. 

The hills generally are composed of various colours : bluish, Geological 

ho 1 d bl k h d · ta b • 1. . formatio&. green, c co ate, an ac -, t e eeper stra _e1ng nnmmu 1hc. 
Some sandstone, from which the Tarw hill takes its name, is 
found. 

There is little vegetation on the range, but wild olive is found Vegetat;ion. 
on the higher slopes, and in the valleys, tamarisk and dwarf 
palm. The livelihood of many of the inhabitants depends 
almost exclusively .on. the last, of which the leaf is taken to Sind 
and exchanged for grain or woven into mats, ropes, baskets, and 
sandals, and even into toys and pipes. Some varieties of the 
acacia, the parpuk or loiro and the bdellium-producing guggul 

tree are also found. Hau.i, gorkha, and kasAum are the princi-
pal fodder grasses. 

Although the name Pab is applied particularly to the high The Pab 
ridge which runs from near Kappar in the Siman nlley wesi of nnge. 
Zldi, to the month of the Hab river, it is convenient in the 
absence of any general appellation to apply that name to the 
gl'('at mass of mounlains which lie between the sea on the south 
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PHYSICAL and. the valley of the Siman branch of the Kolachi river on the· 
AsPECTS, north, and between the Hab river on the east and the Gid.ar· 

Dhor or Hingol on the west. Using the name in this sense the 
Pab hills may be described as resembling a cow's udder, the 
teats being represented by the Khude range which bounds the 
southern part of the Jhalawan country on the east, the Pab hills 
proper, between which and. the Khnde range'lie the catchment 
basins ofthe Lar and. Saruna rivets, the Mor hills which are 
divided from the Pab hills by the Kanrach valley, and the Hala 
range which runs southward skirting the Bela plain on the west, 
The great valleys enclosed by these ranges are, therefore, the 
Las Bela plain, the Kanrach valley and the Saruna valley, and in 
addition there are among the hills, the valleys of Mahri, Wad, and 
Ornach, whilst, to the west lie Pelar, Jau, Nondrav and Bnlbasi, 
The total length of the range thus described, from nortli 
to south is 190 miles, and from east to west about 70 miles. The· 
range slopes gradually from the north to the sooth, the highest 
point being the Pharas hill on the Pab range proper, which 
rises to a height of 7,759 feet above sea level. From here the 
mountains gradually descend to some 4,000 feet in the centre of 
the range to 449 feet near Hab Chanki and to 1,115 feet at thw 
southern end of the Hala range. The range feeds the main: 
river system of the Jhalawan country, the eastern slopes draining
into the Hab, the central portion into the Porali with its tributary 
the Ktid, and the western into the Gidar Dhor which eventually 
becomes the Hingol. Of the three great offshoots, the most· 
remarkable is the Pab hill proper which rises precipitously from 
the valley of Hab and runs due sooth in on!! long narrow ridge to 
the sea, forming a remarkable landmark. On the eastern side the 
ascent is very abrupt but on the west the slopes of the Pab hill' 
proper merge into the central mass of mountains. The Khude 
range is shorter than the Pab hill, but reselllbles it in the precipi
tous and impassable nature -of its sides. Its watershed forms the 

boundary between the Khidrani and l\lengal country. Opposite 

Kotiro in the Levy Tracts is an easy pass known as Trepori lead.;. 

ing from the Levy Tracts to Saruna. The Mor hills lie wholly 

in Las Bela and have been described in the Gazetteer of 
tllat State. 
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The llala range runs in a series of towering ridges, which are · PHYI!ItbAL 

plainly visible from the B~la plain, to the sea and has been but AsPEcTs. 
little visited by Europeans. It. presents bare rocky ridges burnt 
black by the heat of the suo, and intersected by narrow, 
difficulf. and stony ravines. Cultivation is seld.om seen . and 
water is procurable only at considerable distances and in small 
quantities, yet a single good s~ower of rain will convert the 
ravines into rich grazing ground for camels, and the hills into good 
pasture for sheep. At the northern end of the Pab range proper 
are a number of little confined basins in which there is some culti-
vation. The principal of these is Tnk which lies north-east of Wad • 
. Among others which lie in the hills east and south of Tnk may be 
mentioned Mandav belonging to the Mihari Khidranis, Jaro the 
property of the Sheikh Mengals, Lulingi, owned by the Sh8hizai 
Mengals, Mirok the property of the MiUri Khidr&nis, Gwani 
·which is cultivated on behalf of the SMhizai Mengals by tJle 
Dalujav Khidranis, and Anjirai, the rights in which are disputed 
between the Shahlzai Mengals and the DalUjav Khidranis. Other 
places are Rozchok, Watro, Waranch, Jari, with Mardoi Jari 
forming a part of it, Tutkacho, Berkacho, Malleji, Sarri, Chili, and 
Debar. The Isiani Mardois, the Dinarzai, PalHzai, Pahlwiinzai 
Mengals and other sections of the Pahlw&nzai clan are the 
principal owners of these small oases. The largest and most 
important basin in the hills is Dansar, which takes its name from 
dund (signifying a bullock in Jadglili) and sar a head, as in former 
days it was a good grazing ground for bullocks out of WQrk. 
Dansar is divided into three portions; the northern portion known 
as Dunsar proper, the eastern part, called Nohakzai because it 
belongs principally to the Nohakzai Pahlwanzai Mengals, and 
Bhittak or Din&rzai which is owned by the Dinarzai Pahlwanzai 
Mcngals. In both the lower portions the Khidranis are said to 
bold small pieces ofland which they acquired as blood•compen-
$alion in the course of the great l\Iengal Khidrani feud. 

In the range to the west of Tuk the only places worthy of men
tion are Gwani, Bakeja.v, Khuzzuk, Alaf, Khani, Kato, and Landi. 

The ranges are crossed by numerous passes but owing to the 
ruggcJ nature of the country they are all more or les1 difficult. 
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PHYsicAL The best known are the Lar-Iak between Saruna and 1\Iari the 
ASPECTS. D'' I k b . s' ' d w d h ' • ~::1- a etween aruna an a , t e same road also crossing 

the ChUrl pass, and the Bara or Baran-lak between Bela and 
Ornach. Among minor passes may be mentioned the Trepori 
pass over the Khude range, the Shahbilawal pass over the Pab 
hill and the Kanrach at the northern end of the Kanrach valley. 
There is also the Jau-lak between Bela and Jau. 

The routes throughout the range rnn generally north and south 
and parallel therefore to the strike of the hills. The only cross 
roads of importance are the road between the Hab river and 
Wad via the Churi pass, and the road between Ornach and the 
Porali river via the Baran pass. 

Owing to the difference in height of the hills, the vegetation is 
varied, the northern parts containing juniper and other trees 
w"bich are found only on the higher ranges of Baluchistan, whilst 
in the south the acacia and other trees known to Sind are met 
with. In the north the olive, jag, and siuh-Dho6 are common, in 
addition to the juniper, whilst to the south are found the tamarisk, 
the lchabar, of which the fruit is known as peru; the dedar, the 
iabur or kikir and other mimosas, as also the mar tree. The most 
important plant of this area is undoubtedly the dwarf-palm which 
forms the chief support of the population of these hills. Among 
the grasses are the gorkah, hawe, gwasht, hume, and parmuza. The 
sishwarg, a bush which possesses many medicinal properties, is 
very common. 

There are said to be bears in the Pab hills and snakes are more 
than ordinarily numerous, otherwise animal life is the same as 
that found in other mountain ranges. 

The range has never been geologically sun·eyed bnt the prin
cipal constituents are limestone and trap. The population which 
depends almost entirely on its flocks and on the profits derived 
from the export of the dwarf-palm, is composed almost entirely 
of l\lenga.ls, Bizanjaus, and some Arais who live round the H<l.la 
range. A few Khidr,\nis principally Miharis are scattered along 
the Pab range, though the ground lying hl'tween the Khudc hills 
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and the Porall river, is almost exclusively oCcupied by Mcngals1 i'iiYsiCA.h 
while west of the Porali the inhabitants are Blzanjalll. · ASPECTS.: 

The characteristics of the rivers of the Jhalawan conntry are Rivers. 
similar in all cases. In the earlier part of its course each 
stream is ill-defined but is generally marked by a stony bed. between 
low banki. 'Vhere the country opens out, such 1>ermanent water as 
there is, is used for purposes of irrigation, and the river bed i~ 
fairly straight, but when this is passed and the mountains .are 
entered, the river traverses a series of defiles, here a mile or more 
wide, giving room for flats which contain some cultivation, and 
there narrowing to a few hundred yards. At short intervals in
numerable ravines running down from the mountains join tM 
main stream. 

There Is no permahent flow of water such as one ls a<lcllstoined. 
to find in Indian rivers, but throughout the whole length of a 
river the water appears for a mile or so and then again disappears• 
Where the flow is pNmanent the water is generally only a few inches 
deep and a few yards wide at the most. In those parts where the 
rivers pass through mountainous country, floods frequently scour 
out deep pools which contain water throughout the year; and in 
some cast's, such as Dreh in the Mishkbcl river, are very deep 
A heavy flood will1 however, alter the whole aspect of the river bed 
filling in the pools at one point and excavating new ones at. 
another. It is this fact which makes the distance between halting
places on so many of the routes a moveable quantity. The routes 
generally follow the riverbeds and a flood· will frequt>ntly obliter
ate all trace of a pool at some place which has been known as a 
halting place for years. Owing to the frequent changes in the 
water supply of the rivers fish are uncommon except in occasional 
pool11 where some of moderate size are to be found. 

As might be exr,j:cted from the nature of the river channels, a 
heavy shower of rain very soon converts these river-beds into 
raging torrents .rendering them dangerous to traffic, but the floods 
aro seldom of more than a. few hours duration, and owing to the 
rocky naturo of the country the river beds almost immediate]! 
tdurn to their normal condition. 

Ia 
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The Mula 
river. 

18 JHALAWAN. 

The drainage of the Jhalawan country is carried by five gn•at 
rivers-the Mula, the Kolachi and Gaj, the Hab, the Porali, and the 
Gidar Dhor. Tn addition to these may be mentioned the SuklCji on 
the north-east, and the Pahrod on the north-west, which lie for a 
short distance within Jhalawan. 

The Mula river rises in the Harboi hills north-east of Nlcbara 
a.ud runs over a length of 180 miles. It ts known by a variett 
of names at different parts of its c~urse. As far as .Mishkin 
Zahri it is known as the Soinda. From that point to P~shtha 
Khan it is called the Mishkhel and thence to Kachhi, the 
Mula. On reaching Kachhi the water is dissipated in a number of 
channels which eventually make their way to the Indus. The 
general direction of the river for the first 80 miles of its course is 
from north to south. From the point where theNar river joins it, 
it makes a sharp turn and runs in a north-easterly direction to the 
plains of Kachhi. On entering the Zahri valley north of Norgama 
it irrigates the land round those places, and, further on, among the 
hills to the south of Mishk, numerous small flats locally known 
as 6ent. The best know:p. of these are KH.ndhi and Birinji. 
:Between Khazmi and Kandhl is the gorge called Drch, contain
ing deep pools, the presence of which renders the use of the 
:M:ishkbel as a line of communication frequently impracticable. 
The scenery in this part of its course is rugged and massive. In 
the lower part of its course below Rahika, the river widens out 
and is in some parts about half a mile wide. The bed consists 
generally of a coarse and fine gravel with rocks cropping out at 
intervals. The flats along- the river edge afford good going, and 
roads at most times of the year are easy, as ·the :flow of water 
though permanent in most years, is small. The main road from 
Kacbhi to Makran via Khuzdar traverses the portion of the river 

from Kotra to Nar or Rahika. 

The principal tributaries of the MUla river are the Malghawe 
which comes down from the Reshak range of the Harboi hills, 
and running a north-easterly course, joins the main stream at the 
picturesque little village of Pandran; the Anjira river which 
rises near Dashtuk in the Harboi, and making a sharp turn to 
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the north-east in the Anjira valley runs through Ba.du Kushta PHystdL 

to Pissi-ghar, whence it turns south-eastward and from this point AsP~cTs. 
is known as the PissibCI. The latter tributary falls into the 
Mula at Nshtha Khan, receiving in the interval the waters of Shah-
rawa stream which drains the little rain-crop areas of Pishak 
and Gwaniko. The principal flats in the Pissib~l are Chari. 
Mordan, and Gurumba"at. Below fashtha Khan the Nar river 
joins the Mula from the south-west. The Nar rises on the south-
ern slopes of Punduharr under the name o.f the Razi and flowing 
north-eastward is reinforced by several large water-courses including 
the Shatark from the east. The largest of all the tributaries of 
the :Mula is the :Udav river which joins it near Naulang. It rises 
on the south-west slopes ol the Shahmoz hill and is at first known 
as the Knchkani. It follows a very tortuous course and is joined 
by the WCl river from the north just before it reaches Naulang. 
At their junction the stream is also known as the Durgand river. 
The Mula is further fed in the lower part of its course, by the 
Drugi, Kll, and 11Iardan torrents. 

The stream rlses in the Garahi hills to. the west of the Lako- The Kolacbt 
riau plain and turns eastward in Jiva. to pass through the Zava. 
hills, north of TU.tak. Here it is joined by the Truodcn river 
from the west and after passing through the Baghwana valley 
traverses the bills to the south of that place by the gorge known 
as J araghar whence it makes its way to Khuzdar and Zidi. South 
of Zid.i it enters the Kirthar range and from this point follows a 
tortnous course for many miles through the hills. At Bit it is 
joined from the north by the Gaj stream and from this point 
throughout the rest of its course in Baluchistan is known by the 
latter name. Ou entering Sind it loses itself in the tract near 
J ohi, some ten miles from Dadu station. 

With the exception of the passes through the Zava hills and of 
Jaraghar through the Kund hills, the Kol8.chi river, in the early 
partl4 of its course, traverses a succession of wide valleys. At Zava 
it affords a perennial water-supply which is diverted to irrigate 
the villages of Moghali and Noghai. A few flats are irrigated in 
the Jaragba.r pass and Khuzdar receives practically all its 
wa.tcr snpply from springs in the river bed, a little above Kand. 

or Gaj river 
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Below Sorgaz in the Khuzdar valley, the water again disappears 
to reappear once more near llhalarcjav at Zfdi, Below thig point 
the river, again becoming very tortnons, presents numerous flats 
along its course, where some cultivation is carried on. In some 

parts it is not more than 250 yards wide, whilst in others a valley 
opens out to a.s much as a mile and a half in breadth, The prin
cipal tributary is the Gaj stream which thereafter gives its name 
to the larger river. The Gaj rises in the Kalghalo hills east of 
Z~di, and pursues a tortuous course almost due south. Opposite 
the Harhab-lak it is joinl'd by another branch from the north-east, 
and at this junction is situated a flat known as Gaj. The united 
S~tream joins the Kolachi at a place called Bit to the south of the 
4\.ndho hill, three miles from Gaj. Among other tributaries of 
the Kolachi may be mentioned the Lobo river which drains the 
country fr<>m the direction of Lasso, Siman which rises in the 
Garri hills north of WahCr and joins the Kolachi opposite Zfdi. 

and the Kahnak and Sasol rivers which enter the Khuzdar valley 
from the west and east, respectively. As is usual, the river is 
known by different names at different parts of its, course: from 
the boundary as far as Bit it is the Gaj, {rom Bit to .Zfdi the 

Kolachi, from Z~di to Jaraghar the Khuzdar river and in Bagh
wana the Rabat. 

The Gidar Dhor, with the M\ila. and Kolachi, forms what may 
be termed the northern river system of the Jhalawiln country as 

distinguished from the southern system consisting of the llab 
and Porali. The Gidar Dhor which is known as the Rej in the 
upper part of its course, the Gidar or N al Kaur in the centre and 
the Hingol a.t the point where it reaches the sea, is the longest 
river in Baluchistlin. It rises at the northern end of the Surah 
valley and flows in a south-westerly direction. Near Teghah it 
makes a sudden turn to the_ east into the lower portion of 
the valley of Nal, whence it again tnrns south-westward and 
follows a tortuous course till it enters the sea. Along its banks 
are to be found the valleys of Sunib and Gidar, Nal and Jau aud 
in all these places its water is used for irrigation. It also affords 
irrigation at Hazarganji and Dat, between Nal and Pelar. At 
Gidar the stream is some forty yards wide, with scarped banks 
15 to 20 feet high. Below Sbahdadzai it enters the hil!s through 
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which it passes by a series of narrow and stony valleys. Between PllYSICAL 

Khatechk and Pchir its eour~e is again confined and enters the AsPECTS, 

Pclar valley through a gap some forty yards in width. At Jau 
the bed of the stream broadens to some thirteen hundred yards, 
whilst the banks are about forty feet high, Pools occur 
here and there, some of which contain fhh of moderate size. 
Below the Jau valley, the main stream Is joined by the :Mashkae 

river and thence makes its way round the western end of 

the Dhrt1n mountain through the Sohr defile. It is from 

here onwards that the river is known under the 11ame of 
lllngol. The Arra tributary joins the Bingol to the north of the 
Gorangattl hill where the river is about two hundred yards broad 
and the banks ten or twelve feet high. The actual running stream 
is neither large nor swift. Soon after tbis, the Gorangatti bill is 
passed, through another gorge about four miles in length, and some 
120 yards in width. The sides are of sandstone, high and in. 
acce~sible. Floods rise to a' hei ght of 30 or 40 fett in this defile, 
p,s is shown by the drift wood on the banks, From the end of the 
gorge to the sea, the river flows through a fairly wide channel with 
a sandy b~d. The mouth of the river is a mile to tile east 
of the point known to the fisher-folk as Jcbal Hab. At 

l1igh water a boat drawing 6 feet can enter the estuary, and 
fresh water is obtainable at some distance from tl1e sea. Tbo 

ahrine of lliuglaj* is situated close to the mouth of the river 
and is a celebrated place of pilgri mage. The total length oi 
the main lltream is 320 miles, The Gidar Dhor bas so~e very 
large tributaries the chief being the :Mashkae river ~hich 

joins it under the name of the Pau. In the Gidar valley it is 
joined by the Chilbaghu which rises in the Gwsndan hills on tho · 
west, and bas a permanent flow of water below 1\Iarap. The Tariki 
rises in the south-western slopes of the Harboi hills and is celebrat• 
ed for the heavy floods which it brings down. Near Shahdadzai in 
the south of Gidar valley the Gidar Dhor is joined by tho 

Sarap Ol' Sarmuli river and not far north o( Dhor, below 
Chutok the Lukh river pours its watets into the Dhor from 
its catchment area in the Hnshtir hills. The 1\lashkae rh·er 

• FQr an acc:ollllt of Iliuglaj, see GaztsttHT oJ La• B.:Za. 
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PHYSICAL has a vast catchment area. It rises north of the little valley 
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The Hab 
river. 

of o a, an JOins the Nal Kaur, as it is here known, at the 
south-western end of the Jau valley. On its way southwards i~ 
receives the drainage of the Raghai and Gichk valleys of 1\Iakran, 
which unite into one stream near Saka Kalat, and joins the ~Iasl1kae 
river between Gwarjak and :Manguli Kalat. Further to the south 
its waters are increased by the contribution of the Don1ski, which 
brings down the drainage of the hills between Kolwa and Gichk. 
Below Awaran the water becomes perennial and the stream runs 
south-eastward to the south end of the Nandrav valley, where it 
turns southwards, bat before reaching the Nal river it again tarns 
due east following a very tortuous coarse. The total length of the 
Mashkae river from Koda to its junction with the Nal is about 
] 30 miles. A less important tributary which joins the Bingo! 
from the west is the Parkan river, which rises in the hills to the 
north of Ormara and jo.ias the Bingo! almost due west of the 
spot where the Ana tributary unites ~ith it. The Arra tributary 
is an important stream rising in the hills to the south-east of 
Ornach. Its course is generally south-south-west and is very 
tortuous. It first runs between rocky ranges but later on enters low 
broken country and presently passes through a stupendous gorge 
between the sandstone cliffs of Dhrun and W asbapi. Innumerable 
hill-torrents join its course and the Mar stream is one of its most 
important feeders. The Arra may in fact be said to receive all 
the drainage of the western slopes of the Bala range which bound 
the Bela plain on the west. 

The Hah river has a total length of about 240 miles and for 
about 60 miles from the point where the Khand ri,·er joins it at 
Binidan in the Levy Tracts to the sea, it forms the boundary 
between Sind and Baluchistan.. It rises in the eastern slopes of 
the J oi hill at the northern end of the Pab range, drains the south
eastof the Jhalawan country, and runs in a south-easterly direction 
until it reaches a point near Dureji in the Levy Tracts. Here 
it makes a short turn to the west for about 8 miles but after 
:receiving the waters of the united Saro and Samotri rivers it 
again tarns southward as far as Hinidan. At Binidan it bends 
towards the south-west and follows a zigzag course to the 
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sea, In the upper part of ita course, to the north of PHYSICAL 
• ASPECTS. ' 

1\Iahri it passes though a succession of narrow valleys whtch 
gradually widen out at Bhamb:l.r and Kanjar. Below Mahri it 
enters the hills and the bn.nks close in, and do not ag11in open 
out till a short distance above the Lak Phusi in the J,evy Tracts. 
From this point the valltly of the Hab again btgins to open out, 
giving room for sparse cultivation. The riverbed is some 30 ot 
40 yards wide and the banks are some 15 to 20 feet high ; thef 
are well clothed with tamarisk, mar, pishi, and parpulc or lolro. 
After passing the Hinfdan the banks increase in height, but below 
Lohrani range they become somewhat lower again, the river at the 
same time widening out to a width of some three hundred yards. 
The Hab falls into the sea about four miles north-north-east of 
Rae M01lri ( Cape 1\lonze ), its outlet being a little creek, nearly 
dry at low wattr, and frequented by fishing boats. The water is . 
nine or ten feet deep at high tide and the tidal influence extends 

1 to -about two miles from the mouth. The tocky hills on the 
south side come to an end about a mile from the mouth, and from 

: this point the plain forming the valley of the Ha.b commences. 
:There is no irrigation from the Hab rirer, but some years back a 
dam was constructed at a point some eight miles north of the Hab 

· Chauki with the object of irrigating an extensive area on the 
Sind side of the river. The ~eir was 1,100 feet in length and 
23 feet high. The foundations were laid with solid rock, but unfor• 
tunately one of the very strong floods which are so frequent on 
the Hnb river, carried away the weir and it has not since been. 
repaired. 

Throughout the upper pllrt of its course, watllr, except at flood 
times, is scarce and is only found in the'occasional pools which 
the floods have hollowed out in the bed of the stream. Through• 
ont the lower part of its course the IIab valley provides magnifi• 
cent pasturage for herds of eamels and sheep. The principal 
tributaries are the Alangi and Kanoji which enter it from the west 
near ~Iahri, and the Jamburo and Saraiui which join it from the 
Klrthar range on the east. There are also a multitude of torrent 
beds "·hich pour their flood water into it. About three miles from 
Diwana Thana in the Levy Tracts, the water of the Sarll.n or 
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Saruna river enters it through a fine gorge above Ari Pir. The 
·suruna river rises in the Manjar range of the Pab hills a little to the 
north of Dei-lak, and after junction with the Lar and "Moiri streams 
passes through the fine Saruna valley in a south-easterly direction 
to meet the Hab. Opposite Diwana 1'Lana the 1\inri river 
descends from the east to the Hab. The gorge, near the junction, 
is many feet deep and runs through solitl rock prE'senting a magni
ficent spectacle. 'rhe Samotri also rises in the Pab range near 
Shatruk-nak. It i!l joined from the south by the Gara or Garo 
river nnd the united streams fall into the Hab at a point north
west of Durcji. In the lower part of the Levy tracts, the most 
important conflnent is the Wira Hab which rises near Lahdt to the 
south of Shah Bihlwal and runs a southerly course. 

_ruv~s o[ Among the rivers of minor importance in the country may be 
tnmor Impor• • d th S kl'"" Dh · h1 h · d f h tance. ment10ne e u t:jl, orn, w c IS ma e up o t e Karu1 

Siin, and the Porali rivers. 

The Snkleji The Suklcji (known to the Bruhuis as the Kachhi-mi-jal) rises 
river. in the Harboi hills at a point to the east of Shci;.hri. The main 

stream commences from Sheh IHji-mi-Garr Katum at which point 
it is joined by several conflueuts. These are the Gabor and 
Ndmdar from the Surun mountain in the north-east, the Chhab 
or Chbap from the north, the Dcbza, with its confluent the 
:Mahnaz, ftom the north-west, and the B i11ar-na-jal, which rises at 
Sohl', on the south-west. From Sheh Haji-na-Garr Katum ta 
Gazg the river is. known as the l\himi, and, after leaving the 
magnificent Sheh Haji gorge, contains a fine flow of water which 
is used for the cultivation of fiats. In fortner titnes the fine 
stream of water which issues from the Sheh Haji gorge, was 
carried to numerous. terraced field3 lying high above the river, 
the embankments of which bear evidence of considerable skill ia 

construction. 

The perennial stuam continues to Gazg where part of it is used 
for ~ultivation. Its confluents from the south include the Lan .. 
ghut, the Datab-nu-jal and Mir Hasan-na-jal. 

Oppi)site Gazg the bed is about !)30 yards wide, and the river 
takas a sharp curve e,u;twartl;:;, being joined at the same time b:J 
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the Dao"'hri from the Sa run and N agau bills on the north. Pro- PHYSICAL 
ASPECTS. 

ceediug eastward and entering the hills, it receives the water of the 
Suklcji, descending from the Nagau hills to the north, and from 
this tributary it takes its best known name. Further eastward the 
Dalgach and Garmap rivers join it. Henceforward the river 
winds through high and difficult hills, and is liable to huge and 
overwhelming floods. Vast boulders block the bed at Gator or 
Gcsho, llahadur, Shah Khand, Kahir Khand, and Shoran-na-tank 
rendering it almost impassable save for lightly laden animals 
while sometimes afte.r bad floods detours have to be made over the 

hills, 

Midway between Gazg jand Shoran are the· cultivated 
fiats of the Milk village belonging to the Jattaks. At 
a distance of about 22 miles from Shoran is the important pool 
( kumfJ ) called Ilari Sar (also known as llakbal Sokhta, or the 
lliridu burning place) where the Hindus of Kachhi deposit the 
ashes of their dead. Another fine pool lower down is called Tir
muri Kumb. About a mile below the latter is a fine group of 
kanJi (acacia) and khabbar (Salvadara oleoides)Jtrees and a large 
area covered with reeds known as Pari-ta-Mgh or the Fairies• 
gardl·n, which is much dreaded by llrahuis. Except near Milk 
and the Tirmuri Kumb, the banks of the river !Ire formed by 
high rocks. The water in the bed appears and disappears at 
intervals ; the longt'st stretch, for which it is visible being a dis
tance of about 12 miles between Gesho and a point a little below 
Kahir Khand. At IHrok a considerable waterfall joins the main , 
stream. 

The river debouches into the Kachhi plain at the hill called 
Chari llhut, after passing which, the whole of the flood water 
goes in a north-easterly direction to Shoran whence it is diverted 

iuto several channels for purposes of irrigation. The permanent 
aupply of water. is also divided at Chari llhut between Gajan on 
the one band and Shoran on the other. The total length of the 
river from the Harboi to Chari Bhut is about 65 miles. 

The track which lies along the course of the river is important 

a:i bciug the nearest route from Shoran and the villages lying along 
6 B 
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Nicharis andJattsks by whom the tiack ismostly used, attempted 

Dhorri. 

Por.l.li. 

to improve the passage of the river at two of the most difficult 
points Bah&dur and Shoran-nli-tank, and taey succeeded in cutting 
a .clear passage at these places. 

'The Dhorri is made up of several hill torrents, the principal 
ones being the Karti and SMn. 

The Karu has its source in the watershed of the hills flanking 
Zidi on the east. It runs in an east-north-easterly direction up 
to Ghar, where it is joined by the Hatar river from the north. 
Thence it flows south-east to Alangi, where KhushkUva lands are 
irrigated by its flood water, and where it is joined by the Ghand 
from .the south. It then takes a turn to the north and passes 
through the Karkh valley. Up to Nokeji it has perennial water 
which is used for irrigation. The LangrCji from the south joins 
it about a mile south of Chaku. Henceforward its bed is dry as 
far as W aroma., when water again: appears and irrig!ltes some flats. 
Still following a north-easterly direction, it receives the Sabzklini 
river from the north, about 15 miles from Waruma, while about 
5 miles beyond the junction it debouches into the Kachhi plain 
and is joined by the Sain river from the south. The Safn rises 
in the Kirthar hills north of Dariaro under the name of Lop, and 
runs due north until it emerges in the Kachhi plain and joins the 
Karn at a point known as .Sunt. Henceforward the united stream 
is known as Dhorri. 

Tamarisk grows abundantly in the beds of the Karo. and S3.in. 

The Porali takes its rise in about the middle of the Jhalawan 
province close to Tuk north of Wad. From the Ghar defile to 
Mebandar (about 2 miles) it has perennial water which disappears 
at the latter place, reappearing at Singot. In the Wad valley its 
banks are high, and the flood water cannot, therefore, be used for 
irrigation, but to the south of Wad a small amount of land at 
Gahero is irrigated by the perennial water of the river. It 
debouches into the Las Bt\la plain at Kohan Wat about 20 miles 
north of Bela and a further account of it is given in the Gazetteer 

of that tract. The total length is about 175 miles. 
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The bed of the river is sandy from its source to the southern PHYSICAL. 
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end of the Wad valley and produces tamarisk and parpuk. 

Its principal tributaries are the Thar, Lohendav, Seta~ri, ana 
Arcoji from the east, the Jaur and the Langreji torrents from 
the north, and the Tibbi and Ping from the wellt. The Kud; 
which drains the valley of Ormich under the name Turkabar, is 
also an important tributary and joins the Porali in Bela territory. 

The following account of the Geology of Jhala.wan has been Geology. 

supplied by Mr. E. Vredenburg of the Geological Survey ot 
India:-

" From a geological point ot v.iew, this. vast region can be 
. divided into two unequal portions by a line running approxi
mately north and south, corresponding roughly with longitude· 
66° 15' E. 

"The western portion consists almost entirely of innumerable
close-set parallel ridges formed by a monotonous series of folded 
sandstones and shales of greenish colour, known as the Khojak 
hales i they are ,of oligocene and lower miocene age, and corres
pond with the oligocene 'flysch' of Europe. 

u The far more extensive eastern region is constituted by a· 
succession of bold synclines and anticlines exhibiting a great 
variety and great thickness of sediments ranging in age from 
liassic to pliocene. The oldest of these are more largely devel
oped towards the western border ef the region, the newest towards. 
its eastern border. A considerable proportion of these rocks 
consists of limestones, those of the oligocene (Nari series), eocene 
( Kirthar series ), and especially of the jurassic, being particularly 
massive. The latter consists of an immense thickneES ( several 
thousand feet ), of dark limestones forming huge domeshaped· 
mountains surrounded by concentriu rings of abrupt ridges cons
tituted by the sharp-bedded limestones of the overlying lower creta
ceous, whose brilliant red and white tints contrast curiously with 
the sombre hues of the massive mountains which tliey encircle. 

"Unlike what one usuaily observes in countries where denuda
tion has followed its normal course, it is the anticlines that. 
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constitute the ridges, the synclines, the intervening valleys. This 

results partly from the deficient rainfall owing to which denuda

tion has remained in a rudimentary Rtage, par~ly owing to the 

prevalence of ca.lcareons rocks through the fissures of which the 

rain water at once sinks to the low level of the river beds deeply 

encased in narrow gorges and cannot, therefore, gather sufficient 

volume on the hill-slopes to produce any appreciable erosion. 

"The strike of the ranges is generally north-south, but this 

direction is apt to be considerably interfered with by the great 

circular outcrops of jurassic rocks, especially between Zahri and 

Wad. 

" The principal geological formations with their main charac

_treistics are tabulated below:-

Ola.ssifica.tion· Geological Formations. Principal Exposures. 

Siwaliks ( Upper 
Miocene and 

Lower Pliocene) 

Sandstones, conglomerates, a.nd Bordering the Kachhi plain, 
bright-coloured clays. at the easternmost edge of 

the district. 

Nari (Oligocene), sandstones corresponding with 
the Khojak shales and sand
stones of western Jhalawan, 
resting upon a considerable 
thickness of massive pale-col
oured limestone. All these 
strata, corresponding with the 
Nari series of Sind, are crowd
ed with the foraminifera 
known as Lepidocyclina and 
Nummulites intermedia, both 
of which characterise the 
oligocene formation in Europe. 

Both the sandstones and lime 
stones are extensively devel 
oped along the Lower 1\Iula 
valley_ The massive lime
stone forms most of the high
er peaks of the Kirthar range 
and also forms a fringe to 
the outcrop of overlying 
Khojak shales aU along the 
eastern border of the great 
oligocene region, part of 
which constitutes western 

Kirthar 
(Middle 
Eocene). 

Jhalawan. 

Upper Massive limestones with Nwrn- Ranges between Kalat, and 
mulites aturica and N. com· Zahri. Lower MUla. valley. 
planata. Kirthar range. 

Mid- Massive limestones with N. 
dle.· lae'lligata and N. ( Assilina ) 

spira. 

fThin-bedded shales, limestones 

I and sandstones of " flysch " 
facies. 

-< 
Lower j 

Massive black limestones with 
1.. N, 'irregularis. 

Western slopes of the Kirthar 
range near the Gaj valley. 
Upper valley of the 1\IiJa. 
The plains of Klmzdar and 
Zidi. 

Peaks and western slopes of 
the Mulki and Palki ranges. 



Cla.sslfi· 
ca.t.ion.-

Senonian 
(Upper 
Cretace· 
ous). 

Lower 
1, Cretace· 

ous. 

MiJJle 
Jurassic. 

I.ias (Low
er .Ju
r&stiic), 
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Geological Formations. 
Volcanic conglomerates, strata 

with Card ita Beaumonti. 

"Pab sandstones'' massive, rather 
coar~e, sometimes of enormous 
thickness, accompanied by vol
canic material. 

Olive shales with numerous am
monites, occasionally inter• 
bedded with volcanic ashes. 

Limestones and calcareous sh.ales 
with Hemipneustes. 

Of the same age as the various 
Senonian rocks above mention
ed, are some enormous intru
sive masses consisting of dole. 
rites, basalts, and serpentines, 
the underground representa. 
tives of the volcanic conglomer• 
ate&. All these volcanic rocks are 
representatives of the Deccan 
Trap of the Indian Peninsula. 

" Li tuol a beds:~ fl.aggy porcellanic 
limestones and shales, buff or 
pale green, containing nuruer· 
ous small foraminifera, princi· 
pally of the genus Li.tuula. 

"Parh limestone : " porcellanic, 
regularly stratified lime
stones, intensely white, 
except the lowermost beds 
which are of a red colour, 

"Belemnite beds:" black splin
tery shales containing fossil 
belemnites in abundance. 

" Massive limestone," ·of grey 
colour, several thousand feet 
thick, 

Dark-~rey, almost black, regular
ly stratilied limestones, several 
thousand feet thick, ~ometimes 
interbeu<led with richly fossi
liferous dark calcareous shales. 

Principal E%Posures. PuYsioAr. 

These varions beds are scatter
ed all over the district. The 
Pab sandstones attain an 
enormous thickness in the 
range of that name which 
consists largely of them. . 

Largely developed west of 
Khuzdar, about Nal, Wad, and 
west of the Porali valley. 

These formations surround the 
outcrops of J ura.ssic beds. 
They attain a vast thickness 
in the neighbourhood of 
Khuzdar and ZIJi, where 
they build up lofty ranges. 

Forming huge. anticlinal hills 
the principal ones being the 
eastern spurs of the Mulki 
and Palki ranges, the sou
thern continuation of these 
ranges forming the lofty hills 
Bclau, Hazar-Meshi, Chilok, 
and other unnamed masses 
rising in the angle between 
the upper and lower Mula 
valleys, the enormous anti
dina! domes of Z!ll'dak and 
Sumbaji to the south-west 
of Karu, several massive an
ticlinal darneR south of Zahri 
the unnamed anticlinal dome~ 
south-west of Khuzdar 
and north of Ziui, the tall 
ma.~sive ranges 63.1:>t of the 
Porali. 

A.i!P£CTd, 
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PHYiiCAL ".It will be noticed from this enumeration that the Kirthar rests 
.AsPEOTB, directly on cretaceous rocks, In other parts of Jfaluchistan, there 

intervenes another group of strata, the "Laki ~eries," which is the· 
coal-bearing group, but it does not occur in Jhalawan. 

Botany. 

" Useful minerals such as magnesite, lead, and copper ores some
times accompany the serpentine intrusions. 

"Detailed geological descriptions of Jhalawan hav.e not yet been. 
published." 

The following !JXtracts taken from notes supplied by Major D •. 
Prain, Director of the Botanical Survey of India, apply to Jhalawan :. 
"Distinct from this ( .. Griffith's Province '') is the- vegetation of 
the passes, bare rocks, open valleys, and lower hills from 5,000 feet 
downwards, which Griffith saw in the: Bolan and Khyber passes,. 
and which I have noticed in the Gandava, Robel, and Harbab 
passes, in the Rodbar valleys, in the road from Wad to BtHa, 
which includes the short pass called Baran Lak, and along the 
desolate kafila route from Karachi to Khuzdar in Lower Baluchis
tan. Boucerosia Aucheri, Capparis aphylla (kaler), Tecoma undu

lata, Periploca aphylla (hum), Convolvulus spinosus, Lycium 
Eu.ropaeum,~Acanthodium spicatum, Prosopis llpicigera, Rhazya· 
stricta, Puneeria ooagulans (paner band), lndigofera. paucijlora 
UhiZ), Zizypkus jujuba (pi&siber), Grewias, Salvadora oleoides 
(kabar), Ochradenus baccatus, Calotropis prooera, Oaragana polya
cantha, Caltha, Vitez bicolor, Gaillonia viantka, and hymenoste
pkana, Physalis somnifera, and Achyrantkes lanata are the never 
failing characteristic plants, while Euphorbia neriifolia and 
Chamaerops Ritckieana, though natives of this region, yet fail 
unaccountably over whole tracts of country. Thns the Euphorbia 
'lleriifolia is only found in the districts which pour their waters 
in the Hab and Porali rivers, and the Ckamaerops only in the 
districts of the Hab, Porali, and Gaj rivers. Neither is found in 
the Bolan or the MUla (i. e., Gandava) passes, which is curious. 

"The two vegetations here noticed, though distinct enough at 
5,500 and 4,000 feet, respectively, yet intermix between 5,000 and 
4,500 feet. The plants of the low~r region which ascend the 
highest are Otostegia auckeri and Pycnotheoa spinosa, Those of 
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the higher region which descend lowest are Ehenus atellata, a l'HYSIOAL 

Dipeacus, a pretty Sopl~ora, Passerina, Callipaths, Salvia l'alau· .AerEOTS. 

tina and the common weeds of the corn-fields, such as Ranunoulus 
arvensis and Muricatus achil"FA«, Santo/ina, Soandi31 pinnatijida, 
Notocera11 oanariense, Hyoscyamus ·micranthus, Anehusa hispida 
etc. There is a convolvulus very common in both regions, a spiny 
bush; but it ia the Convolv-ulus spinosus below 5,000 feet, and, above 
that, a distinct species. In like manner the Eremostaohys laciniata 
of the lower region ia replaced by the Eremostachys superha and 
thyrsai.dea. 

" llere and there, too, will be found a valley thickly covered with 
the Populus euphratico, and these have received from the natives 
the name of ,patk, from the Brabuic name of the tree. There is 
one patlci in the Mula or Gandava pass, and another on the road 
between Khuzdar and Wad. The vale of Wad, too, is very thickly 
covered with sub-forest of Tecoma 'U'It.dulata (paTpuk), one of the 
•most beautiful of trees when in full flower, It will flower when 
eight feet high, and indeed often when a mere bush. Tecoma 
glauoa (Decaisne in J acq.) is only a synonym." 

A list .of the more common trees and plants is given in 
Appendix I. 

The characteristic wild animals are few in number and similar Fauna. 
to those common to the south of Baluchistan, They include Sind 
ibex, wolves (khaTma), foxes (shok), jackals~(tola), hyena~ Cfoaftar), 
leopards (l.:halega) which are met with occasionally in the Harboi 
hills, the MUla bills and the Kirthar range, and wild bear 
(mamma) in the Kfrthar and Pab ranges, and in the Dhrun bills 
south of Jan. Wild pigs are to be found in the Mashkae river, 
valley and along the Hingol river south of Jan •. Hare (mum) and 
ravine deer (!r,hazm) are common. Mountain sheep (male khar, 
female gad) are also found in the hills. 

Of game birds chikor and siai are common in the northern hills, 
aauJgrouse in the plains, and grey and black partridge in Central 
and LowerJhalawan, while in the winter, the Gidar Dhor and 
Kolachi rivers are frequented by wild duck. Snakes are not 
uncommon in the warmer parts,and a large species of lizard locally 

known as goj is found in la.rge numbers in Nal and Wad. 
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l'RYBICAL Good fish are obtainable from pools in the Mdla, Hingol, and 
ASPECTs. · ' Kotachi rivers, and alligators are occasionally met with in the 

Arra river and in the Hingol at Pau. 

CLIMATE, 
TEMPERA· 
TURE, AND 

. RAINFALL. 

Seasons. 

Rainfall. 

"The climate of Jhalawan from its northern border to as far 
south as. Baghwana, in latitude 27° 55'· N. is not unlike that 
ot Sarawan, but from this parallel of latitude down to its extreme 
southern border, it is very much warmer. Snow rarely falls 
south of the Khuzdar and Baghwana valleys. So early as the 
beginning of November, Cook found the cold at Kapoto, a march 
or so south from Kalat, very great, the thermometer showing a 
minimum of 24° during the night. Again when at Khuzdar 

(3,800 feet above the sea level) towardil the latter end of February. 
he states that the thermometer fell many degrees below freezing 
point; severe frosts took place nightly, succeeded by intensely cold 
winds and heavy rain, the mountains· being covered with snow. 
When at Matt• (5,330 feet) in the north-western portion of the 
province, and about 25 miles south-west of Surab, the thermometer 
which on the 16th of April had risen to 90° during the day, fell 
in the night to 32°, showing the great variation of 58° during the 
twenty-four hours.''t The Zahri, Khuzdar, aod Baghwana districts
have locally a bad reputation for fever during the summer and 
autumn. 

The seasons are well marked and the year is divided into spring
(hatam), March to May ; summer ( tlrma ), June to August; autumn 
(sonel), September to October; and winter (sell•), November to 
February. The agricultural seasons are dealt with in Chapter IL 
In the northern parts of the country the summer season is similar 
to that of Saraw{m, the heat gets more and more intense as one 
proceeds south, east, or west. In the tipper l1ighlands the summer 
is pleasant and the winter ·very severe, while in the lower parts 
the conditions are the reverse, the summer being very hot and the 
winter quite pleasant. 

No records of rainfall are available. Like other parts of Baluchis
tan the district lies outside the sphere of the monsoon current and 

"' In Gidar valley c:-15 miles from Sfmib. 
t The Country of BaZ~histan, by A. W. Hughes (London: 1877), pagee 

'18-79. 
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iho rainfall is irregular and scanty. The conditions in the upper PHYSICAL 

part of the district, to the north of Baghwana, are similar to those of AsPEcTs, 

Sara wan. The lower parts are subject to occasional droughts due 
to want of rain at the proper seasons. In these latter parts rain 
generally falls in the spring and ·snmmer, but sodden. showers 
occur during the autumn and winter and are beneficial, more 
particularly, to the pasturage of the country. 

The mountainous character of the country affects the direction Winds, 

and force of the winds, which, in many places, partake largely of 
the character of blasts traversing the funnel-like valleys. The 
principal winds are the gorlck, a northerly wi11d, the nambi which 
blows from south and south-east, the ga;:gi. from east to west, and 
the garro from west and north-west. The cessation of_the gorich 
and garro in summer causes rust in the wheat crop, and engenders 
fever, while the nambi and the gazgi are the precursors of rain. 
During both summer and winter the southern parts of the district 
are subject to dust storms, which someti:nes last from one to 

three days. 

Earthquakes are said to be frequent but no authentic records Earthquakes. 

exist. According to local accounts a severe shock was felt in 
1883 when houses at Toba and Alat were much damaged, and a 
chltsm opened near Matt in Gidar. 

Another eltrthquake occurred in 1889 along the western skirts 
of the Klrthar range as far as Chaku· and Ka.rkh and thence 
towards the northern end of the Pab range. By this the village 

' of ILiji Ibrahim Khan Mengal in Wad was almost wholly!destroy• 
ed, The severPst earthquake is reported to have occurred in 1892, 
when at the first shock the Jebri fort and the house of the Khan's 
nai!J at Gajar were destroyed. Occasional slight shocks were felt 
for about a month afterwards. 

The earliest history of Jhalawan is, like that of the rest of HISTORY. 

Daluchistan, involved in great obscurity and very little definite 
information is available about the country before the advent of the 
Arabs who ousted the Rai dynasty of Sind in the 7th century. 

It seems possiLle that a part of the army of Alexander the Great A neient. 

trll\'l•r;;eJ the country, for when the conqueror was in the Indus 

I B 
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·HISTORY. valley near what ia now Upper Sind, he despatched Krateros with 
the heavy transport ~o march via the Helmand and meet him in 
Persia. During this march Krateros is said, by Strabo, to have 
tfaversed Choarene, the district of Ariana, nearest India. 

Sir T. Holdich thinks, that Krateros went by the Mula pass, and 
if this was the case it seems possible that Choarene may be identifi
able with Khuzdar, which has always been an important place, for 
the name given to it by the most ancient known inhabitants of the 
Jhala.wan country, the Jats, is to this day, Kohiar. We now pass 
over many centuries to about the seventh century of the Christian-era 
when the territories of the Rai dynasty of Sind are described as ex
tending as far as Kandahar, Seistao, the SuJaiman aod Kailclnan 
hills. Kaik:anan was somewhere in the neighbourhood of Kalat and 
it i8 suggested that it is identifiable with the modern Nal. Hence
forth, the ancient history of the Jhalaw&n country may be said to 
be the history of Khuzdar, the importance of which, in later times, 
can be traced from the frequent references to it in the Arab and 
other authors. The central position of Khuzdar, as the point 
of convergence of roads from l\Iultan (via the MUla pass), Makran, 
and KandaMr made it a place of no small importance to the 
Arab invaders oflndia. It is probable, too, that its moderate climate 
which is subject neither to extreme heat nor extreme cold, also 
made the locality specially acceptable _to them. In the time of 
the Arabs, it was the chief town of the small territory of Ttiran and 
was protected by a small fortress. The name of the town was 
subsequently applied to the territory itself. The strong fortress 
was probably the peak overlooking the valley which is now 
known as Halwai. Biladuri quotes au Arabic poet who speaks 
rapturously ofKhuzdar, * "What a beautiful country is Kusdar 
how distinguished its inhabitants.'' 

Frequent attacks were, therefore, made upon it and, about 
664 A.D., in the Caliphate of Muawiya, AI Manzar, sou of AI 
Jarud-Al-.Abdi, who had been appointed to the frontiers of India 
while conquering Nuksn and Kikan, raptured Khnzdar. AI 
Mauzar is said to have died there. During the Caliphate of AI 
Mntasimbillah (A.D. 833-841) Umar, who had been nominated: 

• It ill sometimes spelt Kusdar and sometimes Kia:lar and Kosdar, 
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governor of Sind, transferred the inhabitants of Kandahel (Gandava), HisTORY, 

which he had taken, to Khuzdar, When Ibn Haukal visited the 
valley of Sind about 94.3 A.D. he found Khuzdar under • separate 
government, but when the same traveller visited India. a second 
time (about 976 A.D.) he writes that Khuzdar was then ~overned 
by an Arab IWiled Muin bin A.hmad, who resided in. Kaik&nan, and 
admitted the name of the Abbasid Caliph in.t.G the public 

prayers. 

About the year 977 .A.D., before Amfr Nasirnddln Subuktigin The Ghazni 
commenced his series of invasion• into India., he conquered Khuzdar vids. 
but ita possession was restored to ita ruler on a treaty being made 
promising an immediate payment of a contribution jn. money and 
that the ruler should thereafter send a tribute annually. Subse-
quently Su'buktig£n agaia attacked the recalcitrant ruler. One of 
these expedition& appears to be the same as that referred to ia 
Taba7u1t-i-Ndsiri which mentions that soon after A.mir Subuktigin 
was proclaimed king of Ghazni (27th of Shahan 366 H. abou' 
976 A.D.) "he put his forces in motion and marched from Ghazni 
towards the adjacent ,Parts, and took possession of the districts of 
Bust, the Zamin (district) of Davar, the Zamin (district) of 
Kusdar, and Damian, all Tukh&.ristan, and Ghur." 

h the days of his son, 1\lahmud the Ghaznivid, the rnler of 
Khu1dU.r again hecame disaffected and withheld the tribute due · 

' whereupon Mahmud · marched to Khuzdar and took the ruler by 
surprise. The latter at once submitted and paid five times 100,0{}0 
diraml in money, the arrears of tribute, presented 15 elephants as 
a}'f•h-1•ash; and was permitted to retain his territory as a vassa1 
of Ghazni, as before. It was, indeed, owing to :Mabmud's posses
sion of Khuzdar, that his subsequent conquests in Sind were chiefly 
effected and the Tabakat-i-Ndsiri relates that before the end of 
:MabmUd of Ghazni's reign in 421 H. ( 1031 A.D.) the following 
territories were included in his empire:-• Ghaznin, Zabulistan, 
Khurason, Khwarazm, etc., the territory lying on the se&-coast of 
Umman, Kusd&r, Sind as far as Siwistan, bordering on Kirmh, 
Kij (Kccb) and Makran. 

• ll'abaul-t·Nhiri, page S3, note s. 
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HlBTORY. In 1047-48, during the reign of Maudud, son of Sultan 1\lasud, 
Ghaznivid, Khuzdar again rebelled, and the Great Chamberlain 
was despatched thither with troops. He reduced the refractory 
Chief to submission, and the tribute which had lately been withheld 
was paid, and .continued to be remitted, The extension of the 
Ghaznivid power over Khozd:\r has been confirmed by finds of 
Gha.znivid coins which have been made there. 

With the downfall of the Ghaznivid, the Khuzdar territory 
pas~ed to the Ghorids who possessed themselves of the Ghaznivid 
kingdom and its dependencies; and subsequently the place appears 
to have fallt>n into the hands of Nasiruddin Kabacha, when he 
asserted his independel.lce in Sind for, after the retreat of N asirud
din to Bhakkar and his subsequent death, Khuzdar was among 
the places that submitted to Shamsuddfn Alta.mash. This was in 
1225 A.P. 

The :Monhols. Then followed the era of Cb,ingiz K;Mn who appears to have 
passed in his "trail of fire and blood'' across the country, and his 
expedition is still commemorated by the Chingiz Khan rock, 
~etween Nichara. and Pandran. Local tradition at Kbuzdar asserts 
that at the time or the Mongol ~vasion one Malik Bahram Shah 
was the local ruler of t~e country and that his place was taken by 
a .Mongol agent named Malik Chap. Malik Bahram Shah's tomb 

. is in Washuk in Khliran, and he appears to have been one of the 
Saffavid Maliks of Seistan whose power extended to Kbaran and 
Seistan. llis successor, Malik Chap the Mongol, is said to have 
been a man of exceedingly immoral character and to have been 
killed by the inha1.1itants owing to his excesses. with their women. 
Meanwhile the Su~ra. dynasty of Sind had been gradually develop
ing, to be followed by the Samms power in the middle of the 
14th century, and it seems not improbable that the sway of these 
dynasties extended at its zenith to the Jhalawan country. .As 
evidence of their connection with the country it is interesting to 
note that some of the more important tribes and sections now 
living near Khuzdar, e. g., the Hotmanzai Sasolis, and the Mardoi 
Mengals to this day trace their connection with the Sammas and 
Sumras through the Burfats. There is evidence, at any rate, that 
at this time a. Jadgal or a Jat power consolidated itself in the 
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country .which was ·cv~ntually to give way before the rising power HisToRy. 
of the Br.lhuis. 

Meanwhile it did not escape the ubiquitous attention of 1'rm6.r Timor. 
the Lame, for mention is madt~ by Major Price in his ''Retrospect 
of Muhammadau History" of Timur's son, 111fr~n 8bah, leading an 
expedition "in thP. direction of Khe8saud probably Kosdar," in 
l 384 A.D. More than a century later the country was raided 
by the notorious Shah Beg, ArghUn, who started from Sibi and ·ArghUns, 
led an expedition into Zahri in 1517. 

Shortly afterwards the country appears to have resorted to the The lllugh!'ls. 
suzerainty of the Mughals, and Abul Fazl, who wrote about 1590, 
speaks of the Zahri section of the Baloch. tribe as numbering 
1,000 people, aud living near the Kahtar (Kirthar) range, while 

Zalui id mentioned as a place where an excellent breed of 
horses is bred. Meanwhile, however, the Jadgal power to which 
we have referred above, met its death blow at the hands of the 
Udhuis wLo, now for the first time, appear in the field. The 
lender of the Brahuis was Mir Bijjar, son of Umar, and the event 
is commemorated in a poem which is well known in the jhalawllo 
conn try, ~tnd a translation of which is gi"l'en in appendix U to 
this "l'olume. The exact date of the events to which it refers 
cannot be determined but from internal evidence they would 
npl'ear to haYe taken place in the 15th century, for Muhammad 
Sidi•1 in his llistory" states that ~Hr Dijj~r and Mir Chakar the 
Rind were contemporaries, and we know that Mir Chakar thQ 
lliud lived toward> the middle or end of tl1e 15th century. The 
following is a brief epitome of the story told in the ballad. The 
poem opens l'lith a picture of Mir Bijjar's home and his childhood 
at Nighar in Sunib. His father, Umar, is introduced to us as the 
son of Miro, the forefather of tl1e Mirwaris, and a descendant of 

the Qur~sh of Arabia. The Jats of Saruna, Bela, Kachhi, Karkh 
and Chaku, Wad and Ornach assemble to fight the Braho (sic) 

and Umar and his relation Qalandar are slain, while Mahnaz, 
Uijjar'a mother, who appears to have been a Saiad, flies to Pishin. 
II ere the boy grows to manhoad and then returns from Pisbin, 
gets the assistance of Goshn, a faithful old slave, who is now in 

• Tate'a Kala,, page 19. 
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HIS'tOllr. the service of thl! Jats and who -collects Gorgjnd, BaJa, and Tuho 
with their followers. Gorgind is the ancestor of the Gurgn&risr 
Hala of the Balazais of Kharan, and Tuho of tho Roden is. 

A stratagem is decided on, and Gosho invites the J adgals to 
come outside the fort of NigMr to divide the produce of his 
melon-plot, while Mir Bijjar, wiLh his brethren, lies in wait for 
them. The J adgals are defeated and massacred. A further 

. fight follows near the Simao tiver, in which Bijjar is helped by 
Dosten and Dinar, Nausherw&ois of Kharai't, and another at 
Ghar-e-Siah. The result is that the boundaries of the Braho 
are extended on the south to Tappi-Dcdar, which is apparently 
ln the north part of Bela aud to Gazzo-Chari, perhaps the 
Kanar-Chari of the Porali, and on the north to Kishani near 
Kalat. A description fo!lows of the distribution of the country 
which Bijjar effected among- the various Brahui sections and of 
the grants which were given to those Jats who had remained 
Joyal to him. The poem is of immense interest and is also 
extremely picturesque, though the extent to whir.h it ia historically 
reliable esnnot be ganged. Such knowledge, however, as we 
possess of the country and the distribution of its people, points 
to the poems being basel on a singularly accurate knowledge of 
facts, if a)lowance is made for poetic usage. 

The decay ·of the 1\fughal power in the following century was 
followed by the rise of the Brahuis to a position of greder or less 
independence, and when the Dehwars of Kaiat ousted the !lughal 
Governol', they called on Mir Ibrahfm Khan, Mfrwari, who appears 
to nave been living in theJhalawan country, to send them one of his 
sons as their Chief and Ibrahim Khan sent them his grandson, Mlr 
HasaiL. His de!ICendant Mir Ahmad I (1666-67 to 1695-96) 
fr0m whom th& Ahmadzais take their name, conquered Khnzdar 
and Baghwaaa and aleo took.Karkh and Chaku. From this time 
it may ,be ass11med that the Brahui power was fully established 
in the country, with Khuzdar as the seat of Government and of 
the Khan's n6io or representative. l\lir l\Iehrab, the successor 
of Mir Ahmad, was killed at the end of the 17th century 
when attempting to stop l\lian Nur Muhammad and Mian Muham
mad Khan, Kalhoras, from entering the Jhalawan country 
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under orders from the Mughal Governor of Multb. Early in HISTORY. 

the 18th century we hear of the Jha.lawan f11rees assisting 
:M.lr Abdulla in his various expeditions. We also hear bf the 
men of Jhalawan giving efficient help to Nasir KhAn I (1750..51 
to 1793-94) in the expeditions in' which the latter accompanied 
Ahmad Shah to India and to Persia. Nas(r Khan I who wa.s 
devoted to the orthodox faith, appears to have discovered that 
the people of the Jhalawan country were backward in their 
religious observances, for he found it necessary in 1776_ to 

de~patch a special deputation to enforca the tenetiJ of the 1hariat, 

'fhe 1anad containing! these orders ia aa followl ; -

All the headmen and people of tho Brahui tribes of Jhalawan 
Rodcnjo, Surab, Gidar, Mashkae, Nal, Wad, Khuzdar, Zidi, 

Karkh, Chaku, Baghwana, Zahri, Pandran, etc., are hereby 
assured of onr attention to their welfare, and are informed that 
the profoundly learned Qazi, Mulla Ghuh~m Muhammad, our 
moldasib,• and our Court dignitary, Pindokh, Chobdar, have 
bren appointed to proceed to these parts and to carry out the 
injunctions a11d prohibitions of the Muhammadan law, and to 
enforce, promulgate, preach, and demonstrate them. 

All persons are made responsible for assisting them to, enforcQ 
and carry out orders in the following matters: The tarod, 
tambur (the guitar), nai (the reed), chang (psaltry), daff and 
other musical instruments shall not be played in the schismatic 
houses of the Fakirs on the occasion of marriages, circgmQisions, 
etc. 

2. Men and women shall on no account dancq on the occaiion 
of marriagefi. 

3. Bhang, charas, -wine, and other intoxicating liquors shall not 
be used, and 6hang shall on no account be cultivated. Women 
shall not walk in the bazars and stTeets unveiled. 

• One who adminiitera punbhwent with stripoa for reli&ioua del~ 
quenoies. Euch stripe~ are given with the dttrra, a thlck piece of llilather 
of tho shape of tho solo of a boot 'With • woode11 ~ tho whala being 
about two feet long. 
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HisTORY, Those meetingB1 which young men are in the habit of holding 
within the shrines and other places when they slaughter sheep 
and hold convivial gatherings, are the foundation of schism, and• 
as such, are strictly prohibited. 

4. Trading in slaves, though allowed by Muhammadan l11w, 
shall not be carried on, unless the seven conditions of the Muham
madan law attaching thereto be strictly observed. 

5. Men and. women shall on no account give vent to excessive 
signs of mourning on the occasion of deaths. They shall not, for 
instance, bare their heads or dishevel their hair, nor shall they 
maim their faces and injure their persons, causing their blood to 
flow and uttering wild lamentations. 

6. Musalm,ns shall not be permitted to sit with the Fakirs 
and they shall never wear hanging locks. 

7. Friday prayers shall always be offered in towns without fail. 
Every one shall attend the mosque for prayers; the residents of 
every street shall give cooked food as alms to the mulltis of the 
mosque in the locality, and prayers shall be offered in the early part 
of the time fixed for such observance. They shall not be offered 
late, lest the appointed times shall fall out of their proper 
sequence. 

8. Those whd accuse men and women falsely of adultery shall 
receive 80 stripes. No one shall belien their word. No person 
shall maltreat his sons and daughters without fanlt. 

9, Hindus shall not maintain Muhammadan servants (majawar) 
in their idol-temples. Musalm,ns shall never join in their gather
ings for worship. Hindus shall on no account build their houses 
higher than those of Musalmans, and they shall always keep the 
accursed tika• on their foreheads. They shall never have music in 
their temples, nor on the occasion of their funerals ; they shall never 
precede a Musalmau in their walks abroad, in the bazars, and 
streets, and shall on no account ride a saddled horse. Sheep 

"' 'l'lka is the red or yellow mark worn by Hindus on the forehead. 
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shall never be killed in sacrifice within or before the tomb-stQne HISTORY• 

of a shrine, and the blood thereof should never be applied to the 
foreheads of sons, of brides, of bridegrooms, or of horses, etc., for 

by 80 doing the meat thereof becomes totally unclean. 

The hair and heads of those Sheikhs who grow long locks and 
are customarily called to attend the sick, shall be shaven clean; 

they shall not be)aken to the sick and their word should not be 
believed. 

10. All persons shall give Re. 1 in every Rs. 40 as charity 
(eal•at), and those who pay no revenue on lands shall give oue
enth of their .savings as charity. 

11. Musalmans and Hindus shall. not take interest on loans. 
Every tribe shall keep a mulla to whom all the alms, offerings, etc., 
shall invariably be given, and prayers shall be conducted by the 

mullr.l in full congregation. 

Nasir Khan I paid constant visits to the Jhalawan country for 
hunting and other purposes and masjids marking the places 
where he had his camp are to be found at Waruma near Chaku 

I 

Sheikh-na-mash in .Tcbri, in the Drugi pass near Kharzan, in the 
:Mula river, and several other places. l\Hr Tiohir Musiani and 
:Mir Zarrak, the Chief of the Zahris, both appear to have done 
mu~h service for Nasir Khan I and both were stationed with their 
tribesmen in Makran at different times to keep the peace in newly 

acquired territory. In the reign of Mir Mahmud Khan I (1793-
94 to 1816-17) complaints were made to Shah Zaman Durrani of 
the exorbitant transit . duties levied by the M:engal and Bizanjau 
Chiefs and orders were sent to Mir M:ahmUd I to put a stop to 
them. The latter proceeded to Khuzdar and the M:cngals submitted• 
Lul the nizanjaus remaining recalcitrant, their Chief, Faqir 

Muhammad, and 50 of his followers were slain. The rates of 
transit dut1 were afterwards reduced to an aggregate sum of 

Rs. 4 per load. 

During the reign of .Mir Mahmud Khan I Pottinger• visited 
Jhalaw:An in 1810, traf'elling: to Kalat via Bela and Khuzdar. He 

• Pottinger's Travels, p. 36. 
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describes Khuzdar as not having above five hundred houses, 
built in a valley encompassed by mountains and surrounded 
by a low mud wall, enclosing two or three gardens, which 
produce in due season grapes, figs, apricots, almonds, apples, 
etc. He says that the place was the usual summer residence 
of Mfr .Murad Ali, of the tribe of Kambrani, and a brother-in-law 
of the Khan. Murad Ali was absent at Gandava at the tjme 
Pottinger visited the country, and had left a naib behind to look 
after affairs. The influence of Hindus from Multan and 
Shikarpur appears to have been very great, so much so,· that 
the keys of the town gate were entrusted to the then senior 
Brahmin every night. Mfr Mahmud Khan I died at Gandava in 
Kachhi in 1816. 

· The next traveller after Pottinger to visit the Jhalawan country 
was Masson, who performed two journeys in the years 1831 and 
1832, and a third journey in 1840. On the first two occasions 
:M.ir Mehrab KMn (1816-17 to 1839) was on the masnad and on the 
last Shah N awaz KMn. On each occasion Masson travelled via 
the Porali road, known as the Kohan Wat, over the Baran Lak 
to Wad, Khuzdar, Baghwana, and Surab to E;aiat. From the first 
journey he returned via Surab, Bapao, and the Anjira river and 
down the Mula pass to Kachhi. His account gives one to under
stand that under Mehrab Khan the country had become greatly 
impoverished. Wine drinking and obscenity were common, and 
the inhabitants, though secluded and docile, were lazy and 
rebellious. Some of the tribesmen were constantly in arms, and 
murder was common. 

The state of the affairs in Wad seems to have resembled present 
conditions, \for W ali Muhammad Khan, the uncle of the 
Mengal Chief, . Isa Khan, was attempting to keep his nephew 
within bounds but had failed owing to his nephew being surround
ed by all the rebellious spirits of the tribe. W ali Muhammad Khan 
appears to have been a very fine character. He was subsequently 
killed at the capture of Kalat, where he had no doubt gone owing 
to his relationship with Mehrab Khan's mother, a ShahCzai 

Mengal. 
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ont of hand, and Masson states that in 1831 a load of ~erchandise 
was not cleared from Bela to Khuzdar, under a less amount than 
Rs. 23 or Rs. 2! in the shape of transit dues. So serious had this 
become, that .M:ebrab Khan bad interdicted the use of the road 
from Sonmiani to traders under penalty of confiscation of property. 
But these orders do not appear to have been listened to. 

Another tribe about whom we hear something from Masson is 
the Sasolis, called Sah Saholi by Masson. They had been in 
rebellion for some time, but in 1840 Shah Nawaz Khan moved 
to Zldi, and Attar Khan, the Sasoli Chief, made his 
submission. 

Captain James Outram who left General Willshire's force after 
the capture of Kalat in November, 1839, travelled by the Ornach 
route to Sonmiaui. 

1 
After the storming of Kalat by General Willshire's force 

in 1839 an insurrection of the Sarawan tribes took place in 1840 
with the object of placing Mir Nasir Khan II on the masMd in 
place of Shah Nawaz Khan, the British nominee. Kalal. was 
successfully attacked, but thl' events which followed, including the 
murder of Lieuten&nt Loveday, sent MJ:r N asJ:r Khan II as a fugitive 
to Kachhi and the Jbalawan country, and Colofi.el Stacy was deputed 
to open negotiations with him. Colonel Stacy·reached Kalat on 
the 13th of December, 1840,_and communications were opened with 
the young Khiu at ZJ:di. MJ:r lsa Khan and ·Darogha Gul 
:Muhammad were deputed to meet the British Political Officer and 
a meeting was arranged at Rodenjo. Colonel Stacy rode out 
without a guard of any sort to meet the Sardars, and it was 
arranged that the Colonel should see the young Khan himself at 
Zahri. Having returned to Kalat, Colonel Stacy again set out for 
Zahri on the 27th of January, accompanied onlJ by Mullli. N asrulla, 
whom he had appointed his Va7.::il and his IRilttlhi. Marching 
via Kapoto and the Jurgi pass, Colonel StacJproceeded to Pandran, 
whence he travelled by the Soinda pass to Norgama. Fortunately 
for Colonel Stacy he sent two horsemen in advance to announce 
hia arrival to Sardar MJ:r ua Khan, M~ngal, who was waiting few 
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HISTORY. him at the month of the pass, as these men met a shihiri, called 
l\laluk, who had been d~puted b1 the Khan's uncle to murder the 
Colonel. - Unaware of this fact the two horsemen, after meeting 
the shikari, proceeded to Mir Isa. Khan's camp, but the latter had 
been warned of the danger, and, on bearing the story of the two 
horsemen, immediately rode up the pass and the man was 
discovered and confessed his object. The Khlin arrived on the 5th 
of February and negotiations were opened which resulted in the 
move of the KMn to Nar (the point where the MUla. river turns 
northward), from which place Colonel Stacy was to proceed with 
the Khan's most trusted adherents, Kamal Khan Iltazai, I sa KMu 
Mcngal, and Mir Bohir 1\lusiani Zahri to 1\fr. Ross-Bell, the 
Political Agent, in Kachhi. Mr. Ross-Bell received the party 
most courteously and arranged to meet the Khan at Quetta, and 
Colonel Stacy returned to Naron the 20th, and the party com
menced their march towards Quetta on the 21st reaching Zidi on 
that day. Here the Colonel had to negotiate for the restoration 
of some articles of value, which the Khan and his mother had 
1Jeen obliged to pledge to the bankers, to relieve their most 
pressing distress. Unfortunately the Khan had, during Colonel 
Stacy's absence, come under the evil influence of Rahim Dad• 
the former 'llaib of Quetta, and on reaching Surab refused 
to go any further, and Stacy was obliged to leave him and 
proceed to Kalat. 

The Khan and his party retired to Baghwana, but hearing 
that a British force was likely to Rdvance from Kachhi, l1e after
wards moved to l\lashkae. The Khan's uncle and some other 
influential Sardars were at length induced to accompany Colonel 
Stacy on a visit to :Mr. Ross-Bell at Quetta, and after further 
protracted negotiations, the Khan was induced to come to Kalat 
where he was received by Colonel Stacy on July 25th, ISH, 
and was formally placed on the masnad by Maior (afterwards 
Sir) James Outram. During the reign of Nasir Khan II the 
Jhalawau country appears to have been brought under control, 
but, on the accession of Mir Khudadad Khan to the masnad in 
1857, an era of anarchy and chaos commenced, and the whole 
country became the theatre of one prolonged struggle between 
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the Kbh ..11nd his Chiefs. M orders were common, and the Bis'l'OBr. 
1ribesmea were constantly engaged either in their private feuds 
or predatory expeditions, The state of affairs baffled the exer-
iions of tlw Political Officers at the court of the Khan, Indeed 
the his wry of this p~riod, which preceded the appearance of Sir 
Robert .S.ndeman on the scene, is one long record of bloodshed, 
misery, &ad crime, in which the Jhalawan Chiefs were constantly 
to the front in conspiracies against, and quarrels with, their 
ruler, who in his turn was ruthless in retaliation. Among the 
fignna which stand out with most prominence during this period 
are the bwo Chiefs of all the Jhalawan tribes, Sardar Taj Muham-
mad ruiwarizai and Sardar Gauhar Khan Dosteuzai, and Sardar 
Nurudd.ia the head of the Men gals. Both the former •ere Zarrakzais 
but from different branches. The family from which Taj Muham-
mad sprang had succeeded another branch of the Zarrakzais, the 
ChRkarz~i. which bad become extinct with the death of Kadir 
Bakhsh dtu.ring the reign of Mir Mehrab. Khan in 1SI6. The 

. Kawar{zai section was., however, only destined to hold the 
-chieftainship for three generations for it passed out oftheir hands 
-when Taj Muhammad was sq~othered by the Khaln's orders in 
August., H67. Other elements of disorder were Azad Khin oC 
Khban aad the Jam Mir Khan of Las Bela, both of whom 
tlspired to the Khanate. 

Khudadid Kh9.n !'as elected ruler by the Chiefs on the death 
<Jf his brother, Nasir Khan, in June, 1857• and at his installation 
the tnrba11 was tied b7 Sardar Taj Muhammad, the Chief of 
..Jhalawau. He soon, however, came under the pernicioU& 
influence of his Darogha, Gul Muhammad by name, •ho was 
anxious to sow distrust between the Khan and his Chiefs, and in 
the following September a treacherous attack was made by the 
Khan's artillery on the camp of the Chiefs at Kalat. Khudadad 
appears tG have been under the impression that the Jam of Bt!la. 
who had accompanied the Jhalawan Chiefs ostensibly to condol& 
with the Khan on the death of hie predecessor had entered int() 
an intrigue to usurp the mamad of Kalat. The Chiefs were 'akeQ 
hy surprise and retired to Surab, whence they proceeded to plunder 

• llluc llook, I, page 8. 
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the Khan's granaries at Khazdk Matters were patclmd up it11 

1858, and shortly afterwards it was arranged that l\Hr Khndadad· 
should marry Jan Bibi, the daughter of Taj Muhammad. But. 
after the Khan had been formally betrothed to Jan Bibi, he sud
denly married the Sardar's sister, l\IU.rad Bibi, widow of his bro~ 
ther, Nasir Khan II, and repnted to be very inimical to her bro-
ther, the Zahri Chief. The act was looked on by the Brahuis- as. 
dsihonourable and insulting and in 1861 Captain Harrison found 
that Taj Muhammad had raised his tribesmen and was preparing 
to plunder the country. Some months later his levies were 
disbanded by the efforts of the British Political Officer, but Taj:, 
Muhammad continued to cherish resentment whirh culminated in.· 
an attack on the Khan by the tribesmen at Gandava in 1863,.. 
and the installation of ShCrdil Khan, 

The reign of Sherdil Khan was very short, "as next year he- wag. 
assassinaied by the Commandant of his personal guard at Nar in· 
the Mula pass, and Khudadad Khan was reinstated. The
()Ountry appears to have remained tolerably quiet for nearly a yea~ 
after the Khan's re-accession, bat in l\Iarch, 1865; Sardar Mull:l 
Muhammad, the Sarawao Chief, and Taj Muhammad taking 
offence at some injurious act of the Khan, real or imagined, mad6 
common cause and attempted an insurrection in Kachbi with the 
assassination of the Khan as its object. The rebels were sar.pris
ed near Bhag by the Khan's forces under Shaqghasi W ali .Muham
mad. Kamal Khan, the brother of the Muhammad Hasni Chie:f, waa 
killed, Taj Muhammad was made a prisoner, and Mnlla .M11bam
mad fled to Kandahar. Taj Muhammad was kept in confinement 
snd was eventually smothered at Kal<lt in August, 18&7. "A 
more desperate intriguer or a greater traitor,'' wrote Sir Henry 
Green, " did not exist in any native court in India.'' 

Shortly after this unsuccessful revolt Nurnddin, the Chief of 
the Mengals, aided by Jam Mir Khan of BC!a, rose in rebellion 
in July, 1865 and on July 9th: the Khan's forces under Sbahgbasi 
Walil\Inhammad and Atta Muhammad, the Darogha of Kalat, 
gave the rebels battle at Sorgaz near Khuzdar and defeated them, 
carrying off Nllruddin and the Jam as prisoners to Kalat. The 
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Tebel Chiefs were pardoned some little time afterwards by the HISTOBY • 

.K:baa. 

Trou!,les broke ont afresh towards the close of 1868, and the 
Jam of L&s Bela, with Nuruddfn Mcrrgal and others, assembled a 
force at Wad, where they were joined by Baloch Khan, nephew 
of AzH. Khan of Kharan, with 400 horse and 1,000 foot. Azad 
Khan also announced his intention of joining the rebels soon 
afterwards. Khudadad Khan with all his available forces met 
the rebels in Baghwana, but finding that he could neither dislodge 
them frDm the defile, which they occupied, nor beat a safe retreat, 
he extricated himself from the difficulty by opening up negotia
tions and by making very vague promises of restoring to the 
disaffected Chiefs, certain jagirs and inamt of which they had been 
deprived, The Jam of Bela was at this time allowed to take 
charge of the Iltazai village in Baghwana pending the proof oi 
his claim to it, a matter to which reference will presently be 
made. Meanwhile, while the tribesmen were mooting the ques
tion of demanding compemation from the Kban for the death o( 

Taj Muhammad, Khudadad caused fresh discontent when he 
announced in 1\Iarch, 1869, tbat he intended appointing his own 
infant son, Mustafa Khan, as Chief of Jhalawan. This innovation 
was na.tnr11Uy objected to, as the appointment lay in the hands of 
the Jhala:wau Sardars subject to the confirmation of the Khan, 
and a tson of the Khan was not eligible for the position. The 
difficulty was fortunately settled shortly afterwards by the death 
of :Uustafa Khan in 1870. The whole country was now seething 
with discontent and the disaffected Sardars met Captain Harrison 
at Baghwana on the 11th and 12th of May, 1869, accompanied 
by R force of 3,000 men and with the fixed determination 
of demanding the dismissal of Sbahghasi W ali Muhammad and 
the disbandment of His Highness's regiment. Captain Harrison 
left Baghwana on the 13th for Kalat, while the Sardars marched 
for Zahri to wait there until the Khan intimated his wishes to 
them. In spite of Captain llarrison's attempts to effect a. settle
ment, the Chiefs now marched on Kapoto in defiance of express 
injunctions, and took up a. strong position ou two hills, running 
np walls and fortifications at weak points. Steps were immediately 
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taken at KaLit to guard against any surprise from the dirte
tion of Iskalku, and the rest of the Khan's troop1 and levies
accompanied Captain Harrison to Zawa, whence he proceeded to· 
Kapoto to talk over the matters with the Sardars. Negotiations 
followed, hut resulted only in vague promises from the Khan of 
the restoration of their hereditary right if they behand becoming
ly, and eventually the Chiefs dispersed in spite of efforts by Azad 
Khan ofKharan to compromise them. 

Another matter which engaged Captain Harrison's attention at. 
this time was the dispute between Jam Mir Khan and Mil."' 
Khudadad for the property of :Mir Kamal Khan ntazai. The
Jam had long made this a handle for interfering in JhalawaD 
affairs and had purposely kept the dispute open in order to give 
him an excuse for making one more desperate effort to overthrow 
the Khan. The Jam was a son of Bibi Nur Bibi, sister of Kamal 
Khan, and claimed to he heir to the latter's share of thfo Iltazai 
estates in Baghwana, as Kamal Khan had died leaving no male 
issne, but a daughter only, Blbi Mariam. Mir Nasir KMn II 
whose half-sister Bibi Fateh Khatun, was married to a collateral 
of Kamal Khan, viz., Saiad Khan, and possessed two sons, Karam 
Khan and Gauhar Khan, had, during his life time, induced the sons 
to allow him to administe!" the estate promising to pay all deficien
eies from his own resources. The property had then passed to 
Khudadad Khan and the expedition which was made by the Jam 
and Nuruddin 1\lengal had for its object the assertion of the 
former's right to tbe estate. Once more therefore in October, 
1869, Jam Mir Khan advanced towards Jhalawan with all the 
forces be could muster and seven guns, and took np a position at 
Tnrkabar where he was joined on the 20th by Sa.rdar Nliruddio 
and the Mengals. Occasional skirmishing took place with Shah
gbasi W ali l\luhammad, who bad been promptly despatched by Mir 
Khudadad to meet them, the Shahghasi delaying in the expectation, 
that a force from Kolwa. would effect a junction with him. As 
the Chiefs had apparently realised this plan, the Sbahghasi ad

vanced on the 15th of November and dislodged them, after some 
hours' fighting, from their position at Singhot, and they subse

quently sought safety in flight, leaving their guns, ammunition, and 
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camp equipage to fall into the hands of the victors. About thirty HtsTOII.1', 

or forty men were killed. The Jam ultimately fled· to Karachi, 
and Baa was occupied by the Shahghasi. The dispulie was 
not finally settled tilll876 when one. of the conditions connected 
with the arrangements for the return of Jam Mlr Khan to 
Las Bela was that he should agree to accept, as final, the ordt>rs 
passed by the Commissioner in Sind in 1M9 permitting the Khaa 
to retain possession of Kamal Khan's share in the lltazai 
village. 

In 1872 Dr. Bellew traversed the MUla pass to Khuzdar .and 
travelled thence to Baghwana, Surab, and Kalat. He has left 
a record of this journey, which ~as uneventful, in his book, 
From the Indus to the _Tigris. ' 

On being defeated at Singhot Nuruddin had sought shelter ill 
Kandahar but returned to Jbalawan abol!t the end of 1871 and 
after collecting some of the Mcngal tribesmen went on to Las Bela 
'Where he joined hands with Jam Ali Khan, who had taken arms on 
behalf of the ex-Jam M..lr Khan, and had compelled Shahgbasi 
Ghulam Jain's detachment, which was holding Bela, to evacuate 
the town and retire via Jau and Mashkae, Nt1ruddin left Bela 
with a small following in the beginning of 1872, and, without 
taking any part in the negotiati011s between . the Khain and the 
disaffected Chiefs which had been set on foot through the exertion!! 
of the Commissioner in Sind, he bombarded the Khuzdar fort with 
gun a obtained at Bela but eventually retired on Wad on meeting 
.with strong opposition. Sh&.hghaisi Wali Muhammad shortly 
arterwards arrived at Khuzdar and opened np negotiations which 
resulted in Nlirudd.ln's surrendering, on the condition that hiB 
life would be epared and with, a promise that he would give ap 
the property that had been looted by him in different places. For 
a t!me he appeaN to have ceaaed intriguing. In 1873 Captain 
Harrison, the Politica.l Agent, was withdrawn from Kal&t owinr; 
to the uncompromiaing attitude assumed by Mlr Khudadad Khaa 
in connection with the affairs of the State, Ia Febrnar1 of the 
following year a party of 200 armed Sasolis carried off some of 
their fugitive slaves from the Shikairpnr District. In eoneequence 
of thie event, the Commiseioner in Sind recommended armed 

r B 
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Hzs:ronY, intervention with a view to the restoration of order but his recom
mendations were negatived and it was decided to try the plan of 
direct communication with the tribesmen. This culminated in 
Sir Robert Sandeman's first mission to Kalat in 1875. 

It was about this time that Gauhar Khan, Dostenzai, who 
played an important part in future troubles, came to the fore. .A 
man of unbridled. temper and extreme arrogance, he strongly 
resented Khudadad Khan's proceedings in connection with the 
succession to the chieftainship of Jhalawan. Nominally the duties 
of the Chief had been carried on by Mai Hur B!bi, mother of Taj 
:Muhammad, and this lady had nominated Saadat Khan, a cousin 
of Taj Mohammad, as Chief. But this man being incapable, his 
claim was disputed by Gauhar Khan, who had already created 
an unsuccessful disturbance in Zahri, but now received the cupport 
of the tribe generally. In May, 1874, Gauhar Khan and his 
followers seized and blocked the Soioda pass between Pandrao. 
and Norgama, he and his forces subsisting meanwhile on the grain 
taken from His Highness's granaries. He afterwards moved and 
took up a position at Hussoi near Pfr Lakha in the Mula pass and 
prepared to close the pass against Pir Bakhsh, the Khan's nai'J of 
Gandava,. who was on his way down the MUla. Hearing of 
Gauhar Khan's movements, Pfr JJakhsh promised Chakar Khan 
Jattak Rs. 1,000 to escort him safely through the pass • 
. On reaching Pir Lakha where they heard that Gauhar Khan had 
.closed the pass, the naib sent to Kalat for 200 infantry while 
Gauhar Khan was joined by 300 Sasolis under Pahar Khan. 
Gauhar Khan with ·600 men now took np a position at Gazan near 
Zahri, where a skirmish took place in June, in which 11 of the 
Khan's sepoys were killed and 16 wounded. Reinforcements were 

I 
now sent for from Kaiat while the Brahuis retired on the Soinda 
where they were joined by. some Mengals and Sasolis. After 
attacking a detachment, which was escorting supplies to the 
Khan's troops at Norgama, and killing eight of them with a loss 
of 4 on their own side, the tribesmen cut off all communications 
~itb Kalat. Gauhar Khan was now further reinforced by 100 
Sumalaris and by Cha.kar Khan Jattak, who had not been paid 
the Rs. 1,000 promised him by ndib Pfr Bakhsh. A truce was now 
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arranged and several of the Chiefs went to Pir Sultall Arifi near HISTORY. 

Norgama to tender their allegiance but were treacherously sur-
rounded and made prisoners, and taken to Kalat. Gauhar Khan 
who had not been captured then took up a position near Pir 
Kalandar on the Ledav hill track. Hence he continued to raid 
:and levy exactions on Kafilas. The Chiefs who had been taken 
'prisoners were eventually released. 

The Mcngals had some time previously plundered caravans on 
the Raj route via the Hab river and Khudadad Khan now despatch

~d Darogha Atta lluharumad with a force to Khuzdar in October 
to make arrangements for the safe transit of caravans by the Raj 
route, and to coerce Nurnddin the 1\Iengal Chief. Negotiations 
wt>re begun and at the same time Atta Muhammad detached a force 
to attack the Zarrakzais, but the position which Gauhar Khan held 
being almost inaccessible, Atta Muhammad's troops did not get 
beyond Fashtakhan where they plundered all the property belonging 
to the Natwani Zahris. The Zarrakzais, in retaliation, looted all Kalat 
Kafilas which fell into their hands. The negotiations with the 
M~ngals proved unsnccessful and no settlement was arrived 
at. This was the state of affairs when Captain Sandeman's 

1 mission bt>gan it~ march to Kalat with the object of mediating be-
tween the Khan and his Chiefs and arrived on the 31st of December, 
1875. NU.ruddln had been induced by Darogha Atta Muhammad 
to come to Kalat; which place he had ·reached some days 
before Captain Sandeman's arrival. The latter left Kalat on. 

January 5th and on the 6th Khudadad Khan ordered 400 of hia 
infantry to surround, and apparently not without reason, attack 
Atta Muhammad's house where the :r.Iengal Sardar had put up, with 
the result that Sardar Nuruddin, Darogha 1\Iuhammad Ali (Atta 
Muhammad's brother), and severallotherswere killed,Atta Muham
mad himself being wounded. The Khan suspected Nuruddin of 
conspiring with Atta Muhammad to assassinate him. 

' On learning the news Gauhar Khan• murdered the Khan's 
· Darogha of Zahri, and began collecting his people with the inten
tion of plundering Kachhi. He made an attack on Kotra but 

' 
•Biue Book, II, page 107. 
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without success, while the Khan's nuifJ, Abdul LatH, with a 
regiment of infantry occupied Zahri. The Jhalawlin tribesmen 
continued in rebellion, demanding an honourable peace and the 
restoration of their jugirB, and at the beginning of June, when 
llajor Sandeman had reaehedMastung on his second mission, some 
skirmishes took place in the Mula pass between the Khan's troops 
and the Jhalawan tribesmen,· with loss on both sides. Major 
Sandeman's arrival, however, put a stop to these and at the settle
~ent which took place, a peace was patched up, the Khan 
recognising and confirming the selection of Gaubar KMn as Chie~ 

of Jhalawan, and of Shakar Khan as Chief of the 1\l~ngals with 

M¥- Ibrahim KMn as his guardian. All the outstanding disputes 
between the Kh~n and the Jhalawans were discussed and .a full. 
list of them with the decision in each case will be found in Baul-

1 
chistan Blue Book No, II, page 266, • 

The appointment of Gauhar Khan as Chief of Jhalawan did no~ 
prove a success, as he constantly carried on fends with neighbouring. 
Sardars, in the course of which a large number of li;es were lost 
and much property was looted, 'l'be animosity which had arisen 
with the MU.Siani tribe owing to an attempt of Ganhar Khan to· 
marry one of Taj Mtihammad's wives, who had been a M-6.siani,1 

was the principal quarrel, involving other Jhalawan tribes and in; 
the same year in which the Mastung agreement was made, hii 
brother, Pasand Khan treacherously killed the brother of Saleh: 
:Muhammad, one of the leading men of. the :Musiani~, with whont 
the Zarrakzais bad a longstanding feud, and in 1879 the.Agent t~· 
the Governor• General had to make a fresh settlement of Jbalawan 

affairs and effect a reconci1iation at which Saleh Mubammacl 
forgave the blood of his son on the understanding that Gauhar 
Khan would give his daughter in marriage to Saleh Muhammad.: 
Fresh quarrels broke out in 1882 and Ganhar Khan with the help 
of the Khan's troops plundered the Musiani villages and establishl 
ed himself at Zahri. Here he raised a party of Pathans and 
declared himself to be independent of the .Brahuis; at the same 
time he became estranged from his brother, Pasand Khan. A 

•Printed for both Houses of Parliament by Eyre and Spottiawoode 
London. 
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drug-debauched profligate, Umar Khan bad meanwhile been HisToRY. 
nominated aa Sardar of the lfusi&nis in place of Umed Ali. 
All was coufuaion and in December, 1883, Sir Robert Sand&. 
man held a darbar at Khnzdar and Saleh Muhammad was recog• 
nised as Chief of the :Mlisianis. 

Ganhar Khan's conduct excited fresh discontent in 1884 and 
the Musianis, t.otiauia, :Ma~assis, and others combined 11gainet 
him. At this time be was regarded with the greatest aversion by 
most of the ,JhAlawans but \'las endPavonring to curry favour with 
the Men gals and Muhammad Hasnis and with the Jam of Las Bela. 
In the following year Gauhar Khan, contrary .to custom, levied a 
tax in the Mula pa~s, and caused a fresh disturbance; Captain 
H. M. Temple, Political Agent, KaUt, prooePded on 9th Decem
ber, 1885, to Gajan in Kachhi, where the Sardar then was, and 
enquired into the matter. It was found that dues had been demand
ed on behalf of Gauhar Khan from a Mubammadshahi caravan when 
tra.nr11ing the pass, and dnrit•g a quarrel which ensued one of 
the Mubammadshahis was killed. Gauhar Khan in support 
of his claim put forward a document sealed by Bahram Khan 
grandson of Mir Mnhabbat Khan, urging that the Mula pass 
was a part of Zahri and that he bad the right to levy tax in 
Zahri. The ease was enquired into at Sibi, whither the Sardar 
bad been summoned, and Sir Robert Sandeman issued an order, 
warning Oauhar Khan that he was not entitled to levy dues in 
~M~p~ • . 

The quarrels between Gauhar Khan and his neighbonl'l! agai~ 
reached an aeute state in 1836, and the Sardar was surrounded in 
tbe fort at Zllbri by the Saoolis, Lotianis, Jattaks, and others and 
some fighting took place. Efforts were made by various officers 
to arrive at a settlement of the pointe at issue; bot they were 
frustrated by Ganhar Kban'a unscrupulous conduct, with the result 
that most solemn engagements entered into by the parties were 
never carried out. Gaubar Khan was el'entnally induced to come 
to Quett&. A ji.rgs of. infiuen tial Sardars 1r hich was aasem bled, in 
April, to consider Jhalawao affairs, received his resignation of the 
thidohip in favour of hia son, 'fusuf Khlin. Bi1 resignation waa 
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accepted, and it was decided that he should remain under surveil
lance at Qnetta; while during the minority of his son, Abdul Karfm, 
Zarrakzai, a near relative of Gauhar Khan should carry on the 
management of the Chief's estate. Abdul Karim carried on lais 
duties satisfactorily for some time. but early in 1889 showed 
himself anxious tiJ relinquish his appointment. The question of 
the future management or the tribe was again considered by a 
ji.rga, which assembled at S1bi in February, 1889, and it was 
decided that the Government of India should be requested to 
appoint a tabsildar, in subordination to the Political Agent 
to carry on the administration of the estate from the 
revenues of which he should be paid. The services of 
Guizar Khan, nii.~ tah~ildar of Duki, were secured for the 
post, and during the time he was at Zahri Ghat he 
did what he. could to encourage cultivation and secure 
revenue. · 

Within a year, however, it was decided as a tentative measure, 
tiJ reinstate Gauhar Khan on condition of good behaviour until 
Yusuf Kha~ should attain his majority. Mfr Pasand Khan and 
his son, Muhamma·1 Khan, who had meanwhile become reconciled 
with G,mhar Khan were to remain with the Political Agent as 
hostages receiving for their maintenance Rs. 50 out of Rs. 300 
allowed by the Government for the Jhalawan Sardar since 1879 

in recognition of the services rendered in the course of the second 
Afghan war. The· tah~Hdar at Zahri was withdrawn and Yusuf 
Khan was sent to Aligarh to be educated. Matters proceeded 
satisfactorily for a couple of years but the complications caused 
by the abdication of Khndadad Khan, in the spring of 1893 gave 
Gauhar Khan another opportunity or exc;ting disaffection and 
rebellion, of which he took immediate ahantage. He sent raid
ing expeditions under his brother, Pasand Khan, to Surab and 
Kapoto and carried off a large number of sheep belonging to the 
Khan· among other property. A fight near Norgama between 
the Khan's troops under Zaman Khan ended in the flight of 
Gauhar Khan. Matters had reached a very critical stage, when 
Major Temple was deputed in September to put down the rebels 
and to pacify the tribes by personal negotiations with them, He 
was also authorised to announce to the Sardars tha.t Mir l\lahmud 
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Khan II had proposed to grant them certain tribal allowances HisTORY: · 

with a view to placing them on a similar footing to that held .· by 
the Sarawan tribes. 

He induced most of the Jhalawan Sardars, who had. now left 
Ga.uhar Khan and whom it was most desirable to prevent . from 
rejoining him, to return with him to Quetta, and to .lay their 
grievances before the Agent to the Governor-General and the 
Khan, and these Sardars were present at the installation. of1 His 
Highness 1\ilr liahmud Khan in November, 1893, and beard the 
announcement, that in future His Highness would set apart !I' su.m 
of Rs. 50,000 annually to be paid in return for services J"endered 
by them. The question of the succession of Yusuf K~an to th~ 
Jhalaw In chiefship was discussed and endeavours were made to 
ascertain the opinion of the Chiefs and it was found that tho~gh 
some vigorously supported the claims of Yusuf Khan, others as 
strongly Ldvocated the nomination of Abdul Karim, who had once 
before been selected to fill the appointment. As the opinion of 
the Sardars was constantly fluctuating, it was decided to send for 
Yusuf Khan from Aligarh in January, 1894, in order to form ~n 
opinion of his fitness for the sardarship. · In February,l894, the 
rase was put before the Sibi jirga, which decided in favour of 
Yusuf Khan; at the same time he was reconciled with Umar 
Khan, Musiani. The details as to the distribution of the Jha
lawan subsidy were worked out on the same occasion, and the· 
~ecisioo arrived at included monthly allowances to all the impor
tant Sardars while a sum of money was ear-marked for the estab
lishment of t'.&na.s at Muhammad Astafin, Khnrasan, and of a 
Mengal thana.• All this faile.l to exercise a beneficial effect on 
Gauhar Kban, who continued to give trouble, At this time he 
estranged his brother, Pasand Khan, by marrying his son, Yusuf 
Khan, to a Kambr:lri girl whom Pasand Khan wished to marry 
himself. He resuscitated the dispute with the Musianis in 1895,and 
quarrelled with so many of the Jhalawan sardars that it was hoped 
that they would give him up before long, as he had few places of 

• The Kb~&~.Asan Cluirn wa1 locate 1 at z,lhri and the 'Mcngal thar~~~ at 
Saruua.. 
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shelter left. His infl11ence, however, was so great that the levy 
post which had been established about a year before in Zahri to 
keep the peace was obliged to fly. Pasand Khan had in the 
meantime been won over to take an active part against his brother 
and some de!ultory fighting took place at Norgama. In :May, 
1895, Ganhar Khan attacked the Mus ibis in the village of Balbal 
in Zahri, killing five men, wounding several others and carrying 
off the whole of the spring harvest. Lieutenant Le 1\Iesurier, the 
then Political Agent, Ka\at, accompanied by a party of 20 sepoys
of the Kalat service troops mounted on riding camels, proceeded 
to Zahri with th~ intention of surprising Ganhar Khan at 
Salmanjo. The party left Kalat at night and rode through to 
Salmanjo (70 miles) without a halt ; they attacked the place but 
Gauhar Khan managed to make good his escape to the hills to the 
south and the party was too fatigued to press the pursuit any 
further at the time. Gauhar Khan eventually obtained shelter 
with the Khidrani Chief in Malkhor and in July the Jhalawan 
Sardars were collected at Kalat and formally installed .1\Hr Pasand 
Khan as the Jhalawan Chief. The Chiefs were inFormed that 
their subsidies could only be continued on condition that they 
,withdrew their support from Ganha.r Khan, and refused shelter to
him and his bands and after a discussion which extended over 
some weeks, the Sardars agreed that they would each be responsible 
fpr their own District, and would prevent Ganhar Khan and his 
following from committing any outrages in their limits. They 
then left for their homes. In the meantime Gauhar Khan with a 
following of about 200 men had retur ned to Zahri and had again 
commenced to attack and plunder the Musianis and other 
neighbouring tribes, and the Khan, with the advice of the Political 
Agent, despatched to Za.hri a party of 50 sepoys of the newly 
raised Kalat State troops, under Subadar Karamdad Khan with 
Sardar Pa.sand Khan and some sixty levies. Gauhar Khan made 
a stand against them at Garmap bP.tween Zahri and Tutak and in 
the fight which ensued, both Gauhar Khan and his son, Yusuf 
Khan, were killed. The great firebrand of the Jhalawan country 
was thus removed, whose restless activity and sudden outbursts of 
temper bad been a constant danger .to the peace and prosperity of 

the country for so many years. 
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Since the death of Gauhar Khan the Jhalaw&n country has HISTOBY. 

enjoyed a long period of repose. ·The question of the appoint-
ment of a Na.tive Assistant;io the Jhalawan country· was raised in 
August, 1901, by Major H. L. Showers, Political Agent, Kalat, who 
remarked that the location Jn the C<?Untry at Khuzdar of a Govern-
ment official whose business it would be to supervise and • direct 
the work of thdnadr1rs, and to advise the Chiefs in the control of 
their tribes, would be attended with many beneficial results. His 
llighness the Khan's consent was obtained to the proposal but the 
Government of India at first negatived it. Meanwhile the general 
state of a!faira in Jhalawan had become unsettlgd, and in July, 1903 
ihe Mengals attacked .the Khan's naib at Kbuzdar and looteJ 
eight villages. Shortly afterwards another disturbance took place 
at Surub in which about 400 :Mengals were concerned, in crop 
plundering from disputed land, Under these circumstances the 
consent of the Government of India was given to the appointment 
of an offi~er having administrative training and a Native Assistant 
was posted to Khuzdar from 1903. 1.'he Native Assistant is 
acknowledged as the representative of the Khan and is appointed 
and paid by him. For administrative purposes, he is under the 
orders and directions of the Political Adviser and Political Agent, 
Kalat. 

There are no imposing structures in the district to indicate its ABCBA!lOLOGY 

condition in ancient times, but many dams,. mounds, and old tombs 
ar11 scattered through it. 

Ga~r6ands, or, as their name implies, the dams of the Zoroa.s- Gabrballd•. 

trians or fire worshippers, are curious structures which are scat,.; 
tcred in great numbers throughout the hilly Jhalawan country 
from Surab near Kalat as far as the Hab river valley on the 
south and so far westward as Mashkae. They are chiefly met with 
along the caravan route between Bhappav and Tutak; along the 
Lukh river route from Pariko lio Gidar Dhor; along the skirts. 
of the Gajjali hill near Jcbri ; in the Mirwari country, and at 
Gug and Saruna; but perhaps the most interesting examples are 
to be found in Lakorian and Saruna valleys and in the valley of Ilab. 
They vary somewhat in construction, but commonly take the form 
of walls built of roughly ahaped stones, which varr in size 

IB 
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HisTORY, up to 4' x 2' x 4/ but without mortar, the interstices being in 
some .cases packed with the chips obtained in dressing the stone. 
These walls are b~cked with a sloped br east-work of rubble, ancl 

in some case~ fut·ther strengthe:1e:l with buttresses •. The two 
important gabrhands, one locally known as Ahmad Band and 
the other ncar Pfr Munagbara, in Saruna, were visited in 1903· 
by Mr. R. Hughes-Buller who wrote a comp Jete and interesting 
account which has been published in the Report of the Archreolo
gical Survey of India for the year 1904-5. Mr. Hughes-Buller 

thinks that the object of the construction of these enormous dams, 
which are thrown across the mouths of ravines and declivities may 
in a few cases· have been to retain water as in a reservoir, but 

in the great majority of case3, the object seems clearly to have 

been the formation of alluvial soil over the substratum of dry 

b1rren rock, combined with the ret~ntion and economical control 
of the distribotion of the flood water. He discredits a theory 
formerly advanced, by which the dams are explained to be military 

defence works. The question, as to who were the people who 
bnilt these structures, says Mr. Hughes-Buller, is one which will 
in all probability never be satisfactorily solved, but after examining 
the Vl\rious theories advanced, he concludes that •• it would seem 

good ground for asserting that the ascription of these fine works 
according to the traditions of the inhabitants, to the Zoroastrians 
is not contradicted by any local circumstances," • 

Inscriptions Among the relics of a bygone age, existing in the Jhalawan-
nea.r Paudran. . . · t · · ( h" k · G k • · · ) provmce 1s some anc1en wrttmg some t 1n 1t a ree mscnpt10n 

on a scarped surface of rock, a few miles from the village of 

Pandran. Dr. Cook who visited the locality in 187G described 

the letters as being from 4 to 5 inches in length, not cut in the 

rock but raised above its surface about one-eighth of an inch. 

Lieutenant R. Southey, however, in 1883 found the inscription 

considerably defaced and concluded that it would be difficult to 

identify more than one or two of the letters. 

• For a detailed account see " Gabrbands in Baluchistan,'' by Mr. R. 
Hughes-Buller, I, C. S., pages 193-201, of the Report on the Arahreological 
Survey of India for 190!-5 (Calcutta, 1 906). 
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During hii tour in tha Jhalawan country, Yr. R. Hughes- HISTORY. 

Dull2r found at Khuzdar a stone with an inscription in Kufi.c InscKhrlptzdio~ 
, . , ,Deal' 0. df. 

character. About 15 miles further in the Baghwana valley, at 
Kumbi, he came across another stone containing an inscription 
in similar character. Photographs of these inscriptions were 
sent to Mr. ~!Rrshall, Director-General of Archreology, who had 
them examined by Dr. Denison Ross, Epigraphist of the Cal
cutta Museum. A complete reading of these inscriptions hRs not 
yet (1906) been received, but in July, 1904, Dr. Ross wrote that 
tho one found in Khuzdar was in Kufic character and belonged, 
probably to the 4th or 5th century of the Hijra ; while the other 
which was found at Kumbi, was somewhat .later in date and in a 
very rough script representing the transition from Kufi.c to 
Naskh. 

Dr. J. Ph. Vogel published in 1905 au interesting note on the Ancient 

tombs at Hin£dan in Las Bel&. Attention to these tombs was tombs. 
first drawn by Major 1\I. A. Tighe, Political Agent in Southern Tomb 1 ill. 

Baluchistan, and the locality was subsequently visited by Dr. Vogel. Binidan. 

The tombs, 71 in number, are situated in the country of the Chhuttas 
and the local tradition ascribes the origin of the place to Jakharas, 
now settled in Sind, who are a. sub-division of the Burfat tribe, 
which is believed to be of Rajput origin. 

After his examination, Dr. Vogel came· to the conclusion that 
the carved figures on some of the tombs which bore a certain 
resemblance tO crucifixes, are merely clumsily executed effigies 
of a man on horse-back, and he was inclined to think that the 
tombs were constructed in the 17th century. 

Instances of super-terrene burial have also been noticed in the 
llHrwari graveyard at Surab, at Norgama, and close to Balbal 
village in Zahri, in Baghwana and Wad. 

Lieutenant E. 1\lacleod, of the lith Bengal Lancers, who Cave tomb 

visitel the Jhlllawan country in 1902 noticed an extraordimiry in Pandra.n. 
cave in the skirt of the hill due west of the village of Paudrao at 
a distance of about a quarter of a mile. The cave has an under-
ground vault consisting of a front chamber and two recesses, the 
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breadth of the former is 18 feet and the length to the back of each 
recess about 16 feet. The whole appears to have been hewn out 
of the conglomerate rock. Skull and other bones were found and 
also a bed, and the skeleton of a large dog. The native3 pointed 
out another place about 20 yards away and said that there was 
another vault there in which women's skeletons were to be found. 
No one has ever entered this second cave. The people hold the 
place in considerable awe ·and have a theory that the place was 
the scene of a fight.• 

The ancient graves known as the Turka-n.i-liadiragMk or 
graves of the Turks lie near Bhungi, about 12 miles from Saruna, 
In the same vicinity there are two other sets of graves, the most 
numerous being of the ordinary 'M nhammadau type, but there 
are also three large mound-like graves known to the people as 
giants' graves. 

Ancient pot- · Mr. A. Gupte, Assistant to the Director-General of Ethnogra-
tery. phy in India, who accompanied Mr. Hughes-Duller on his tonr 

through Jhalaw.in in 1903, found an ancient kiln for turning out 
glazed pottery at :Miri Butt in Khuzdar whence pieces of potter's 
wheels were also picked up. He also identified as a primitive 
manufacture of crude ceramic ware some objects found in another 
mound on the way to Sekran, about 15 miles from Khuzdar; and 
the was of opinion that the toLD b locally ascribed to SMhi Pir, 
between TUtak and Anjfra, more resembles a kiln. 

Nat potter. Fifty-nine pieces of pottery including cups, jars, and bowls were 
unearthed by the Gazetteer establishment in 1903 from the Sohr 
damb (mound) near Nal and some of these were sent to 1\Ir. J. H. 
Marshall, Director-General of Archreology in India, who has 
written an interesting account of them which will he embodied in 
the annual report on the Archreological Survey of India for 
1905-6. Most of these specimens consisted of wheel-made vases. 
He concludes his remarks by saying: '' that the fabrics are of Indian 
or semi-Indian manufacture, seems probable from the presence of 
the familiar humped buffalo • "" • and that they date back 

• Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal for January anJ 
February, 1903, 
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to a period before the Christian era seems likely in view of the fact HIB'l'OB't. 

that nothing at all like them is known to have come from any of the 
fluddhist sites in Baluchistan or the Frontier Province. To 
surmise more than this before other evidence is available would be 
mere waste of time, It can only be hoped that the present publi-
cation may perchance lead· to the discovery of some analogous 
wares, which are not known to us in India, or that when the time 
comes for the further exploration of the mound where they were 
found, we may unearth some other class of antiquities which will 

throw light upon their origin and their date." 

Two large and two small sized bowls oF baked clay and two Pottery 
. · found in 111'-

cups of the same matenal were excavated from one of the mounds mat~wa. 
n('ar ?tHmatavra to the south of KaJat in November, 1902. The 
two largeRt vessels were full of earth and contained a bone, a bead, 
a stone instrument with two holes at each end, and a wooden orna-
ment. Two more medium sized clay bowls were presented by the 
Chief of the place who asserted that they had been taken from the 
same mound. The two cups bear no painting, but the large vessels 
show some black circular lines around their surfaces, and between 
them an arrangement of network or other ornament. The ground 
is partly red and partly blackish, the latter, in the opinion of 
Dr. J. Bloch, of the Indian Archreological Survey Department, to 
whom the specimens were sent, being due either to longer exposure 
to the fire in baking.the clay or to their being used for cooking. 
Tbt-y exhibit no signs of glazing, and Dr. Bloch thought that the 
ve~st>IS agree very closely with similar ones which have been 
unearthed from prehistoric mounds in Southern India, and which 
are supposed to have come from some original tribes not yet 
touched by llindu civilization, The article~ are more primitive 
than similar ones which were discovered by :Major Mockler in 
!>Iaknin. The large vessels were, perhaps, used as receptacles for 
food aud water, which were interred with the dead. The two 
cups were 11pparently drinking bowls. Specimens of old pottery 
l1are also been found at the Mchi damh near Jebri in the Mashkae 
vau.~y. 

Among other objects of arch reo logical interest the following Other objects 

lllli.Y be mentioned :-An ancient domed building at Rodeni village :~c:~ffn':~~ 
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BISTORY. :Oear Gidar, a cave known as Makali-na-Bhut close to a mound at 
NicMra: two st.onelined wells on the top of the I-Iisar hill in 
Zahri; the Chakar damb, or mound, close to the "Marerav in 
Chaku ;-mounds on the Singhot hill, and 4 mounds in Drakalav in 
Wall whence some flint implell;lents were obtained in 1903; 
5 m_onnds between N okjo and Gwarjak in Mashkae, the Ispe damb 

in Jau, and the gumbad in}he Khidrani country two marches south 
of Khuzdar. This last named is 24' x 21~' with au elevation of 
10 feet. It is a square block of brick and mud work with a dome 
supported by four arches in the ff>ur corners, has an entrance in 
the eastern wall, and a niche in each of the other three. The 
dome has, however, falleu in except in the south-east corner. 

Old coins. Several old silver coins obtained from Khnzdar were sent to 
Professor Rapson of the British Museum who identified them as 
being of the Ghaznivid Dynasty chiefly of Ibrahim (A. D. 1059 to 
1099) and of Bahram Shah (A. D. 1115 to 1152). 

PoPULATION. Nothing definite is known about the ethnographical history of 
Etbnograpbi- h I . 
cal hisbory. J a awan. Bnt tht> aarly Arab authors mentien the Jats, now 

known as the Jadgals, as the earliest inhabitants of the country, 
and as having opposed the Arab forces at Kaikanan, while 
frequent allusions have also been made to the fact elsewhere. The 
Jats, therefore, appear to have constituted the earliest population 
of which there is any authentic record. Most of them have now 
been absorbed among the Brahuis, but sections of admittedly Jat 
origin are to be found, such as the Koraks of the M1 rwari country, 
Jamots and Chhnttas of Karkh (or Karu) and Chaku, Jams of 
the Mula pass, Natwanis of Baghwana, Rais of Zahri, the 
Hotmanzai Sasolis of Zidi and the Mardoi Mengals of Ferozahad 

ncar Khuzdar. 

Later on when a movement of the Baloch took place from the 
westward, certain sections, such as the Siahpads of Pariko aud 
N al and some of the B1zanjaus, appear to have settled in the 
country, whilst the main body moved towards Kachhi and the 
Punjab plains. The next element which has added its quota to 
the population is the Afghans, who are found especially among 
the tribes round the Harboi, such as Nicbaris, who claim to be 
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Alikozais, Zarrakzais who are Tarl:ns: and some others actually PoPULATI()I(, 
called Pathan, in Karkh and Chaku. 

The rise of the Bnihuis and their gradual unification into a 
homogeneous whole has been detailed in the section on Uistory. 
Who the Mlrwaris and other genuine llrahui tribes such as the 
Kambraris, Gurgnaris, Sumalaris, and Rodenis originally were, is 
a question which still remains in obscurity. 

No attempt was made at a census of the Jhalawan country Density and 
before 1901. Writing in 1877, Hughes said that the "province fu,~~~~nof !n'd 
is, for its immense size, but very sparsely populated, the number villages •. 

of inhabitants being estimated at not more than 40,000 males, or 
but ten persons to the square mile; but so much of the province 
is covered with hills, and the quantity of arable land is so restrict· 
ed, owing to scarcity of water over a great part of its surface, 
that this low rate is scarcely to be wondered at. • "' There 
are no towns in the proper acceptance of the word, and but few 
villages and this is mainly owing to the nomadic character of the 
people.'' • 

In 1901 rough estimates of population were obtained through 
the headmen of the tribes, whi~h showed 54,,891 houses or families 
in an area of about 21,128 square miles, and a population of 
224,073, the number of villages being computed at 299 in 1902-3. 
Of the total, 223,692 (males 114,806, females 108,8B6) or 99·8 
per cent. are Muhammadans and 381 Ilindus. The incidence of 
population per square mile is about 10 persons, while there is 
only one village in about 70 square miles. Most of the people 
still cling to their nomadic habits. Owing to increased security 
of life, there has in receat times been a considerable increase in 
population. 

The principal villages, some of wl1ich are headquarters of 
tribes and of Hindu traders are-Surab (llakluil-ta-shahr 
with suburbs 1,500), Nichara. (1,000), Norgama (with 
suburbs, 1,500 to 2,000), Ghat (with suburbs, viz. Balbal 
aud Mabomedani abo:1t 1,800), Baghwana (~Hr-na-shahr 

and Kamal KMn-na-shahr, 500), Khuzdar (with fort 
and suburbs, 700), Nal (Bakhal ta-shahr with suburbs, 

• 'II•• C<~untry t~/ Baluchj$tall, by A. W. Hughes (1871), pages 79-80. 
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PofULATION, the Cbiers headquarters, 800), Wad (Bakhal-t~-sbahr, 200), and. 
Gajar (in Masbkae 200 to 300 ). 

Migration, About three-fourths of the population of Jhalaw&n are nomads, 
most of whom depend on the produce of their flocks. The excep
tions are such individuals as own sufficient irrigable laud to support 
them, and the tenants of the Khan. The majority of the Sumala
ris,:M:engals, and several clans of the Zahri tribe lead a purely 
nomadic life. In spring and summer they wander with their 
:flocks in the highlands in search of pasturage and in October and 
November move to Kachhi, Rind, and Bela ~here they supplement 
their. livelihood by labour, and return to their homes in 

:March. 

The people of Upper and Central Jbalawan go to Kachhi, via 
the Mula pass and Gaji Lak, and to Shikarpur District in Upper 
Sind via the Gaji or Sain Lak and different other passes over the 
K1rthar range; the people of Saruna and Khidrani country go to 
Schwan and those of the M1rwari country in Lower Jhalawan, 
generally go to Las Beta and parts of the Karachi District, Here 
they have entered into marriage relations with the people, giving 
their daughters to wealthy zamindars for a suitable consideration. 
The permanent inhabitants also move out of their villages during 
spring to graze their flocks and for change of air, the system being 
known as htJtam khwari. When conditions are favourable and 
there is abundant grazing in Kharan, the people of Surab-Gidar 
valley and Dasht-i-gonin visit lJ pper Khadu and the people of 
the Mashkae valley resort to Rakhshan and R.aghae with their 
flocks. 

Owing to the uninviting nature of the country there has not 
been any considerabltJ number of immigrants, except a few fami
lies of Hindus trading in important villages. There are a few 
Rakhshanis from Kharan, some 1\Iarri llaloch, who, some years Lack 
migrated from Kachhi and are now residing at Kuhav in the Mula 
pass, Karkh and Chakn and some Nakibs from Makran, who are 
found scattered in different tribal areas. 

A few immigrants from Sara wan can be traced in the Dahlj a.v 
Shahwauis of Kappar in Baghwana, the Kurds in Ba3hwana, the 
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Badllzais and .Mithazais of Zahri, the Lahris in Z.ldi and Kolachi, POl''D'LATro• 

a few Langavs from .Mungachar in Bazarganji nur Nal and 
several others. All these have permanently aetUed' in Jhalawan 
and are absorbed in different tribes. 

Vital statistics are not recorded in the district, and the rough A~e statist~cs, 
. f I . . b . d . 1 01 I d' . . h db VItal Statisestlmatea o popu at10n o tame 111 9 on y Ishnguis e etween tics, inlirmi .. 

adults and minors, i.e., 12 years and over, and under that age: The ties,t i
1
n!atnt 

· . mor a 1 y, 
number of males was 114,806 and that of females 108,886 •. Oue oompara.tlve 

· · number of 
reason which is advanced to explain this disp.arity is that a nua1· sexes and 

ber of marriageRble girls are disposed of annu.ally, by the· poorer civil condi-
tion. 

Brahuis, to wealthy zam{n.dars in Sind for payments ill money·. 
As in other parte of Baluchistap, longevity is probably infrequent 
owing to malnutrition, lack of proper clothing, an~ want of .medical 
a_id. l\lortality among infants and the poorer classes is ~robabl~ 
very heavy. 

Among the tribesmen, every man marries as soon as lie lias the Marriage 

necessary means to meet the espenses of his wedding: Marriage CIUStoma.. 

almost invariably takes place after puberty. Among the well-to-do. 
the bridegroom is generally about twenty, whilst among the poorer 
classes he is generally older. The bride is . generally some 
four or five years younger •. In rare cases infant betrothals take 
place, generally among very near relations. .Marriages with young 
girls are necessarily ·infrequent since; exc~pt among the wealthy, 
heavy demands are made on & wife which can only be- performed 
by a full-grown woman. 

So far as can be ascertained,.polygamy is not uncommon among 
such of the upper and middle classes as can afford it. The w~altby 
in marrying several wives are influenced by the desire for heirs, or 
for an alliance with an influential family, while on those less well
to-do polygamy is occasionally forceJ by the custom of !Jaj«i. 
lcllwaja, which requires that one of the surviving brothers or 
cousins of the deceased must marry his widow. Cohabitation with 
slave girls is permitted by custom but is not much practised, as the 

, children of such connections are Iooll:ed down upon aocia.lly and 
are excluded from inheritance. .• 

IB 
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PoPnATIO:N. · Marriage with near relations is preferred, because exchanges 
can be easily arranged, and the price of the bride, if one has 
to be paid at all, is lower, while the parties are already 
acquainted and their mutual relations are strengthened by the 
marriage tie. 

Marriage cer- Ordinarily a man has nothing to say to the selection of his 
emoniea. bride. When his parents wish him to marry, they look for a 

suitable girl, and the first step taken is to send a female relation 
to see her and to satisfy herself as to her age, appearance, and 
other qualifications. Among the poor, however, when marriage 
takes place at an advanced age, the man often makes his own choice. 
If the preliminary overtures are well received, an elder relation or 
a Saiad goes to the parents of the girl and arranges the price to 
be paid (if the system of payment prevails in the tribe) and the 
animals and foodstuffs which will have to be provided by the 
bridegroom's party for the marriage feast. This ceremony is 
known as the Mo tining, i.e., the giving of consent. It is fol-

.lowed by a feast in the bride's house, when the bridegroom's 
party present her with .a wrapper and a ring (guil-o-ckhallav). 

This is known as betrothal or sant" and is considered binding on 
the parties. In the case of the woman, the sang is considered bind
ing except under special circumstances, such as· adultery on the 
part of the woman or strong suspicion of it. 

The Bizanjaus of Nal and Ornach, the Sajdis and theMuham· 
mad Hasnis of Mashkae and the Mirwaris and others of the Mirwari 
country who have marriage relations with the people of Makran, 
follow their customs which have been described in the Makran 
Ga11ette6'1'. Among these people, the dower which takes the place 
·of laM or bride-price, consists of landed property (miras), jewellery 
(sohr), and servile dependants or bandag. · This dower becomes 
the sole property of the bride. The bridegroom also presents 
a trousseau to the bride and meets the expenses of the marriage 
feast. After the "''"ka!& he is required to live in the house 
of his father-in-law for some days, sometimes for a month or 
more. 

In casea of widow remarriage no ceremonies, except the "'"ka!J. 
are observed, 
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In olden days, bride-price (lahb) was never demanded or paid, ;PoP11L.&.r~o& 
and even now it is considered derogatory on the part of a respect- Bride-price. 

able tribesman to ask a price for a girl. Among the poorer 
classes, however, payment for girls ia now demanded. It varies 
from Rs. 300 to Rs. 500 accord~ng to the position of the 
contracting parties and the age and qualities of the girl, and is 

paid in cash, sheep, goats, camels, and occasionally in land. 
The price of a widow is generally half of that payable for a 

virgin, 

Deferred dower or ltoq..;,·mallr is recognised, and it is . generally 
fixed in gold mohar1 before the rn'kah ceremony, and varies from 
Rs. 11 to Rs. 300 according to the position ofthe parties. 

The mahr thus fixed remains, however, a nominal sum due to the ~fight;& of~~ . ~em~ 

wife from her husband. It is never or seldom recovered by a dower. 
wife in the life-time of her husband, but is exacted in the case of 
a divorce, or by her heirs in the event of the death of the wife 
without issue. It happens sometimes that the wife makes over to 
her husband her dower on receipt of ornaments, etc. There is 

also a custom prevalent throughout the district, whereby the 
husband presents his wife, instead of dower, with a share or the 
merit (sawab) which he hopes to obtain after death by giving 
alms from his hearth (khakhar) in his life-time. The share given 
generally amounts to one-fourth and occasionally varies from one-
sixth to one-third, and this gift eaves the husband from the 
necessity of giving any dower upon earth. 

Mention may be made of the system of exchange of girls (adal- System of 

IJadal) which is universal among the tribes, such transactions being exchange. 

generally confined to near relations. 

The marriage expenses Tary according to the position of the M . arr1age ex· 
contracting parties, from Rs. 100 toRs. 500, excluding the labb, ~- and 
most of which fall on the bridegroom's party. gifts, 

The bride's parents generally present her with a dress and afew 
ornaments, bedding, and some articles of household furniture. A 
suit of clothes is also given to the bridegroom, 
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PoPULATioN. Wealthy families present several dresses to the bride and 
more numerous and better ornaments and articles of household 
furniture. 

Divorce. Divorce is uncommon among the Brahuis, bot it is practised by 

the tribes following the :Makran customs and also by the lower 
classes among whom it is given on trivial grounds. 

: The usual rt>asons .for divorce are the disagreeable appearance 
or temper of the woman, and immorality proved or suspected. 

· The method of divorce is the throwing of three stones or clods of 

earth after the wo~an. The divorced woman has the status of 

a widow and can remarry in her tribe, but if she is divorced for 

misconduct, she is not permitted by custom in most of the tribes 
to marry her seducer. .-\ woman can obtain a divorce if her 

husband is proved to be impotent. To effect this, pressure is 

brought to bear on the husband by her parents through the triba 
headmen. 

Penalties for Before the district came within the sphere of British influence! 
adultery. a man was held justified in killing his wife and her seducer 

merely on the strength of a taunt as to her faithle~sness by a third 

party. Death is still the punishment of a faithless wife caught 
jlagrantB delicto, and in cases of suspicion sometimes the bus· 
band informs the father or brother of the woman who then kills her. 

The seducer, if caught, is also kill~d and in such cases no com
pepsation is demanded, but should he make good his escape, the 

case is compromised by the headmen of the tribe on payment of 

compensation which n;;ually amounts to what is payable for murder. 

This is generally Rs .. 1,500, bot is not ahva!s paid wholly in cash; 

and girls, cattle or arms are accepted in lieu of a part or the whole 
of the claim; according to the present custom a fine of Rs. 500 is 

also levied by the government of the Khan of Kalat. 
J :, I 

'l'he l!tatus · Except among the dominant ·classes, where the women have an 
of woman and easy life and have female servants to help them. the position of 
rights to pro- . d . h · 1 · perty. woman Is one of degra at10n. Among t e common agncu tunsts 

and fl.ockowners, no sooner is a. girl fit for work than she is sent 
by her parents to tend cattle, besides taking her part in all the 

ordinary household duties. \Vheo married, she must not only 
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carry water, prepare food, and attend to all ordinary duties,. but l'oPULATIOl'l'. 

must look after the flocks and assist cultivation, except in plough• 

ing. She has no share in property beyond the presents given her 

by her parents at her wedding. The right of a man to a deceased 
brother's widow, to which reference. has already been made, is 
prevalent. A brother who does not wish to marry his brother's 
widow ( bajui), can give her in marriage, with her consent, to any 
one be or she may choose, 'and appropriate the labb himself. 

Among almost all the tribes the women are allowed no share in bheritauce. 

inheritance, a custom which is said to han! been instituted by 
Mir Nasir Khan I, who had se~en daughters whom he gave in 

marriage to different Chiefs, allowing them no share in property 

bl'yond presents consisting of dresses and jewellery. The system 
seems to have been set up to avoid participation in land, of 
outsiders, which might lead to quarrels. Widows and daughters, 

however, are entitled to maintenance and the latter can also claim 

a share of their mother's jewellery, if any. 

Inheritance among males is governed by tribal custom,· but is 
based on ,the general principles of 6!tar{at. 

The Chief inherits the property of an aiwar, i.e., a tribesman 
dying without any male heirs, and maintains the widow and 
daughtera of the deceased so long as they are unmarried. 

The languages spoken are the Brahui, the western and eastern Langn&g$. 
forms of Baluchi, Jadgali, and a peculiar;jargon known as Lori 
Chini. 

The major portion of the population speak the Brahui language, Brabul. 
which has been classed by Dr. Grierson as one of the Dravidian 
languages and a somewhat detailed account of which is git"en in 
Mr. Hughes-Buller's Census Report of Baluchistan.• The dialect 
spoken in Jhalawan differs to some extent from that used in 
Sarawall as it has in it a considerable admixture of Sindi 

words. 

The western"Balnchi of Makran, which is largely impregnated Balochf. 
with Persian words and n:pressions, ia spoke:~ by about one-third 

•ccnsoe ollnJU 1901, Tolume V and V·A (Chapter VI, pages 7S-i8) •. 
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PoP'D'LATtoll of the population of Jhalawan, chiefly by the Muhammad Hasnis, 
the Sajdfs, the Bizanjaus and the people of the :Mirwari country. 
A detailed account of it is publiahed in Chapter I (pages 77-82) 
of the Makr4r. Gazetteer. 

The eastern form of Baluchi, iD: which the words in use for 
common objects and acts are nearly all pare Baluchi, the remainder 
of the language being borrowed from Persian, Ponjabi, and Sindi, 
is spoken by the few Marri Baloch who have recently immigrated 
from Kachhi, into the hills along ~he Mula river, and in Chalro 
and Karkh • 

.Jadgili. The JadgaHi, which is practically identical with the Lasi dialect 
of Las Bela, an offshoot of Sindi, is spoken by the few J a mots and 
Ch~uttas in Karkh and Chaku, and by the domiciled Hindus. 

Lori Chtni. The Loris ordinarily speak the language of the tribe to which 

Correspon• 
dence and 
literature. 

they are attached, but they have invented a curious artificial jargon 
known as Lori Chini which they speak before strangers. The 
dialects of Lori Chlni in vogue among different sections of Loris, 
dill"er in various localities, but the words are generally inverted 
forms of Baluchi and sometimes of Urdu, Sindi and Punjabi. 
A few instances may be quoted by way of example-

One Ek ••• The Urdu numeral. 

Three Hes •.• Inverted form of Baluchi seh. 

Four Rach Do. do. do. ch8r. 

Five Champ .•• Do. do. do. panch. 

Ear Shog Do. do. do. gosh. 
Hair Dum Do. do. do. mud. 
Head R8s Do. do. do. sar. 

Brother Dirabar ••• Do. do. Persian bradar. 

Belly Tep Do. do. Urdu or Sindi pet. 

Flesh Shogd ••• Do. do. Ba.Iuchi gosht. 

Among words peculiar to the jargon may be mentioned tiMar 

{father), 1omh (nose), and goma (a rupee). 

There is no literature in the Brahui language and ballads were; 
and are now, composed in Balnchi. For tbe purposes of the 
little correspondence which the people carry on, Persian is employed, 
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while the llindu traders use Sindi, both as the medium(){ cor.; PoPUUTioM. 

respondence and for keeping accounts. 

The following statement shows the distribution, by races and ~ace~ and 
tribes of the indigenous popnlatio_n of the district, including the \ribe11e 

domiciled Hindus:-

Mengal ••• 

r 
Zahri ... ... 

Muhammad Hasni ••• ••• ... 
Bfzanjau ... ••• .•. • •• 

I 
Kambr&.ri ... ... ... • •• 
Mlrwari (this tribe was not censused 

in 1901) ·- ••• ••• ... 
Brahnis < Gurguari .... 

I 
Rodeni ••• 
Snmalari 
Kalandrani ••• 
Sajdi ••• 
Nichari 
Pandrani 

LRektzai 
... 

47,617 
62,136. 
52,751 
15,909 
4,315' 

3,925 
1,565 
3,275 
6,308 
6,0()3 
_1,830: 

840 
1,277 

Total ••• 207,311 

fKban's subjects 
Nak!bs ... • •• 

Others Loris .. . . .. 

l Servile dependants 
Hindus ... 

.... 
-· 6,24!). 

856 
4,177 
5,103 

381 

'Total... 16,762 

GRAND ToTAL ••• 224,073 

A full account of the tribal constitution of the Brahuis is given Tribal ~· 
in Chapter VIII of Mr. Hughes-Buller's Census Report of 1901.• siitution. 
It may be briefly explained here that a Brahui tribe is based 
primarily not upon agnatic kinship like an Afghan tribe, hut upon 
common good and ill ; fu other words, it is cemented together by 
the obligations arising from the blood-feud, and heterogeneity, · 
rather than homogeneity, is the striking feature of its composition. 
Round a nuclena several groups of diverse origin, including Afghan, 
llaloch, J at, and even sometimes freed . slaves, gathered togethe~ 

•census of India• Volume V and V·A, Baluchistaa (Bomba;y,l~02). . _ 
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PoPULA'l'ION. in time of emergency and ultimately became consolidated into • 
tribe. Instances of these will be found in the account of the 
tribes which follows. All comers gained easy admission to the 
tribe. As soon as a m11n joined the tribe, he permanently 
became a participator in its fortunes both good and ill. Then, 
having shown his worth, he was given a vested interest 
in the tribal welfare by acquiring a portion of the tribal 
land, in return_ for which be was bound to share all tribal responsibi
lities. .Admission was then sealed with blood by women from the 
tribe being given to him or his sons in marriage. Starting there
fore with the principle of participation in common good and 
conunon ill, participatipn in the tribal land came to be the essence 
of tribesmansbip. The process is easy to follow: admission to 
participation in common blood-feuds; then to participation in 
tribal land ; and lastly admisaion to kinship with the tribe. It 
mnst here be mentioned that the ab-ove system practically ceased 
after the appearance on the ·scene of Nasir Khan I, otherwise 
known as Nasir KMii the Great, as that ruler first combined the 
various conflicting elements among the tribes, then inaugurated 
the consolidation of the Brahui power for purposes of both offence 
and defence and saw its completion in his life-time, the result of 
his genius and organising power being found in the form of the 
different tribes ·as now existing. After dividing the tribes into 
the two great divisions, the Sarawans on the north and the Jhala
w&os on the south, placing at' the head of each a le~der, Nasir 
Khan p-roceeded to organise each tribe t>n a system of feudal service 
to supply the armed forces both of his own confederacy and for 
the muster of his suzerain, the ruler of Kandahlir. The distribu
~ion -of land among the tribesmen which followed in most cases 
appears to have formed the- basis of the constitution of the 

different 1ribes. 

The tribe, locally called khom,is divided-into a number of gronps; 
· the main divisions or clans are called takkar, their sub-divisions or 
sections are known as shalwar (the term being generally used for 
kinship), and further minor units or sub-sections representing the 
families are designated as plra, while zai is a gene:!'ic term for a 
grou~ representing either the tribe or any of its divisions. Each 
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tribe has its own staff of officers or leaders. The Chief (sarddr) is PoPULATION. 

the head of the whole tribe, followed by the mir who is tho headman 
of a clan (the term being also applied to the sardar'i brothers and 
near relations), and the mothar or kamash, the head of one of the 
units of which the clan is composed; 

The office of the Chief of a. tribe and that of the headman of " 
big cl11n is hereditary, while the leadership of smaller groups 
gre11tly depends on the age, influence, and intelligence ofa member 
of the group, and his hospitality is a great f~ctor in his favour. 

Lh·ing with some tribes are some individuals and families known 
as hamsaya who shRre temporarily in good and ill with those among 
whom they live but, unless thPy have been given a share in the 
trib11l land, are united to their own tribes and join the latter in 
times of emergency. 

Before entering on a detailed description of each of the impor- Main divi

tant tribes and their long chain of clans, sections, sub-sections, and ;~~~t!.s~!~ac. 
families, attention is drawn to the presence of the organised political 
or ethnic unit known as dastas or pallav sharilc. Every tribe is 
composed of separate clans or large groups living apart from, 
but connected with, each other at the same time in all political 
matters concerning the common good and ill of the tribe. Accord· 
ing to ~he local traditions the tribes in. Jhalawan were for this 
reason divided, in old times, into two main divisions or dastas-(a) 
the Za.bri dasta and' (h) the .Mengal dasta. The tribes comprised 
in each of these divisions were often at feud with each other, but 
against an outsider they would all combine. The principal tribes 
compriaing the Zahri dasta are the Zahri, Nichari, and Pandrani; 
those in the M~ngal dat~ta are the l\l~ngal, the Bizanjau, Sajdi, and 
Muhammad Ila.sni. 

The remaining minor tribes, which occupy an isolated position 
and do not come under either of the dasta11 are the M.irwari, 
Kambrari, Iltazai, Gurgnari, Sumalari1 and Rodcni. 

The chief point of difference in the tribal constitution of Sara wan 
and Jhalawan tribes is that in the latter district, the Chief or 
headman of a big clan is entitled to recover an annual ta.x, mali, 

10il 
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l'oPDLATioN, payable either in cash, sheep or kind, from each family of his 
tribesmen. The sections or clans paying the mali are known as 
goshi or khaji and are bound to pay, besides, purs and !Jijjar or 
-contributionS on deaths and marriages; while those who are exempt 
from mali are known as rdj-a-kahila and pay purs and hiJ.jar at 
the Chief's or headman's request. The Chiefs of tribes and such 
beadmenof clans as are styled sardurs are entitled to these con
'tributions. 

Khan's ulu,, Among the Khan's ulus the Rais, Lotiani, Pandrani, Danya 
and Kambrari in Pandran and Zahri are constituted like the 
ordinary tribes in Jhalawan. In Surab and Khuzdar, these culti
vators form a group in a locality or karez where they have their 
tenancies and each group has a headman known as arhab 

or rafa. 

Zahris. 

In appendix III is given a list of the tribes ; clans in each tribe ; 
_sections which pay mali (goslti or khafi); those that are exempt 
(rdj-a-kahila) ; the estimated population 'Df each clan; the name of 
the headman of the clan and the allowance, if any, which he 
receives from the Government or the Khan; the san or number of 
men-at-arms which the clan was required to furnish to the Khan; 
·and the localities in Kachhi where the clan holds land which is 
subject to gl.am or revenue. 

The Zahri tribe consists ofa number of heterogeneous elements, 
-and takes its name from the valley which is'the residence of the 
hereditary Chief, who is also the bead of the Jhalawan division of 
the Brahui confederacy and holds the standard (baird;) of the 
division which is of yellow silk. The estimated population of the 
tribe, in 1901, was 47, 617, and the principal clans are Zarrakzai 
(1,895), Khidrani (13,825), Jattak (12,221), Sasoli ( 4,404), 1\Iusiani 
(2,090), Bajoi (3,039), and Lotiani (1,238), and minor clans 
(8,855). · Four of these clans, viz,, the Khidrani, Jattak, Musiani, 
and Sasoli, though sharing in the good and ill of the Zahri.s, may 
be regarded as now forming practically independent units. 

The Zarrakzai ·clan (1,895) is the dominant sept of the tribe, 
lives mainly in Zahri valley, and according· to local tradition is 
descended from Zarrak, a Zha.r Khel Tarin Afghan, who migrated 
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from AfgMnistan into the Zahri eountry, assisted the Mtisianis.PoPULATioN~ 

in turning the Jadgala out of the country, and married a. daughter of 
the Mtlallini Chief, Mir Bohir, by whom he had a son for whom he 
obtained the turban-the token of chiefship-by a stratagem. The 

chief ship was, for some generations,.in the K.awrizai branch of the 
Zarrakz11is, but on the death of SardaP. Taj Muhammad Khan, it 
was a.ssumt'd by Sardar Ge.uhar Khan, of the Dostenzai branch in 
which it still remains. The events which led to this change have 

been described in the section on History. 

As already mentioned the tribes in Jhalawan wera divided into. 
two daBttis or divisions, i.e., Zahri and Mengal, and enmity has 
existed between these two rival tribes. for many generations. It 
is said that the standud of the Jhalawans was originally possessed 
by the Shahizai clan of the M.engala and was t11ken away· by the 

Zarrakzai Zahris in one of the many feuds that ooourred. between 

the tribes. This insult and injury has never been forgotten by 
he Mcngals. During the fight, which took place between the 
Jam of Las Bela and Mir Khudadad Khan of Kaiat in 1868, 
Sardar N uruddin Shahizai 1\iengal, an ally of the Jam, uns~ccess~ 
fnlly endeavoured to. regain the standard, and Safar Kluin Lotiani 

Zahri lost his liie with several others, bnt not the standard which 
was in his care. 

The achievements of Sa:rdar Taj Muhammad Zarrakzai have 
been described tuJdet History. His g~andfathe:r Mir Zarrak, 
is said to have been killed in a. fight, near Badn Kushta pass, close 
to Anjlra., by Malik Dosten Nausberwani of Kharan who cut off 
his head and took it to Kharan in triumph. At a later date, 
Kadir llakhsh Zarrakzai attacked Kbaran, caught Mlr Abbas III, 

Chief of Kbaran, and set him to grind corD at a handmill. These 
events have heen, and are still, a cause of enmity between the 
Zabris and the Nausht:rwanis. 

The present Chief is Sardar Pasand Khan, who is in receipt of a 
monthly allowance of Rs. 400, and one of his sons is in charge 
of the Kalat State Levy Post at Norgama and is paid an allowance 
of Its. 100 a month. Pasand Khan was born about 1846, has a 
great reputation for bravery and can show numerous scars received 

in many a wild border foray. The Chief is entitled to reoover mr:li, 
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PoPULATION. poll tax, purs, and bijjdr from the various goshi or khaji sections 
named in appendix III, and also inherits the property of such 
individuals belonging to those sections as die without male heirs. 
The Zahri tribe, in olden days, supplied 1,000 men-at-arms (san) to 
the Khan and it is alleged that in lieu of this they held the Gajan 
lands in Kachbi. The Zarrakzais, however, contend, and this 
contention is shared by all who own similar lands, that the lands 
were given to them as compensation for men who died with .Mir 
Abdulla Khan while fighting against the Ka.lboras of Sind. 

Khidrw, 

· 1\Hr Abdul Aziz, son of the late Mir Abdul Karim, Jemadar of 
Postal levies on the Qnetta-Kalat line, is a man ofin:ll.nence among 
the Zarrakza.is and both he and his father have done good 

service. 

The Khidranis (13,825) comprise seven sections, all of 
who~ are practically exempt from muli1 though they have 
to pay pura and hijjar. Their headman, however, claims 
that ~xcept the M!ari (also called MiMri) and AHmurndzai, 
all others are liable to mali. The dominant section are the 
Sbahoza.is, who are descended from Shabo, a brother of Mfr 
Zarrak and 1\luhammad, the progenitor of the Muhammadzai 
Mengals of Mamatawa. As mentioned under Zarrakzais, the 
Zahri country was held by the Chhutta Jadgals when Zarrak came 
and the Musianis were living as their ltamsdyas. These three 
brothers-Zarrak, Shabo, and Muhammad- combined with the 
MU.Sianis, succeeded in turning out the Jadgals and divided the 
country ; a share of :Malkhor, Anjlra, the Hab river valley and 
dry crop areas in Arzonao, Archino and GwanikG were given to 
Shabo and are still held by the Shahozais with the exception of 
Anjira lands which have been sold to Sardar Pasand Khan 
ZarrakZai. The 1\Haris and Alimura~ais are Jadgals, the former 
being descended from a buffalo keeper (rnelti in Brahui), and the 
latter from a maclthi (or fisherman) of Sind; the Dallujav are des
cendants of a Hindu convert to Islam, named Dalln, while the 
Gichkizais and Rahzanzais are alsG of Jadgal origin. The head
quarters of the Sardar were at Malkhor, but the present Sardar 
has abandoned the village and is now residing in Baghwana. The 
.majority of the .M.laris reside in Kappar on the Siman river, but 
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some of them 'are also to be found near 1\Ialkhor and in the dry PoPULATtol(. 
crop area in Gidar. The Gichkizai and Mfninzai live in JambUro r 

the Dalhijav at Habu; and the Ahmadzai and the Rahzanzai in 

the Hab river valley. 

The Khidninis have been at feud with the :Mengals for a consider: 

~ble time, the feud having originated in the 1\Iengals having 
carried away some cattle belonging to the Sasolis while grazing in 

the Khidrani country. The dispute assumed an unusually serious 

aspect in 1889, as the Khidranis, in consequence of the feud, fled 
to Sind whither they were followed by the J\Ieugals. A settlement 
between the parties was effected through the intervention of Sardar 

Yar :Muhammad Kurd, when it was arranged that the .Mcngals 

should pay Rs. 5,600 as compensation for blood, and a fine of 
Rs. 2,500 for raiding into the British territory, and that cattle and · 

arms which had been taken should be mutually restored by the 

parties concerned. These arrangements were being carried out, 

and a portion of the money payable had been levied from the Men gals 
when the Khidranis again broke the peace and their Sardar, KamU 

Khan, was placed under surveillance. In November, 1890, a 
k·ifila of Men gals, en route to Sind, was attacked by the Rahzanzai 
Khidrauis, two SMhfzai Mengals were killed and one wounded. 

The case was decided by arbitration in 1891, when it was found 

thA.t the compensation due to the Mengals was Rs.1,672-8-0, while 
they had to pay to the Khidranis Rs. 4,632 for losses incurred by 
them, and securities for future peace were obtained from the 
Sardars of both the tribes. • 

The present headman of the Khidranis is Karim Bakhsh whose 

maternal uncle, Raza Muhammad, :Mfari, of Kappar, is connected 
by marriage with the Raisani Mcngals of W aher and hA.s influence • 

among th~:14 as well as among his own clansmen the Khidrauis. 

According to local tradition, the four principal sections of the 

Jattak tribe, i.e., Adamani, Sumarani, U mrani, and Jhangfrani, 
claim descent from Adam, Sumar, Umar, and JMngir, four sons 
of Ali, Rind, while the dominant sub-division, the Banzozai, are 

• A detailed account of the course of events is given in the Baluchista11 Agency Administration Reports for 1889-1890 and 1890-9L 

J"nttakso 
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l'OPULATXO..'\". said to be the descendants of Banzo, a deputy of the Afghan gover
nors, who married a daughter of Adam, who was the Chief of the 
clan, but had no male issue. The chiership then descended to 
:Banzo's son. Under the Afghans, the Jattaks supplied, in time 
of war, men-at-arms to the rulers,. while in time of peace each 
married man had to give one seer of gll.i and: one kasa of pistachio-
~nnually. . . 

Sasolis. 

The headquarters. of the J attak Chief and the Banzozai section. 
are at Sarap in Mishk, in the Zahri valley, where the Sardar has. 
a small fort. The rest of the Jattaks (12,221) are nomads and 
chiefly depend for their livelihood on their flocks. They are found 
mostly in the hills on the western side of the Mula river where 
they own some plateaux, the importAnt ones being the Dameli~ 
Hadir Kasb, Dasht-i-Kalan, Roz Chop, Sarach (half),. Mandrejav~ 
and Muh&nch. They also own the greater part of the Kubav 
irrigated lands in M:llla, and the Gazgi section owns Gazg and paya 
revenue for it to the Kh3.n. The Jattaks have been at feud with 
the Musianis. In 1894 Umar Khan, then Chief of the Mll8ianis, 
instigated Sardar Gauhar KMn, Zarrakzai, to attack SbahMz Khan. 
the Chief of the Jattaks at Sadp. In this attack Karimdad, a 
brother and a son of the J~ttak Chief, were killed and a large 
amount of property looted. In 1900. the Jattaks. made a counter.· 
raid on the M:ll8iani headquarters at Balbal and killed some Musi ... 
linis. including a wife of the Chief. The disputes were settled by 
the Sibi Ji.rga in 1901 and both_ the Mll8iani Chief, Umar KMn .. 
and the Jattak Chief, Shahbiz. Khan, died within, a month of the 
settlement. 

ShahMz Khan's eldest son and heir, A sad Khan~ died before· his 
• father, and on ShahMz Khan~s death his grandson, 1\f uhammad 

Ali Khan (about 5 years of age in 1903), was nominated as Chief,. 
and Ali Muhammad, a younger brother of Shahb3z Khan, was 
appointed as his guardian. Ali Muhammad has not only influence 
among the Jattaks, but among the. Jamots of Chaku also. his 
mother being of the latter tribe. 

The S:isolis ( 4,404) are, like others, a mixed clan. The dominant 
class are the Hotmanzais, who claim to be descended from Bulfat 
Jadgals and .are immigrants from Sind. The next important 
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soction are the Sheikh Sasolis, claiming descent from Pir Umar, PoPULATION. 
shrines dedicated to whom are to be found in various pl~cea, notably 
that near Panjgur, where the Pir was murdered, and that on the 

Siman river near Khuzdar. They have a separate headman. A 
number of the Garr Sasolis have migrated to Nfmargh in Sara• 

wan and have permanently been cut off from their brethren in 

Sasol. 

During the census of 1901, the Ajibari, Akhundani, Dt~giani, 

Jamot, Karelo, Kori, Panddni, Lahri, and Naklb residing in the 
district wrre enumerated among the Sasolis, but of thrse the 
Ajibari, Akhundaoi, Jamot, Karclo, and Kori are solely the tenants 

of the Khan and subject to the orders of the naib of K~uzdar, 
though they share good and ill with the Sasolis. Such of the 

Nakibs, who cultivate lands in the Sasoli country, are treated as 
raj of the Sasoli headman. The Degianis pay poll tax to the 
.Zarrakzai Chief, while the Lahris and Pandranis are treated as 
liam•ayas and pay to the Sasoli Chief the pur a and bijjar. 

The headquarters of the Sasoli Sardar are at Bhalarcjav in Zidi 
where he has a small fort, but since the restoration of his inam 
land at Jhalaro and his marriage into a Jamot family, he spends 
the greater part of the year at Jhalaro in Karkb,'and the tribal 
affairs are managed by his eldest son, Rasul Bakhsh, whose mother 
is a Bajoi. The whole of the Kotachi river valley from Zidi 

down wards, as well as G aj belongs to the Sasolis, chiefly of the Hot
manzai section, Sopaks and Sheikhs. The Sheikh Sasolis own 
Sasol with the Ghulamani Mengals and many of them also own 
lands in Hazarganji near Nat where they share good and ill with 
the Bizanjau. The Gwahranjau section own lands in Lakorian 
and Pariko. The Gwahraujau, Sopak, and Lorajau of Kharan are 
also said to be descended from the Sasolis. 

In the time of Mir Nasir Khan I, .M1r Bullo, Hotmanzai was a 
fighter of note and is said to have led an attack on Delhi when 
the Khan, with a Baloch and Bnlhui lashkar, was aiding Ahmad 
Shah Abdali. During the reign of Mfr Mahmud Khan I, the 
Sasolia joined the Khidranis and fought against the .Mcngals, the 
cause of dispute being the refusal of the Mcngals to allow NUru.d. 
diu Khidnini to marry Mah N az, a Pahlwanzai 1\l~ngal . by birtla 
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PoPULATioN. and his brother's widow. The M~ngals defeated the allies and 
killed Nuruddin Khidrani, Mir Bullo, and Kanar Sasoli. In the 
time of Mir Nasir Khan II, Attar KMn, grandfather of the pre
sent Sasoli headman, made an unsuccessful attempt to take revenge 
on the A!engals who were aided by the B.lzanjau. The case was 
decided by the Khan, who imposed a tax of one rupee on every 
camel load of merchandise imported into Nal or Wad through the 
~IUla pass. This tax is still levied on behalf of the Sasoli head
man by MukhiBoda in Nal, and is known as "Attar Khan Sung." 

The Sasolis own no land in Kachhi, but the Sardar bas been 
given by the Khan water and land, free of revenue, at Jbalaro in 
Karkb. This inam was forfeited by Mir Khudadad Khan, when 
Sardar Pahar Khan Sasoli sided with Sardar Gauhar Khan, but 
was restored by the present Khan, Mir Mahmud Khan, in 1895. 
Their headman is Sardar Pahar Khan (born about 1846). 
lamal Khan Sheikh Sasoli, son of Mir Lalla bas considerable 
influence not only among the Sheikhs but also among the 
Ghulai.mani 1\lcngals of Sasol and Goru, and his position is consi· 
derably strengthened by the respect which his step-mother, Bibi 
Khair Khatun, commands. A daughter of hers is married to the 
Sasoli headman's eldest son,Rasul Bakhsh. 

· The Musianis (2,090) claim a Rind Baloch origin, and are said 
to be the earliest of those immigrants who turned the Jadgats out 
of the country. As already mentioned, tbe chief ship of the tribe 
was obtained. from the Musianis by the Zarrakzais by a trick and 
since then the clans have not been on vecy friendly terms. Mfr 
Murad Khan, head of the M11sianis, took up arms against Sardar 
Taj Muhammad Khan and sided with Khudadad Khan, the 
latter promising him the chiefship of the Jhalawans should he 
succeed in killing Taj Muhammad Khan, but in the skirmish at 
Joi Ghulan1an in Kalait, l\Iurlld Khan himself lost his life. 
There has been enmity also between the M11sianis and the J attaks 
and in 1900 the latter attacked the Mlisiani village when the 
Chief's wife was accidentally killed. The case was decided by the 
Sibi Ji.rga in 1901. The headquarters of the M11sianis are at 
Balbal near Ghat in Zahri; the raj-o-kahila sections chiefly live in 
the Zahri valley. along the Pissi-bCI and Mula, while the Khanzai 
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own and cultivate the Hattachi flat in the Mula pass. The gosM PoPuLATION, 
sections are chiefly nomads and scattered about the MUla pass, 
the Dinas among them cultivate land along the Drugi river close 
to Kharzan. The Muaianis own gham land at Pathan in the 
Gandava niclbat but owing to dispute_s with the Jattaks they have 
sold half of their land to Hindu banias of Kachhi and mortgaged, 
without possession, the remaining half. The present head of the 
Musianis is Sardar Zahri Khan (born about 1887). ·Next to the 
Chief, the most influential man in the Musiani clan is his cousin 
Mir Bahawal Khan, who was once kept in confinement by Sardar 
Gauhar Khan and escaped through the help of an Afghan sepoy. 

The Bajois (3,089) comprise three kab~la sections ; the gosll.i Bajois. 

sections . and the hamsliya• include the Adenazai, Bohirzai 
Gwaraojau, and Radhani, · The headman belongs to the Sabzal. 
kbanzai section, which claims to be of Rind descent and connected 
with the Bajkani Baloch. This claim is shared by other sections 
and they allege that when the Rinds marched to Kachhi they 
deserted the main body and remained behind, hence the name 
Bajoi, from Sindi 6hdj or desertion. 

' The :Rajois settled in Baghwana as tenants of Natwani Jadgals 
and gradually usurped their lands. Most of them now live in the 
Bajoi part of the Baghwana valley, and in the neighbouring hills 
and all their lands are unirrigated. A few are also to Be found 
in Sasol, Fcrozabad,_ Zidi, and N 1il. The Bujois used to supply 
300 men·at-arms to the Khan. They now share ~ood imd ill 
with the Sasolis and have marriage relations with them and the 

. Khidranis. Their present headman is M.az~r Khan, son of Nazar 
Khan (born about 1861), who resides in a small fort in Baghwana. 
He is a great friend of the Maga.ssi Wadera, Nawab Ka.isar 

. Khan. 

The Lotianis (1,238) comprise nine sections and are chiefly the Lotlanis. 
teoanta or t.he Khan. The Kahni section are said to be a remnant 

·of the ancient Jadgal inhabitants i Baduzais are immigrants from 
Sarawan, while the remaining sections are said to be the descen· 
dants of Zahri, father of Zirak, and are collaterals of the ?tlwianis. 
Their headman, Shahbaz Khan, who belongs to the Sai.lehzai sec· 
tion, succeeded his brother, Fatih KM.o, whe.11 the latter was 

liB 
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fetPIILATIOM. treacherously killed by Sardar Gaubar Khan while asleep io the 

shrine of Pir Sultan. .He lives at Samawari village in Norgama, 
is -the rals of all the teniUlts who cultivate Khan's lands watered 
by the Saitani stream and bas one 1haMna of water and land free 
of revenue for his services. The Kabnis live in Norgama, while 
others cultivate the flats along the MishkbCl as far south aa 
Pashta Khan. .Some of the Hirinds live in the Udav pass and 
are in charge ef the shrine of Pir Kalandar. Here they cultivate 
rice and enjoy the offermgs made by travellers at the shrine. 

The Lotianis are considered a brave class among the Zahris and 
during tribal warfare bear the standard and carry a pair of kettle
drums, Safar Khan,· the father of the present headman, was 
killed in a fight between the Khan and the Jam ef Las Bela at 
Baghwana in 1868, when the Mengals made a rush on the Zabri 
dasta or division to gain their standard. The Baduzais aBel 
:Mith&zais among the Lotianis are, however, considel'ed to be not
orious thieves~ 

:Meng.als. There are three distinct Br&hui tribes of t'b.is name in Baluchis-
tan• first the :Mengals of Jbalawan, secondly the Mengals flf .Bolan, 
and thirdly the Zagar Mengals of Nushki, and it is only the 
first tribe that is dealt with here. · 

• 
9fhe Jhalawan· Mengals (62,136) are said to be Jadgals by 

origin. Tate in his " Memoir of the Country and Family of the 
.Ahmadzai Khans of Kalat," remarks that "the idea of the Men gals 
themselves is that they are descendants of a people who originally 
dwelt in the vicinity of Samarkand. In the Balochi langnage, 
which is a relic ()f the influence exercised by the civilization of 
Ancient Persia., when the limits of the Persian Empire extended 
into Western India, plurals of substantives and collective nouns 
are formed, generally by adding the suffix gal to the noun itself 
and hence all over Baluchistan the word Jadgal is used to deno~ 
the Jat population at large; • .- • so that the w<>rd Mengal merely 

· denotes the Min . tribe • • "' The Min · were a well known 
. Scythian, that is, Turanian tribe, and the name occurs on the lists 
· of the Behistun inscriptions, containing. the names of Scythian 

·tribes deported by Darius. . the A,cha:.g:~enii,Ul into . !-he eastern 
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frontier of his empire owing to their turbulence. The tribe in PoPt:LATioN 
KaUt was renowned for its bravery, and further east in Rajputana 
the tribe of Alina are, or were, celebrated for their turbulence and 
for their predilection for dacoity ." 

The tribe, all at present constituted, ·comprises sub-dirisiona 
bearing the names: Shahfzai (101), Tuk-Shahfzai (234),Pahlwanzai 
(1,369), Shadmanzai Pahlwanzai (1,844), Rafsani (771), Bar&nzai, 
Mahmudzai, Mardoi, Sheikh, and Lahri, all of whom except ~he 

Lahris are Ruj-o-kabiZa, and exempt from poll tax, while there 
are 16 khaji, or revenue paying clans besides a few Rodeni Nat
wani, Sasoli~ Siah:pad, Sheikh Ahmadi, and Mlrwari Aamsayas. 

The Shahfzai, who are the dominant sob-division, Tuk Sh&Mzai 
and Pahlwanzai, claim a Persian descent, and the Mohammadzai 
and Baranzai are of Tar!o Afghan origin. The Raisanis are 
collaterals of the Sara wan Raisanis; the Mardoi are Rulfat Jadgals
~escende<l from Jam Bhadfn', fourth son of Jam Ari, progenitor 
of the Bapraoi, Ilamalani, and Loharani Jams of Thana Bula 
Khan and Tawang in the Karachi District. They were so named 
on account of their bravery by Mir Nasir Khan I. They used to
pa1 mali to the Mengal Chief, but about 20 years since. assumed 
aome independence, and are now counted among the. Raj-o-kabil"· 
Feroz, one of their leaders, who gs.ve his name to Ferozabad,. is 
credited with having turned out from Khuzdar the l\longol 
agent, Malik Chap. . . 

· The Sheikhs are descended from a saint named Ali Bezat, or 
Ali. the tribeless, whose shrine is. in the RCshak hills to the north 
of N orgama. According to local tradition, the saint accompanied 
Mfr Nasir Khan I when he led his san (feudal muster) to Kan
dahar, and on being questioned as to the tribe to which he belonged 
gave no answer. Thereupon the Khan exclaimed AU Be•dt naf 

lan nai sursat, which means that Ali does not belong to any 
particular tribe and he is therefore exempt from providing men-at..: 
arms or supplies. Lalla Sulaiman of Surab and Pir Fak£rdad of 
Tuk were other reputed saints. Certain families descended from 
these saints have by custom the right to recover one-fiftieth of 
the prodnce of the unirrigated lands in Archino and Arzouan. 
while the Pa.lllzai Pahlwallzai Mcagals give them a kid 011 
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PoPULATioN, marriages. : The Sheikhs sell amulets, exorcise evil· spirits,· and 
are ·credited with power to cause rain. They are chiefly fonnd m 
Gidar Klnuhkava, ArzonAn, and Archino. 

Am~ng the "khaft. clans, the Mir&ji or ~lrr Haji, which are the 
strongest clan in the trib8, are descended from three pilgrims named 
M.ir Haji, Haji Marl, and Haji Barori, who first settled in the Dt:i 
hills, were admitted by the Mengals as hamsayru and given a share 
in lands in' Chhattar. They are found chiefly in Sarnna and the 
Pab hills, and on account of their descent are treated as a sacred 
class. The members of the Dilsh&dza.i, Honizai, and Shambezai 
sub-sections are credited with powers to cast out devils, and their 
charms are much sought after. 

The Makalli (938),a khafi clan, who live at War-i-Sardar in Wad 
and Kapoto are descended from Maka, a Naklb woman of Makran, 
whom Batel, the progenitor of the Shahizai Mengals, took as a 
wife and are held in little esteem owing to their low descent~ 
Their leading m~n are Khati, son of Mehr&n in Wad, and Mnhbat 

· in, Kapoto ••. _Th~yi.re for the most partofnomadic habits. 

- The headquarters· of the Mengal tribe are at Wad, where the 
Sardar resides and owns a karez and a small fort constructed in 
the time of Sardar NliruddJ:n. The present Chief is Sardar Shakar 
Khan, who in 1895 married a daughter of Mlr Jam Ali Khan of 
Las Bela. The SMhlzai, Pahlwanzai, Sbadmanzai (except the 
AMbaki sub-section which has permanently moved to Mastong), 
Muhammadzai, Baranzai, Gwahrani, Umrani, Shambav, Angalzai, 
Gorgejzai, Mullazai, Lahri, Sasoli; and MJ:rwari sections are chiefl7 
found in the Wad valley; the MJ:r Haji, Klird, Gungav and Nat
wani and Chhutta reside in Sanina; the Mardoi in Ferozab&d near. 
Khuzdar ; the Ghulamani in Sasol and Goru and the Raieani in 
Wa~er and Lobendav. The majority of the Ra1sani 1\Iengals lead 
a nomadic life in the vicinity of Waber. Some Baranzais live in 
lskalku, Umraois and Muha.mmadzaia in Kapoto and Mamatawa 
and the Khidrani Mengals along the Arenji river. 

: The wars and feuds of the Meogals have been mentioned under 
History. According to local accounts a feud arose between 
certain 1\Iengals who were at the time living in the Harboi hills 
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11-nd the B1zanjaus, in the course of· which 18 Shahwd M~ngais PoPULATioN~ 
were killed. In compensation for this loss, Wad was given to the 
Men gals, who at a later date ousted the Bizanjaus from W aher 
also. Cattle-lifting, and consequently feuds, continued between 
the tribes and tevere fights are reported to have taken place, in 
one of which two Mengal brothers, Kamal and Jamal, were killed. 
In the last fight, which took place at Baran Lak, the :Mengals, 
for the first time, anoceeded, but lost their fa.mous Sardar, N tiruddln1 

son of Pahlwan, the progenitor of the Pahlwanzais. The quarrel 
was finally adjuated and a peace arranged by the conditions of 
which the Bfzanjaus handed over as compensation to the :Mengals, 
the upper half of the Drakalav valley adjoining Wad. 

The Mengala had similar feuds, mostly in connection _with 
()attle-lifting, with their Jadgal neighbours of Las Bela ancl 
Saruna, which were happily put an end to by the marriage of the 
then Jam of Las Bela to a woman of the Shahfzai. Jam :M1r Khan ~ 
WBI the son or; Shah1zai Mengal mother, and Jam :Mir Khan n. 
father of Jam Ali Khan, and grandfather of the present Jam, 
married a daughter of Sardar Rahim Khan :Mengal. in the tim& 
o[ Jam Mir Khan II, a dispute arose between the :Men gals of Saruna 
and the Jamots in which :Muhammad, son of Mudd, :Mir Baji 
Mengal, was killed.· Tbe case was taken up by Sardar Nuruddio 
on behalf of the Mengals, and by the .Jam on the part of the 
J ahnots, and a fight iook place at Bohir :Mas on the banks of the 
Porali river in which both parties suffered heavily. From the 
fact that Kukur, a slave of the Jam, who could crow like a cock 
was killed, the affair is known as Kuku,....wala-jang. A second 
fight occurred at Baran Lak in which the Mengals headed by 
Brahim Khain, brother of Nuruddin, were utterly defeated, bufl 
iu a third fight, which took place at Bareri on the Porali river, 
the l!lengals with the help of the Zahris beat off the Jam's lt~shkar 
which was aided by the Bizanjaus. Peace was then concluded and 
Sardar Nurnddin received a large sum of money from the ·Jam. 
The Mengals supplied to the Afgblio rulers 1,000 men-at-arms, but; 
to the Khans their qnota is said io have been 18,000 men. They 
have ghom lands at Chhattar, Phuleji and Tahir Kot in the Lahri 

niabat, but there has been a dispute between them and theKaheris, 
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PoPVJ..A~lo~; since 1901 about .the JagirrJ,ari rights•. These land& are shared' by 
the, ShaMzai, Pahlwanzai, and Raisani sections. 

A brief reference has been made in the section on History ro 
the conduct of the·Mengals in respect of the Khan's officials ia 
Sdrab and Kbazdar. In April, 1903, the Khan's ndib at Khuzdar 
was collecting ·camels at' Karkh, which led to a quarrel with the
Mengals, in which several of the M~ogals, men and women, were 
wounded •. The Mengals in retaliation looted eight villages and. 
carried ofF large quantities of grain and other property. The case
was decided by a jirga which assembled at Kala t. The occurrence of 
this serioos case while the Chief, Sardar Shakar Kball', was present'· 
with the tribe, and in spite of . his efforts ro restrain them, gave
immediate prominence to the fact, long generally recognised, of 
Shakar Khan's incapacity as a tribal Chief; At his request and 
with the unanimous consent of the Mengal headmen it was decided 
that his cousin, Mfr Wali Muhammad, ·should be appointed hi~ 
tiakil or representative and should carry on in the Chief's name 

. . . 
all the affairs of the tribe. In September ,1904, the question of the-
eontrol of the Mengal tribe was again discussed in a full assembly 
of Sarawa11 and Jhalawan Sardars and it was then unanimously 
arranged that Mir W ali Muhammad should continue to work &It 

the M~ngal.Chief·'s '"aHl and that tlie Chief's son should remain 
with the tiakll to support, by his presence, his· authority with the 
tribesmen. 

Mir' Wali Mohammad Shahlzai, son of Mfr Haji!I brahfm 
Khan, has married a daughter of Jam Mir KhBn and aunt of the 
present Jam of Las Bela, and receives some allowances from the 
State. His eldest son; Rahim Kba.n, is married to a sister of the 
pr~sent Jam. Mir Jumma KbBn, son of Mfr Muhammad, is the
head of the Rahmatzai sub-section of the ShBhfzais. Mlr Alam 
Khan is the head Of· the~ Tuk ShBhfzais and was appointed 
thanadar of the Sarona post in : 189.!, where he has done useful 
work. Mfr Hamza (aged about 65 years), and Mir Jangi Khan 
are men of importance among the Pahlwanzai ; Mfr Dad Karin1 
Raisani, son-io.law of Mir Hasan Pahlwanzai, and Atta Muham• 
mad, 'sou of Sumar KhBn (about 30 years ) , Mardoi, are also med 

of note • 
. ' 

. • .Nm:B....-Ji'urthel: detail& about this Clllle are given in the Kacllhi. Gacflttlflr. 
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l'he Muhamma4 Hasnis, commonly known as the Mainasail.is, are l'oPuiA TioN' · 

:an important tribe. They inhabit Seistan, the lu1ls of Lurist,n, and Mu~mmad 
the ·valier of Mashkae in Baluchistan.. They are found through- Haslllll. 

but•the whole of "iVestern Bala.eliistan from Shorarud southward 
to .Malar and west to Panjgur, and are ·scattered all over the 
Nosbki-Chagai-Sanjrani counwy from the Ras Koh. :Kamaran 
range to Seistan. The n~me is . .classical, being that of a powerful 
t~ibe encountered by Alexander in Upper .Bactrian& •. They are 
said to be connected ·with the. Nausberwanis of Kharan, both 
:Claiming descent from the Mamasanis of Lur~ The M.amasanis 
llave the name of being the bravest and most savage of. the tribes 
of .Baluchistan and have the reputatioil amongst their neighbourl 
.of:being bad friends and bitter enemies. · 

Doring the census of 1901, the number -(If Muhammad Hasnis in 
. Jhal~wan was roughly estim~ted to be 5!,,751. According to local 
accounts, they are the latest immigrants illlto the country in which 
<they are now to be found. The present Chief alleges that his 
~amily came from Sbiraz, and that up to the time of M.ir N~sk 
Khan I they belonged to the Shia s~ct. · 

As they came to Jhalawan after the Mlrwari.Jadgal fight and 
<he distribution of the country among the tribes which took part 
~n it, they were given a small tract: of land along the bank of the 
:Mashkae river., the place being called J~bri from Jeb ( Bdhui ), a 
}locket. They are mostly shepherds and. goatherds of nomadic 
habits. ' ' 

' ' 
. The tribe, in Jhalawan, is · divided , futo ;several ·clans; 
those exempt from poll tax ( Raj-o-'kabiltJ) include the Karam
allzai, Mazarzai, Kechizai, Gajikhanzai, and· Sbernzai •. The 
Haruni, Shahdadzai, Sqmali, Zangiani. Usafi, and. Husaini are 
Also exempf from the tax. 'The goshi include the Jo~gozai, 
.Dilsh&dzai, Bangulzili (except; Rahmaozai section), Nindwani, 
Chllkarzai, · Bijjarzai, ' Chanarwani, Sobazai, Fakirzai, Siahrzai, 
Durrakzai, ZiraUni, · Shahozai, Keharai, 1\Iandavzai. and 
'KaJaghani~ 

The headquarters of the tribe are at J~bri; the Haronis, 
Mazar~ais and Shahdad~~:ais are aettle<l in Stirib, Garr hills, and 
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PoPULATION: Gidar ; · and· the rest are found in the Mirwari counti"J and the 
Rakhahan valley, and wander in .Khar&n. 

; The Muhammad Hasnis h·ave a bad reputation in Persia, wher• 
they are. notorious for their lawlessness, but in Jhalawan they 
have led a comparatively peaceful life. They once had a feud 
with their neighboun the Sajdia of Gresha, in the time of Mir 
llehrab Khan, when Rustam Khan. the Muhammad Hasni Chief. 
was killed. This. led to further ra.ida and cattle-lifting and the 
Muhammad Hasnislost Ml1sa Khan, brother of Usaf Khan. whil~t 
the Sajdis had Hayat Khan, the Ohief, and his cousin, Sher Ali, 
killed. ·A compromise was effected through the intervention of 
the Bfzaojau and Mengal Chiefs. With i;he Khans of Kalat they 
got on well, but in the fight between Taj Muhammad, the Zahri 
Chief, and Mir Khndadad Khan. Kamal Khan, brother of the 
Mnhammad Hasni Chief. Usaf Khan, sided with the Jam and the 
~engals when they fought with the Khan of Kalat. In olden 
days' the Muhammad Hasni furnished 500 men-at-arms as san, and 
"bad a certain amount of land and water in Pach (Gandava) which 
was subsequently confiscated by Mir Khudadad Khan. The 
Muhammad Hasnis claimed the restoration of this inam land in 
~897-98, but the confiscation having taken place before the 

· :Ma.stung Settlement ~f 1876, the Political authorities could not 
.see their way to help them. 

·. The pre~ent Chief of the tribe is Rosta.m Kh&n, sqn of ~hahbaz 
Khan, who belongs to the Kara.maHzai clan. His sister is married 
:to Sir Nauroz Kh&it, the Chief of Kharan, and he has also 
-marriage relations with the Gichkis of Panjglir1 and the Shahizai 
.Mengals of Wad. ; 

-. :Mir Ma~ar, the progenitor of the Mazarzai clan, is said to have 
'been a stout fighter, and took an active part at Delhi whither he 
'had accompanied Mir N asfr KMo I to the assistance of Ahmad 
'Shah AMali. His descendants had some quarrel among them
. selves iegarding the maU · or poll tax recoverable from their goa hi 
clansmen. Alla.yar, the head of the Allayarzais, wished to 
. recover. one sheep per family for himself, allowing Mazar io 
.receive one sheep per family. Rustam Khan, son of Allayar, did 
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not agree. to' tl)iS anJ a quarrel ensn~d in which 1:Je was killed. Po PI 

At present the Chief of the Muhammad llasni tribe and th~ h~ad .. 
mao of the Mazarzai clan each recover ·a sheep ·p~r· family trom 

the goshi clan!'. 

The IHrunis (12,710) are an important clan among the Muham-; Harunis. 
mad llasnis, and they possess lands at Gurgnt in S~rab, dry. erol? 
lands in Gidar, Dasht, Khrsundun, Dasht-i-Goran, and the 
l!Iardanshai . section possess Lands .in .Mar,p, ,,8!811 · Kumb, 
Hajika, Chilbaghu; etc. The Sheikh Husainis, descend~ntsof thq 
saint Sheikh llusain whose shrine lies near N ushki, are treated ae 
a 11acred class and own some land in Dasht. 

The headman of the Har&n'is is Sultan Muhammad ·(about 
• ' . -. J 

45 years of age) who is treated as a Chief among the Jhalawans
1 

He is descended from a Zarrakza.i mother, has given his daughte'( 
in marriage to Sard:ir Pasand Khan, the Zarrakzai Zahr'i Chief~ 
and has himself married that Chief's widowed sister. He. is ·a· nia!) 
of strong' determined chara~ter and by these' connections his ·p~sltlo~ 

. ' ... I 
has been further strengthened. He formerly engaged in constant 
disputes with Sardar Muhim Khan, Gurgn~ri. · In 1901 he opp~sed 
theN aushCrwani Chief's claim to inheritance of some' land and wate~ 
in Gurgnt belonging to the late Mustaufi Fakir Muhammad's 
widow, which dispute was finally settled by the _Politicai. 'Ag:e~t; 
Kalat, in that year. · r 

. . . 1 

A serious dispute, originally of a petty nature, arose between the . ' 
Rodeni headman and the Khan's nailJ e.t Surab in 1901, in .the 
course of which the Rodenis seized and mutilated (by cutting it~ 
~ars oft) a horse belonging to the naib • . The latter proceeded to 
avenge this insult, and was joined by Sardar Sultan Muhammad 
IUnini. In the attack which was made on the 17th of September1 

1901, Sultan 1\luhammad and three of his men· were wounded, 
while the Rodcnis lost three men killed and five wounded. The 
case was complicated by Sardar Pasand Khan, Zarrakzai, a friend. 
of Sultan Muhammad, who either directed or permitted the murder 
in cold blood of Mir Atta Muhammad as he lay wounded in his 
bouse. The case was decided by a fulljir!la of the Sar~wan ~nd 
the Jhalawan Chief• in September, 1903. - The net result oi thd 

12B 
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PoPuLATioN. settlement was that the Khan's nuib at Surab should give the 
Rodenis Rs. 6,100 as blood compensation, and pay a fine of 
Rs. 1,000, Sardar Pasand KMn giving them Rs 4,250 and paying 
a. fine of Rs. 1,000. The total amount adjudged as due from 
Sardar Pasand Khan was Rs. 7,500 but Rs. 2,000 was remitted as 
compensation for the wound inflicted upon Sardar Sultan Muham
mad and Rs. 250 for a wound received by one of the latter's men. 

B'zanjaus. According to the Mirwari tradition Bizanj ~the progenitor of 

the Bfzanjaus, was an attendant of.Mir Bijjar, the M.irwari hero, and 
was paid as his wages 20 maunds of harley ( jau) and the term 
!Jist man jau (20 maunds of barley) in time changed into Bfzanjau, 
The Bizanjau. themselves, however, claim a Baloch descent from 
the NuMni Rind Baloch. When Mir Chakar, the Baloch 
hero, marched on Kachhi the Bizanjau remained behind. The 
horse oE Mir Bijjar, the l\Ifrwari · Chief, on the day of the 
Mfrwari Jadgal fight, dropped a shoe (nal) which was found by 
Bizan, and hence the name of the tract of the country known as N al 
which was conferred upon him. Temple considers that B!zan 
was the hero of the time of Rustam, who is mentioned in the 
Shahnama, and that the Bizanjau are therefore Kianian Persians. 

The Bfzanjau tribe, the strength of which was, in 1901, estimat• 
ed to be 15,909, comprises four main divisions or clans: the Bam

maUri (6,622), the Tambrari (3,191), the Umrani (3,263), and 

tho Siahpad (2,833). Each of these clans has a headman of its 
own, while the Hammaiari Sardar is the Chief of the whole tribe. 
Each headman levies mali or poll tax from his own clansmen. 

The Bizanjaus occupy the country along the banks of the Hingol 
river from N al to the J au valley; in this latter valley Sardar 

Fakir Muhammad Blzanjau obtained lands by purchase from the 
Mirwaris. The Tambrari clan are found from Ornach down 
to Tappi Dedar on the Bela frontier and in all the hills between 
PoraJi and Kud rivers. The Hammalari and the Umrani also 
graze their flocks in this part of the country. A considerable' 
number of the Bizanjan are found in Kolwa and Kech in Makran, 
whither they migrated when Mir Fakir Muhammad Bizanjau, 
the father of the present Chief, was employed as the Khan's 
naib. 
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The l!eadquarters of the Hammalari clan, which is the dominant l'oPuLATioi!T. 

class, and is composed of Fakir :Mubammadzai, Dost Muhammad-
zai, Gwaranzai, Kamal Khanzai and Bohirzai seciions, are at 
Kbayao in Nal, and the Chief belongs to the Fakir Muhammadzai 
section. The Hammah1ri, clan also includes the Nindawari,Bahurzai, 
Sasoli, Sheikh Ahmadi, Jararzai, Shahristanzai, Darmanzai, Shah 
M.uradzai, Ghaibizai, :Malikdadzai, Aidozai, Karkhizai, Safarzai, 
and Langav, the majority of whom are occupancy tenants, and 

pay a share of the produce of their lands to the Blzanjau Chief.' 
The Sasolis also obtained a share of land in Hazarganji after th& 
lHrwari-Jadgal fight, and for this they pay no revenue. The 
Bahurzai, in addition to the rent of their land, pay a tax called 
phori which varies from 16 to 3() rnaunds of grain in a year. 

The Tambrari have their headquarters at Ornach, and their 
principal sections are: the Gajizai to which the headman belongs. 
the Darwcahzai, the Fak(rzai, and the Sodavzai. The Tambrari 
are said to be by origin Rakhshani Baloch. According to local 
tradition, when the Mirwaris won the country from the Jadgals, 
Malik Dostcn, Chief of Kharan, deputed Timar, a Rakl1shani, to 
occupy Wad and Drakalav, which tracts were subsequently con..: 
quered by the 1\Icngals. The Tambrari are the descendants 

ofTimar. 

The Umrani claim descent from Umar, a Rind Baloch; their 
headquarters are at. Tt!gbap in Nal and the headman belongs til 
the Fakirzai section. The F~rozai and tne GhaibJZai sections 
among them are said to be Zahris. Most of the Umrani have 
emigrated to Kolwa. 

The Siahpad or blackfooted, so-called from the fact that ia 
olden days they wore black blanket boots, and were notorious 
robbers, are also said to be Rind Baloch. Their headquarters are 
at Khurmaistan in Nal, and the headman belongs to the 
Maodavzai section. The greater part of Pariko belongs to them 
and they also wander about in the Kharan hills to graze their 

flocks. 

The feuds between the Mcngals and the Bizanjaus have been 
briefly mentioned in tho account of the former tribe. Whe._ 
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roPtTLATION. Central ~sian trade passed through the Jhalawan connt7, the 
Bizanjaus guarded the route between N al and the Las Beta frontier. 
I~ the tiipe of 1>1ir Mahm4d Khan I (1703-4) an Afghan caravan 
was looted, and the Afghans represented the case to the Khan at 
:s:huzdar. .llir KahCra, the Chief of the Blzanjans, did not come 
to terms and was impertinent, whiQh led to a fight between him 

~d. the Khan's men and he himself with 70 of his men was 
killed at Miri Ehut mound. Later on the Khan compensated 
the Bizanjau by giving the chief the BSnt land in Mashkae and 
by recognising his minor son (the famous Fakir Muhammad, 
father of Mir Kahcra) as the Chief of the tribe. The Eizanjaus 
have always behaved well towards . the Khan of Kalat. During 
his exile, .l\lir Nasit" Khan II was given protection by the Bfzan· 
jau iJ:!. Nal and Mir Khudadad Khan when deposed by Sher Dil 
Khan ~eceived similar treatment at their hands. When Mir 
Khudadad Khan, in the early days of his reign, was in constant 
disagreement ·with the Sarawan and the Jhalawan Chiefs, the 
Biza~j~ti Chief always ·acted the part of a peace-maker. 

' I 

' The Blzaojau~ own the lands known as Nawra in Bhag, which 
were giv!Jn to them as inam, or revenue free grant by J.Iir 1\Iahmud 
],\:ban I under a sanarl, .dated 1225 H.; of these land$ half belong 
to the Bfzanjau Chief and the remainder in equal shares to the 
Umniois and the Tambraris, By a sanad dated 1249 H., Mir 
Mehrab Khan gave the Bizanjau the tracts known as Dakhshu, 
Untum and Hasil in Bhllg which are distributed in the same 

proportion as those of Nawra. 

c ·The Chief of the tribe is Mir KaMra who is about 65 years of 

age, bot the duties are actually performed by his son, Mir Fakir 
Muhammad, who is about 45 years of age. MirFakir Muhammad 
is. considered the cleverest and most active man among all the 

Jhalawan Chiefil, and has considerable influence in Kolwa and K~ch 
wh~re there are a large number of his tribesmen. lHr Karam 
kh~n, son· ofMir Hammal, brother of Mir Kah~ra, is also a man of 
imp~rta~ce among the Hammalaris. Owing to certain land dis
putes he is not at present on good terms with the chief. The head· 
JDilD of the Tambraris is· Haji Alla Dina A lam Kha11Zai Gajizai 
who lives in.Ornuch. Shafi Muhammad, the head of the Umnini 
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clan, is aboat 40. years of age and lives, a\ l'cgh!p' in: Nal •. :llis l'oPtrLATioll'' 

son,' Muhamma.d. when levying mlili was killed by the Mnh•mmad,, 
1Ia11nis in 1902, and since then the father ha•not.btenon goo<l 
terms with that tribe. On the strength ofasanad granted in 1246 H. 
by Mir Mehrab Khan, Sha.fi :Muhammad claimi ·a sh'ate :of 
6 annas per camel in the duty levied at N ar ~D . all export• andi 
itnports, but has ilot been so far able to enforce his ~l~im• · l\Hr• 
:Mandav :M:andavzai (about 35 years of age), 'who is the h~adman or 
the Siahpli~s lives at Khurrnaist!n in Nai, and i8 a man ef impor.: 
tance and influence amoug his t'ribesmen: When .Ml'r ·Fol~1l, and 
Mir Lalla were, respectively, the Chiefs of the Siahpads and or 
KMnin, the latter used to levy transit dues on ntercbandise passing 
between Shahdadzai and Gresha.'· A quarrel .ensued between. 
them on the' tract known as Siah Marav in· Puriko when: 
95 Siahpads were' killed. Subsequently; a· compromise wa& 
arranged by which · Mir Lalla gave his· daughte1 Bibi Naz iii 
n1arriage to Mir Folad. · . .. 

The :Mirwaris are an important Brilhai · tribe, but owing· to: Mirwaris. 

a miEapprehension no estimate of their population. was~ obtained in 
1901. The principal Rdj-o-TcafJila clan~ of this tripe in ~halawau · 
are the following: Gwahramzai, Karamshaz~i. Fakirzai, Sum~r-
ZRi and Jia~da.ri. They. al~ claim a. common desc~~tfrom 1\H~~: 
speak western Baluchi, and consider themselves Baloch rather \_han 
Brahui. Their origin and history . is .fully desc;ibed' under· 
History. The mbli-paying sections among them ~re_'the Halid.: 
Kotwlil, Gazbur, Kallechav, Jalambliri, Rustama~i, Salahi, Kan'ar
zai, Korak, and Gujjar. The Jha!liwan l\Hrwaris ar\) principally 
{ouud at Pa~wlir in !\ta.shkae ; and ,in th.e VRlleys · of Nondrav;' 
Pclar, and Jau, where they own lands' which are known ~B th~ 
Mirwari country. The Gwahramzais reside in Plrandar, Pclar, and 
Jau, the Karamshazais in Nondrav, the Fakirzai in Manguli ~alat, 
Bcdi,and Kolwa; and the Sumarzais and theJiandaris in Mashkae 
and :~ondrav, . The ~nuli-paying s~ction& wander about with thei~ 
flo~ks in hills· 11djoining the Ma.shkae river and throughout th~ 
Mirwari country., .Owing to. demands ~or mali, many . of these 
Jleople have migrated toJ~cl~ BOd. Other placeS, ; . J I ,· 

, The hea.dmaQ of the. Jhalawan ~lirwaris is Kho~ad~d · Fakirzaif 
who, among his own tribesmen, has the title of Jam, j and lives i..Q 

. . '· . 
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PoPuLATioN, NondraT; Malik Dinar, son of the late Abdul Karim, the Khan's 
naib in Mashkae and Kolwa and Mir Kadir Bakhsh (ab'Out 
28 years old) of Jan are also men of importance. 

The Mirwaris, after the war with the Jadgals, had many internal 
feuds, and their fends with the NausMrwanis form the subject of 
numerous ballads .. When they became weak, their neighbours, 
the Uizanjan, began to gain the upper hand, and the late Mir 
Fakir Muhammad Bizanjau, the Khan's naib in Kech, induced 
many of the Mirwaris of Jau and Awaran in Kolwa to sell their 
lands to him for nominal sums of money, thus gradually gaining 
influence and power in Jan. At a later period, l\Hr Abdul Karim 
Fakirzai Mirwal.ri, the Khan's naib of Kolwa, placed a check on 
the aggression of the Biza.njau, joined hands with J\Hr Baloch 
Khan, NausM11wani,_and picked a quarrel with the Bizanjau in 
Kolwa, which re@ulted in a. fight in which Hasil Khan, the only 
son of Safar Khan, brother of Mir KahCra, the Bizanjau Chief, was. 
killed. The matter was decided by the Agent to the Governor
General in 1881. 

Kambraris. The Kambra~i tribe ( 4,315) comprises the Sobazai, which is 
the dominant. section, the B'llranzai, the Miranzai and Khusbalzai, 
all of which. are exempt from payment of mali. The gosh£ 
sections of the tribe are the KiazRis and Sheikh Ahm11dis. The 
headman of the Kambraris, Sardar Kadir Bakhsh, son of Mir 
Saadat KMn, who was born about 1855, 1ives at Tok near Rodenj~ 
and sometimes in Gidar and is a man of considerable influence. 
The Baranza.is live in the Mas tung valley, the Miranzai in N1margh, 
and the Khushalzais in Mashkne, Kharan, and Kalat. The 
Kambraris living in Norgama in the Zahri country are known as the 
Iltazais. The Kiazais are a nomadic section and are found in 
Upper Jhalawan, Tok, the neighbourhood of Ka!at, lskalku, 
Khuzdar and Baghwana. It is said that Soba, the progenitor of 
the Sobazais, was a. very avaricious man, and had a habit of 
annexing any object which caught his fancy in a tribesman's house. 
On a certain occasion he happened to visit the house of Hasan 
Kiazai, who was living in Iskalkn with the Shahwanis and ordered 
him to kill a calf for him, which was done. Soba then began to 
take possession of other things in the house whereupon Hasa.u. 
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'killed him. The case was decided by the Khan, Nasir Khan I, Pol'uLATiollf. 

who ordered seven families of ihe Kiazais to be banded over to the 
successors of Soba and pay the poll tax in future to them. The 
Kiazais in Jhalawan are the descendants of these seven families. 
TLe Sheikh Ahmadi are chiefly found at Khurmaistan in Nal and 
a few in the neighbourhood of Wad and Mashkae. 

The origin of the Kambraris is uncertain; one tradition affirms 
that they are descended from one of the sons of Imam Ram bar, 
named Kambar. Masson includes them among the Mirwaris, 
while according to l\faitland they are not connected with one 
another. According to another tradition they are descendants of 
Kambar, a slave of Hazrat Ali, and are· considered to be of 
Abyssinian -origin. But the general belief among the people 
themselves is that Kambar was one of the seven sons of Mir 
Ibrahim and that they are, therefore, collaterals of the Ahmadzais 
and Mirwaris. 

The Gurgnari tribe ( 3,925 ) derives its name from gurg, a wolf, Gurgnaris. 
and they claim to be of Koreish Arab origin. According to local 
tradition they are descended from :Mir Gurgin, brother of Mire, 
the progenitor of the Mirwaris. They are divided into Shahbegzai, 
.1\liranzai, Azghalzai, Mahmudani, Usufari, Siahizai and Kbidri 
tllans, all of which except the Shahbegzai, which are the dominant 
clan, pny nuili. 

The beadqu~rters of the tribe are at Chad in the Gidar 
valley where the Chief has a small fort. The :Miranzai live in 
Lakorian; the Azgbalzai in the Ormlch hills and along the Poraii 
river; the 1\Iahmudanis in Saruna, but some of them wander in 
the Kbanln hills; the Usufaris in Lakorian, Porali, and some in 
Sborarud; the Siahizais in Lakorian and Nal and some in the 
.Mastung valley; most of the Kbidris reside in Kolwa and Panj
gur and a few in Lakorian. 

The bravery of l\lir Gnrgin or Gorgind is specially noted in the 
:Mirwari-Jadgal war poem. His share of the country was half of 
Tutak, Gozhdagban as far as Khulkunkad in Surab valley, Lako
rih, the upper part of Chad in the Gidar valley, a kurez in Jcbri, 
and the tract of country from Jcbri as far as the Jauri pass, 
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roruLATxox; Khlsund6.n or the'part"ofthe. \tal1e,r. ~ctween Rodcnjo auil 'f{ajik.a 
and the Dasht:i-baddu of nodcnjo. . . · . : ·' . 

' ' • I . • : ~ I : ! . ' ; : : . j • ~ : # ' ' • I . : : • t ~ • 

. ,Ali.!fuham~ad, grap.dfather of the present Gurgnari Chief, l1ad 
a. fight with All Muhammad, Rod~ni Chief, ~ear the present Rodcni 
village in'~hl~h the t~o Chiefs met their deaths at each other's 
hands. . · · . . 

Sard~r Shahbaz Khan, the present Chief (1906), succeeded hi~ 
father, Sardar :Mnhim Khan, who died in 1903 at Sibi on his return 
from the coronation ·varMr 1at Delhi. Be belongs -to the Shah

bel!:zai cl~n and is coimected by marriage with the Tambrari Bizan~ 
jau, the Kambr~ri,' the Bajois, the Suma!Uris, and the Sasolis, 
Sardar MuMm Khan married a wife from among the Mfrwaris 
and 'Ia'ter on another fro~ the DehUnis of KMran, a. daughter o£ 
Kadirdad, _the f11~o'us camel breeder In Kharan. ·By this latter 
W:ife he left t~o' young· s~ns, ' The Chief receives a monthly 

allowance of Rs. 300 from the Kalat State and provides 4 sowars 
for the Zahri ·tM!n.a.. 

Sumalari. The Sumalari ·or Suma.Iani, as they are sometimes called, are 

th~ descendants of !fir Sumal, one of the brothers of :Mfro, the 
p.rogenitor of the Mirwaris. Sumal did riot, however,· join the 

M.fr~aris in· their w.ar ~gainst the J adgals and did not, thereFore; 

receive any share in the land so obtained. The Saidzais, one of 
tP,e·~trougest clans of the Sumah1ris, are of Afghan origin. 

The Snmalaris .were estimateQ. to number. 37~75 in 190J.. 1'he 
principal clans exempt from mali are the Hotmanzai, the domin
ant sept of which, the Sha:Ienzai section, re3ide ·in Shorarud in 
the .Qnetta-Pishln ·District and in Ka.hnak in Sara.wa•I ; the 
Ainridzai, Mahmudani, and Sakhtaki. The revenue-paying sec· 
tions include th2 Burahai Sheikh H usaini, Balokhanzai, Saiadzait 
qwabramzai, Dadllzai, Loki-Tappori, Sfkhi, and: Razanzai. The 
headquarters of the Chief are at Toba in the Gidar valley where he 
has a small share in a.karez. The Saiadzai livein Kodaand Korask, 
where they ·have occup•ucy. rights.: The rest of the Snmalaris 
are nomada and wander with tbeit: flocks. in. Masbkae, Gresha, 
Drakalav, and other parts of the Mengal coun.try. 

: The Smna!Jris have a bad reputation as robbers. Their present 
Chief is Bh<li Khan, born ~n I88Z, who lives in Toba, but the 
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affairs of the tribe are manage~ by his guardian and uncle, 1\Hr Ali PoPULATioN, 

Murad. · 'l'his man. gave trouble for some time, an!l wa1 accused 
of three murders and of a number of thefts, and though summoned 
two or three times by the Political Agent ia1899 refused to attend. 
On the 25th of October, 1899, his ·village, Toba in Gidar, was 
surrounded and his property sold by auction, and he and his ward, 
Bhai Khan, tendered their submission to the Political Agent through 
M1r :Mehrulla. Khan Raisani, Nazim ·of :Makran, and Sardar 
Muhlm Khan Gurgnari. This example had a salutary effect on 
SarJars Shakar Khan M:cngal, Pahar Khan Sasoli, and :Mazar 
Khan Bajoi who were not at the time beh&ving well but thereupon 
submitted and ha.d their disputes settled. 

The Knlandranis (6,308) are descendants ofKalandar, a brother Kaland~is. 
of M1ro, the progenitor of the Mirwaris, The dominant clan is 
the Ferozshazai, to the Bhadinzai section of which the Chief 
belongs. Other clans exempt from mal& are the Sanjarzai and the 
Sbadcnzai. The clans liable to pay contributions on marriages 
a.nd deaths (bij'jar and pur1) to the Kalandraui Chief are the Sahak· 
zai, Miranzai, Lahrizai, Jallabzai, Chanderwari, Hasanari, Khidro, 
Baddajau, Burakzai Smailzai, Siahizai, Darwcshzai, Lotari, and 
Salah[zai. lt is stated that Mir Nasir Khan I aesigned to :M!r 
Kalandar, in recognition of his services in the Meshed war, his 
right to lewy a sheep from the Kalandranis. Their Chief, therefore, 
levies from each family two sheep annually in.stead of the one which 

ie taken by other tribal Chiefs from their god.i clans. 

The present Chief of the Kalandranis is Ali Muhammad, son of 
Fcrozsha1 who lives at Tutak where he has a fo~. Ferozsha is 
still living but after his pilgrimage to Mecca. in 1903, he resigned 
in favour of his son. The Kalandrauis live in Tutak and its adjoin· 
ing hills and some in Porali, Gidar, and Korachav, They combin 
fiockowning with cultivation and .fiau only nnirrigated lands. 

The Rodcnis are descended from RodCn, one of the seven sons of Rodenis, 
llraho or Brahim, bu\ it is sometimes asserted tha\ Roden the 
pro~tenitor of the tribe was born of a. concubine. l\Io.st of the 
Rod.!nia live in the Sarawan country. Their number in Jhalawan, 

in 1901, was 1,5G5. and includ!d th~ following sectioos: Yakub 
JIB 
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PoPULATio•. Kh&nzai, the dominant elan, Zahrozai, Jamalzai, Jiandzoi and 

Nangarzai. The Rodeni Chief claims that the Pir Karis of Gurgfna 
and the Ch&gai District are liable to payment of mt1li to him, a 
claim which be bas never been able to enforce. 

The Jbalawan Rodcnia chieB.y own lands and water in Surab 
and Gidar. 

M{r Muhammad Khan, Babadur Kbanzai, Yakub Kbanzai, who 
is about 50 years of age and lives in Surab, is the leading man. 
From 1898 to 19CO be served as Khan's naib in Khnzdar. The 
present Chief is Habfb Khan who is a minor and the duties are 
performed by his grandfather and guardian, Mfr Muhammad Khan. 

Sajdis. · The Sajdis are regarded by some writers as of Scythian origin, 
being descendants of the ancient Sagetae and part of the force 
that came from the north with Alexander. The dominant section 
of the tribe in Jhalawan are the Sakae locally known as the Saka
zai, who seem:really to be of Scythian origin. Saka. still exists on 
the borders of the Caspian. Captain Temple, Political Agent, 
Kal&t, held that the Sajdi were true Baloch, but owing partly to 
intermarriage had become gradually amal.e,amated with the 
Jhalawao Brahuis~ According to local accounts the Sajdis first 
appeared about 18 generations back, from the north, and estab
lished themselves in the Gichk valley near Panjgur where the 
ruins of their ancient villages, Saka Kalat, still exist. 

In 1901 the total number of Sajdis in Jhalawan was esti
mated to be 6,063. The principal raj-o-kabila clans are the 
Gichkfzai, Mahmudari and Ahmedari. while the mali-paying clans 
are the Sayari and Sangor. The Gichkfzai clan is subdivided 
into the Sakazai to which the Chief belongs; the Makakari, Bfznari,· 
';remurari, Usufari and Sandwari all of which are kahila, while ·the 
Bh&et, Ajib&ni, Gador and Nota~ are aliens and were admitted 
into the tribe on condition of payment of mdli. The Ahmedari 
are said to be Rind BaloCh while many of the other clans are of 
Jadgal stock. The Sa~azai are chieB.y found in Dardan in the 
Gresha valley, the Ahmedari, Sayari and llahmudari in lower 
Gresha and at Kandiri. in Mashkae, the Sangor in Kech, Pasni and 
Basol, the Bhaiet at Drakopi-dap in Panjgur. 
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The feud of the Sajdis with the Muhammad Hasnis of Jebri bas PoPVLATiolf. 
been mentioned io the account of the latter tribe. 

In olden times the Sajdis contributed 300 armed men as •a•. 
They have no gham land in Kachhi, but own Janda in Gresha, 
Sajid, Koda and Korask, the last named three valleys being 
actually cultivated by Sumaiari tenants who pay rent to the 
:Mahmudari and Ahmedari landlords. 

The present Chief of the tribe is Mir Saka. 

The Sajdis are a peaceful tribe and are connected by marriage 
with the Bizanjau and Rodenis of Gidar. ·The Chief himself and 
the Haibuari section of the Mahmudari are Sunni Muhammadans, 
while almost all the remainder of the tribe belong to the Zikri 
sect, They all speak western Baluchi, and owing to their differ~ 
ence of faith do not visit localities where they would not be free 
from molestation by the Sunnis, though they often migrate to 
Kohn and Kech where they are welcomed by their co-religionists. 
A consi~erable number have, however, emigrated to Las Bela and 
to the Karachi District. 

The Nichairis in 1901 were estimated to number 1,830 and N[ch&ris. 
though now numerically insignificant are undoubtedly a very 
ancient tribe. The tribe gave its name in former days to the Brahui 
capital, which is mentioned in the .Ain-i-AMari as Kalai.t-i-nicbara. 
Later it brcame known as Kalat-i-Baloch. According to local 
traditions Nichairis are Alikozai Afghans, Their progenitor Aliko 
migrated, with his flocks, from Afghanistan to the N1chara country 
which was then in the possession of Ham1r. a Jadgal, who resided 
in the Bamiri valley. MD.sa, a Rind Baloch, and Bangui, th'e 
progenitor of the Bangulzai Brahuis, came later to Nicbara 
and with Aliko, killed Bam!r, took the country and divided it 
among themselves. The principal clans of the Nicharis are the 
Bahadur Kbanzai, Bhadinza.i, Khwasbdadzai, and Ghulamzat, 
to which may be added the Lahraki, a branch of the Raisaai, 
and Brahimzai, a section of the Lahri tribe. None of these 
tribeemen pay any mali to the Nichari Chief, but. give the UBnal 
contributions on the occasion of a death or a marriage in his 
i familJ. 
I 
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PoPULATlON, The· Lahraki and Brablmzni are all nomads, while the other 

l'.1ndr~is. 

clans mainly reside and cultiva.tl) in Nichara. Some Ni.:halris are 
also fonnd in Sarawan. 

It appears that up to the time of M{r Nasir Khan I both the 
Nicbaris and their ~eighbours, the Pandrauis, had direct relations 
with the Khap. without the intenention of the Zahri Chief. In 
the time of Mir Khudadad Khan many NfcMris enlisted in his 
infantry regiment. On the death of their Chief, in 1894, a dispute 
arose in the family as to the succession, and a state of anarchy 
continued in which the two leading men, Dad Muhammad and 
Daud Khan, were killed. In 1902 Fazall\lnhammad was chosen 
as. the headman by a c~~ncil of elders ; he died in 1904 and was 
su~ceeded by his mino~ son, Gauhar Khan. Mfr Fateh Khan 
Mlisazai, son-in-law of the late Fazal Muhammad, is a man of 
much influence and directs the affairs of the tribe as gu11rdian 
of the headman. He displayed conspicuous bravery in the fight 
against Sardar Gauhar Khan hi 1895 on which occasion he received 
·several wounds. 

In 1901 the number of Pandranis was fstimated to be 340. 
They:are divided into the following sections: 1\Inhammadzai, the 
dominant section, Motani RRmazanzai or Ramadanzai, Zarrakza.i, 
and Jogizai. The parent stock is admitted to be of Rind Baloch 
·origin, and the Jogizais are considered to be of alien and inferior 
stock. The Pandranis have generally held aloof from the Zahri 
Chief and have, like the NicMris, maintained direct relations with 
the Khan. .The present headman is Fateh !\Iuhammad, son of Gul 
Muhammad, who with his clansmen lives in Pandran, bnt most of 
the Pandranis are nomad :ll.ockowners, grazing their animals in the 
Sbekhri and Iskalku hills, in the neighbourhood of Gazg. A 
number of them have, 'during the last fifteen years, migrated to 
Shiklirpur and Karachi .Districts in Sind. where they are engaged 
i.n agriculture. 

The Pandranis used to supply 200 men as Bart and their lands 
were subject to payment of revenue to the Khan known as dan and 

:7calang. The former took the sh.ape of 6 maunds of madder, but 
. is no longer imposed, as madder is not now cultivated, while thtl 
latter consists of 6 gunis or about 30 mauP-ds of rice per annum. l 
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The Rckizais, who in 1901 numbered 1,277 in Jhalawan, claim: l'Ol't7LA.TIOlf. 

8 connection with the Regi or Reki B11loch of Mashkcl. Reki R&fzais. 

their progenitor ia said to have migrated with his brother, Fakiro• 
from Mashkel to Gidar. He had a pretty daughter who was 
married to :Mir Nasir Khan 10and bore him 8 son, afterwards 
Mfr Mahmud Khan I. During the reigns of these two Khans the 
Rckizais were by their favours, enabled to enrich themselves ; 
they were given the Surkh spring in Surab, and later on purchased 
laud in Gidar. Their main sections iu the Gidar valley are the 
Khairazai, Gwaramzai, Afgbanzai, and Laskarizai, and the groups 
connected with them are the ll'akirllzai, Muhammadza.i, J angizai, 
Sab0.11-azai, Sabzalizai, Mullazai, Surkhi, .BCgtl.zai and Chaunk. 
The Rek1zlli headman is not entitled to levy mali from any of his 
tribesman. 'I he Rcklzais are settled in Gidar and in Damb in the 
SU.rab valley. 

Their leading man is Mir MU.sa Khan, who was born in about 
1828. He served the Khan of Kalat, as naib, in SU.rab, Lahri, 
and 1\fastung and finally as his wakil, but fell into disfavour in 
1901 and resigned his post, He is now settled in Gidar, where 
be owns a considerable amount of land and water. 

The Brahuis are hardly to be surpassed in activity, strength Characteris

and hardiness, being alike inured to the cold of the mountainous !~~~e~f main 
regions and the heat of the plains. · Their natural fighting 
qualities are by no· means despicable. They a;e slightly inferior 
in physique to the Afghans, but. quite as brave and far more 
l1ardy and endutng. They are excellent mountaineers and shoot 
very well with their inferior weapons. The Jhalawan Brahuis 
are considered superior with their firearms, The women of the 
Illzanjau tribe are considered very handsome and so are thos~ 
of Nichara; the latter are very dexterous in needlework and 
produce fine specimens of embroidery in silk. But the complexion 
of the ordinary Brahui women soon becomes bronzed in consequence 
of exposure and they assume a hardy, mRsculine appearance. Pot-
tinger, who visited the country in 1810, gives the following account 
of the general character of the Brahuis as compared with that of the 
naloch: • "The Brahuis are equally fathfu in adherence to their 

• Pottinger's Trat'tl. i" Baluchistall, pages fl and 'lll. 
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PoPuLATioN. promises; and equally hospitable with the Baluchis, and, on the 
whole, I greatly prefer their general character. From what 
I have already said on it, it is evident that they are a more quiet 
and industrious class, and their habits are decidedly averse from 
that system of rapine and violence pursued by the other ; nor 
can we fairly ascribe this to any sentiment, save a good one, for 
in personal ·bravery and endurance of priYations and hardshif>s, 
the Brahnis are esteemed superior to the inhabitants of all the 
neighbouring countries: their Chiefs esercise a much more 
despotic authority in the various tribes and Khels than among 
the Baluchis, and the people are equally tenacious of their 
respectability, though they obey them from a different feeling. 
In manner they are mild and inoffensive, though very uncivilized 
and uncouth ; but as the latter is evidently the effect of a want 
of worldly knowledge and guile, their awkward attempts to be 
civil please, because we see that they are incited to make them by 
a natural propensity to oblige, unaccompanied by any interested 
motive. They are free from the worst traits of the Baluchis, 
which are comprised in being avaricious, revengeful, and cruel, 
and they seldom look for any reward for their favours or services ; 
their gratitude is lasting, and fidelity &ncb, that even the Baluch 
Chiefs retain them as their most confidential and trustworthy 
servants." 

Mr. R. Hughes-Buller, the latest authority, describes the 
Brahui as" of middle size, square -built, and sinewy, with a sharp 
face, high cheek bones, and long narrow' eyes. }lis nose is thin 
and pointed. His manner is frank and open; though active, hardy• 
and roving he is incomparable with the Baloch as a warrior, but 
he makes a good scout. • • With few exceptions the Brahui is 
.mean, parsimonious, and avaricious, 11nd he is exceedingly idle. 
Be is predatory but not a pilferer, vindictive bn~ not treacherous, 
and generally free from religions bigotry. His extreme ignorance 
is proverbial in the country side : ' If you have never seen 
ignorant hobgoblins and mountain-imps come and look at the 

Brahni'." 

According to local accounts, the dominant classes, and well-to-do 
people in almost every tribe differ somewhat from the generality 
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of their bre~,hren in as much as they lead a compar.\tively easier l'ol'tTLATION, 
life and are in consequence delicate. To be a good shot, good. · 
horseman, and courageoas is their pride, and they often indnlga 
in coursing, shooting, and horse-races. The peasantry and 
nomads are on the other hand hardy and laborious. 'l'he 
Zarrakzais among the Zahris ·are noted for their bravery and 
hospitality and the SMhlzRi Men gals are rightly proud of some. 
of tht-ir brave Chiefs, men like the late Wali Muhammad Khan 
and Nurudd(n, who have left a mark on the history of the tribe, 
Masson consiJered the l\luhammad Hasnis " to be the bravest 
and most savage of the Baloch tribes." The Hotmanzai Sasolis 
have a reputation for fearlessness and especially for prowess in 
hand-to-hand fighting, but are at the same time noted for their 
astonishing ignorance. The Slijdis are brave, but owing to the 
peculiar tenets of their faith are prone to bigotry. The Sumalaris 
were in old times considered the worst robbers in the country-
The Pandranis are known among th'ilir neighbours as the haft-
'kiti or seven in a bag. This nickname has its origin in the 
following story, illustrating their Spartan qualities. On. a certain 
occasion, a snake lay hil in a skin in which flour was kept. 
Seven Pandranis, one after the other, poi in their hands to take 
out some flour and each was bitten in his turn, but not one 
would cry out or let the next know what had happened. 

The antbropometrical measurements of some of the principal 
tribes taken in l ~03 showed the following results :-

Average Average 
Average 

Average 
Tribe, Cephalic Nasal Orbito-

Indez. lndez. Btatnre, Nasal 
Indez. 

c. M:. 

Ka.landrani .•. .. 82·0 59·8 -- 121·2 

M O.Siani (Zahri) .. SO·O 63·1 16!H 116•4 

Muhammad Hasni ... 81·9 60·9 167•1 115•9 

llengal ... ... 82·8 54:-:t ... 120·6 
-
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l'oPO".LATJoN. The inferior races are represented by the Khan's ulus (6,245), 
Infer•orraoes. Nakibs (856), Loris (4,177), and servile de,13endants (5,103). Of 

these the firBt two, unlike the mass of the Bd.hui, commonly have 
fixed abodes which they rarely leave, and are never of nomadic 
habits. Loris and servile dependants; ·of cmuBe accompany their 
employers or masters. The majority of the Khan's subjects and of 
·the Nakibs are engaged in agriculture, and of the Loris in various 
handicrafts. The class of servile dependants are engaged in 
agricultural work and in domestic service. 

The people who cultivate the Crown lands of Katat in various 
niahats in Jhalawan are known as the Khan's uZus or subjects, 
and, with the few exceptions which are mentioned later, are under 
the direct; administrative control of His Highness' officials and 
have no direct concern with the tribal Chiefs. Oat of the 6,245 
persons estimated in 1901 to belong to this class, 2,087 are 
Chhuttas inhabiting the Klrthar range and Dariaro on the Sind 
border, and 468 are Marris. The territorial distribution of the 
remaining 3,690 is as follows: 1,317 in the Surab niabat compris
ing Nigbaris (1,094), Alizai Dchwars (223); 537 in Mashkae 
niabat including Kehars (473), Shahwanis (64); 238 in Khozdar, 
Kurds, and Gazgi (170), 1\laliks (42) .aod Kambrari (26) ; 575 in 
Baghwana, Kurd (94), Shahozai (116), Kambrari (64), Kiazai 
(92), Bandija (190), Asiabi {19); and 1,023 in Zidi, Karkh and 
Chakn, Kori (211), Akhundani (94), Ajibani (106), Karelo (Hi5) 
and Jamot (447). Those residing in the Zfdi, Karkh and Chakn 
~alleys claim -an equal status with the Sasolis owing to many of 
the_ Jamot~ having entered into matrimonial connection with them 
and with the Jattaks; they, however, pay revenue to the Khan, and 
hinuiib e:xPrcises fullcontrol over them. The PandranisinPand
r:in, the Lotianis, Rais and Kambraris in Norgama plain, the 
Danyas of Mishkbel and the Gazgi J attaks of Gazg were included 
among the Zahri tribe ; and though they are snbj ect, in matters 
appertaining to,revenue, to the control of the Khan's naih, they 
deal in other matters with the headmen of their clans and through 
them with the ~ahri Chief. 

The Nakibs of Jhalawaa claim connection with their compatriots 
~Makran, where they are also known as Darzadns. Their number 
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in Jhalawan was estimated in 1901 to be 865, oE whom 650 are PoPULATioN. 

included in the Zahri tribe. These chiefly live in the Mula pass 
where they cultivate as tenants of 1\lusianis and others, and soma 
of them have acquired land by purchase. They speak Brahui, 
have adopted Brahui customs.: and are gradually ri~ing in the social 
scale. The remainder of the Nakibs (206) are scattered in 
Khuzdar, Baghwaua, Karkh and Chaku and are engaged in 
cultivation (as tenants) and some as weavers. They are treated as 
Khan's uluB and are subject to the naib of Khuzdar. 

These curious gypsy folk are scattered throughout the country, Loris. 

anJ a number of them may be found attached to every tribe or 
tribal group. Those in Jhalawan are known as the Sarmastaris 
from Sarmast whom they claim as their progenitor and who accord-
ing to their accounts was a brother of Ahmad, from whom the 
Ahmadzai Brahuis are descended; but other tribesmen consider 
this claim preposterous. These Loris are either handicraftsmen 
such as carpenters, blacksmiths, and goldsmiths, or musicians and 
reciters of ballads at marriage and funeral ceremoni~s iu the families 
of leading tribesmen in whose guest houses they also discharge the 
necessary menial services. They are under the special protection 
of the clans and tribes to which they are attachPd, and are very 
jealous of their privileges. and rights. Those Loris who are not 
settled, but wander about the country, besides pursuing the occu
pations above mentioned, practise jngglery, and their women are 
said to be e;t;.perts in palmistry and fortune-telling. The Loris 
are known as rogues and vngabonds and their petty thieving and 
cheating are proverbial. The total number of Loris in the Dis-
trict in 1901 was 4,1i7. 

The servilo dependants known as Langav or Khanazad are found Servile depen· 
in almost every respectable household and are mostly the descen-dants. 
dants of war prisoners brought in from time to time by the 
Brahui lashl;ars during the reign of Mir Nasir Khan I from 
Makran. 1'o these have been adJcd fresh supplies similarly 
ol.taiued in later years, They are employed in household work, 
and also in agriculture and are well treated. In 1901 their 
number in Jhalawan was 5,103, of whom 1,5ll3 were in the B!zan~ 
jau, 1,4!)2 in the !\I~ngal, 474 in the Muhammad Hasni and 

•tu 
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PoPULATioN. 405 in the Gurgnari tribal area, the remA.inder being distributed 
over the Kalandrani, Kambrari, Nicbari, and RCkizai tribes. 

Hindus. The number of Hindus in Jhalawan is insignificant, amounting 
in 1901 to only 381 souls. Most of them are temporary residents 
hailing chiefly from Kacbhi and Sind, and are engaged in trade 
at Snrab, Nal, Khnzdar, Mashkae, Wad, and other important 
places. They are the financiers of the tribesmen, and are 
specially protected by the Chiefs and headmen. '!hey generally 
winter in their own homes and return to Jhalawan in summer. 
'!'hey are not strict observers of caste, would drink water from a 
tribesman's masllak and use his griddle to bake bread on. The 
Hindus have a local place of pilgrimage at Shobro near Khnzdar 
which they call Asiapuri, where there is a spring of water, and 
where tht>y bold the N e\f Year's fair in the month of Wisdkh. 

Religion. The major portion of the population are Snnni Muhammadans 
but most of the Sajdis and some of the Muhammad Hasnis living 
in the Mashkae valley profess the Zikri creed. 

IsMm. . The Saiads and mullUI alone knol'l" something; and even they 
but little, about the forms of their religion. The higher classes 
are devout in performing their prayers at the stated t~mes, in 
keeping the fasts, and in setting apart a portion of their income 

- for l!akat, but for the rest gross superstition takes the place of 
religion, and there is a general belief hi the intervention of 
saints in the pursuits of daily life. These saints are invoked to 
cure disease, to avert calamities, to bring rain, and to bless the 
childless with offspring. Although the Brahuis are now pro
fessed· Snnnis, there are indications that they have been much 
influenced by Sblah doctrines during long subjection of the 
countr,Y to Persia, and mourning is to this day observed in many 
a village during the :Muharram.- The Sheikh section among the 
:Mengals and the Sasolis are treated as a sacred class and 
credited with the power to exorcise evil spirits, cure various 
diseases, and the former also with causing rain. Saiads, too, play 
an important part, and their amulets, charms, and blessings are 
constantly in request. Unlike the Afghans the Brahuis are little 
affected by the fanaticism of the priesthood which is very scantily 
represented among them. Among the local Saiads and mull1is 
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the moat influential men are Saiad Ghulam Shah of NaMg in PoPULATioir. 
Sind, who exercises a Tast influence more especially in the 
Khuzdar nia6at. The Saiada of Mastung and N1cbara also 
command considerable respect among the people. Among the 
common superstitions are the following: If some one calls to a 
Bdhui as he is starting on a journey (pasgwank) he must sit 
down before going farther. If, immediately after starting, a 
donkey braya, or a sparrow comu flying in front, or the ankle 
thong of his sandal breaks he must return home and start again. 
The cawing of a crDw upon the wall of a house portend!! some 
calamity to the 4wner; a girl who has only one brother will not 
wash her head on a Sunday lest some ill-luck befall him; a 
married woman must not wash her hair on a Wednesday for fear of 
losing her husband ; salt will not be given to a stranger after 
sunset for fear t~at the luck of the house may be lost ; the wild 
fig tree is neither cut nor burnt. There is a gtneral belief in evil • 
spirits and their powers of theft and as a protection against them 
the grain on the threshing floor is encircled by a line drawn with 
a sword, and some twigs of the_ kiaankUr (Peganum harmala) 

together with the naked sword are planted in it until it can be 
measured for division. 

Ordeal by water is very common, and in pre-British days 
"ordeal by fire" was resorted to for the purpose of determining 
the innocence or guilt of a suspected thief. A small ditch wat 
filled with hot embers over which the accused was required to 
walk. If the man came out of the ordeal unhurt his innocence 
was held proved and the accuser was compelled to pay him l!Ome 
compensation. 

The Zikri or Dai religion is, as already stated, proft>ssed by the 
Sajdis, with the exception of the Chief's family and the Habuari 
section of the Mahrnudari clan, who are Sunnis, and also by some of 
the Muhammad Hasnis. A detailed account of the Zikris is ginn 
at pagea 116-21 of Chapter I of the Mal•ra~a GaettltJer •. The sect 
apprara \a be of Indian origin and was founded by one Muhammad 
of Danapur in Jaunpur, who is nrionaly stated to have been an 
Afghan or a l3aiad.. He wandered to the Deecan, Gujrat and 
DiUncr, Jaisabucr, Sind,Kandahar,and Farrah where he ul1imately 
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,PoPULATION. died; but the Zikris of Makrain believe that from Farrah he 
visited Mecca, Medina, and Aleppo, and came to Kech where he 
preached his doctrines for ten years on the Koh·i-Murad. Their· 
principal doctrines_are-

1. That the dispensation of the Prophet Muhammad has 
come to an end and he has .been superseded by the Mahdi. 

· 2. That the Prophet Muhammad's mission was to preach and 
spread the doctrines of the Koran in thE>ir literal sense, but that 
it remained for the Mahdi to put new constructions on their 
meaning. That the Mahdi was in fact the Sahib-e-tawil of the 
Koran. 

3. That prayer (namuz) has been dispensed with, and that 
instead of namaz people should resort to zikr. 

4. That the fast of the Ramzan. need not be kept. 

5. That the recognised formula of the Muhammadan faith 
should be dropped and the formula la ilaha illallak, Muhammad 
Mahd' Rasul-ullah should be adopted instead. 

6. That instead of zakrit at the rate of one-fortieth, ushr 
should be given at the rate of one-tenth. 

7. That the world and the goods of the world should 
be avoided • 

. The orthodox Sunnis regard the Zikris with hatred, but most 
of their immediate Suuni neighbours do not object to have 
marriage relations with them. 

Occupation. Owing to the tribal system of enumeration followed in the 
Census of 1901, no complete record was obtained showing the 
occupations of the people. The population may roughly he 
divided into four classes by occupation: landowners, cultivators, 

· fiockowners, and artisans. 

Most of the population is engaged in agriculture combined 
with flockowning. The Chiefs, headmen, and their relations as 
well as other well-to-do people employ tenants, most of whom 
are servile dependants with some tribesmen who do not own 
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sufficient land to support them, while the rest . of the peasantry PoPULU'IOI • 
• cultivate their own lands. The principal classes engaged as 

tenants in Jhalawan are the following: Nigharis and. Mullazais 
in the Surab-Gidar valley; the Rais and the Lotianis in Norgama 
(Zahri), the Kurds, Gazgis, Bandijas in Baghwana and Khuzdar ; 
J a mots and others in Ka.rkh and Chaku; the Koria in Zidi ; the 
Kchars and'Naldbs in Mashka.e; Langavs in Nal and Wad; and 
a number of Muhammad HasQiB and Efzanjauei have embanked 
fields in the Mirwari country where they have occupancy rights. 

The N.lcharis, Pandranis, and Muhammadzai 1\lcngals of 
]!U.matawa cultivate their own lands. Except such of the 
tribesmen as possess irrigated lands, they ·generally supplement 
their means of livelihood by flocks of sheep and goats, a detailed 
account of which is given in Chapter II. The principal flock
owning tribes are the 1\Icngals, the Sumal8ris, and the Muhammad 
IIasnis. 

The artisans are chiefly derived from among the Loris, who 
are found in Surab, Gidar, Zahri, Khuzdar, Nal, Wad, and other 
important places. Their chief occupations are those of blacksmith, 
carpenter, bard, and musician. There are a few families of Nakib 
weavers in Karkb and Chaku who weave coarse cotton cloth 
and some dyers in Nal, Wad, Ornach, Khuzdar and Jan. 

At the bead of each tribe there is a Chief or sardii.r, whose position Social life. 

is unassailable and the particular group to which the sardar belongs 
forms a small aristocracy which takes special precedence in the 
tribe. Within the tribe the precedence of each clan, section, and 
sub-section is marked and defined, and the bead of each such group 
takes precedence strictly in the order of his group. Below these 
social equality is the rule. The Ahmadzais, as members of the 
reigning dynasty, take precedence above all others.' Closely 
connected with them are the lltazais. The social superiority of 
both of these groups is due to their connection with the ruling 
family. Next to these, the Zarrakzais, the head of the Jhalawan 
division of the Brahni confederacy, have social precedence above all 
others. 1'he question of social precedence among the Chiefs of 
different tribes in the jirgas and darldrt is frequentl1 in dispute. 
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PoPULATioN, The first scat i'!l darlJU,,. is disputed between the Zarrakzais pnd 
lltazais ; the second, is assigned to the l\I~ngRl Chief, the third 
also is in dispute .between the Muhammad Hasni and Magassi 
Chiefs though the latter was allowed to occupy it at the Dar bar held 
by H. R. H. the Prince of Wales in March, 1906. The ordt>r of 
precedence among the rest of the Jhalawan Chiefs is as follows:_ 
Bl.zanjau, M6.siani, Jattak, Sasoli, Go.rgnari, Haruni, Khidrani· 
Bajoi, Kambrari, Snmalari, Kalandrani, and Sajdi." There are 
certain sections io each tribe known as lchafi or goshi, the mem• 
bers of which are looked on as of inferior status, and below these 
again, in the social scale come the Channals (who are of Jadgal 
origin and constitute a small nomadic section of several tribes 
especially the Zahri); Loris, Naklbs, and servile dependants with 
whom no self-respecting tribesmen of ra;'-o-k.1bila would intermix. 

As already stated the members of the sardar khCls or 
fazp.ilies of the Chiefs have a recognised social position, and 
it is considered an honour to marry into these families. The 
tribesmen endeavour to intermarry among their own septs or 
among septs of a similar social status among other trib~s. but the 
poorer classes do not object to give their girls in marriage to men 
of outside tribes, and this action does not entail any social stigma. 
Many ofthe poorer classes give their daughters in marriage to the 
Jats of Kachhi, and this is remarkable as the Jats, as a subject-race, 
are held in great contempt. 

The Brahui custom of taking and giving the news (a!lwal or cheh 

habar) prevails in all parts of the district. The manner in which 
it is conducted is regulated by the strictest etiquette, and is as 

follows:-

When a new-comer arrives at a place where several members of 
a tribe are assembled, he offers the usual Musalman 1alamalaik or 
"peace be with you," and is usually answered with wa alaikomus-. 

sa lam or" with you. be peace.'' Should the man be of a superior 
status all present rise and welcome hilll (ba kl,airat) who asks 
them to sit (tulk k!lairat); water and tobacco (dfr-o-c!lil~t.m) are 
now offered ; this done the person highest in rank enq nires the 
news. To an equal he would say tenci. ahwal na melirbani l&aral¥ 
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(favour me with your news), to a person of middle clas!!, tena -Pol'lJLATIOl!r. 

ali.~alate a:e, and to all inferior ahwal ka or give your news. The 
enquiries are not so prufuse as in Sarawan and are limited to the 
welfare of t.be person concerned, his immediate relations, and gene-
rally about his tribesmen. When the new-comer has done, the 
leading roan among those present gives his news. The tribesman 
when giving news would generally begin by good wishes for his 
BardO,r (BardO,r ntf durO,khl), 

Hospitality is universally considered a duty, but the duty of Hospitality. 
entertaining strangers ordinarily falls on Chiefs, headmen, and 
other well-to-do people. Every village or settlement has a blanket 
tent set apart for the guests. The guests are entertained accord-
ing to their status; a sheep will be killed for a guest ofrank, sarda,. 
or headman, while an ordinary stranger must be content with 
what meals are ready. Bedding, grain, and fodder for the 
gul'st's animals are also freely supplied. Tho custom is 
carried to such an extreme as to plunge many men of position 
into debt. 

Chiefs of the tribes and headmen of clans claim, from the Co-operation 
1 d . h • kk h d" . h 1 among the . groups c asse as gos ' or aji, a ere 1tary r1g t to evy contri- tribesmen. 

butions on the occasion of a death or a marriage in their family, 
the former being known as bijjar and the latter as purs. They 
have a fixed rate, ordinarily one sheep per family. From their 
kinsmen, known as raJ·o-kabila the head·mao cannot demand· these 
contributions, bui they are ·made voluntarily. The tribesmen 
among themselves 1·aise subscriptions ( bijjrtr) on the occasion of 

' marriages and circumchi.:>ns, or when au individual has been reduced 
to poverty by unavoidable misfortunes through no fault of his own, 
or when he has to pay a heny fine. These are made in cash or 
kind and regar.led as debts of honour. On the occasion ofadeath, 
the kinsmen who come to condole with the deceased's family bring 
with them a sheep, some corn or cash, as purs, and the family are 
fed for the first three days by their relations. The custom of pu•• 
evP.n obtains in the ruling family of Kalat, and the Khan sends 
P'-'" ai a rate which is fixed for each •ardar of the Jhalawan and 
Sarawan confederacy. The rates for the Jhalawan Chiefs are 18 

followa :-
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PoPULATio..'i. Zarrakzai ani. Ilt.izai, Rs. 21 ; ~Iengal, Muhani~,ad Hasni, 
Magassi, Bizanjau, and Mushl.ui, Rs •. 19; Gurgnari, Sasoli, Jnttak, 
Khidra~i, Bajoi, Nichari, and Pandrani, Rs. 11. These contribu
tions are sent by the Khan on the death of a Chief, or near male 
relation of his such as a son or a brother. In the case of sardars 
of high rank, such as those of the Ralsani or Zahri tribe the Kha11 
ordinarily condoles with the family personally, in the case of a 
middle class 1ardrir he sends his son or brother, while in the case 
of minor Chiefs and heads of clans the duty is performed by one 
of the Khan's officials on his behalf. 

Ha.shar. 

Food. 

On the succession of a sardrir, the Khan confers upon him a 
khillal, the quality or quantity of which is also fixed as follows:-

(1) Zarrakzai Chief-one Kashmere shawl, one piece of brocade, 
one horse with silver harness and one dagger with a golden hilt. 

(2) Mcngal-same as ZarrakzRi bn.t without the dagger,. 

{3) Muhammad Hasni, MagRssi, Bizanjau, and l\IU:>iani, each
one Kashmere shawl, a piece of brocade, and a clwg!J, or loose over
coat of broadcloth (mrihut). 

(4) Gnrgmiri, Sasoli, Khidraoi, Jatbk, and Bajoi-one Thatta 
lungi, a coarser piece of bro.:ade and an ordinary choga. 

(5) Nichari, Pandrani, and other minor headmen-a Thatta 
lungi and a. piece of malmal (cotton cloth). 

There is in vogue a method of co-operatfon known as hashar or 
ashar in accordance with which all the villagers and friends of a' 
Jamindrir help him in erecting a hut or new embankment (hand), 

or in repairing an ~ld one; when thus employed, they and their 
animals' are fed by the person for whom the work is being done • 

. The majority of the people have only two daily meals, one in 
the morning between 10 and 12 A.M. and the other at sunset. 
The .. former is cnlled swrira and the latter sham. During the 
spring ·when milk is abnndant many of the flockowners have 
only one solid meal, in the evening, subsisting mainly on milk for the 
morning meal. Only well-to-do people take a third meal called 
niltari in the early morning which in summer consists of bread and 
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eurds, and in winter of dates and butter. Wheat is the staple food l'oPULATaoN. 

grain and is made into both leavened (khamirt.') and unleanned 
(patlri) cakes balced on a stone griddle (tdfu). The unleavened 
cakes are more commonlz in use. Travellers and shepherds on ihe 
march eat 1tur"'u made by wrapping dough round a heated stone 
and putting it in the embers, or shiti which is baked by putting 
the dough under hot ashes :and embers or heated sand. Iu the 
Mirwari country barley is the staple food grain, and in the Mula 
pass rice, "bile the people of Mashkae like thoae of 1\[akran, 
largely use dates. The poorer classes in lower and western Jhala-
wan often substitute juari. for wheat, making it into cakes. Porridge 
made of crushed wheat or pulse, and cakes of pri1h (millet) are 
also used. Pis!zt or lCJt, a porridge made of half-parched barley 
flour, is considered a delicacy. 

1\bst of the people eat their bread plain ; but the use of a pulae 
as a relish is common in the Zahri country. An infusion of 
•"ildnoh, dried whey, is poured over pieces of bread to which boiling 
ghi and onions are added. Flockowners and others who own sheep 
and goats generally use butter-milk (khdsun) with their meals. 

Fresh meat is commonly used by the Chiefs, headmen or well-to-do 
people, among whom green tea is now finding favour. In the winter 
khadit or pattao, a kind of biltong, is used by the people in Upper 
Jhalawan. It is generally made of mutton. Sheep are apecially 
fattened for the purpose and are killed about the end of October. 
The carcass is skiO:ned and cleaned and the spine and larger bone• 
removed. It is then scored over with a knife and rubbed with salt, 
wrapped in a sack and set aside for the night to drain. Next da7 
it is again salted, a stick is fastened as a spreader across each pair 
of legs and the whole finally suspended from a pole or a tree io 
the open. It is ready for use in about a month. It is examined 
from time to time and more salt and occasionally asafetida are 
rubbed in, if it shows signs of decomposition. 

When ready it is cut up and atored io a jar or sheep skin and 
is fit for use till March. Most people eat it onee a week or 
oo very cold days. Pieces of wheaten bread are broken into the 
gravy and eaten with the boiled flesh. H is usual to cook the 
klwdit with mu"'g pulse when it is called Uadit-o-pdti. 

liB 
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FoPuLATio!f• The milk commonly drunk is that of sheep or ·goats, and 
Milk an~ its sometimes of camels. Cows are mosUy kept by the people of 
preparauon~. 

Lower Jhalawao and Hab river and the Mula pass, and those who 

Fruit and 
vegetables. 

own irrigated lands. Curds, made with rennet or panerlJand 

(Withania eoagulans), form the basis of most preparations. 
Butter-milk is much consumed, next in demand to which is 
shiltf"ch, or cakes of boiled whey, which are dried and mixed 
with salt. 

Mulberries in their season in some places form the staple food 
of the poor. Fresh dates, grapes, apricots, pomegranates, and 
melons are eaten largely. Large quantities of dates are imported 
from l\Iaknin and the principal varieties comprise humU, 
muzavali,pappo,ju:tinsor and kahrulJa. Wild plants called garlJust 

and 1aresl1ko have long been employed as vegetables and young 
lucerne shoots are also not despised. In Upper Jhalawan the 
fruit of the pistaeia k!Janjak (gwan) is largely used in autumn 
and winter. 

Tobacco. Tobacco is used generally throughout the district for smoking 
and chewing, and for the latter purpose is mixed with ashes 
of naromb (Ephedra pachyelada). Snuff imported from India is 
used more especially by the elderly and the well-to-do. 

Utensils. The cooking and eating utensils are few ; they usually consist 
of a tripod, a stone griddle, an earthen pot, another of copper, 
a few drinking bowls, and a wooden plate used both for kneading 
and eating. Skins of goats and sheep are in use in every bouse
hold and include khwa, for keeping water ; hisak for milk and 
curds ; 11ik for ghi; and kit for flour. Other articles in domestic 
use are made~of goats' hair, such as jwtil, a sack for flour, kanduri 

or par11ona on which bread is served. 

Dress. Pottinger and 1\lasson, both of whom visited the country in the 
early part of the 19th century, were stro.?k with the simplicity 
of ·the llrahni dress. Tbe former remarked that " the llrahni 
always dresses in the same style, and whether it be summer or 
winter, freezing hard, or under a vertical sun, his whole 
clothes are comprised in a loose white shirt, a pair of trousers of 
the same texture, and a felt cap ; the shepherds sometimes· wear a 
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covering of white felt, made so as to wrap round the body and PoPuL.lnoN. 
come to a peak above the crown of the head. The dress of a. 
female consists of a. long shift and a pair of trousers, both of 
cotton cloth; and after they arrive at the age of puberty they wear 
over the former a kind of stays, made to lace behind, the fronts 
of which are decorated with ridiculous_ device~ of birds or 
animals worked in coloured worsted." This last garment, how-
ever, is now absolutely unknown, and Pottinger probably mistook 
for stays the embroidered patches on the breast of the shift which 
are universally worn to this day. Masson states that "the men 
wear a loose upper garment or frock called kus, extending nearly 
to the feet and giving a disorderly and womanish appearance, 
their trousers were narrow at the bottom. For coverings to the 
heRd two or three varieties of chintz cap, stuffed with cotton and 
fitting close to the head were in use, the Brahui pattern as well 
as that of Lumris of Las, being distinguished by a small tuft or 
button in the centre of the crown. The inhabitants ~f towns wear 
shoes, 11hila the nomads have a. kind of sandal ; a broad leather 
thong, frequently highly decorated and punctured with embroi-
dered boles, encircling the instep, the toes being exposed, while from 
this thong a more slender one passes round the ankles. . Lungi8 or 
turbans are not in general nse. The women are arrayed in 
large loose gowns which cover them from. head to foot and wear 
no trousers. The robes are ornamen~ed wi:h a. profusion of 
needlework in silks of diverse colours and patterns, a eMda,. .. or 
a large piece of cloth is universally worn, thrown over the head and 
trailing along the ground. The head is moreover bound with a 
fillet of black stuff or silk. The women have a dne proportion of 
&rinkets, as armlets, ear-rings, nose-rings, etc. Ornaments of 
lapis lazuli are very common. The women in towns, of the 
wealthy classes, may dress in trousers, and may affect to hide 
their faces on the appearance of a stranger, but these are 
practices arising from imitation.'' 

The description given by Masson still holds good to a 
considerable extent, though among the well-to-do classes there has 
been an appreciable change. 

The ordinary dress of the poorer classes consists oi a cotton 
ahirt (k.U), cotton trousers (dalwdr), a wrapper (kMri),. and a 
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PoruLATIOK, cheap turban; the whole costing about Rs. 4 to 5. To 
this is added a long woollen coat (s.hdZ) with open sleeves costing 
from Rs. 3 to 5, On their feet the men wear landals (cha11at) 
made ofleather, the cost being about Rs. 1·8, or of the dwarf palm 
leaves where this plant grows. Shepherds wear a felt cap only, 
in few cases, however, it is covered by a turban of a cheap sort ; 
other articles of their dress are of inferior quality, the whole 
costing about Rs. 4. 

Women's 
dress, 

The better classes wear a muslin turban (daltdr), tied over an 
Afghan peaked cap (kulZa), a shirt (kus) reaching to the knee, 
made of white langeloth and calico and buttoning on the right 
shoulder, and baggy trousers (shalwdr). To the above are added 
a cotton wrapper (kMri) for summer wear, and a thick cotton 
wrapper (khes) in winter which costi from Rs. 3 to 6. On their 
feet they wear shoes imported from Kalat, Kachhi, and Multlin. 
Cha11at1 have been replaced by shoes in the neighbourhood of 
Surab, Zahri, Nal, and Khuzdar, and by individuals who have 
occasion to be in touch with Sind and Quetta.. The total cost of 
an ordinary dre~s is about Rs. 7. 

The rise in the standard of living is noticeable in the general 
improvement in the style of the dress of the more wealthy, many 
of whom wear good turbans (Zungis), embroidered coats, and 
cotton cloths of English manufacture are now in common use 
especially those known as san and kitdbi. 

A woman's dress ordinarily coBaists of a long shift (!~,) 

reaching the ankles, a pair of drawers (slialwar), and a. wrapper 
(gull). The poorer classes do not generally use the drawers. The 
shifts and wrappers of the better classes are sometimes made of 
silk; they are ordinarily of_red cotton (alwan). For drawers a 
cheap striped cloth (aldclia) is popular. The shifts are richly 
embroidered in front. 

The total c:ost of a woman's dress, in an average case, is about 
Rs. 10, but when highly embroidered pieces for the shirt are 
used, they cost considerably more. On their feet the women 
wear a shoe (mochri), that imported from Makran being known as 
J.o.ghati. i \he nomads use a sandal (chavat). Every married 
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woman possesses an embroidered shirt made of silk or some good PorvLATIOlf. 
material and a wrapper which were presented to her on the day 
of her wedding and are kept for use on special occasions, but for 
common use a le111 embroidered garment of ordinary quality 
usually suffices. The married women generally wear a red shirt 
and are further distingnished by wearing ear-rings (panara). 
Widows always put on a black or a white plain shift. Ornaments 
are confined t.o cheap rings, worn in the nose and ears and on the 
hands and feet. Shells and beads are in common nse among the 
poorer classes. 

The men generally wear long hair (pithkav). The hair of the Hair, 

females is parted in the centre, made smooth and glossy by the 
application of various gums, and brought behind the ears, whence 
it is plaited in two braids of three strands each, one braid on each 
side of the head. These braids are prolonged by false plaits 
(cnotit) of worsted or silk, usually red in colour. The two chot&l 
are connecte4 about the level of the waist by a woollen thread 
(cnotil6and). The married women also wear short locks (su~f) of 
hair on each temple. · 

The nomadic population generally live in blanket tents (gldan•) Dwelllng1111 

in the wiuter, and in summer in a temporary shelter made by 
spreading mats over poles ( manan ). The gldan1 are made of goats' 
hair and generally consist of 11 pieces (pat), the ordinary 
width of each of which is 8 feet, and the length from 15 to 24: feet. 
Three of these piecentitched together form the fly and two stitched 
together form each of the four walls. They are stretched over 
curved wooden poles known as gi.nddr. In the front of each gi.da11 
there is usually a small courtyard fenced in by bushes. A gi.da11 
costs from Rs. 25 to Rs. 30 and should last for several years. 
Only the well-to-do can afford a separate gida" for their flocks, 
and as a rule in winter the family, lambs, kids, and all herd together 
at night in the tame tent. Gi.dan~ are also used by the cultivators 
in the spring and summer and by permanent reside~ts while on 
the march. The nomads shift their tents ordinarily within their 
respective tribal jnrisdictions from place to place in search of 
pasture. The gida• is waterproof. The numerous encampments 
of these black tents form a characteristic feature of the country 
during the spring. 
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POPULATION. The permanent inhabitants in Upper Jhalawin have mud huts, 
which in Zahri and Harboi haTe generally two storeys, while the 
housea of the eardarl and headmen often take the shape of forts 
for offensive and defensin purposes, the walls being loopholed. 
The cost of these varies from Rs. 1 0() to 300. In the MUla pas&, 

Kolachi and l\lashkae valleys, the huts (kudi1) are made of tamarisk 
hurdles. The dimensions nry, the larger huts being often about 
20 feet by 10. Each family has nsually two huts, one of 
which is the ura or family dwelling place and the other (bae-1) is 
used for storing fodder. A third hut for cattle (ger or ged) is 
sometimes provided separately. During the winter some of the 
permanent residents keep their cattle in an underground hd 
known as "und or khond. The huts are generally made facing the 
south and east in order to avoid the cold north winds in the winter. 
Caves in hills, known locally as bhdd, are sometimes used by 
nomads in winter in Pandr&.n, Mamatawa, and the Dhrun hills. 

Disposal of 
the dead. 

No beds or lamps are used by the majority of the tribesmen, 
either settled or nomad, and the household furniture is scanty, 
consisting generally of a few carpets, quilts, and pillows which are 
piled on one side of the hut or giddn, skins for water, grain, flour 
and gki" a stone griddle, some cooking pots and a handmill 

(nmkhal). 

· The method of burial usual among Muhammadans is in vogue, 
the body being laid on its back with the head to the north and the 

_ face turned to the west. The mulZd draws the kal&ma either on a 
strip of cloth (patt•1 which is wrapped round the forehead, or on a 
stone which is placed close to the head in the wall of the grave. 
:Mourning lasts for three days in the case of a person over seven 
years ·old and for one day in that of a child. On the first day no 
food is cooked, but the family of the deceased is feel by friends and 
relations. Persons coming to condole with the family from a 
distance bring a sheep or some cash a9 an offering (purs) and are 
entertained by the bereaved family. In case of the death of Chiefs 
the headmen of clans and sections pay formal visits of condolence 
to the heir of the deceased on behalf of their clans and present to 
him a. dastar in acknowledgment of his position, the mali-paying 
subjects having to make other fixed contributions (pu1·_s ). 
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Two &tones are placed on a grave, one at the head and the other POPULATION. · 

at the foot, those in cases of 1ardars and headmen being larger. 
and in such cases the graves are often surrounded by low mud 
walls. 

The nomads, i£ on the march, temporarily inter a corpse (o.manat) 

and when convenient remove it. to the tribal cemetery. When a 
man dies childless (aiwar) sheep are killed, a atone cairn, an 
enclosure for a mosqne and a miniature hearth to represent a 
guest-house, are erected in his name on a public thoroughfare
these memorials being collectively known as badofarr. The Zikris 
offer no prayer-ni111a1 jana1a-for the dead. 

The amusements are such as one would expect to find among Amu1111~ents 
·1 · ·1· d 1 'I'h. · d b t . and fest1vala. a wt d and unc1vt 1ze peop e. e m cor game t a 11 most 

popular is katar, which somewhat resembles chess and ia played 
with 9 or 18 pebbles or pieces of wood known ae the ftuh·handi or 
harhdah-handi, respectively. Boys play with knuckle bones (her$ 
or heJ,) and are also fond of marbles (gor,). Mention may be 
made of the common amusement followed by Bdhuis, during the 
winter of assembling by the fire-side and solving riddles 
which are known as chacha, The most popular outdoor 
games are hu,j& or ju, a kind of prisoners base i aZlahdad, a kind 
of hide and seek; wrestling (mal or hak); and till& which is played 
with bat and ball, Racing (go), tent-pegging (ne•ah4:n), ·and 
dancing (ohtlp) are also indulged in on festive occasions, such as the 
I J and at marriages and circumcisions, The ch4p performed by the 
people of Nich&raand Zahri is famous, It is popular among both 
men and women. The dancers move in a. circle, clapping their 
bands ; a Lori generally stands in the centre and beats the drum. 
Men and women dance in separate circles. Coursing is done only 
by a few lif the well-to-do. Shooting is considered an accomplish
ment and the variety of .hikdr known as wer, by which wild 
sheep are rounded up and then driven past the concealed 
sportsmen is especially affected by Chiefs and men of position. 
Singing is also a popular amusement, but is practised generally 
by Loris who make a speciality of ballads commemorating tribal 
heroes, each tribe generally possessing a musician whose servir.es 
are requisitioned on festivo occasions. Young lads often indulge 
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POPVUTIOR. in reciting Balnchi ballads and playing a kind or guitar called 
dG•btirtJ. 

Festivals. The only festivals of consequence are the two Id1 known as 
6halla-itl and chuna-ld, which are celebrated at all villages and 
encampments ; on these occasions horse races, tent-pegging and 
dancing form the chief amUsement. 

Shrines. Shrines are ubiquitous, almost every village graveyard and 
important points on principal routes having a patron saint. 
Reverence for such saints is very strong among the whole of the 
population. The majority of these shrines consist of little more 
than a heap of stones or a rough mud or stone enclosure, 
surrounded by some poles to which rags, horns of wild goats 
and metal bells are attached. The shrine of Pir Shah Kamal in 
Zidi is, however, enclosed in a solid structure. The best known 
shrines in the district are those of Pir Sultan Arifi in N orgama 
(Zahn), Sakhi Ramadan in Rodenjo, Lalla Sulaimao in S-.1rab, 
Pir Umar on the banks of the Siman river near Khuzdar, Pir 
Shah Kamal in Zidi, Pir Lakha in the 1\Iula pass (a special resort 
of childless women), Husain Bari in Waruma near Chaku, and 
Pir Kalandar in the Ledav river, a tributary of the MUla. The 
shrine of Sultan in Zahri is much revered by the people and ~y 
offender who takes refuge within ita precincts is safe so long as he 
remains there. 

Pir Umar's shrine is on the banks of the Siman river, midway_ 
from Khuzdar to Waher. The saint is said to have met with his 

death in Panjglir where his shrine still exists and where he is said 
to have dispersed the forces of the .Mongols by miracles and 
rescued the people of Panjglir from further trouble at their handR. 
There is a pool of water containing fine fish, the preserve of the 
saint, and in it BDBpected o:lieoders are tried by ordeal. 

The shrine of Pir Shah Kamal is in a magnificent mausoleum 
at Zidi on the banks of the Kolachi river. His descendants who 
reside at Nahfg in Sind have immense influence in Khnzd&r, as 
they are credited with possessing power to increase, decrease. or 
stop the . water-supply of rivers and kareze~. They are given 
one-third of the produce of the State lands in Karkh, Rs. 100 
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per annum out of the •ung proceeds o~ Khnzdar, and also levy PoPvLATION0 
various small contributions known as tuk in Khuzdar and Kalat. · 

Both among girls and boys many names are to be found which . Names and 
are possibly of totemistic origin. They are borrowed from trees, titles. 

plants, and animals, s~ch as gwani_(pistachio), khati (olive), and 
maZakhi (locusts); such names are, however, most.iy confined to 
the servile classes and to the more ignorant classes among the 
Brahuis, A totemistic name is given when previous children 
have died young, the belief being that a child named after • plant,. 
etc., will have a long life. In other cases the denominations used, 
for men are those usual among Muhammadans while, in lhe case 
of women, names beginning or ending with Bibi, Kbatun, Gul 
and Nazare popular.such as Bibi Naz, Gul Bibi, Mudd Khatun 
1\bh Naz or Naz Bibi, etc. Shortened forms of the long names 
given to men, such as Taj11 for Taj Muhammad, Pakhu for 
Fakir Muhammad, etc,, are frequently used. • 

:No ceremonies are observed on the birth ·of a girl,- and such is 
the dislike for a girl among the Zahris that a father whose first 
child happens to be a girl receives a sound shoe beating from bis 
near male relatives unless he offers them a. sheep or goat as a 
bribe. The birth or' a son is announced by firing guns and there 
are general rejoicings. Infants of both se~es are named on thtt 
sixth night after their birth, the former by female relations and 
the latter by the father in consultation with a mulla 'or IJ~me 

other pious man. The custom of naming the first child after the 
grandfather is common, and is based on the consideration that it 
aerves as a memorial. The title of aardar, though . officially 
used for the Chiefs of principal tribes, is locally employed 
by the tribesmen, for the heads of clans whose proper title 
is mir, a term also prefixed to the names of members of the 
Chiefs family and othl'!r leading men. The titles arhd.fJ and rais 

are used by the well-to-do people among the Khan's temmts. 
Among titles possessing a religious significance may be mentioned 
the suffix aM.h, which is given to Saiads only, the term mulla is 
applied to men who P.ave same pretensions to religions learning. 
}'or Loris, who work a11 blacksmith• and carpenters, the term of 
courte:>y is tata', and Hindus are similarly addressed as lhU.hUkur. 

leiS 
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POPULATION. A knowledge of the rules of honour (may6r), which prevailed 
ho!::~ of among the people before the British occupation and which still 

influence thf'ir actions to a great extent is not without importance 
'from the point of view of administration, and a short reference 
may be made to them here. It was incumbent on a tribesman:-

(1) To avenge blood. 

(2) To fight to the death for a person who had taken refuge 
with him. The refugee was called M.hot and was alwaJS 
maintained by his protector so long as he remained under the 
latter's •oof. 

• (3) To defend to the last animals and other property entrusted 

to him. 

(4) To be hospitable and to provide for the aafety of the 
person and property of a guest. 

(5) To refrain from killing a woman, a Hindu, a menial, or a 
boy who had not taken to trousers. 

(6) To either pardon an offence on the intercession of a woman 
of the offender's family or to dismiss the woman with a dress as 
a token of honour. Exception would, however, always be made 
in cases of murder due to adultery. 

(7) To refrain from killing a man who had entered the shrine 
of a saint, so long as he remained within its precincts. 

(8) To cease fighting when a mulla, a Saiad or a woman 
bearing the Koran on his or her head, or a naked sword in hand, 
intervened between the parties. 

(9) To punish both the adulterer and the adulteress with death. 

System of In pre-British days if -the parties were of equal position and 
l'eprieals. influence, blood had to be avenged by blood ; but if the relations 

of the deceased were weak, the matter could be compromised by 
the payment of compensation. In cases in which the partie! 
belonged to the same tribe and the offender himself was on1 
of reach, his nearest relation was slain. If, however, th• 
offender belonged to another tribe, it was incumbent on tb1 
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aggrieved party to kill one of the aection, clan, or: tribe to .Pol'trLATio~. 
which the former belonged. Such a system was liable to 
indefinite extension, and led to interminable blood. feuds which 
could only be checked if the authorities or· friends intervened 
to arbitrate. The losses on either side were then reckoned up 
and compensation was paid to ihe side which had lost most. 
'!'he only departure from this rule is that in case of adultery. 
If the adulterer is able to escape, his other relations are not 
molested, the culprit being the only person on whom vengeance 
is wreaked. : 

Might was right in days gone by and the position of the party Blood com· 
aggrieved was the principal factor in determining the price to be pensation, 
paid for blood; hence the compensation for a muZla, a. Saiad, or 
a person belonging to a. sardar-khel or leading family was 
ordinarily double that payable for a tribesman. Similarly com• 
pensation for mem~ers of subject races such as Hindus, servile 
dependants and Loris was high in consideration of their usefule 
ness and protected position ; but in such cases no rates were fixed, 
indeed, a case occurred very seldom, a tribesman considering j. 
derogatory to attack any one not his naJ or mat, i.e., a person 
of an equal status. The Loris were specially dreaded for thei 
ability to compose satirical poem'J and the compensation in their 
case is described to be as much as Rs~ 14,000 to Rs. 20,000. 

The general rate, as fixed in the time of Nasir Kban I, was 
Rs. 2,700 plus another Rs. 100 to be paid to the Khan of 
Kaiat, if the latter decided the case. In cases occuning between 
the members of the Bizanja.u and Mcngal tribes, which were 
frequent in old days, the rate ofblood money was 14 camels Talued 
at Rs. 40 each. Cash payments were rare and land, camels, 
bullOI'ks, sheep, goats, arms, and girls were usually giTen instead, 
a girl (sang) for this purpose being valued at Rs. 500, and other 
articles being priced con siderabl:yhigher than their intrinsic 
value. One rupee paid in cash counted as five. The punishment 
which waa most dreaded ~as to require the aggressor and one 
or two of his relations to surrender their arms in a tribal assembly 
known as mukh, and this was considered equivalent tQ. half the 
amount of compensation payable. · . 
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POPULATION. The rate of compensation now prevailing is 'Rs. 1,500 which 
is paid in cash, and in addition to which a further sum o( 

Rs. 500 is levied as a fine. 

Compensation for serious injuries was variously estimated for 
different parts of the body. The loss of an eye or leg was 
counted as equivalent to half a life ; compensation for the loss of 
an arm was Rs. 500, for a finger Rs. 100, and for a tooth 
Rs. 70; and in cases of theft, the thief, if caught, was both 
tortured and required tO pay eleven times the value of the 

property stolen. 



CHAPTER H.-ECONOMIC •. 

Jhalawan, the Kohistan of Baluchistan, consists generally of AGBICUL'lUBB 

1 . . . I f . General con· 
val eya, some of considerable Width, lymg among o ty mountain ditions. 
ranges. The inhabitants are flockowners and breeders first, ane 
cultivators afterwards, the cultivation being confined to thd 
valleys and the flats bordering the river beds, and mainly depend:-
ent for water on a precarious and scanty rainfall, the floods from 
the hills and the overflow of the rivers. The country gradually 
slopes from north to south and, though mountainous, is not 
barren, a single fall of seasonable rain being sufficient to clo~he 
the valleys and slopes of the hills with verdure and ensure a. good 
crop on the khushkava or rain crop lands. An imagin~ry line 
drawn east and west through Baghwana would divide the counr 
try into the natural divisions of north and south but agricultur-
ally it is better divided into Upper, Central, and Lower Jhalawan. 

The principal valleys in which cultivation is carried on are_ 
called after the rivers which flow through them, and are-the 
llingol, comprising ~urab, Gidar, Gresha, N 3.1, and J au; the Mula. 
including Pandran, Zahri, and the Mula pass; the Kol:ichi com~ 
prising Tutak, Baghwana, Khuzdar, Zidi; and the Koiachi and. 
Gaj passes; the Matihkae including Koda, Korask, Jebri, 1\lash
kae, Gwarjak, etc.; the Porali comprising Wad and its neighbour
hood and the Karu including Karkh and Chaku. All these 
rivers are subject to heavy floods which inundate and fertilize 
the land on either bank, but none have a. continuous flow of water 
throughout their coorse. 

The quantity of permanently irrigated land is small, less than 
one-fourth of that under cultivation, and is situated on the skirts 
of the hills at Sun1b, and the upper part of Bhagwana; where water 
is available from the perennial streams coming down from the 
mountains, and on the banks of the rivers whence water is drawn 
through small channels called kaurJo, the best cultivation being 
naturally in the centre of the valley nearest thl' river- bed · and 
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gradually decreasing towards the sides and slopes of the hills, 
as the difficulty of conveying the water from the river· bed 
increases. 

The various descriptions of soil are known as matt,. karkal8 

rekpad, zhallll and Borah. Of these matt is the best and richest, 
consisting of silt washed down from the hills. It is of a c!Ryey 
nature.. Karkat is considered next best, it is harder, cracks 
when dry and requires breaking up after ploughing, but wants 
less water than matt. Both matt and karkat are suitable for 
spring crops and are to be- met in Sun1b, Gidar, Harboi, Pand
ran, parts of Baghwana, Tutak, Nal, Koda, Karkh, Korask, and 
Jaa. Rekpdd is a light sandy soil found only at Wad. Wheat, 
barley, and juari grow well on it, T>ut the crop is considered inferior 
to. that grown on matt or karkat. It is well suited for melons, 
onions, and vegetables generally. ZhalU is a gravelly soil, foand 
in the irrigated areas of Surab and Khuzdar, on the'skirts of the 
hills and along the banks of the rivers. It is suitable for corn 
and vegetables, but the crops grown on it are thin, and require 
great care. Sorah or salt land is the poorest soil of all, and is 
found in large tracts at Hisar in Zahri; the Gidar, Nondrav 
valley in the :Mirwari conn try ;. and between J.\.I{r-na-shahr and 
Bajoi in Baghwana. 

No statistics are available as to tne yearly rainfall. There· are 
two rainy seasons, the summer rains (~asndm) being expected 
from the last week in July to the end of Angnst, and the winter 
raina (ehiUd-i-tkar) from the end of December till the com
mencement of February. Showers are also expected in September 
or October (luadat~). 

The rainfall is an important factor in the cultivation of non
irrigated land, and, in some cases, easily discouraged cultivators 
will, on the failure of the summer and autumn rains, trek with 
their families to Sind in search of employment leaving their 
landS" fallow and without waiting for the winter rains. 

Population While there is no particular class engaged especially in agricul
:1agtepe!~: tu.re like the Jats of Kachhi, nearly every one has a greater or less 
ent on, agri· interest in cultivation more particularly that of non-irrigated 
culture. ' 
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or dry crop land. The majority of the inhabitants are primarily 
tlockowners and breeders, taking up agriculture more as a means 
of providing food for themselves and families and forage for their 
animals than with a view to sale or export. Generally thrift. 
.less, unaccustomed and disinclined to much active exertion, 
preferring a nomadic life, they are unfitted for the incessant 
and continuous work required on a farm in _:the busy season and so 
are easily discouraged by scanty rains or an unfavourable season. 
The cultivators are generally the landlords themselves, but 
tenants are also employed. 

AGBICUi.. 
'rUB B. 

The cultivator divides the year generally into nine periods of Seasons of the 
40 days each, known. as the ~hill1 and these nine chilli are as year, •owing 

• and harvest. 
follows:-

Cl1illa-i-sabz commencing from 16th March; chilla-i-zara, 
A.Mr, Suwan- or lJashO.m • SoMl, Najt, chilla-i-khusk, l!loilla-t 
thar, and chilla-i-sW1. ; the zamindart of Baghwana. add ten days, 
after Sawan and call this period Jeth. 

Two principal harvests are recognised : the jopak or spring har
vest, which includes the crops sown between October and January 
and reaped by the month of June ; and the hUme• or autumn 
harvest which includes the crops sown from May to August and 
reaped by the month of November. The following are the 
chief crops produced at each harvest:- Jopak or spring harvest; 
wheat (Triticum sativum), barley (Hordeum vulgare) ; Mmen or 
autumn harvest ; juuri. (Andropog?n sorgllum) ; rice (Orgza 

sativa) ; prisA or gal (Panicum "''"liaceum); mung (Pnaseolus 
tnungo); shi.r or nlgins (Lens esoulenta); bhang (Ca'l}nabi.s satit·a); 
tobacco ( NicotiaM ta6aoum). 

Both the sowing and harvest times are earlier in Lower, later in 
Centl·a.l, and latest io Upper Jhalnwan. 

Wheat is the principal crop throughout the country except in Staple food 
the few tracts nearest the sea in Lower Jhalawan where, owing graina: Wheat 
to the dampness of the climate, barley bas superseded it. 

Upper Jha.lawan is celebrated for its wheat, that from 
Surkh~n in the Harboi division, being aai!l to be the best and 
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,t\GRICUL- most nourishing, but that of Central Jbalawan is not so highly 
TUBE, 

thought of. 

Wheat is sown in. October and Kovember in irrigated land, and 
up to January in unirrigated land in Lower Jhalawan, and har
~ested from ~pril to June. 

The land is watered and when dry ploughed. Twenty days 
afterwards it is generally, not always, ploughed again, and left 
until two weeks before sowing when it is again watered, a week 
later harrowed, and sown the week following. 

There are three ways of sowing, called chhal, kil, and n ari. 
The seed is sprinkled broadcast (ckhat), by hand, the ground 
afterwards ploughed and harrowed, and if irrigated is. divided 
into slightly embanked plots. Irrigated lands are mostly sown 
by Dhkat, Kil is a >rery expensive and rarely practised method, 
only used on irrigated lands when there is reason to think 
that seed sown by ckhat will fail. The ground having been sown 
as for ckhat, is then reploughed, a man following the plough 
with a bag of seed, and sprinkling it just in the freshly-turned 
fnrrow. The ground is then harrowed and divided into small 
plots as in chhat. Nari. or drilling is the common method, 
almost universal on non-irrigated land and occasionally adopted 
on irrigated land. It is more economical as the seed, instead of 
being sprinkled broadcast by hand, is placed in a holder (ndri) made 
of pisk or ~ood &lid fastened t') the handle of the plough whence 
the seed drops grain by grain as the plough moves. The land 
is not harrowed after sowing, but irrigated land is formed into 
the small plots' already referred to. It is estimated that a piece 
of la.nd requiring one seer of seed sown by this method would 

· take four seers by ckkat and six or seven by kil. 

Fifteen days after sowing, when the seeds have germiMted 
and the sprouts are just rising above the ground, the field is well
watered and then left until the spring, the second watering not 
being given till three months ·before harvesting, after which it 
i!' regularly waterPd until ripe. The above refers generally to 
irrigated lands. 
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In unirrigated land the procedure is much the same, except 
that the ground is not divided into small, slightly embanked 

plots nor harrowed, and the watering will depend on the rainfall 
or such irrigation as the winter floods may afford. · · 

TUB II. 

The crop is cut by labourers who are given one bundle out Harvesting 
o[ every 20 bundles of harvested crop, as their wages; the cultiva- and threshing 

tor and his family superintending the removal of the bundles to 
the threshing fl..Jor. 

The method of threshing is that usual in India, a long pole 
being placed in the ground in the centre of the threshing floor 

and bullocks and donkeys being driven round it to tread out the 
grain. Tbreijhing being ovfr, both straw and grain are collected 
into a heap and the winnowing is then commenced with the four
pronged fork. The process is repeated several times till the 
grain is quite clean. A propitious day and hour having been 
selected for the purpose, the division (batc:i) is carried out with 
all ceremony, the actual sharing being done by a pious mulld. 

The principal varieties cultivated are the dayak, sJiorawaki Varieties cul
kan,dahari, ktit, suhr-6ij or surkh-hij, pesar, sundia, trim&hi and tivated. 
oeroli. Of these the dayak, short.waki and T'cmdahdrl are the 
favourites both for growing and seed, being the quickest to ripen, 
the most reliable and needing least water. For ,eating they are 
not considered equal to the kut, bread made from them being 
said to dry quickly~ They have bearded heads. 

E.ut and 110hr-bij or surkh-bij are generally grown on the irri~ 

gat£d lands in Surab, Harboi, and Zahri and require ample 
water. Dread made from them is said to be better than that 

made from any of the other varieties. Pesar is the chief variety 
grown in J.!bri and M.a.shkae and a little has lately been intro
duced into Surab. It looks extremely well, the grain being 
large and white but as an edible it is only esteemed as 6boB, 
that is plucked when half ripe and parched, bread made from 
the ripe corn being considered dry and tasteless. It is not bearded 
and requires plenty of water and careful tending. Trimtili' and 
g(ruli are greatly esteemed for bread. They are grown mainly in 
Central Jhalawan especially in Baghwana and Wad, They 

17B 
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require more care and water than the dayak, shorftwa1ci or the 
kandalia.ri. The geroli is of a reddish colour. S{mdia, some
times called shutar-dandan, on account of the length of its grain 
and resemblance to camel's tooth, is grown in Z.idi and Wad m 

Central Jhalawan, and while not of the best description is 
considered superior to pesar. It has a. blackish beard. 

The principal disease to which wheat crop is liable is the rust 
or ratti. It is attributed to excess of rain or irrigation, in the 
spring and cessation of the north wind ( goric7~ ). 

Next to wheat, barley is probably the most important crop, 
particularly in the Mfrwari district of Lower Jhalawan, where 
owing to the dampness of the climate it has superseded wheat as 
the staple food. It is extensively grown in Zahri, where it is used 
as a food for cJlts. Of the two varieties generally grown that 
known asjau is the ordinary sort, the _other being a superior kind 
called ding-i-Jau. This latter requires more care and more water 
and is the favourite variety in the Khuzdar niubat. Lately a 
. custom has sprung up in Central Jhalawan, which is rapidly 
extending, of mixing barley seed with that of wheat in the propor• 
tion of one-fourth barley to three-fourths wheat and sowing them 
together. The chief object of this is to obtain food for the culti
vator, his family and cattle at a. time when both food and forage 
are scarce. The barley so sown, is plucked when half ripe, the 
corn being parched or boiled for the household, while the stalks afford 
a succulent food for the cattle. When cultivated by itself barley 
is sown later and reaped earlier than wheat. It is hardier than 
wheat and does not require so much care or water. It is grown 
both on irrigated and unirrigated lands being often sown on the 
atter when the lateness of the winter rains has prevented the 

sowing of wheat. 

Several varieties are cultivated in Jhalawan, the principal being 
called turi and k!J.ngar. The stalks of the former are so sweet 
~s to be eaten like sug~rcane, and are also relished as fodder 
by cattle. Kangar is not so sweet but the stalks are thicker, and 
it is more productive. · It is sown both in irrigated and nnirrigated 
land in Uppe~ Jhalawan after the spring rains in April or May, 
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some six weeks later in Central, and up to August in Lower 
Jhalawan. IIarvegt commences in August or September in 
Upper, correspondingly later in Central, and up to· November in 
Lower Jhalawan, the crop being estimated to take 100 days to 
ripen in each case. 

On irrigated lands it is sown by hand, sprinkled broadcast, or 
Ly the drill, and wholly by the drill on unirrigated land, melons 
being often sown with it. In M:ashkae the seed is steeped in . 
water for 24 hours and then dried in the sun before sowing, and 
in irrigated land it is planted in seed beds, and well watered, the 
plants being transplanted when about a foot high. It is a crop 
which rapidly exhausts the soil, and requires as much water and 
manure as can be given it. It is harvested, threshed, and winnowed 
as in Kachhi. The stalks are used as fodder for cattle and horses. 
It is subject to a disease called put1c, l;:nown as kauri in Kachhi. 

Rice is cultivated elong the bed of the .Mula, Mashkae, and 
Kolachi rivers in Central ; in small quantities in Gazg, Paudr8n, 
Mishk, and Khuzdar in Upper ; and PClar and Ornach in Lower 
Jhalawan; the Mula pass and Mashkae being the chief centres. 
The soil is prepared in April, and the seed sown in May. The 
ground is ploughed twice, then harrowed, and after any remain
ing clods have been broken, is well-manured and divided into 
fields or plots embanked sufficiently to retain water some inehes 
deep Water is then run over these fields or plots until it is at last 
3 inches deep and allowed to sink in, after which the ground 
is thoroughly cleared of any rubbish, and, if necessary re-harrowed. 
The seed is sown broadcast and the ground kept well watered 
until the seed begins to sprout, when the water is again run over the 
land which is now kept well-flooded and the roots thoroughly 
immersed until the crop ripens in September. As will be seen, 
water is the great necessity and the cultivator has to risk not 
only failure by the running dry of the river but also mountain 
floods coming with sufficient force to sweep away his puny embank
ments and stop the thorough immersion of the roots, until they 
can be rt>paired, which takes time ; the out-turn is, however, so 
large, varying in a favourable year from one to two hundred fold, 
as to amply repay him for the risk. The young l'lants are not 
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transplanted as in Sind, the cultivator being quite content if be 
can keep his crop sufficiently watered. Several varieties of rice 
are grown, the sukdasi or sukrasi and the jatnhali being the 
most common, the former is considered the better in quality, and 
the latter the more productive. There is no difference in culti
vation, but jamM.li which is slightly the thicker and heavier, is 
generally kept for household use, and the sukdasi for sale and 
export. The seed of sukdasi originally came from Sind while 
that of jambU.li is indigenous. 

Rice requires but little manure, over-manuring inducing a 
disease called ranj which causes the head and stalks to sweat ·and 
exude a sticky substance which by sticking the leaves and plants 
together causes them to gradually wither away. Rice forms the 
staple food of the people in the localities in which it is grown, 
being generally husked in mortars. The stalks (lizzi), are almost 
useless for fodder, being only sparingly given \Vhen mixed with 
other kinds. 

Prlrh orgaZ. Prish is sown broadcast throughout Upper Jhalawan, on 

Mung. 

irrigated land; it follows wheat and barley, being sown about 
.Tune and cropped in August; on unirrigated laud it is sown 
after the April or May rains, usually mixed with juari. and 
melons. It takes about 70 days to ripen. There are two 
variet;es-prlsh, a pale yellow colour (Pan.icum miliaceum) nnd 
piuA prlsh, a white variety (Pan.icum Italicum), the latter is the 
better but the former is the more common and productive. Both 
are used as food by the poorer people and also as fodder for 
cattle and camels, bnt not for horses or donkeys with which it does 

not agree. 

Mung is cultivated to a- great extent ·on irrigated land at 
Zahri, and in smaller quantities on unirrigated lands at Wad, 

_Oroach, and Jan. It is sown broadcast in Jnly generally with 
juari and harvested in October. In Wad and Jan the roots are 
attacked by a worm, while in the Mula pass and Zahri its leaves 
and flowers suffer from the attacks of a small fly. It is mainly 
grown for. home consumption, though small quantities are 
exported from Zahri to Kalat. 
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The dr" stalks are given as fodder to camels and cattle. AGRicur.-
" TURK. 

The other crops need little description. Jlatar or. pea. is grown 'hher crops. 

in small quantities in Upper Jhalawan. It is sown in N,>Vember 
and hRrvested about a week before barley. It is sometimes 

plucked when half ripe, and parched and eaten; when ripe it is 

boiled whole and eaten with wheat, 

Shlr or nig,:nz is a red pulse. It is grown on irrigated lands, 

sown in October or November and harvested just before barley. 

Bhang is cultivated in small quantities in N£ch3.ra, Norgama, Stimulants. 

Surab, Baghwana, and Khuzdar, on irrigated lands, and at Lahr Bhat~g. 
in Nicbara on unirrigated land. Cltara1 is ·extracted from it. 

There is very little local cousumption in Jhalawain, both 6h~ng 

and clzara1 being exported to the tribal area in Kachhi. A 
detailed account of the method of cultivation and of the extraction 
of charas is given in the Sarawdn Gazetteer. 

Tobacco is cultivated in parts of Upper Jhalawan, and in con· Tobacco. 
aiderable quantities in Surab, Gidar (Toba), Zahri, Ba"hwana, and 

Mashkae, That grown in Mashkae is renowned for its flavour 

and is supplied to the Khan of Kalat. The method of cultiva-

tion is the same as adopted in Sarawan. 

There is no fixed rotation for various kinds of crops. Irrigated Rotation, 
) d . h' h b h h .. d . a . . . d . out-turn and an m w 1c ot w ea. an JU n crops are raiSe 1n one and manuring of 
the same year is manured every second year, while that from crops. 

which only ooe crop is raised in a year is 111anured every third 

year. Barley, prish, mung, and tobacco fields are also manured. 
The droppings of cattle and sheep is the only manure nsed, and 
in eome places animals are tethered in the fields with this object. 

No crop experiments have been made in the district, and the 
yield per acre canno' be ascertained. The out--turn much depends 

on the quality of the soil and on timely irrigation, and accord. 
ingly varies with the seasona, The cultivators roughly estimate 
that the average out-turn of wheat is ten fold in irrigated land, 
fifty fold in unirrigated land, in a good se-ason, eight fold of juan, 
one hundred t.o two hundred fold of rice, fifty fold of prlsh, and 

ten fold of mung. 
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Fruit culture is but little studied, trees are fairly plentiful 
throughout the country, nearly every place irrigated by perennial 
water having its garden, but the fruit itself is of inferior quality 
consisting of common varieties deteriorated through want of care; 
the propagation of good stocks, budding or grafting are unknown 
though the climate is, in most parts, favourable to frnit growing. 

The following are the principal varieties grown: apricots, 
apples, mulberries, pomegranates, dates, grapes, almonds, plums, 
walnuts, peaches, and figs. Of these the pomegranate is the most 
common, being found in nearly every garden. There are two 
varieties, sweet and sour, the sour ones being dried and used as a 
condiment. Of the sweet there are two descriptions, ddnai, the 
commonest, having a hard grain and inferior flavour, and bed.J.na 
of good flavour and without hard seeds, but this is scarce. 
Apricots, apples, and mulberries are found in Northern Jhalawlio, 
Suratb, Nfchllra, Pandratn, and Mishk in Zahri with a few in 
Baghwana. Walnuts only grow in Nfchlira and Zahri, which 
latter place is also famous for urr.ab or chela, a species of small 
plum eaten both fresh and dried. Figs are common throughout 

he country. 

Date palms. :Mashkae, Jebri, Nal, and Ornatch are the chief centres of the 
cultivation of the date palm, the following being the principal 
varieties: Krock, Kakruba, Muzdwati, Ap-i-danldn, Skakar, 
Haleni, Sau.zo, Rabai,and Jwan-sor. The harvest commences in 
September. The best date1 are those of Nal. Those of Jebri and 
Masbkae are of about the same quality as those of Kech. The 
method of cultivation is the same as prevalent in Makran.* 

v etable A few vegetables are grown in Jhalawan but are not used to eg s. . , , 
any great extent. The Hindu)hopkeepers of Nal and Baghwana 
grow a few for their own- use ; carrots and onio?s are g-rown in 
Sillab, Gidar, and Tutak, an inferior kind being also grown on the 
irrigated lands in Nal and Ma~hkae. A small quantity of beans is 

also grown in Yashkae. 

Extension There has been neither extension nor improvement in cultiva,.. 
and improve- tion, indeed, the numerous remains of massive stone-built 

ment. 
• Vide Makran Gaal'fteer, pages 166-177. 
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embankments (gahrbands) for storing water and irrigating the 
land with a completeness now unknown, and the disused krirezes 
scattered throughout the country, prove that it was once 
cultivated to an extent now undreamt of and by people of a much 
higher civilization than the present owners. The cause of decay 
can now only be conjectured, but it probably commenced with 
the widespread ruin that accompanied the Mongol conquerors and 
was completed by their successors. In later times neither tho 
Jadgals, who are said to have first re-populated the country, nor 
the Brahois who succeeded them, proved good agriculturists, both 
preferring a predatory and pastoral nomadic life to agriculture. 
Nasir Khan I, from the sanadB given by him, appears to have 
encouraged agriculture, but after his death tribal disputes 
recommenced, and it is only within the last quarter of a century 
that, owing to increased security of life and property, the 
cultivators have begun to devote their attention to agriculture. 
The poverty and ignorance of the people has greatly retarded 
progress, and though a. rise in the price of land and the construc-
tion of three new kareze• in Gidar and Tutak are indication.s of 
improvement still progress can only be very slow until better 
irrigation and many new ,,,J.rezes secure them to some extent from 
dependence on a precarious rainfall. On the other hand, less 
land is in cultivation than in former days, the cultivation of 
madder has almost disappeared and that of cotton, once considers-
able in the 1\lula pass and Karkh, is fast dying out. 

JGRJCUi.-
TUBE. 

1'he principal agricultural implements are langhdr, the plough ; Implements. 

jugh, yoke; Hr~, harrow; mala, clod crusher; Ul, spade; kudal, 
mattock; lash&, sickle ; dalli, a -wooden spade for removing 
manure ; dhall, large wooden spade lined with tin and worked by 
two or three men. 

Indebtedness is universal, the inability to find fresh lenders lndebtednest 

being the only restriction. Naturally thriftless, a single unfavour-
able season is sufficient to send fiockowner or agriculturist to the 
lania, and once involved, it is rarely that the debtor extricates 
himself. Ordinarily advances are made in kind, and limited to 
v•hat the /,ania considers the debtor can repay from ~hat year's 
harvest or the young, fleeces, and ghi of his flocks, the lJania or 
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his agent being generally the first to attend the 6al4i or the 
weaning of the young stock, to demand payment. He can also 
rely on the local headman to influence reluctant payt>rs, as 
himself a debtor, he is glad to curry favour by such assistance. 

The rate of interest varies, but As. 4 in the rupee or 25 per 
cent. per annum is the common rate, though this is at times 
increased by fixing the rate of payment above the normal, e. g., 
lilopposing the rate for grain to be three kasas per rupee repay
ment would be fixed at four k&sas per rupee. In cases like the 
above written agreements are rare, being restricted to cases of 
large advances in cash to tribal Chiefs and local men of means, 
when they are drawn np by the village muZM. The 6anias, too, 
are the pawnbrokers of their district, making small advances on 
jewels, rugs, household furniture, etc., for which the interest 

varies from 6 pies to 2 annas per rupee per mensem. 

Land mortgage with right of possession is usually restricted to 
the. tn'besmen themselves, the mortgagee retaining possession of 
the land until the debt has been discharged. 

Sheep, goats, horses, camels, bullocks, and donkeys are the 
principal domestic animals. Jhalawan is not, however, a horse 
breeding district, and a few ponies only are to be found, though 
the Zarra.kzai and Bizanjau Chiefs possess an excellent breed of 
horses. Plough oxen are generally imported from Kachhi and 
Las &1a. The indigenous bnllocks are of inferior type, small in 
size, lfght in build, and reddish in colour, and are chiefly used as 
beasts of burden. The detailed description of prevalent cattle 
diseases given in the Sarawan Gazetteer applies also to Jhalawan. 
Every Hindu shopkeeper has a number of donkeys, which he uses 
for transport and for riding.- Fowls are largely reared; grey
hounds known as &hanki and zeri and shepherd's dogs (bUr) are 

not uncommon. 

Camels are the baggage and transport animals of Jhalawan and 
kept chiefly for those purposes. There is no local breed; the 
animals in possession of the tribesmen are generally males and 
are imported from Kharan, Makran, Kachhi, and Nushki~ The 
Mrr Haji M~ngals of Sar-.lna, the Mnhammadzai Mcngals of 
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:Mamatawa: the people of tho Khidrani country, and' the Nicb&ris 
of Nichara, own a considerable number of cam~ls. The camels 
a.re generally distributed throughout tho country in- small 
units, each owner looking after his own stock. For) this reason 
no statistics are available as to the number in the country. They 
a.ccompany the flocks as the transport of the owners, and eveD 
in the summer when collected at home, it is esti~ated that 
more than S,OOO·would not be available most of which would be 
found in Nfchara, Nal with Gresba., Wad, Sarlina, Zahri, Bagh· 
wana, and Jau; and a few in Karkh and Chaku during the 
winter. Riding camels are also kept by the Chiefs for their per-· 
1onal use. Camel diseases ha.v~ been mentioned in the Sarawan. 

GJJzetteer. 

A:GBICUB· 
TUBE. 

The Jhalawan country is so vast a. grazing tract, flock-owning .Flock-own. 
is so important an industry, and the products of the flocks form so ing. 

large a part of the food of the people that the subject will be 
lealt with here at some length. The tw.o breeds of sheep known-
:n. the country are the Jhalawani and· Khura:Sani. The latter is· 
nnch. preferred for. its compact heavy tail and heavier build. It 
a hardier than the local. sheep and fattens quickly. The· 
[budsani sheep. is, therefore, that which. is most commonly 
net with. There is only one local breed of goats, the animals 
~enerally being black in colour. Preference· is giv.en to sheel! 
LB being hardier and producing more ghi than goats,_ 

The usual covering time lasts from July to September-. If milk! Breeding. 

s required in late winter and early lambs can be fed a few sheep 
~re covered' in July, but most of the sheep are covered in Augnsi 
md September, the season known:to the Brahui as lJashtfm. A few 
!beep· are also sometimes covered in February and March for 
ambing in July and August, though this custom is by no meana 
1oiversat. 

At the time most of the ewes in·• flock are giving milk, the 
·am is allowed to graze with the flock, i. e .• from March till the 
1nd of May. During Jnne and July the ram is tied up at home • 
md fed on good grall8 and grain to add to his powers. Covertng 
ime arrives with August and September,. when the ram ia allowed 

I B 
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to graze with the flock, aft~r which he is again taken away. In other 
aeasons of the year, if the ram is ever allowed to graze with the ' 
flock, a piece of felt or thick cloth called laparav is tied round its 
waist to prevent covering.. With goats the laparav is seldom 
t;~sed, and less care and attention devoted to he-goats than to 
rams • 

. . The ewes produce their young five months and some days 
after covering. The shepherd is now very busy assisting the 
birth of· the lambs and carrying home those that are born whilst 
the flock is grazing. It is customary for him to fill the after
birth (pathrik) with milk and to eat it after roasting it in the 
embers. The lambs and kids live on milk for the first fortnight 
after birth during which· time they are known as kli.tfkcharai. 

I 

After this time they begin to pick up a little grass and get ful 
grazing when a month old . 

. . On returning home at night the sheep are kept either in at 
pen made' of a thoro hedge called hanken, or in the open air 
Lambs and kids of the same age are tied by the neck to a rope. 
~alled bilum which is provided with a number of nooses. Lambs 
~nd kids which are too young to be tied up in this way are kept 
in a separate small· pen made of stones and called garav to 
protect them from cold and prevent their being trodden on hi 
the oider ones. All the young, after learning to graze, are kepti 
apart from the main flock (kur) so long as the ~wes are in milk? 
and sent 1;<> graze in a separate flock (zah). If only a few ewes 
remain in milk, their udders are covered with bags {zht:ila) and 
they are sent. to graze with the lambs. Weaning takes plac~ 
after the fourth month. Sheep and goats are known by differen~ 
names according to their ages up to one year. After the milking, 
season is over, the shepherd generally takes his flock to great 
distances from the encampment and is absent for a fortnight or 
more at a time. This season is known as wandi. 

(Jaatration. The Brahuis always castrate (khassi) their male lambs and 
• kids as soon as they are about four months old and the 

cvld weather bas set in and dispersed the flies. The meat 
of an nncastrated animal is considered tasteless and liable 
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' 
to cause diarrhrea, and there are difficulties in fattening AG&Icu~ 

'TtJRll:, 
tht>m. Most shepherds are sufficiently expert to do the work. 
which is ca.rried out by tying up the animal's legs and open• 
ing the ecrotum with a razor or knife. Salt and ashes are then 
applied to the wound which is tied up with a ra~. The animal is 
afterwards allowed to stand and wa~k about, but is not allowed 
to lie down for twelve houuior fear of injury to his hind legs· 
Rams and he-goatsy when they . have become unfit for breeding 
purposeR are also ca.strated. Such an animal is known as gush 

kut. Round Wad there is said to be a curious custom ot 
extracting one of the testicles of a ram which is known to; 
get a large number of male stock, the operation resulting 
it is said, in an increasad number of female stock . being 
produced. 

Goa.t hair ia called drassam and sierp's wool is called kas. A Shearing. 

goat is shorn once a year and a sheep twice. April or l\Iay 
and September are the shearing seasons, when the days are not 
very hot and the nights are not very cold •. The production of._ 
spring wool is larger than that of September. The shenrs USE'd are 
of local manufacture and called durkltck. Before the export of 
wool to Sind became Co!Dmon, the people generally used the wool of_ 
their sheep for their domestic purposes; they always used to wash. 
their sheep before shearing, but nowadays all the dirt and dust is 
left in the wool to increase the weight. Prices are so high that 
fiockoll'ners have little inclination to reb\ in inuch of their wool bu\ ·· 
when they do so they keep the best. The lower part of the legs 
and the stomach of the animal are not shorn as· these parts 
require protection. A smart mftn can shear 20 to 25 sheep 
in half R day ; in the evening the animals are generally allowed 
to go out and graze. 

Goat hair is generally made into grain bags called jw/Jl, but it 
ie only used for the waft not for the warp. into blanketing for tents 
and a coarse kind of carpet called garrak. Ropes made of goat 
hair are also in general use. It is seldom sold unmanofactnred. 
Except in the case of unt blanketing it is not generally used for 
the warp owing to its wan\ of strength. 
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At the spring shearing a sheep yields from 2 to 3 lbs. and im 
autumn about hRlf this amount. A goat yields from 1 .to 2 lbs. of 
hair. 

Among the Brahuis there is a saying that Nasir Khan I 
described the sheep as a tree producing DIJ less than 21 
kinds of fruit ; more than half of these consisted of milk and its 
preparat1ons and the rest of the wool and flesh and articles made 
from the former. Milk is known as pulh and new milk for the 
first three days after lambing as "kharwalh. Among the many 
preparations made 1rom it are dahi, khasun. sunlJdr, paner, chikka 
khurut of three kinds, shiluneh, khassi, Bi, and madar. Milk and 
all articles made from milk are almost always kept :in leather 
ma&haks, known as hizak or drang. The 1atter are larger than the 
former, 

Dahi or curd forms the foundation of almost all preparations of 
milk. It is prepared by putting a small quantity of sour curd 
(mtia) into the fresh milk, which has to be slightly warmed, how
ever, in very cold weather. Butter (khassa) is made from dahi. by 
putting the latter in a hizak and rolling it on the ground. It is 
always made early in the morning, and 11ir has to be admitted to 
the mashak at intervals. The buttermilk which remains is gene
rally diluted with a little water and is a favourite beverage with 
all families. It is known as khasun, the laS~i of other parts of 
India. 

ARother method of m&king butter is with the drang, which is 
attached to a tripod a~d swung to and fro by two women sitting 
opposite one another. 

In hot weather buttermilk soon gets sour and undrinkable, and 
in such cases it is usual to put a little of it in a vessel into which· 
fresh warm milk is milked.. The khasun thus becomes sweet agai11 
and is known as st.mM.r. It is often given to guests. 

Good cheese (paner) shonld be quite sweet. If it goes sour ito 

is thrown away. It resembles cream cheese and is ilnly made 
occasionally in a nomad household. It is considered a very 
acceptabl11 present to be sent to a friend who lives in a town or 
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village. IL is prepared with fresh milk either by using rennet from AGRIOo~ 
the preserved and dried stomach of a two-day old lamb or kid or RBJ!. 

from the fruit of the panerband plant (Withania coagulanB). 
When the milk has congealed it is either eaten at once or hung 
up in a. ~loth for a. few hours for the water to drain off. It only 
lasts well for 24 hours. Io preparing cheese with the fruit of 
Witlza<Ma coagulans, which is generally wrapped in wool for the 
purpose, care must be taken ·not to ""immerse the seed for too long 
'I time -or the taste becomes slightly bitter. 

Sour cheese, which is known as chikka, is prepared from butter- Boar1lbe!t ae. 
milk by placing a. quantity in a cloth through which it is strained 
after which the residue is salted. This ehilll~a forma the basis of 
khurut, which is made by keeping the hutter-milk in the cloth 
two days longer than for making cln"kka, after which it is made 
into balls and dried in the sun. Two other articles are known as. 
har khurut and flar khurut and are prepared from the residue or 
•hila11ch. The latter is made by boiling curd until it begins to-
bubble, when it is poured into a. cloth bag through which it is 
strained. The whey is caught and kept while the solids, whell 
nearly dry, are made into square cakes and dried in the Bon. 
Shilanch. is not so sour as kh.urut. Khar khurul is made from the 
whey of the shilanc!J 11 hich is re-boiled and re-strained, the solids 
being made into balls. They are very sour and much used as a drug 
by people recovering from fever and other ailments. Nar kh~rut 
is made by boiling the whey obtained from kltar khurut to a thick. 
consistency after which wheat flour is added to it and it is mad&-· 
into balls and dried. This preparation is also looked on partly-
as a drug and is said to be a good appetizer. 

Ghi, which is known as si, is made from butter, when a. 
sufficient quantity has been collected, by heating it until the-. 
greater part of the moisture evaporates. The oil-like ghl is. 
gently skimmed during the process. Alt the refuse, cannt>t,. 
however, be removed by skimming and some half crushed wheat 
is. therefore, dropped into the vessel which absorbs all the ref11se 
curd and settles at the bottom. The ghi is then poured off and. 
the soaked wheat, which is known as rnadGJ" is eaten and is 
steemed a great dainty. 
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The Brahuis eat all parts of a sheep except the marrow of the 
backbone the smaller stomach, and the organ of generation. 
They generally make mutton into stew (6edlr), or roast it (kabab 

or sajji). The shoulder and saddle are the parts which are most 
· prized. The bind legs which contain marrow are given to 
honoured guests. The blood· is also consumrd sometimes plain 
and sometimes by filling the intestines with it. The brain (mili) 
is regarded as invigorating, bti't is not given to children . as i' is 
said to make the breath unpleasant. 

For local use, goat skins are much more valuable than sheep 
skins as the former can be used for mashaks whilst the latter are 
useless for this purpose. Sheep skins are, however, made into 
flour bags (kith) and bags for ghf. (zik). 

Hiring milch This system is known as deru. Fermanent villagers and owners 
;:::;. and of irrigated land who are not flock-owners arrange for their snpply 

of milk during the spring and summer by hiring sheep and goats 

Wages 
shepherds. 

. which are in milk from some flock-owner with whom they are 
acquainted. They are generally kept by the hirer until their 
milk becomes dry. The hirer arranges for feeding them and is 
responsible for any loss which may occur, and generally pays the 
owner one ka1a or about 5 seers of wheat as the hire of each 
animal. 

A sheep yields more gh£ than a goat, though the latter gives 
more milk than the former. Goat's milk is not, however, so rich 

in cream as sheep's milk. 

A very good goat.will give 21- lbs. of milk a day, i.e., one and a 

half-pounds in the morning and one pound in the evening; a 
sheep will, however, give only two pounds of milk. 

A sheep is estimated to yield on the average about 3 lbs. of pure 
gh£ during the whole time it is iii milk, whilst a goat yields only 

2 lbs. 
of The people who own large flocks engage shepherds for a · year at 

a time and their wages (zoba) are paid at the following rates:
(11) For every 10 sheep or goats (dosM) excluding rams, he-goats 
and young stock (ko•hl), a. kid or lamb, half males, half females; 
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(6) cooked food when near home; and when away from home 5 to 7 
ktila~ of wheat flour or 7 to 9 kasa1 of ju/.ri per mensem, and also • 
kasa of Aour for his watch dog; (c) a shawl or Rs. 3 to Rs. 4 in 
cash, wool of one sheep for every ten sheep in his charge for his felt

coat or 1or, two to three pairs of trousers ofc oarse cloth, occasio

nally at urban, and as many sandals as he may use. The headmen 
and chiefs sometimes supply the shepherd with a piece of meat 
from every sheep or goat killed for food. 

When the flock belongs to different owners of a village, the 
shepherd gets his daily food from them by turns in proportion 
to the n11mber of animals belonging to each, and one kasa of wheat 

per head at the end of the season which lasts from March to ,June. 
In Baghw&na the shepherd is paid at l§ seer of grain per sheep 
for goat per mensem. 

Epidemic diseases common to flocks are pi hi, rlkhok, ch&lari, and. 
putau. PiM attacks the liver and bowels, the animal passes blood. 
freely and dies in about three days, 80 per cent. of those attacked 

dying ; rikhok or purging occurs during the spring season and 
is attributed to grazing on unripe pasture. The flocks are taken 
to other pastures, those attacked being dosed with fresh milk and 
and segregated. 

These are 6mmark or pifuk and garr or itch. 

Buz11utrk or pifuk attacks the lungs, either drying or withering 
them up or puncturing and causing them to swell the animal iD 
either ease suffers great pain. 

Remedies.-Inoculation by injection through a cut in the ears 

of a fine powder made from the dried lungs of an animal that has. 
died of the disease, the operation being done by a Saiad or Shai. 

GIJI'r or itch.-Animals attacked become very thin and lose· 
their hair. 

Remed'"•·-Dipping of their tails or ears in water in which the 
ashes of the kaler tree (Capparis apltylla) baYe been boiled. or 
in soup made from snakes, or drenching them with a cow horn fun 
of soup made from the flesh of a jackal or goat. ThiR is also said 

to be very fat~ening. Animals affected are segregated. 

AGBtCUL
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Male camels nsed for transport vary from Rs. m>·to Rl!, III) 
and riding camels from Rs. 80 to Rs. 120. Female camels are 
.bot little used and fetch from Rs. 50 to Rs. 70. Ponies cost; 
from Rs. 80 to Rs. 120; the price or horses varies eonsiderably, 
.good ones fetching Rs. 300 or more. 

:Values. 

Pastnr& 
grounds. 

· A pair of Jhalawao bullocks would cost from Rs; 50 to Rs. 70 
eows varying from Rs. 18 to Rs. 30 each and a pair of Kachhi 
plough oxen Rs. 100 to Rs, 140. Sheep fi'octuate from 
.Rs, 3 to Rs. 7 each, according to their age and season. Lambs oost 
.from Rs. 1-8 to Rs. 2-8 each and goats· from Rs. 2-8 to Rs. ~ 
"heir kids bringing from As. 12 to Rs. 2-4. An ordinary 
donkey, generally of a poor description, averages from Rs •. 6 to 
,Rs. 30. 

Jha.lawan is essentially a pastoral country and though its 
immense expanse of hill and mountain slopes eovered. with 
verdure m~y not a-lone furnish sufficient nourishment for cattle 
they provide ample subsistence for the immense flocks o£ 
sheep and goats, especially the former, that graze on them 
from year to year. This is particularly the case in Upper 
Jhalawan and, if the central and lower ·portions are not so 
well provided, each has localities of its own famous for its
rich pasturage. 'Vith so large a district and one so well provided 

. with good pasture areas, it would be difficult and tedious- to 
enumerate them all, or the different varieties of shnbs, plants, 
and grasses for which they are noted, but, briefly, it may be said 
that the hills contain forests of juniper, and the river beds every.~ 
where extensive tamarisk grazing for camels the mar tree (Prosopis 

spii:igera) thrives in forests in Maruki in Nal, Marerav in Cbali:u, 
and in the Karkh and Lanjar valleys in Jau; while groves of the 

· parpuk tree (good camel grazing until it flowers) flourish irr Wad· 
and Saruna, sora or lahnri. plants thrive on the saltish land in: the 
Gidar, Gresha.; Nal, Baghwana;-Karkh and Chako valleys and the
M1rwari country. and in the saltish parts of the Central and 
Lower Jhalawan valleys, while the few herds of bullocks graze
at will in the beds of hill-torrents and ravines. 

In addition to the grasses, there are many varieties of plants 
and bushes on which the flocks browse readily, a list of which 
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with dt.>scriplive detail, is given in Appendix I. The tribal Chiefs 
generally assert their rights by reserving the grazing in the 
valleys adjoining their lands, for themselves and tribesmen, but 
the upper hills and remote slopes are usually free to the nomadic 
tlockowners, the light impost of a sheep or lamb per fl.ock to the 
local headman being generally freely paid and willing 1 y accepted. 

More than three-fourths of the cultivable area is unirrigated, 
and depends on precarious rainfall. Flood-water when available, 
is diverted to these Ianda in channels or trenches called gwas, 

The irrigated area, which is small, lies chiefly in Upper 
Jhalawau, and the principal sources of irrigation are streams 
(kaurjo ), karez~s, and springs. The local distribution of the two 
last named sources is shown in the following statement:-

:Yame of locality. No. of No. of 
kares~s. springs. 

Sonib and suburbs ... 4 12 
Gidar ... 11 
:M:amatawa. ... 1 
N{chara 2 
Pandran ... 4 
Zahri 2 
Bhapav 2 
To taU 1 
llaghwna 2 
Khuzdar 1 
.Zidi 2 8 
Karu 1 
Chaku ... 1 
Ft'rozabad 1 
WahCr 1 
Wad 1 
Nal 1 1 
Parfko ... 2 
Khurmaistan 2 
Jcbri 4 
Nokjo (in Mashkae) 4 
Mashkae ... ... 1 

Total ... I 34 38 

lUB 
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The people genera1Iy are undoubtedly very poor and plead 
their poverty as their excuse for not making new karezts. Only 
three have been constructed in recent years, one in Tlitak and 
two in Gidar. 

The MUla river and its tribntarie, sthe 1\Iishk Bel and the Pissi 
Bel; the Kolachi river, known also as the Trund~n, Rabat, Jara
ghar, and Khnzdar; Knd and Mashkae rivers are the chief 
suppliers of water for permanent irrigation, the largest irrigated 
areas being Norgama and l\Iishk in Zahri; theM ula pass, Khuzdar 
with Kolachi river valley ; Ornach and Mashkae. The Karu 
supplies a little water for some plots in Karkh, but the Hingol 
and Porali only irrigate when in flood, 

Irrigation could doubtless be increased by the erection of dams, 
and the proximity of side hills makes such works feasible iu the 
Hingol rivervalley at Gidar (where traces of old llands still exists )• 
Nal and Jau; in the Karu valley at Karkh and Chaku; and the 
Chil river in Nondrav valley, but the cost is prohibitive as far as 
the people of Jhalawan are concerned. 

The methods of apportioning the water for irrigation 
vary in different localities and with the amount of water 
available, as, where water is plentiful and land scarce• 
the cultivators are not nearly sc} careful about exact shares as 
where the conditions are reversed. With water plentiful, the 
owners of a stream content themselves with constructing 
primitive dams of pebbles and tamarisk stalks, the water so 
retained being diverted to slightly embanked fields on eithe 
side by narrow, shallow channels, The fields nearest the 
stream thus receive a prior and more constant supply of water. 

When, as occasionally happens, a flood comes down with 
enfficient force to sweep away these temporary dams and embank
ments, a general levy of the inhabitants is called to repair 

damages. 

Streams and The distribution of water taken from the permanent streams for 
division of irrio-ation purposes is supervised by local deputies called rais, 
~~ ~ . . 

Indigenus ar'bab, or mirub, who calculate the time allowed forthe runmng of 
methdof , h h I' '1 d d' t hi h . irrigation. the water throng ea.c co t1vator s an accor 1ng o s s are, m 
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the clay time by the height of the aun, and the lengthofthe ~hadow 
thrown by it, and by the position of certain stars at nigh~ • 

In Norgama the water of the Soinda stream Is diTided by 
means of wooden logs in which notches are made of SIZes 
proportioned to the shares. The main stream is first divided into 
two equal parts, each branch being sub-divided by means of such 
a notched beam into three parts. Thus the distribution of water 
is in six channels or kaurjor. These six kaurjo1 are: Saitani, 
Daru, Sirmar, Jagasur, Samawari, and Shabegzai, the first threA. 
of which are owned by H. H. the Khan, w bile he also shares with 
the tribesmen in Jagasur and Sbabegzai. The water supply of 
each of these kaurjos is divided into 40 1habdnas (a sha66na 

representing 24 hours' flow of water), or two puk of 20 1/zabt.nal 
eRch, and each shareholder uses the entire channel when his turn 
comes according to the number of Bhabanas held by him. 

There are only thirteen water-mills in Jhalawan, three being in 
Surab, and two at each of the following places: Pandran, Norgama 
(Zahri), Hisar, Baghwana, and Khuzdar. They are constructed 
in the same way as those in Kachhi. 

The stones are brought by the Loris from the Band hills at the 
base of the Western Jhalawan Range near Sbahdadzai in Gidar, a 
place celebrated for the quality and hardness of its stones, which 
lRst, it is said, for teo years. For the water-Bhoot, ispeclar wood 

is generally used, the shaft and water wheel being of mulberry. 

The charge for grinding is one-tenth of the grain ground, and 
a mill will grind from 1 to 4 standard maunds per day. 

Reference will be found to the character of the tenures and 
tenancies in a. subsequent section. As might be expected in a. 

backward country in which crops are liable to great variations, 
rent almost invariably consists in a share of the produce. 

AGBlCUL
TUB:S:, 

Water·mills. 

BENTB, 
WAGES, AND 

PBICII:S, 
Bents. 

In such cases the distribution in unirrigated lands is generally Prod 11cerent1 

made on the principal of an assignment of a portion of the d~ethbod.of 
, lBtn UtlOU 

produce for each of the chief requisites of cultivation : the land, of the grain 

feed, bullocks, and labour; in irrigated lands a farther share is heap. 

assigned for the water. Variations occur in different parts of 
\he district and on different kinds of Ian d. The following 

• The method il deac:ribed in detail in the S..rawa" Ga&ettur. 
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In Nlcharaand Gazg a tenant on unirrigated lands (shat-fJazghar) 
haa to look after the landlord's plough oxen, fetch fuel for him 
and assist in household work. Throughout the greater part of 
Jhalawan, the irrigated lands of the dominant classes are cultivat
ed by their servile dependants who are either fed and clothed for 
their labour, or given a share of the produce varying from one-
sixth to one-third. · 

The tenant of an orchard ( toho or Mgh-pan) has to repair the . 
walls of the orchard and receives generally one-fourth of the 
produce for his labour, all other requisites being supplied by the 
landlord. 

In the Khan's fl.idfJats, where lands are subject to payment of 
revenue and cesses, including the alms given to mulla& and Saiads, 
and in lat-band tracts, which are subject to rent, all theSP charges 
are paid from the gross produce and the balance is divided 
between the tenant and the landlord. 

In every case it is the duty of the tenant to carry the harvested 
1:rop to the threshing tloor and to assist with his bullocks in 
threshing it. 

t 
I 

RENTS, 
WAGESA!ID 

!'RICES. 

No cooly class exists among the cultivating population; tenants- Wages. 
at-will perform the services mentioned above, while the household 
work of men of means is invariably performed by their servile 
dependants or by poorer classes from among the nomads · and 
Loris. In the houses of htadmen an·d chiefs the Loris serve the 
guests also. The Hindu sbopkePpers alsc. retain Muhammadan 
servants who clean their vessels, fetch water, grind corn and assist 
in other househuld work for food and clothing. The women who · 
grind the corn are paid their wages in kind at one-fourth of the 
quantity ground. Wom~n of the poorest class also wash and 
sew clothes, the charges for making a pair of ordinary trousers 
and a shirt being As. 2 and 4, respfctively. The Nicbari 
women are excellent embroiderers, end thtir ordinary wage equals 
the price of the silk thread to be used in a given piece of work. 
'I'he poorer females among the Mohammad Hasnis in Mashkae 
make dwarf-palm mats, and are paid in grain at 2l'seers per linear 
yard. 
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RENTS, Crops are generally huvested by nomads and poor tribesrne-
WAGEs AND • u 
. PRicEs. -"Who have not suffic1ent land of their own. These hired harvester& 
Ag

1 
nb·cultural are called laigar. Men, women, and children all work and are· 
a ourers. 

given as wages (lai) one-twentieth of the wheat and barley crop 

Village 
. llervants. 

Loris. 

Gazirl, 

cut by them, while for juari there is no fixed proportion. Thq 
have to carry the harvested crop to the threshing floor. Little 
children and old people glean the sheaves in the field. 'Sometime& 
oxen and donkeys are hired for threshing wheat and barlt>y, the 
hire paid being 2! seers per. ox and. half that amount for a 
donkey. The women who sweep the threshing floor are paid 
ll seer of grain per diem. In cases where tenants perform these 
services they get. the same wages. Sometimes other !Zamindt:rs 

are called in to help in threshing with their oxen, and these are
sumptuously fed. The system is known as hashar. Oxen hired 
for plou~hing are paid at rates varying from one ka&a c£ grain to 
As. 8 a day per ox, and the driver who bas no oxen of his own

gets As. 4 a day. 

The Chiefs and leading men retain mullaB whom they pay 
allowances half yearly at the time of the harve•t. Besides these 
fixed payments, the muUa is given dayak or one-tenth of the· 
produce of land, and sarsaya or ofierings in the month of 

Ram zan. 

The Loris, who act as blacksmiths and carpenters, are paid in, 
cash or kiud for any new articles they make but the rate is not 
fixed. For a plough-share it is about 41- seers of wheat. They 
contract to repair agricultural implements, etc., by the year and 
for this service each blacksmith and carpenter is paid in kind, the
general rate being 12 sheaves of wheat (bahu) per jora in unirri
gated land, and per shabri.na in irrigated land, and one kasa of 
grain from every 50 kasas of the produce. In Nichara, the black
smith is paid 12 sheaves out ()f the wheat crop, the carpenter 
8 sheaves, and the Dom or minstrel 2k seers of grain _per jorar 
while from juari and prish crops in irrigated l~>nds the carpenter 
and blacbwith each get 8 krisas of grain per sha{J(ina. In Gazgr 

the Lori is given 4 sheaves per jora. 

Gazirs are messengers appointed by the people and placed 
under the nrf.i/} at Mashkae, whose orders and instructions they 
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carry out and for whose horses or for the Khan's camp when 
:required, they collect supplies such as fodder, etc. They are fed 
by the tu:fi6 and are paid 16 :Masbkae• maunds of wheat or 
judd, per share by the ~amindar1 of the Znrrat ·Jaga lands, the 
tract being divided into 13 shares. 

The duties of Ga:zirB are, in Karkh and Chako, performed by 
·naki6B known officially as darbanl. They have also to fetch 
water and fuel for the Khan's ndi6, and carry his messages to 
different villages in she niu6at. They get the sweepings of the 
.threshing floors and 4 bundles of cut· crop from each 1ha6&ft.a. 

These •aki61 also work as weRVers and charge as their wages 
'20 per cent. of the material handed over to them to be woven. 

BawTs, 
WAGBSAND 

PBIOES, 

DarMnl. 

A kotwal id maintained in Nichara who communicates to the . Kotw£. 

people the news of deaths, marriages, births, etc., acts as town 
-crier, and collects supplies for the Khan's camp, Thefts com-
mitted in the village are also proclaimed by him. He has a 
double portion given him at marriage and other feasts, and his 
share in water is exempt from gham or labDur for repairing 
channels, etc. 

A few karezes have been dug recently in Gidar and TU.tak. Liriz dig-

The work is done by the Ghilza.i Afghans, who are experts and gers, 

who periodically visit the country, and whose remuneration is 
fixed by a contract in each case. Besides the amount ·agreed 
upon, aU tools required are supplied by the owners, and food is 
given to the diggers. This consists of 25 to 30 kasas of flour 
per oharkh or party of 4 men, 4 seers tobacco per month, a sheep 
-once a week, salt, oil, and loin cloths. · Ex:tensive repairs are also. 
done by the Ghilzais, but ordiaary repairs are carried out by the
-co-sharers themtlelves.t 

No regular system of fixing or recording prices exists, and the Price~~;. 

prices are regulated by supply and demand and seem to be in the 
hands of the Hindu dealers at headquarters, or of the nai&,. who 
have to dispose of tha Khan's revenue grain. Chopped straw 

• A Mashkae maund it 2l seers. 

f The method of i4r'z digging is fully described in the 8ara!Dii" Gauttetr, 
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is seldom sold, but at times of scarcity its price varies from R. 1 
to Rs. 2-8-0 a trangar or netful, which weighs about 4 maund~. 
When Government officials visit the locality, hhusa is supplied 
to them at As. 8 to 14 a mannd, and firewood at As. 4 
to 8 a maund .. In Zahri, green wheat and barley are sold as 
fodder by plots, the average price being about Rs. 2 for a plot 
30 feet by 12 feet. 

The enquiries made by the Gazetteer staff from the shopkeepers 
showed that during the ten .years ending with 1903, the averag~J 
price of wheat per rupee in Khuzdar was 16 seers, and in Sunl:b 

abont 15 seers. In 1903 the price of wheat was 18 seers per rupee 
i;Khuzdar and 15 seers in Surab. 

A seer kn?wn as the Tchani or kalati ser or 88 tolas is in genera 
use by the banias throughout the district. The smaller weight 

in use are-ana (5i tolas), nem pao (11 tolas),pri.o (22 tolas), and 
nem ser (44 tolas). • 

Grain is measured for sale with wooden measures ; in Upper 
Jhalawan, i. e., SU.rab, Gidar, Zahri, and Baghwana, the common 
measure is kasa or. sark, while in other part~ m11n is used, Those 
in use by traders in SU.rab and Khuzdar are generally marked wi~h 
the State seal. The different measures in ordinary use are shown 
below, the lowest unit being the ahotra where sark is used, and 

chri.riki where man is in use:-

2 charikis = 1 chotra. 

4 charikis = 1 man, yakman or yagman. 

100 man = 1 guni or gwala.. 

2 man = 1 kasa. 

80 Msa = 1 kharwar. 

The gwala or guni and kharwar are merely convenient terms~ 

the wooden measures in daily use being kasa and man. 

Tbe capacity of a kri.sa and a man varies slightly in different 

localities and also with different kinds of grain. The grain always 
used for testing the capacity of a wooden measure is the pea 
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(matar) or mung. The weight of a kltsa anJ man. of wheat in WEIGHTS AND 
MEASURlilS, 

different localities is. as undt:r :~ 

Kdsa. 

Surab 4 seers, 5· chit tacks. 

NicMra 4 
" 6 ,, 

Zahri 4 " 
4 

" 
Gidar 4 ,, 5.!. 

2 " 
Man. 

Baghwana and Zidi 2 seers, 2 chittacks,. 

Khuzdar ... 2 
" 

ll 2 " 
Karkh and Jebri 2 •.. 21. 

2 " 
Waher 2 ,, 3 

" 
Wad 2 " 

9 ,, 
Nal ... 2 , 3i " 
Mashkae 1 

" 7 ,,, 
PC!ar 2 

" 
0 ,_ 

Jan 2 
" 

4 .. 
Salt, cumin seed, and pistachio fruit are also meastued with the' 

kdsa, and ghi with ehotra or cMriki~ In- their households, the 

tribesmen also use other tern.s of measure for grain and flour, 

which are : phak, a mouthful; churu, the contents of four fingers; 

mut, a fistful ; khafo, a handful ; ohank, a _double handful ; and 

siser, I~ ohotra. The terms used by the cultivators in connection 

with the crops are puli or bdhu, a bundle or shea£ ; khumb, the 

quantity that can be carried in both arms ; badd, a man's load ; .. 

jwdl, a- sackful ; kachh, a larger sack, such as is carried by a 

bullock; mata·v, a: still larger load; and~trang·ar, a netful~ 

Salt is bartered for wheat, double quantity o£ the former being MiscellaneoUI;J· 
given. Firewood is sold by th1l buHock, camel, or donkey load, measurtls. 

bhusa. by the trangar· or netful dat~s by the bag (katil), green 
barley and wheat by the pl:ot (gdwer or kurda), and pomegranates 

by the hundred. The wool shorn from each sheep is made into a 
separate bundle (kas), and is sold by this unit. 

At centres of trade the banias use the standard: yard o£ r.ine ar 
16 girahs or 36 inches, made of iron, for measuring expensive cloth mea~u;rea • 

.such as silk. The common measure is the cubit (harish or arish), 
20B 
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an indefinite measure which varies with the stature of the customer, 
and is mea~ured from the projecting bone of the customer's 
elbow round the end of the middle fin!l'er, with arm an•i hRnd 
extended and baclt to the second knuckle joint. The lJanias have 
also an iron harish, which measures about 10 girah& or 22~ inches. 
In thehonsehold of tribesmen cloth is mrasured by the span 
(gidisp ). For measuring MAz tunnels, the depth of well~, and mud 
walls the Kandabari yard, which is equal to about 3i feet, is used. 

The term jora or juft is freq11ently used both in irrigated and 
nnirrigated land, but has no definite valne. It represents the 
land which can be brought under cultivation by a pair of oxen, 
and is approximately the area in which about 6! maunds of seed 
could be sown. Irrigated land is generally spoken of in terms of 
the water attached to it, such as skabana. 

People have no definite idea of distances. They use the word 
mizal or maisal, the distance which a camel can traverse in 12 
hours, and, for shorter distances, tawti.r and tufak·na-tawar, as far 
as a man's shout can be heard, and as far as a report of a gun can 
be heard, respectively. Hulli-na-maidti.n signifies "a horse's 
gallop," and may be taken roughly to be about a mile. 

Mea~ures 
time. 

of The leading men alone know the Muhammadan months, which 
are used in all documents, but the Muhammadan days of the 
week are univnsally recognized; the divisions of the day (de) and 
night (na'l' snap or snaf), are those mentioned in the Sarawan 
Gazetteer. 

Coinage. 

MATERIAT, 
Co:NDITJO:N 

OF THill 
l'EOPLB:, 

British Indian coins are now in U!!c, and the remarks made on 
tl:.is subject in the Sarawan Gazetteer apply also to Jhalawan. 

The bulk of the people are poor, and live very simply, but an 
improvement in the condition of the dominant classes and of the 
cultivators is noticeable in the las~ few years, during which 
administrative control over the tribes has been extendt>d and a 
check put on those too frequent feuds which in the past rendered 
life and property so insecure. The growing sense of security 
fi~ds expression in the increasing tendency of the people to live in 
scattered villages, whereas under the old conditions the tribesmen. 
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in their blanket tents, clustered round the forts of their Chiefs for 
protection and with a view to greater facility in taking the offen
eive. The surplua wool and glli now find a. ready market, as 

th~se commodities can be easily and safely exported by the ban.ias. 
The poorer cla.tnes have now found a new source of income 
in the bride-price, which was formerly unknown, but can now 
be readily obtained from the well-to-do zamin.drlr1 in Sind. It is 
estima.ted that, at an average, about 500 girls are thna given 
away in marriage annually, the usual price being about Rs. 300 

per head. 

There is an appreciable change in the material used for the 
dress of both males and females, Cotton piece-goods, which are 
imported lnrgely by the Hindu dealers, are rapidly replacing the 
cou11try coarse cloth (ahoi) ; silks are used by the better class of 

women, and some of their important ornaments are now made of 
gold, while llm(lng the men of this class embroidered lun:JiB, 
coats, waistcoats and English boots are not uncommon. Green 
tea and a better class of food have come into use by· the well-to
do. 'l'he improvement in the standard of living has not, however, 
been free from disadvantages which, coupled with the hospitality 

which is incumbe1,1t on leading men, have led to indebtedness. 
The grt'ater part ot the .,ultivation depends on rain, the failure of 
which involves in pecuniary difficulties both the cultivators and 
the flock-owners. 

MATERIAL 
CONDITION 

OF THE 
PEOPLB• 

The well wooded tracts are chiefly met with in the hill ranges FOBESTS. 

in the northern, central, and western parts of the district, and the 
princip.ll trees are:-

Scientific name. English name. 

Pistacia cabnlica. .. . Pistachio 
Juniperus macropoda Juniper ••• 
Olta cuspidata ••. Olive 
Tecoma undulata ••. 
Prosopis spi.:igera. ••. 

Brahui name. 

Gwan. 
A purs or hapnrs. 
Khat. 
l'arpuk. 
Mar. 
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Among other forest growth of less importance rnay be 
mentioned the following :~ 

Sclenlifio name. English na,me. 

Tamarix 11rtirulata Tarnarislc 
PiAtacia mutica 
Prunus eburnea 
BerbPris vul~raris 
Daphne oleoides 
Euphorbia nPriil'olia ... 
Fraxinus xanthoxyloidPs Mountain ash 

Brnhni name. 

Kirri or gaz. 
Kasur. 
Archin. 
Zarch. 
Pi pRJ. 
Tuher or dt!dar. 
Shhhar. 

The juniper forests in JhRlawan are found on the Harboi Range 
as far as the Anjira rivPr, the best ones being round J\Umatawa 
NrcM~a ai1d on the Shahmoz bill bordering on the Norgama 
vallPy. Juniper also exists on the top of the Drakbcl hill in the 

neighbourhood of Bagbwana nod in the Pab Range close to Tuk 
and Wad. The Western Jhalawan Range is p~rticnlarly noted for 

the abundant growth of gwan tree, the best forest tr~l"ts being 
Gwandan in Surab, the Landi Gwandan close to the ,·alley of 
Maraf, and the Zlri hills close to the Gidar valley. It is also 
found, though scattered, in the Central Jhalawan Range, and in 

bills between Nicbara and Zahri. 

Olive. Khat is cornrnon all over the hills in Northern and Central 
Jhalawan. Big forests of it exist in the hills in the vicinity of 
Pandran, Zahri, Baghwana, Khuzdar, Drakalav, and ·wad, snd 
the wood is used as fuel. It aho abounds in higher altitudes of 

the Kirthar and Pab ranges. 

Parpuk.. The growth of parpuk is r,onsiderable in valleys bPginning" at 
Nal and Khuzdar and extendingto Waher, Wad, Tuk, Ddkalav, 
and Orn~r,h, and in the last-named five places it exists in thick 
forests. It also grows to some extent in Saruna. The wood is 
used by the Loris in making pots; such as kasa, man, karstn, etc., 

some of which are exported to Sind • 

.,.ar. Mar (Prosopis spicigera) grows in hot climates only. 
Considerable forests of it exist in Karkh and Cbaku, and it 
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i11 the principal tree o( the countr,!' drained by the Hingol FoRESTS. 

rivt>r, from Mkuki in Nal · to the southern extremity of 

the Jatl valley in the !.Hrwari country. The wood is used as 
Joel and the leans as fodder for camels, sheep, and.goats. 

Plsh (Na~~~.norhnpB Ritchieri'na) or dwarf-palm is a stemlesa Fl11i. • 

. gregarious shrub, common on rocky ground up to about ·a,OOO 
f~et. It grows extensively on the slopes of hills and in beds of 

rivers and streams. 

The uses to which p{'Bfa is put are many and various~ indeed 

·there is httrdly Rtly ptupose to w11ick it is not applied by the pMple 
1'lf the areRs in which it grows. The leRVes are used in th~ 

manufacture of matting, fans, btsketP, caps, sandals, and other 

~trticles for local use. Ropes are made from the leaves and leaf 
et~lkR, but are not as strong·&s those mRde of munj. The delicate 

young leaves, which have a sweet MtringPnt taste, are in great 
repute for the treatment of diarrhcea and dysentery. Tile heart is 

eaten uncooked lis a vegetable in times of scarcity. The stems, 

leans, and peiioles serve as fuel ; while t.he reddish brown moss

like wool of the petioles, ~Called purz, after being dipped in a 
11olution of saltpetre, is employed as tinder for matchlocks. A. 
rude kind of drinking cup is ruade of the entire iea:f by tying 

together the tops of the segments. Ropes and mats made from 
Jl{sk are exported to Sind. The Khidrani, Mir H~ji, and other 
:Mcngal:t export the ·leaves and articles manufactured from them 
to Sind. 

TamMisk groWl! in the beds of rivers and hill-torrents, most l'alllllliak. 
t!specially in the Mula river, the Kol~chi, the !lingo!, the Kud, the 
roriili and the Illas'hkae. Tamarisk trees of considerable size are 

to be found in fore~ts in l\.arkh and Chaku, Nal, Ornach, Pclar, 
::Nondrav, and Jau. Similarly the 1\la~hhe ri'VE'r valley throughout 
its cour~>e rrom Koaa down to Pa11 abounds with tamarisk. The 
branches of the tr~e are chiefly used f.1r roofing huts; and the 

trunk serves as beams and posts. Three varieties are locallv 
known, \·iz., 1hingi.r-gaz, which is small in size and loses its leaves i~ 
<'old weather, tbt> 1ohr-gar, with red t'Wigs, and the 1iah-g11z; 
"hich attains a large size and is used for making implementa of 
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Fli>RESllst lmsbandry and wooden pots. It. forms excellent grardng for 
camels wherever found, 

Jag. Ja7 (Dalhergia sisoo) is fo-und in small groves at Pir-Kalandar 
in the Ledav river, an important tributary of the :Mula river, in 

~ahcjiju close to Kharzan and Pir-Lakha in the l\Iula pasiJ; and at 
the, top of the lofty Dhrun hill to the south of Jan, The wood 

is much valued fur beams, for which purpose it is employed in tb~r 
houses of Chiefs and other persoos of means. Combs and walking 
sticks are made of the wood by the Loris, and both sold locally an<! 
exported to Kachhi. Gun-stocks are als• made from the jarr 
grown in Dhnlu hill by the B.fzanjaus of Jan and by Loris, and. 
exported to Makran. 

Pathk gr()WB abundantly and attains large size in the Mat~hkae
~iver. between Tank and Manguli Kal<lt, and is also t.o .bEt

found in the Siman and ihe Kohichi rivers. It is chiefly 
used by the Brahnis in the preparatiu1111 of light charcoal. for 
gunpowder. 

Tribal mea- No systematic arrangemt>nt for the preservation or forests 
aur':l' of pro- exists in the district. A small area of juniper forest in the 
etot.iOII. 

Barboi Range is being protected by the Kalat State, to- which 

i'tference has been made in the Sarflowin. Gazetteer. Pistachia 
trees are so highly valued for their fruit by the Brahnis, that the 

felling of a green tree is considered an offence, and sometimes result& 

in Uoodshed. The localities where the tree grows are owned by 
certain tribal sectians, who protect the fruit by appointing 
watchmen (toho) and divide it according to-prescribed. shares. The 

juniper tracts iu Sbahmoz, and in l\U.matawa in the llarboi Range,. 

are strictly preserved by the ·Jattaks and l\Iuhammadzai l\Icngals; 
"the felling of trees is prohibited ·except by the tribesmen who have 

a share in the forest, who have the right to timber for building 

and other purposes, Dry 1100d only is permitted to be removed 

even by the tribesmen. 

Elsewhere forests in the \'icinity of villages and encampment~ 

are being rapidly denuded of trees, but in some parts selected 

areas are reserved for grazing. 
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The minor fortst products include-

Asafetida (!zing) found in the Garr hills, Z£ri," and Kuchcni. 
7ht> green leaves are eatt:n as a vegetable, and Afghans occasionally 

collect the plant in the Garr hill~ for export. 

Wild plum (pissiler) is found principally in the~ntral and lower 
parts of ,Jl.alawau. The fruit ripens.in the autumn, is eaten largely 

by the nomadic shepherds and their WQRIP.D and children, and is 

11old by them in villages in exchange for whe11t. The dry fruit, 
po'.l"dered and mixed \'lith cords, is usetl as a food and as a remedy 

for <diarrhrea. 

Ohigird and gugguf.-The growth of these two is confined t() 
.the lower parts of the Pab range fringin~ on the Las Bela State 
tl'rritory, and the hills to th~ south of J au. A considerable 

-quantity of these gums is exported to BCla and Karachi by the 

local tribesmen. 

Khwashdar (Glycyrrkiza glabra) grows in the Garr and the Ziri 

bills; the roots are used as a cough medicinP. 

Cumin (rizo) found in the Harboi Range near Rodenjo, Gurgnt 
llund, Sacbap, and Ghat in Zahri, sells locally in the season at 
4 seers for a rupee. 

Gw11nik grows abundantly in the river b~ds in Khuzdar, t.he 
tribu·aries of the Mula rivt>r, Nal, Ornacb, and other places. 
1'he leaves are used in tbe prt>paration of a green dye, and the 

sepds, which are of a black colour and about the size of juari, as a 
drug for colic. 

PanfrlJond (Withofl.ia coagulans) is widely distributed. Its 
fruit takeR the place of rennet, and is exported in fair quantities 
to Sind and Kacbhi. Gwathlc and izghittd are medtciual drugs 
which mostly grow in Up1•er Jha!nwan. A small quantity of a 

red dye ealled Uk is found in Lower Jhalawan in the P~1·ali river 
vallPy. 

With the excE>ptiona noted, all these are consumed locally and 
are of no comml!rcial importance. 

Nal (repd) grows in ahnndance in some of the mountain ravines 
'l'fhich have a perennial water supply, such as the :Udn river, the 

i 
FORESTS • 

.:M inOl' foresfl 
proii.ucts. 
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FORESTS. NarClak oq the route from Zahri to Kacl:hi, and the N~tli ri>el"' 

near Jcbri. So"metiwes the people of Zahri, especially the Jnttaks 
and the Lotiani Zahris, export the nal to Kachhi, where a cawef 
loaJ st~lls far from Rs. 8 to Rs. 12. 

llnrns .um No scientific account of the' mineral resources of the district is 
11hN.IiiRALS. "] avat able, but in the course of their enquirie:~ the Gazetteer staff 

was able to collect sowe specimens. 

Khcl!l_hal or During the cold weather of 1902, Mr. Hughes~ Buller, C. S., 
eaqh. S . d I . I G " B ' h" ' Iron suiphate. npennten ent," mpena azetteer, a me t~tan, forwarded seve-

ral samples of economic products to the Indian Museum for identi
£cation • .Among those were two specimens of khaghul and pulmu/; 

which are employed in the llrahni method of rlyeing, in con
junction with pomegranate husk, in producing black or deP.p greeu 
colo.urs. Mr. David Hooper, F. C. S,, of tht1 Indian l\Iaseum, 

presented an interesting paper" on the occurrence of llel11nterite in 

Baluchistan to the Asiatic Society of Bengal in June, 1903, from 
which the following extract is taken :-

"It appears that the collection of khwjhal is a regular industry in 

two or three localities in Baluchistan. Oue of tht1 mines is about. 
forty miles from Norgama and at Zango, t about a mile distant, is 
another mine, situated at the foot of the hill and on the bank of a 

river. The entrance to the mine is·an opening about a yard wide 

leading into a gallery of unknown length. The zugh has been 

collected from these mines for several years, and although large 
quantities of the mineral have baen taken away, only a small arew 
of about two yards has been workt>d. It is always n;ixed with a 

slatelike stone, The narrow gallery forming the mine is called 
'.Ragh,' a vein of the hill. The inhabitants say that, 11fter a rain

fall, pure white zdgh • bursts out' in the mine, which in the dry 

weather is dug out together with the decomposed slatr. The mine 
has a disagreeable ct~rrosive smell 'like irou rust,' and this 

. causes the workmen to vomit in the course of hKlf an hour. Fur

the~; samples we~;e sent by 1\Ir. Hughes-Buller, one from Lcdav 
pais, said to be of 1:1uperior quality, and another from Bhapav 

• Jvuma' of the As-iatic Society of Bengal, V'ol. LXXII, Part II, 

No.4, 1903. 
t 'Ihere are two mine<s in the Le.iav river, one at Zango and another 

aboot a mile further. 
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which WAS very inFerior. It has also been discovered at Chotok Yttn UD_ 

d, UJJII&~I. 
on the Kil river, Mula pass, and at two places • at Khnz ar. 

"The mine at Chotok is in a gorge, at a distance of 6 miles west 
of Jan h. Here a cave is formed in the hill with a pool of warm 
water, noted for its mineral properties and overhead is a rock 

from wlaich water drops from innumerable stalactites of fantastic 
shape. The length of the pool ia 150 yards, through which guides 

conduct viHitou after they have undressed. At about 10 yards 
from the entrance of the gorge is a large cave on the bed of which 

the mineral incrustation known as khagkal forms. This is of a 
yellow colour and is said to be in an excellent condition for dyeing 

purposes. 

41 V pon examining the samples of kMghal it was soon discovered 

that they were impure forms of ferrous sulphate or grE~en copper
as. The sample from Ledav pass contained 30·1 per eent. of 

anh.rdrous ferrous sulphate, and that from Kll Chotok 27·36 
per cent. 

• • • • • • 
" The minerals contained about 40 per cent. of matter insoluble 

in water consisting of silica, iron, alumina, and lime. These 
estimations leave a balance of about :!0 per cent. which might be 
referred to water of crystallisation. 

"The specimen ofkhaghal from Bhapavyielded to hot water only 
a small quantity of sulphate of alumina· with traces of. calcium 

aulphate, and was therefore almost valueless as a dye or 
mordant." 

• • • • * • 
1\fr. Hughes-Buller, who was accompanied by Mr.B. A. Gupte, 

Assistant to the Director-General of Ethnography in India, col
lected geological specimens during his tour in the district in 1903, 
which were examioed by the Geological Survey Department of 

the Governmen\ of India, and found to include the following :-

Calcareous sandstone, cerussite calcite with ferruginous 
staining, limonite and calcite, slag, limestone, calcareous red 

•Iu the Gahwaro hillne.r Khuzdi.r.-Etl: 
JlB 

Other !peel· 
mens (190S). 
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..,llnrl!ll ABD shale, calcite mixed with iron ochre, and ribbed lamellibranchiata 

... uu.LB, f 1i 

Wad and 
Pab Range. 

S!rnna and 
the Kbidranl 

country in 
- lhalaw.ln. 

rom a mest.Jne. 

Iron pyrites are found on the Barboi hills in Jbalawan and 
Dobanzil near Gidar. Water from a spring" Laka-n&-Tobro" on 
the Garri hills near W aher was found to contain saline matter in 
which sulphates of lime and iron and alumina were detected. A 
sample of mud from the same spring was found to consist of a 
large proportion of calcium and magnesium carbonate. 

Specimens brought from Wad and Pab hills included iron slag; 
calcite; massive malachite (a rich copper ore) agates and 
jaspers; red jasper; fragments of gabbro and other basic crys· 
talline rocks; fragments of limonite whh quartz; cerussite; 
quartz pebble and basic porphyries. 

Specimens collected in Saruna and the Khidrani country includ
ed limestone, conglomerate, diabase, ferruginous concretiona in 
sandstone, gypsum, fragments of argill11ceous limestone and 
volranic ash-beds, cerithium (a spec~es ver1 common in the "Nairi 
group'' bot!\ urper and lower), and chrornite in serpentine form. 
The last two are said to be very interesting specimens. Rich 
calcoryrite or coppfr pyrites, associated with a little malachite 
and some calcite is also found. 

.K'Mlmoltor 
liltij(cl. 

:r ab bills in 
Wad. 

Khalmolt (rock smoke) or Mashan.a churro (hill juice), which 
occurs in the Pab hills near Wad, is the black variety of what is 
called silajw or shilajatu in India, and is allied to the Persian 
drug named mumiai. It is one of the most peculiar medicinal 
substances of the East. It is found in certain inaccessible places 
in the Pab hills and also in the southern part of the Harboi and is 
said to be contained in the substance of the rocks in which it 
appears as an exudation drawn-out by the heat of the sun. Its 
origin, occurrence and formation and the nature of the rocks 
which produce it, are, however, matters that still require investiga
tion. It is collected during -tl!.e hot weather before the rains 

let in. 

Khalmolt agrees in many particulars with the substance brought 
down from Nep.U enry year and sold in the bazan of Calcutta as 
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a very e!Iecti.a medicine. In Jhalaw~n it is used particularly for MINJ:I · 

cough and pneumonia. It is also alleged that "ounded ibex and ~:n.u.e. 
mountain Rheep generally try ;to reach a place where khalmolt 
occurs in order to lick it as a cure for their wound.· 

In ancient days, lead mines were worked in Sekr,n, "hich is 
situated about 12 miles west of Khuzdar. Masson who Tisited 
the district in 1840 refers to these mines and tsays that 200 men 
were constantly employed in extracting the ore. Vast quantities 
of slag lying about on the surface testify to the former extent or 
the industry. The rocks including the ore, evidently from 
Dr. Cook's • description, are cretaceous limestone and from his 
mention of fragments of granite being seen at one of the entrance• 
of the shafts, it is most probable that here the occurrence of the 
metalliferous deposit is directly· connected with the intrusion. of 
igneous rocks into beds of cretaceous age. DrL Cook says that in 
one place the rocks resembled an altered claystone, variously mottled 
and containing small cavities and the fracture of some specimens 
showed a metallio steel-grey appearance (galen.a). Major George 
Le Mesurier who surveyed the route from Katat to Sonmiani, 
speaks of the antimony at the Sckran mines occurring in crystals 
of an inch square imbedded in black vitrified rock. It is added 
that the lead ore found was of inferior qual'ty and small in 
quantity. The so-called antimony must have been galiJ1ltJ 
if it occurred in cubes. The mines are at present abandoned and 
regarded with snper.stitious awe by the people. The tribesmen 
occasil'nally break off slabs of rock from other bill sides in the 
vicinity and from them manufacture lead and antimony for local 
consumption. 

There are no important industries in the district, and arts and 
manufactures are chiefly confined to embroideries, rough felts and 
carpets, leather work and mats. 

Lead mfnea 
in Sl§kr.f.a. 

AB'l'!l AND 
.IIANcrAO. 

TI7BEII. 

The embroideries worked by the Br~hui women are highly J!!mbroi
artistic and enjoy a considerable local reputation. There are several denea. 

descriptions, which are known as mosum, prt~we• parlwar, and 

• TopogrDph&ool ao&d G10log~ Sutd oftlw Pro.t- of.llAlGIL'Ii•, etc., 
bJ Dr. B. Cook (1860). . 
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.ARTS un ohakan. The first named is the best and is much valued. The 
:U~:~ .. I'A.C· embroideries are chiefly done on married women's shirts. Almost 

all females know the work, but the Mengal women are especially 
good at it, and the Nichara women excel all. · 

. A third prize with a bronze medal was awarded at the Delhi 
Exhibition of 1903 for an embroidered dress, and the fvllowing 
interesting description of the samples submitted for his inspection 
~~ given by Sir George Watt : " The Bdhui embroideries 
-eontain both darn and satin stitches, the latter being often double 
and mainly utilized on linen. The former is, however, the chief 
·stitch used on the beautiful work shown on their dresses. The 
·design especially in the women's dress is primarily geometric but 
certain of the colours cross from one ridge to another and thus 
cause .the notched or toothed outline that is more or less peculiar 
to this style of work. These are the special constructive features 
of the Brahui dress and they are completely covered with the line 
form of satin stitch embroidery except the shoulder bands which 
are invariably done in wool or coarse silk, and in stem and feather 
atitches not in satin stitch. The silk used in the front panels is 
mostly dark red, orange, green, white, and black, the pattern being 
outlined in black and picked out by a bold conception in white 
embroidery. This striking use of black and white, amid 
elaborations in Indian red or purple may' be taken as the dominant 
feature in the scheme of colour of the Brahui embroideries •. The 
isolation of the pattern by narrow bands of the field material 
recalls, of course, the Jat embroideries (pkulkdris) of the eastern 
Punjab, but there the comparison begins and ends. It would be 
exceedingly curious were a study of the races cognate with the 
Brahuis, such as the Khonds and Gonda of the central tableland 
o.f India, to reveal the existence of work similar to that of the 
Brahuis which otherwise stands by itself as one of the most 
strikingly peculiar and beautiful forms of needlework met with in 

. India."* 

Carpetland There are no professional weavers, and carpets and rugs are 
nita. made by the women chiefly for domestic use and for presents at 

weddings. The carpets made by the Badinzai (Kalandrani) 

• Indit~n A.rt al D•lhi, by Sir George Wat~. (CalouUa, 1903).: 
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111rcU.r-1,'Mt women are the best in the district, The common • AB.TI!I AIID 

nrietie~ are ga,.ra'k, 'kon.t, and Bhifi. The former, which is usn ally a ~v::.~Ao
narrow striped rug, aim ple in pattern and of no great artistic merit, 
is principally uaed for household purposes, the price of an ordinary 
rug about 3 yards by ll yards varying from Rs. 3 to Rs. 12. 
Kon.t is slightly superior and costs fr~m Rs. 5 to Rs. 20. The •hifi 
is made of richer material and bas a more finished design the usual 
prices are from Rs. 20 upwards, but a good specimen has been 
known to fetch as much as Rs. 100. Both kont and shiji are made 
of sheep's wool. The history of the industry is unknown but the 
patterns appear tQ be of Persian origin and design. Tutak is 
famous for its carpets, but those made in Jau. are also considered 
to be good. The process of manufacture is thus described by 
Mr. B. A. Gupte, Assistant to the Director-General of Ethno-
graphy: "The wool is cleaned, spun, and, if necessary, dyed, The . 
implement used for spinning wool is called jhallak. It is a spindle 
of the most primitive type made of a pair of pieces of wood cross-
ing each other at right angles, with an upright handle which has 
a notch in it fixed at the joint. A bundle of thread is called 
girik. The loom is equally primitive, although the whole work 
turned out is very clever. It consists of four pegs fixed in the 
form of aa ohlong, the breadth being 3 ft>et and the length 9 feet. 
Between the first two pegs is tied a beam. Another beam is 
similarly tied to pPgs at the other end. These beams are known 
as pukhtu.. About 3 fePt from the first .beam stand two sticb 
arranged in a triangle (trikul). The sticks of this tripod are fixed 
on either side of the oblong and to them is tied a cross beam 
called drangddr or makri-nd-p,;l. To this makri-nd-pti.t are 
attached by ropes two or four sticks (gula·pbt) which reglllate the 
action of the heddles. The strings connecting the heddles (Dul) 
to the cross bram (mu'kri) are called makl'i-6and. As the weaver 
goes on weaving the carpet, he has to tie the outer ends or borders 
to another stick, known technically as the stretcher and called 
pahnad kash. The stretcher is moved forward as necessity 
requires. The comb, with which the weft is driven home ia called 
duk. Armtd with this the weaver proceeds by p11ssing each thrt>ad 
of the warp through the heddlts in the way he has been carefully 
trained to do io order to regulate the designs. He ha1 no pi&D 
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AaTa AND nor can he recount or sing the numbers aa pile carpet weavers do 
li4Nt1FAC· · • 
oro au. and he can produce only a few geometncal designs. The warp is 

Coal'se clotla 
or llora. 

!J&lled gwafta when arranged. The weft when laid is called khol 
and each of the warp-threads ia called tanista. It will thns be 
11een that a distinct name is used for each of the materials used 
and even the weft-thread before it is passed through the warp or 
'laid' is distinguished by a separate name (pot). One end of each 
of the threads of the warp ia tied to the first beam and the other 
to that at the farthest end. The heddles are next tied with the 
makri band to the cross beam. In cotton-we11ving in other parts 
of India s.iziog is the first process, but in carpet weaving it is not 
necessary and no size is used as the outer ends of the 'hair ' or 
wool have to be left loose to cover the interstices. The weft 
thread is carried through the warp thread by the weaver without 
the use of a shuttle and passed in and out in accordance with the 
design he carriPB in his head. The weft thread is made into a 
small bundle (lait) having been wrapped round a piece of wood. 
It is then pushed home or 'laid' with the comb (duk). The 
process is tedious and a kont 3x II yards may by steady work 
be completed in about a. fortnight and a sh~/i 41 x 3 yards in 
from one to two months. In practice, the work is done only in 
leisure hours and generally takes a longer time." 

Amongother articles similarly manufactured arP.gidanorblanket 
tents, 11IAZ or woollen coats, khurjzn or saddle bags, tobra or nose
bags, and coverings for cattle, horses, and camels. 

The N akibs pf Chaku and Karkh are the professional weavers 
of the coarse country cloth, shoi, jori or kora, but the industry is 
on the decline as Indian piece-goods are now in common use• 
The weavers charge as wages 20 per cent. of the material given to 
~hem to be manufactured ; a piece of cloth is ordinarily about 
14 yards long and the width is I! feet, the selling price being 

about Rs. 2 per piece. 

Yellow dye is prepared from turmeric, blue from indigo, deep 
grt>en from kklghaZ or zagh (ferrous sulphate) and gwanik ( a 
tree), and black from khaghat 

COMMBBCB In ancient times very little trade appears to have existed in the 
· .um 'r.u»x. district. Exports were confined tc> wool and ghl and grain was 
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imported. A considerable amount of traffic, however, found its way COMJn:acs 

:through the district either from east to west and vice versa or AND IaAD.S. 

~rom Central Asia to Sonmiani on the sea coast, or to Sind by 
:the Baran Lak, Hab valley and Mula pass routes •. The Arab 
I geographers mention that the main road from Persia to :M nltan 
1passed through Kbuzdar in the time of the Caliphs, and in litter 

;times traders seem to have preferred the Jbala"'an route tu tha 
!by the Bolan pass as one of the principal duties laid UJ'on the 
Khan of Kalat by the Kandahar Government was to protect the 
trade caravans travelling by the former. In the time of M(r 

· Mahmlld Khan I (1208-3~ H.) the Bizanjau and the }lfengal tribes 
: haraijsed the traders and levied exorbitant transit duti~s. Com-
1 plaints having been made to Shah Zaman of K11ndah&r, he sent 
1 two officials to the Khan, who proceeded to Khuzdar to arraogs 

matters. The :Mengals agreed to stop the dutits, but the Blzaojaur 
refused, and in the fight that ensued the Bizanjau Sarda 
Fakir Muhammad wa.s killed. According to Mt~sson, Mahmud 
Khan permitted these tribes afterwards to levy sDlnll transit 
fees amounting to not more than Rs. 4 a load but in 
M.ehrab Kb&.n'a reign (1816-7) a load of merchandise was 
not cleared under Rs. 23 or Rs •. 24 and the tribesmen (while 
Masson was in the country) are said to have realised in one year 
about Rs. 90,000 from ktljilas. The trade in olden days was chiefly 
in the hands of Babi and Babar Afghans. By the treaty of 1854 
Nasfr Khan II bound himself to protect merchants passing through 
his country, and to permit no exactions beyond an equitable duty 

to be fixed by the British Government and the Kh&n, the rate 

being fixed at Rs. 6 per camel load from the northern frontier to 

the sea and Rs. 5 from the same frontier to ShiUrpur. During 

the early seventies, caravans were much plundered throughout the 

Kal&t State, and when the treaty of 1876 was concluded it was 

provided that the1e was to be entire freedom of trade between 

Kalat and British India subject to such restrictions as the British 

Government might deem necessary for the protection of fiscal 

interesta. In the second fortnight of October, 1876, 1,080 camels 

and 108 donkeys carrying merchandise passed through Kal&t 

'" roul• to Kadchi by the Dab river ro~te. 
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What little trade exists at present is almost entirely in the hands 
of the Hindu dealers who originally came frotn Shikarpur and 
Sehdn in Sind and a few from Kachhi and are now acattereJ in 
various trade centres in the district. 

The shopket>pers of Kl1uzdar, Zidi, Nal, 1\IRshkae, Karkh, and 
Chaku deal for export wi~h Shikarpur, but for import they find 
it cheaper tO deal with Karachi. The imports for Surab cume 
from Quetta, but the exports are carried to Shikarpur by the 
MUla pass. The traders in Wad Drakala.v,Ornach, Jau and Nal 
deal wiLh Karachi via Bela. 

E:Kports. The important items of export comprise wool, ghr, sheep, goats, 
skins, and dwarf-palm leaves with mats, ropes, baskets, and 
brooms made from the last named. When the harvest is goo.J, 

. wheat is exported by the people of Nichara. Zahri, anJ Sunib to 
Kalat; a small amount of rice from Mula and chara1 from Nichara. 
and Zahri find their way to Kachhi. The export of wheat to 
Makran in exchange for datea is mentioned later ill' the remarks 
on the system of gwtchi. 

Imports. Cloth, spices sugar, tea, gu.r, oil, rice, and other groceries 

Gwdehi 
.ystem, 

(kiri.Aa) and shoes are imported from Sind; salt juari, country 
liquor, bullocks and camels from Kachhi; dates fM>m .Makran; 
mag her, a wild millet danichk, a drag ; and shakargaz or tamarisk 
gum from Kharan; fresh fruit and miscellaneous articles from 
Kalat to Zahri, Surab, and Baghwaua, this trade being in the 
hands of Dehwars; and a small amount of t<>baeco-, dried 
mulberries, and apricots from Mastnng into Wad. 

In Makran every alternate year which is known as the- Aamen. 
yields a larger :harvest of dates, and it is during these Mmen 
years that there is a rush of people into Makran to export dates. 
Caravans from Jhalawan genera:tly carry wheat to Makran and 
bring dates in exchange. The owner of the wheat, ir he has no 
transport of his own, hires camels, and pays to the camel-owner 
haU the quantity of dates imported in exchange for the wheat. If 
the owner of the wheat provides his own camels, the driver in 
charge, who acts as his agent, is paid one-fourth of the dates and 
his food for the journey, or one-third of the dates he imports. 
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The dates on arrival in Jhalawan are exchanged for wheat and CoMMERcE 

h d. . Th . I d . th ' 1. tJ AND 'l'RADE. ot er commo tltes. e peop e · engage m e gw~o~;,., are 1e 
N(charis, the Pandranis and Trassanis of Zahri; Harunis and 
Nigharia of SU.rab ; the Rckizai, SMhda.lzai, and · Mazarzais of 
Gidar: the B1zanj3us of Nal; the Sajdis of Gresha; a few Kaland

ranis of Tutak ; Kambraris and Bajo.is of Baghwana; and Langavs 

of Wad. 

It has ah·eady bean mentioned th11t the export and import trade Classes 

of the district is in the hands of Hind11 dealers, while certain . ~nt'i'Se~ 
tribes engage in the gwuchi trade, i. e., exchange of wheat and 

dates with Makran. 

The Hindus who keep sho:~s at central places send out their 
agents or servants with small quantities of merchandise into 
various vitlages, Thl'se retailers, who are known in the country 

as pingiwdla, are welcome in every village and encampment anl are 

well treatPd nnd fed. Thl'il' pr\ncipal business is io retail their 
commodities in exchange for 11:ra.in, wo:>l, gM, etc., and to advertise 
them S() that the pe()ple requiring larger supplies may go to the 
shopkeeper's headquarters. 'l'hese servants are not authorised to 
sell articles on cr .. dit. When. a partner in a firm is·ou.t in the 
district he giv•'B credit, realises l\Jans, and at the same time 
arraugcu to purchase wool, gM, aud otht>r articles for export. •These 

purchases are generally arranged 1hrough the headman of the 
village or encacupment to whom a small present has to be made, 

and if he himself ha~ any articles. for sa.le. a special rate has to 
be fhcd for them. 

The trade bl'tween Jhalnwan and Sind is chiefly carried on Modes of 

camels, but f,Jr the internal trado of the district the Hindu shop- carriage. 

keept>rs use dnnkeys. of which a number are rnaintained by each 
mao for his requirements. The owners h tl1e former ca~e do not 
accompany the caravans themselves, tnt t ~;e merch:.ndiFe is placed 
in the ,handi uf the camtl own~rs, who are ~esponsiblt> for its 

d~livery. The biro is determined by the cam~ I !oad, which in case 

of wool represents 8 mauuds and gl.i 6 maunus;other commodities 
being ralculattd at 5 to 6 maunds. 

The Jhal&wan Cl.iefs have, from time to time, introduced and Transit dues. 
levied transit dues. Rt>preseutations on this point were 

HB 
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CoMMERCE made to the Political Agent, Kalat, who in 1898-9 made enqumes 
~ND TRADE. d d' J. I an 1scus~e t 1e matter with the Jhalalnin Chiefs in the presence 

of the Khan's vakil and orders were passed by the Agent to the 
Governor-General in 1900, In ·accordance with these orders the 
following transit due3 were allowed:-

Name of sardar. I Local~ty w~ere BtmJ I 
ts levted. Rate. 

Sardar Pasand Khan, 
Zarrakzai. 

Hussoi in Mula pass. Rs. 4-8-0 per camel load on 

Sardar Shakar Khan, Wad ... 
1\Iengal. 

Sardar Kahera, Bi- Nal ... 
zanjau. 

Sardar Shakar Khan, Wad ••• 
Men gal. 

merchandise, such a~ oil, 
tobacco, cloth gM, and wool 
passing through Mula pass. 

B.. : 1 pe~ camel load of 
S maunds merchandise, suoh as 
ghi, wool, oil, cloth, dates and 
tobacco through the Wad 
valley. 

R. 1-4-0 per camel load on 
qhi, wool. and cloth passing 
through the ... ~aJ. valley. 

Rs. 5 on each camel load of 
mercbaudise, sach as gM, wool, 
oil, and cloth. Bs 2-fl-0 per 
camel load (8 maunda) of to
bacco. On dates An. 1 per 
30 seers. 

• Sardar Bustam Khan Between · Koda and B. I on mch camel load 
Muhammad Hasni. Tank-i-Maskhae only of the following articles:

on exports and im- Dates, grain, salt, and to bacco 
f'Orts from and to irrespective of weight of load 
Jebri. carried by each camel. 

Sardar · Kahera Nal ... 
Kb:in, Bizanjsu. 

Rs. 5-8-0 on each 8' maunds 
of wool and gh.£ expot·tcd from 
N ;il. On tobacco imported into 
Nat R. 1-4-0 per maund. On 
cloth imported into Nal 
Rs. 2·8·0 per load. 

In connection with tbe- transit dues (items I and 2) the Agent 

to the GoTernor-General remarked,'' that it is probable that as in 
Bolan, badraka dues used also in former times to be levied in the 
:Mula pass and on the trade route to Karachi. There is no desire, 
therefore, to interfere with the dries levied by the Jhalawan 
Saruar in the 1\Iula, nncl by the l\Iengnl Sardar at Wad, bot they 
shoultl he called on to prove their right to levy these dues. So 
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long as the dues are levied, the Sardars concerned must be held COIIMERCB 

respolli!ible for the safety of caravans. If they cannot undertake AND TRADE. 

this respcmsibility the dues will be disallowed." 

Further enquiry made by Captain A. B. Drummond, Assistant 
Political Agent, Kalat, in 1904 showed that the following dqes 
were levied :-

(a)-By Sardar Pasand Kh&.n in the Mula pass-

Each camel load of wheat 
Rs. a. p. 
0 4: 0 

" .. .. cloth, ghl, sugar. etc, 1 4 0 

. (6)-At Norgama-
• 

Camel load of wheat 

" " 
cloth, wool, ghi 

, 
" 

sugar and similar articles, 

(c)-By H. H. the Khan on goods passing from 
Zahri to the M.ula or KaJat

C&melload of wheat ••• 

.. .. .. .. 
wool 
gh£ 

(d)-An additional Bung of Ans. 3 per eamel 
load of wheat and Ans. 2-6 on wool was 
also levied at Ka.lat on goods passing the 
latter place from Zahri, 

(e)- On goods .coming from Quetta aild other 
places and going to Zahri via Kalat

Cloth, per waund 
Oil 
Tobacco 
Sugar, etc. 

0 4 0 
1 4 0 
1 o· o 

0 4 0 
4 8 0 

11 4 0 

0 9 6 
0 13 0 

0 13 0 
g 9 0 

It was also ascertained that it was the custom in all parts of 
Zahri to levy a tax on bat~ias and shopkeepers trading in a vil!lage, 
in return for which the Sardar levying it assumed responsi
bility [or the Pafety of the property of the payer. The amount 
paid varied (rom Rs. 30 to Rs. 60 per annum II.Ccording to the status 
of the person paying, the amount or trade invobed, the size of tho 
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CoMMERCE village, etc., but at Norgama a hania paid as much as Rs. 100 per 
AND TRADE. d Ch'• th I z 0 f do 0 ·~ b 0 od annum an one ~.u, eon y ucJnla o any stan mg m LJil r1, pa1 

Rso 500 to Sardar Pasand Khan for the pri vile3e of trading in 
Norgama, Pandran, and Nichara. Captain Drummond concluded 
by saying that " with taxes such as these there is small wonder 
that there is little trade in the country and the wonder is that 
there is so much. " 

MEANS OF A list of more important routes is attached as appendix IV. 
~~~:.UNICA· These routes inc!ude-(1) Kachhi-1\lashkae-Makran route via 

Khuzdar aud Nal; (2) Ka!at-Bcla route via Surab, Khuzdar, and 
Wad; (3) KaUt to Panjgur v1a l:lunib amd Zayak; (4) Kabit to 

Kotra via. Pandr:in and Zabri v"lley; (5) Hab river route; (6} 

Gidar Dhor route to Jan; (7) Nal to Kharan via Koda., Beseima 
valley, and Garruk river; (8) Nal to Bela via Baran Lak; (9) 
Khuzdar to Jhal via Karkb; (10) Gidar to Jt!bri via Koda; (11) 
Wad to Karachi via SMh Bilawal; (12) Lak Harbab route; and 
(13) Luk h river route from Tutak to Gresh a. 

Kalat-Wad 
road. 

Transport. 

As the hill ranges of Jhalawan generally run in well defined 

parallel lines from north to south, the routes which follow this 
direction and lie along the valleys of the country are, as a rule, 
considerably easier than thost! which run at right angles to the 

strike of the ranges, from west to east, where in many places the 
only means of communication are through difficult gorges and 
hill passes. The descents into the adjoining plains of Kachhi and 
Sind on the east and into Kharan on the west lie through rough 
and difficult country as do the souther11 routes leading into the 

B~la State territory. 

The principal unmetalled road is the Kaiat-·wad road which 

passes through Rod~njoo Surab, and Baghwaua via Anjfra, Zava, 
and Noghai to Khuzdar, and thence changes ih course to 
Pfr U mar, W aht!r, a•ul \V ad. 'I his road bas been cleared and 
improved (1906), from Kalat to Khand village, about 100 miles, 

by the Kaiat State. 

The camel is the principal means of transport throughout the 

district. The bullock aud donkey are only used for domestic 
tran~port purposes by the indigenous nomads only in the absence 
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of camels. The rate of camel hire varies, but for long jourtleys MEANs OJ!' 

the amount ordinarily paid is Ans. n9 a day or, when engaged by ~~~:.UNlcA
the month, Rs. 16. 

There is " combined Post and Telegraph Office at Kab1t whence Post and 

to Khuzdar the mails are carried by Postal sowars kept up by !~~~ph 
the K~lat State, ~ix times in a month in each dirt>ction, the 
journey occupying about 48 hours. The Sub-Post Office at 
Khuzdar is in charge of one of the clerks in the office of 

the Native Assistant, Jhalawan, who is paid an allowance of 

Rs. 12 per mensem by the Postal Department. 

The letters for the Khan's thana 11t Sanina are sent to Johi in ............... oalt 

the Larkana district wht>nce they are carried every fourth day to arrangements. 

'l'ando l~ahfm Khan and delivered there to a policeman, and 

thence carried by Levy sowars to Saruna. 

The greater portion of the cultivated area depends on rain for FAMINL 

its w~tter-suwly and where there is any water for irrigation the 
land available is often inadequate. The sources of irrigation are 

much affected by r~infall, and in years of scanty rain their irrigat-
ing capacity is largely reduced. The flocko-wners, who form the 

mAjority of the population of Jhalawan, look to the autumn and 

wi11ter rains for their supply of grazing and fodder. The primary 
cause of the scarcity, therefore, is the failure of the autumn and 
winter rains, and if such failures contin,ue for two or three con· 
secutive years scarcity becomes serious and famine may even 
result. A yery important factor is the condition of the crops in 
K1whlli, B.~la, ~tnd Sind, "·hence the people import grain, even in 
ordinary years, and where a number of them migrate to work as 
agricultural labourers. The condition of the date harvest in 
P1wjgur also affects the people of Jhalawan. Other causes of 
agricultural loss, which, if combined with othtr intluences, may 
cause scarcity. are the visitations of locusts and the apfearance of 
raft& or rust in the wheat crop. 0£ the two harvests the more 

important is that reaped in spring, but in Lower Jhalawan greater 
reliance is placed on the autumn harvest. The former t'onsists 
principally of wheat and the latter of ju6.r&, and in the greater 
part of the district, a good spring harvest after a winter which 
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has' permitted of the cultivation of dry.crop lands, is sufficient to 
carry the population through the year. A good harvest of the 
fruits of the gwan, the dwarf-palm or pish and the_ sires plant 
also help to· tide over years of great scarcity, 

According to local tradition, 187U and 1879 were years of 
severe distress caused hy failure of r.lin, wheat sellin~ at about 
Qt seers to a rup6P. This distress led to the Bnihuis selling 
their girls in marriage to the zamindtirs of Sind, a. practice- which 
has since been continued. 

In 1886 the wheat crop was affected by rust throughout the 
district, more especially in Surab and Khuzdar, where stamling 
crops were burnt .to make room for the autumn so wings. Duriug 
1899-1900 the rabi or spring harvest failed for want of rain and 
the price of wheat rose to 8 seers for a ri1pee, The scarcity was 
felt in Sind also, and at the suggestion of the Commissioner of 
Sind the Jhalawan Brahnis were warned not to resort to that 
·Province in quest of 11gricultural labour. 

Protective No organised· protective measures have been undertaken iB 
measuree. Jbalawan by the Katat State, and the greatest safegunrd consists in 

the migratory habits of the people and the proximity of Kachhi and 
the protected areas in Sind. Again, the majority of the people 
are both graziers and agriculturists, and though a year may be 
unfavourable to agriculture, it may still be one of fairly good 
pasturage. Thus, it is only a combined failure of crops both in the 
district itself and in the neighbouring tracts, and of fodder that 

can produce an actual crisis. 



CHAPTER 111.-AD.M:INISTRATIVE. 

For ad ministration purposes, the lands of the Jbalawan district AD:MINISTBA· 

fall into two separate and well defined categories, viz.-(a) the TION AND 

K • f K I' d STAFF. areu subject to the direct jurisdiction of the ban o a at, an 

(b) the areas held by tribal groups. 

The former category comprises those lands on which revenue is 
paid to the Khan, and, as a general rule, all persons cultivating such 
lands are considered to b11 the subjerts of the KhBn. To this 
rule the cultivators in the Zahri ,,&a6at, comprising the Pandrani, 
the Lotiani, Rs1s, Danyas, aud Saidzais form an exception, and 
are regarded as on the same footing as other tribesmen in the tribal 
are11, and deal in t!'ibal matters with the Zarrakzai Chief, while 
the Khan's nai6's dealings with them are strictly limited to 
revenue and agricultural matters. The administrative units into 
which the Tl'Venue paying l11nds are organized are the t'LiabatB Of 
Surab, Khuzdar, Mashk ae and Zahri and tho isolated area of Gazg, 
which correspond to the tahsils in a British administered province. 

The tribal areas are those revenue-Free lat.ds held by the 
Brahuis, the principal tribes being the Iltazai; Zahri (with its 
numt>rous clans, :Musiani, Jattak, Bajoi, Sasoli, Khidrani, etc.); 
:Mcngal; Muhammad H asni ; B!zanjau, Mirwari; Kambrari; 
Gurgnari; Suwalari ; Kalandrani ; Rodcni and Sajdi. The 
locality where each tribe predominates is mentioned in the 
account of the tribes in Chapter I under Population. 

In the time of Mir Nasir Khan I and his immediate predeces
sors, the Brahui tribesmen were gradually organized into a con
federacy with the Khan of Kalat at its heRd. During the time of 
NUir and his succes!lor Ahmad Shah, the tribal organisation was 
fully developPd under the san or feudatory system, the title of 
Beglar-Brai or Chid of chiefs being conft>rred upon the Khan. 
The tribes living to the north of Kalat became the Sarawan divi
aion, and those to the eouth the Jhalawan division. The Raisb 
Chief and the Zarrakzai Chief of the Zahris as the premit>r Chiefs. 
re~>pectively, of the Sarawau and Jhalawan divisions, had seab 
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ADMINIS• in the Khan's dar!Ja,. on the ri"'ht and ]eft of the Khan respective-
TRATION AND · . • 1"1 ' 

STAFF. ly, formed w1th h1m a cor1sultative body, and were admitted to a 

substantial share in all deliberation:; affecting the affairs of the 
confederacy generally. The Chiefs of tribes were boLind to find 

men-at-arm~ for the purposes of coufeder:r.cr, when called npon to 

do so, but, in consultatioo1 with their headmen of Eections, had 

almost absolute power in the interMl administration of their tribee, 

though there appears to have been a general right of appeal to 

the Kh~o. The Chiefs were, and still arP, ell'cted by their 

tribesmen, but the election was subject to the confirmation of the 

Khan. As a rule, the eldest son of a Chief succeeded his father, 

bot he was liable to exclusion on grounds of general unfitness. 

Attempts by the Khan at personal aggrandisement at the 

expense of the tribesmen end~d in the rebellions which assumed so 
serious a tohape during the rtign of 1Hr Khudadad Khan, and in the 

intcrfereo•ce of the British Government. Since then. the relations 

of the Khan and th11 tribesmen have been governt>d by the ter!!!S 

of the :\lastung agreement, by the treaty of 1876, and hy the 
custom which ha~ been established on these bases. Shortly after 

the conclusion of the Mastung agreement, the Khan issued a ~et 

of rules regarding the collection of revenue. settlement of claims, 

disposal of crinoinal cases and other matters, w loicb are fully 

described in the Sa1·awan Gazetteer. 

These agreements afld rules are the basis out of which thl' 
internal admiuistrstion of the KaJat districts hRs grown up, but 
!n the course of more than a quarter of a centnry the position has 

been somewhat modified, among the more important innovations 

being the grant of allowances by the Kal:it State to the principal 

Chiefs of the Jhalawan tribes, the appointment of a Political 
Adviser to the Khan and of a ~ativl' Assistant at Khuzdar, and 

the establishment cf thanas or posts at ceotral plnces. 

The Political Agent in Kalat exercises general supervision and 
control in all matters, particularly over the Bnihui tribes, though 

lt•aving the internal management of each tribe to he conducted, so 
f11r as possible, on tribal lines. In dealing with the tribal11ffairs of 

Jhalawan as well as Sarawan, the Political Agent is assisted bv 
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the Assistant Political A"'ent, who also exercises jurisdiction on ADMINISTRA· 
" TIOY AliD 

the Nushki RailwAy, which is combined with the Bolan Pass sun. 
diatrict for purposes of ad~iuistration. 

'l.'he Kalat State ni,UJats, in Jhalawan are nnder the administration 
of His Highness the Khan. The Native Assistant in Jhalawan is 
in charge of the Jhalnwan tribes, in subordination to the Kalat 
Agency. 

'l'he Gazgcountry is under the direct control of the Khan and its 
revenue is collected, as is that of J oha11 in Sarawan, under a contract 
system, the contractor keeping a jrir-nashl11 at Gazg to collect 
revenue o·1 his bdha.lf. lu each of the remaining nl:Lbat1 that is 
Sun1b, Masbkae, Khuzdar (known~also as the Jhalawan rmfhat) 
and Zahri, there is a nJ,ifJ or deputy. 'l'he revenue and adwinis 
trative staff compt·ises the following:-

Naib. Mtmshi. Ja-nllBhiu. Gaz1rs 
SU.rab 1 1 
l\lashkae 1 2 
Khuzdar 1 3 
Zahri l 

O.te of tha three jd-nashins in KhuzdarLis placed at 
Baghwlna, the second at Zili and the third at Karkh, and these, in 
sal> ... rJinatiou to the n.iifJ, are respcmsible far the collection of 
revenue and geMral aJministratio•1. 

The villAge headmen who assist in the collection of revenue and 
other admiuistrati ve matters are appointed from among the 
cultivators and are known as arha7 and r·ais. · 'fhere are two 
ar6J.!Js, one in Khuzdar and the other at llaghwana, and there are 
eight rais~s: one in Sunib, one in Gidar, oue in Baghwana, and 
five in N<Jrgama. The po~ition o[ these raises is-quite distinct fro.rn 

aud much superior to that of the ordinary raises who are village 
servants, and of whom there is one on the lands served by every 
Z.dre• or spring and on each dry-crop tract. The office of rais is 
hereditary in the leading families of Lotiani and Rait! in Zahri, 

and similarlr that of ar!JdfJ of Boigbwana and Khuzdar amODg the 
Kurd and Gazgi tribal groupe. The rais 11t Sunl.b is paid a small 
share out of the produce at the time of revenue collection, thoae 

13B 
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at Zahri (Norg~ma) are each allowed some water and land, 
revimne-free, for their services, and the one rais in Baghwnna
Khuzdar nia~at, is paid 200 Jhalawan maunds of wheat as ·his 
fixed annual allowance. 

The principal figure in the tribal administration is the Chief, 

who, by virtne of his position, commands great respect and almost 
reverence. If to uprightness of character he adds a rei•Utation for 
open hospitality, his power is almost boundless. He uses his 
ta7clcad,$, or· heads of clans, for executive purposes, and, when 
necessary, for purposes of consultation, but he is in no way bound 
to consult them in any matter. His near relations, when required, 
also assist him ia the management of tribal affairs and are 
deputed to kt'ep the peace or to settle disputes on the spot as 
occasion may require. 

As a general rule, minor disputes, such as those of petty assault, 
are referrel by the tribesmen theinselves to their takkaris for 
settlement. Rut it is open for them to go direct to the Chief. If 
either party is dissatidfied with the decision of the takkaris, they 
appeal to the Chief de novo. Important cases, such as those of 
adultery or cattle-lifting, are always dealt with by the Chief, as are 

all civil cases in which HinJus are concerned, and disputes regard
ing land and inheritance. After all evidence has been taken, the 
Chief passes ordaril which are generally verbal and not reduced to 
writing. The penalties inflicted by the Chief generally take the 
shape of compens!ltion to be pail by the guilty party in arms or 
money, or in case of cattle theft, of double, treble, or even eleven 
times the number of the cattle stolen. Fines are also inflicted, and 
an offender is S'lmetimes detaine.l for a 8hort period in the Chief's 
guest-house. In cases of adultery the injure.! husband is com
pensated, either in cash, girls, and land, or by disarming a number 
of men of the alulterer's party in a tribal assembly. In case3 of 
moveable property, such as debts, etc., the Chief, who settles the 
case, levies a fee at the rate of 25 r>er cent. on the amount 

decreed. 

In recent times it has become customary for the Jhalawan 
Chiefs to refer important cases of murder, adultery, etc., to the 

Political Agent, Kalat, for reference to jirgas, which assemble at 
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SiLi and Qtietta, and soinetimcs jirgas are held by the Political ADlllT.!UB· 

l ' I' h [' · _, 1 t A plica TRATION AND Agent at Ka at to w He are erence 1::1 maue a er on. P -STAFF. 

tions are either sent direct or through the Native Assi5tant, 

Jhalawan, to the Political Agent, by whoUl alljirga:awards are 

coufirmt-d, 

Tl'ibal custom generally, and Muhammadan Law to som 4 exte~t-, JuDICIAL. 

form theLa;;is on which the judicial work of the country is carried 

on, though different systems prevail in -the areas adruini~tered 

direct by the Khan as, for Pxample, in the Surab and Khuzdar 

niri~ats, where cRses concen.ing the cultivators of Kha1t's lands are 

disposed of by the nrltiis, and_ Zahri aml Gnzg, where jus ice is 

admiui~terPd iu accordance with ancient custom. Crime is invrsti-

gated by either the naii) perscmaJly or by the- jdrtasldnB, directly 

or under the orders of tLe nAib, the latter referring the casPs to 

the former. Petty ca~es are finally decided by the nail)s, who 

only make an entry of the names of tl~e parties concerned in their 

rcvennc books, showing only f-lt·c ,-,tuounts of fines, etc., recovered 

by them under the general name Mdi hawr:i, and at the time of 

the settlement of accounts, one-fourth of the amount thus realized 

i~ pai.l to the n1i6s. Cases of a serions nature, more especially 

those of murder, and important land disputes, are investigated by 

the <n'ii~ and referred .for decioion to the Klu1n, to whom the parties 

are aldo sent. In cases of a civil natnrt>, tho Khan receives 25 per-

cent, a1l t•alorem on the value of the ;uit, and 5 per cent. as mohsili. 

or collection charges, making a total of 30 per cent, In Zahri, 

incluJiug Pandran, -Norgama, and Mishk, and also in Gazg, the 

Kh:iu's jurisdiction is limiteJ to collection of revenue, while civil 

auJ criminal jurisdiction is left to the tribal headmen, who deal 

with cast's according to local custom. 

The system of tribal control and the ruethod of disposal~ of 

cases has been already referred to. To coordinate this system 

with the general administration of the country, tribal tluinns paid 

from the Khan's funds have been es~ablished at Zah1i and Saruna 

(1894), Surab and Khuzdar (1904), and :!lhshkae (1905). The 

. juri~diction of the thrina at Mungachnr (Sarawan district) incluLlrs 

a part of the Kalat ni<ihat in Jhalawan. The tluinad<irs aro under 

the control of the Native Assistant, Jhalnwan, to whum they send 
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JUDJOIAL. ~ weekly diary and all reports, copies oE reports in serious cases 
bei~g sent direct to the Political Agent in Kahit. In disputes 
arising between the Brahui tribesmen and the Khan's ulu~, the 
nuibs and the Native Assistant act jointly to effect a settlement. 
The followin,t instructions were issued to the Native Assistant, 
Jhalawan, in October, 1904 :-

(1) All petitions, whether in political, civil, or criminal cases, 
shall be accepted by. him when presented by the applicant in 
person or by some person duly authorised to act in his behalf. 

(2) A fee of As. 8 shall be charged on 11ll ordinary petitions, 
but on . those seeking relief in purely civil matters, e. g., the. 
recovery of property, money, land, etc., a fee of lls. 7-8 per cent. 
to be levied on tbe value of the property in dispute. 

(3) In criminal cnses, such as adultery, abduction, murder, Pte., 
the fee chargeable to be as abovP, viz., As. 8 only. 

In di:~posing of petitions or of cases that may otherwise come 
to his notice, the Native Assistant is guiued by the following 
rules:- · 

(i) Cases in which both parties belong to the same tribl' (other 
than the Khan's subjects) are to be left for settlement to the 
sarddr of the tribe concerned, unless the sardur asks for assistance 
or is found to be avoiding the settlement of the dispute; in the 
two last instances the Native Assista·tt is to endeavour to bring 
about a settlement in communication with the sardar. Fur the 
purposes of this rule the Zarrakzai sardar is the head of the under
mentioned tribes, and cases occurring among them should, in the 
first instance, be referred to him or his son, the thanadar of Zahri, 
Zarrukzai, Mtbiani, llajoi, Jattak, Lotiani, and .Danya. 

(ii) In cases between different tribes, the sardars or headmen 
shouLI be summoned to bring abo11t a settlement by amicable 
means, if possible, or failing that, by some one of the recognised 
methods of the country as slladat, arbitration, or ji.rga. 

(iii) In all rou'tine and unimportant cases, such as criminal 
assault~, theft of grain, cattle-lifting and other thefts, damage to . 
crops, etc., the Native Assistant is to 11roceed with the cases and 
bring about a settlement, if possible, without further reference. 
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• {iv) In. the following cases the Native Assistant is not to proceed J17DJCI .. u •• 

without previous reference, ,·jz.-land disputes ; disputes about 
water ; adultery cases, and other cases connected with women; 
disputes between Bardus; disputes between Brahuis and Khan's 
subjects; and serious cases of riot and murder cases, and generally 
all cases of a serious n·lture. -

In such cases all he is to do is to mqke preliminary enquiries, 
lo tab tiecm·ity, if nece~:~sary, and report the facts to the Political 
Agent, Kalat, with his opinion as to the best rood~ of 
settlement. . , . 

(v) Jirgas should be assembled and .casts ordinarily settle.f a~' 
the Native Msistant's head.quarters at Khuzdar, and lie should: 
proceed to Norgam11 from Lime to time. and there as3emble ajirga, 

in which the Zanakzai Chief should take part for the sett,lement. 
of pending Zahri cases. . 

(vi) All cases settled by jirga or otherwise should be submitted 
to the Political Agent, Kalat, for confirmation: 

(vii) No offenders should be detained in custody nr.les~ it is 
absolutely necessary to do so.. Accused or defendants should, 
as far liS po~sible, be released on t.ail or security to be furnished 
by their sardrirs or headmen. 

Lo1•al jirgas are occasionally h~ld by the Nl)tive Assistant, Local jlrgu. 

Jhalawan, Rt hia headquarters at Khuzdar, and sometimes at 
Norgama, for the settlement of petty cases. The awards of jirgas 

are submitted to the Political Agent, Kahit, for confirmation. . 

Disputes occurring between the tribes are now settled by the Bhci11i jirga1, 

Slial.i jirgas which assemble at Quetta in summer and at Sibi in 
winter, and a tendency is observable for· Chiefs of tribes to refer 
all imrorta.nt cases, such as murdPr, adnltery, theft, etc., even 
among their own tribesmen, to these jirgas. Chiefs wlio do not 
wish t~ refer inter-tribal cases to SM .. hi jirga not infrequrntly 
make srttlements by mutual consent. During the summer months, 
the Political Agent, ~alat, sometimrs holdsjirgas at Kalat to 
aettle important cases connected with the Jhalawan tribes, and 
Sara wan aardar• are also summoned to assist in these. 
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The jirga awards are sent up to the Poli t:cal Agt>nt for confir
mation, and appeals from the jirga decisions lie to the Agent to 
the Governor-General. 

No accurate statistics of the prevailing forms of crime are avRil
able, but., comrared with pre-British days, crime is said to be on 
the decrease. In ohl days, the raiding attacks of the trans-frontier 
Seistauis, some of whom are identifiable with the preEent Damauis, 
still described by the peopl~ as /lardm Kkors, were not 
infrequent in Western Jhalawan. The M:cngals committed inces

sant r11ids on Las Beh, and the Khidranis and Chhntta•, the Sasolis 
and some petty Eections of the Zahri tribe constantly committed 
thefts on the Sind border. Inter-tribal raids were also common, 
The Baduzai and Mithazai of Zahri were notorious thieves and so 
were the Hapursiz11i J attaks. The wandering Sumalaris and the 
Mir Haji Mengals often looted caravans and the Umrani Bfzanja•t 
harassed the travellers using the Dhrun hill route to Las Bela. 
This state of anarchy continued up to the time of Mir Nas!r Khan 

I, but tht> unsa1isfactory internal state of the country was consider
ably impr.?ved hy the reformatory measures introtluced by him. 

Among other things it was ordained that a thirf should be required 
to restore eleven-fo!d the property stolen and this rule st.ill prevails 
iu the tribal territory. Land disputes, petty ass11ults, and thefts of 
crops at the time of harvest are common forms of crime. Serious 

cases generally take the form ot adultery with murder, and some• 

times inter-tribal feuds. 

A ktizi was appointed in Nicharn by J\Hr Nasir Khan I, with 
injunctions to enforce the tenets of Islam in Jhalawa11 in social 
as well as religious matters, and an allowance was fixeJ for him and 
a grant of land made iu Kacbhi. The office of Tcazi was, however, 
abolished by 1.\1 !r KhudaJad Khan,who also stopped the allowances 
and cnnfis_cated the land granted. The leading man of the former · 
lca:i's family still retains influence, and tribesmen occasionally 

refer disputes to him for decision. · 

The Zarrakzai Chief keeps a T•dzi n.t his head-quarters to decide 
such cases as he may refer to him. He is given a monthly allowance 
by the Chief and, with his permission, levies fees iu cases at 
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5 per cent. on their value. The Bizanjau Chief similarly retains JtlDIOJAL. 

a hfzi at Nal for the disposal of cases in Lis tribe. 

The only parts of Jhalawan from which revenue. is derive.! by FIJ!U.NOB. • 

the State aee the niabatl of SU.rab, :MasLkae, Zabri, Khuzdar, and 
Gazg, and the principal sources of. r~venue are the land revenue, 
octroi receipts and thll Bidi-Hawai or the fees and fines levird in 
judicial cases, 

Reliable figure!! for revenue of the Jhalawan niibat1 are not 
available, but it has been ascertained that the receipts in 1904-5 
were as follows :-

SU.rab 
Masbkae ... 
Zahri 
Khuzdar 

Rs. a. p. 
10,703 0 0 

4,7Gl 14 6 
1,282 0 0 

14,252 0 0 

The income from Gazg which includes JoUn is about 
Rs. 1,~00 per annum. 

Bellides the pay of the Political Agent and Assistant Expenditure. 
Political Agent and their establishments, the British Govern
ment incurs an expllnditure of Rs. 3, 744 yer annum in Jhalawan, 
'l'his is wade up of an allowance of Rs. 300 per mensem paiJ to 
the Zahri Chief anJ Rs. 12 per mensem to a munshi at Khuzdar, 
who acts as Pos~-master, 

The cost of the admiui~tration of the various nidiJata is met 
from the. Kalat State treasury, while the Native Assistant, his 
establishml'nt, the levies employed io bcaltllinas, the postal levies 
hl'twteu Kalatt and Khuzda1· and allowances to various tribal Chiefs, 
are paid from the Khan's Fund. The expenditure under this 
latter head in 1904-S was as follows:-

Rs. 8·, p. 
1. Native Assistant and his estab-

lishmeut 7,592 3 1 
2. Allowances to tribal Chiefs 30,000 0 0 
3. Postal ~;ervice between Kaiat and 

Khuzdar 720 0 0 
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4. Levy thana at-
Rs. a. P· 

Zahri 3,988 15 (l 

Sur&b 2,265 15 6 
Khuzdar 3,480 0 0 
~' , ..:aruna ... 3,191 13 4 
Mashkae 1,713 9 2 ---

Total 52,952 8 7 
------

The only inrormation ab 1nt the systematic assessment of 
revenue in early times is to be found in the Ain-i-Akhari, 
which \TaB w•·itten about 1591'1, when the district formed 
part of the empire of the Emperor Akbar. KaHt with its 
neighbourhood is des~ribed as Kahlt-i-Nichara, and formed the 
southern boundary of Kandahar Sarkar. The revenue was levied 
partly in cash and partly in kind, and the country was alsi) 
required to furnish a. specified number of horsemen and footmen. 
Kalat-i-Nicbara supplied 30 Baloch horses, 30 camels, f·OO horse
men, and 500 footmen. Baghbanan or R\ghwana and Batar or 
Patar, which is identifiable with the well known valley of PC!ar 
in the MiriVari country, are similarly shown iu the Ain-i • .:Jkbm·i to 
have formed two mahals of Sewistan, The revenue of Baghwana 
is shown to have been 1\),48,152 dcims • or about Rs. 18,264, and 
that of Pe!ar 20,20,884 ddms or Rs, 18,940. 

The Air.-i· A.Tcha,·i does not exvlain the extent of ·the country 
from which the revenue paid by Kah1t-i-Nich&ra, Baghwana, and 
Pelar wa~ derived ; b••t it ilee:ns not improbable tha·t Kalat-i
Nichara represented what is mentioned here as Upper Jhalawan 
and the country north of the Central Jbalawan R11nge, including 
the SU.rab-Gidar valley, l\lashkae river valley, Zahri valleys, 
and the valleys o[ the Mishk-bel and Pissi-btH Rivers ; Bagbwana 
seem'! to have represented tho present Jhalawan, comprising the 
valleys of Baghwana, Khnzdar, Nal, Gresha, Wad, Koh1chi river, 

"' 1 taman= 800 dams. 
40 dams= 1 tabrezi. 

1 tabrel<i rupee= 3Indian rupees. { 

Vide Ai11·;-Akbari, Vol. I, page 
31, and Vol. II,page 3!13, als~ 
Dr. Duke's Raport on Harnat 
and Tl~al Chotiali, page 4. 
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Karkh and Chaku; and Pcl6.r included the Mirw6.ri country and LAlm B:s
the yalleys of Pclar, Nondrav, Jau, and Mashkae. Colour is lent to vuua. 
this theory in the case of Kal6.t-i-Nichara by the fact that it paid 
no revenue in money or kind, but only supplied 30 .Baloch horses 
and 30 camels, for both of· which Zahri and the surrounding 
country were famous in Abul F!!ozal's time. It may also be 
assumed that, whilst the ·cultivators of the lands in Baghwana 
andPclar supplied the money, the men-at-arms were found by the 
tribesmen of the hills. No evidence exists as to payment in money • 
kind and animals being continued toN adir SMh and the Afgblin 
tulers, nuder whose practical suzerainty the country passed in 
later times; but it is certain that the country continued to furnish 
a contingent of men-at-arms, and the exploits of Nasir Khan I 
with his Brahui contingent in Khurasan are still a subject of 
common talk among the people; the system was known as &an, and 
under it each tribe supplied a given number of men in proportion 
to its total strength, the distribution being made among the various 
clans, sections, and sub-sections. The supply of Ba11 is alleged to 
have been discontinued in the time of Nasir Khan I (1750-1 to 
1793-4), in whose time the Ahmadzai power reached its zenith. 
Henceforward, the Khans of Kalat gradually acquired a large 
measure of independence of Kandahar and its rulers. As the 
organised society known as the Brahui confederacy assu::n~d shape. 
two bodies of men were affected each in a different way. The Khan's 
ulu• who held the fine, irrigated lands of Surab, Baghwana, 
Khuzdar and Mashk~~:e continued, as in Akbar's time, to find revenue 
ill kind, but did not ordinarily supply men-at-arms, whilst each of 
the Brahni tribes either undertook or was required to supply ot 
the Khan a certain number of men-at-arms as its share of the 
burden of the confederacy. This was known as gham, gham kaslz,, 
or la&M,ar-giri, aud was entirely distinct from the ·sail supplied 

to the suzerain power, though both systems were worked oil. much 

the same lines. The basis of the system of gham appears also 

to have resembled the gham-i-w.au],a,. system found in the neigh-
bouring district of Pishrn which was under the direct rule of the 

Afghans. As soon as the word went forth that a certain number 

of men were required, the Chief and his headmen (takhrir) wer• 
MD 
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responsible for collecting and leading them. So strict was the 
system, that it is said that, when the call for arms was given, even 
the shepherds on the hill-sides were bound to drop their crooks 
and join the ranks. For the time during which they were employed, 
they and their men received payment in cash and kind from the 
Khain's treasury termed roz-o-jira-o-kadf.m. 

The statement below shows, so far as can be ascertained, the 
number of men for which each tribe in Jhalawan was responsible :-

Zahris 
N{cbaris• ••• 
Mengals-Shah1zais .•• 
Magassis with Dinaris and Usharis 
Jattaks 
Pandranis ••• 
Sasolis 
Khidranis .• 
:Muhammad Hasnis 

-·· 

... 

1\Ien. 
1,000 

300 
1,000 
1,000 

700 
200 
300 
300 
500 

Bizanjaus ... 300 
Kalandranis, Gurgnaris, and Sumalaris... 600 
Mirwaris (with Kehar said to be a takkar 

of the Sajdis) 300 
Sajdis 300 

A tribe sub-divided and distributed among its various clans 
(takkar) the number of men for whose production it was 
responsible. Each share was made proportionate to the 
numerical strength and influence of the clan at the time of the 
original distribution. 

No material change bas taken place in the revenue system 
which, indeed, is chiefly interesting for its antiquated character, 
No systematic record of rights has ever been made, and information 
as to individual holdings in irrigated areas has always to be 
sought from the time-keeper, rais, whose information on all 
~ ubjects connected with his area is complete, 

-------------------------
• The Nioharis had 4 Sartld.rs, each of whom supplied an;equal number: 

Bah:l.d~ K.hanzai, Bamadanzai, Khuzhdadzai, and Bhadinzai. - · 
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In the Jhalawau niabatl, &II almost everywhere else in the LAND RE
Ka.!at State, the hand of Nasir Khan I is to be traced, for be VENtrB. 

introduced an improved system by causing the receipt books 
known as wa'hi. to be given to the darogha1 and zabi.tl (both these 
offices combined are now held by the naibs) in which all items of 
receipt of fixed revenue, whether in cash or kind, were recorded. 
The distribution of these books appears to be the only attempt ever 
made by the Khans at the introduction of a systematic 
method of revenue collection. 

In Jhalawan the system of keeping the accounts is primitive and 
impossible to check, and constant opportunities for corruption 
are offered to the Khan's revenue officials. When the crops are 
ripP, the naib sends out his officials to supervise harvesting, and 
when the grain is ready for division he, with his rnunaht'a, visits 
each village and takes the State share by balai, and his munshi1 

prepare a record of the localities and the amount assessed. As no 
systematic check is kept on the naib'• proceedings, and only a 
general settlement of accounts is made at nncertain intervals, it has 
been hitherto no uncommon occurrence for large arrears to be 
found outstanding on these occasions, resulting in the confiscation 
of the property of the official concerned. 

Before dealing with •the system of assessment of the revenue in Land tenures 
the areas held by the Khan, some explanation of the character of and jd.g'r._ 

the tenures in different parts of the country is required. In the 
absence of any record of rights, and indeed of any reliable records 
at all, the snbjeet is one which necessarily presents many diffi~ 
culties. So far as opportunity has arisen, however, careful enquiries 
have been made by the Gazetteer party working in the district, 
and though it has been found impossible to verify every state-
ment, the facts here embodied are believed to be correct in the 
main. On the whole, it may be asserted-that the land tenures are 
interesting but complicated. For a full understanding of them, 
attention may once more be directed to the fact that three 
diffrrent classes of land exist in the district side by side with one 
another. The first is that on which the Khan coUects revenue 
and which is held by the cultivating classes attached to him and 
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known as his ulus, with the exception of certain classes in the 
Zahri niahat and Gazg. The cultivators in these last named 
tracts rank with the tribesmen, and to the Khan and his officials 
their responsibility is limited to matters connected with the land 
and its revenue, This area held by the ulus also includes the 
State lands known as seri in the Khuzdar niahal. The second 
class consists of tribal territory held by the Brahui tribesmen, and 
acquired generally by conquest or in compensation for blood. 
T4e third is known as jagir, i.e., land or water lying within 
localities originally paying revenue to the Khan, but of which the 
revenue has subsequently been assigned by the Khan either to 
tribes "or to individuals. Of this class there are three tracts : a 
piece of land in Mashkae (Bent) granted to the Bizanjaus by 
M.ir Mahmud Khan I as compl'nsation for men killed hy his 
order in Khnzdar ; the Jbalaro land in Karkh granted to the 
Sasoli Chief, and the land in Surkh in the Sural> valley granted to 
the Rekizais by Mir Nasir Khan I as dower for a girl he married 
from the tribe. In tribal territory the land, as already mentioned, 
is not liable to pay revenue to the Khan, as the responsibility 
of the tribesmen towards the Brahui confederacy ended with the 
supply of gham in the shape of men-at-arms. In thos~ parts of 
Sll.rab, Mashkae, Zahri, and Khuzdar niahats and Gazg, which are 
subject to the Khan's direct control, revenue was, and is, collected 
from the cultivators. 

The terms sarkari, hohar or huh&ngar, bhotari, and, ha2ghari. 
descriptive of the land tenures of the country, are defined as 
follows :-The sarkari is the revenue paid to the Khan from the 
produce of an· unirrigated and embanked :field, and varies from 
one-eighth to one-sixth of the produce. The rent paid by the tenant. 
to the landhol~r is known as hollar, bhotari, or huhringar. It 
varies on irrigated lands from one-tenth to one-third of the produce 
and on nnirrigated land from one-fifth to half, while the residue. 
which forms the tenant's share, is known as hazghari. 

. . . Tnrning to the qn!lstion of the origin of the proprietary right 
an:fhe c~r:r~~ now held by the tribesmen io the land, it appears that in most 
ter of~roprie· cases it has originated either in conquest, in occupation of unowned 
tar1 r•gbt. . 

}and, or in payment of compensation for blood. 
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Most of the district is alleged to have been conquered in the LAND RJt. 
VENUE. 

1\Hrvniri-Jadgal fight, an account of which is given under History, 
and all tribes taking part in the fight had a share in the land. 
The exact distribution is not now known, and in times subsequent 
to the fight lands have, in some cases, changed hands. As a 
result of a feud between the KhidraJ;~iS and Sasolis on one side and 
the Mcngals on the other, the Khidranis obtained a part of the 

Dansur plateau ; similarly the Sbahizai 1\lengals obtained a part 
of Drakalav valley as compensation for the blood of eighteen men 
from the Bizanj11u. In recent years, since the country has become 
comparatively settled, some of the nomadic tribes have taken to 
agriculture and acquired land either by purchase or the had

hazghari. sy&tem mentioned later. Among these may be mentioned 
the Sumalaris of Koda and Korask ; the Muhammad Hasnis in the 
M1rwari country; and the Rais and Kabnis in Zahri. The 
custom of giving land in payment of bride-price obtains among the 
Tialuchi-speaking tribes, viz., the Mirwaris, Bizanjau, and Sajdi, 
and it is being gradually fQlJowed by Mengals also. Some of the 
Khan's ulus have also acquired alienable rights by embanking 
lands and by opening new sources of irrigation. Among these 
may be mentioned the cultivators of Baghwana ; the Kurds, 
Gazgis, and Nigbaris of Surab; and the Kehars of Ma~hkae. 

Land, whether irrigated or unirrigated, in which an alienable right 
has been acquired, is called milk or mlras. 

But, whilst the origin, io most cases, of proprietary right may Forms of pro. 
be attributed to one or other of the causes defined above, certain prieta.ry 

rights. 
other forms have grown up on a more complicated basis, due to the 
peculiar conditions of the country, and will now be described. They 
are: R ad·Ba:glwr, Fasal-hatera, and Shat hazghar. 

The Had-ha:ghar fo1m of proprietorship is to be found in 
dry-crop tracts and is a development of the system known 
as lat·bazgAar. A full description of lat-hazgllar will be found 
in the succeeding section on tenants. It will suffice to say 
here that, under it, waste land is given on a. written agree
ment to a tenant ~n the understanding that be will acquire an 
occupancy right in the land so embanked. It is, however, a 

The Had. 
Bazghar. 
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condition of the agreeme~t, that if at any time the proprietor 
wishes to eject the tenant without just cause, he will either assign 
to him proprietary right in one-third or one-fourth of the land 
embanked, or pay him in cash one-fourth of the cost of the labour 
for em banking the land. The more difficult the task of reclamation, 
the larger the amount of compensation assigned to the ejected 
tenant. The had-6azgha,. system is in vogue in all the unirrigated 
tracts throughout Jhalawlin and has produced a somewhat peculiar 
body of proprietors, many of whom are members of alien tribes. 
They came first as ham&agahl, entered into matrimonial relations 
with the tribesmen, engaged as tenants, and subsequently obtained 
occupancy rights. The system appears to have originated at a 
time when the value of land had not been realised and when the 
feudal or san system was in force. 

Custom of In the majority of cases, individual permanent possession is the 
periodical 

distribution. rule on irrigated lands. A very few cases exist in which the 
nnirrigated land in tribal areas is still held jointly by sections, and 
such lands are generally cultivated by persons other than the 
proprietors, as in Koda, Korask, and Sajid, who pay rent in kind 
which is annually collected and divided among the proprietary 
body. The irrigated crown lands in Chaku are redistributed by the 
cultivators for each crop. In the same manner, the hills in which 
the gwan or pistachio tree grows are held jointly by tribal sections ; 
the fruit is collected by the headmen in season and divided among 
the tribesmen. 

Tenant and Tenants generally are known as 6azghar througbont the 
their rights. district except Jebri, Mashkae, and the Mirwari country, 

where, as in 1\Iakran, they are called sharik, or partners. 
Ths tenants on the crown lands (Beri) of Baghwana are all 
tenants-at-will, and are liable to ejt'ctment after harvesting 
the crops sown by them~ Those cultivating . the Khan's 
lands in Stirab, Mashkae, Zahri, and Khuzdar, as also the cultiva
tors of tribal lands of the Iltazais and Zahris in Khuzdar and 
Baghwana, have acquired occupancy rights. A permanent division 
of water has taken place in each nia!Jat among the different 
sections cultivators, and possession has to this extent become 
here!]itary. Cases of alienation seem to have occurred in Zahri 
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and Khnzdar niaoats in the irrigated area, The tenants-at-will in 
irrigated areas have to perform certain services for their landlords, 
"such as the occasional supply of a load of firewood, the transport 
of the landlord's grain from the threshing ground to his honse, 
and assistance in repairing his hut. The first of these services is 
also required of tenants in dry-crop areas. Tenants cultivating 
crown lands furnish 6egar, which is described later. 

LA:IIID 
RBVIUIVB. 

In dry-crop areas, whether in the Khan's or in tribal areas, the Tenana in 
unirrigated 

tenants are of three kinds-lat-bazgliar or lzad-bazghar, fas<:Jl- tracts. 
6atera and shat-6azghar. 

The lat-bazgliar, who almost invariably holds his land on a written Lat-baJghllr. 

agreement (patta or raqam), is a tenant who has reclaimed waste 
laud and brought it under cultivation by clearing the bushes and 
Flants and constructed embankments for irrigation. The system 
ia known as lat-6andi, and prevails both in the tribal area as well 
as in Khan's niaoats. So long as a lat-6and tenant continues to 
maintain the embankments in repair and cultivates the land, he 
cannot be ejected, and the occupancy right which he acquires 
is alienable, and can be sublet with or without the landlord's 
permission. 

Fasal-batera is said to mean either ••crop bird" or "crop Fasa.1-b1Jt6ra. 

changer,'' and is applied to a tenant who cultivates land already 
embanked, whose lien on the land ceases after he has raised the crop 
sown by him. His position is that 'of a. tenant-at-will as in 
permanently irrigated lands. 

Finally, mention may be made of the slzat-hazghar, i.e., the Sh.ac-bazghar. 

tenant. who has nothing but a "stick." He is in reality only a 
labourer engaged to help in the cultivation and paid by a share in 
the produce, which varies from one-tenth of the produce and food, 
to one-sixth only and without food. A somewhat. similar class are 
tbe agar au tenants of Harboi and its neighbourhood, who are 
t>mployed iu places remote from inhabited villages and are given 
their food and one kaaa out of every fifty ktisaiJ of st>ed, which is 
sown for them in a separate plot, the whole produce of 11hich they 
appropriate without an1 deductions. 

The various headmen, both in the tribal as well as the Kh~ • · an s Headmen ana 
areas, have been named in a previous section, and their duties their re

muneratlou. 
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Lum BB- have been explained both with regard to the collection of men-at~ 
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land by virtue of their office, but this is not the case with headmen 
of clans and sections, except in a few cases in .which a plot of land 
or a special share in water or some share in produce has been set 
apart for them as a mark of ·respect, Most of the Chiefs also 
enjoy allowances from the Kalat State. 

The headmen in the area under the Khan belong to the leading 
families among the Khan's ulus. They are men of considerable 
influence and proprietors of large areas. All disputes arising among 
the cultivators and relating to land or water are settled with their 
co-operation. They also act as the spokesmen of the cultivators. 
'!'he foremost among these ate the arba!Js. The arhrJJJ of Baghwana 
is the premier in Baghwana and the ar!Jab of Khnzdar in Khuzdar. 
All headmen, whether arM!J, rais, or mlrab have hereditary positions, · 
but are Eable to ejectment for general unfitness, 

The system of remunerating the headmen varies with the 
character of assessment prevailing in each area and no uniformity 
is observable. Thus in the Zabri irrigated area (Norgama), which 
pays revenue to the Kh3n at the rate of one-sixth of the produce, 
·each rais of a puk or 20 shahanas of water is entitled to cultivate 
one slzabana free of revenue. 

In the Surab irrigated lands, one kasa of grain is levied on each 
zam{-ndar's kl1arman or heap of grain at each harvest, as mirahi 

or wages for distribution of water, but it is appropriated by the 
State ; another kasa is levied as raisi, half of which is paid to 
the rais. 

Each section of cultivators in- Baghwana have a rais of their 
own, to whom each zamindar has to give one lcasa from his total 
produce at each harvest. The arhah of Baghwana is allowed by 
the State half a shabana of water in Nokjo stream in the :Mfr's 
village free of revenue; while the Gori Singi rais is paid a fixed 
allowance of 200 Jhalawan maunds. Besides these, a. man's load 
of wheat with the straw is recovered from every zamind6.r, and of 
the total thus collected two-thirds are appropriated by the State. 

· and one-third given to the rais, 
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In Khnzdar irrigated lnnds, the ar&1.b of Khuzdar is given, OD\' LAND 
REVENt1111. 

ltfsa of wheat on every guni of 50 kusas of the total produce as .Khuzd~ irri• 

arba~i, while the raisi, which is one kas~ is taken out of the gated lands, 

mian-Tcharch heap by the cultivator. 

Out of the total income to 'the State from irrigated and Chaku. 
unirrigated tracts in Chaku, one-eighth is paid to the heads of the 
Sabzalani and Shakarani Jamots. 

The two gazirs or messengers supplied Jby the cultivators to Mashkae. 
Jerve the naib at 1\Iashkae take alms (pindag) from the zam{nddrs 

and also enjoy the gham or revenue derived from the ZurratJagah 
land in Bent close to the Gajar vi~lage. 

In areas which are not under the Khan's direct jurisdiction 
every rais is granted, as remuneration, either an assignment of 
land and water varying from one pas to one shabana, or is 
exempted from labour for repairing and cleaning sources of 
iaigation or receives a kdsa of grain from the produce of each 
zaminddr'B holding at each harvest. 

In tribal territory as well as in Khan's niabats, the rat, ol an :Remuneration 
· · d · k h If k - f · £ to raises, etc,, umrr1gate tract rece1ves a dsa or a a asa o gram rom every in dry~rop· 

50 7.ci6as of produce, and some sheaves of wheat ( Mhu) per jora areas. 
o1· pt.r holding. Where the State levies revenue, the raisi is paid 
out of the rm:un-Ttharcl• heap. 

A~sessment to revenue is every where known as 6atai and. lands Character of. 
assessment. 

wl:ich pay revenue are known either as ghami or gham-kash. 

The syctem of hntal, under which revenue is collected in the Be~tai, 

Khan's ni.ilat in Jhalawen, is the same as in Sarawan. The 
crop cut on a holding is collected at a. central place, thresh· 
ed, and the cleaned grain heap stamped by the niubat official, 

tappvd<ir. The naib, accompanied by a weighman and other 
onicials, visits the locality, when the main heap is divided into 
smaller ones of equal size, 'khori or dMr, according to the rate of 
revenue. Thus, if one-sixth is to be taken, six heaps are made, a 
&tparate heap being set apart to meet cesses and wegts of village 
&ervanta which are described later on. This heap is known ail 
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LAND m'a.:kharch. Any grain remaining on the threshing floor from 
RKVBlltl'a. 

Appraise
ment. 

:Rates of 
revenue. · 

the heap is kno1fll as IJun-joM.ni or khaki-kataU and ia appro-
priated by the cultivator. 

In a few tracts, such as Dasht-i-godn, the .revenue in kind is 
fised by appraisement (dana-hand') and this method also applies to 
date revenue in Mashka.e. 

The character of the assessment in different parts of the district 
is too elaborate· and complicated to be described in general terms. 
The system differs in every locality and even in the case of lands 
watered from different sources. That in vogue in irrigated areas 
again differs from that in day-crop tracts. Each area will, there
fore, be treated separately. 

Sur~b wici· In the State irrigated lands in the Surab niabat, the State 
bal. supplies, seed and takes twcH;hirds, _of the produce as rent and· 

revenue, lea-ring on&-third to the cultivator who provides labour and 
plough oxen. In nnirrigated tracts, the ceases payable to the State 
and the zaminclar are taken out of the micin-kharch heap, and the 
rate of revenue varies from one-sixth to one-fourth, the cultivator 
supplying labour, bullocks, and seed. 

Zahrl 
bat. 

AN· With the exception of Pandran, Mishk, and Gazg which are 
separattJly mentioned, the rate of revenue in irrigated lands is 
one-sixth of the produce. 

(a) In Pandran, the fixed assessments were known as da'l and 
llalang. The rate of the former. was originally .6 maunds of 
madder, which was in former times considerably grown in the 
country, and was paid, when the madder crop failed, in rice, one 
kasa of rice being equivalent to one seer of madder. The State 
assigned the dan to vario11s individuals. The madder cultivation 
has in late years almost entirely ceased and the dan is not now 
levied. The llalang is a fixed payment to the State of 6 guni1 
(abont 26 mannds) of nnhusked rice annually. 

(6) Mishk.-In Mishk, cash assessments prevail, the rates, 
which are different for; various sources of irrigation, being known 
as data or mer. The following are the rates on the principal chan
nels: Dehzeri Rs. 6, Daho Rs. 3, Than R. 1-8-0, Munjh8ran 200 
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k<flal of wheat, Pugh uti Rs. 6 ; and a lump payment of Rs. 17 
per annum on all lands between Singen, Kalat, and Kandhi. The 
assessments are, as a rule, recoverable in cash, bu~·sometimes aFe 
realised in rice or wheat at rates determined by the r~iabat officials 
which are geuerally higher than the prices current at the time. 

(c) Gazg.- The revenue . of Gazg includes that of J oUn in 
Sarawao and is leased to a contractor for a fixed payment in rice, 
ihe terms varying with each ijdra or contract. 

In the Zahri niahat, the State levies no other ceases from its ten
ants, but they are required to provide, free of cost, &hUla, ~arfJi, 

or green fodder for the naib'• horses, and supplies for the Khan's 
camp or his officials whell visiting the district on State business. 

LAl(D 
BEVEX'IT& 

In the Khuzdar niabat, generally, and more especially in Khuz- KhuzdAr 

dar and Baghwana valleys, there are three.distinct descriptions of tti<ibal, 

irrigated lands known as the (a) Rayati ; (b)J Sar'kdr\; and 
(c) Seri. 

The lands cultivated by the Khan's subjects are called rayati.. 
and the State levies one-sixth of the produce as revenue in additiou 
to the lawa;;ima or cesses. 

In rar'kdri tracts, the State levies half of the;produce, if it 
provides seed, and one-third if the seed is provide<{ by the tenant, 
cessea being levied upon the common grain heap in either case. 

In the eeri tracts, all agricultural requisites are supplied by the 
State, which recovers five-sixths of the produce, leaving one-sixth 
to the cultivator who provides labour only. In these tracts1 few o~ 
no ceases are levied. 

Similarly. the unirrigated trach in both the localities of 
Baghwana and Khuzdar are divided into three classes-rayati, 
earkari. and eeri. In the unirrigated rayail tracts, the amoun~ of 
revenue levied by the St&te varies from one-eighth to on41-fourth 
of the produce. plus the "idbat cesses j while in the 1eri tracts 
which lie generally in Baghwana, the rates of revenue vary fro~ 
one-third to five-sixths of the produce; where one-third ia 
re(:overed, the State supplie1 half seed, the other half aa well 
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as labour and bullocks being provided by the cultivator ; while in 
the tracts where the State recovers five-sixths o[ the produce, the 
tenant only supplies labour and retains one-sixth of the 
produce. 

In Zidi the rates of revenue vary from one-sixth to one-fourth 
in the irrigated area, and fro~ one-eighth to oue-sixth in the 
nnirrigated tracts. 

Karkh and In Karkh and Chaku divisions of the Khnzdar niahal, the genenl 
Chaku. rate of assessment is one-sixth ~n irrigated areas, but in some of 

the Karkh streams the rate is one-third, while in the nnirrigated 
tracts the rate is one-eighth and the usual tLidhal eesses are also 
levied. 

liAShkae 
.-idb.st. 

In 1\Iashkae proper, the rate of assesement in irrigated areas is 
one-fourth and in Nokjo one-sixth of the produce, and a few cesses 
~re also levied ; the Nokjo rate being also prevalent in all 
nnirrigated tracts. The tenants do not give a share of the straw 
to the State, but are required to supply fodder, free o[ cost, for 
the naih'• horses and to the Khan"s camp or any State oficiab 
who may come thexe on State business. 

Gwarjak.-This part of the Mashkae valley belongs to Sir 
Nanroz Khan, the Nausherwani Chief of KhB.ran, who levies 
revenue in his irrigated lands at the rate of one-fifth of the produce. 
It is remarkable that the Chief has been able to purchase from the 
~ramindar11 a good deal of their land and now employs them in 
the same tracts as tenants-at-will, paying them only their wages . 

.Assemnent of In Baghwana, Khuzdar, an!l Mashkae, where pomegranates 
gardens. llbound, one-fourth of the produce is taken as State revenue, the 

same rate being levied on dates in Mashkae. 

Cesses which are known as lawazima or kharcha, are everywhere 
paid from the common beap set aside as mian-kharch already 
referred to. Their character is almost the same in irrigated and 

nnirrigated areas. 

S-.lr!b fticibclt. When the grain heap is ready for IJatai, the first step is to 
recover the kharcha or ceases. When the total heap measure!\ 
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5 guni1 or more, the full amount of the ceases is levied, when below 
5 guniB h~tlf the full amount, and when the produce is still. less 
this amount can be further reduced by the ndib. 

The full rates of the kl1archa 9r ceases total up to 27t ka1a1 

and are made up of tho following items:-

Bitut, 1amand, and khalci katali, tach 6 kasae per ~harman or 
grain heap belonging to a single zamindar; Zawang, mlr6JJ, 
1ariBhtcdar, kardar, tappodar. and kotwal, each one kasa per khar"' 
man ; r,aB!Ji and naiU, each 2 kdsas per gu.ni of 5o kaBal ; and 
2 t kasas per gu"'i as the ~amf.nddr' • share of the khaki ~atal£. 

Samand,as its name implies, is the cess imposed by:MfrKhuda
dad Khan for his horses ; khQ],i kataH is the refuse of the graiq 
heap; but the share dne to the State is taken from the cle11on grain 
at the top of the heap, while the ?"am£11-dar takes his share from 

the bottom. 

Lawang was originally instituted as remuneration for a minstrel 
pf that name kept by the Khan at Surab! 

Mirab is the title of the supervisor or distributor ol water; 
aarishteilar and kardar are niahat officials; the tappoda,. is the 
fl.iabat official who places his seal (tappa) on grain heaps ; the 
Kotwal is the gate-keeper of the Surab village ; an4 tbe kasga wa8 

formerly paid to the State Minister. These cesses, though recovered 
in the name of the various officials, are, since the reign of iHr · 
Khudadad Khan, appropriated by the State. The only item 
which still goes to an official is the naibi or the nail/• cess, 

In tbeae twa 8itib1Hf, the State does not take a share of the Zahrl and 
straw, nor are any ceases levied ill Zabri, but the tt.a&b and . Mallhkae. 

his officials ill l\lasbkae levy the following cesses in nnirrigateci 
traota generally, and sometimes in irrigated areas also: Nai6 
one kasa or two Mashkae maunds per gun& or gwdltrg; Jantnhin 

8 ka•as; munshi one kasa; sepoy one to two kasas; and Havildar 
pne kasa per k!arman. 

The principal ceases levied in Khuzdar are----Tappt~ 3 !d1a1 ; Khuldu 

ltun.i 8 ktfla•; nal!J, Jatt.ashln, •arislztUar, karddr, patwarl, "iabac. 
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LA!I'D each one kasa; and Lambu (another former State bard) half ka1tJ 
BBVIUI"I1B. 

per kharman; Kasgi 2 kasas per guni, and rnutri6, darhan and 
dharwai, each half a kasa per guni. These cesses total up to 16! 
kasas per kharman and 31 kasas per guni, bot they are Sf'ldom 
levied in full. The amount realised is not paid to the (lfficials con
cerned but is credited to the State. In Khuzdar proper, the cesses 
above referred to are levied a\ lower rates. In irrigated areas 
they vary from 6 to 12 kcfsas per kharman and 1 to 3t k11as per 
guni, while in unirrigated areas they vary from 3 to 6 kri.sas per 
l:harman and 1 'kasa per gu11i. In addition to theae, both in 
irrigated and unirrigated areas, 1 to 4 lawazima are levied. A 

.lawazima totals up to about 27! kasas, and is composed partly o£ 
whe11t and partly of barley. The statement below &bows the 

. number of lawazima levied in irrigated Rreas in each tract :-

Name of stream, village, etQo 

Baozgir 
Khand 
Khnzdar 
Niam Jo .. • •• 
Lizzo with 2 naiU s.6aMnas ••• 
Jar Be1o and Ubian, each 
Khoshk 
:Malghuzar 
Akhiro 
Bajiki 
Sorgaz 
Katan (sen) 

No. of iawaeiona 
levied in 

2 
.4 
4 
4 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
2 
3 
1 

Barley. 

2 
2 
2 
2 
l 
1 

l 
1 
1 

In the Snnni 'khusn'ktica, 2 lawazima of wheat and one of 
barley are levied'; Khoshk, Kahnak, and Jar Belo each pay one 
lawazima, and Niamjo, Guldir, Lizzo, AkhirG, and Sorga20 half a 
lawazima in wheat. 

~[di. In Zidi irrigated tracts, the amount of ceases recovered for the 
State amounts from 1 to 4! kasas per guni and li kasas per 
l;harman, while in the unirrigated tracts the amount is not fixed 
The cesses_totalling 18!'ktfsas per kiarman are made up of-kasgi 
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8 'ktilas; nai.U 3 krisa1; tappo 3 kdsas;- sarisMedar, karclar. 
Ja nashln and patwatl each one kdsa; and lamfJu i kasa; and 
those per guni are aliingar, najjar, faTcir, and darM.n each one 
'kdsa, and dharwdi 1 kasa, total 41 'kdsa1. 

The cesses levied in Karkh and Chaku amount to 14! 'kdsas per 
kharman and are-'kdsgi 4! kasa1 ; nai6• 2 kasas; tappu 3 'kdsas; 
Bari.shtedar, kardar, Janashin, and patwari. eachZone kdsa; Lambu 

the minstrel and dharwai each half kasa. 

A sketch of the revenue conditions prevailing in the country 
would not be complete without some reference to certain special 
prerogatives which the Khlln has to Jlarticular exactions ·or 
services. These ordinarily consist of- (a) sur sal or supplies 
provided gratis to the Khan, ordinarily for 3 days, during his 
visit tD any locality, or to his nai6s and nia6at officials, and (b) 
Ugar or unpaid labour supplied to the KMn on various occasions, 
When supplies have to be provided, the cultivators divide the 
burden arr.ong themselves in proportion to the lands in their 
possession. The system in force in each nia6al may be briefly 
mentioned. 

In Surab and Khnzdar, the zamlnrldrs have to supply fuel and 
fodder to the naifJ, In the former nidfJat, each v.amindar gives 2 
bullock loads of {nel annually, and each owner of a jora of 
nnirrigated land has to give a netful of bhusa. 

When the naifJ of Khuzdar is in Baghwana, each zamlndar in 
the rayati. lands supplies him with a load of .firewood daily, and 
on his absence any nidfJat official stationed there obtains as much 
fuel as he requires for use. The =amlndars of Seri lands in Mir'a 
vill11ge give the naifJ 57 bullock loads of fuel annually, and those 
cultivating 8 shaMnas of Kamal Khan's Seri lands, 16 loads. The 
1amlndar1 of Katan irrigated lands give 15 bullock loads of fuel, 
and in other irrigated tracts 15 loads every month to the nai6 of 
Khnzdar. During the adib'• stay in Zidi and Karkh, he is kept 
supplied with fuel. 

When the Khan's camp or stud. marches from and to Kachhi, 
the wmlndarB have to guard it from stage to stage within their 
areas and to supply transport if needed. This is called lJegar. 

LAim 
R.&VliNUB. 

Karkb and 
Chaku. 

Special pay· 
menta and 
~ervicea. 
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Whel\ the KMn'lf"stu~ is located in a particular place, it ia the 
dqty of the zamlndtirt to cut lucerne from State lands for fodder, 
and repairs to the Khuzdar f9rt are also done free of cost by the 
zamlndars of Blighwana, Khnzdar, Zidi, and Kar!lh, who also 
repair thtt State granaries ln the fort. 

There are two water-mills in Khuzdar and two in Baghwana, 
one in each locality being revenue free; while on the other, revenue 
is levied at one-fourth of the gross income. Nine water-mills in 
trj.bal a:rel\ CSU.rab 3~ Pan4raa 2, Norgama ;l, Hisar 2) pay no 
revenue. 

The Kal~t State ha~ granted grain allowances, etc., in the 
following two cases in Jhalawan :-

(1) The keepers of the shrine of Pfr Sultan at Zahri receive 
annually one kllarwar of wheat, ona. kharwar of juari, 8 seers of 
oil and two pieces of country cloth. 

(2) 'fhe descendants of Pir Shah Kamal of Zidi, who now reside 
in Sind, are paid through their agent in Khnzdar one-fortieth of 
the total am~unt of grain collected as State revenue from the whole 
nidbat of Khnzdar including the flats in the Kolachi river, and 
Karkh and Chakn; one-third of the revenne reali~ed from Karkh; 
and Rs. 100 per annum from the octroi receipts of the ttiibat. This 
amonl)t was formerly Rs. 300, but was reduced by Mir Khndadad 
Khan. The cultivators of unirrigated land in Khuzdar niabat 

.also pay 5 Jbalawan maunds per jar a to the descendants ~f the 
~Ir annually~ 

llevenue levi· In concluding the account of the revenue of the district, mention 
ed in tribal may be made of payments made by the tribesmen to their Chiefs 
areas. 

and head~en. These payments are of three kinds, known as the 
6ijjar, purs, and mali or khaf. 

JJijjar is the contribution paid on the occa~ion of weddings, or 
to pay oft' heavy. fines; and purs are the con~ribntions paid in cash 
or kind on the occasion of deaths, by the tribesmen among them
selves. In the case of Chiefs of tribes and headmen of clans, 
,these pli'ymentll are levied as a matter of right from the khafl 
,clansmen, while men belonging to superior tribes known as Rdj-n
kablla cannot be forced, but, make these contributions voluntarily. 
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The mifli or klwfis an annual payment and is recoverable from LAND 

h h f .1 h . f 1; RBVENUB. tac separate earth or am1 y, t e rates varymg rom one o two 
sheep per family per annum or Rs. 2 toRs. 5 i~ cash. Where 
two sheep are recovered, one has to be a milch ewe known as doslti 
and the other a male called koshi. This tax is levied upon auch 
clans and sections as are considered of inferior status and are in 
consequence known as kltafi or gosl.i. A detailed Jibt of the 
khafi or gus!li sections in each principal tribe and clan is given in 
Appendix III, and necessary details are also given in the popula-
tion section in the account of each tribe. 

Sun,g is levied both on imports and exports at the following MISCELL..t.NE· 

rates in the KMn's .,iabats at Surab, Mashkae, Khuzdar, Karkh, ous REVE· 
NUES. 

Cbaku, and Gresha near Nal :-
... ..... o; Q):C o;ao 'il .. "'., 
""' 

..=~>o ~ a ~ a 
Cir~ 8 .... .. ., .. .... .. 

"' "C$~ 0 .;; .. 0 • .. 
Poat. o:g-.::i R"Cl'ti fil fil 1l ~ rg .. 

~ .. "'a~=~ ""'· ""' ~>..., " """ .s"i . " ~ag .., .... ........ Cll .. 
=~ ~.2a g.s;: 8. ~a ~8S .. 0 

1!:: UJ o- I;!) ;s: 0 .... 

As. As. Hs. Rs. Rs. As. 

Surab .•• ... 9 4 2-o-O ll-0-0 4-8-0 5 

Mashkae and 8 4 2-0-0 11-7-0 5-7-0 ... 
Gr~sha. : 

Khuzdar in-
eluding Bagh-

9 8 2-8-0 11-'8-0 4-8-0 6 

wana, Karkh 
and Chaku. 

Zahri ••• ... ... ... ... 11-4-0 4-8-0 4 
: I 

No reliable statistics are available but it has been estimated that 
the annual receipts in Khuzdar amount to about Rs. 1,500, and 
in Surab, Gresha, and :Mashkae toRs. 3,500 per·annum. 

The Chief of the Bizanjau tribe levies sun,g at Nai and that Of 
the Mcngal tribe at Wad, from 6a11ia1, both on exports and imports, 
at rates given in Chapter II under section Commerce and 
Trade 

36 B 
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In tribal areas where sung is not levied, the tribal Chiefs impose 
an annual shop tax on banias, varying from Rs. 25 to Rs. 80 and 
known as sl1alwar (trousers). 

Country No tn: is levied by the State or the tribal Chiefs on intoxicating 
_liquo_r atnid drinks and drugs. Liquor and opium are imported by baniasfrom 
1DtOlUC8 ng 

drugs. Kachhi, the former for home consumption solt:ly and the latter 

Stamps. 

Salt. 

PUBLIO 
WORKS. 

for use as a drug. Bhang, ·charas, and ganja which is an inferior 
kind of charas, are made in fairly lar~e quantities in NfcMra and 
Norgama, and a liitle in Surab and BaghwanP, and small quanti
ties of bhang and darrzs are carried by individuals to Kachhi. 
The indigenous population who are Muhammadans do. not use 
country liquor, while the consumption of intoxicating drugs is 
solely confined to mendicants and ihe menial classes. 

NG stamps have yet been introduced io ~he .Jhalawan niahatB 
but on applications presented to the Native Assistant, Jhalawao, 
court fees are levied in cash, the rates being As. 8 on ordinary 
petitions, and Rs. 7-8 per cent. on retitions appertaining to purely 
civil matters, e.g:., the recovery o£ property, money, land, etc. 

Earth salt for consumption in Lower Jhalawan is generally 
imported from Las Bela, while Central and Upper Jhalawan use 
Kachhi, and _to some extent, W ad-i-Sultao or KMran, salt. The 

impo'-:ters are_ the nomadic Brahuis and the Hindu shop-keepers ; 
the former pay no revenue, while the latter are required to pay 
R. 1 per catnelload as duty. Salt is bartered for grain; when 
wheat is dear, it fetches twice its own weight of .salt, but when 
harvests are good, salt is worth its own weight of wheat, and twice 
as much of barley or juari. 

No public works of any importance have been carried out either 
by the British Government or 1.he Kalat State in the district· 
But a beginning was made in 1904-5 when the State built Levy 
tMnas at Khnzdar, Sll.rab, Mashkae, and Zahri at a total cost 
of Rs. 2,750. 

A brief history of the Kalat State army is given in the Sarawan 
Gazetteer ; and it now amounts to 600 men both cavalry 
"nd infantry. Six artilll'ry men with a gun are stationed 
permanently in the Khnzdar fort and six infantry men 
at Mashkae; during harvest times, small parties of infantry are 
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sent from Kalat to Slirab and Zahri to assis~ the n!iibB in AaMY. 

maintaining order and guarding grain heaps before the State 

revenue is levied. 
The British Government keeps no levies in the Jhalawan Lsvu:s. 

district. Th~ levies m11intained by tho Ka!at State include two 
distinct bodies, viz., the am~a and the levies Btationed at the 
various tribal thanas. A brief account of the amla is given in the 
Sarawan Gazetteer. In .ThRiawan, 3 officers, 5 sowars, and 19 
footmen are employed in Khuzdar and 1 officer, 2 sowars, and 6 
footmen in SU.rab. ' . 

The tribal levies are recruited, as in Administered Areas in T!libal Levies. 

Baluchistan, from among the tribes in whose jurisdiction the posts 
are situated, and an influential man is put in charge. Their duties 
consist in preventing friction between the Khan's subjects and the 
tribesmen and the investigation of crime. 

The system of tribal than.as was introduced in 1894 immediately 
after the assumption of the Khanate by 1\Hr Mahmud Khan, and 
posts have been.established at important centres. These levies are 
uow in immediate charge of the Native Assistant, Jhalawan, and 
under supervision of the Political Adviser and general control of 
the Political Agent, Ka!at. 

The distribution of the triball~vies in 1906 was as under:..-

Post. 
f ,,,, .. ,.. . 

Officers.IIVriter•.IBowa.n.l Footmen .. 

REMARKS.. 

Zahri .. 3 1 6 . .. Established 1894. 

Saruna ..... 3 1 6 . .. ~!en gal Service • 
1894. 

Ur(Kasmeji). 1 1 1 5 ~len gal Service, 
1903. 

SU.rab ... 1 1 4 4 Uixed Service, 
1903. 

Kbuzdar ... 1 . .. 15 ... Native Assistant'& 
Escort. 

Wad ••• ... ... .. . 5 ... ~len gal Service • 
1904. 

'Mashkae ... 2 1 4 4 ~luhammad 
Hasni Service. . June 190i • -
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In 1879, the British Government sanctioned an allowance of 
Ra 400 per mensem for Sardar Gauhar Khan, Jhalawan Chief, 
which, owing to his misconduct, was stopped in 1881, but he was 
subsequently given a service of Rs. 300 per mensem in the Bolan 
Levies. This is still continued to Sardar Pasand Ktan. For the 
sake of couvenienca, the· amount is credited to the Khan's funds 
from which it is, with an additional sum of Rs. 100, paid to 
the sardar. 

On the accession of l\Ur Mahmud Khan to the Katat Khanatt>, 
a sum of Rs. 50,000 per annum was set apart for payment to 
Jhalawan Chiefs, for the admiuistration of the Kachhi frontier 

and Khorasan, and monthly allowances. were sanctioned for the 
principal tribal Chiefs out of this grant in 1894. The Bardars 

receiving these allowances held themselves responsible for main
tenance of peace and o£der among their tribes, for preventing 
their tribt>smen from doing damage in the territories of the Khan 
and of the British Government and for the surrender of 

offenders. 

Each Chief rt>ceiving Rs. 300 or Rs, 400 per mensem was to 
maintain I. writer and 4 sowars for carrying on the affairs of his 
tribe, those receiving Rs. 200per mensem to maintain 1 writer and 
3 sowars, ~hose getting between, Rs. 70 and Rs, 100 to keep 
1 sowar. In a few cases, modifications have be~n made since 1894 in 
the allowances sanctioned for the Chiefs, and the present (1906) 
distribution is shown in the following table:-

. -

Monthly Number of writers and 
Name of Chief, allowanoe sowars which the Chief ia 

paid. required to maintain. 

--

Rs. Writers. So wars. 
Sardar Pasand l{Mn, Z'ar- 400 * 1 4 

rakzai. 
Sardar Shakar Kh8n, 300 1 4 

Sbahizai Mengal. 
Sardar Rnstam · Khan, 300 1 4 

Muhammad Ilasni. 
. 

• Includes Rs. SOO pel' mensem. paid by the British Government. 
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Monthly Number of writers and L&VIEB. 
Name of Chief. allowance suwars which the Chief is 

paid. required to maintain. 

Rs. Writers. So ware. 

Nsw&b Kaisar Khan, 300 1 4 
Magassi. (3sowara io 

Khan, 300 
Kachhi). 

Wad era Sardar 1 4 
Rind. (3 sowar in 

Sard&r Kahera Khan, 300 
Kachhi). 

) 4 
Bizanjau. 

Ssrdar Shahbaz Khan, 300 1 4 
Gurgnari. 

Sardar Muhsmmad Ali 200 1 3 
KMn, Jattak. 

Sardar Zahri Khan, 200 1 3 
Musi&ni. 

Sardar Pahar Kh8n, 200 l 3 
Sasoli. 

Sardar Sult&n Muhammad 200 1 3 
B&runi. 

Sardar Maz8r Khb, ]00 ... ] 
Bajoi. 

No regular jails_ exist either in tha Kh&u's "idhatr or at J.&ILII, 

tribal bead-quarters. Under tho indigenoo.s system prevalent 
in the district, nearly every crime is P!inished by payment of 
compensation or fine, and imprisonment is only inflicted in 
default of payment or failure to find security, the period being 
indefinite and release being obtained on payment of compensation 
or fine. Prisoner& are kept in the stocks in the Khan's •iabatB at 
Khuzdar and Sur&b; and at the head -quarters of the Zahri Chief 
(Ghat); Mcngal Chief (Wad); and Haruni Muhammad Hasni 
(Go.rgot in Surab). When thus detained, the tribal headmen 
supply food to the prisoners, while the prisoners detained by 
aaib• have to be fed by their relatives or at ~heir own expense, 

Education is llractically non-existent, and no re~gnised system EDuo.&rios; 

of publio or private instruction exists. · tho o11ly educat.iou .. . 
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imparted to a few village boys is the instruction in the Kora~ 
followed in a few cases by elementary teaching in Persian. · Such 
instruction is given by the mullis, who occasionally visit the 
cottntry and stay in village mosques, the majority of whom .are 
Afghans. Most of the Jhalawau tribesmen are consequently illi
terate. The only exception to this are the Kazi Khcls of Nichara, 
the members of which are well-versed in religious doctrines and 
are generally conversant with Persian also. 

There are no medical institutions in the district. 

The general health of the district may be said to be good and 
no part can be pointed out in which 'disease is especially preva
lent. Za.hri (Norgama and Misbk), Baghwana, and Khuzdar 
have, however, a bad reputation for malarious fevers which prevail 
from August to October. In November to March, fever is often· 
ac~ompanied by cough. Owing to bad water in some places and 

the inferior food of the poorer classes, diseases of the digestive 

organs are not uncommon. 

Epidemics. Epidemics are usually small-pox (putaiJ or grumpuk,) measles 
(surkhko), cholera (waba or dtiki), and a remittent fever (6/!alla 

hilJ!.) which is possibly typhus. Small-pox· appears every two or 
· three years, being generally imported by the nomadic Brahuis from 

Sind, Kachhi, or Bela. In recent times, one of the important 
outbreaks of the epidemic was that of 1900-0l which affected nearly 
the whole of t.he district and caused considerable mortality in 
Nich3ra, Mishk (Za.hri), Gidar, Wad, Baghwana, Mashkae, and 
other places. Among the people of Singcn near :!\lishk and 
Mashkae, it was said to~ have raged very severely. It di5appeared 
in autumn when the nomadic .Bnihuis began to move on their 
annual migration to Kachhi, Sind, and other places. 

A serious outbreak of the Malla hi.lk is said to have occurred 
in Nicbara abont 1890-91 with a very high rate of mortality 
amounting to 60 per cent. of those affected. It visited with equal 
severity both the nomadic and the permanent villagers. The 
bedding of a patient who died of this fever was, at the beginning 

· of the outbreak, placed in the water-stream of Nichara some way 
above the watering place of the people and the epidemic spread 
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~'mong the peorle who used this water. It is said to have occur. MEDICAL. 

red iu Surab, Gidar, and. Baghwana during 1900-01 CAusing heavy 
lllOl"tality. According to local accouutll it is of two kinds, red 
and yellow, the former being the worse and more dangerous. The 
varielJes are distingui~hed by the red or yellow colour of t~e eyes 
of the patient. 

Cholera, which is rare, is said to have occurred five times since 
1857. It first occurred iu- 1858-9 when it was imported by the 
KLan's camp from Kachhi via the Mula pass to Jhalawan; whence 
it spread in Khuzdar, Baghwana, Sun1b, and Zahri causing some 
slight mortality in the areas affected. The second outbreak occurred 
in 1876, wheu Jam Ali Khan's camp affected with the disease 
passed through Jhalawan on their way back from :Mastung to Bela. 
SU.rab, Gidar, Baghwana, Nal, and Wa9. were affected. T~e third 
outbreak was in 1886, when :M1r Khudadad Khan's camp~ infected 
with the disease from Kachhi, passed through. the Mula pass to 
Khuzdar affecting all the localities on their way to Kalat ; t\le lo
calities affected on that occasion were the Eame as in the first case 
with the addition of Nichlira. In 1900, cases imported from 
l\Iakrau occurred in Gwarjak and Mashkae. 'l'he last ..occurre\lce 
was in 1903, when some infected persons from Sarawan brought 
dried rpulberries to Surab where about 12 per.sons who ate the mul
berries died. No remedy is known to the people, but the shri.nes 
of Pir Sultan Arifi of Zahri and Saiad ·shah :Mk of Nal are 
belie\'ed to possess power to prevent the epidemic. . 

Vaccination is still unknown to the people and never practised 
by any among them, its place being taken by inoculation, tuklca, 
among all tribes except the Sajdis who profess the Zikri faith, 
avoid inoculation and depend on the charms of their mullds. The 
method of tul•ka is the. same ns is in vogue iu Sa.rawan. Each 
tribe or clan has its OWLl inoculator, the Mcngals of Wad are 
visited by the Chisbti Saiads of :Mastung ; the Bizanjan have a 
Saiad of their own from Ka!at who resides at Nal; the Nicbaris. 
arc attended by the Saiads of Nichara and the Pandranis by a 
Gharshin Saiad of Pandran; Zahri is visited by some Shais from 
Kachhi and also some Saiads. In Khuzdar and Baghwana, the 
late llaji Sahib Mh· Abdulla of Baghwana and some of the 

Vaccination 
and inocula. 

tion.-
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Maliks practised inoculation which is still _pertor'm~d_:by the 
former's descendants. 

The chief local remedies are 8il or ddgh, that is, wrapping the 
patient in the skin of a freshly killed goat or sheep, or brand
ing ; charms of mullas and Saiads play also an important part 
and there are various plants and shrubs which are used as drugs. 

The detailed dEscription given in the Sarawan Uazetteer applies 
to Jhalawan also. 

VillAge Sanitary arrangements are primitive and in most places non-
sanitation and • te t I th "ll • · · t d h • water supply. ex1s n • n e VI ages In Irnga e areas, w ere manure lB 

required for the fields, the sweepings are collected in front of 
the houses. The sanitation of the majority of the villages, 
almost everywhere, is fairly good, part1y owing to their being 
small and little crowded and partly owing to their being 
vacated for the greater part of the summer season when the 
inhabitants prefer living out· of doors, as well as occasionally in 
winter when they depart to Kachhi. Those who live _in tents 
(J;idan), as soon as excessive filth has accumulated, or an· .epidemic 
has occurred in the encampment, move their tents elsewhere. 
The mud houses, vacated during the spring and summer in 
favour of the open air and during the winter on occasional tours 
of the inhabitants to Kachhi, a.ecou.nt for the deserted villages 
that one finds so frequently. 

·The supply of drinking water is drawn from springs, streams, 
· or karezes, and from wells or pools in the khushkava tracts of 
Zahri, Gidar, Grcsha, Nal, Wad, 'Mashkae. Koda, Jan, and several 
other small tracts. Even where wells are handy, the nomads 
prefer to drink spring water if it can be had within a reasonable 
distance. The water of Ni:chan. epriugs is said to be excellent, 
while that of Za.hri, Baghwana, and" Khnzdar is considered 
laden with extraneous substances an~ of inferior quality. 

There is a great scarcity of good drinking water in the valleys 
.of Gresha, Korask, Jan, and the Langreji part of .the valley of 

Wad. In the same -way, considerable diffic.ulty is ex{'erienced 

during the harvest season by the land owners in Hamiri, Hazir 
Kash, etc., in the Harboi division, when wa.ter has to be carried 
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from long dista~ces .. The people have to depend on rain water liBDio.u.. 

collected in. pools from which animals are often watered and 
• which is frequently dirty. · . 

The Survey Department of th.e Goternment of India has SuanYs 
prepared and publisfled maps of the whole district on the scales 
of I• =8 miles and 1• = I6 miles, and parts of the district on 
the scales of I• = 2 miles and 1• = 4 miles. 



CHAPTER IV.-MINIATURE GAZETTEER. 

liiNIATUBE Baghwana. is a valley lying about 4,500 feet above sea level, 
GAZETTEEB. d li . 27°56' N d 66°38' E I . an es 1n • an . t 1s a basin surrounded by 

hills ·with a slope to the south through which the drainage is taken 
off by the Rabat ri-ver •• 11). the centre of the valley is a large low
lying tract known as the khar where water collects for several 
months after heavy rain, and whencE.' it is sometimes taken off for 
irrigation purposes. The land is chiefly subject to rain crop 
cultivation, but there are two tracts of irrigated land under the 
Samban spring and the Nokjo kUrez. The Samoan stream has . 
two watermills under it, one belonging to the KMn of Kalat and · 
the other to the Iltazais. The water is diviJ.ed into three sharts 
two of which contain 30 tJhabanas each and the third Ut shaM.nas. 

The whole of the first share of 30 shahanas belongs to the Iltazai 
family. Of the second division, 14 shahands belong to the Iltazais 
and 16 are in possession of the Khan of KaJat. In the third 
division, the Khan ofKaJat holds 4 shahtinas, the Iltazais 5l, and 
two other persons 1!. Nokjo belongs entirely to the Khan of 
Kalat. 

The principal villages are Muhammad KMn, Kamal Khan, 
:Mir-na-Shahar, and the Bajoi village on the east of the valley 
under the Shambalak pass where the headman of the Bajoi tribe 
resides, The most numerous inhabitants of the valley are the 
Bajois, a few Kambraris, some Muhammad Hasnis and :M~ngals; and 
the Sum alar is visit the valley in summer. The Khan's ulus includes 
the Kurd, Notanis, Gorisingi Rais, Bandijas, Mahmudanis and 
Notwanis. Baghwanais under the Khnzdar niabat and a janashin 
is stationed at :Mir-na-Shahr which is about 14 miles north of 
Khuzdar and where there is.a oania's shop. There are two shops 
at Kamal Khan and one at Bajoi where ordinary supplies can be 
obtained. Pomegranate' orchards abound in irrigated parts of 
the valley. 

Chuttok, which is also known as Kil, is a curious and 
attractive gorge in the Kil river, a tributary of the Mula about 
6 miles west of Janh; close to the gorge are remains of several 
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gobrbands or dams of the fireworshippers which indicate that Mmu.TuBB 
, . . . l f GAZETTBER. 

the water of the K1l was m former t1mes extenslVe y ueed or 
irrigation. The gorge itself is about 150 yards long and hardly 
more than 5 yards broad and is of sheet rock covered with fern 
locally known as zamur, and at its ·entrance the river has formed 
a deep pool of water. 'fhe farther end of the gorge is blocked by 
a huge sheet of rock beyond which was the Jukkur orchard which 
contains pomegranates and vines but is now deserted. Owing to 
natural difficulties and attractive scenery, local tradition believed 
that the gorge and the orchard were the habitat of fairies and 
holy spirits of departed saints. 

About ten paces from the entrance of the gorge there is a mine 
of khrighal (ferrous sulphate) from which small quantities of ore 
are extracted and used in dyeing. Another mine exists at the 
northern end of the gorge. 

The gorge is said to have been visited by M1r Nas1r Khan and 
other Khans of Kalat on their periodical visits to Kachhi through 
the Mula pass. 

Dhrun, a lofty sandstone mountain, lies south of Jau and 
its height above the surrounding country is about 4,000 feet. The 
prominent peaks are the Gamoi B~ri 3,871 feet and Shak 5,177 
feet. Its length frQm east to west is about 30 miles and width. 
about 9 miles. It consists of a series of precipices and narrow 
sloping ledges, and its steeply scarped sides are accessible by three 
routes. The easiest of these routes, which is from the east, 
starts from the Dhrun Kaur or hill torrent and winds over spurs. 
and along rifts in the side of the mountain. It is fit for lightly 
laden hill bullocks and donkeys and is known as the l'.1azan-rah or 
the grand road. The second route from the north-east of Dhruni 
Gbarr is only a foot path, and the third from the west, known as 
Shak, is extremely difficult in places and is rarely used even 'by: 

footmen. At the top of the Dhrun is an enormou1 basin, the. 
sides of which are about 1,000 feet higher than the centre llond here 
there is • small patch of alluvial ground which is owned by the 
Gwahramzai .Mirwaris and is cultivated by a couple of families of 
the Umrari Bizapjaus. About the centre of the basin are the 
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ruins of an old .fort, Dhrun-i-Kalat, the erection of which is 
ascribed by local t1·adition to one Sherdil, and its destruction to 
an army of Timurlang. 

The Dhrun Kaur rises at a spring near the highest part of the 
mountain, flows from west to east, roughly dividing the mountain 
into two and joins the Arra river where the latter enters the 
gap between W asbapi and Dhruo, Its bsnks are well wooded 
and at intervals in its downward course are water-falls 60 to 70 
feet high, at the foot of which there is always a pool of water con
taining fish. About half way down, the gorge expands into a 
circular basin between two water-falls. About the centre of this 
basin is a large pool of a remarkable blue colour due to its great 
depth. Into this, water trickles from a pool above, over rocks 
covered with fern, the whole forming a scene of striking beauty. 
Along the slopes of the hills date · palms abound. There are 
herds of ibex, and a few marlchor, panther, and black bear (mam) 
are met with. 

Ga.j ar. which lies about 4, 120 feet above sea level, is the bead
quarters of the Mashkae nia6at and the Khtin's nai6 lives here. 
The old fort built by N aoir Khan I is in ruins. The village has 
about forty "huts and four 6ania&' shops, the principal inhabitants 
being the Sajdi, Kehar, Kan:ibrari, M {rwari, ~md :Nakibs, while 
Muhammad Hasnis inhRbit the neighbouring hills. The water 
is obtained from the Mashkae river and i:S somewhat brackish. 
Supplies are procurable from three banias' shops. Gajar is impor
tant as routes to Makran, the 1lirwari 4!ountry and Las Bela 
traver:se it. The village is surrounded by date palms which 
extend from Kaodiri in the north to Gwarjak in the south, but 
the fruit is of inferior quality. 

The Gidar valley, which is chiefly occupied by the Rod,Sni 
and Kalandrani, Kambrari, Gurgual'i, Sumalairi, Muhammad llasni 
and'Rckizai .Brahuis, lies in the south-south-east of Sura b. There 
are ab!>ut 28 permanent villages, the important one l>eing 
Gidar. This Yillage which has an elevation of 5,325 feet above 
sea level lies in 28°18' N. and 66°4' E. and is owned by 
the nodeqis. Close to it is another village belonging to the 
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Kambrari headman. Both the Yillages are in the centre of the liil!TIATuBB 

plain and travellers from or to Panjgur and :Makran nsually halt GAZETrBBB. 

at this point. A Hindu shopkeeper lives here, from whom 
supplies can be had, and drinki~g water is obtained fron:;t the 
Gidar Dhor river. The villages are not fortified but are 
commanded by a narrow belt of bills on the edge of which they 
are built. A raz• or local representRtive of the Surab fuiih lives 
in the Rodcni village and is in charge of the Khan's lands. 

'fhe Gresha valley is bounded on the north by the Hor hill, 
east and sou~h-east by the Nal Kanr and ~be Shasha.n bills, south 
by the Burj'da and .Rabat hills and on the west by the Gwaniko and 
Garri hills. The Zabad hills divide it into two parts, the eastern 
portion being called the !Jfa:anen or larger Gresha and the southern 
as lvisdnen or smaller Gresha. The soil of the valley is alluvial 
and fertile, but the cultivation almost entirely depends on rains; 
the irrigated ar~a which is insignificant lies in Tcgbab and is 
watered by a kaurjo or cut taken from the Nal Kaur. Drinking 
water is obtained from wells, the depth of which varies from 50 to 
80 feet, The principal crops are wheat !and jua,·i. The valley 
belongs to the Sajdi tribe. There are three permanent villages in 
the valley, viz., Sardarai Kalat where Snrdar Saka, the Chief ol 
the SajJi tribe, resides, Shakar Khlin, and GambUli. Most of the 
people live in blanket tents which are also used in spring and 
autumn by the inhabitants of permanent villages. 

The Grcsha village lies on tl.e KachhirMakran main route, and 
routes lead from it to Kharan via. Koda and Beseima, and to 
Wash n k via Rakhsban over the Razak, Paliaz, Sorani, and S.icbi 
panes. It is about 20 miles from Naghai Kalat. It has about 
20 huts round a fort which "as built in 1882. 

Gwarjak village (3,030 feet) is situated on the bank of the 
lllashkae. river and possesses a bani a'• shop. The fort ill perch
ed on a se,ni-isolated bluff scarped on all sides, and is about 

120 feet above the river bed ; it bas a double tier of ;loop holes. 
There is no path to the fort and people are drawn up and let 
do•n by ropes. Its garrison consists of a bavildar and 6 sepO.fl 
from Kharan. 
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MINIATDB.J: The fort is said to have been taken by the Khan's troops under 
GAZE'l'TI!EB., Sbahghasi in 1867 when Pfrdad, the representative of the 

Kh&ran Chief, was blown from a gun. In 1900, Jalal Khan, a. 
sepoy who deserted from the Kbaran Chief, took up his position 
in the fort by treachery and would not surrender until the Chief 
offered him pardon. 

The greater part of the land and water belongs to the KMran 
Chief, who employs the SMmbavs as tenants and recovers from 
them one-fifth of the produce as revenue. Some Nakfbs and 
servile dependants of the Mfrwaris also work as tenants. 

Hazarganji, which is the southern continuation of the Nal 
valley, is separated from it by the Maruki jungle and the Kut 
:md Pbnz hills. Hazarganji proper lies along the western bank 
of the Nal Kaur, while the tract of country on the eastern bank , 
of the Kaur is locally known as BMndarau. After the Mfrwari
Jadgal fight, to which a. reference has been made in the section 
on History, Bazarganji proper was allotted to the Hamalari 
Bfzanjau, and Bhandarau to the Sheikh Sasolis, but in the time 
of the present Bizanjau Chief, Sardar KahCra Khan, some 
exchanges of land were made between the Sasolis and 
Hama18ris. 

The Hazarganji and Bbandarau lands are irrigated by a 
channel taken from the Nal Ka.nr near Ponzag, one-third of 
which belongs to the Laduzai Sasolis, who also share the 
remaining two-thirds with the Bfzanjau Chief. 

Bazarganji is one march from N al on the way either to Wad, 
Ornach or the Mfrwari country (Jan). The BJ:zanjau Chief has 
a mud fort here surrounded by huts in which the servile depen· 
dants of the Chief and others carrying on the agriculture of the 
place reside. Two hanias who own shops in Nal reside in 
Hazarganji during the whole summer and the harvest season. 

Hisar is the largest division of Zahri and is separated from 
N orgama by the Siah hill on ~he north-east. The s?il of a con
siderable portion (known as Dak) is impregnated wtth saltpetre 

11 nd is consequently barren. There are large tracts of khushkava 

and the irrigated cultivation is limiteJ. 'Ihe principal sub-divisions 
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are)he Ma.lghuzar, Chab, Kumbi, Kotre,'_Dogan, Dak, and Gazan 
and there are eighteen~permanent villages, but .the population 
in no ease exceeds thi1ty households. The princip"l villages are 
Gatt, the headquarters of the Za.rrakza.i_Chief of Jhalawan, and 
Balbal, the headquarters of 'the· Musiani headman. The per
manent sources of irrigation :are Khor and Nokjo:st>rings which 
form the joint property of the Zarrakzai and the Musiani; Gazan 
stream of which 11 ahabdnas belong to the Zarrakzais and one 
ahahdna to the Sasolis ; Kumbi, Dan, Chasbma., Radhani and 
Usafani stream~ all of which belong to the Musianis. The 
priacipal khushkdva tracts are Hurmuz•!n

1 
Panchikan, Zalikan 

and Mamai. 

The Jau or Jhau valley lies south of Pclar from which it 
is separated by the Gazi river, while the lofty Dhrun limits it to 
the south; on the ~a.st the line of watersheds east of Dhrun 
divides~ it from the Las:Bcla territory; on the west it is divided 
from Nondrav by the Mian Garr hills which are also called Ser-i
Latt. The length of the area from the junction of the Gazi river 
with ~he Nal Kaur to Kurragi is about 32 miles. In the northern 
part ofthe valley is a large alluvial tract, while in the south the 
ground is undulating and stony. The whole plain along the 
banks of the Nal Kaur, where there is almost a forest of tamarisk, 
kahur, kahar, kaler, and Mr trees, some of them of considerable 
size, reminds one· of some parts of Sind. The scenery of the 
country is rather picturesque, particularly when looking towards 
the south where the lofty sandstone heights of Dhrun, Kund, 
W ashapi and Kochav tower in tiers of precipitous rock a 
thousand feet above the plain, 

The drainage of the vallt>y is carried by the Hingol which is 
better known here)s the: Nal Kaur, and which within the limits 
of Jau is a. dry water-cour~e except at a short distance below 
Kurragi where tbereiis a permanent flow of water. The people 
do not,:_ through :idleness:and :ignorance, use the water between 
Kurragi and:Sor where there are numerous lhts of rich soil on 
its banks. Arra ~and l\lar 1 are the next lrirge streams which 
receive the whole ~drainage of the Bulbasi plain and the eastern 
range of hills and carry it to the Hingol. 

l{INIATllBB 
GAZKTTEBILo 
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llhNJAT17BK 
U.u.BTTE&Jt. The principal khushkava tracts along the eastern banks of the 

Nal Kaur are Gazi-dap, Bagari Zilag, Kuto, Gajjaroi-dap, .MalBn, 
Sistagan, Lanjar, Shank, Kundi, and Kurragi; while those 
on the western bank of the river are the Gili, Jauri, Shandi, 
Knmbi, Kuch, and Wadi. The population of the valley was 
estimated in 1903 to be 1,026 families or about 5,000 souls, the 
principal tribes being the Gwahramzai, ::\lirwari, Bizanjau, 
Muhammad Hasni, Korak, Sajdi, Sinhav, Gador, and Bcrozai. 
There are sixteen permanent villages in the valley, each consisting 
of a few mud huts. These villages are only occupied during the 

· summer, the people liling in blanket tents the greater part of the 
year. The most important of ~hese villages are Kuto, La.shkar 
Khan's village in Lanjar, Safar Khan's village, or Shank, and the 
~lt!ni village to the south of Kurragi which is the headquarters of 
the Gwahramzai Mirwaris, and where good and plentiful water 
is obtainable from the Nai-Kaur river. Lashkar KhBn, Nind
wani Bizanjau, acts as a ndz"h or deputy of the Bizanjau Chief and 
bas two oanias' shops, a dyer's shop, and a Lori blacksmith in his 
village. Ordinary supplies are procurable, but water is obtainable 
in small quantities only from deep wells. 

The Jebri valley ~xtends from the hills to the north, as 
far south as a small pond, the tail of one of the kci.rezes (Mt!hi) 
about a mile from the fort of Jebri. The villlage of Jt!bri, which 
lies at an elevation of about 3,265 feet above sealevel in 27°18' N. 
and 65°45' E., has a fort and is the headquarters of the Muham
mad Hasoi Chief. The name Jcbri is derived from jeb or pocket 
from the fact that af~r the Mirwari-Jadgal fight, the Mirwari 
Chief could allot only a small tract of country to the Muhammad 
Hasnis. The village has about fifty hou3es chiefly owned by 
servile dependants of the Chief, and one shop. The old fort was 

destroyed by an earthquake in 1893. 

The village lands are irrigated by four small kdrezes. and there 
are a good many date trees clustered thickly round the tower of 
the old fort and scattered away to the south for more than a mile. 

The Karkh valley, which is known by the Jadgala as Karu, 
has an elevation of about 2,600 feet; ib general direction is 
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north and south and it is wooded throughout with tamarisk 
and near the villages with mar (Prosopis spicigera), mulberry 
and date trees. Its length is about 20 miles and breadth about 
10 miles. The Kara. stream flows from the south dividing the 

valley in half and with its various affinents drains the country 
an<l enter& Kachhi at Sa.nt. The soil is fertile and alluvial and 
the principal crops are wheat, barley and juari. There are nine 
permanent villages in the valley occupied mostly by the Ajihani, 
Akhundani, Karclo, Kasero, and Chhutta Jadgals with a few 
Nakibs, and Jattak, Wcrai, and Sasoli Brahuis. The important 
village in the valley is Muni which has about 25 hou'ses, and is 
the headquarters of the Khan's ja-nashln, who is subordinate to 
the naib of Khuzdar, Jbalaro is next in importance which is a 
freehold of the Sasoli Chief who resides here in the winter. · 

Khuzdar. which lies in 27" 42' N. and 66" 37' E., in the 
valley of the same name at an elevation of 4,050 feet above the 
sea level, is an ancient place round which centres the history 
of Jhalawan before the Brahuis rose to power. Frequent refer
ences have been made to it in the section on His tory. It is now 
the headquarters of the Native Assistant of Jhalawan, and 
also that of the deputy or nai6 of the Khan of Kalat. It is 
situated on the main route from Kachhi to Makran and from 
KaUt to Bela, being about 90 miles from Kotra. and 110 miles 
from Kalat, It contains a mud fort which was built by l\Hr 
Khudadad Khan in 1870 when he was at war with the Jam of 
Las Btla. The present (1906) garrison consists of 3 officers, 
5 sowa.rs, 19 footmen of the amla levies and 6 artillery men in 
charge of a. gun. There is a 6ani.a's shop from which supplies 
are obtainable, and drinking water may be had from the streams but 
is said to be injurious to health especially in summer and autumn 
when fever also prevails. Octroi duty is levied on imports and 
exports by the Khan and the annual receipts amount to about 
Us. 1,500. There is a post office in charge of one of the clerks of 
the office of the Native Assistant, and the nearest telegraph office 

is at Kalat. There are several orchards in the valley, the prin
cipal fruit trees being pomegranates, mulberries and date 

~~L ~ 
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nnATUBs The Koda. or Kodak valley lies in the western part o£ 
AZKTTE.BBo Jhala , . I wan and 18 enc osed on the west by the lofty :Mnkk bills. 

The plain is tolerably extensive, stretching north-north-east and 
south-south-west for a considerable distance. This valley, as well 
as Korask which lies to its south,originally belonged to the Sajdis. 
and there are traces of ancient karezes ascribed to the Arabs 
and now in ruins, which indicate that in ancient times there was 
considerable amount of cultivation. The Sajdis could not resist 
the raids of the KMranis and Baloch from Seistan and bad to 
abandon the cultivation. The Saiadzai Sumalaris, an enterprising . 
~Ian, immigrated to the valley some generations ago and 
.commenced cultivation. They also began a karez in the souther11 
~nd of the valley but as Sajdis would not share the expense with 
them, ~he project had to be given up. The cultivation is. 
therefore, at present all khu.shldva and the drinking water is 
obtained from wells the depth of which varies from 25 to 40 feet. 
and of which there are 7 in the valley. The Saiadzai Sumalari 
tenants who have acquired occupancy rights belong to the Hot
manzai, Zarrenzai, Jalalzai, Sakbtaki, Sanjarzai, Sheikh Huseni. 
Mnridzai and Blirakzai sections and pay, as rent, to the Sajdi 
landlords of Gresha one-tenth of the produce. There is no 
permanent village in ·the valley, the Snmalaris live in tents~ 

and periodically move to Raghai, RakhsMn, Kharan hills and 
Gresha, and in winter some of them go to Sind. 

Korask, [which lies to the south of Koda, also belongs to 
Sajdis and is cultivated by Aidozai, Kaisarzai, Sber Khanzai, 
Isazai and Salarzai sections of Saiadzai Sumalaris who pay rent 
at rates varying from one-tenth to one-sixth to the landlords. A 
few families of Smhpads and Rakbsbanis have also been affiliated. 
with Sumalaris. The Aidozai Snmalaris have purchased the pro
prietary rights of some tracts from the Sajdis. 

Ma.mata.wa. is a tract lying at the southern end of the 
valley of which Kapoto forms the npper portion. The principal 
portions are Bidrang, a watershed on the north between Speki 
and Kapoto, and Lamboj. A siogle spring known as ehashma 
belonging to the Mohammadzai Mengals and Nicharis irrigates 
the lands of the village, the rest being rain crop area. There is a 
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permanent 'Village occupied partly by Muhammadzai.s, and partly by 
Nichllris. It is built on tbe remains of an ancient. tumulus and 
lies under the high hill of Lokra. Other important hills in the 
neighbourhood are Be-sawab and Daghari-n&-mutt, both of which 
are over a thousand feet high. Bidrang is divided into three 
portions known as Ander, Kharmai, and Hamir-na-band. The 
latter bt>longs to the Muhammadzais, as does also Ander, whilst 
the Zarrakzais own Kharmai which is cultivated on their behalf 
by Bajoi tenants, Close to the village is an old mound from 
which ancient pottery has been obtained.. 

Mishk is an important divisiCin of the Zahri tract and com• 
prises the country on both banks of the river of that name between 
Kandi and Sarap. It has five hamlets, v&z., Kand (13 houses), 
Kashumi (10), Sarap (30), Dehzeri (15), and Mishk (30). 
The irrigation water is supplied by 11 channels leading from the 
Mishk or Mishkbel river. These are : Kand, Dehzeri, Daho, 
Niamjo, ThBn, Munjaran, Pughuti, Sh.ldari, Singen, Balajher 
Laraghi, all of which are subject to payment of revenue to the 
Khan. As there is abundance of water, rice is cultivated. to som& 
extent, and there are several orchards, the principal trees being 
pomegranate, apricot, and mulberry. 

The inha-bitants are chiefly the Banozai Jattaks, Danya, and 
Saiadzai, ~nd a few Lahri.s and Lotianis. · The ancient mounds in 
Sarap, Mishk, and Singcn are of some archmological interest, and 
the local saints are Pir Kharre and Pir Saifuddin, whose shrines 
are situated in Sarap and Danya villages. 

Sarap is the headquarters of the Jattak Chief, while the headmen 
of the Danya. and Saiadzai clans live in Mishk village which is. 
also known aa Danya-na-shahr, 

Nal is along valley, in the Jhalawandistrict,eltendingfrom the. 
broad belt of high rocky hills which separate it from the valleys. 
of Gidar, Anjira., and Khuzdar to the low hills which divide it 
from Jau. Its length is about 30 miles, and the average breadth 
about 7 miles, but (or about hall its length, spurs of hills reduce 
the width to liome 5 miles. Further south it is called Hazarga.nji;. 
then Garuk which belongs to the Bizanjau Chief is cultivated by: 

MINIATUBB 
G.AZETTBBB. 
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MINIATURE Langa.vs and beyond this the cultivated are!!, on the banks of the 
G.& ZETT.EEB, N'l K . 11 • 

a aur IS ca ed Lamb1. The upper part of the valley is 
almost entirely alluvial, but the southern half is more stony. The 
Nal country is drained by the Nal Kaur, which is usually dry in 
its upper reaches, but' a short distance before it reaches Hazarganji 
an abundant supply of water wells up in it, and a full stream 
flows in the southern part of the valley. Tamarisk grows along 
the bed of Nal Kaur and other hill torrents, also on the banks of 
embanked fields, while in the plain the principal trees are her 
(Zizyphus jujuba) and mar (Prosopis spicigera). The water 
supply in the southern half of the valley is insufficient for agricul
tural purposes, and irrigates only a few fields near the villages. 
Khnrmaistan has a fair supply of water from a number of 
springs, and in the rest of the valley there are a number of wells 
from which good water is obtained for drinking. 

The principal tracts into which the valley of the Nal is divided 
are Surumago and Khayan in the north; Dharnc1i, Zila, and 
Ughar Chib in the east; Maruki in the south; and Sari-Teghlib, 
Hunzi, and Khurmaistan in the west. The valley possesses 
alluvial soil of excellent quality in places mixed with sand, the bes~ 
soil being that of the DharntHi division. The valley belongs to 
the Bi:zanjan tribe. The Hamaiaris have their headquarters in 
the village of Kh9.yan, which is also known as the Sardar's village 
or Sardar-ai-Shahr, and in it Sardar Kahera Khan Bizanjau lives. 
This village has about 40 houses. The Umrani headman has his 
headquarters in the Sari-Teghab and the Siahpad headman at 
picturesque palm·'.lrowned Khurmaiatan. 

The climate of N alfor the most part of the year is pleaSa.nt and 
healthy. The northern hills ~re sometimes covered with snow 
during severe winters, and severe winds are experienced during 
the winter season. The position of Nal which lies in 27° 40' N. 
and 66° 48' E. (3,834 feet above sea level) is of importance, 
as it commands several routes which are some of the prin
cipal high rt·ads in the country. The Kalat-Bela route via 
Bal'an Lak and the Bizanian country, and Kachhi-Makran route 
cross here. Routes lead from here to Panjgur via Raghai and 
Rakhshan, KMrJn via Beseima and Ormara via the Mirwari 
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coontry. The village is known as Bakhal-ta-Shahr, and has 12 
shops which carry on a considerable trade. Octroi duty is 
levied by the Bizanjau Chief on exports and imports ; the 
principal articles of export are wool and ghi, while imports chiefit 
consist of piece-goods, sugar, and oil. 

:MINJATURB 
GAZETTEER. 

Historically, Nal is identical with Kaikan:tD.,. and the numerous 
mounds which exist indicate its importance in days gone by. The. 
principal mounds are Sohr-damb, Laghor-zard, Gumbad KMyan
ai-damb, Zard-damb in Kerkakan, Kulcri-damb1 Tal.zi-damb,. 
TcgLab-ai-damb (in Nal) and the Hunzi-damb. 

Nichara is the biggest permanent village in the Jhalawan: 
country. It consists of some four hundred hous~s lying snugly 
under the southern slopes of the great Ragh hill of the
Harboi Range. It is also distinguished by exhibiting more' 
points of resemblance. to the Indian village system than are 
generRlly found in Baluchistan. There is a kotwal whose duty 
it is to announce the dates fixed for marriages- from the 
village tower, to investigate thefts and to warn the people of 
general orders and instructions~ For these duties-· he is given 
extra food and his share in the water of the N feUra stream is 
exempt from labour contributions. Most of the houses are double
storied and this gives the place a look of affiuence. The people
are much addicted to the use of charas ·and tobacco- and som& 
gambling goes on. Near Nichara, lie several well-inowa rain crop
areas. Among the minor mRy be mentioned Sohr at the top of 
the Dhuk hill, Giawan-kuh, ShisMr-tok so named from the lhisluir 
trees growing there ; Knriach to the south of the llamiri and 
Kohcrav. The latter contains the little mound known as Kohen 
Kalat where, tradition says, that the Rinds first halted before
descending to Kacbhi. Among the more important are Hamfri
the residence of Hamir the Jadgal from whom the NichUrig 
obtained tbeir present possessions. The greater part of this val
ley belongs to Nicharis but the Bangulzais and Lahris also havtt 
ahares in it. Lahr which is some four miles long and a mile widtt 
is the most famous of all the tracts round Nfchara. In former 
da)·snearl;r all the tribes of Sarawan and.Jhalawan hadsmallshares 
iu it and the non-posses~ion of a share was considered to mark • 
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MnnuuB& foreign origin. The Lahraki Raisanis are still the large!t ahart
GAZ&Tr&u. holders and there are also Baranzai 1\Iengals, Pandranis, Kam

brB.ris, Nicharis, Jattaks and Badduzai Bangulzais. The Khan of 
Kalait and the Zarrakzais also have a. portion. In the Piandak t& 

the west, the Badnzais have excavated two wells in the roek in 
which rain water is collected to afford supply to the cultivators. 
Pa.ndran Kash is owned br the Nfcharis and Pandranis and is 
another ofthese rain crop areas. Kbuddi, some five miles long 
lies to the north-west of Pandran half of which is in the posses
sion of the Nicharis and 1\Iakali 1\Ieogals and half in that of the 
Pandranis. Snrkben is famous for its wheat and belongs to the 
NfcMris, Baraozai 1\Iengals and 1\Iandavani Bangulzais. At the 
head of the valley of Surkben lies Sar-i-Sber which belongs to the 
Nicbaris. There is liltle or no water in Surkben and the cultiva,. 
tors have to bring their supply from long distances. 

Nondrav, general elevation 1,680 feet, is a fine Tihudka.D~ 

valley situated between Jan and A war an separated from them by two. 
parallel lines of low slaty hills, viz., Baridi Latt situated between 
Awaran and Nondrav and the Mian Garr between J au and N ODdrav. 
It is a long and narrow tract of land stretching from north-east to. 
sooth-west. Its length from the Doleji Bidrang to Pan is about 
30 miles, while its breadth is from 6 to 'l miles, though the cultiva
ble part of the valley is very narrow. The northern part of the 
valley is well embanked and fairly well irrigated by the floods of 
the Chfl river, but the middle and southern portions of it, known 
as Joi and Alang, are not so well cultivated owing to the high banks 
of the river, the difficulty of raising the water and the inferiority 
of the soil ' 

The valley is thinly populated, the number of inhabitBllts not 
exceeding 600. The principal are the Mirwaris, Karam Sbahzlli 
section in Sar Nondrav, G-wahramzai in Joi or central Nondrav, 
Fakfrzai in Alang and Sumarzai in Kappar; and the Usafi 
Muhammad Hasni own a portion in the central part known as 
1\Iardango. The tenants include Sajdis, Usafi Mohammad Hasni, 
Bfzanjaus, Gnrgnari8, and Snmalaris. The only permanent vil
lage is Dill\Iurad which has a small fort surrounded by mod huts. 
The valley is covered with tamarisk trees, kahur and babur, and 
ravine deer and partridges are numerous. 
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Routes lead from Dil Murad village to Jan via SCr pass to 
A.wadn via Bar(d pass, to Gushaua.k in Kolwa :via .Chigirdi and 
to Nal via Nl&r and Nat Kaur. 

The important ri,.er draining the- country is the Chil which ia 
'1!aid to be of much importance to the country and further traces of 
gafJrbandB on its banks indicate that water was used for irrigation 
in ancient times. 

The N orgama. valley which is about as broad as it is 
long, viz., 7 to 8 miles, lies north-east of Gatt and is bounded 
'ilast and west by ranges having a north-north-east strike.· The 
}>rincipal peak on the west is Shllhmoz, which rises nearly 2,000 
feet a.bove the valley, ha.s a sprinkling of junipe1:- trees and good 
grazing in summer. The range on the east is called Sapilao. 
The northeru. boundary is formed by a mass of hills, while Siab 
hill on the south separates Norgama. from Zahri. The valley 
has fine scenery and is well supplied with irrigation water from 
the Soinda. river from which six channels have been taken off. 
Of thee~, the Saitani, Daru and Sirmari belong to the Khan who 
also shares Jagasur and SMbegzai with the Kambraris. In the 
last named two channels and also in Summawari, which are 
elfempt from revenue, the principal owners are the Kambraris, 
Zarrakzais, Iltazais of Kotra, Shahizai Mengals: of Wad, the 
Lotianis, and the F'ak[rs of Sultan. · 

The Norgama village, which is the most imllortant one in 
Zahri, has about 150 scattered houses. It is the headquarters of 
the Khan's &aifJ, has a '6ania's shop and a. levy post (6 men) .. 
The principal inhabitants are Lotiani, Rais, Kambrari, and a few 
Zarrakzaia. 

Pir-n!-Shar, which is famous for the shrine of Pir Sult&n, lies 
about 1 mile to the south-e'ast of Norgama and is much frequent
ed by people from all parts of Jhalawan. It has three !Janias9 • 

shops, a couple of shoe-makers and a. goldsmith. 

The Ornach valley lies about 50 miles south of Nal and 
ita height above the sea level is about 8,000 feet. Its length 
from the skirts of the Kliri hill.8 on the north. to Kunaru hills (ID 

Ml!IYATURB 
G4ZKTTBE&. 
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lfiNIATURB the south, is about 11 miles and its breadth fl"om east to '!fest 
GAZETTKBa. from Dauro hill to the skirts of the SU.I"gal"r is about 6 miles. H 

is drained by the Kud river, which at its source to south of 
Drakalav is known as Turkabar, below that as Zai and still lower 
in Orn8ch as the Ornach. The llol"thern part of tlle valley has a. 
moderate supply of water from ka.rfze1 and at the centre it 
receives perennial irrigation from the water of the river (Kud), 
and has several groves of date palm trees. The falley is well 
wooded with jungles of mo;r (prosopi11 spicigera), tamarisk and 
parpuk trees and the lara bnsh, and has excellent pasturage. 
The lands are owned by various sections of the Bizanjau tribe. 
The principal cultivable tracts on the eastern bank of the K ud 
river are Raghma11, Bit, Dal, Rcko, Kahn, Duda, Chakuli, Karcz, 
and Kork and those situated on the western bank are Sh&ri, 
Kinaro, Karez, Berot Kund, Hurrna-bit. Channal Kund, Karaji
na-bit, Chib, Baran-na-bent, Kulli and Ugharchib. The principal 
crops are wheat, barley, andjuari, and moth is also grown. There 
are 14 permanent hamlets,Lthe important ones being the village 
of Plr Muhammad and the village of Sardar Allahd.lna, the 
former of which has two lJanias' shops. 

Routes lead from Ornach to Wad via Drakalav, BCla via Baran 
Lak, and to Jau via Lakatar and Rar, the last named being 
unsuited for pack animals. 

Fandran.-The pretty little village of Pandran, containing 
some 150 houses, lies in a pretty basin united on three-sides by 
the Hasblifi bill and on the south-east by the KohCr Kalat and the 
Dak hills. The situation of the village is on a side of the hill 
sloping eastward. The houses are clustered round a large rock and 
the place is dotted here and there with orchards of pomegranates 
and mulberries, the whole presenting a very attractive appearance. 
The valley though small· and irregular is known in different 
parts by different names, Buar lying on the north, the situation of 

. the village being known as Kallag : the south-eastern portion is 
named Daira and the south Kher: The population is mixed and 
consists of Panddnis, Gharshin Saiads, Nicbliris, Jobani Bangnl
zais, Loris, Fakirs and two Hindu shopkeepers. Panddn owes 
its importance to its position on the route from Kalat, Nicbara 
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and Gazg to Zahri and the southward. The place ia famous for JlJNUTt7BB 

the curious cave containing skeletons which lies. close to the GAZmTa:.Ea.; 

village. Rice is generally grown and also mah, a kind of black pulse. 
A good deal of trade is done with the neighbouring tribesmen, 
the imports being principally doth, oil, sugar, and gW', and the 
exports wheat, ghl, and wool. The houses of the place are all 
double storied, the people occupying the upper stories in summer 
to avoid snakes. 

Pelar. The northernpart of theMrrwaricountry,south-west of 
Jhalawan, is known u Pelar, the elevation of which varies from 
2,011 to 1,548 feet above the sea level. The boundary of the 
Bfzanjau tribe on the north is marked by the Machi river, a 
bibutary of the N al Kaur, and the southern boundary of Pelar is 
lmarked by another tributary of Nal Kaur, the Gazi river. The 
ength of the valley is about 28 miles, while its breadth from 
"Mazargbat on the west to Slirgarr on the east does not exceed 
6 miles. From the northern extremity to the junction of the 
Guhlet river with Nal Kaur the valley is all waste, but below the 
Guhlet river there are several flats or betatl which are irrigated 
from the Nal Kaur. The principal flats on the east bank of the 
river are Shahwani 6ent, Gurumpki, Durrai heAt, Gajju and Patki, 
and hence extends to the Gazi river the dry crop area known as 
Koharo. The flats on the western bank of the river are Dad 
Muhammadi, Ali Muradi, Dil lluraidi, Korak, and Chammag 
hentl, south or which lies a khushkava tract as far as the junction 
of the Dolcji river with the Nal Kaur. The damdn or stony plain 
stretchea along the slopes of western hills and is nncnltivable, but 
the existence of ancient dams or gabr6aads indicates that, in times 
gone by, the Yalley was extenaivel:y cultivated. The principal 
trees are tamarisk, khabiJr, kaler, mar, Mr. pfsA, and hum or 
gishtir. The population was estimated in 1903 to be about 350 
families or 1,750 souls, comprising Gwahramzai Mirwaris, Usafi 
Muhammad Hasnis, Nindwari Bizanjau. Sajdi, Nakib and senile 
dependants. The leading man among the Mirwaris is ( 1903) 
Kar1mdad, son of .Talal Khan, who resides io Korak. the only 
permanent village, where there is a mud fort and about M buta 
qd two shops. A nice grove of date palms and au orchard of 
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:MJNIAUBE • pomegranates exisb near the village, and there is a considerable 
GAZETTEER. amount of rice cultivation. 

Pir Chhatta is a little valley lying between the low range 
of hilh which skirts the Mula river and the main range to its 
:porth. . Owing to the number and frequency of the palm trees, 
the scenery of the place is very similar to that which is usually 
~et with in Makran. A family of SaiRds has long lived here 
who have charge of the shrine. The produce of the date trees is 
said to be devot.ed to the nse of the pilgrims who visit Pir 
Chhatta. ·The tomb of the saint lies near the top of the valley 
and is of the' usual mud and plaster, surrounded by a wall. Close 
to the south of the torn b are some fine springs from which a . 
large stream of water makes its way to Kotra. Where the 
springs rise, there is a pool full of big fish: The commonest 
variety of these are locally called karrav, and are of light colour 
with black stripes and reddish fins and tails. The dark coloured 
fish with large heads are called kha!lga. There is also a slate 
coloured fish somewhat similar to the karrav called murra. A 
small fair takes place here in the date season which is attended 
by some 500 or 600 people, Hindus and Musalmans. When the 
fish are fed, the rush of fish to the food thrown in the water 
and !;he celerity with which it is devoured are remarkable. 

The Rodenjo valley is separated from the Kaiat valley on 
the north by the Shah .:Mardan hill. It is bounded on the north 
by Dasht-i-Badu, on the south by the Koh-i-but and Pango hills• 
on the east by Saiad Ali and Kuki hills and on the west by 
Dasht-i-Goran. · The soil of the valley is mixed with stones· 
The viilage of Rodenjo, about 15 miles south of Kalat, is inhabit
ed by Dehwar subjects of the Khan, is situated about 12 miles 
down the vaelly, is surrounded by a considerable amount of 
cultivation, and is well known· for its excellent melons. The 
'Valley is visited for pasture by nomad B.rahuis in spring and 
summer. The lands are irrigated by the Rodenjo stream, which 

. is said to have belonged originally to Dil~had Rodcni, who sold it 
to Dai B.Lbi, a nurse of Mir Mahmud Khan I, who bestowed it on 
Mulla lzzat, and it was confiscated by Mfr Mehrab Khan. 'l'he 
stream is divided into 16 shahcinas and belongs to the Khan. 
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The khu,shldoa lands are irrigllted by the Nari:ln hill jtorrent. INIATuBE 
GAZ!i:TTEB. 

The keepers o£ the shrine of Sakhi Ramzan are given one kurda 

or small plot of wheat, lucerne, or any other crop sown, per 

1haMna both in rabi, and Tcharfj and 12 bundles of the wheat crop. 

The D11mb Kuki or Kuki mound iies to the east of the village. 

Ali<i.bad, a small village and a k1Az, lies about 1 mile to the 
east of Rodenjo, and is inhabited by some Saiads. The Mrez is 

divided into 1::! 1haMMs, of which 5 shabdn.:~s belong to the 
Khan, 2 shafJarv~t have been purch11sed by a Hindu, and the 

remaining are owned by the Saiads of Aliabad, A. Hiudu shop

keeper from K11lat visits these villages in summer. 

Saruna. The Hab river system is divided into two principal 
portions by the three big ranges ot hilh that run through the 

country from nr>rth to south, viz., the Hab valley proper, lying 

between the K!rthar and Kodo ranges, and (2) the Saruna and 
the Kardagar-Samotri-Wera Hab valleys, lying between the Kodo 

and Pab ranges, Saruna is separated from the Kardagar-Samotri· 

Wera Ilab by the low Chappar ridge. The latter vallt'y is callel 

Knrdagar in its upper portion, lower down it is called Samotri 
after the stream of the same name, mxt it is known as tho 

Bidrang and lastly it is called Wera Hab in its lower portion 

Saruna is a fine open valley, running nearly north and south 
and close on 70 mil~s long from Ari Pfr Lak in the south to Lar 
Lak in the north. The lower or southern end is the most open, 

being nbout 10 miles wide with a large area (pnhaps 50,000 acres) 
of fine cultivable bnJ and richly covered with grass, small trees 
and slu·ubs. Higher up the valley becomes stony and hilly, with 
only occasional patches of cultivable land. 

There hafe been long standing disputes over Saruna and the 

Ml,ngal-Chhutta boundary between these two tribes. The affairs 
first came to notice in 1892, when the Cbhuttas claimed, as rent, 
one-fourth of the produce of cert11in fields cultivated by the Men
gals, Lnt the latter refused to pay inore than one-sixth. In 1894 a 
M~ngal t!z.in~~ VIas e~tablished st Saruna to which the Chhutta~ 
objected, and the dispute was referred to the Sibi SMU Ji.rga in 
ll:9:.l, hut no dcc!sioo could be arrived at without inspecting tlu: 
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MINIA.TUB K locality. In 1897, Sardar Pa sand Khan Zurakzai put in a claim 
GAZET'l'EBBo S, _, . th b C 

to aruna statmg at t e hhuttas were a KaUt tribe, and as such 
came under his jurisdiction as head of the Jhalawan Brahuis. His 

. claim also remained unsettled. In the winter of 1903, Major H. L. 
Showers, C.I.E., Political Agent, Kalat, accompanied by several 
tribal chiefs, the Political Adviser to His Highness the KMn and 
the W az.(r of Las Bela, visited the country and made a thorough 
enquiry, when the parties agreed to refer the disputes to arbitra· 
tors, the Chhuttas nominating Sardar Zahri Khan, Musiani, and 

. the Mengals nominating Mir Azim Khan, Shahwani. The award 
of the arbitrators was unanimous, was accepted by the parties and 
confirmed by the Political Agent, and a copy thereof, together with 
a copy ofthe Political Adviser's proceedings, which contain a history 
of the case, is reproduced in Appendix V. Briefly, the settlement 
come to was as follows : The land known as Kocho, whi<·h h~d 
the bestcultivation, was given to the Chhuttas, while the tracts called 
Randar and Ahmad were given to the .1\Iengals, the hills called 
Hai-ka-Dat forming the boundary between the tribal possessions; 
that the Mengals should give batdi at one-fourth of the produce 
to the Chhuttas for the Kocho latkbandi done by them, and simil&rly 
the Chhuttas should give to the Mengals batdi at one-fourth for 
their lathbandi in the Ahmad and Randar lands. As regards W era 
Hab, the decision arrived at was that the portion north of the 
Khat Bhutti watershed be retained by the Mengals and the 
southern portion by the Chhuttas ; and of the lands assigned to 
the Chhuttas and situated between the watershed and Gorak, one
fourth share (by bald&) of the produce should go to the Bhutaoi 
Chhutta (Sardar Khel or Chiefs family) and should be distributed 
to the members of the family named. 

The claim of the Zarrakzai Chief to bring the Chhnttas under 
his control was not taken notioe of, it being considered unten
able. 

The Surab valley is bounded on the north by the Pango hills 
and Rodenjo watershed, on the east by the Draj hills, on the 
west by Garr or Z1ri range, on the south by offshoots of the 
Central Jhalawan range. The general trend of the valley is 
from north to south and slightly west, and the length from the 
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Rocl~njo watershed to Shahdadzai is about 50 miles. Surab MINIA'I'uBB 

proper is abont half way. The breadth varies. Narrow at the GAz~:TTEEB. 
bead, the valley broadens considerably, narrows again until a gap 
in the hills towaros Gidar is passed. Immediately after tbis 
the valley broadens again, the broadest portion being about 20 miles. 
The valley may be conveniently divided into three portion, 
via., the northern portion consisting of the 'khushkdr~a tracts of 
:Mal and Kb{sundun, with :Marap and Bitagu to the west divided 
(){f by low hills, the central portion of Surab proper where there 
are a number of springs and permanent villages, and the southern 
portion of Gidar with Anjira somewhat detached to the east 
The northern portion is roughly 6,250 feet above sea level, the 
central 5,890 feet and the southern 5,160 feet, 

The climate is temperate, but subject to piercing winds in 
winter, when the valley is often covered with snow. In Surab 
there are about six. teen permanent villages. These are often deserted 
iu winter but are populated in summer ; Surab is chiefly inhabited 
by the Nigharis, who are the permanent inhabitants and the 
principal cultivators. There are also Harunis, :Mnha~mad Hasnis 
Rckizais, and a few Rodenis. 

The Surab village (28° SO' N., 66° 16' E.; elevation 5,760 feet 
which is also known as Bakhal.l.ta-Shabr, is the most importan& trade 
centre in Upper Jhalawan. A few families of Hindu traders, who 
lend money and ·trade in wool and glzi, live here. It is" the 
headquarters of the Khal.n's ndib and· is partly fortified. The 
other places of importance aN the Gurgut, headquarters of that 
Haruni headman, which has some fine orchards; Hajika, a 
pleasant place with a good supply of water; Mirani hamlet, where 
the Haruni headman has recently built a fort for himself; the 
l\Urap valley ; Bibi Sa.rtbap, which contains the shrine of a 
1\Iusalman virgin, Bibi Sarthap, and is a place of pilgrimage and 
where there is a cate ; Nighar west of BakMl-ta-Shahr; Anjira 
a halting place on the Khuzdar Surab route; Bitagu, where the 
Sannaris have recently dug a kdrez, and Dan, the summer head
quarters of some of the Shal.bizai Mengals. 

The Tutak valley, the head-quarters of the Kalaudarani 
C~ief, ia divided into two portions by the Trunden and Gezhdi 
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G
MJNIA'l'UBI: torrents. The principal localities are ~IRzhi to the north-west 
.AZKTT&Jm. , ' 

Bunap to the south-west, G~zhdi to the sooth, and Darvaza to the 
south-east. There is a karez in the centre of the vlllley in which 
the Bhadinzai or chief section of the KaLmdraois own 7! Blzabarnu 

out of the 10 shaban111 into which the water is divided. This 
kdrez was recently constructed by Ghilzai& at a total c~t to the 
owners of some Rs. 5,000. The rest of the valley is under rain
crop or flood cultivation. Tutak is noted for the excellent car
pets in the style of Kirman rugs, which are manufactured by the 
Bbadinzais. Cultivation is carried on chiefly by the Kalandranis 
themselves and not by tenants from ot.her tribes. There are 
vestiges of several old Arab l:arezes still to be 11een in the valley, 
and irrigated cultivation could in all probability be much extended. 
In close proximity to Tutak are Zawa and Moghali, both places 
belonging in part to the Khan of Katat and partly to the Zahri 
Chief. The Iltazais alsa have a small share in Moghali and the 
Mnsianis in Zawa. ::Moghali is believed to have received its 
name from the fact of its being the headquarters of the :Moghals 
in the days in. which they held Khuzdar and the surrounding 
country. The cultivating tenants are K~harai, .Muhammad 
Hasnis and u mrani ll~ngals. 

The Wad Division of tbe Jhalawan district, which lies north 
of the Baran Lak and south of Khnzdar, belongs to the .Mengals. 
The plain or valley, which composes it, is about 6 miles long 
(north-south) and about "15 mites broad, the soil in its greater 
part is sandy and cultivation is limited, the principal crops being 
wheat, millet, and mung. The climate is very unhealthy and the 
water in most places is brackish. 

There are three villages in this plain; Bakbal-ta-shabr, which 
is divided into two quarters, the western quarter is occupied by 
Hindu traders and has about forty houses, and the eastern 
portion, about 100 yards distant, was formerlyoccupied by Mengals 
but bas now been deserted. The Hindus of Bakhal-ta-shahr 
carry on considerable trade, the chief articles of export being 
wool and ghi, and those of imports, piece-goods, sugar, gur, oil, 
etc. The Shahizai Mcngals levy octroi in the village. About 
2 miles south-west of this village is Ibrahim Khan's villagr1 on 
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the right bank of the Porali, which bas about twenty houses and a 
well. The ground on the opposite bank of the river is very 

swampy and malarious. 

About 2i miles north-east of Bakbal-ta-shahr is· the village of 
the Mengal Cbief,Sardar Shakar Khan, which has about twenty-five 
houses, the Sardar's house, which is the biggest, being strongly 
built and loopholed for defence, A small kdrez issues from the 
range of hills to the east, and irrigates a. few acres of ground 
close to the villRge. 

The Zidi valley lies about 15 miles south-west of Khuzdar 
and is watered by several etreams and a. channel cut from the 
Kohichi river. The soil is, for the most part, granlly and cultiva
tion is limited. The Zidi or Khan's village, a. hamlet consisting 
of about five huts, lies in the centre of the valley, ia the headquarters 
of a jd-nashin and has a bania's shop. The shrine of Pfr Shah 
Kamal which lies close to the village has enhanced its importance. 
The shrine is visited by tribesmen from all parts of Jhalawan and 
also from Kachhi and has a karez (W ahandari) attached to it. 
To the south-east of Zidi, about 2l- miles, is Bhala.rejav, a village 
consisting of about 8 huts, the head-quarters of the· Sasoli Chief, 
the inhabitants · belonging chiefly to the Hotmanzai clan of 
the Sasolis. It has a. bania's shop. 

IIIINUTURB 
GAZETTEER. 
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Brahui Name: 

Ad dena 

Adirka •• 

.Aghut; ... 

Alnoha 

Amrod or Amrot 

Anu ... 
Anartrik 

Angilr ... 
Anjir ••• 

Apura or Hapura 

Arch in 

Aveshk 

Badam 

Baibru 

Bakarwali 

Bar or Bhar 

Blbi Bdtav 

Birori 

Bishkhat 

~Madr~u 

Bundi ... 

JHALAWAN. 

APPEN 

Alphabetical List of Common 

Scientific lTame. 

Bonchus oleraceus 

Pmnus communis 

Pyrus oommunis 

.. Pnnica granatum .. .; 
Dodonaea Yiscosa 

Vitis Vinifera 

Ficus carioa 

Juniperus excelaa 

••• Pmnus amygdalus 

••. Clematis orientalia 

Prunus am;ygdalus 

Witbania somnifera 

Convolvulus arveuia .. 

Solanum Indicum 

P;ycnocycla auc~eriana Dene .•• 

Aihagi M.anrorum 

... Eremostach;ys vicar;yi, Bentt ••. 

Achillea santolina, Stocks. 

Haloxylon Grillithii, Bunge 

Description or 
English name 
where known. 

A grass 

Do. 

Do • 

Plum 

Pomegranate 

A wild tree 

Grapes 

Figs 

Juniper 

Wild almond 

Alm!>nll 

······ .. ,_ 

Barilla plant 
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DIX I. 

Trees and Plants in Jhalawan •. 

Locality where- found. 

Pab hills 

Do, 

Do. 

ilur~b and N!chara 

B~ghwana gardens. 

Do. 

Klrthar Range ... 

Baghwana gardens 

In hUla and gardens ... 

Brief remarks as to local uses. 

Fodder for cattle and sheep, etc. 

Fodder for cattle, sheep and goats. 

Do. do. do, 

.. The pounded_lraves are applied to wounds 
which have begun to heaL 

Part of Harboi In Jhalawan Timber and fuel. 
and Ddkhel and Phar~s hills, 

Pab 

Harboi hiUs in Jhalawan 

Sur~b ... 

Wild plant, Pab 

" , Wad 

Wad 

Wild plant 

l'&b 

Wild plant 

Khuzdar 

Wild plant 

... 

A fodder, used also as a vegetable, 

Fodder for sheep and goats. 

Do. do. do. 

... The fruit used for making cheese and the 
leaves are fodder for goats, 

A thorny plant eaten by camels. 

Fruit eaten by men and the leaves by 
sheep and goats, 

The flowers used as medicine. and as 
fodder for eheep and goat11. 

Used a1 fuel, and as fodder for sheep and 
goats. Poisonous to camela. 
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Brahul Name. Scientifio Name. 
Descri ptlon or 
English name 
where known. 

Chambarak ... Halcolmia A.fricana . .. Barilla plant 

Charmiing A wild-plant 

Chitlrk Caragana ulicina, Stocks 

Dandaahan Wild plant ••• 

Dagham Bcorr.onera 

DbatUra Datura fastnosa, Linn, 

Dranna or Jir A.rtemiaia Wild bush ... 

Drab or Drug Eragrostis cynosnroidea 

Gandarem A. wild plant 

Gandll .• , Eleusine flagellifera A grass 

Garbuat Lepidinm draba ...... 
Gaz (also see Kirri) Tamarix orientalia -·Tamarisk 

Get 8alix acmophylla Willow 

Gorka ••• Btipa capnlata ... A hill grass 

Gul-i-Gnl~b Rosa Damascena Persian rose 

Gwan ... . .. Pistacia khanjak Terebinth tree 

Gwangfr ...... 
Gwanik , .. ············ 
Hatm-bai Erysimum repandnm ... Wild grass.;, 

Bawe ••. Cymbopogon Iwarancasa Do. 
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Localit;y where found, Brief remarks as to looal uses, 

Sii.rab and Upper J'halawan ••. When green, used as a vegetable, when 
dry, as fodder for cattle. 

l'ab hills Used as a medicine for chest diseases. 

A common wild plant found Used as fuel, also as fodder for camels, etc. 
everywhere, 

Common in Central Jhala· The seed is used as a remedJ for 
wan hills. toothache, 

Harboi hill akirts 1he roots ILl'e eaten as a vegetable 
during the spring, 

Common In Upper J'halawan A poisonous drug. Leaves sometimes 
gardens. applied to wounde, 

Do. do, Fodder for sheep, goats, cattle, donke;ys 
and horsea. Also used as fuel, 

Common everywhere ... Fodder for cattle. 

Do. do. A remedy for coughs, both In men and 
camels. 

Do. do. Fodder for cattle, sheep, goats, etc. 

Co>mmon ever;ywhere in wheat Used both as a vegetable by men and as 
and barle;y fields, . fodder for animals, 

Common everywhere in river Fuel and fodder for camels, 
beds and plaina, 

Common everywhere in gar. Timber and fuel. 
dens and streams. 

Common ever;ywhere in hills Fodder for cattle and horsea. 

Sii.rab and Zahri gardens 

Common everywhere in hills. Fruit mnch priaed by the people. Excel
lent fuel, 

Sarona ... Used as a remedy for ooughs and cheR 
a1fections • 

... Seed used for oollo in cattle and horsea, 
etc. 

E:,erywhere in hills and plaina, Fodder for sheep and goats, 

Ever;ywhere in hma Fodder for sheep ud eai;tle, 
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Br~ui Name. Scientific Name. 

H~warg ... Ehazya stricta, Dene. 

Bum ••• Periploca aphylla 

H uaen bUtn ... 

hpedar 

Izghand 

Jag 

Jag hun 

Jaur 

Jhi1 

Kabar ••• 

Kahero-

Kaj 

Kaler ••• 

Populus alba 

Thymus ••• 

Dalbergia llil!soo 

Salsola Kali ... 

Nerinm odorum 

Iodigofera paucillora ••• 

Salvador& oleoidea 

Ehretia obtuaifolia 

Capparia aphylla 

Description or 
English name 
where known. 

••. A wild bush 

A wild plant 

Do. 

Sweet scented 
oleander. 

Wilduee ... 

A grass 

Kalpora 

Kandar 

Tecnrium atocksianom, Boise. 

Kapot-Kawa ••• 

Karag ••• 

Karkawa 

Karw1111 Kuahi 

Kashum 

Aasilr ••• 

Fumaria parvillora 

Calotropis gig1111tea. 

Pterophyrum Olivieri 

Saccharum ciliare 

Pistacia motica 

.... 
Grass 
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Locality where found. 

Everywhere in hills ..• 

Do, do. 

Do. in hills and plains 

Upper Jhalawau gardens 

Harboi hill11 

Plr Kalandar 

Wahc!r 

Everywhere in ravines 

s aruna ... 

M!rwari country 

Kirthar hills near Karu 

Everywhere in hills· ••• 

Brief remarks as to local uses. 

A. cooling drink is prepared from the 
leaves. A. drug for purifying the 
blood. 

Fodder for camels, also used aa fuel, 

Fodder for goats and sheep ; used. aa a 
drug for fever· and stomachache. 

Wood used as timber. 

Drug for fever, Fodder for ggats. 

Timber. 

Fodderfor~ts, sheep and camels, 

A. poisonous bush. 

Fodder lor goats and sheep. 

Fodder for camels. 

Fruit eaten. Leaves used as fodder for 
camels. 

Fodder for sheep, goats and cattle, etc. 

Everywhere in LowerJhalawau Fodder for camels, sheep and goats, Fruit 
eaten by the people. 

Harboi hills 

Everywhere in hills 

Harboi hills 

Used as a cure for fever. 

Fodder for cattle, horses, sheep and goats. 

Fodder grass. 

Everywhere in Central and Poisonous. Flowers eaten only by goats. 
Lower .Jhalawan, in plains 
and ravinee. 

A. fodder grass; also a drug for fever. 

In Upper and Central Jhala- Used as fuel. 
wb hills. 

Everywhere In ravines 

AU hills ... 

Fodder for cattle, horses and donkeya. 

Fruit ea.ten and wood used as fuel. 
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Brahui Name. Scientific Name. 
DePcription or 
English name 
where known. 

Khartuso ············ A. wild bush 

Khal~ Goldbachia laevigata 

Kikir ... Acacia A.rabir.a ...... 
Kis,ukUr Peganam harmala 

Kal ... Typha anguatifolia 

Kauar or Pissi Ber ... Zlzyphua jujaba ···•· 
Kunchito 

Lm ... 

Mach ••• Date palm ... 

Ma{!'hembar ... ... . ......... ,. . A. wild bush 

Han gull Orthounopsis l n termed i a, 
Boiss. 

...... 
lU.rmutk ... BoncProsia aacheriana 

Matetav Salvia nepeta ... A wild bash 

Mazh ••• ·••·········· A wild plant 

Millnj .. A wild grass 

Nal ... Pkragmites communis Reed 

Naromh Ephedra Pachyclada ... Wild bush ... 

Panerband ... Withania coagulans The cheese maker 
or Indian rennet 

Parmuzall; ... Wild grass 

Parp~ Tecoma undulata Wild tree ... . .. , 
I 



Locality where found. 

Common everywhere .•• 

Everywhere in fields ••• 

Ornach ••• 

Common in plains 

A.PPEXDIX I. 241. 

Brief remarks as to local uses. 

Fodder for C.'lmels, sheep and goats, 
also used as a drag for boils and 
impurities of the blood. 

Fodder for cattle, Bocks and camels. 

Timber. Gum also used. 

Seed used as a drng for stomachache, also 
used as incense for driving away evil 
spirits, 

Kolachi and Mashkae rivers ... Leaves are used as matting for thatching 
huts. 

Wad 

Central Jhalawan hills 

Fruit eaten. 

Le:.ves used as a fomentation in cases of 
headache. 

Common everywhere in plains Fodder for camels, shePp and goats. 

:Mashkae valley and Ornach 

Pab and Harboi hills ... .. Fodder for camels and goats. 

Upptr and Central Jhalawan ... Twigs used as fuel. 

Common in hills everywhere ... Used as a drug for fever. 

Ilarboi h ilia 

Harboi hills and Pab ... 

Do. do. 

LMav river 

llar boi hills 

Common everywhere ... 

rab hills 

wad and sa nina 

31 B 

Used as a drug for fever, also as fodder 
for goats and sheep. 

Fodder for goats and sheep. 

Do, do. 

Reeds used for the stems of water pipes. 

The twigs are u;ed for tanning mathai 
leather, also as fuel. The a>hes are 
mixed with tobacco for chewing. 

Seed used both as a drug and for making 
cheese. 

Fodder for sheep. 

"" Leaves £ateo as fodder by camels. Wood 
used as timber, made iuto pots and also 
as fuel. 
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Brahol Name. Scientific Name. 
Description or 
English name 
where known. 

l'athk • ., ... ... Populus Euphra~ica: ... ... Wild tree .. . 

l'ichli ... ... ... . ........... Wild plant ... 
PI pal. .. ... ... Daphne oleoides, Bchrieb ... . ..... 
l'!sh ... ... . .. Nannorhopa Ritcbieana ... Dwarf palm .. . 

l'iaai (See Kunar) ... Zizyphua jujuba ... . .. . .. , .. 
Piun pulli ... ... Matl"icaria losiocarpa ... ... Wild plant .. 
Pochko ... ... .Althaea Lndwigii.,, ... . .. . ..... 
l'urohink ... ... Mentha sylveatris ... ... Wild lavender .. . 

. 
Pnzho,,, ... ... Convolvulus Microphyllos ... Wild plant .. . 
Bang ••• ... . .. Astragalus 8 quam o sus, Do. . .. 

Bunge. 

Rig hit ... ... ... Suaeda monoiea ... .. . Do, .. . 
R!taoh ... ... Euphorbia caeladenia ... ... Do. ... 
Riza ... ... . .. Cuminum oyminum ... . .. Cumin ... .. . 
Rush ... ... ... Sisymbrium Sophia ... .. . Wild plant. .. . 
~adagh ... ... Haloxylon Griffithii .. . .. Do. ... 
Sehchob ... ... ······ ...... Wild tree ... ... 

Shaftll.lu ... ... Prunua Peraica ... .. . ... Peaches '" ... 
.Sh:i.mpastfr ... ... Sophora Griffithii, Stocks .. . Wild bush ... ... 

Bhinz ... ... . .. Alhagi Camelorum ... .. . Camel thorn .. . 
Bhfrgona ... ... Latonionis · Leobordea ... Wild bosh ... ... 
Shlsbar ... . .. Fraxinus xanthoxyloides ... ...... 
Bimsok ... ... N epeta glomerulosa ... .. . Wild plant .. 
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Locality where found. I Brief remark• as to local uses. 

Mashkae river bed Wood used as fuel, and the charcoal pre· 
pared from i~ ia the manufacture ~ 
guo-powder. 

Common everywhere in fields Used as a vegetable by the people. 

Do. do, hills. Poisonous to aU animals. 

Central and Lower Jhalewaa... Leaves made into mats, fruit eaten and 
stem used as fuel, 

Wad 

Barboi hills 

Common everywhere ... 

Fruit eaten. Good timber. 

.. Used as a drug for fever. 

Fodder for camels and eheep, 

Common In Upper Jhalawll.n... Fodder for camels and goats, also used u 
a cooling drug. 

Common everywhere ... 

Wad 

Wad 

Wad ... 
Barbol hills 

Upper Jhalawll.n fields 

Wad 

Harboi and Pab hills.,, 

Zahrt and Wad gardens 

Fodder for goats and sheep. 

Fodder for sheep an4 goatL 

... Fodder for O&DlelB, sheep amd goats. 

Bait for fish • 

Condiment, 

... 

Fodder for camels, and cattle ; seed used 
as a drug for fever. 

Ashes used as washing soda. 

Fuel ; also snpplies good walking stioka, 
eto, 

... ········· 
Common everywhere In Upper Fuel. 

Jhalawll.o. 

Common everywhere ... 

Do. 

Barbo! hUla 

Do. 

... 

... 

. .. . .. 
• •• 

... Fodder for camel~o 

... Poisonous. 

'"l FueL 
... Deooctl.ou used as remedy for aoagbs and 

foyer, 
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Brahui Name, Scientific Name. 
Description or 
English name 
where known. 

Binjit or Sinjid ... Elaeagnus hortensis ... ... Trebizond date or 
Bohemian olive. 

Bof ... ... ... Pyrus malus ... . .. .. . Apple . .. ... 
Br~shko ... ... Eremurns vehitinns .. . ... . ..... 
Sbenalo ... . .. . ........... . ..... 
Talkha ... . .. Cenlanria Pieris ... .. . Wild plant . .. 
Togha ... ... .. . . ........... Wild tree .. , . .. 
Tolapissi ... ... Zizyphns Spina ... .. . Do • ... ... 
Tusso ... ... ... Bpirma Brahnica .. . . .. Wild bush., . .. 
Tnt ... ... ... Morns . .. ... ... .. . Mulberry ... ... 
Washdu or Khwash· Glycyrrhiza glabra ... . .. I.iquorice ... ... 

d~r. 

Zamuzo .. , ... ... Cocculus leaeba D. c .... . .. Plant ... . .. .. 
Zbch ... ... ... Berberis vulgaris, Linn, . .. ······ 
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Locality where found. Brief remarks as to local uses. 

SurAb ... Fmit eaten dry, timber, 

Slu'Ab and Baghwana ... .. ......... . 

Harboi hills Used a.s a vegetable, 

Do. Fodder for camels, also used a.s fuel. 

Common everywhere in fields. Fodder for camels and cattle, 

Harboi and Pab hills ... 

Wad and Pab ... 

Common everywhere ... 

Timber. 

... Fruit eatAn by men and much coveted bJ 
the jackal and wUd bear. 

Used as a. drug for purifying the blood. 

Common everywhere ln gar· ...... '"'" 
dens. 

Zlrl hills A remedy for coughs. Indian mulathi. 

Mula Pass 

Harboi and Zlri hills ... 

.. Ever·green plant, Leaves used as a 
poultice for sore eyes. 

Fruit eaten and roots used as a drug for . 
jaundice, 
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THE BRAHUI-JADGAL WAR. 

1. Cheerful was that reign and happy was that time: 

2. Cheerful were those rambles, roamings and rides : 

3. Cheerful were those days, but the retrospect is like a 
·piercing dagger-

4. Those days when Nigh&r, the abode of Omar, son of Miro, 
was (cool) at the sun's zenith : ' 

5. When Omar and Mahnaz 1 were living in a cool hollSe 
with a wind-catcher ; 

6. Cheerful indeed was that time and many are the pleasant 
stories about it, 

7. When :Malik Bijjar Khan of a thousand endearments was 
born. 

8. His nurse was wont to cherish that stay of the heart with 
tenderness : 

9. His mother would rock him, the light of her eyes : 

10. Servants would -carry him giving him from hand to hand: 

11. And ardent were the prayers to God to make him the 
granter of a lakh. • 

12. First he was made to learn the Koran : 

13. Its meaning was explained to him word by word: 

14:. And learned men taught _him every day: 

15. His mother would throw gold over his head at every 
moment. 

16. In those days was Omar at the zenith of his power : 

17. The whole world was aware of the might of Omar, son of 
Miro: 

1 His wife. 
• i.e., that he might grow up extremely generous, 
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18. lie was the chief of the tribes and champion of the nomad 
encampments: 

19. To all the Brahui tribes he was an iron fence of safety: 

20. He was an eve11-handed . and just scion of the kingly 
Qoraishis: 

21. He was a root-sucker from the tree of Mir Hasan : 

22. He was the best gift of Gwaram 1 and Brah{m • : 

23. He was a living type of Hamza and Abbas. 

24. Omar was peacefully seated in his ruling fort 

25. When of a sudden the Jamots overspread the country as 
a cloud: 

26. From Hab and Sahira 8 came Mir Chota • : 

27. Many were the Jadgals with Karar Mot: 

28. The Kachbi Jadgals as far as Pach: 

29. Jadgals of Karkh and Chaku as far as the upper limit of 
the Mula river: 

30. Of Bela and Las and ai far as Wad and Ornach: 

31. In all directions the Brahuis were put to fire and sword. 

32. Suddenly they brought the news to Omar : 

33. "The Jadgals have come from the direction of Las and 
Kachhi:" 

S4. "They have thrown their dice for yon and for SU.rab." 

35. " You are the chief of the tribes and the Mir of nomad 
encampments :" 

Sti. " You are the spirituallealer and the object of veneration 
of all the Braho :•• 

S7. "You are the avenger of your people in ever1 place:'' 

SS. "The JadgU has come np with his forces and equipments:" 

89. "The Brabuis have fled on receipt of the Dews.'" 

• and • Progenitors of the principal Brahlli tribes. 
1 & ••• , SirUna. 

• Preaumabl7 the Chhuttas. 
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40. Up sprang Oruar from his seat: 

41. He girt his loins for war and strife: 

42. He closed with and fought the Jadg1Hs. 

43. On that side were the Jats and on this side were the 
Mirwari: 

44. .Bot Omar with his brothers was slain : 

45. Jadgals rushed upon the palace of Omnr: 

46. . All the men were slain but· the women escaped : 

47. They did not share the fate of Omar. -

48. Gorgind 1 was not present on that day : 

49. But Qalandar 1 died first of all : 

50. Mahnaz with Bijjar in great distress 

51. Like a bird on the wing went flying awny : 

52. She was related to the Khwajas a of Mastu.ng, 

53. For Mahnaz was descended from Saiads: 

54. She lived in Pishing 4 for three or four years : 

55. Bnt one dny Bijjar said to his mother : 

5G. "The evil-minded have killed Omar, son of Miro :" 

57. "And have seized the country from Dan to Surab :" 

58. ''The Jadgah have ground down the country from place 
to place:'' 

59. ''And have blackened my face with their hands:" 

60. "My relations are in mourning everywhere:" 

61. "Ahmad and Mehrab are in the country of Seva :" 

62. "The hilly Sumal" has gone to the hills :" 

63. "The Mengals have gone to the stony :fiats and streams of 
Nushki :" 

6i. "Gorgind was burned with impotent r11ge for Omar Khan:" 

Oorgmd, the ancestor of Gurgn:lris. 

• Qalandar, the forefather of the Qa1andr:\nis. 
s 'fhe Khwaja-khels still live in Ma~tung. 
• Pishin. 
a Sumalaris. 
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65. '' Bilt Hala and Tuho were very sad," 

66. "For their hearts were pierced for the fate . that befell my 
comrade:" 

67. "I cannot now feel at ease in my home," 

68. "For death is better than a servile life:" 

69. "Either will I follow my friend :" 

70. "Or I will fight with the wicked enemy :" 

71. "I will not p3rmit them to walk in my territory:'' 

72. " To avenge the blood of my saintly father" 

73. "I will fill Nighar with blood.' 

74. Mahnaz thereupon instructed him thus: 

75. "Gird on, Malik Bijjar, the jewelled sword:" 

76. •• And proceed to the neighbourhood,of Silrab :" 

77. "There wait at the top of the hill till it is sanset :'' 

78. "Gosho, the old slave of your father" 

79. "And grief-remover is living in Nigbar :'' 

80. "Bear then in mind the marks on the body of Gosho :'' 

81. "His ears are loug like those of the bill goats:" 

82. ''His hair is thick and abundant like that of the village 
goats :" 

83. " He is taller than the people of his age :" 

84. ''He has six fingers on each hand:" 

85. '•These are marks whereby to identify him:" 

86. " Reveal thy secret to that bosom friend:'' 

S7. ''Quite alone and very secretly:" 

88. " And follow Gosho's advice :'' 

89. "Collect thy brethren when it is dark." 
$0. Bijjar started by the will of God : 

91. Like the Jogis 1, who catch the snakes: 

92. He went on begging from village to village : 

93. Picking bis way in the dark night 

1 Suake channera. 32B 
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94. Till he reached his destination and sat beneath the outer 
wall. 

95. Early in the morning at the rising of the morning 
star 

96. He found Gosho in the vicinity of the place : 

97. Gosho had with him bullocks for ploughing the land: 

98. Bijjar ran to meet him as he was turning his plough
share: 

99. Sardar :Bijjar examined Gosho 

100. According to the instructions and marks given by his 
mother: 

101. Looking at the length ~f the ears, his hair and his 
manner of walking, 

102. He was certaiA that it was assuredly the form of Gosbo 

103. When Gosho examined Sardar :Bijjar : 

104. He recognised the features to be those of Omar, 

105. And his heart verified that which he had seen with his 
eyes: 

106. They consulted among themselves like bosom friends : 

107. :Both of them went towards the hills : 
108. Then Gosho said to Gazzen 

109. "Malik Bijjar will remain in the Surab tank 1:" 

110. " There bring him secretly bread and water :'' 

111. "Keep watch npon him and do not sleep.'' 

112. •• I shall go hence in the direction of l\Iarap :" 

113. " Like the hunter I will take possession of the watering 
place :" 

114. " First of all will I take the news to Gorgind :" 

115. " Many a time has Hala asked the astrologers for 
:Bijjar :" 

116. "For the :Braho are much vexed with the Jadgals." 

117. Then went Gosho to the door of Gorgind: 

Defile. 
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118. He got from him the water-channel of Ghezhdaghan 
as s gift for conveying the good tidings.: 

119. The women bound their bait as if for a marriage : 

120. The shepherds of the billa gripped their clubs tightiy: 

121. The camelmen abandoned the thought of their herds= 

122. Whence the stallion camels broke their strings : 

123. Durrak danced with the children in his delight. · 

124. Gorgind communicated the news to Sumai : 

125. When speaking, his mouth foamed like that of a stallion 
camel: 

126. 'the Braho trihestnen began to assemble: 

127. Gosho tetraced his steps in great delight: 

128. He went and first talked to the Jadga1s thus 

129. ••Come forth'and give me a 6an.t.P of land for mJ blood 
compensation:'; 

130. "Come forth and divide the produce of the melon plot 
and take your share." 

131. "See, Shakar1 has started from hls home:'•· 

132. And Gosho said in his ileart: Behold, he has fallen 
into the trap. 

133. llijjar with his companions on the flat 

13-t Was sitting concealed behind the embankment or the 
field: 

135. The Jadgai,like an intoxicated drunkard, 

136. Overpowered by what he has imbibed,. 

137. Descended from t'he watch tower of the fort commanding 
the village, 

138. And came forth to the melon field to take his landlord's 
share. 

139. llijjar shouted in the height ot ire t 

a An embanked field. 
Sbakar presumabl] was Gosho'a landlord. 
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140. " Come, tny brethren, fot it is my marriage! " 

141. "This is the day fixed for my wedding." 

142. He shouted thus to and encouraged his splendid brethren: 

143. The proud Mlrwaris sprang forth, and out 

144. First of all Tuho with his fine stature, 

145. With his bay horse and physical strength, 

146. With his bow and dagger, 

147. Rode forth to wield the sword roaring like a lion. 

148. After him Gorgind shouted aloud : 

149. He was riding his swift fort-taker: 

150. With his bow and armour-piercing sword : 

151. He sprang forth out like a hungry wolf : 

152. He scattered the enemy like a Turk from Kabul. 

153. After him rushed Hala forth, 

154. Uttering shout after shout like thunder following npon ' 
thunder: 

155. Gosho also followed with his brother and son: 

156. Gazzen struck with the sword and Gosho with stones, 

157. The one like a wild beast and another like a lion sprang 
and leapild • 

. }58. On one side Sohrab KMn with his relations 

159. Was like a wolf among the flock of sheep : 

160. On the other side, Ha.ji Sopak did mighty execution 

161. With his bow and the heavy strokes of his sword : 

162. The lion-hearted hero killed many a person: 

163. And the Jadgal fled like a camel colt attacked by lions. 

· i64. Gwadm and. Haji accompanied by the S~ahi : 

165, Miran accompanied by the lions of Jalamzai: 

166. The Halidani accompanied by the Nighari ': 

167. Set their forces towards the fort and the palace. 

' The sections here mentioned still form part of the Mirwari rri.j 
in Jau and Maahkai. 
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168. Bijjar with his relations went in pursuit of the JadgUs. 

169. Bijjar Khan made 11nother fierce attack 

170. Immediately after the first blow struck by those lions. 

171. Bravo for the N awlifJI of my tribe : 

172. Gorgind with innumerable forces 1 

173. Bala accompanied by his peerles a brethren; 

174. Tuho with his eagle-like black horse 

175, Whose neighing is pleasing to my ears, 

176, Which, in its frenzy at the leaping and jumping 

177. In the pursuit and annihilation of the Jadgals, 

178, Foamed like a newly tushed camel. 

179. Then Gosho placed his hand on his ears: J. 

180. And besought : "Oh ! Stay your hand from the massacre 
of the enemy :" 

181. "For you have avenged the blood of Omar tenfold:'' 

182. "You have uprooted the Jadgals from the very root." 

183. Then Gosho addressed the frenzied. 

184. Bijjar Khan, the mighty swordsman: 

185. " Hurrah I hurrah! I We have won the day :'1 

186. "We have snatched the fort of Nigh8.r from the enemy:'' 

187. "Thank God that Malik Bijjar Khan is safe: 11 

188. "For he is the golden crown of all the Braho :1
' 

189. '' Ile is the chief of the countryl and master of the 
tribes:" 

190, "He is the avenger of blood which has been lost and it 
unavenged:" 

191. "Ile is the tender green bud springing from the dried 
offshoot : " 

192. ''Come and assume the • dasta, '1 of chieftainship of 
the tribe, if you will:" 

' i.e., in wken of entreaty. 
• Tbe turbaa. 
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198. ''Collect your brethren from place to place: •• 

194. "Send information to Ahmad and Mehnlb : " 

195. "Have no doubt of the faith of TU.ho and Gorgind :'' 

196. "But Snma~ who is sitting with his heart split in 
twain," 1 

197. "Let him wander alone in the ~Hrap hills : " 

198. "Delay not bnt proceed to the Bt:la-Lak :" • 

199. " Tread and trample the Jat everywhere beneath your 
feet c" 

200. "Send news to the lion of ltharan, " 

201. "'l'he fort seizer Malik Dosren-' 8 

202. "The just and generous head of the Nansherwaius," 

203. ''The Ka.ianian :king, D{nars1 burden lifter. " 

204. •• Gwaran and Sopak are thy well-wishers : " 

205. ''From the very first they have been loyal to Mira. "• 

206. "Five hundred in number are your pearl-eared Nigbaris:" 

207. " Morning and evening are they in your presence : " 

208. · " Some day .will they die beneath your eyes. " 

209. "The Siahpads, though they be J adgals, yet belong to 

your tribe ; " 

210. "They have left the Jadgals and are now your brethren; " 

211. '' Zangi with Sohrab is fuil of courage;'' 

212. "Though they wear boots, they are loyal• to you." 

213. On hearing this, Bijjar grew angry : 

214. He sent news down and up : 

215. First a force started from Nal : 

1 From tear. 
• i.e., the JAn Lak. 
• Dosten was father of Din~ NansMrwanl. 
• ~he Gwar&njo and Bopak Basalis, thongh ;tats, were friendly to 

?rlfro. 
• A play on the word Siahpad (black feet) who are said always to 

have worn black boots. 
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216. And UtmE Jadgal came to oppose it: 

217. They fought the iirst fight near the Siman: 

21.8. The Jadgals were defeated but Dinar 1 was killed: 

219. The brave son of Malik Dosten died: 

220. But they drove the Jadgals as far as Garruk :• 

221. And they seized HaZiirganji as far as Nal. 

222. The J ad gals fled secretly, 

223. And left far behind them Wad and Ornach. · 

224. Then Bijjar became wroth as the waves of tlie sea : 

225. Malik DostCn went with the advancing force: 

226. He was met at Gharr-e-Siah 

227, By the remaining J adgals who were driven from the 
slopes of the hills. 

228. Everywhere rises the roar of forces on both sides : 

229. From Mand 1 to the Porali the country was ravaged. 

230. The wounded dedar• tree (Tappi aedar) is the boundary 
of the Braho: 

231. Bijjar's boundary limit is up to Gazzo and Chari : • 

232. His line of demarcation is up to Kisban • • 

233, On that side his boundary is the Bela Lak, 

234. On this side his limit is the pass by the Hingol ford : 

235. Towards Kolwa his boundary is T1r-Tej: 

236. Up to Damo-i-Gwahram and the upper sources of the 
Rcj river: 

237. Above is the Braho and below is the Jadgal. 

238. Bijjar's gift to Hamal' is Na~: 

a The Nausherwani Chief's son. 
• A place on the N al Kanr about 20 mile& south of Nal, 
• Mand is the watershed beyond the Baran Lak. 
• Ded&r is probably Euphwbi4 roy!Bana, 
• Perhaps Kanarch6.ri in Bels. 
• Presumably Kishanl near lekalku. 
• The Hamatanis are the chief section of the Bizanjau. 
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239. Hamal is the farrier of the high honoured Bijjar : 

240. Twenty ms.unds of barley is his food allowance for a 
JllOnth l 1 

24:1. He is nO.ib of the place but not the owner. 

242. Omar is the goat-keeper and shepherd of the flocks : 1 

243. Nindah is the cowherd of the Sardar, 

244. The conntry of Wad is the share of Dosten : 

245. Gresha is his blood compensation and Gajjar is his town 

246. Beca.use his heart is very sore for Dinar his son, 

247. Tamar 8 son of Usaf Hotak 

248. Is the nO.ih of Ornaeh up to Sarlak. 

249, Half of J£wa UJ? to Zard-t!-Surab~ 

250. Pariko up to the water channel of Kburmaga., • 

251. Bijjar granted to Sohrab Jat: 

252. Karkh and Chaku as far as Zfdi and Baghwaua, 

253. Bijjar gave to the young :Mehrab: 

254. Khad-i-Mastung as far as the pass leading to Khnzdar:: 

255. The Sardar granted to 1 Ahmadi and Kambar : 

256. Gazhdgh&n up to Khulko.na Khad,' 

257. The la.nd of Lakorian and the upper part of Chahd, 

258. The Jebri KO.rez up to the Jauri Pass, 

259. Khisun Dun and Dasht-i-Bado, 

260. Were given to Gorgind and SardO,,. Durrak:· 

261. Sumal alone was left without a share, 

262. For he took no part in that attack and fight : 

1 A play on the name Biza~jau (Bist ma.njau). 
1 Omar is the forefather of the Omrari Bizanjau and Nindah of 

the Nindwari Bizanjans. Both live round Jan, the former biling 
fl.ockowners and the latter cultivators, 

• Tamar, the au.cestor of the Tamrari Blzanjau, 
• Khurmaga is apparently Khurma-is-tan in Nal, 
• Ahmad the ance1tor of the Ahmadzai Khans. 
• Khulkuna ~ad is near Anjjr~ 
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263. From Ziaratgah to half of Tdtak, 

264. From Raushanap 1 to the Jebri Ztk, 

265. From Jo6-m.lran 1 up to Gorgot, 

26G. And to the Rani-Sar hillock, 

267. 'From Serak to Awab Rek, 

268. From Gabr RCk to Salam Bt:k, 

269. From Jhalawan to the sands of Wasbuk, 

270. To Hala and Tuho alone were bestowed 

2:i7 

271. By the best Mlr, the descendant of Omar, son of M{ro: 

27~. He granted Sara wan 8 to SMhMg : 

273. From Dasht~·Gwaran • up the border of Ch&ti, 

274. From Surma-Sing up to the Marap billa, 

275. Were granted by 'Bijjlir to the Mengals G as an extra 
share, 

276. For the Zagr at this time renewed his brotherhood and 
relationship : 

277. Kharan up to the Kasagi Lop • 

278. The light of our eyes granted to Haiji Sopak : 

279. The ?Ylauli water-channel up to the Siagwari bill, 

280. And to the last stream of the- Tronden river, 

281. The brave Khan granted to Gwaram : 

282. Gwandan was giveB to Salahi: 

283. He granted Matt ' to the young Zarak : 

284. Half of the TU.tak up to the Gbazi hill. 

1 BaushanAp is near ShAhd.S.dzai in Gidar. 
• Presumably Ylrani near Gurgut in Surab is meant. 
• \. e., Sarawoin in Khoiran. It is still inhabited by the ShAh~g1Ai 

Kambroiris. 
• Presumably Dasht-i-gorin. 
• li. e., the Zagr Y~ngals of Nushki. 
• K&aagi Lop is in Khario and owned by the Lopah Biaoli. 

' In Gidar. 
83B 
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285. And to the other side of the Hukani bill', 

286. First of all Bijjar granted to HaHd : 

287. Jalambzai was the first to issue forth with the sword, 

288. And was therefore given an extra share : 

289. Bijjar granted Surebill 1 to Adam, 

290. From the Kalghali Pass up to N.ill Bel : 

291. Be granted to Miran • a piece in Lakorian, 

292. A Ka.\n • or Karez, the water of which is as deep as 
a man's height, 

293. From Damb-:i-Marap to Haoar-Trikki: 

294. The Sardar granted as a share to Z hak 5 

295.. From the boundary of Dan as far as Tutak, 

296. And a water-channel from Nighar for Gosho (himself): 

297. From Sang-i-Slirab to Zangi Ghat. 

298. The Anjira stream to the plain of Zahri, 

299• And to the Khundar land, 

300. The support of the world gave to Gosho and Gazzen. 

301. And the best offshoot of the house, Omar, son of Miro 
(declared thus ) 

302. "Whoever be the real brother of Gosho ; " 

303. "Or be his son, relative or caste-fe.llow ; " 

304. "Or be a relative. of his father and mother;" 

305. "He is free by the order of Bijjar from this very day .t• 

306. Bijjar, son of Omar, is the Mir of the Braho: 

307. He is the religious leader and the .place of veneration of 
all the tribes : 

308. Bijjar, son of Omar, is the giver of Iakhs: 

1 The Hukani Pass. 
• Sorchil is in Gidar. 
·a Ancestor of the MlranZ!Ii Gurgnarl. 
• Kahn. means a K4ree. 
• Ancestor of the Z£raUri Muhammad Hasnis. 
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309. His name is mentioned everywhere in poems and records : 
310. His name is Bijjar son of Omar, the man-eater: 

311. lie is the chief of all the Braho tribes. 

312. Now look you well to the extent of his country: 

313. From Khad-i-Mastung to l\!and-e-Haji: ' 

314. From :M:and-e-Haji to Raushan-ap: 

315. From Raushan-ap to Sarap : 

316. From the Awaran to the Ali stream : 

317. From Jau and Hingol as far a11 Kishani: 

318. Bijjar even took revenue from Bela. 

319. The owner of Nal got Nal by service : 

320. Hala. obtained Kh&.ran by relationship : 

:l21. You may take an oath on the Koran, 

322. These tribes do not own these places but by mere gift or 
present. 

' In M11nga.char. 
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CGQ 

STATEMENT showing the principal tribes, clans and 

sections exempt from revenue or revenue paying included 

in each, approximate population, names of headmen and 

allowances enjoyed by them and number of men-at-arms 

formerly supplied by each tribe in Jhalawan to the Khan 

of Kata.t. 
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Statement showing the principal tribes. clans and 
in each, approximate population, names of headmen 

men-at-arms formerly. supplied by each tribe 

81!UTIONS INCLUDED 

R,f.jo-kGbila, i.e., exempt from Khafi or G01hi, I.e., 
payment, of rmWa. Chief of the 

TRIBE, CLAN, 

Name of section. Locality. Name of section, 

1 2 s I ' 6 

I. Zahri ... Zarrakzai ... Dostenzai N• Ghat (Zahri) ... Adenazai ... ... 
Yangehzai .. Gaz~n( Zahri) Hasr~ni ... .. . 
Sh~h!?.ai ... Do. and Mula Alalldd!njau ,., ... 

pass, 
Baghb3ni ... . .. 
Bitbak ... ... 
Degiani ... ... 
Bilelzai ... . .. 
Husrani ... . .. 
Gnjj!ll' ... . .. 
Jallabzai ... .. 
Jattakzai ... .. 
Sartakani ... . .. 
Sabbai ... ... 

-- Shahol ... ... 
Bondar ... ... 
Shahozai ... ... 
Zahri Ohaonal ... 
Mirozai. 

Jamfll~ni ... ... 
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sections exempt from re'Venue or revenue paying included 
and allowances enjoyed by them, and number or 
in Jhalawan to the Kban of Kalat. 

Ill 'I'HB CLAN, d 
;.s d 

"' 
a., .ss 

C3 ., " 
,,,ilia paying to the - Name of headman of 

--o =a~ 
tribe or clan. 0 .. "" .. 

:! the clan and the "'="" Gham ]and ..c ., ..c In 
bll allowance he a c:l Kachhi. 
"' ., receives • =•"" .. l'lS,.Q 

Locality. 
"lil .... ld 

ii c~• ... s!.S~ 
0 -~ 

Co< «>.> ---
6 1 8 9 10 

. 
Gwaniko and B~gh· 1895 Sard~r Pasand Khan, 1,()(,0 Gajan. 

w~na. son of Bate Khan 

Gurambaw~~ Mula pas.• 
Zarrakzai, Ra. 400. 

ZalikAn (Zahri). 

HisAr (Zahrl). 

KuUnav. 

Kodrav hills. 

ZaliUn (Zahrl) . 

.Mani~lan (Mula pass). 

Hab River. 

ZaliUn (Zahri). 

Do. . 
Bisar (Zahri). 

F eroza. bad. 

KnU.uv. 

F ero&<1 b~d. 

Gwanlko and B~gh· 
wana. 

I>iahak and Hab River. 

Nomad a. 
i 
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SECTIONSJNOLUDED 

Rajo-kabila, Le., exempt from Kh!Ifi or Goihi, i.e., 
payment of malia. Chief of the 

'fRJBE, CLAN, 

Name of 1ection Locality. Name of section. 

1 2- 3 ' 5 

Khidr~ni ... Shahozai ... Malkhor and ......... 
Baghwana. 

Mlh~ri ... Gidar, Ba~hwa-. na and K!ip· 
par. 

Gichkfzai ... lambliro. 

Mlranzai ... Do. 

Dallijan ... Habu. 

Ali Murl&dzai ... Hab river. 

Rahzanzai ... Do • 

Jattak ... Banzazai ... Mishk . .. Shahwanl ... ... 
Umarani ... Kuhav (Mula Samal~ni ... ... 

pass). 
Kha'llWizai ... Sbahozai ... Drab ... ... ... 

Gazgi ... ... Gazg ••• ... Kaluzai ... .. . 
Aliani ••• ... Muhanch ... Ballozai . .. . .. 
Admani ... Mandrejav .. Banduzai ... ... 
Sumarani ... Do. .. Durrlzai ... .. . 
J ahangirani ... Mula bills .. Hapnrsizai ... . .. 
Azlz Muham-

madzai. 
Gazg ... ... Shinzfzai ... . .. 

Haibatzai ... Do. ... . .. Jalalzal ... .. . 
Alibanzai ... Misbk, .. ... zumakari . .. . .. 
Rahimdadzai ... Do •••• ... Honararl ... . .. 

Jaruzai ... ... 
Saiadzai ... ... 

' 
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l:lO 
Q)... • llf THIC CLAN, c:l ~alj .! .... _<> ... 
o-a~ malia. paying to the ... 

Name of headmRn of .. c. .. 0 

~ii~ tribe or clan, 
~ the clan and the (}ham land in 

allowance he s.,. 
Kachhi. i "'a""' reoeivea. Rh~ b ..... ~:<~ .. 

0 Q) Locality. " ;:l:l.d ... "'!!:_ ... 
~ Q) 

6 7 8 I 9 10 

......... 13,8211. Sardar Karfm Bakhsh, 800 
eon of Shabo, Bbaho· 
zai. 

Gazg and H!dir E.ash · 12,221 Sard4r Muhammad 700 Bah6jau. 
All Khiu, son of Nomads. 
AsadKban,B.ipzozai. 
Rs. 200 out of Na.g~u hills. 
E. han's funds. 

Nomads, 

Mula hills. 

Gazg hills. 

Nomads, 

Do. 

Do 

Mula hills. 

Nomads, 

Daruc!ll, 

Dasht-1· Kal~n. 

I l(omads. 

at a 



266 JHA.L:l W dY. 

·- . - ·- --
SECTIONS INCLUDED 

Rajo-kabila, i.e,, exempt f~om Khafi or Gosh~ i,e.; 
payment of maUa. Chief of the 

,, TJUIIE, CLAN, 
-· .. 

Name of section. Locality. Name of section. 

-·- ·-

1 3 3 ' 5 

Basoll ••• 
- I - - . 
,,. ·Hotm.S.nm1 ... Zidi ... .. Sopak.,, ... ... 

Garr Sa~oli ... Ga.rr hills .... Jiandzai ... .. . 
:' 

.Sheikh S!!,soli Basol ... ... Gwaranja111 . .. .. . 
Degiani ... ... 

. , 
Lahri ... ,, 

I 
... ... 

·I 
Pandrani ... ... 

I 

Musi.S.ni ... Bohirzai ... Hisar(Zahri) .•. Dina ... . .. .. . 
Bull!zai ... Do. ... Kutiani ... . .. 
KMnz~ ... Hattachi (Mula Mulllizai . .. . .. 

pass). 

'Dahozai ... Reko (Zahri). Wernhi ... . .. 
' Durrazai ... Kulai (Zahri). Khaleshak ... . .. 
I' Mahma.dani ... Mahmadani Dewan ... ... 
,. (Zahri). 

RadMni ... Kohtze (Zahri) Gbaroka . .. ... 
3 Usufani Do, Bohrabani ... ... . .. .. . .. 
:\ Rind ... ... Mishk ... Naklb . .. ... 
'I 

Sabzal Kbd.nzai Bajoi (Bagh· Bajoi ... ... Mamojav ... . .. 
wana). 

' Kanduzai ... Do. ... ChMnga ... ···I' ! 
i Kaimkbanzai Do. ... Bbatlir . .. . ... 

Adeoazai • ... Do • ... Jumazai ... ... 
Bohirzai • ... Do. ... Alizai ... . .. . ... 



ll'f TH!f CLUJ. 

malia paying to the 
tnbe or clan. 

Locality. 

6 7 

Gidar, KolacM and 4.404 
f!iman river. 

Ko!.ichi river. 

Ukorlao and Pariko. 

Ptr Ibr~him. 

Kolachi river. 

Zidi. 

Kharzan (Mula pass). 

Do. do. 

.Jiinh (Mula pass). 

Karkh. 

Hi~iir (Zahri). 

Hab river. 

Mlshk (Zabri). 

Baghwan•. 

llula pass. 

llajol (Baghwana). 

Do. 

Do. 

Do. 

Do. 

2,090 

S,OB9 

APPENDIX IIL 

Name of bead man of 
the clan and the 
allowance he 

receives. 

8 

S. Pahir Khan, son or 
Jahan Khan, Hot
manzai, R.~. 200 pe1 
mensem out of 
Khan's funds. 

S. Zahri Khan, 'son of 
Umar Khao,Bohirv.al. 
Rs. 200 out of 
Khan's fonds, 

Mir Maziir Khan, son 
of Nazar Khan, 
Sabllllllkhanzal. Rs. 
100 out of Khin's 
funds. 

9 

800 

2G7 

Gham. land in 
Kachhi. 

10' 

Patban in Gan
dava ni<\bat, 

• These sections 
pay no mdZi11 
and 11re connect
ed with the 
Bajoi in all 
good aud ilL 



268 JHALAWAN. 

SECTIONS INCLUDED 

Bajo-kabiZa, i.e., exempt from Khafi or Goshi, i.e., 
payment of l'll<iZia, Chief of the TBIBE. CLAR. -

Name of section. Looality. Name of section. 

1 2 3 4o 6 

• 
Gwll.ranjan ... Bajol (Bagh· Hamalzal ... . .. 

• wana). 

Bad bani ... Do. ... Pahard{nzai ... . .. 
Hasanzai ... Do,- ... Koh{zai ... .. . 

D;ihfzai ... .. 
~ak;imzai ~. .. , 

Lotlinl ... S:Uebzal ... Norg!m:~ ... . ........ 
Bad ani ... Zahri valley. 

Hiriad ... L~dav river. 

Bhatar ... MiahkMl. 

Wadagot ... Iskalku. 

Kahni ... ... Zahri (Norga-
ma.) 

Loti;inl ... MlshkMI. 

Mlthazal ... Zahri valley. 

Badduzai 
-~·· Zahri veJJey. 

Bannan ... ' ~ 

f 
Bhapav, ········· I .Sa> 

a~.; Gidar. 

.!~~ I I .. ~ s 
Dasht-f· Goran a>N o 

~ flo>~'~ -< and Sm;ib 

I 
........ 

I valley. ..... 
G) ..... Q, 
~o"tS 

Baghwina and Nathdni ... I .<:1 IDA ········· ... ]"' l Mula pass. -o 
Bars ... ) ;a Norgama '" 

... 



APPENDIX III. 

llf THill CLA.Jr. 
ci .. 

0 
mali& paying to the "a Name of headman of tribe or clan. .a 

·the clan and the 'tO 
~ allowance he 

receives. 
Locality. 

'Iii 

! 
6 7 8 

Feror.&bad. ······ ......... 
Baghwana. 

Do. 

BaghwAna and S~sol 

Baghwiina and Nai, 

......... 1,238 Mir Bhahbb Khan, 
son of Safar Khan. 

......... 2,263 ......... 

········· 1,632 ......... 
......... 347 .. ....... 

fllO 
a:~ • 

S'ij 
...- 0 
oP.] ....... 
.8~~ e.= 
il~~ ... ~:~:~ 
0 ., 

-i .s '!1 
1'1.) 

9 

. ..... 

. .. ~ .. 

. ..... 

. ..... 

. ..... 

269 

Gham Janel iu 
Kachhi. 

10 

• These seotion 8 

"' pay DO r11<U' 
and are oonneot 
ed with 
B&joi inallg 
and ill. 

Gi.jan. 

G6j:W. 

G~jan • 

th e 
ood 



270 JJ1ALA.Wz111. 

- -
.. 

BECTIO:rl tKOLUDED" 
.. 

Blijo-kahi'l.a, i . .e, exempt ftom Khaft or Goth.i, i.e .• 

'iru1i:&. CLAN • 
payment of mcllia. Chief of the .. 

-

N:une of IJeCtion. Locality. Name of Sec!tion. 

1 I I I 3 ' t; 

-· 
Dainya -... ~. ·-) ( Uishk and . ..... 

I ... I Jlida pass • 
Oa> 
I'I.C 

Mabmiidari ... -·~ 

I Baghwana a ... ...... 
I ..l ... 

-
Cbiiharzai I ~·t: ::: ... ~ - ... 4=t~ s Do. ... -··· 

~ 
., t;,1 0 ~ Trasanl .. = Zahri ... ... 

I ... .! .... I ... ....... 
., .. I! I Salmaojau .. ...... "" Do. I a>o"C:: ... -··· l -5a~ Jam ... ., .. 

I Mula pass .... .... ... . ....... ...... 
< 

• Saiadzai ... J l Mishk ... ... . ..... 

U. Mengal·" Shah!zai ·- Brihfmzai Wad ... ... MIIP Hajr clan !29,489). ... 
Bahmatzal ... Do .... ...laargejaai clan (465)' 

BhWnr.ai ... Wail, Kaia.t and Ghotamani clan(3,U2). 
llfastuog, 

.• Tnk Sbabtzal. .. 'Ink (Wad} ... Mahmiidzai clan(l,051) 

Khidrani clan (961) ... 

Makkali clan (938) ... 

Gwahrani clan (4,308). 

Umarani c1an(4,975) ... 

Shaobav clan (99) ... 
.. 

Angalzai clan (211) ... 



APPENDIX 111. 

INms CLAN. d 
..!!! 
0 

m<ilia paying to the "a 
tribe or cl&.D. A ... 

c:o 
s:l 
Cl> .. 
'1: 

Locality. --;; ... 
0 

E-o 

• 7 

...... 2,011 

...... 1,185 

... '!". li6 

...... 914. 

...... 35 

...... l:.!ll 

...... ... 
---

'Total or Zahri 47,274 
'l'r.i'be· 

Sarona ... Sbablzai 
(1135). 

Wad. 

Sasol and GQru, 

Dr~Uiav, 

A.reoji river, 

Wad and part of Har
boi hills in J hala· 
w&o. 

Langrejl Wad. 

Dr~kalaY 

Wad, 

J>ab-hills ncar Tuk. 

Name of lleadman of 
· the clan and the 

allowance he 
receives • 

8 

S, Sbakar Khan, son 
ofS. Nuruddia Khan, 
Bl'lihimzai Shablzai, 
Jte. soo out u 
Khan's funds. 

c=o 
Cl> ... d 
s~ • 
~.~-a 
0- CD 

.. S:-s 
Jlii .... s,-: 
"'~:..s = ... -= 
...~::<~ 
0 CD 

==-= ..=- ... 
C1J 

9 

·-··· 
···-...... 
...... 
······ ...... 
. ..... 

1,000 

271 

GJonm laad iD 
Kachhi. 

10 

Gi.jan. 

Gijan. 

&.ijan. *ThJa clan 
is n<>t shown in 
the cens1111 table 
but Its popula-
tion is tllltima-
ted at abou' 50 
BOUle. 

Chbattar 
l"hnleji. 

and 
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BIICTION& DOLtl'DBl) 

&ijo-Wila, i.e., exempt from K1w. fi or Oothi, i.e., 
payment of mdUa. Chief of the 

T&IBB. CLAJI'. 

Name of Locality. Name of section. section. 

1 J s ' 6 
.. 

1 Gazgizai clan (572) ... 
Mullazai clan:(379) ... 
Chhuttav clan (589) ••• 

KUrd clan (228) ... 
Guugav clan (189) ... 
Sum81Arl clan (1,019). 

Si.ah!jav clan (353) ... 
Natw!ui clan (200) ... 
Saaolt claD (524) ... 
Biahp!d clan (U5) ... 
Rodl!nl (176) ... ... 
Sheikh Ahmadi clan 

(316). 

Mfrwbi olan (218). 

Pahlaw!nzai ... l'allisal • •• Wad ••• .•. ······ -

Bhiclm.inzal ... Wadand Mas- ······ tung. -
Bais4ul ... Banjarsal Waberandl'ab 

hills-

Blj!rzai ... Do • 

Jum!zai ... Do. 

Mfrozal ... Do. 

Kalandarr.ai: ... Do. 



IN THE CLAN, 

malia paying to the 
tribe or clan. 

Locality. 

6 

Waher and Wad. 

Do, 

Lohijal, 

Bar una. 

Do. 

Nomads, 

Jlwa, 

Barun.a. 

do. 

Plnjori Wad, 

WlraHab. 

Maull. 

Kakahir bill and 
M.ehimdar Wad. 

'1 

Badari Wad ... ... 45,146 

8,213 

'171 

35 • 

APPENDIX III. 273 

= 0 ., .... 
a..,j 
..... g 0.:: G) 

Name of headman of ~ g:~ 

the clan and the $~,t- Gham land ill 
allowance he sIll= Kacbhi, 

receives. ~~~ 
..osl:<l 
0 .. 
,~.S:5 
IQ 

8 9 
I 

10 



274: JHAL.AWAN. 
--

i S!IOTIO~B lNOLUDIID 

Rajo-ka'bila, i.e., exempt from Kh.aji or Gosh', i.e., 
payment of malia Chief of the 

'r.&IBE, CLAN. 

Name of section Locality. N a.me of section, 

-
l 2 s 4: 6 

:Mlrkazai ... Wa.Mr and 
Pab hills. 

Chimirzai ... Do. 

Wa.Hd~dza.i ... Do. 

Mahammadzai. Hus~nzai ... Wad, Dr~k~lav ...... 
and :Mamata-
wa. 

Jang~nzai .. Do • 

K~chlzai .... Do • 

Plndokzai ... Do • -
Mardoi ... MarM.zai ... F~rozaMd ...... 

Ahmadzai ... Do • 

Abdur Bah- Do. 
m~nzai. 

Chakarzai ... Do • 

BaUzai ... no • 

Dostenzai ... Do; 
-

Rah!mdadzai. Do, 

Mlrozai ... Do, 

B~adlnzai ... Do, . 

Ismni ... ... Do., Sar6na and 
Wad. 

BMkhul!zal ... F~rozab~d. 

Sheikh ... Rahmatzai . .. Wad (Nomads), ...... 
Jaurakzai •.. Wad and B:igh· 

' win a. 
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: .s • .. 
1• THII CLAM. l'i a"" f.i 01 

u llf.ol~o 
matia payiog to the - c ""., 
tribe or clan. 

c Name of headman of t ;--5 
..s the clan and the "'"'"" Gham land in 
~ allowance he a,,;~ Kachhi.·, 
"' receives • ~~~ .. .., 

.. 01~ "' Locality. ""; c .. 
0 se=~ "tS .... ~ 
E-t O!l 

6 7 8 9 10 

...... 4,163 

...... 3,808 

. 

...... 1,043 



276 .THALAWAN. 

SECTIONS INCLUDED 

Rti.jo-kabila, i.e., exempt from Khafi or Goshi, i.e., 

TBxiuc. 
paymellt of tn<i!ia. Chief of the 

CLAN, 

Name of section Locality. Name of section. 

1 a s 4 I 5 

B1hakzai ... Nomads. 

Nindavzai ... Do. 

Chib1zai . . .. Gidar. 

Mundzai ... Tli tak and 
Archino. 

Lahri ... ... Baloch Khan· M~handar ······ zai. (Wad). 

Mazarzai ... Do.(Nomads). 

M{rk.Unzai ... Do • (do,) 

Mangehzai ... Do. (do.) 

Barfizai ... Do • (do.) 

Adamzai ... Do • (do.) 

Babzalizai ... Do • (doJ 

Baranzai ... GMib{zai ... lskalku . .. . ..... 
Hejibzai ... Watl alltl 

Drakalav. 

Hodzai ... Do • (do.) 

. Nodzat . .. Do. f.Nomads) . 
; 

Gwahr{zai ... Do. (do.) 

Baloch Khan· Do. (do.) 
zai. 

Badduzai ... Do • (do.) 
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= 0 

I JN TuB: CL41', i 
.,..., . 

oS a..,~ 
<l ~~ ~ 

malia paying to the - ... g:~ 0 Name of headman of tribe o: clan. .a 
..,., .. 

the clan and tbe .c ..... Gham land in 1iD a ..c 
= allowance he .... = Kachhi. 
f receive~~. =13 ... ~.a ..., .... ~ 

Locality. '" Oil 0 .. ..., ~.a-s 0 
E-4 tQ 

6 7 8 9 10 

-

...... 1,09~ 

. 

...... 1,56' 

--Total of the 62,136 
Mengal Tribe. 
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.. 

JHALAWAN. 

.. I SECTIONS INCLUDED 

lldjo·kabila, i.e., exempt from Khafi or Gusi, I.e., 
payment of mdlia. Chief of the 

TBlBK. CLAN. 

Name of section Locality. Name of section. 

i 
1 I 2 I 3 4 5 

I II. Muham.l Karamallzai ... Karamal!zai ... 1Jebri ... ... Dilsb.idzai clan (190), 
madHasni. 

Kech!zai ... Jebri and Bangulzai (1,480) ... 
Mashkae 
valley.· 

BMrozai ... Do. ... Nindwaui clan(1,360). 

Cha.karzai clan (HO). 

Bijarzai (125) ... 
Chanarwa.ni (270) ... 
Sobhazai (128) ... 
Fak!rzai~(l32) ... 
Sia.h{zai (280) ... 
Shah{zai (5!5) ... 
Dnrakzai (7,550) ... 
Hasni (11630} ... 
Zfrakani (3,950) 

·~ 

Shahozai (2,475) ... 
Kehara.i (1,830) ... 
Yusufi (2,930) ... 
Nindavzai (1,285) ... 
Zanghini (3,150) ... 
E:alaghzai (280) ... 



IN THE CLAll', 

"'alia payintr to the 
tribe or clan. 

Locality. 

6 7 

APPENDlX III. 

Name of headman of 
the clan and the 

allowance he 
receives. 

8 

Nomads (Mashkael Karamali- S. Rustam Khan,l 
valley). zai 831. son of B. "Sbabbaz 

KMn, Karamalfzai. 
Rs. 800 out of Khlin's 
funds. 

Nomads, 

Do, 

Do. 

Do, 

Do. 

Do. 

Do, 

Do. 

Do. 

Do. 

Do. ( Mashkae 
valley). 

Nomads. 

Do. 

Do. 

Tutak and BAghwana. 

Nomads, 

Do, 

9 

500 

279 

Gham land in 
Kachhi. 

10 



280 JHLl.L.J.WAS. 

I IEECTION~ INCLUDED 

. B<ijo.kabi'la, i.e., exempt from I Kh.afi or Goshi, i.e., 
payment of malia. Chief of the 

TBIBB. CLAN. 

Name of sectioJ 

I 
Locality. Name of section. 

1 .I 2 3 I ' I 6 

Mandavzai (2,33()) ... 

2,700) ... 
Haritnl ... Mast!khanzai Gurgut (.Bfu-ab). Mard.insMhi ... 

Bad!nzai ... Gidar ... ... Fero2'r.ai ... ... 
B.ih!khanzai .... B6rab and 

Dasht. 

Is!ani ... . .. Do. 

D!nari ... Nomads. 

Samad!ni ... Do. 

Jiandzai ... Bfu-ab. 

KMnzai ... Do. (Nomads). 

Umar&ni ... Do. (do.) 

Kechir.ai ... Do, (do.) 

Yaka Sowarzai H.ij!ka, 

Sheikh Huaeni BUrab, Kahnak, 
Nushki and 
Quetta, -

Sum.ili ... SUrab, Dasht 
and Dasbt·i-
goran. 

Mazarzal ... ... Gidar (Kal· . ..... 
ghali). 

Shahd&d&al ... . .. Gidar (Shahdad . ..... 
zai). 



! 
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-&:: 0 
IN THE CLAN. 

., ..... 
;::; s"'Cl ~ 
" ~.:=u 

malia paying to the 
C3 o-"' ... a.~ 

tri ue or clan. 0 Name of headman of s. O.":;:i 

..cl the clan and the ..8~~ Gham land f .... s .. r:2 1>.0 allowance he Kachhi. 
"' :;E~ "' receives. !3 .. c=l:4 

Locality. 
.. 0 

"' .... ,;.sz .... 
0 

E-< ~ 

n 

6 7 8 9 10 

.. 
Nomads. 

Do. ... ... 114,160 

.Marap and Gwandan 12,710 Mlr Sultan Muham. 
hills. road, son of Plr 

Bakhsh, MasHkMn· 
zai. Rs. 200 out of 
Khan's funds. 

Surf.b and Gldar valley • 

. 

...... 177 

······ 5,05() 

Total of the ----
Muhammad 

52.751 Hasni tribe ... 

sa s 
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SECTIONS INCLUDED 

Rajo·kabiT.a, i.e., exempt from 
payment of matia. 

Kh"-fi or Go.<M, j. e., 
Chief of the 

T.tiiBlil, CLAII. 

Name of section. Locality. Name of seotion. 

1 :2 I s I ' 5 

r • 
IV.Bizanjau Hamalari ... Fakir Muham- Nai ... .. . Notoini (653) ... .. 

' madzai. 
I • 
I Dost Muham- Do. Channa! (2,565) -... 

madzai. 
I 

Bohirzai ... Do • ... 
Gwaranzai ... Jan • 

Kamalkho1nzai Nai. 

Nindwani (991) Khatecbk, Nai 
and Haran-
bav. 

f 

Bahnrzai (5SS) Nal. 

Sasoli ( 435) .. Hazarganji. 
-

Sheikh Ahmadi Nal (Tobro) 
(39), 

1 

J arazai (273) ... No11. 

Shahristanzai Do. 
(211). 

Darmanzai (44) Do. 

·~ Shahmnd.dzai Do. 

I 
(116). 

Do, Ghaibizai(45) ... 

Malikdadzai Do. 
(146). 

I Aidozai (82) ... Do. 

Karkhizal (135). Do. 

I Safarzai (156). Do, 

l Nokbandozai Do, 
(86). 



APPENDIX III. 

Ill' TBB OLAll'. d 
Ill 

0 
rnali<z paying to the. .... 

0 Name of headman of trlbe or ~ian. ..r:l .. the clan and the 1>0 
allowance he fl ... receives • ..., .. 

Locality, 'il 
0 
~ 

---

8 7 ~ 

Surgarr lUlie and 110 8. Keha.ra Klmn, son of 
OrnAch, F~~ok{r Muhammad 

Hamalarl. Rs. 300 
Do. P~tar, Jau and out of Khan's funds. 
N at KaQL 

--·-
'l'otal Batnalari 2.651 

clan. 

1'10 ., .. c:l 
a "C:! ce 
~~o 
o.:l.., 
.. o:l.~ 
"'"'~ ,Q .,Q 

a .. ., 
"'a• = .. ..c~ 
..ce)::4 
0 "' 
se=..c~ ..,- ... 

0!:1 

'9 

¥00 

.283 

Gharra laud lm 
Kaohhl,; 

·-

' lP 
' 

N&wra, H&sil, 
Un,um and 
Bakhshu in the 
.Bh:ig ftiabat. 

• Thesearemfno.r 
clans of the 
;Bfzanjau tribe 
and share good 
and ill with the 
illamalari olan, 



284 JHALAWAN. 

SECTIONS INCLUDED 

Jldjo-kabiZa, I.e., exempt from KW>ft or Gushi, i.e., 
payment of malia. Chiaf of the 

TRIBE. CLAN. 

No.me of section Locality. Name of section. 

1 2 3 4· 5 

Tambri.ni ... Alam KbAnz:ai. Ornach ... Jamakari (307) .. . 

Gaj!zai ... Do. . .. Gabarani (181) .. . 
Darwc!shzai ... Do. ... Motak (t65) ... . .. 
Fak!rzaf ... Do. -··· Kasero ( 1 09) ... ... 
Sodavzai ... Do. . .. Umauai (176) . .. 
Wachazai (89). DrakAlav and Gwaranjau (362) ... 

OrnAch. 

Ludhazai (225). Dasht hills, RoMBZai (56) .., 
Porali and 
Ornach. 

Mughalzai Draka.Iav ... Mahmudari (443) ... 
(188). 

Mullai (42) ... Orn:ich .. Shahdadzai (86) .. . 
Channa! (86) ... Do. 

TAlakzai (202). Do, 

-

( Faklrzai ... Nai . .. . .. Bulbanzai (410) .. . 
Umarani ... ~ - Mianzai (95) ... 

: l Dostc!nzai ... Jau ... ... Lakltzai {78) ... ... 
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.. 0 
111 THB OLAliT, = 

., ... . 
a"d 11 ' .. 

' 0 .....~0 
mali<Z paying to &he 

c~., ... "'-..Cl 0 Name of headman of .. s::. .. tribe or clan. ..Q $~~ .., the clan and the Gham ·land·. In 1>11 
allowance he a"". Kachhi. 1'1 

!:ls"" ~ receives. ....Q 
.. aoi:Oj ' Lorality. a; 0 ., ... ;g .s :& 0 

Eo; 

6 7 8 9 I 10 

I 
Ornaoh and Kuri hills. 17i Mir Allahdin&, son of 

Alam KMn, ·Alam.l 
khinzai, 

Ordch, 
' 

Tdnoh hills, 

Eurgarr hills, 

Ornach, 

Nomads, 

SUrgarr hills. 

' 

Nomads. 

Do, 

---Total Tam.brli.ni 3.017 clan. --

Ellrgsrr and Ornach ... 1,018 Mir Shafi Mohammad, 

Do. 
son of Muhammad, 
Falr.!rzai. 

Ado river. 
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. - ·- ·-

SECTIONS INCLUDED 

Bajo-ka.biZa, I, e., exempt from Ehnfi or Goa hi, I. e., 
payment of mdZia. Chief of the 

'.!.'BIBB. CLAN 

Name of section Locality. N arne of section. 

l 2 s 4 5 

Jafarzai (129). Surgarr 
Ornach. 

and Harunzai (103) ... 

Ghaibizai (511). Nal . .. . .. :Sangarzai (81) ... 
Badhazai (200). Porili ... ... McHarzai (140) ... 
Tauszal (86) ... Ornach ... Bahadurzai (123) ... 
WaHdadzai Porali ... ... Umarzai {114) . .. 

(40). 

Jnmazai (149) ... 
Rehanzai (173) ... 
Bahmatzai (147) ... 
Bijarani (118) ... 

Biahpad ... Mandavzai .. Khurmalstan .lnamani ... .. . 
(NAI). 

Haibatzai ... Pariko ... H~j{zai ... . .. 
MU5ajan ... Teghab ... Jangizai ... .. . 

Muaianl ... . .. 
Zumakani ... . .. 

I 
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IN THE CLAN. c ffi .£ ;; 
a~§ 

.!5 .,-.. ..... ·- 0 

m&Ua paying to the 
c-., .... "'-.cl 

tribe or clan. 0 Name of headman of .. "--.. 
~ the cla11 and the Jili,t- Gham land in t>o allowance he a.l'l Kachhi. "' "'a ... ., 

receives • .. Q .. .c 

Looality. 
'i1 ... ~~~~ 

'3 
0 ., 

0 -~-S~ 
f" .ca 

6 7 8 9 I 10 

Ado river. 

Surgarr. 

Do. andKuleririver . 

.Arra river, 

Do. 

Laksar hills. 

Do. 

Hingol river, 

SurgaiT hills and Bc!Ia 

-·-
Total Umarani 2,245 

clan· --
Jiwa and Pariko ... ... ?tllr Mandav, son of 

DM-i-Karim. 

Greoha and Kharoin. 

Kh&rb, 

Pab hills. 

Kolwa. 

-
Total Siahpad 2.833 

clan· 

----
Total o! Bizan-· 15.909 

jau tribe. --



288 JHALAWAN. 

SECTIONS INCLIJDED 

Rajo-kabila, i.e., exempt from Kh•fi or Gnshi, i.e., 
payment c.f mtil.O. Chief of the 

TBIBB. CLAN. 

Name of section 
I 

Locality. Name of section. 

I 
1 2 3 I 4 li 

v. Mirwari Mlnrari .. Fakirmi ... Manguli, Kalat Halld .•• . .. ... 
tribe. and Kolwa. 

G wahramza.i .•• Pirandar, Pelar Kotwai ... . .. 
and Jan. 

Karamsb3.hzai. Nondrav .. Gazbur ... ··-
Sumirzai ... Mashkae . .. Kallech:!.n ... . .. 
Jiandzai ... Do. . .. JalamMni . .. . .. 

Rustamarl ... . .. 
Sal:!. hi... ... . .. 
Kanarzai ... . .. 
Gujar •• , ... . .. 
Korak ... ... . .. 

VI-Kambra- SoMzai ... SoMzai (100). Tok and Gidar• Kiazai (3,490) ... 
ri tribe-

Abrazai (lOJ). Mungachar. 

Barilnzai (184). Mastnng. 

Miranzai (42). Nimargh. 

Kbnshhalzai Masbkae, 
(160). Khilrall and 

Kalat. 

Iltazai Kam· Zahri. 
brari (99). 

Channals (150). G ida r and ······ Chhati. 



Jill 'lRB CLJ.lf, 

mtiU11 p~ ying to the 
tribe or claD. 

Locality. 

6 

:Mashkae valley 

Do. 

Do. 

J~u ... 

Do. ••• 

Mashkae valley 

Gidar ... 

Masbka~S valley 

Jau ••• 

Pillar and Jan 

' 
... )I· 
... 

.s 
... I 
... I 
... > 'i 

1 e ... I 8 

~·.t ~ 
... \ 
... J 

Tok, Gidar, Baghw~na, 
etc. 200 

APPENDIX III. 

N~e of headman of 
the clan and the 
allowance be· 

receives, 

~ 8 

I

( Jam Kbndad&d1 SOD of 
Wali lluhammado 
. I 

I 

' t -< 

I 
1 
\ 
l 

B. K'dir Bakhsh. son 
of Saadat Khh. 

_ ... 4,116 

Total of the Xa.m· 4,315 
bra.ri trib& 

17 B. 

9 

300: 

289 

Gham land in 
Kachbi. 

10 

(With Kehars 
said to be a 

· takka1' of ~ji· 
, dis.) 
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SECTIONS INCLUDED 

R.ijo-ka'bila, i.e., exempt from Khafl or Gosh!, i.e., 
payment of rmHitJ. Chief of the 

T&IBK. CLAx. 

Name of section Locality. Name of section. 

,J. 2 3 ' 6 

vn. Gurg- Shibegzai ... 
nari. 

Sbabt!gzai .. Chad (Gidar) ... M iranzai clan (630) ... 

Azghalzai (522) ... 
MahiiiUdari (728) ... 
Yusufani (59'1) ... 
Siabizai (668) ... 

Khidri (740) ... . .. 
' 

1 

VIIL Suma Hotmanzai ... Khud&dadzai ... Toba Gidar ... Saiadzai (1~63) ... Iari~ 

Balochkhanzai. Do, ... Blirakzai (343) .... 
Mnridzai ... :M:nr{dzai ; •. Koda ... ... Balokh&nzai (182) .. . 
Mahmudarl ... Mahm udari ... Nomads ... Gwahramzai (120) ... 
Sakhtaki • ... Sakhtak.i Do. Loki Tappuri (12) ... ... .. . 

Daduzai (I 26) ... 
Razanzai (71) ... ' 

Sheikh Huseni (65) ... 



APPENDIX III. 

IN 'l'HI CLA:N. 

m<ilia paying 
tribe or clan. 

to the 

Locality. 

6 

Lakor!an, Jiwa. and 
Gidar. 

N omada (Gidar) . 

Nomads (.Jhalawau and 
Kolwa), 

Nomads. 

Nomads ( Jbala wan and 
l'anjgur). 

Do. 

.,; 
"' 0 
0 
..CI ... 
bD 

'" .. .. ... ... 
'iii ... 
~ 

7 

40 

3,856 

--Total o!Gurgnari 3,925 
tr1be. 

Koda and Korlisk ... H2 

Nomads. 

Do. ... . .. 228 

Do. ... . .. 2~S 

Do. ... . .. 27f 

Do. 

Do. 
I 

Do. --Total o! Suma· 3.275 
lari tribe. 

Name of headman of 
the clan and the 
allowance he 

receivee. 

8 

8. Shabbas KhAn son 
of Muhlm KUn. 
Rs. 800 out of 
Khaa's funds. 

S, Bhai KhAn . .. 

"'0 ., ... 
a"':!~ .. --s:.g_: 
~ ~~ 
..c."" . a ..c =·= c:;S..s 

....CI 
.. .. 1><1 
0 .. 
ll!s:I..CI 
,~ .... ~ 
CQ 

9 

600 
including 
Gurgnari 

and 
Sumalari. 

Included 
In Gurg 
n~ri. 

291 

Gham land in 
Kachhi. 

10 



292 JHA.LAWAN. 

i I SECTIONS INCLUDED .. 
i I ~cijo·kabila, i.e., exempt from Khafi OT Goshi, i.e., I 

payment of md.Ua. Chief of the 
TBIBB; fLAlll'~ 

I I . 
Locality., I ~Name of section Name of aection. 

i 

1 ( I 2) I 3 ~ 4 : 5 
I 

IX. Kalan-
drani. 

Ferozsbahzal. •. Bhlldfnzai .. Tutak .•• ... Bahakzai (298) ... 

' Rahlmdadzai. •. Do •••• ... Miranzai (521) . .. 
! 

Do. ~ •• Sherkbanzai ... ... Lahrizai (243) ... 
I Saiadkhanzai. Do. and Ar- Jallibzai (218) ... 
I 

I enji rfver. 
i 

Keha.razai ... Tutak; .. ... Chanderwani (635) ... 
' 

Dociazai ... Do. ~ .. ... Hasanari (612) .. 
San]arzai ... Sanjarzai ... Do.~. ... Khidro (372) · . .. 
S~enzai 

. .. Bhadenzai ... Bunap: ... Baddajav (~88) . .. 
I Burakzai (246) ... 
! ' ! Sumailzai (648) 
i ; ... 

I 
: 

Siahizai : (343) ... 
' 

' Darweshzai (386) ... 
i 

Lotaoi (175) ... . .. 
--

' ' Sahihizai (219) : ... 
' 

! 

i 
... 

X. RodenL. YakubkMnzai BahaHnr Khan Surab 11nd Kir. . ······. 
: zai. dgabi 

: 

:jrhudadadzai.. Sara. wan. 

Taj Muham Do. 
madzai. 



IN TRE CLAN, 

mcitia paying to the 
tribe or chw. 

Localit1• 

Bunap 

Do. 

or ali p 

T ntak. 

Do. 

Do. 

G 

... 

river. 

G idar (Zdrd) .• , 

Korachau .... 

... 

... 

. .. 
Khulkunkad (Gidar). 

T utak. 

Shoral in Tiitak and 
llungachar. 

T iitak, 

Do. 

&?.hi. M 

T otal of Kalan-
drani tribe. ... 

APPENDIX Ill. 293 

= 0 

.s "' ... 
. Ei ~ 

OS ""-0 ..... ~ 0 

.... o-., 
"'--<l 0 Name of headman of .. "" .. 

..Q the' clan and the Jlli~ Gham land in .. 
bD 

allowance he ~ .. d Kachhi, &:1 
::: receiVEs. I'IEi...s ....c:z 
'til - .,Cillo! - 0 ., 

"' .~.;!~ ... 
~ 1>.:2 .. . .. 

7 8 9 . 10 1 

200 8. Ali 'Muhammad,son Included 
of FErozsMh, in 

I Gurgnari. 
: 
: 

' 
' 
I 

I 
I 
I 

i 

; 
156 

848 : 

I 

I 

: ---
6.308 

J(o9 ' Mlr Habib :Khan, son . ..... Taj In BMa Nari. 
of Khan Muham-
mad. 
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8RCTIONB INCLUDED 

R,ijo·llabila, i.e., exempt from Khafi or Goshi, i.e., 
payment of md.Zia. Chief of the 

: TBIBB. CLAN, 

Name of section Locality, Name of section, 

1 . 2 s 4 6 • 

Zabrozai ... Bama.danzai ... Surab, Gidar 
n.ndSarawan. 

... 
Babzanzai .. Do • 

. • 
Karimdadzai .• Do. 

' 
Fir Mubam· Do. 

madzai. 

Anamzai .. Do· 

J'iandza.i ... Fatehkh&nzal. Surab and ...... 
Gidar. 

Mubarak Do. 
khanza.i. 

C hhuttaza.i ... Do. 

Lobarzai ... Do • 

J'amalzai ... Jamalzai .. Sara wan ... ...... 
Nangarzai ... Dnrkb&nzai ... Nomads, 

Faiz Mnbam- Do. ... ...... 
madzai. 

-

XI. Sa.jdi ... Gichkizai ... Sak&zai ·- Gresha .. Notini ... .. . 

Sundwani ... Gichk ••• .. Gador .•• ... . .. 
.. 

MakaUri ... Do, ... Ajib&ni ... ... 
Bizanari .. Gresha .. Bhaet ... ... ... 
Temurari .. Do • . .. 

Mahmudani ... Mahmnda ni Do. and Mash ...... 
Sundozai. kae. 



APPENDIX III. 

JN THE CLAN, 

rntltio paying to the 
tribe or clan. 

Locality. 

6 

...... 

7 

676 

413 

H9 

218 

Total of the 1,5 65 
Bodeni tribe. 1----1 

Ort!shA, ( nmr mostly 
lu Kar~hl). 

Las Dt!la State and 
Kt!ch Makran. 

Grt!sha. 

Drakopi Dap, Panjgl&r. 

2,733 

1,405 

Name of headman of 
thol clan and the 
allowance he 

receives. 

' 8 

s. Saka,110n of Khan 
Muhammad, 

9 

soo 

Gham land in 
Kachhl. 

10 



. 

~298 . lHALAWAN. 

---------~------~---------------------------

Tin sm. CLAN. 

1 a 

Ahmad'ri ... 
Sayari ... 
Bangor "' 

XII. Nicha.ri Bhadnrkbanzai 

• Ramadanzal ... 

BMdinzai ... 
Kbwashdadzai. 

Gbutamzal ... 

Rcf.jo-kabi!a, i.e., exempt from 
payment of mcf.Zia, 

Name of section Locality. 

s I ' 
...... Gr~sha, Koda 

...... andSajid. 
Gresha ... 

...... Gresha, Kecb, 
Basel and Pasui. 

······ N!cMra ... 
...... Do. . .. 
. ..... Do. . .. 
.....• Do • ... 
······ Do. . .. 

I 

Lahraki '"1 Connected ... Lahr ... ~ 
by good -

Labri ... 

XIII· Pand- Pandranl 
rani. 

• 

... and ill. 

... 11/Iuhammadzai. Pandrb 

11/Iotani ... ... }Do.andneigh
bourlng 

Ramadanzai hills as far 
Jog!zai ... · as Iskalkn . 

Zarrakzai ... Kalluzai ... "'Majority of 
the people 
having emi
grated on dif
ferent occa· 
sions to Sind 
and other 
parts of the 

t 

SECTIONS INCLUDED 

K'/vlfl or Golhi, i.e., 
Chief oi the 

Name of section. 

5 

.. .... 
. ..... 
...... 

...... 

. ..... 

. ..... 

. ..... 
······ ...... 
······ 

r~----------~·----------!-----------~~eo~u~n~t~rY~·~--~--------------
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IN THR CLAN, 

= 
3 .s .. a ; ce ... -'0 _.,o 

<ilia paying to the ... o;g._8 
0 Name of headman of tribe or clan. 

.. c. ... 
-s the clan and the .8=~» Gh.am land in tlO a"'"" 

1'1 allowance he ""'" Ka.chhi. ., 
l'eceives. =f!~ b 

Locality. "' .... 1::4 
-;;; 0 .. .., ~-S-5 0 
E-< 

m 

6 7 8 9 10 

...... 815 

...... 49o 

...... 616 

---
T otal of the Sajdi 

Tribe. 
6.063 

...... 19 Gauhar Khan, eon of soo 
Fazl M uha.mmad. 

······ 842 

....... 94 

...... 274 

...... 809 

...... 189 

...... 103 -----Total or the 
Nicha.ri Tribe· 

1,830 

97 Mir Fateh Muham- 200 

mad son of Gul 
Muhammad. 

38 B 



298 JHALAWAN. 

SECTIONS INCLUDED 

TRIBE, CLA!II. 

lltijo-luzbiZa, i.e., exempt from Khafi or Gorhi, i.e., 
payment of maUa. Chief of the 

-.:..--~--+---s---J""" nr
8

...,t;.ni,--L-oc_a_:_·t_y_. -
Name of eection. 

6 

·f 
l 

XIV. Beki· 
zai. 

Khur&..oani ••• 

Gharshtn 
Saiads. 

Rek.izai ... 

Mubammadzai. 

Jang!zai ... 
Sabzalizai ... 
Mallazai ... 
Sarkhi ... 
Beg(Izai ... 
Chaunk ... 
Sabhagazai .. 

Khalilza.i. 

Khairazai ... 

Gwab.dmzai ... 

Afgbanzai ... 
Lashkarizai ... 
Fak{rozai ... 

...... 

...... 

...... 

...... 

...... 

...... 

...... 
...... 

······ 

. 
Gidar and . ..... 

Sura b. 

Do. 

Do. 

Do. 

Do. 

Gidar,., . .. . ..... 
Do. .. ······ 
Do, ... . ..... 
Do. ... . ..... 
Do. ... ..... 
Do, ... . ..... 
Do, ...... 
Do. .. ······ 
. 
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JN THK CLAN. 

m<ilia paying to the 
tribe or clan. 

Locality. 

6 7 

199 

6 

39 

--Total of the 340 
Pandrani Tribe. -..;.~~I 

326 

...... 186 

...... 180 

...... 81 

....... 862 

"'''' 70 

' 80 .... " 
•..... , . 
.....• 22 

--Total of the 1.277 
Rek.izai Tribe. 

! 

Name of headman of 
the clan and the 

allowance he 
receives. 

8 

Mlr Musa Khan, son of 
Shaft Muhammad. 

9 

299 

Gham ]and in 
Kachhi. 

10 

1
• These two are 
affiliated groups 
which share 

I 
good and ill 
with the Pand· 

J ranis. 
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No. 

1 

J 

s 
4 

5 

6 

,. 
8 

9 

10 

11 

13 

13 

14 

JII.AL.A WAN. 

A.BS 

( 

~ 
Ill 

NAME OF ~RIBE. ce 
6 KMn'sBnb-... jecta • g 
s:l 

! ·a 
: 0 

Q 

47,617 
(a) 

Zabri Tribe ... ... ... . .. ... . .. 1,023 

Mengal. .. ... ... ... ... . .. .. . 62,136 . ..... 
M nhammad Hasni ... ... ... . .. . .. 52,751 . ..... 
B!zanjau ... ... ... ... ... ... 15,909 . ...... 
Kambrari ... ... ... ... . .. ... 4,315 . ..... 
Gnrgnari ... ... . .. . .. . .. . .. 3,926 . ..... 
Sumalari ... ... ... ... .. . ... 3,275 . ..... 
Kalandrani ... ... . .. . .. ... .. . 6,308 ······ 
RodCni ... ... ... . .. ... ... . .. 1,565 . ..... 
Sajdi ... ... ... ... '" . .. .. . 6,063 ······ 
N!chari ... ... ... ... ... ... .. . 1,830 . ..... 
Pandrani ... ... ... . .. ... .. . 340 . ..... 
Rek!zai ... ... ... ... ... . .. ... 1,277 ······ 
K.Mn'1 Subjects ... ... ... . .. ... . ..... 5,222 

Tota ... ... 207,311 6,245 

Jamots, etc,, of Karkh and Chaku who 

{71) The Muhammadan population totals 223,692 (males 114,806, females 
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TRACT. 

:POPUtA.TION. 

Others. 

REliiARKB, 

Servile de- Loris. Nak!bs. Hindus. Total. pendants, 

. 

263 386 650 47 49,986 

1,4.92 2,067 ...... 35 65,730 

474. 213 ...... 39 ll3,i77 

1,553 641 ...... 162 18,265 

262 158 ...... ...... 4.,735 

405 320 ······ ...... 4.,650 

...... . ..... ...... . ..... 8,275 

213 1114 ······ ...... 6,615 

······ ······ ...... ...... 1,565 

..... ······ ...... ~ ..... 6,063 

132 20 ...... 1 1,983 

...... 83 ······ 13 886 

309 83 ······ ...... 1,669 

...... 122 206 84t 5,634 

I 5,103 4.,177 856 
(b) 

881 224.,073 

were classed as Sasolis daring the census of 1901. 

108,686) an'd Hindus 381 or less than one per cent. of the total. 



.APP~NlJlX IV. 

APPENDIX IV. 

Principal Routes in Jhalawan. 

I. Kachhi-Mashkae-Makr&n Route. 
II. Kalat-Bela Route via Sura'Q, Khnzdar and Wad, 

III. Kalat-Panjgur Route via Surab and Zayak. 
IV. Kalat to Kotra via Pandran and Zahri valley. 

V. .Hab River Route. 
VI. Gidar-Dhor Route (Gidar toNal and thence to Jan). 

VII. N U to Kharan, vi~ Koda and Beseima. 
VIII. N&l-B~la Route, via Baran Lak. 

IX. S&in Route : Khuzdar . to Jhal via Karkh, Chaku and· 
Gaji Lak or Sain-na-Kand. 

X. Gidar to Jebri via Koda and Korask. 
XI. Wad-Karachi Route via Dei Lak and Shah Bilawal. 

XII. Lak Harbab Route. 
XIII. Lnkh River Route : Tutak to Gresha via Pariko and 

Lukh River, 
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MAIN ROUTE I. • 

KAcBHI, :MAsHKAE, .MAKRAN RouTK.· 

Kotra to Mashkae (Gwarjak) via. Mula Pass, Kbuzdar 11nd Na.l• 

No. Stage. 

1 Pir Chhatta 

2 Kuhav ... 

3 J.1nh 

4 Kbarl:i.n 

6 Pfr Lakba 

6 Nar or Rahika ... 

-Approximate 
distance on 

map. 

a e IS· 
tance, 

REMARKS. 

!ntu~deF I Total. 

----~---------------------

8 8 

13 21 

12 33 

8 41 

7 48 

8 56 

A path to Panjuk and Jhal. 

From Naulang which is p as Bed 
en route, a bad track goes via the 
Ll!dav river to Kandi in the 
M.ishk. BI!I. The stages are Mu
hanch, SMr, and Pir Kalandar. 

Path to Karkh and Chaku :-

(1) Halting. places 1m rflute are 
Drogl (10 miles) and Waruma 
(10 milee). From Drogi another 
route leads directly to C h a k u 
over lhe Drugi Kotal, but is 
impassable for loaded camels. 

(2) At Hattachi, which is passed 
between J anh and Kharzlin, a foot
path leads to Jhal via Sabzakani. 

Path to Karkh and Chaku, the 
only halting plaoe is W 1!1' wal 
which has a moderate supply of 
water from wells. i'his route to 
Chaku is preferable to that last 
mentioned. 

A caravan route by the Pissi BtH or 
Anjira river to Zahri, Pandran 
and Kalat (vide Route 1 V). 

• The nearest station is Nuttal on the North Western Railway, but 
Mushkaf 6tation ill also a convenient starting point for large parties and 
(amps, as thct-c is less difficulty in procuring supplies and water. 



304 

No. Stagtl. 

'7 Goru 

8 

9 

Kbuzdar 

Fc!rozabad 
(Mardoi head
man's village). 

JHALAWAN. 

Approximate 
distance on 

map. 

Inter·\ reedi· 
ate dis- Total. 
tance. 

9 61) 

19 81 

12 96 

REMARE;B. 

Paths to:-

(1) Z!di: Water being scarce at 
Goru, it is better to go direct by • 
a long march to Zidi, where 
supplies are plentiful. 

{2) Sasol via. Bason Kani. This is· 
the best route to Sasol. One 
march. 

En route from Gora to Khuzdar, a 
track runs to Basol by the Sasol 
river to the east of Halwai. At 
Khnzdar the main route through : 
the Jhalawiiu country from north 

• to south is crossed and several 
roads bifurcate here in different 
directions, Routes to {I) Kahit 
via 'Baghwana (vide Route II), 
(2) Bt!la via Wad (Route II) 
and (3) Lak Phusi and Karachi 
via Khidrani country (vide Route 
V). 

(1) To Sc!kran and thence to 
Baghwana via Kappar, Good 
road but no supplies at Sekran. 
Sekr&n 8 miles and Baghwana 
(Mir-N&-Shahr) 13 miles. (For 
Baghwana see Route II). 

(2) To Malkhor via Harran Ghar 
and thence to Baghwana via 
Khar and Ghorawa. Road easy. 
Distance to Malkhor 7 miles and 
from Malkhor to Biigbwana (Mir· 
Na-shahr) 13 miles. 

(3) To Sc!kran and thence to 
Tutak via Char Mati Pass. The 
Char Mati Pass is traversable for 
loaded camels but with consider
able difficulty. To Sekran 8 miles, 
Sekran to 'futak 12 miles. (For 
Tutak, see Route II). 

{4) To Jadgal and thence to 
Pariko. Two easy marches. (For 
route from Pariko see Route 
XIV). 

{5) To Waber via Tredak. Only 
a footpath, 
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,.-.----------~~.-~A~p~p~ro~x~i~m-a~L-e __________________________ ___ 

distance on 

No. Stage. REMARKS. 
map. 

ate dis- TotaL !:::I~= I 
' tance. 

--~---------~-------~----------------------

10 N:U ····· 

Teghab (Gresha) 
valley. 

12 Banhari. •• 

13 J ebri via Bnrida 
Kotal. 

ll3 B 

15 

'l 

21) 

111 

118 

(1) At the skirts of the Bano 
Hill, a footpath, traversable with 
difficulty by camels, leads tCJ 
Harambho via. Kullan river. 
From !Iarambho either Wa:i or 
Nal can be reached, Hamzah 
Chakul is an alternative halting 
plaoe to Harambho for caravans 
bound for Wil.d, 

(2) Nal to H.11 via Hazarganji 
and Pelar (vide Bonte VI). 

(3) There are alternative roads 
to Wad, the first via Hazarg~nji 
and the second via Harambho. 
Each route takes two marches, 
the former being preferable for 
supplies. The Haramblao route 
is the shorter. 

(4) A footpath runs !rom Khur
maistan to Gresha .avoiding 
'Ieghab and crossing the Kuleri 
hill. One short march. 

(1) Gresha to Kharan via Koda 
(vide Route VII). · 

(2) Gresba to Raghai valley 
(Bingen K&lat), a halt being 
made at Koraek. 

(3) Gresha to Gidar via Gidar
Dhor and Pel:lr and Ja11 (Route 
VI). 

142 Footpath to Jan via Doleji, about 
70 miles. 

162 • There is an alternative route via 
theJauri Psss to Jc!bri. The road 
via B11rida Kotal is preferable, 

Paths to:-

(1) Koila (Route ::q; (2) to PeUr 
l'ia Bah{lr Kand, a footpath. 



306 ~ JHALAW .dY. 

Approximate 
distance on 

map. 
REMARKS, No. Stage. Inter-~ 

medi- T tal 
ate dis- 0 

• 

tance . 

. 

H Gajar ... . .. 22 18~ Footpaths to Peh~r, (I) via Chu r 
Churri and (2) Bahar Kand. 

IIi Gwarjak ... 8 193 Path to Kolwa via Manguli Kal:it. 

For mrtber stages see Route I v 
in the Gazetteer of Makran. 

' 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 

Length, 192 miles, 15 slages, 

This is the main route from east to west of the Jhalawan 
country. ln old days, when Jl.lultan was at its zenith, it undoubt
edly formed the link between Persia and Makran and that city. 
In winter, when camel transport is difficult to procure in the 
highlands Pound Qaetta and Kalat and the Brahuis have moved 
to Kachhi, it is an easy route to Kech and Panjgur. The road 
bifurcates at· Gwarjak, that going west leading to Panjgur and 
that leading south-east to Kolwa and Kcch. 

Kotra is. the headquarters of the lltazai Chief;· Pir 
Chhatta is included in the Khan's niu"bal of Gandava ; from KU.hav 
to Rahika the inhabitants are subject to the Zabri Chief; supplies 
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at Goru, Zidi, and Khuzdar .are found by the Khan's n:Zib of 
Khuzdar; Ferozabad is the headquarters of the Mardoi headman; 
Nlil of the Bizanjau Chief; TegMb is under the Sajdi headman of 
Gresha; Jcbri is the headquarters of the Muhammad Hasni Chief 
and Banhari is under him; the Khan of Kalat has a naib at Gajar. 
and the Nanshcrwani Chief has a naib at Gwarjak. 

One of the chief attractions of this route is that ther is 
a plentiful supply of water at all points lying in Jhalawan except 
Goru, and it is unnecessary to halt here as a forced march will 
bring the traveller to Zidi, 

Supplies of flour (atta), gki and grain for horses are 
procurable in large quantities only at Kotra, Khuzdar, Nal, Jebri 
and Gajar; of these places, Kotra and Khuzdar are the most 
important as there are ' watermills there and not in the other 
places. At the latter, supplies of ground corn are expensive as it 
is the custom for persons grinding corn to take one-fifth of the 
raw produce as payment. 

Fuel is procurable by purchase only at Kotra, Khuzdar 
N al, J ebri and Gajar. There is plenty of fuel procurable close at 
hand at all other stages, but previous arrangements must be made 
to cut and stack it. 

Fodder for horses is procurable in large quantities at 
Kotra, Zidi, Khuzdar, N al, Jebri and Gajar on previous notice; 
at all other places with the exception of N ar or Rahika, Goru and 
BanLari, a sma.ll quantity of fodder for a doze~ horses or So.l can 
be procured locally on short notice. Supplies or fodder can be 
sent from Zidi to Nar or Rahika and Goru; to Banhari or Jaori 
from Jebri and to Pasht-Koh on the Panjgur route from :Mashkae, 

Sheep, fowls and eggs can be obtained at short previous 
notice at all places except the four above mentioned ; a supply or 
milk can be relied on only at Kotra and Khuzdar, Nal, Jcbri and 
Gajar. 
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No. 

JIIALAWAN. 

MAIN ROUTE II. 

Kalat to 1k1a via Surab, Khuzdar and Wad. 

Stage. 

Approximate 
distance. 

lnter-, 
medi· 

ate dis· Total. 
tRnce. 

1 Kalat to Roden· 16 
jo. 

16 A. route from KaUt to Yilk via Laur 
(17 miles), Nicbara ( 7 miles ) 
T a h 1 a g an (13 miles), Gazg 
(11 miles). Shah.na·khal (11 Miles) 
and Milk (8 miles). Bence the 
route enters Kachhi Shoran, the 
headquarters of the· Rintl. Chief, 

. being 28 miles from Milk. Paths 
lead from Nichara t() Pandran 
via Baghnr Kash (Route IV) to 
Mamatawa via the Jurgi rift; and 
to Gishk via Bagh Kotal. 

{1) Dasht-i-goran, Zorrati aud 
Kharan. :!:he Singindaz Pass lies 
to the west of tlie Shah·i-Mardan 
Hill. After crossing the pass and 
before reaching ShahzHi-oA-Dun, 
a path branches to the right and 
leads to Zurrati and thence to 
Kh3tin. This was the main cara
van route from KaM.t to Kharan 
in former times, but has since 
been supplanted by the road 
through Nushki, vide Khti11in 
Gautteer Route I. 

(2) Nimargh. The ordinary ha1ting 
place on this route is the Sinjawa 
spring, where water is procurable 
This avoids halting at Ziarati 
This road is much preferred by 
camel-men to that via Chh:1.ppar 
and Khand-i-Nimargh. Horsemen 
reach Nimargh by this route in 
one day. 

(3) Kapoto. This is a footpath 
only. From Tok it crosses the 
narrow neck of hill at the june 
tion of the Chuhel and Dr<'.j hills 
and descends into Mah1n river 
and thence to Kapoto. 



No. &tage. 

2 Gandagt!n or Kot. 

a S(uoab ••• 
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Approximate 
distance. 

med~· Total. 
atedls-

Inter., 

tanel'. 

16 S2 

' 
12 44 

REl'l!ABKS. 

Kot takes its name from the cara
van .serai bnilt by Kalat mer• 
chants in old days, 

The Gandagen road follows the 
west side of the valley. '!'here is 
an alternative route by the east 
side via Khisun-Dun (13 miles) 
and Hajika (9 miles). Tbe most> 
convenient. place for halting on 
this road is the latter. 

From Kbisun-Dun a footpath, 
known as Kand-i-Rikhami, 
crosses the Draj hills to the 
Kapoto valley. 

(1) G a n d a g t! n to Marap via 
Bitagu, one march. 

Paths to Gidar and Panjg(uo (Route 
Ill). 

(2) To Mamatawa via the Tariki 
river. They first march k• Gezh
dagh4n and thence to Mamatawa. 

(a) From Mamatawa there is a 
road to Langari valley and 
Jurgi Pass. This is passable 
for camels. 

(b) There is another road via 
Lang~ri over the Talarnk 
Pass and the Chir-Kumb to 
Pandran via Malghawe river, 
one march. 

(e) A footpath leads from 
Mamatawa to Pimazi on the 
top of the Reshak hills and 
thence to Ghat. 

(cl) Another footpath runs 
from Mama.tawa to Bhappav 
via the Hund Pass, 

(3) Zahri (37 miles). A halt may 
be made at Bhappav (24 miles). 
This route avoids Anjira. It ill 
easy for all animals. 

(4) Chad. Good road over flat 
plain. 

(5) Kharan via Archini at the 
south of the Mar.ip valley IUld 
Landi Gwandan. This is a mere 
track used occaaionally by Brahui 
nomads. It is unfit for loading 
anima.la and dangerous during 
floods as it descend• the Lillir 
river. 
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No. Stage. 

41 Anjira ••• ... 

I Zawa or TUtak ... 

JHA.LA WAN. 

Approximate 
distance. 

Inter-\ 
med!· Total. 
ate dis-
tance. 

14 58 

21 79 

-

REMARKS, 

Bootes to (1) Gazan. From Gaz<in 
the route from Kachhi vi a. 
Pandran and Pissi B€1 (tide Route 
IV), A halt may be made at 
Ghar, but no supplies are procur-
able. 

(2) To B<ighwana via Garmap (11 
miles), Dew:!.ni (11 miles) an d. 
Noghai via Koianav (13 miles) 
This road is the old trade roo te' 
and is good for all animals o r 
borden. 

(3) A short cut for foot-men an d' 
horsemen to Chad via the Sar 
mauli river and Zarraki Kotal. 
The Zarraki Pass over tbe Dob<in-
sil hills is somewhat difficult fo r 
camels. 

Paths to:-

(1) Gidar via Jiwa and Mauli,.th e-
road, crosses three passes en ,.outs ~ 
the Lugh6sht, or slippery pass 
north-west of Tutak, the pass bet 
wei!ll liwa and Maull and tha t 
between Mauli and Gidar. A 
long march through the L:!.koria n 
valley. If necessary, a halt ca n 
be made at the spring at Jfwa 
'l'utak, which is only two mil es 
beyond Z<iwa, is preferable as a 

o-halting place as supplies are pr 
curable there. 

(2) To Lnkh river route (Route 
XIV). 

(3) To FerozaMd via B<ijori and 
Char Mati. One march. 



No. Stage. 
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Approximate 
distance. 
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REllriARX!. lnter-~ 
med~· Total. 
atedls-

--~-------------T-t-an_c_e_., ____ ~---------------------------

6 Baghw:ina (Mir- 13 
na-Shahr). 

~ K~zdar Tia the 16 
Cbokako Pass. 

8 Plr Umar 13 

9 Waht!r ... 

93 Paths to:-

(1) Malkhor via Ghorawa. One
march. 

(2) Ferozabad via Kappar, 

(3) To Pashta-Khlln via Sham· 
balak Pass. One march, but a 
halt may be made at Bajoi bead 
man'll village, if necessary. The 
Shambalak is very difficult for 
about 30 yards, bot could be 
easily improved. 

(4) To Zabri via Kapoto Kotal 
(miles 8). There is a short cut 
over the Kapoto Pass, suitable for 
horsemen and messenger11, It 
joins the route from Anjira to 
Garmap for a short distance and 
then again branches off north· 
east ward via Kamhar Thok, 

108 An alternative route to Khnzdar 
lies through the river-bed known 
as Jara Ghar. At Kbuzdar the 
main r.oute (No. 1) from east to 
west is crossed. 

For side and cross roads see this 
route. The C h u k a k o Pa88 is 
quite easy. 

121 Paths to :-

135 

(1) Zidi via Siman river (U miles)• 

(2) Gumbad for Hab river route 
(No. V). 

The halting place in Waher is on 
the Dad-i-Karim ktiree, 

(1) Footpath to Tuk via Kbani 
Pass. The path can be crossed by 
riding animals, bnt with consi
derable difficult)". 

(2) Nal via Harambho. Two mar
ches, halting at Harambho. 
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No. 

JHALAWAN. 

Approximate 
diiJt.ance. 

Inter-~ medi-
ate djs- Total. 
tanne. 

REMABKS. 

10 Wad, Bakbal-ta- IS. 150 Paths to:-
Bhahr via the 
J aori river. 

11 Drakalav 

12 Mamir ... 

11 Mand crossing 
BaranLak. 

14 B&sun Kani 

16 Hinar Gad 

16 Kohan Wat 

13 

12 

7 

IO 

9 

(1) Tuk whloh is good. 

(2) A footpath through the Pa~ 
bills to Dansur. 

(3) Route (No. X) to Ujatho and 
Bind, · 

(4) A caravan route (No. XI.) t() 
· Karachi via Dei-Lak, Bhllngi 

Shah Bilawal. 

(5) To Nal via either Harambbo or
Hazarg&nji (vide Route 1). 

163 Path to:-

(1) Nal via Ucharo and Haz;irganji. 
This is a bad road. ,Halts are 
generally made at Ucharo and. 
Hazarganji. The pass between 
these two places is difficult. 

(2) Bela via Ornach (Route 
VIII). 

175 Path to Ornach. One stage, easy 
going. 

182 Footpaths to Porali via Tibi river 
(c. 11 miles) and (2) to Ornach via 
Dasht (c. 25 miles). 

196 Footpath to PoraU via Tbatari river. 

206 

215 The stages beyond Kohan Wat are 
Wallapat and B•Ha, which lie in 
the Las Bela State. 
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION~ 
Length. 215 miles ; 15 stages. 
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A road from Katat to Wad via. Khuzdar is under construcUon 
(Jlf06). This is the principal route in Jhalawan running from 
north to south. In the early part of the nineteenth centuryi 

·_,owing to ·the dangers of the Bolan Pass and the importance of 
Soumh1ni as a port, the route was much used by Afghan and KalU 
traders. Pottinger 'and Christie traversed it in 1810, and Masson 
passed through it thrice between the years 1826 and 1840. The 
lower part between Beta and Wad is known to the people ~f the 
lowlands as the_ Kohan Wat or hill road, but to the Brahuis it. 
is generally known as the Baran Lak and Mand road._ 

'' 

_Owing to the growth of Karachi and Quetta and the con~ 
structio11 of the railway through Kachbi, it has now lost much 
of its former importance and is no longer used as_a through route, 

-I, 

Caravans now follow the northern portion to Quetta, traffic 
along the central part is usually diverted to Kachhi or ShiHrpur, 
whilst the southern part is a feeder only for those localities of· 
which Wad, Nat and Ornach are the centres. Trade finds its 
way from here via Bela to Karachi. During the summer and 
autumn, this forms the best road to Khuzdar and Wad, 

From Kalat to Drakalav the road passes through valleys or 
across the easy passes which divide the valleys. With the 
exception of the Siman of which the banks are somewhat preci
pitous, riveu which are met with present no obstacle, 

Below Drald.lav the difficulties of the route begin, the Baran 
Lak having to be crossed. 

From Kalat to Anj1ra the road traverses the country which is 
subject to the Khan of Kalat. Tutak, the next halting place, is the 
headquarter of the Kalandrani Chief. The Khan of Kalat holds 
authority in Baghwana and Khnzdar. Pir Umar is subject to the 
Khidrani Chief, and hence to Drakalav the Mengal country 
is traversed. Orakalav belongs partly to the ?!Iengals and partly 
to the Bizanjaus, and the latter hold the remainder of the country 
through which the road passes up to the apex or the Bela plain, 

iO B 



JHALAWAN. 

The water supply at all stages is plentif11l. Supplies. of flour, 
oi grain for horses and of ghi are obtainable at Kalat, S•hab, 
Baghwana, and Khuzdar at all times of year. There are water
mills at a.lJ these places. At Wad, supplies are uncertain, depend
ing, as they do, on. the rainfall. Supplies of firewood should be 
arranged for beforehand at all stages. At Tutak it is expensive 
as it has to be brought from a distance. 

Fodder in the shape of chopped straw is procurable in plenty 
at the places where flour is procurable. At Rodenjo it should be 
arranged for from Kalat ; at Gandagen and Anj1ra from Surab; it 
is well to send straw from Khnzdar to Pir Umar; at Waher, Wad 
and Dd.U.lav small quantities only are obtainable locally. Coarse 
grass is to be obtained between Drakalav and Bela. Fowls and 
sheep are procurable everywhere up to Drakalav except at Anjira 
and PJ:r Uma.r in the winter. 
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TIOUTE III. 
Ka1at-Panj~ur Route via Surab and Ziyak. 

!'<o. Stage. 

Approximate 
distance. 

RElfABKS. 

a~~~~Ej Total 

--~------------~~ta~n~c~e~.! ----~---------------------------

3 Sim\b ... 

4 GiJar ... 17 

5 12 

G Ziyak ... ... 16 

44 

61 

73 

89 

From Kn!at to Sctrab, 3 stages, U 
miles (vide Route II). 

(1) Gidar to Nal (Gidar-Dhor 
Route VI). 

(2) Gidar to KMran via Jhur and 
Shih-Tb:ik. This is the road 
usually followed by caravan tratlic 
between Kbaran and GiJar. The 
stages are Jhur (8 miles) and then 
Siah-Th:\k in Kbiran, 

{3) Footpath from Gidar to Kh:idn 
via Sang-i-N awisht _and Hajamo. 

(4) Gidar (Toba.) to Mastung via 
Madp (vide Sa,rau:an Gautteer, 
Mastung-Panjgur Route). 

(5) Gidar to Anj1ra via Sarmauli. 
Fit for camels ; one march, 

(6) Gidar to J]wa. Fit for camels; 
a halt can be made at the Mauli 
wells, if necessary. 

(1) To Gresha via Koda. This is 
an imJ>ortant connecting link 
between Routes 1 and III. 
"' ater is plentiful from wells at 
Koda nnd some supplies procur
able. There is plenty of wood. 

(2) Zaynk to Kbadn via Beseima 
and G:uruk river (Route V LI). 

1-.'vte. -From Zovak the Le~tronrl runs via the Gichk ancl I::i~hai vallevs 
and l<>ad• to llhult-ri (Ill miles), :Shingri (17 mile,), Siugen-Ka(:\t 
(S mil.:s), 8ar:!.p (i6 mileii), S:ika-K.d.it (22 milc~)-Rouw 11 
in the Guzctteer of Jiak(lin. 
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GENERAL DESCRIPTIO~. 

Length 89 miles ; 6 stages. 

The road., which connects at Surab with the main road from 
KahH to Wad and BtHa, is that usually followed by caravans taking 
goods to and from Panjgur. From the latter place lies the main 
route to .Talk, Dizak and Bam pur. From Surab to W ajo there are 
no difficulties en. route. West of the latter place, the road crosses 
the Kalghali pass which can be negotiated without difficuity, and 
bence to Panjgur either the route via the Raghai and Gichk 
valleys or via the Rakhshan valley may be followed. The former is 
the prefet·able route owing to the larger and more frequent supply 
of water. 

No flour or other eatables for natives are obtainable between 
Surab and Zayak. Fodder is procurable at Gidar. Fuel is 
obtainable at all places except Wajo. Gidar is under the Khan's 

Nuib of Surab; supplies can be arranged for Wajo from the 
'Muhammad Hasnis of Shahdadzai and Kalghali villages; Zayak 
is in Kharan territory. 
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ROUTE IV. 

PisSI BEL RouTE. 

Caravan Route from Ka.Ut to Kotra via Pandran, Zahri, 
and Pissi Bel. 

distance, 

I 
Approximate 

medi: Total. 
No. _:.._ ___ S_t_a-ge_. ____ ~In=t=e~r-~1----~----------R-E_H_A_R_K_S_. ________ __ atedts· 

tance. 

1 Kapoto ••• 

2 Pandran via 
TRlllrnk and · 
Chlr Kumb, 

17 17 On the way when past Zawa, paths 
lead to Ali Dasbtand Rodenjo via 
Tok, 

(1) To Nicbara via Jurgi Rift. 
'l'his is the best road from here to 
Nicbara, but all camels have to be 
unloaded at the Jurgi rift. Bence 
the road via Cbasbmai next men
tioned is preferred, 

(2) An easy road from Kapoto to 
:Mchara via Surkhen and Chasb
mai· 

(S) Footpath to Rodenjo via Tok. 
(4) Kapoto to Mawatawa via Ispc!

khi, From Kapoto to Mamatawa 
there is an alternative road via 
Langari. 

81 Talaruk is the rass between the 
Langari and Khudi valleys. It 
is slippery for horses, but camel 
owners prder it to the long way 
round by Jurgi or Ohashmai to 
Niohara, The Chir Kumb road 
through the Malghawc! river is 
quite easy.· 

Paths from (1) Pandran to NicMra. 
There are alterllative roads t:o 
Nichara, each bfing one march; 
these are (a) via Shif-Shifal<a and 
1laghur Ka~h and (b) via Pandran 
Kash and the Bibauo pas~. Roth 
are quite easy, but that by Baghur 
Kash is the shortest. 

(2) Pandran to Gazg via Hamir 
and Abrez pa•s (vide Route 
II). Water at Hamiri uncertain, 
Rain watc! obtainable doring 
rainy season only. No supplies 
procurable, 
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No. Stage, 

8 Norgama ... 

JHALAWAN. 

Approximate 
distance. 

Inter· 
medl- Total. 

ate dis-
tance. 

REMARKS, 

Norgama derives its importance 
from being the headquarters of 
the Khan's representative (Jti
nashin) and at the moutli of the 
Soinda river, several· routes 
branch from it, 

(1) Pa~hta Khan (Mishkbel ronte) 

The road forms a loop to the maio 
road via Piasibel, It is shorter 
but is 11voided by caravans on 
account of the deep pool known 
as Dreh situated south of Khazmi, 
The I'ool sometimes fills np but 
generally it is impassable, The 
stages at·e Jllishk (llmiles) and 
Kandi (18 miles), From Kandi to 
Pa.hta Khan is 13 miles. From 
Kandi there is a path to Plr Kal 
andar and via the Ledav river to 
Kotra, (l'Jaiu route I). Plenty 
of fuel and water, but no fodder 
on this route, 

(2) To Kbari near Gajan in Kaoh 
hi via Knchakaui {the Takari 
road), This is a donkey road 
which was formerly much nsed. 
It is now used, chiefly by footmen 
and horsemen who wish to reach 
Kachhi quickly. In addition t.he 
watershed between Zahri and 
Sun-i·Snltan three passes have to 
be crossed, the most difficult of 
which is Kncbakani (the Dog's 
Spring). Ma1agen is also very 
difficult. The stages are Sun-i
Sultan, Sh3h-na-Khal, Narelak, 
!lladagen and Khari, 
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No, Stage. 

.4o Gazan ... 

6 Chari ... 

Approximate 
distance. 

lnter-~ medi· 
ate dia- Total. 
tance. 

16 62 

76 

C Gurumbawat ... 11 87 

7 Pashta Khan ... 9 96 

8 Nar or Rahika... 13 109 

REMARKS. 

This is a long march and, if neces
sary, a halt can be made at Ghat, 
the headquartera of the Zarrak2ai 
Zahrl Chief, or at Balta!, the 
headquarters of the · Muaiani 
headman, 

(1) A track runs from Ghat to 
Mishk to the south of the Biah 
hill. 1\llshk has plenty of supplies. 

(2) Path from Gazan to Anj !ra. 
(Route II), one march, 

(S) G.;an to Mishk, 

The two stages between Ga.zan to 
Pashta Khan can be shortene!l by 
halting at Mord6n only. · 

Path to Dewani via the Bhahr awa 
river •. This is difficult for camels 
to traverse. For Dewani (Route 
11), 

(2) Path to Baghwana (Mfr·d 
Bhahr) via Bhambalak · (Route 
11). A halt may be made at the 
Bajoi headman's village if re 
qulred. 

(2) Zahri via Mishkbel, Bee 
remarks against No, 3 Norg&ma. 

At Nar or B&hika, Main :Route 
I ia joined. For Kotra see Route 
L 
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 

Length 109 miles; 8 stages. 

The Pissibel route is preferred to that via Khuzdar and ~r ula 
(Route I) by all the people of northern Jbalawan, viz.,. Ka!at, 
Rod~njo, Dasht·i-Goran, Surab, Gidar aod Zahri, 

Upto the reign of Mir Nasir Khan II, and in the early days of 
the reign of Mir Khudadad Khan, this route was much .preferred 
by the Khans of Kalat, who by it were able to start later from 
Kachhi on their return journey to Kalat, or when going to 
Kachhi to avoid visiting Baghwaua and Khuzdar on account of 

their unhealthy water. Their predilection for this route was so great 

that the l!amindars of Khnzdar and B.ighwaua, as proved by the 
custom of the Khuzdar niahat, were compelled to supply all th·e 

sursat at Pashta-Kban and Nar. 

Mir Mehrab Kbltn, even at the risk of fighting with the· Zarrak
zai Chief at Badu Kushta followed the Pissfbul route. 

At present it is preferred by all nomads as it is the shortest 
route to Kachhi. 

Water obtainable from wells a.t Kapoto, from springs at Pand 
ran, Norgama and Gazan and from PissfbCI river at other places; 
fuel plentiful, There is a 6ania's shop at Pandran from which 
native rations in small quantities can be obtained. Supplies can 
be had by giving previous notice, through the Khan's ndih at 
Kal&t for Kapoto ; JIJ naahin of Zahri for Pandran, and N orgama 
and the Za.rrakzai Chief for Gazau ; the MU.Siani Chief for Chari 
to Nar. 
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ROUTE V. 

HAB Rivl.u. RouT&. 
Khuzd!r to Sind via Lak Phlisi and to Karachi via Levy Tracts. 

N•\ 

Approximate 
distance. 

Stage. lore~ r meil· 
ate 'l'otal. 
dlo-

t&D68. 

1 Sim&n river ... 10 1") 

2 Gum bad lll 22 

3 Lasso (Dauiar 12 Sl 
river). 

'l'orl-n!-Tar, 17 IH 
Lam bar valley. 

lU,brl. -· 13 6i 

BEHAJI.KS. 

From Kotra in Kachhi to Khuzd.ir 
(Route IJ. 

From KaMt to Khu1dar (Route 
11). Paths to (1) Z!di and (ll) Wad 
or N&l via Waller. 

Path to P'U" Um.ar (~te II). 

(1) Route to Wad, which croSBea 
the Ujatho and Chnri passes, Is 
mooh used by Sind baflias moving 
between Tendo Rahim Khan., Lak 
PMsi and Wad. Halting places 
are Lobendav an.d ChUrl or Balli 
Pir. 

(2) To Banina via Lar Lak. lf 
travelling by this route, a halt 
should be made at Sori lying oa 
the Gutaurou at the south end of 
the Mwi valley. The stages 
lrom Sori to sanina are :-

{II Tangav Ph-. 
(2) Qao.imeji. 
(a) Akkapat. 

·'I~ \alting places vary with the 
supply of water, which ia found 
in pools in the civer beds. The 
Lar I.ak consis'i of two moulltaln 
paases, that to the south being 
readered 110mewhat difficult, o11 

the 11orth Bille by sheet rock. 
There is plenty of fuel and i-wn .. ,. 
grass, but no other supplies are 
sv11i1able. 
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Approximate 
'distance. 

No. Stage. lnler- REMARKS. medi-
ate 
dis-

Total. 

t~t.noto. 

I 
Dabba Prosh 5 ... 9 j'3 On this march the Karranr Lak is 

crossed.-
~- ~ -

6 Bannshi ... 20 !ll Across the Kabl.ro Lak and passing 
Pir Khalil. 

7 Lak PhUsi 'l'hana 11 104. A path from Lak PhUsi to JambUro 
I in Khidrani country about 10 

miles. From Lak Phllsi Thana, 
which lies about four miles across 
the Zard Pass from the foot of 
the Lak Phnsi Pass, the Kirthar 
Range may be crosiied by the 
PhUsi Fass into Sind. Lak PhUsi 
TMna lies in the Levy Tracts of 
the Las Bela State and from here 
the road continues eight marches 
directly down the Hab river val-
ley to Lob a rani Lang where the 
river ia crossed and Sind is enter-
ed. Kotlro is the central place 
on this road whence roads lead 
westward O¥er the Trepori P~s 
to Earuna and thrnce to Wad and 
Shah Bilawal and eastward over 
the Musefari Pass and Lr.k Garre 
to flind. Fr•r particulars, see 
Gar:etteer of La$ Bela. 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 

Length 104 miles; 7 stages from Khnzdar. 
- . 

This 'route has now lost much of its importance. In former 
days it was known by the inhabitants of ,Karachi as the Path ani 
W at, i.e., l?athan Road, and was one of the direct lines of commu
nication between Kandahar and Afghanistan, and the coast. At 
no timf', however. does it appear to have rivalled the Kohan Wat 
or Porali River Route (No. II) from :Bela. 
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After entering the Levy Tracts, the roads e>ver the passes of the 
Kirthar Range, known as Lak Phliai, Lak Robel and Lak Garre. 
meet the Hab lliver Route at right angles, and much of the 
traffic duwn the latter is diverted over the passes into Sind.. Ia 
fact, these passes form the most accessible means of communi
cation from Quetta with the southern part. of the Jhalawan 
country, the route from Dado station on the North-Western 
Railway via Lak Garre to Sanina being that most commonly taken 

·by CHravans. The Hab River Road with its connection-the Lair 
Lak road to Saruna.-is one of the most unattractive rontes in 
the whole of the Jhalawan country. Throughout. it lies through 
stony valleys or rough river beds. On the.rnain route the Kar
ranr and Kataro passes have to be negotiated below MahriL -Th& 
former presents some difficulty to loaded camels. 

The places, where a sufficient watersnpply exists, are generall,y: 
pools in the torrent beds and the st&ges are, therefore, liable to. 
change if floods or other agencies happen tQ have caused the pools. 
tG disappear. Fuel is sufficient excepb at Simao. river, Gumbad 
and Lasso; but, with the exception of this and of a little kas/usm 

grass as fodder for horses, .no supplies of any kind are to be 
ebtained between Khuzdar and the Levy Tracts. Ev.en here 

little but fuel and grass is procurable~ In a rainless year even 
grass would be difficult t<1 obtain. 

Ail far as Kotiro in the Levy Tracts, the main road lies through. 
the Khidrani country. The road to Sartloa from :Mahri lies in 
the l\lcngal country after the Ur Lak has been crossed. The
inhabitants throughout depend almost entirely on the trade with. 
Sind in pish (dwarf-palm) for their livelihood. Here and there
a small crop of wheat or juari is raised to supplement the income 
thus obtained. At Mahri, which is the temporary residence of a 
Hindu sh<>pkeeper in summer, there is more rain-crop cultivation 
than in any other place. but even this does not exceed the area. 
coltivable by one hundred and fifty pairs of plough-oxen. 
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OARA VAN ROUTE VI. 

GIDAR DHoR-RouTI!l. 

Gidar to Jau via Nat. 

--~----------~~--------------1 Approximate 

No. Stage. 

1 Sh&hdadzai 

3 Teghab ... 

distance. 

~nter-~ · 
med~- Total. 
ate rlis-
tanre. 

11 11 

20 :n 

18 

REMARK ... 

Surab to Gidar or Chad, 18 miles 
(Route III). lf coming from 
the northward, it is best to come 
from Sur&.b to Chad instead of 
Gidar and thence to join the 
Gidar-Dhor Route. This obviates 

· the necessity of crossing the 
Gidar-Dhor, 

Path to Pariko Tia Sbur Kotal, one 
maJ"ch. 

On this march, the road crosses the 
Gidar-Dhor river several times 
and winds its way through tama
risk jungle. 

Between Chuttok and TegMb, the 
Lukh Rive:r Route (No. XIII 
joins the Gidar-Dhor Route. And 
the J'O&d io a certain length goes 
by the side of the river without 
difficulty. Tegb&b is on the 
main Kacbhi-Makran Boote 
(No, 1). 

4o N:U 8 57 See Route I. 

5 Haz&rganji 1~ 

6 Khatechk 23 

7 :Machi -croHsing 16 
over the Paselak 
Pass, 

69 

91 

107 

Paths-(1) to Wad. (2) Ornaob 
(See Nal-Bela Route via Ornacb, 
No. Vlll}. 

(1) A difficult footpalb to .Jebri 
and (:l) to Ornacb (Route. 
Vlll). 

(I) A difficult footpath to Ornach. 
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Approximate 
dist1111ce. 

No, Stage, 

···~1 
REMARKS. 

medi· 
ate dis Total. 
tance. 

8 Korak (PtHar) .•• 22 129 (1) Path to Nondrav, llalting a' 
Doleji. A footpath ~ Masbkae 
(a) via Churchuri; (b) via Bahar 
Kand, 

(2) A footpath to Ornach via Rir 
or Guhlet, difficult for laden 
animals, 

9 Kuto ... . .. 18 147 (1) To Ornach via Haftk Dara 
and D&ra-Band Passes ; diffic'.ll' 
for laden animals, -

(2) ~o Las Belavia Chagah river. 

10 J~u (Lashkar 
Khin's village). 

16 163 (I) 'To Las Bela via J&u Lak. 

2) To Nondrav via ser Pass. 

(3) To Kolwa via Ziarat or Masjid 
and P&u known as Chigirdi Route. 

{4) To Hinglaj, halting at Kurragi, 
.Vhruni Kaur, Sobs, Haibo, PohJ. 
and NAni Hinglaj. Verr diffi-
cult travelling. 

(5) Ornach via Ado and Lakatar, 

I (6) Panjgu,. via the Ser and Barith 
piU!Sea leading _to Awar&n (Route 
X) and thence via Dnraaki 

river to Panjgllr, vide Makra" 
Ga~:ettee,., Routes 1 and IX. 
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 

Total length 163 miles ; 16 stages from Gidar. 

This is the usnal roRd from Kaiat toNal or Kolwa and can be 
-taken by large parties as it possesses unlimited supplies of fire
wood and water. Kashum grass is plentiful along the river and a 
little chopped straw is to be got at Gidar and Chad, at the former 

·place through the Khan of Kalat's mlilJ and at the latter through 
the Gurgnari Chief. Floods might stop the road ; otherwise the 

. going for.camels is good. A~ Sbabdadzai, the ShahdaJzai section 
of the Muhammad Hat;nis will find supplies on notice, the B.lzan

jau Chief at Chuttok and Sajdi Chief at Tcghab. The route beyond 
,Nal to Jan is not of much importance for trade, and is mainly 
used by n~mads. This portion of the route is not nry difficult, 
but supplies are scarce with the exception of fuel and bill grass as 

there are no permanent settlements between KhatCchk and Korak 

(Pelar). Water is, however, procnrRble at all places; and sup

plies in small quantities can be arranged for through the Bizanjau 

Chief at. Hazarganji and Khatechk, and at Korak through the 

:Mirwari headm~n of the place. A Hindu lJania from Mashkae 

keeps a shop at Korak for the greater part of the year. At Kuto 

and Lashkar Khan's villages smallqnantities of karbi and chopped 

straw are obtainable through the naib of the Bizanjau Chief, who 

resides at Lashkar Khan •. 'Vater at these two places is from 

wel111, is brackish, and the supply is limited. Supply of water 
from Gidar-Dhor (called here Nal Kaur) and camel grazing 

·plentiful at Kurragi, . a :Mirwari village about nine miles south 

of Lasbkar Khan's village. 
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-ROUTE VII. 

!\ al to Khiran via Beaeima. 

No. Stage. 

1 Teghab .. 

2 Koda ••• 

3 Ali Muhammad 
(in Bescima). 

4o Drug • ••• 

5 Dt\11 

6 Garruk: ... 

Approximate 
distanoe. 

Inter-~ 
med~- Total. 

<>tedlB-
tR.nce. 

8 8 

u 22 

'37 

8 4.5 

10 55 

17 72 

7 Kh:iran-Kal:H .. 22 

RK14ARKB. 

Teghah is situated on the Kachhi 
Makran main route, 

AcroBB the easy Gwanik pass. A 
road leads from Koda to J ebri. 
via Korask. 

A good road leads to Gldar via 
Zayak and the Kalgbali pass. 
There is also a route south west 
to Panjg.Jr via Ra.khsban. 

Tracks lead from here to-

(1) Gidar via Jhur, and 

(2) Shireza and thence to 
.Panjgur vi:!. the Rakhsham 
valley. 

A route fit for laden animals runs 
to Gtdar via Siahtak river, The 
distance is about 2! miles. 

At Pir Sultan between Garruk and 
rau an alternative route from 
Kh:iran-Kalat via the Sorap Pa88 
joins this route. It is shorter 
than the route via Garruk. A 
p~th suitable for footmen but 
diffioult for animals leads from 
Garruk to Gidar via the Hajoimo 
Pass. 

Routes lead from Kh:ir:lu-Kalat to 
NusWd, Da\bandin, Padag, Panj
gur and Mashkel, vide Kh.drtira 
Gauttler. 
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 

Length 94 miles; 'l stages. 

This is the main and most direct caravan route from N al to 
Khir,n. It is easy for all transport animals. Water is pro
eurable at all the halting placea and fuel is obtainable from the 
jungles. There is camel grazing along the route, bot supplies 
must be carried, though a certain quantity of 6husa nd karbi 

would probably be obtainable if arrangements were made through 
the Sajdi headman of Gresha and the Chief of Kharan. Ample 
s11pplies could be colle~ted at the head quarters of the- Kharan 
Chief at Khairlin-Kalat. . 
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ROUTE VIII: 

Nal-Bela Route via Ornach and Baran Lak. 

No. Stage. 

Ap[Jroximate 
numb~r of 

miles 011 1oap. 

inter-, 
med~- Total. 

atedts· 
tance. 

RElUBKS. 

1 NaltoGarrukor 13 
nat. 

18 Path to Khatechk {Gidar-Dhor 
Houte VI). 

2 (PI·) Ga1•eto ••. 17 

3 0• , ach (Pir 
llluh~mmad 
village). 

4 Tarav-n,-d!r 
(cro•sing over 
Baran Lak). 

5 Balav ... 

6 KoMn-wat 

7 BCla .. , 

16 

18 

17 

20 

85 Route good and fit for JadAll 
camels. 

60 I (I) Path to Wad via Drakalav, 
1 

2 n- arches. 

(:.:) Footpaths to: (a) Jh via 
Lakata.r ; (G 1l'elar via Rar. 

65 (1) Path to Wad via Mamir and 

83 

100 

120 

Drakal av (Route 11). 
(2) Footpath to Ot·nach via Khiro 
Pass. 

Alternate r<•Utt> to Wad via lhe 
Porali river joins here. 

Head-quarters of the Jam of Las 
Bela. 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 

The to~al ,· iotauce is about 120 mile~ ; 7 shges. The route, 

whi..::1 lies up to Kohli.n-wat in the B{zanjau country, is chit>fly 
used hy traders of Nal, and is fit for Iadea camels. Native rations 

in small quantities can be obtained at Nal and Ornach from the 
local banias' shops. \Vater is plentiful at all placefi except at 
Gahcto wbert> there is a small spring. Fnel from jungles. Small 

quantiti~:s of karb,, bhusa or hill g-rass can be prn,·urtd if previous 

notice is given; at Dat through the Bizanj'la Ch:ei of Nal, at 
Gaheto, Ornaeh, Tarav-n&-dir thrcngh tbe Tamlmiri-BizRnjau 

headman of Ornach, and through the Las Bela State at S11Iav and 
Kohanwat. 
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ROUTE JX. 

SAIN ROUTE. 

Khuzdar to Jhal via Karkh, Karu, Chaku and Gaji Lak, 

otherwise known aA Sain-na-Kand. 

·No. Stage. 

I Khuzdar 

2 Ma!ghati 

Approximate 
distance. 

Inter-, 
medi-
t d

. Total. 
a e IS· 
tRnr,e. 

... u 

12 26 

3 Kark.hor or Karu. 17 43 

4 (]baku ... 7 5Q 

REMARKS. 

Khuzdar may be reached either by 
the Kachhi-Makran or by the 
Kalat-Bela Route (Routes I 
and 11), 

(l) Zidi to Bimau river, thence 
to Lak PhU.si and Bind or to 
Karachi via Khidraui country 
(Route V). 

{2) Z!di to Gaj River. Lak Harbab 
and Sind (Route XII), 

(3) Zidi to Wad via Pir Umar . 
.Pir U mar (13 miles) aud W a her 
(14 miles from Pir Umar) are 
the halting places on this 
route. 

(1) A good path leads to Nar 
in the Mala, Pass. 

(2) From Malghati to Pir Lakha 
via Welawill (Route I). · 

(I) Karkh to Kinji in Sind via 
Hijo Pass. Lightly loaded cam· 
els alone can go by this route. 

(2) DD.ri<iro via Resai and Bari. 
Thence to Bind. This is only a 
footpath. There is a small rest
bouse at Dariaro. 

(1) To Kharzh via Drugi. 

(2) To Kharz<in via War6ma. 
These are alternative routes. 
(See Route 1.) 
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A pproximnte 
distance. 

Stage. ---- Rl!liiARXS. No. Inter· 
medi· Total. ate dis-
tance. . 

6 Bakhor ••• ... 11 61 Bakhor lies near Tibri on the east 
side of the Gaji Lak, 

6 Marko Lak -· 11 72 (1) A footpath to Kamtam, abou~ 
1 miles, 

' 
(2) P!r Lakha Lahrani, thence to 

Barija and Shadihar. A difli-
cult road orossing the Marko 
Lak, only fit t:or very lightly 

7 Dhorari·" ... 84 
loaded camel!. 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 

ToTAL DISTANCE 84 .HILES ; 7 BTAGES, 

This route, which passes through areas which are in all cases 

subje!lt to th~t Khan of Kalat up to Chaku, is much used by 
nomads, passing to and from Sind, and by the traders to Ka.ru 
and Ch11ku. It is the only good .road for reaching Karu and 

Chaku. The only difficulty along the road is Gaji Lak. 

Fuel is abundant throughout, and \'later at all places except 
Maighati where, however, it is easily obtained by digging. 

All kinds of supplies, grain, flour, fodder, glti, sheep and fowl 
are 1•rocuraLie at Zidi, Karkh and Chaku on short notice to the 

Khau'a ""ib of Khuzdar, w hu has representatives at Zidi and 
Ka.ru. There are sbop11 at all these plAces throughout the year. 

At Maighati, Bakhor and lHrko, ka&hum grass is available. 
Fodder can be ser.t from Karu to the fo~mer place and from 
Cbaku to the latter two. 

At Pir Lakab Labraui, water is scarce and can only be obtained 
for drinking purposes on purchase from the Fakirs. 

Dhorari is in the Magassi area.. 
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ROUTE X. 

GIDAR TO JEBRI YIA KonA AND Ko&AsK, 

No. Stage. 

1 Kalghali 
2 Wajo ... 

S Zaiyak ... 

4 Koda 

Approximate 
distance. 

Jnttor-~ 
medi· 

ate dis- Total. 
tance. 

4 
8 

16 

4 
12 

28 

REMABKB, 

Good road to 8bahdadzai via Dosi. 

Wajo is at the water parting bet
ween Kalghali pass and Zaya'r.. 
Water procurable from springs 
in the Kalghali torrent at the 
mouth of the pass. 

(I) Zayak to Kharan via Beseim•, 
vide Rout~ V ll. 

(2) Zayak to DhUleri or Pathk via 
K<'imarau or KRmbarau pass. 
From Pathk or Dbii!eri a road 
leads to Rakhshan and thence 
to Panjgur and anothPr road 
leads to Rlighai over an easy pass 
called Tasb, 

(3) Z•yak to DhU~eri or Pathk via 
Gwani pass. A path but fit for 
camels. 

(4) Zspk to Dhtlleri or Patbk 
via Kashi pass. A path but fit 
ior camels. 

(5) A footpath t{) :-lijid via Sajid 
hill torrent and Sajid Khand. 

An easy pass, the Hokar, is crossed 
ett route. 

(1) Koda to Gresha and thence to 
Nal via Gwanik pass, vide 
R.1ute YH. 

(:!) Koda to Greshs \ia tbe 
l'erou pass. A footpath but 
traversable by lightly loaded 
camels. 

(3) Koda to Dhiih!ri or Pathk 
( Ragbai valley) via Khata Kand. 
A footpath. c .. mels oan only be 
got over it with difficulty, 

(!) Koda to Kor<i>k via the Nihing 
pass. Good for horses and not 
very difficult for lightly laden 
camels. 

(5) Koda to Korask ..-ia Shakkol 
river. A common caravan route 
and quite easy. 
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li Kor:lsk ... 

• 
6 Jebri 
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I Approximate 
distance. 

lutel·l medi· 
ate dis· Total. 
tance. 

16 60 

2:1 82 

• 

(!) Korask to Gresha via Janri 
pass. Crossable by loading camels 
with considuable difficulty. 

(~) Kod.sk to flhuleri or Pathk 
via l·hUleri river. The usual 

·caravan route to Panjgur and 
quite e.1sy. 

(3) Kora>k to Greoha via Bohr
Karodi pass • 

At Jebri the l'(•ad meets the main 
Ko.chhi·lll:akran route (Nn. 1) 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 

ToAL DJRTI\NCE 82 MILES j 6 STAGES. 

1. This route fro•n upper Jhala.wan and Gidar to ZHyak is 

much used by caravans which import dates .from ~a.ujgur. 

2. Water is procurable without any difficulty at all stages, 
except at Korask ~~here it is obtainable in small quantities from a. 

few springs at the skirts of the Duni hill about a mile from the 

centre .:>f the valley. Fodder for horses is scar~e. In years when 
rr.infall lu1s been sufficient, ba1·shonk and kashum grasses could be 

obtained ; and Pmall quantitie~o of bhusa 11nd karbi at Kalghali and 
Waj.) by !!iving notice to the !\IHzarzai Muhammad Hasni head

man of Zayak i at Koda and Korask from the local Snmahiris. 

Fuel from tamarisk jungles along beds of streams, except at 

Wajo where only wild bushes could be procured. 

Fowls, milk and other articles of food are scarce. A few sheep 

are obtainable from the wanderiDg shepherds wh~ happen to come 

to get water from springs. 
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ROUTE XI. 

Wad-Karachi Route via. DCi Lal and Shah Biiawal. 

No. Bta~e. 

Approximate 
distance. 

Inter·~ 
medi~ Total. 
ate dts· 
ta.nce. 

1 Wad to Thar ... 10 10 

RIMABKS. 

Wad may be reached from Khuzdar 
(Route II). 

l! "Bhalli-Pir 7 17 A path via Churi Pass to Lohendav 
and Ujatho. This p .. th then 
joins the Khidrani route at 
Uj .. tho. It i~ much used by Sind 
ban•al from Taudo Rahim Khan 
who travel via Lak Phusi. 

3 Kotori .•• 

4 Pit-Banf 

5 Pat 

6 Langaro 

' 

10 

5 

11 

9 

7 Pundu-Fash ••. 5 

8 Kalghali River. 6 

9 Mu~ri ... 

10 Bhungi .•• 

11 Pir Mubarak ... 

'I 

15 

9 

12 Bamotrl Riyer . 17 

27 

32 • A footpath to Lohendav via Abdari 

43 

52 

37 

(I) Path!i to Lohendav via Bohru 
Lnk. 

(2) Bela via Arenjl. 

63 Paths-

70 

85 

94 

111 

(1) To Sarona via Akkapat. 

(2) To Mabri via Lar i.ak. 

Path to Bind via Musetri Lak. 

Path to Saruna via Akkap'\t. 

Halting place is known as Shatrakh 
Nak. 

13 Shah Bilawal .. 16 127 

14 Wlra Hab 16 143 From Shah ail~wal· the Levy 
Tracts of Las Bela are entered 
It i~ three marches from Wera 
Hab to Karachi. 
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 

T01.'AL DISTANCE 143 MILES j 16 STAGES, 

Like the Khuzdar-Karachi route this road passes throu~,the 
most difficult part of the Jhalawan country. It is used by~ers 
from Karachi as it avoids the htav.1 trade imposts in Bela. It 
is also much used hy Mengal tril>t>smen mo,ing between Sind and 
the Pab hills, who are principally eng11ged in the pl4h (dwarf· 
palm) trade. 'l'hlly cro•s from Saruna over the Musari Lak and 
Katrach to Tando Rah(m Khan. IL is the main a.rtery of com
munication between Wad and 8aruna and a tr11de r~ute of some 
consideration joins it to the Khuzdar-Karach1 road: 

Although the names given in the· list of stRges are tboso ordi
narily used, it frequently happens that the supply of water fails, in 

which case longer marches have to be made to another source of 
supply. Horses can travel by the road and S\) can riding and 

. loading camels, but considerable difficulties are to be met with. 
Kashum and gorkah grasses can be obtained between Wad and 
Bhnngi; south of the latter place there is plenty of fudder. Fuel is 
everywhere to be found, but there are no other supplies. 

Between Wad and Thar, the Sarkaro pass has to be negotiated 
11nd the Pillirki pass between Tha.r a11d Bhalli Pir. . 

Between Bhalli Pir and Kotori there are the Passe Lak which 

lies west of the Churi pass and the Gwu Khalak. The next 

obst11cle is tbe Dei L'lk which is crossed before reaching Dangaro. 
From Bhungi, which is situated at the northern end of the Saruna 
valley, the country opens out and few or no obstacles to camel 
traffio are to be met with. 
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ROUTE XII. 
LAx. IIARBAB Rours. 

Zidi to Lak Harhab and Sind. 

Appr--.ximate 
diot<tnce on 

No. Stage. l•l'-· Rni.ARKS. 

medi· 
atedis- Total. 
tance. 

I ' 
' 1 Zldi to Banhari. I a 12 Zidl may be reached from Kh"zdar 

(l:tour.e 1) •. 

I Chanaro ... 8 20 

8 Gai ... ... 16 36 

_, 
Kirthar ••• ... 8 43 Summit of the pall! . 

6 ~iod Police 10 63 
TUna. 

6 Shah Godra, Sind 16 69 Neare.t railway lltation to Bhab 
I Godra ill UrUna. 

Tbis road is little used except by S.isoli; nomads, throughout 
whose country it runs. The Kluin of KaUt bas a good deal of 
land in \he Kulachi river, his representative being the Ja-nashln 
of Zidi. Unshod horses and lightly loadeJ bill camels can 
traverse the road with difficulty. The road follows the course 
of the Kullchi river np \o Chanaro and would be dangerous in 
case of flooda as it frequently crosses the bed of the stream. 
From Chanaro, hills are crossed until the Gaj river is reached, 
the two branches of which unite at the halting place known as 
Gaj. From Gaj to the top of the pass. the road is steep and is 
bad nearly up to Shah Godra which li~s in the Sind plains. 
Fuel and water are abundant everywhere and plenty of hill 
gra!8 is obtainable ; als_o a little chopped straw and Juari stalks at; 

halting places in the river bed. 
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ROUTE XIII. 

Lt:&.B RIVER RoUTE • 

..approxtmate 
distance on 

map. 
lnter-1 
medi- T 
ate disJ otal. 
I tance.1 

837 

RE.lfABII:IIo 

l TUtak to Parlko 10 
(Karez). 

10 Tutalr lies on the Katat-Bela Route 
(No. ll ); 

2 Gi·lar-Dbor 

I Gr.;;ha._ 8 

u 

(1) To J!wa and thence to Gidar. 
This is an easy route for Ja.deu 
animals but little frequented 
for purposes of trade. 

(2) To N&l crossing over the Hush
tir hills. This is somewhat 
difficuJG for laden camels and is 
used as a footpath. 

(3) To Se'kran and Ferodbad via 
JadgaL A footpath. 

(4) To Sh~hdadr.ai (Gida:r valley)· 
There are two pasees to be 
crossed, the fint into the Siaro 
river which is somewhat steep 
and the other Sh6r which is 
steep on the west side. Both 
are quite fit for lightl;r laden 
camels. 

(I) Gidar via f:bahdadzai (see 
Gidar-Dhor Route V 1). 

33 Gresha is on the main Kachhi-
Makran route. For partieuJara 
see Route!. 

This route, which lies in the B(zanjau country from Pariko to 
Gidar-Dhor, is a good deal used by caravans from Mashkae and 
Kh&nin on their wa1 to Baghwana for purchase of wheat. The 
road presents J•racticallJ no difficulties. There is plenty of water 
and fuel at aU stages and supplies for a a;mall party at Pariko ; 
110 lupplies at Gidu-Dhor. 

6.:JB 



APPENDIX V. 

Translation ·or the Arbitrators' Award dated the 
28th of March, 1903, in the Saruna. Boundary 

Dispute between the Chhutta.s and Mengals. 

'\Ve, Sirdar Zehri Khan, 1\lusiani, and 1Hr Azfm Khan, Shab
wani, arbitrators, accepted by tht' parties in the above case, visited 

the lands under dispute, on the 27th of .Murch 1903. .A.fter 
seeing the lauds lying between the Bhootaoi graveyard and Kocho 

we found that the Randar land situated some two miles to the 

north1 of the Saruna thana is very little cultivated and what 

" Latbandi " there is has be~n done by the :Meugals and other 
Brahois as cultivators of t.he Mengals. 

We, the arbitrators, also inspected the Kocbo lands situated 

some four miles to the east1 of the Saruna thana and found that 

its 'Latbandi" bas been mostly done by the Men gals and only a 

little by the Cbhuttas and other tribes. 

·We also examined the land callt'd Ahmad situated at a distance 

of 11 miles to the South-East 8 of the Sanina Thana. Its 

., La.tbandi '' has been done like that of the Kocho land. 

As re"gards the extent of the cultivation of these lands, Randat 

is the least cultivated, Ahmad ruore than Randar and Kocho 
m~st of all. · 

_After making full enquiry, we, the arbitrator!!!, are of opinion 

that the Kocho ·land which has the best cultivation should be . . 

given to the Chhutta.s, while the remaining lands called Randar and 
Ahmad should be considered th.e property of the l\Iengals. 

As regards the bounda1;y between these lands, we decide that 

the hills called Bai-Ka-Dat, which separate the Ran dar and 
Ahmad lands from the. Koch~- lands, should be fixed as tho 

bound~ry, because in the former are found l\Icngal graveyards and 

Mengal encampments. 

> Should be North·East. 

• Should be South-West. 
• Should be SoutL•West. 
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' 
We, the arbitrators, are also of opinion "that the Chhuttas 

iho~.ald now distribute the Kocho lands -among th~mselves oft. the 

basi$ of their respective shares in the Randa.r and -Ahmad lands 

(no" to Le relinq nished) anc.i oa which they used to take bata,i, 
so tba.t no ChhntLa will be deprived of his rights. · 

S:milarly, the Mcngsls should distribute the Randar and Ahmad 

lands among themselves in lieu ou the basis of the shares they 
btJid in Kocho and on which they received battii, so that they too 

willsulfe~ uo lo~>s (by the present exchange of lands). 

The l\lct1gals should give batii at on~-rourth of the produce 

to the Chhuttas for the Kocbo "Latbandi" done' by them,\ and 
tiimilarly the Chhuttas should give to the Men gals batai atone-fourth 

for thl!ir " Latbandi" in the Ahmad and Randar lands. 

'fhi:s decision is therefore suhllliLted fur appro>a1. 

(Sealed) S. . Zehri Khau, :Uusiani. 
( ,. ) ~1ir Azim Khan, Shahwani. 

P. S.-The lands lying to the south of the Bai-K&-Dat hills 

sh111l be the property of the Chhuttas, while those lying to the north 
of the hills shall belong to the Mengals and both parties shall have 
to give one-fuurth batrii for their respective .. Latbandi" tr' 

each other. 

(Sealed) Zehri Khau, Musiani. 

(,.) Mir Azim' Khan, Shahwani. · 

Qneition put to the Plaintiffs (Chhuttas). 

Do 1011 accept the arbitrator&' award which you have beard 
read over to you ! 

I This meaoli. that though Kocho is now the property of the Chhuttaa, 
aoJ R m.tar and Ahmad are the propeny of the Meogals, t.he two tribes 
will coutioue to cultivate the l>a•da they hue respectively constructed 
whereeoev .. r situated. But Meugals cultivating in Kocbo will pay bat"' 
to the Cbhuttaa and the latter oultiTating in Randar and Ahmad will 
pay the lleo gals. 

(Sd.) H. L. SBOWXBS. 
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Answer, 

·yes. We have heard the decision and we accept it. 

(Sealed) S. Dad Muhammad, 
( , ) S. Saleh Muhammad. 

( ,, ) Wadera Nansherwan. 

( , ) Nabi Baksh. 
(Signed) Jam Nand a. 

(Sealed) Pir Bakhsh. 

Question put to the Defendants (Mengals). 

Do you accept the arbitrators' award which you have heard 
read over to you ! 

Answer, 

Yes. We have heard the award and we accept it. 

(Signed) S. Shakar Khan, Mengal. 

(Sealed) 1\Hr W ali :Muhammad, Mengal. 
( , ) Mir Hasan Khan. 

( ,. ) Mir Alam Khan, Thanadar of Saruna. 
(Signed) Shafi Muhammad Sbahizai, Mengal. 

(Sealed) Muhammad, son of Kamal, 1\lfraji. 
( · , ) Rasul Baksh, son of Jhanda, Min\ji. 

(Thumb impression) Ibrahim, son of Jan Muhammad, Ghulamani. 
( ,. ) Gbamsbad, son of Pir Muhammad, l\liraji 
( ,, ) Panian, son of GhamsMJ, M{raji. 
( , ) Azfm Muhammad, son of Kamal Khan, 

Miraji. 

Verified. 

(Sd.) K. B. Kazi Jalal-Ud-Din Khan, C.I.E., 

Political Adviser to His Highness the Khan of Kal4t. 

(Sd.) K. B. Ahmad Y ar Khan, 

W azir of Las Bela. 

H. I •• Showers, l\Iajor, 
Political Agent, KalB.t. 
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Translation or the arbitrators' award dated the 
28th or March, 1903, in the dispute between 

the Chhuttas and Mengals regarding 
the possession or the Wira Hab. 

With regard to the dispute about the tract known as Wira 
Hab, we, the arbitrators, find that this valley is divided into two 
l'arts by a well-marked watershed named Khat Butti, the upper 
or northern part consisting of the parts drained by the Knriang, 
Samotri and Bndiji streams aud the lower or southern part 11f the 
portions drained by the Wira Hab stream proper which takes its 
rise at the watersh£d above mentioned. 

The upper part is entirely in the po!session of ll~ngals. Their 
people, their gots, their flocks and. their graveyards are 
everywhere. There are no Chhnttas, and S. D.id Muhammad 
admitted this to the Political Agent, Kalat. 

On the other hand, in the Wira Hah· portion no Mcngals were 
found during the Political Agent Kalat's visit, while the Chhnttas 
have many gots and hands. 

Therefore, we decide that the watershed refl'rred to should he 
the boundary between the two tribes, the Mcngals keeping the 
upper portion of the nlley and the Chhuttas the lower portion 
The Mengals should renounce their claim to any share of Wira 
llab, and the Chhuttas should admit that ~he upper portion belongs 
to the Mcngals. The lower portion being the best part of the 
nlley for cultivation purposes, the Chhuttas have the best of the 
bargain in this valley and the fact should be taken into accoun~ 
at the settlement of the Saruna. Valley question. 

The boundaries of the Kardagar-Samotri :Bndiji area down to 
the watershed are-east, the Chappar ra~.oge, and thence along the 
hills as nearly as possible in a straight line to the Khatta peak. 
From the peak down the spur leading on to the watershed. On 
the west, to the top of the outer ridge (the one ton cLing the nlley) 
of the Pab range. 

(Sealed) S. Zehri Khan, .Mlisiani. 
( ,. ) Mir Azim Khio,Shahwaoi. 
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P.S.~Of the lands assigned above to the Chhuttas and situated 
bdween the water$bed and Uarok, a quarter share (by batai) of the 
produce should go to the Bhootanis 1 on account of their Sirdari 
rights. Thia should be distributed into five part~, one of which 
·will go to Wadcra Dad Muhammad and Saleh Muhammad with 
their brothers, one to Nabi Ba.khsh and hi~ brothers, one to Jam 
Nauda and his brothers, one to Noushcrwan, and the fifth to 
Wadera Dad Muhammad as Chief of the tribe. 

(Sealed) S. ~ehri Khan, nlwiani. 
( , ) .Mir Adm Khan, Shahwani. 

Queatioo put to the plaintiffs. 

Do you accept the above award which you hafe heard read over 
to you? 

Answer. 

Yes. 'Ve have heard the award and we 11ccepl it. 

(Sealed) S. DaJ Muhammad. 
( , ) S. Saleh Muhammad. 
( .. ) 
( .. ) 
(Signed) 
(Sealed) 

W. Nausherwan. 
N abi .Bakhsh. 
Jam Nauda. 
Pir Bakhsh. 

Questia.n put to the defendants. 

Do you accept the above award which yo11 have heard read over 
to you 7 

Yes. 

Answer. 

We have hear~ the award and we accept it. 

(Signed) S. Shakar Khan, 1\Iengal • 
.(Sealed) Mir ·wali Muhammad, Mengal 

" 
Mfr Hasan KMn. 

.. Mir Alam Khan, Thanadar of 
Sarona. 

(Signed) Shafi Muhammad, Shahizai 
. Mengal. 

1 The Chhu tta Bird.l.r Khll. 
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(Senled) ::\Iuhammad, son or Kamal, 

Meeruji. 

( ,. ) Ra~ul Bnkhsh1 wn of Jhanda 
Meeraji. 

(Tiutmh Impression) Ibrahim, son of Jan 
Muhammad, Ghularmini. 

( , ,, ) Ghamshad, sou of Pir Muhammad, 
Meedji. 

( , 11 ) Pnnian, son of Gham8had 

Meeraji. 

( , ,, ) Azlm Muhammad, son of 
Kam:il Khan, :Meeraji 

(S<i.) K. B. Kaz'i JaJal-ud-din Khan, C. I. E., 

Political A1l\'iser to His Highness the Kinin of I{ah~t. 

(Stl.) K. B. Ahmadyar Kh:ln, 
1\T azfr of Las DeJa. 

H. L. Showers, Major, · 

Political .Agent, Kahil 


